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Introduction

CHAPTER

1

GENERAL INFORMATION
The AP Chinese program offers high school students an opportunity to earn credit
for Chinese courses at the college level. Like other College Board programs, it is
available to anyone worldwide who wishes to participate. The AP Chinese Language
and Culture exam was first held in May 2007 and is used to assess a student’s proficiency in Chinese equivalent to completing a fourth-semester Chinese course in
college.
The AP Chinese exam consists of two essential aspects: Chinese language and
Chinese culture. Because language and culture are so closely intertwined, culture is
acquired in the process of learning a language, and language is learned when studying culture. As such, students should try to absorb as much Chinese culture as
possible while learning the language, because it is impossible to separate the two.

THE AP CHINESE COURSE
The curriculum and assessment frameworks for the AP Chinese Language and
Culture course undergo continuous improvement. In order to prepare for the AP
Chinese exam, students are strongly encouraged, although not required, to enroll
in an AP Chinese course in high school. Like other AP courses, the AP Chinese
course should match the level of a fourth-semester university/college course in
Mandarin/Putonghua Chinese. This level requires students to complete approximately 250 hours of classroom instruction.
In the AP Chinese course, students should intensively practice Chinese in three
modes: interpersonal, interpretive, and presentational. In addition, they should
develop Chinese language skills in the five goal areas: communication, cultures,
connections, comparisons, and communities.
The first goal involves communication in Chinese. Students are expected:
1. to engage in conversations, provide and obtain information, express feelings
and emotions, exchange opinions, and make presentations
2. to understand, write, and discuss a variety of topics

1
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The second goal involves the acquisition of cultural knowledge. This
includes:
1. understanding social patterns
2. the active practice of conventions
3. appropriate use of Chinese in cultural settings
In particular, students should understand significant components of Chinese culture,
such as traditions, history, literature, art, and so on.
The third goal is to establish a connection between Chinese and other disciplines
and to further acquire information and recognize distinctive viewpoints that are
only available through Chinese language and culture.
The fourth goal concerns the student’s ability to compare and contrast the
Chinese language and culture with his or her native or other language and
culture.
The fifth goal emphasizes that students should apply the Chinese language in
communities both within and beyond the school setting.

THE AP CHINESE EXAM
The AP Chinese Language and Culture course and exam incorporate Chinese cultural information with listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Like other AP
foreign language exams, the AP Chinese exam measures fluency. Students should
be able to recognize and understand both spoken and written Chinese at a sophisticated level. In addition, they should demonstrate their ability to speak and write
Chinese fluently and accurately in a culturally appropriate manner.

Format of the Exam
Here is a summary of the important information on the AP Chinese exam. Table
I and Table II represent the format of the exam. The exam assesses the communication ability of AP Chinese students in two sections: multiple-choice and freeresponse questions. Each section of the AP Chinese exam contributes a specific
portion to the final AP grade. Detailed rubrics for the Writing and Speaking freeresponse sections will be given in the related chapters. Table I and Table II list the
time distribution and weight of each part on the final grade.
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TABLE I
Section I: Multiple Choice
Section/
Weight of
Final Score

Question Type

# of
Problems

Knowledge/
Skills Assessed

Time

Part A:
Listening 25%

Rejoinders: Listen to
the beginning of a
conversation, then
determine an
appropriate
continuation of the
conversation.

10–15

10 mins:
5 seconds
response
time per
problem

Listening Selections:
Answer questions after
listening to a variety of
stimuli, e.g.,
conversation,
instructions, voice
message, report,
announcement.
Reading
Comprehension:
Answer questions after
reading a variety of
stimuli, e.g., note,
public sign, poster,
e-mail, letter, story,
advertisement, article,
brochure.

15–20

Interpersonal
communication—
Understanding 2+character phrases
and sociocultural
formulae; expressing
opinion, attitude,
intent
Interpretive
communication—
Comprehension,
inference, application
of basic cultural
knowledge

Interpretive
communication—
Comprehension,
inference, application
of basic cultural
knowledge

60 mins

Part B:
Reading 25%

35–40

10 mins:
12 seconds
response
time per
problem

TABLE II
Section II: Free Response—Writing
Section/
Weight of
Final Score

Question Type

# of
Tasks

Knowledge/Skills
Assessed

Time

Part A: Writing
25%

Story Narration: Write a
story according to a series
of picture prompts.
E-mail response: Write an
e-mail response after
reading one from a friend.

1

Presentational
communication—
Writing
Interpersonal
communication—
Reading, writing

15 mins
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TABLE III
Section II: Free Response—Speaking
Section/
Weight of
Final Score

Question Type

# of Tasks

Knowledge/
Skills
Assessed

Time

Part B:
Speaking 25%

Conversation:
Engage in a 6-part
conversation by
responding in a
culturally appropriate
manner.
Cultural Presentation:
Make an oral
presentation
describing and
explaining the
significance of a
Chinese cultural
practice or product.

6

Interpersonal
communication—
Speaking

4 mins: 20
seconds
response
time per
problem

1

Presentational
communication—
Speaking

7 mins: 4
minutes to
prepare, 2
minutes to
record the
presentation

To do well on the exam, it is important to understand the structure of the AP
Chinese Language and Culture exam.
SECTION I
Section I, as illustrated in Table I, is the multiple-choice section and covers listening
and reading comprehension.
THE LISTENING SECTION consists of two types of multiple-choice questions

developed to evaluate interpersonal and interpretive communication skills.

1.

Rejoinders—AP students must
• first listen to and fully understand the expressions in the beginning part
of a conversation, then
• listen to a list of choices and select a culturally acceptable discourse to
continue or complete the conversation.

2.

Listening Selections—AP students must
• first listen to a selected discourse, which may be an instruction, voice
message, report, announcement, or conversation, then
• read the question and choices and make the correct choice within 12
seconds. (Students will be told whether a selection will be played once or
twice.)

THE READING SECTION assesses interpretive communication skills through

multiple-choice questions related to a variety of reading materials, such as a story,
sign, poster, note, letter, e-mail, brochure, article, or advertisement.
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SECTION II
Section II is the free-response section and covers writing and speaking.
THE WRITING SECTION assesses writing skills in both the presentational and

interpersonal modes. It requires test-takers to complete two tasks by writing in
Chinese for different purposes and to specific people.
Task 1: Narrate a complete story based on a four-picture sequence.
Task 2: Write an e-mail response.
THE SPEAKING SECTION assesses speaking skills in the interpersonal and presen-

tational modes. It requires students to complete two tasks using their speaking
skills.
Task 1: Participate in a simulated conversation with a Chinese speaker on a given
topic.
Task 2: Make an oral presentation on one or more Chinese cultural practices,
products, or customs.
Complete and appropriate cultural expressions are the important scoring standard for both writing and speaking tasks.
Standard time allowance for each section is listed in Table I and Table II. It also
appears on the instructions for each section during the exam. If the scheduled time
for the section is extended during the actual exam, the clock on the computer screen
will be updated to show the adjusted time for all related sections.
The AP Chinese Language and Culture exam is a computer-based test. AP
students are advised to practice using a computer with a multimedia system, and
to familiarize themselves with Chinese input techniques. Test-takers will be seated
in front of a desktop computer to work on the exam questions, which are burned
on a CD.
Prior to starting the exam, you will be instructed to enter your student information into the computer. This information includes, but is not limited to, your heritage or background, date of birth, Social Security number, parents’ education, first
language, home address, and phone number or international phone number. These
answers will not be graded.

NAVIGATING THE COMPUTER
Display Option:
During the course of the exam, you will read directly from a computer screen,
listen through a headset, type on a keyboard, and speak into a microphone. The
questions on the AP Chinese exam are formulated in both traditional and simplified
characters. Chinese texts for the multiple-choice questions in Section I, Listening
and Reading Comprehension, can be displayed in either traditional or simplified
characters. You can click on an on-screen button, “Switch to Traditional” or
“Switch to Simplified,” to display the character version with which you are
more familiar.
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Input Option:
After inputting the student information described above, but before the exam
begins, you will be presented with the Typing Options setup screen on their computers, which allows you to configure your typing options for the writing part of
Section II, Free Response. Two input techniques are available:
1. Microsoft Pinyin IME (MSPY), which uses Hanyu Pinyin to type in either
simplified or traditional characters, or
2. Microsoft New Phonetic IME, which uses Zhuyin Fuhao (Bopomofo) to
type in traditional characters.
If you intend to use the Pinyin input, you can decide between traditional and
simplified by using the toggle button labeled 㐕 (traditional) or ㅔ(simplified) on
the IME toolbar on the Typing Options setup screen.
A white text box on the screen allows you to test your chosen setting. Be sure to
try it out by inputting a few words and verify that, indeed, it is accepting the input
in the chosen character version correctly. Be sure to notify the exam proctor immediately if you can’t find the white text box, or the toggle button does not function
as described.
Note that you must decide the input technique and character version you intend
to use in the writing section on this screen. This configuration cannot be changed
once you exit the screen and the exam starts. It is highly recommended to also test
the microphone and headset volumes before the test starts.

Clock / Timer
Throughout the exam, a digital clock is displayed at the top of the screen to show
the remaining time to respond for each part.

In addition, a timer, in the form of a progress bar, is displayed to indicate the
remaining time for each problem in the Listening section.

When a question in the Listening section has timed out, the screen automatically
moves on to the next question. Note that you cannot go back to any previous
question in the Listening section. However, in the Reading section, you may skip
questions and go back to them later as long as there is sufficient time remaining
on the clock.

Listening Controls
There are two parts in the Listening section: Rejoinders and Listening Selections.
There are two buttons on the top right of the screen:
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1.

Use this button to control the volume of the listening audio.

2.

Click this button to return to the previous screen.

7

In the Rejoinders part of the Listening section, you will listen to several short
verbal exchanges and the four answer choices, and then choose the one that best
continues/completes the conversation. A progress bar and the four selection bubbles
are displayed on the screen. You have 5 seconds to answer each question.

When the time expires, the exam automatically moves to the next task. You
cannot return to the previous task once it is completed.
In the Listening Selections part of the Listening section, you will listen to several
selections of audio recordings. For each selection, you will be told if the selection
will be played once or twice. After listening to the selection for the number of times
assigned, you will see the question in English on the screen. You then have 12
seconds to answer each question.
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/

—An optional clock can be displayed at the top of

the screen to indicate how much time is left to make a selection. This button toggles
between “Show time” and “Hide time.” The clock will not count down while the
audio is played, but only when you are expected to answer the problem.
When the time expires, the exam automatically moves to the next task. You
cannot return to the previous task once it is completed.

Reading Controls
There are several important buttons on the upper right corner of the Reading
screen, as illustrated below. Knowing how to use these buttons during the exam
will help you manage your time effectively.

1.
2.

—An optional clock can be displayed at the
/
top of the screen to help track the time. This button toggles between “Show
time” and “Hide time.”
/

—The Chinese text can be displayed in either

traditional or simplified characters. This button toggles between “Switch to
Traditional” and “Switch to Simplified.”

3.

—Go to the next problem.

4.

—Go to the previous problem.

5.

—Place a bookmark on the currently displayed problem to make
it easy to return to later for revisions. A checkmark will also appear next to
the problem on the Summary Review screen. The problem remains marked
until it is unmarked. This button toggles between placing and removing the
bookmark.

6.

—Display help information on different topics. You are advised
to use the Help button wisely because searching through the Help topics can
be time-consuming.

7.

—Go to the Summary Review screen, where all the problems
within the Reading section are displayed along with their status (answered
or not answered).

7-9400_YAS_Chpt01.indd 8
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From here, you may go directly to any of the active problems by highlighting
the problem and clicking

. Otherwise, you may click

to go back

to the previous screen.

Break
There is a 10-minute break between Section I, Listening and Reading Comprehension (multiple-choice problems) and Section II, Writing and Speaking (free-response
problems). The free-response section resumes after the break.

Writing Controls
Remember that whenever Chinese text is displayed, you may choose between displaying it in traditional or simplified characters simply by clicking the toggle
button:

or

.

There are two tasks in the Writing section: Story Narration and E-mail Response.
You will type in a white text box displayed on the screen. Several function buttons
will be displayed along the top of the screen.

1.

—Highlight the text you typed, then click this button to remove the
highlighted text.

2.

—Position the cursor at the place where you want the previously
“cut” text to be, then click this button to insert it.

3.

—Click this button to undo, or reverse, the last action. Every click
reverses one more previous action.

7-9400_YAS_Chpt01.indd 9
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4.

—Click this button to reverse the last “Undo” action. Every click
reverses one more “Undo” command.

5.

—Click this button to toggle between showing and
hiding the character count at the
button.

6.

—Click on this pull-down menu to select the desired input
method, Pinyin or Bopomofo.

The following keyboard keys behave exactly the same as in the Microsoft Word
program.
Use the Tab key to indent at the beginning of a line.
Use the Backspace key to remove the character to the left of the cursor.
Use the Delete key to remove the character to the right of the cursor.
The time displayed next to the

button indicates how much time

is left to complete the task at hand.
When the time expires, the exam automatically moves to the next task. You
cannot return to the previous task once it is completed.

Speaking Controls
Before starting the Speaking section, check the headset and microphone again to
make sure that they are functioning properly.
There are two tasks in the Speaking section: Conversation and Cultural Presentation. Each task specifies the amount of response time allowed. In the simulated
conversation, you have 20 seconds to respond to each question. There are six questions in total.
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—This line shows that you are on the first of the six questions
about the simulated conversation.

2.

—The progress bar serves as a visual indicator of how much
time is left to complete the task at hand.

3.

—This timer, along with the progress bar above, counts down

11

the remaining time left to complete the task.
When the time expires, the exam automatically moves to the next question. You
cannot return to the previous question once it is completed.
For the Cultural Presentation task, you will first read and hear about the topic
that he or she is asked to present. You have 4 minutes to prepare for the presentation, and 2 minutes to record it.

When the preparation time expires, the exam automatically moves to the next
step: response time. The countdown timer will be reset to 2 minutes.

When the response time expires, the exam officially ends. You cannot return to
the previous task or question, and should NOT touch the computer after completing the exam because it will be processing all exam responses.
Since changes to the exam can take place at any time, you should stay abreast of
any updates by visiting the College Board’s Web site at www.collegeboard.com/
student/testing/ap/about.html.

SUGGESTED RESOURCES
Listening Comprehension
The Listening section of the AP exam intends to test students’ interpersonal and
interpretive communication skills. To do well on this section, students should
practice listening comprehension in different ways and listen to as much Chinese
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as possible from different sources. Chinese radio and Chinese TV programs are
good listening resources. For example:
1. China Radio International (CRI) is an overseas broadcast from China. It
provides comprehensive information on both Chinese and international
topics. Web site: www.chinabroadcast.cn
2. CCTV is the 24-hour news channel of China Central Television, the largest
national TV network in China. It is dedicated to reporting news, with a
special focus on China. Web site: www.cctv.com.cn
3. Radio Taiwan International—www.rti.com.tw/default.htm
4. Taipei Broadcasting Station—www.radio.taipei.gov.tw
5. Radio Singapore International—www.rsi.sg/chinese/regionalpressreview_c/
view/20080107185000/1/b5/.html
You might find it beneficial to watch videos, especially Chinese movies and TV
drama series that portray both Chinese language and culture. Videos provide opportunities for students to hear the various accents of the Chinese language, and allow
for replaying clips that are difficult to understand.
Students can also use the Internet to chat with native speakers to improve both
listening and speaking skills.
Listening to the audio materials that accompany most textbooks is also an excellent way to improve listening skills.

Reading Comprehension
The Reading section intends to test students’ interpretive communication skills.
The Reading section consists of 35 to 40 questions in a multiple-choice format
taken from a wide range of materials. In order to do well, students are encouraged
to practice good reading habits and improve their reading efficiency. Specifically,
students should master the following comprehension skills:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

grasp the main ideas of a reading passage;
understand the content and literal meaning of a reading passage;
find key points by skimming;
infer main themes;
determine the style of a reading passage and the attitude of the author.

The more students read, the better prepared they will be. In order to do well on
this section, students should have a thorough knowledge of Chinese vocabulary and
grammatical structures, and the ability to understand Chinese in a variety of contexts. It’s a good idea for students to practice on a variety of reading materials from
daily life, such as articles, letters, e-mails, instructions, advertisements, notes, posters,
public signs, newspaper reports, and announcements, as well as stories. A variety
of resources are available to help students improve their reading comprehension
skills. Reading Chinese newspapers and magazines is an excellent way to enrich
students’ vocabulary. Chinese Web sites allow students to access a vast range of
reading materials.
1. United Daily News (Traditional Char. 㐕储), 㙃ড়ฅ (㘨ড়)
www.udn.com
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2. World Journal (Traditional Char. 㐕储), Ϫ⬠᮹ฅ (Ϫ⬠᮹)
www.worldjournal.com
3. People’s Daily (Simplified Char. ㅔԧ), Ҏ⇥᮹ฅ (Ҏ⇥᮹)
http://web.peopledaily.com.cn
Visiting libraries regularly enables students to improve their skills using Chinese
books and periodicals. In order to better understand Chinese culture, students
should expand their reading to literary texts, such as novels, essays, and short stories
in their original form. They should also familiarize themselves with the different
registers of language, different styles of writing, and new vocabulary words and
grammatical structures.

Writing
The Writing section intends to test students’ presentational and interpersonal communication skills. Students should be able to understand the task they are being
asked to complete, write essays fluently, express main points clearly, provide solid
support for their arguments, and organize essays in a logical manner. Students
should practice choosing appropriate vocabulary and idioms, using correct grammar,
and employing culturally appropriate expressions.
Writing an essay is a relatively subjective task. Students should write in complete
sentences with culturally appropriate expressions, taking into account the purpose
of the essay and the characters described. Students should read the essay directions
carefully, develop a theme, and stay on topic throughout the entire essay. Remember that changing the essay plan midway is not a wise idea due to the limited
time.
It is a good idea for students to make a list of the main points before starting to
write, so that readers will be able to easily identify the introduction, development,
and conclusion. Students should use specific examples or details to support their
ideas and arguments.

Speaking
The Speaking section intends to test students’ interpersonal and presentational
communication skills. Specifically, students should be sure to understand the task
at hand, pronounce words correctly, respond to questions with a clear viewpoint,
express ideas fluently and clearly, and adopt culturally appropriate expressions.
Although most students know that, in order to speak Chinese fluently, one needs
to practice speaking as much as possible, very few actually do. Students should take
the opportunity to speak with teachers and peers in their Chinese classes.
In addition to actively practicing speaking in courses offered at school, students
should also make an effort to improve their skills on their own. The best way to
improve speaking skills is by interacting with native speakers and, ideally, by visiting
China or Taiwan. This allows students to broaden their horizons with new views
and to expand their knowledge of Chinese culture.
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Vocabulary
Vocabulary is an extremely important aspect of the Chinese language. It is crucial
for students to equip themselves with a wide-ranging vocabulary. Usually, new
words are the key factors that prevent students from fast reading and precise listening comprehension. Guessing the meanings of unknown words based on context
clues is a good way to speed up reading and to improve listening comprehension.
Using a variety of vocabulary and sentence patterns correctly demonstrates the
ability to master Chinese.
In order to express their thoughts clearly and effectively, students must have a
rich and appropriate vocabulary and be able to master a wide range of grammatical
structures. This book provides explanations to help students understand the vocabulary in each section. The vocabulary in the Reading Comprehension chapter is
relatively abundant, so students should try to guess the meanings of unknown words
and phrases according to context clues. The exercises in both the Writing and
Speaking chapters require students to apply a variety of vocabulary words and
phrases, as well as idioms.

Grammar Review
The grammar pointers collected in this book are at the level of a fourth-semester
college course. Although grammar is not explicitly tested in an independent section
of the AP Chinese exam, it is a factor in each section of the exam. The basic
grammar topics in Chapter 6 empower students to identify and correct their persistent errors. The materials in the grammar chapter are compiled from a wide range
of sources.

Cultural Notes
Chinese cultural knowledge is addressed in the last chapter of this book. On the
AP exam, cultural aspects are tested along with the four basic skills. The more
students know about Chinese culture, including geography, history, population,
ethnicity, climate, social relationships, economics, and politics, the more vocabulary
they are likely to master. When students have a strong base of cultural knowledge,
they will be more confident on the exam.
Language comprehension and production use a variety of skills simultaneously
and involve interactions between speaking, writing, reading, and listening. Improving one skill can actually enhance the other skills. Having good study habits and
using effective testing techniques during the AP Chinese exam can help students
improve their final grade.
Here are some helpful suggestions for establishing confidence in taking the
exam:

1.

7-9400_YAS_Chpt01.indd 14
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for standard pronunciation and intonation from native speakers;
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• applying strategies suggested in this book to practice reading comprehension, and selecting reading materials from a variety of sources;
• practicing writing according to Chinese writing formats; and
• identifying and improving weak skills.

2.

Be familiar with exam procedure in advance.
Be clear about the order and length of the sections, and the specific problem
types in each section. Taking a practice test before the actual exam will allow
you to get accustomed to the environment of the actual exam.

3.

Maintain a relaxed, natural mood during the exam.
You may feel nervous before and during the exam, but anxiety and tension
can put you at a disadvantage. By maintaining a relaxed mind and body,
you may actually be more able to concentrate on the exam. Establishing
self-confidence and developing excellent focus are essential for taking the
exam. Don’t let the outcome of a previous section disrupt the rest of the
exam.

USING THIS BOOK
This book is intended for students who are preparing for the AP Chinese language
and culture exam, and for teachers who are coaching students in preparation for
the exam. This book will help students organize their thoughts, express them effectively, and use vocabulary accurately.
Each chapter in this book not only discusses a single skill area but also contains
information that will be useful in other areas. For each of the four skills—listening,
speaking, reading, and writing—this book provides practical strategies for approaching the exam, sample exercises, answer keys, and explanations.
The model exams and answers offer another valuable opportunity to prepare
for the actual exam. This book also contains additional grammar reviews to enhance
students’ grasp of Chinese grammar. It provides a variety of cultural materials
to help students understand Chinese culture and society. It also provides sample
topics for preparing for the writing and speaking portions of the AP Chinese exam.
The selected materials cover a variety of topics, including school, family, clothing,
food, sports, entertainment, jobs, housing, transportation, education, festivities,
customs, travel, art, literature, history, society, science, climate, environment, and
animals.
The objective of the AP Chinese Language and Culture exam is for the student
to express himself or herself as clearly, accurately, and fluently as possible in
Chinese. This book contains review materials that students will find useful as a
study aid and as a tool to succeed on the AP exam.
The AP Chinese Language and Culture exam allows students to read and
write in either simplified or traditional characters. Therefore, this book also
provides students first with traditional characters, followed by the simplified
version.
The AP Chinese Language and Culture course and exam are designed to prepare
students to study Chinese in college at an intermediate to advanced level. Each
college or university has its own credit-awarding policy to define the number
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of credits, if any, that may be awarded to students with a given AP exam score.
Information regarding college credits is available from the College Board. New
information and any changes to the AP Chinese Language and Culture exam will
also be announced on the official College Board Web site.
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2

GENERAL INFORMATION
The Listening section of the AP Chinese exam assesses students’ ability to understand spoken Chinese and their mastery of interpersonal and interpretive communication skills. AP Chinese students are expected to have attained enough listening
skills to understand dialogues and narrations with good overall comprehension.
This chapter discusses several listening strategies. The listening materials in this
chapter are collected from a variety of sources to help students prepare for the AP
exam. The more students listen to a language, the better their listening skills will
be. Active listening experiences should be structured into daily activities. Students
learn to value listening when it is given a prominent role in the Chinese language
classroom and meaningfully integrated with their speaking, writing, and reading.
Sentences used in oral communications typically have the following features:
1. They are usually short, and may not be as formal as those in the written
language.
2. They may contain some unnecessary and redundant information. Therefore, it is important for students to determine essential words and phrases
while listening so that they can understand the main ideas.
In reality, it is nearly impossible for students to understand every single word
spoken when listening to a foreign language. The best way to practice listening
comprehension is to focus on the general meaning of the entire conversation by
ignoring unknown words while listening. Missing some words during oral communication doesn’t always affect students’ understanding of the general meaning,
and these words or their synonyms may be repeated several times throughout the
recording.
IMPORTANT NOTE
Whenever Chinese characters are used in this chapter, the traditional version is
presented first, followed by the simplified version in parentheses. If there are no
parentheses, the characters in both versions are identical.

Listening to and understanding oral language is a complex process in which listeners interact with a speaker to construct meaning within the context of their
experiences and knowledge. To prepare students for the Listening section of the
17
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AP Chinese exam, this chapter offers important strategies that can improve listening
skills. The listening selections offer students an opportunity to practice with different types of listening materials at different levels, and the explanations provide
students with the correct answers.
This chapter is organized into the following sections:
1. Rejoinders and Listening Selections
2. Listening Strategies
3. Answer Sheets and Printed Problems
Section I – Conversation (no printed problems)
Section II – Short Narration
Section III – Dialogue
Section IV – Long Narration
4. Answer Keys
Section I – Conversation
Section II – Short Narration
Section III – Dialogue
Section IV – Long Narration
5. Answers and Answer Explanations
Section I – Conversation
Section II – Short Narration
Section III – Dialogue
Section IV – Long Narration
6. Vocabulary Lists
Section III – Dialogue
Section IV – Long Narration
7. Scripts
Section I – Conversation
Section II – Short Narration
Section III – Dialogue
Section IV – Long Narration
Remember that the AP Chinese Language and Culture exam is a computer-based
test. The Listening Comprehension section consists of Rejoinders and Listening
Selections.
1. Rejoinders – For each problem, you will hear a part of a conversation, followed by four answer choices: (A), (B), (C), and (D). You will then choose
one of the choices to complete the conversation most appropriately. Note
that the choices will not be displayed on screen.
2. Listening Selections – After listening to each selection, you will see the
question and choices in English, one question at a time. You will then
choose the most appropriate answer based on the selection you just
heard.
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE SECTION: LISTENING
Type: Rejoinders
Number of problems: 10–15
Weight: 10%
Duration: 10 minutes
Directions: You will hear the beginning of several short, incomplete conversations. Each conversation will be followed by a list of 4 possible responses. Choose
the response that completes the conversation in the most logical and culturally
appropriate manner.
Important notes:
1. You will not see the 4 choices. You will hear them immediately after you hear
the incomplete conversation.
2. You will hear the conversation and the choices only once.
3. You will see on the screen 4 bubbles labeled A, B, C, D. Click on the one that
best completes the conversation.
4. You have 5 seconds to answer each problem.
5. You cannot move back and forth among problems.
Knowledge & Skills:
1. Interpersonal communication.
2. Using set phrases and social formulae.
3. Communicating opinion, attitude, or intent.
Strategies:
1. Stay focused throughout this section.
2. Pay attention to the speaker’s mood: happy, sad, excited, etc.
3. Make culturally appropriate responses: response to compliments, addressing
one’s superior, etc.
4. Do NOT take notes. You won’t have enough time.
Fig. 2-1 Rejoinders Task Breakdown

REJOINDERS
The first part of the Listening section on the AP Chinese exam requires students
to reply with rejoinders. A rejoinder is a quick reply to a question or remark. For
each problem, you will hear a part of a conversation, followed by four answer
choices. You will then choose the answer that completes the conversation in a culturally and logically appropriate way.
In order to select an appropriate rejoinder to a statement or request, you may
have to use several different strategies. For example, you may locate key words,
make inferences about the topic of the conversation, refer to their previous
experiences, or use a combination of these strategies. Focusing on stressed words
and intonation will help you find the key words of the conversation. In longer
conversations, you will have to process details and possibly ignore unimportant
information. However, this will not be necessary for Rejoinders, as they are relatively short.
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Rejoinder questions will typically be in one of these formats:

1.
CD 1
Track
1

Some questions will directly use question words.

[Traditional-character version]
ᓮംቹ塢ڇୌࠝΛ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ቹ塢㠪ڶৰڍխ֮Ζ
(B) ቹ塢༉߷ڇᢰΖ
(C) ቹ塢Լរၲ॰Ζ
(D) ቹ塢㠪ڶৰڍᖂسΖ
[Simplified-character version]
䇋䯂к佚ા˛ܓ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) к佚䞠᳝ᕜЁ᭛кǄ
(B) к佚ህ䙷䖍Ǆ
(C) к佚क⚍ᓔ䮼Ǆ
(D) к佚䞠᳝ᕜᄺ⫳Ǆ
HINT: Listen for the question word. For example, after hearing “ୌࠝ” (“ા)”ܓ,
you will only have to listen for the choice that responds with a place or direction,
which is (B).

2.

Some questions will be immediately answered and then followed by
another question, which you will have to answer to complete the
dialogue.

[Traditional-character version]
܃ਢൕୌଡৄؑࠐऱΛ
(Woman)
ݺਢൕဎฐቅࠐऱΖࡋ܃Λ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) չ䈥Λ܃ຑဎฐቅຟװመΛ
(B) װݺመભഏऱৰؑৄڍΖ
(C) ױݺլუࠝ߷װΖ
(D) ݺՈਢൕ߷ࠝࠐऱΖ
[Simplified-character version]
ԴᰃҢાϾජᏖᴹⱘ˛
(Woman)
(Man)
៥ᰃҢढⲯ乓ᴹⱘǄԴਸ਼˛
(Woman)
(A) ҔМ˛Դ䖲ढⲯ乓䛑≵এ䖛˛
(B) ៥এ䖛㕢ⱘᕜජᏖǄ
(C) ៥ৃϡᛇএ䙷ܓǄ
(D) ៥гᰃҢ䙷ܓᴹⱘǄ
HINT: Listen for the question word. Choose the answer that relates to the question
word—in this case, (D).
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Some questions will have you analyze a statement, then respond with
an appropriate ending.

[Traditional-character version]
ୂୂݺԫՂጻ༉չ䈥ຟݱԱΖ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ݱהԱչ䈥Λ
(B) ה㻽չ䈥ݱԱՂጻΛ
(C) ڇהጻՂ֜റ֨ԱΖ
(D) ה౨ಖ۰չ䈥Λ
[Simplified-character version]
៥હહϔϞ㔥ህҔМ䛑ᖬњǄ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ҪᖬњⳟҔМ˛
(B) ҪЎҔМᖬњϞ㔥˛
(C) Ҫ㔥ϞϧᖗњǄ
(D) Ҫ㛑䆄ԣҔМ˛
HINT: Watch out for statements disguised as rhetorical questions. Although “չ
䈥” (“ҔМ”) is a question word, it is used as a non-specific descriptive in this
context. Students should be careful not to take it too literally. The appropriate
response here is to follow up with empathy instead of further scrutiny, or (C).

4.

Some questions will require you to respond to a statement with a
euphemism.

[Traditional-character version]
۔᎓່२ړႯΛړݺՆڶߠהԱΖ
(Woman)
չ䈥Δ܃ᝫլवሐΛהբᆖլڇԱΖ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ݺՈլवሐڇהլڇΖ
(B) ৻䈥ᄎࡋΛהऱߪ᧯ԫऴ߷䈥ړΖ
(C) הଶթᝫڇຍ㠪Ζ
(D) װהୌࠝԱΛ
[Simplified-character version]
㗕䍉᳔䖥ད৫˛៥དЙ≵᳝ⳟ㾕ҪњǄ
(Woman)
(Man)
ҔМˈԴ䖬ϡⶹ䘧˛ҪᏆ㒣ϡњǄ
(Woman)
(A) ៥гϡⶹ䘧ҪϡǄ
(B) ᗢМӮਸ਼˛Ҫⱘ䑿ԧϔⳈ䙷МདǄ
(C) Ҫ߮ᠡ䖬䖭䞠Ǆ
(D) Ҫএાܓњ˛
HINT: Be sensitive to unpleasant topics such as death, divorce, and the like. “բ
ᆖլڇԱ” (“Ꮖ㒣ϡњ”) is a subtle way of saying someone has died, equivalent
to “passed away” in English. Again, students should be careful not to take this
phrase literally. The appropriate response here is to say something to ease the
unpleasantness, which is (B).
Let’s summarize what we learned about Rejoinder questions into some quick tips
to improve listening skills.
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1. Make connections between prior knowledge and the information at hand.
2. Identify key words and follow the sequence of ideas spoken.
3. Recognize the speaker’s main ideas and identify the supporting details and
examples.
4. Evaluate the speaker’s motive (recognize the speaker’s purpose) and determine the speaker’s attitude.
5. Listen for the transitions between different thoughts or pieces of information. When speakers finish one thought and start a new one, their voices
tend to fall to a lower pitch, and they may pause between thoughts.

LISTENING SELECTIONS
The Listening Selection questions in this book are grouped into four sections.

Section I – Conversation
You will listen to a series of short conversations or parts of conversations followed
by questions about what they have heard. Each question will be played once. The
questions are not printed on the answer sheet, but they are heard at the end of each
conversation. You will have several seconds to respond after you hear each
question.

Section II – Short Narration
You will listen to a series of short narratives. The questions for each narrative are
given after each selection. Each selection will be played once. You will be given
several seconds to respond after you hear each question. All questions are shown in
English.

Section III – Dialogue
This section consists of several long dialogues that will be played twice. The questions for each dialogue are printed after each selection on the answer sheet. You
will be given a few more seconds than in Section I to respond after you hear each
question. All questions are shown in English.

Section IV – Long Narration
This section consists of several long narrations that will be played twice. The questions for each narration are printed after each selection on the answer sheet. You
will be given a few more seconds than in Section II to respond. All questions are
shown in English.
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE SECTION: LISTENING
Type: Listening Selections–
Number of problems: 15–20
Weight: 15%
Duration: 10 minutes
Directions: You will listen to several selections in Chinese. For each selection,
you will be told if it will play once or twice. After listening to the selection, you will
then see the question and answer choices in English. Choose the answer that
best matches the selection.
Important notes:
1. You have 12 seconds to answer each question.
2. You cannot move back and forth among questions.
Knowledge & Skills:
1. Interpretive communication.
2. Comprehension; inference.
3. Application of basic cultural knowledge.
Strategies:
1. Stay focused throughout this section.
2. Pay attention to the speaker’s mood: happy, sad, excited, etc.
3. Make culturally appropriate responses: response to compliments, addressing
one’s superior, etc.
4. You may take notes, but they will not be graded.
Fig. 2-2 Listening Selections Task Breakdown

LISTENING STRATEGIES
Listening strategies are techniques that contribute directly to the comprehension
and recall of listening input. Students can use listening strategies to maximize their
comprehension of auditory input and identify relevant and non-relevant information. Specific strategies include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Determining a speaker’s attitude or feelings
Focusing on stressed words and intonation
Making inferences
Taking notes
Scanning questions and making predictions
Identifying key words and main ideas from the context
Processing details
Ignoring unimportant information
Following scripts

Note that the suggested strategies provided in this chapter are good for pre-exam
practices. Although some may not be suitable for the actual exam (scanning, for
example), they can nevertheless help you master the language.
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STRATEGY

1

Determining a speaker’s attitudes or feelings

Questions regarding a person’s opinion, attitude, feelings, outlook, or reaction to
something are common on the Listening section of the test. Sometimes, the speakers
will directly announce their attitudes or feelings. In most cases, however, speakers
in a recording only imply them by their tone of voice, intonation, and word choice.
Usually, if a speaker emphasizes a certain word or phrase, that word or phrase is
important. Students should also listen for the thesis in the recording to grasp the
purpose of the speech. The thesis will often be found in either the first or last sentence of the speech.
Common questions that require students to determine the speaker’s attitude or
opinion are below:
What
What
What
What
What
CD 1
Track
2

is the woman’s/man’s attitude toward/opinion about . . . ?
does the woman/man mean/imply (by saying . . .)?
did the woman/man think of . . . ?
does the woman’s answer suggest?
can be concluded from this conversation?

[Traditional-character version]
ړ܃ቝڶৰڍՠ܂Ζݺ֚ޢ܃ຟࠩৰඡթՀఄΖ
(Woman)
ՠڶڍ܂რ৸ܴ-! ݺൕࠐլףڇఄΖ
(Man)
[Simplified-character version]
Դདڣ᳝ᕜᎹ㽕خǄ៥ⳟԴ↣䛑ࠄخᕜᰮᠡϟ⧁Ǆ
(Woman)
(Man)
Ꮉ᳝ᛣᗱਔ, ៥ҢᴹϡТࡴ⧁Ǆ
1. How does the man feel about his job?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

He hates working overtime.
He doesn’t care much for it.
He enjoys it very much.
He doesn’t mind it even though it is tedious.

(C) is correct because the man says his job is very interesting.
People are often very subtle when speaking. When one person disagrees with
another person, he usually will not say so directly. He may first agree with the other
person politely and euphemistically, but then counteract his statement using an
adversative (a word that expresses opposition). Students should pay attention to
adversatives to gauge the actual opinion of the speaker while listening to such a
conversation. Note that adversatives may be introduced by certain adverbs and
conjunctions, including “ࠩࢍ” (“ࠄᑩ”) (in the end), “່ึ” (“᳔㒜”) (finally), “Ԛ
ᰃ” (but, however), “ৃᰃ” (but, however), “լመ” (“ϡ䖛”) (but, nevertheless), “✊
㗠” (yet), “ᕣጥ“( ”ڼڕሑㅵབℸ”) (in spite of that), “ϔᮍ䴶” (on the other
hand), and “ೈॺ” (“䰸䴲”) (unless). Listen to the following dialogues:
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[Traditional-character version]
टट-!ढ֜ᣄԱΔݺլუᖂԱΖݺუᦰװᖂೃΖ
(Woman)
۞܃աऱࠃൣ۞աެࡳܣΖլመΔړ່܃٦უუΖवሐ-! ࠀլ
(Man)
ਢޢԫଡᦰᖂೃऱԳຟ౨ᖂړΖ

[Simplified-character version]
⠌⠌, ⠽⧚䲒њˈ៥ϡᛇᄺњǄ៥ᛇএ䇏ଚᄺ䰶Ǆ
(Woman)
(Man)
Դ㞾Ꮕⱘџᚙ㞾Ꮕއᅮ৻Ǆϡ䖛ˈԴ᳔དݡᛇᛇǄ㽕ⶹ䘧, ᑊϡ
ᰃ↣ϔϾ䇏ଚᄺ䰶ⱘҎ䛑㛑ᄺདǄ

2. What do we learn from the conversation?
(A) The man insists that his daughter should pursue her physics degree.
(B) The man thinks his daughter will be unsuccessful if she gets a business
degree.
(C) The man advises his daughter to think carefully before making her
decision.
(D) The man doesn’t have money for his daughter’s studies.
The word “ϡ䘢” (“ϡ䖛”) in the man’s statement expresses that his daughter should
consider her decision carefully, so the answer is (C).
[Traditional-character version]
߷ࠩᦫ܃ଡஒԱႯΛ܃ᤚ৻䈥ᑌΛ
(Woman)
ڇΔึݺՊאױጕԫଡړᤚԱΖ
(Man)
[Simplified-character version]
Դࠄ䙷Ͼ⍜ᙃњ৫˛Դ㾝ᕫᗢМḋ˛
(Woman)
(Man)
⦄ˈ៥㒜ѢৃҹⴵϔϾད㾝њǄ
3. How does the man feel when he hears the news?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Relaxed
Worried
Angry
Happy

“ึ࣍אױጕԫଡړᤚԱ” (“㒜ѢৃҹⴵϔϾད㾝њ”) means “relaxed,” so (A) is
the correct answer.
Adjectives that describe emotions in Chinese are limited, so students should
practice and become familiar with the following words:
ᘋᕿ
ᘋ
س
ᖜ֨
؈ඨ
֨ᅀ
ऊໜ
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(݈༟)
(催݈)
(⫳⇨)
(ᢙᖗ)
(༅ᳯ)
(ᖗ⚺)
(⊂ϻ)

excited
happy
angry
worried
disappointed
irritated
depressed
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ྐඨ
࣋ᠾ
ጹ്

(␈ᳯ)
(ᬒᵒ)
(㋻ᓴ)

desirous
relaxed
nervous

Students should recognize the differences between actual and subjunctive conditional sentences while listening. Usually, it is not easy to understand subjunctive
conditional sentences that express speakers’ opinions and attitudes. Practice with
the subjunctive conditional sentence in this dialogue:
[Traditional-character version]
ਤ֚ऱᤃֺ܃ଚᤢԱႯΛ
(Woman)
(Man)
㽕ᰃ៥ݡץᕫϔߚህདњǄ
[Simplified-character version]
ਤ֚ऱ亷ֺ刐܃䣙列Ա䦫Λ
(Woman)
(Man)
㽕ᰃ៥ӀݡᕫϔߚህདњǄ
4. What does the man mean?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

They lost by one point.
Their team was the best by far.
They won a very close game.
Their team didn’t get one point.

The word “㽕ᰃ,” with which conditional sentences often start, introduces a subjunctive sentence, meaning that the man’s comment is actually the opposite of what
happened, so the answer is (A).
Students should practice and become familiar with the following conjunctions,
and pay attention to their grammatical and semantic meanings:
བᵰ . . .
㽕ϡᰃ
㽕ϡ✊
ೈॺ . . . (䰸䴲 . . .)
ϡԚ . . . 㗠Ϩ . . .
լႛլ . . . ֘ۖ . . . (ϡҙϡ . . . ড㗠 . . .)
ϡᰃ . . . ህᰃ
䈥 . . . 䈥 . . . (㽕М . . . 㽕М . . .)
ኑ ױ. . . , Ո . . . (ᅕৃ . . . г . . .)
ፖࠡ . . . լ ڕ. . . (Ϣ݊ . . . ϡབ . . .)
ឈྥ
(㱑✊)
াᰃ . . .
ᕣጥ . . . ױਢ. . . (ሑㅵ . . . ৃᰃ . . .)
া㽕 . . . ህ . . .
 ڶ. . . թ . . .
ྤᓵ . . . ຟ . . .
(᮴䆎 . . . 䛑 . . .)
ህᰃ . . . г . . .
ेՓ . . . г . . .
ڂ㻽 . . . ࢬ א. . .
(Ў . . . ᠔ҹ . . .)
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if
if it were not for
otherwise
unless
not only . . . but also
on the contrary
if not A, it’s B; either A or B
either . . . or
would rather; better
it’s better . . . than . . .
though; although
it’s just that
even though
so long as
only if . . .
no matter . . .
even if . . . still . . .
even . . . still . . .
because . . . , therefore . . .
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ࢬ א. . . ਢڂ㻽 . . . (᠔ҹ . . . ᰃЎ)
᮶✊ . . . ህ
ҹ֓ . . .
܍א
(ҹ)ܡ
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the reason is that
since; in the case
so that
in order to avoid; so as not to

The above conjunctions will be reviewed in Chapter 6 under “Complex Sentences.”
Students can find examples for each phrase in that chapter.
Distinguishing between interrogative and rhetorical questions is another key listening skill. Understanding rhetorical questions is especially difficult because the
message can only be found between the lines. See the rhetorical question in the
following dialogue.
[Traditional-character version]
܃टटᎅΔߨ܃ሁװՂᖂլֱঁΔהუ܃၇ԫᔖ۞۩߫Ζ
(Woman)
߫լঁֱޓႯ@
(Man)
[Simplified-character version]
Դ⠌⠌䇈ˈԴ䍄䏃এϞᄺϡᮍ֓ˈҪᛇ㒭Դфϔ䕚㞾㸠䔺Ǆ
(Woman)
(Man)
≑䔺ϡᮍ֓৫@
5. What does the man mean?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

He agrees with the woman.
He should ask his father about it.
Buying a bicycle is a good idea.
He wants to get a car.

The father believes that it is inconvenient to go to school on foot, so he wants to
buy a bicycle for his son. However, his son asks his father a rhetorical question that
implies that he prefers a car, so the correct answer is (D).
STRATEGY

2

Focusing on stressed words and intonation

It is important for students to pay attention to the tone of the speaker’s voice and
to focus on the stressed words. Students should listen for stressed words, particularly
in the Rejoinders section. Useful information and meanings are usually expressed
by stressed syllables and intonation. For most listening tests, professional recordings
will be provided, so a monotone voice will never express shock, and unimportant
words will never be stressed.
Focusing on the stressed words will help students find key words and identify
main ideas. Underline the stressed words while listening to the following
selection.
CD 1
Track
3

[Traditional-character version]
խഏԳऱڗټຟڶԫࡳऱܶᆠΖڶऱܶץڗټထسנழऱچរΕழၴ
ࢨ۞ྥွΔڕϘࠇΕዴΕඣΕמΕຳ” Ιڶऱܶץڗټထئ׀ኙऱᣋ
ඨΔڕ।قൈΕዦॽΕࢉ壂ΕݶᑗऱϘΕભΕᘋΕᑗϙΖߊԳऱڗټ
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ࡉՖԳऱڗټՈլݙ٤ઌٵΖߊԳऱشڍڗټ।قൎ݇ΕটཊऱڗΔڕϘॡΕ
ᚊΕΕൎϙΙՖԳऱشڍڗټ।قᄵਫΕભᣝΕ֮ᙩऱڗΔڕक़ΕدΕᙩ
Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
ЁҎⱘৡᄫᕔᕔ䛑᳝ϔᅮⱘНǄ᳝ⱘৡᄫࣙⴔߎ⫳ᯊⱘഄ⚍ǃᯊ䯈
㞾✊⦄䈵ˈབ“Ҁǃ≾ǃ᰼ǃހǃ䲾”ㄝ˗᳝ⱘৡᄫࣙⴔ⠊↡ᇍᄽᄤⱘᜓᳯˈ
བ㸼⼎عᒋǃⓖ҂ǃᑌ⽣ǃᖿФⱘ“عǃ㕢ǃ݈ǃФ”ㄝㄝǄ⬋ҎⱘৡᄫཇҎⱘ
ৡᄫгϡᅠܼⳌৠǄ⬋Ҏⱘৡᄫ⫼㸼⼎ᔎໂǃ࢛ᬶⱘᄫˈབ “㰢ǃ啭ǃӳǃ
ᔎ”ㄝ˗ཇҎⱘৡᄫ⫼㸼⼎⏽ᶨǃ㕢Бǃ᭛䴭ⱘᄫˈབ㢅ǃ⥝ǃ䴭ㄝǄ

Students should try to focus on the bold words in the above selection while listening, as each of them stresses an important detail. For example, ϘڶĂܶᆠϙ
(“᳝…Н”) means “has a specific meaning.” The leading sentence, “each Chinese
name usually has a specific meaning,” expresses the main idea of the selection. The
stressed words used in the selection, such as, “چរ” (“ഄ⚍”), “ழၴ” (“ᯊ䯈”), “
ွ” (“⦄䈵”), and “…ئ׀ᣋඨ” (“⠊↡…ᜓᳯ”), support the main idea. Another
stressed word, “ϡ,” indicates that male names differ from female names, and vice
versa. Moreover, the words “ൎ݇” (“ᔎໂ”), and “࢛ᬶ” further specify some meanings of male names, while the words “ᄵਫ” (“⏽ᶨ”), “ભᣝ” (“㕢Б”), and “֮ᙩ”
(“᭛䴭”) specify some meanings of female names. Focusing on different intonations
will also help students understand listening passages more clearly.
STRATEGY

3

Making inferences

Making inferences is another important listening strategy. Inferring is the process
of identifying the main idea of a listening passage based on evidence in the passage.
It involves combining what is heard with relevant prior knowledge. Oftentimes, a
speaker will imply something and leave it up for interpretation. Making inferences
when listening is usually easier than when reading.
Understanding vocabulary that relates to the topic and the main ideas is an
essential ingredient of making inferences. For example, words such as medicine,
patient, doctor, and recover will relate to hospitals; words such as check, interest, rate,
account, and bank will relate to money; and returning and checking out books will
relate to a library. These key words, combined with common knowledge, can help
students make inferences.
Here are some common inference questions that may appear in the Listening
section:
What can be inferred from the passage?
What is the speaker most concerned about?
How does the writer feel about . . . ?
What does the author want to tell us?
Practice making inferences with the following conversation.
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1. [Traditional-character version]
(Woman) ്ࣥΔ܃ऱ߷ݺࠢڗءࠐԱΔ࣋܃ڇऱோՂԱΖ
ਢ້ྱΔ܃Δ್ݺՂװஞΖ܃ڇڃ୮Ⴏ˛
(Man)
(Woman) լΔݺ٣װቹ塢ଗ༓ءΔྥ৵٦ڃ୮Ζ
ᦫᎅ܃ਤ֚װझ՞ԱΔ৻䈥ᑌ˛
(Man)
(Woman) լᙑΔ֚ৰړΔ༉ਢ՞ՂऱԳ֜ڍԱΖ܃Ո˛װ
ਢԳ߷䈥ڍΔݺ༉٦უუܣΖኙԱΔڶݺԫሐᑇᖂᠲუംം
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)

܃Δ܃չ䈥ழଢڶழၴ˛
վ֚ඡՂݺ୮㠪ڶរࠝࠃ-! ֚ࣔܣΔ܃֚ࣔ৻䈥ᑌ˛
ംᠲΔ༉֚ࣔܣΖ߷֚ࣔߠΖ

[Simplified-character version]
(Woman) ᓴᵫˈԴ㽕ⱘ䙷ᴀᄫ៥ᏺᴹњˈᬒԴⱘḠᄤϞњǄ
(Man)
ᰃ߃⨇ଞˈ䇶䇶Դˈ៥偀ϞএᣓǄԴ⦄㽕ಲᆊ৫˛
(Woman) ϡˈ៥ܜএк佚׳ᴀкˈ✊ৢݡಲᆊǄ
(Man)
䇈Դ᯼এ⠀ቅњˈᗢМḋ˛
(Woman) ϡ䫭ଞˈ⇨ᕜདˈህᰃቅϞⱘҎњǄԴг㽕এ˛
(Man)
㽕ᰃҎ䙷Мˈ៥ህݡᛇᛇ৻Ǆᇍњˈ៥᳝ϔ䘧᭄ᄺ乬ᛇ䯂䯂
(Woman)
(Man)

ԴˈԴҔМᯊ᳝ᯊ䯈˛
ҞᰮϞ៥ᆊ䞠᳝⚍ܓџ, ᯢ৻ˈԴⳟᯢᗢМḋ˛
≵䯂乬ˈህᯢ৻Ǆ䙷ᯢ㾕Ǆ

Based on this piece of conversation, students can infer the answers to the following
questions: 1) Who is talking? Two students. 2) Where are they talking? The woman
is at the man’s place returning a dictionary, but he is not there. 3) What are they
talking about? Lending dictionaries, checking out books, climbing a mountain, and
doing mathematics homework.
Making inferences helps students analyze information that is not directly
expressed, but implied. Students not only have to listen for the literal meanings
of individual words but also understand their implied meanings. Using this
strategy, students can make guesses or assumptions about speakers’ purposes and
attitudes.
Here is another example:
[Traditional-character version]
ݶរߨլړႯΔլྥ༉ᙈࠩԱΖ
(Man)
ݺऱᕀᇿ֜ԱΔ܃٣ߨܣΖ
(Woman)
[Simplified-character version]
ᖿ⚍䍄ϡད৫ˈ㽕ϡ✊ህ䖳ࠄњǄ
(Man)
(Woman)
៥ⱘ䵟䎳催њˈԴܜ䍄৻Ǆ
2. What does the woman mean by her statement?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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This conversation states two facts: First, the man asks the woman to walk faster
because they are going to be late; and second, the woman asks the man to go first
because her heels are too high to walk on. From this information, students can infer
that the woman cannot walk any faster, so (A) is the correct answer.
Listening to passages about daily activities, social life, culture, history, and fables
requires students to know some background information, and to focus on important events, characters, and relationships, to infer the speaker’s opinion. For
example:
[Traditional-character version]
ԶԼזڣऱழଢΔխഏԳመڣΕመᆏΔࢨृਈᘣ֖ࣛړழ-! ᜔ਢಬԫࠄ
ቝᗶΕᗷΕֽ࣠հᣊऱ՛៖ढΖ৵ࠐΔԳଚऱسֽؓ༼Ա-ಬऱ៖ढՈ༉
။ࠐ။ړ-!ቝಬ࠼Εፂైسऱբᆖլਢ֟ᑇԱΖᙟထسයٙࡉ֮֏ైᔆऱ
լឰ༼-!ԳଚԾၲࡨࣹૹ壄壀سֽؓ-!Պਢಬၲࡨੌ۩ದࠐΖڇΔࢋ
㠪ऱࣟ۫ᚨڶጐڶΔ၇៖ढ㤪ګԱԳଚᙰకऱԫٙࠃΖվ৵ᙟထૠጩᖲऱཏ֗-!
ಬᖂຌٙױ౨ਢ່ړլመऱ៖ढԱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ܿकᑈҷⱘᯊˈЁҎ䖛ᑈǃ䖛㡖ˈ㗙ᢰ䆓᳟҆དটᯊ, ᘏᰃ䗕ϔѯڣ
㲟㊩ǃ㊪ǃ∈ᵰП㉏ⱘᇣ⼐⠽ǄৢᴹˈҎӀⱘ⫳⌏∈ᑇᦤ催њ, 䗕ⱘ⼐⠽гህ䍞
ᴹ䍞ད, ڣ䗕੪ଵǃ㓈⫳㋴ㄝⱘᏆ㒣ϡᰃᇥ᭄њǄ䱣ⴔ⫳⌏ᴵӊ᭛࣪㋴䋼ⱘϡ
ᮁᦤ催, ҎӀজᓔྟ⊼䞡㊒⼲⫳⌏∈ᑇ, Ѣᰃ䗕кᓔྟ⌕㸠䍋ᴹǄ⦄ˈଚᑫ䞠
ⱘϰ㽓ᑨ᳝ሑ᳝ˈф⼐⠽ै៤њҎӀ༈⮐ⱘϔӊџǄҞৢ䱣ⴔ䅵ㅫᴎⱘ᱂ঞ, 䗕
ᄺд䕃ӊৃ㛑ᰃ᳔དϡ䖛ⱘ⼐⠽њǄ

3. What did people give as presents in the ’80s?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Candies and fruit
Coffee
Computers
Books

4. What will people probably give as presents in the future?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Fruit and candies
Books
Computer software
Vitamins

5. Why do people worry about buying presents?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

There are too many people to buy presents for.
There are too many varieties of presents.
There aren’t enough things to choose from.
Presents are too expensive.

Students should recognize some key words while listening to this passage. If they
grasped the key words, which are a variety of presents, then they may well answer
the first two questions easily: (A) for question 2 and (C) for question 3. If students
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essential sentence “ࢋ㠪ऱࣟ۫ᚨڶጐڶΔ၇៖ढ㤪ګԱԳଚ
ᙰకऱԫٙࠃ”
(“ଚᑫ䞠ⱘϰ㽓ᑨ᳝ሑ᳝ˈф⼐⠽ै៤њҎӀ༈⮐ⱘϔӊџ”),
they can make an inference to choose the correct answer for question 4. (B) is
correct because the literal meaning of this sentence is that people don’t know what
to buy, but its contextual meaning is that there are too many varieties of presents
to choose from.
Sometimes, students need to make inferences based on a series of actions, as in
this example:
notice

the

[Traditional-character version]
ڗټނݺᐊڇຍࠝԱΔຍ㠪ჄऱਢֲسנཚࡉچسנΔຍ㠪Ⴤऱ
(Man)
(Woman)

ਢݺऱ୮அܿچΖ܃ΔᝫჄչ䈥Λ
ࠐݺԫՀΔႵΔڶչ䈥ԱΖᓮڇຍ㠪Ղ܃ऱڗټΖ

[Simplified-character version]
៥ᡞৡᄫݭ䖭ܓњˈ䖭䞠฿ⱘᰃߎ⫳᮹ᳳߎ⫳ഄˈ䖭䞠฿ⱘ
(Man)
(Woman)

ᰃ៥ⱘᆊᒁഄഔǄԴⳟˈ䖬㽕฿ҔМ˛
៥ᴹⳟϔϟˈˈ≵᳝ҔМњǄ䇋䖭䞠ㅒϞԴⱘৡᄫǄ

6. What is the man doing?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Asking for information
Filling out a form
Talking to a friend
Having a birthday party

If students are able to infer something from this series of actions—writing “ৡᄫ,”
“ߎ⫳᮹ᳳ,” “ߎ⫳ഄ,” filling out “ᆊᒁഄഔ,” and signing—“Ղ…“( ”ڗټㅒ
Ϟ…ৡᄫ”) they will be able to choose the correct answer, (B).
Making inferences is very useful in answering questions regarding “cause and
effect.” For example:
[Traditional-character version]
㻽չ䈥՛്լݺڇଚֆԱΛ
(Man)
הᇞᆤԱΖ
(Woman)
[Simplified-character version]
ЎҔМᇣᓴϡ៥Ӏ݀ৌخњ˛
(Man)
(Woman)
Ҫ㹿㾷㘬њǄ
7. Why does Xiao Zhang not work?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

He is tired of working.
He was dismissed from his job.
He’s changing jobs.
The company is too big.

If students understand that this dialogue indicates the consequence of an event “
ᇞᆤ,” (“㹿㾷㘬,”) they will realize that the correct answer is (B). The passive voice
in the woman’s statement also indicates this answer.
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[Traditional-character version]
࣠ڕֆᜲ༼܃Δ܃ᝫᄎངՠ܂ႯΛ
(Man)
ݺբᆖ㢾ࡳԱΔݺუބଡ౨࿇ཀݺ౨Ժऱՠ܂Ζ
(Woman)
[Simplified-character version]
བᵰ݀ৌ㒭Դᦤ㭾ˈԴ䖬ӮᤶᎹ৫˛
(Man)
(Woman)
៥Ꮖ㒣އᅮњˈ៥ᛇᡒϾ㛑থ៥㛑ⱘᎹǄ
8. Why has the woman decided to leave the company?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

She is too tired to work.
She is not sufficiently paid for her work.
The job isn’t challenging enough.
She cannot keep her mind on her work.

In order to answer this question, students have to make an inference from the sentence “ݺუބଡ౨࿇ཀݺ౨Ժऱՠ“( ”܂៥ᛇᡒϾ㛑থ៥㛑ⱘᎹ”). This
sentence implies “She doesn’t think the job is challenging enough,” so (C) is the
answer.
Sometimes, long passages may appear in the Listening section of the exam. These
passages are often simpler than shorter recordings because they may not be related
to literature or academics, or include technical jargon. Instead, their topics, such as
school life, family issues, entertainment, or animals, are usually general. Also, a
longer passage may contain more useful information for making inferences. If students have a good general knowledge and vocabulary, they will feel confident when
listening to long passages.

STRATEGY

4

Taking notes

Taking notes is important while listening. Students are allowed to take notes during
the second part of the Listening section, but their notes will not be graded. Taking
notes requires students to: 1) listen and analyze at the same time; and 2) identify
the topic quickly and write down the main idea and supporting details. The speed
of note-taking must match the speech rate.
Taking notes while listening differs from taking dictation. Using key words,
simple, meaningful symbols, and figures is an important principle of note-taking.
Names, places, numbers, and occupations, are essential information to include in
notes. Efficient note-taking helps students better understand listening materials and
remember content when answering the questions. The following example illustrates
some techniques for taking notes.
CD 1
Track
5

[Traditional-character version]
܃वሐढ۔ஃऱᙄֆழၴਢչ䈥ழଢႯΛڶݺԫࠄംᠲუംം
(Man)
(Woman)
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[Simplified-character version]
Դⶹ䘧⠽⧚㗕Ꮬⱘࡲ݀ᯊ䯈ᰃҔМᯊ৫˛៥᳝ϔѯ䯂乬ᛇ䯂䯂
(Man)
(Woman)

ҪǄ
䇋ㄝˈ៥ᐂԴⳟϔϟǄҪⱘᯊ䯈ᰃ᯳ᳳϔǃϝǃಯҢϟज1⚍
ࠄϟज4⚍ˈ᯳ᳳѠ᯳ᳳѨҢϟज6⚍ࠄᰮϞ8⚍Ǆ

1. When does the teacher have office hours?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

From one to four in the afternoon on Friday
From six to eight in the afternoon on Monday
At ten in the morning on Wednesday
At seven in the evening on Tuesday

Students’ notes might look like this: 1ǃ3ǃ4: 1PM → 4PM; 2ǃ5: 6PM → 8PM.
From these notes, they’ll be able to choose the correct answer, (D).
Note-taking methods vary greatly between individuals. Different symbols, signs,
and abbreviations, in Pinyin or English, can be adopted for taking notes. The
important thing is for students to develop a note-taking technique that works for
them.
STRATEGY

5

Scanning questions and making predictions

This strategy is intended as an exercise for practicing listening comprehension skills
prior to the exam. During the Listening section of the AP Chinese exam, the questions and answer choices are not visible to students until after they listen to the
audio; therefore, this strategy is not applicable during the exam.
When practicing for the exam, students can be given several seconds to hear or
to read the questions before each recorded passage begins. Students should use this
time to become familiar with the questions, scanning them instead of reading them
word for word.
When scanning, students should underline key words and decide what they need
to listen for. Students should pay attention to question words such as where and
who that require specific details about places and people. Scanning the multiplechoice answers beforehand can help students predict the topics of the test questions
and quickly refresh related vocabulary.
The following examples show how to apply the scanning technique on both short
and long multiple-choice answers. For short multiple-choice answers, quickly
looking over them may be sufficient to obtain the relevant information. However,
for long multiple-choice answers, vertically scanning the list of choices may help
students identify the differences between the choices. For example:
1. (A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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2. (A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

A single room
A double room
A room on the second floor
A room on the third floor

3. (A) The man had gone home.
(B) The man had a fight with his colleague.
(C) The man had finished loading the truck.
(D) The man had just started loading the truck.
4. (A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

His daughter must leave for school at 9:30.
His daughter must go to work at 9:30.
His wife must have breakfast at 9:30.
His wife must get to her office at 9:30.

The multiple-choice answers in question 1 are short. By looking over them, it is
easy to identify all four as sports or games. Although the answers in question 2 are
slightly longer, by looking at them quickly students can tell that the choices are all
about apartments. The answer choices in question 3 are long. By comparing the
answers vertically, students will see that all four answers contain “the man had” and
the differences between the answers are:
(A) gone home
(B) a fight with his colleague
(C) finished loading the truck
(D) just started loading the truck
The choices in question 4 are also long. By looking over the answers, students will
find the following commonalities:
1. the ending of all four answers is the same, “9:30;”
2. both (A) and (B) are about his daughter;
3. both (C) and (D) are about his wife.
By comparing the middle parts of the answers vertically, students can further identify the differences between the answers:
(A) daughter must leave for school
(B) daughter must go to work
(C) wife must have breakfast
(D) wife must get to her office
Listening materials contain a lot of information and prompt a variety of questions.
While listening, some students hear individual words and sentences rather then the
complete thoughts they express. Although they may understand each word or a
single sentence, they sometimes fail to understand the conversation as a whole. In
addition, students often forget an earlier part of a selection when listening to a later
part. When they answer the questions, they may have difficulty recalling what they
heard in each section.
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Sometimes students risk losing a portion of a selection by thinking about the
questions instead of about what they are hearing. On longer selections, it is probably
better to focus on remembering what they hear. When listening, it is important to
lock down some key words and important sentences. Understanding and remembering the key points is half the battle in choosing the correct answers.
Students should use the scanning strategy to make predictions about the selection
before or while listening. Before listening, students should analyze the wording of
the questions and answer choices and refer to their own knowledge and experience
about the topic. Scanning some questions greatly helps students grasp the ideas of
listening materials, such as speeches or conversations. While listening, students
should pay attention to the leading sentence of the introductory paragraph, which
usually states the topic of the essay and often outlines the rest of the work. Sometimes, the leading sentence of the conclusion paragraph also summarizes the key
points of an essay. Grasping the topic is an important part of understanding the
essay as a whole. Besides the topic, students should try to predict the author’s
purpose. An accurate prediction shows that the student has correctly aligned his or
her thoughts with those of the speaker. An incorrect prediction implies that the
student must learn to listen more carefully.
Scan questions 5–8 and their answer choices, based on a dialogue between a man
and a woman, to practice predicting the ideas in a selection.
5. Why didn’t the phone call go through the last two times?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The phone broke.
The line was busy.
The number was wrong.
No one picked up the phone.

6. Why dose the man call the woman?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

To watch a movie
To come over for dinner
To go shopping
To join a club

7. Why doesn’t the woman accept the invitation?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

She has a test the next day.
She already has a plan.
There aren’t any good movies out.
She’s sick.

8. Who is the man?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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Students should be able to predict the topic by scanning these questions as a whole.
By identifying the key words “phone call,” “join a club,” “watch a movie,” “eat
dinner,” and “tests,” students will easily recognize that the topic of the dialogue is
“inviting someone to do something.”
In the same way, scan questions 9–11 and their multiple-choice options to practice making predictions about an essay.
9. What is a good eating habit?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Eating
Eating
Eating
Eating

an appropriate amount of food at a good time
a lot
very cold and very hot foods
good foods sparingly

10. How should breakfast, lunch, and dinner be eaten?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Eat a lot at dinner.
Eat a lot at breakfast and dinner, and less during lunch.
Never eat breakfast.
Eat less at dinner.

11. What kind of problems will eating snacks bring˛
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Decreased appetite
Increased appetite
Disease
Obesity

Students should be able to predict the topic of the essay by scanning these questions
as a whole. Identifying the key words “eating habits,” “three meals,” and “snacks”
should enable students to predict the topic: “eating habits and health.” Being able
to predict the topic will help students comprehend the audio material and then
predict its main idea while listening.
Practice making predictions by scanning the questions and the answer choices
before listening to the following two selections.
[Traditional-character version]
ֽਢٺՕৄؑऱംᠲΖࠩњ2025ڣΔՂലڶԿ։հԲאՂ
ऱԳՑسؑৄڇΖؾছՂ16%ऱৄؑԳՑ֟堬ֽشΔ֠ࠡॺڇΔ
ֽऱৄؑڍޓΖറ୮ଚᎅΔᨃৄؑԳֽڶ໘ਢԳଚسऱഗءයٙΔՈਢৄؑ
࿇୶ऱֱ૿Ζ㻽Աᇞ㢾ֽംᠲΔݺଚૹီֽᇷᄭऱጥΔܑਢᇞ㢾
ړ堬ֽشऱঅࡉژᙁಬംᠲΖ

[Simplified-character version]
㔎∈ᰃϪ⬠ජᏖⱘЏ㽕䯂乬Ǆࠄњ2025ᑈˈϪ⬠Ϟᇚ᳝ϝߚПѠҹϞ
ⱘҎষ⫳⌏ජᏖǄⳂࠡϪ⬠Ϟ16%ⱘජᏖҎষ㔎ᇥ佂⫼∈ˈᇸ݊䴲⌆ˈ㔎
∈ⱘජᏖǄϧᆊӀ䇈ˈ䅽ජᏖҎ᳝∈ୱᰃҎӀ⫳⌏ⱘᴀᴵӊˈгᰃජᏖ
থሩⱘЏ㽕ᮍ䴶ǄЎњ㾷އ㔎∈䯂乬ˈ៥Ӏ㽕䞡㾚∈䌘⑤ⱘㅵ⧚ˈ⡍߿ᰃ㾷އ
ད佂⫼∈ⱘֱᄬ䕧䗕ㄝ䯂乬Ǆ
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12. What is the main topic of the selection?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Social pressures
Citizens’ needs
Shortage of drinking water
Population growth

The leading sentence, “ֽਢٺՕৄؑऱംᠲ” (“㔎∈ᰃϪ⬠ජᏖ
ⱘЏ㽕䯂乬”), and the last sentence “Աᇞ㢾ֽംᠲ” (“Ўњ㾷އ㔎∈䯂乬”),
of the passage indicate that the topic is related to the shortage of drinking water,
so (C) is the correct answer.
[Traditional-character version]
ሽཾᚭኙԳଚسऱٺଡֱ૿ຟڶᐙΖԫֱ૿ΔᅝԳଚڇᖂࡉՠ܂
խტࠩᚘԺՕऱழଢΔᔞᅝچननሽཾᚭΔࠌאױ壄壀ࠩ࣋ᠾΙ܀ԫֱ
૿Δ߷ࠄڶවԳΕჿܖփ୲ऱሽሏᚭኙԳଚΔܑਢኙॹ֟ڣᄎขسլړऱ
ᐙΔ٦ףՂԫࠄॹ֟ڣᖞ֚नሏᚭΔࠌࠡᖂګᜎլឰՀ૾Δᨃהଚኙᖂ
။ࠐ။ڶᘋᔊΖ

[Simplified-character version]
⬉ᄤ␌៣ᇍҎӀ⫳⌏ⱘϾᮍ䴶䛑᳝ᕅડǄϔᮍ䴶ˈᔧҎӀᄺдᎹ
Ёᛳࠄय़ⱘᯊˈ䗖ᔧഄ⥽⥽⬉ᄤ␌៣ˈৃҹՓ㊒⼲ᕫࠄᬒᵒ˗Ԛϔᮍ
䴶ˈ䙷ѯ᳝ᴔҎǃᡶࡿݙᆍⱘ⬉ᄤ␌៣ᇍҎӀˈ⡍߿ᰃᇍ䴦ᇥᑈӮѻ⫳ϡདⱘ
ᕅડˈࡴݡϞϔѯ䴦ᇥᑈᭈ⥽␌៣ˈՓ݊ᄺд៤㒽ϡᮁϟ䰡ˈ䅽ҪӀᇍᄺд
䍞ᴹ䍞≵᳝݈䍷Ǆ

13. What is the theme of the passage?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Video games cause grades to go down.
Video games have many positive aspects.
Video games influence people.
Video games are dangerous.

By scanning the question and answer choices, students will see that (A) and (D)
have negative connotations, (C) has a neutral connotation, and (B) has a positive
connotation. The scanning process should help students predict that (C) might be
the correct answer since it covers both positive, (B), and negative, (A) and (D),
aspects associated with playing video games. The first sentence, “ሽཾᚭኙԳଚ
سऱٺଡֱ૿ຟڶᐙ”(“⬉ᄤ␌៣ᇍҎӀ⫳⌏ⱘϾᮍ䴶䛑᳝ᕅડ”), which
has a neutral connotation, supports (C).
As you have seen, this listening strategy utilizes reading skills to help students
find the general topic from the questions and answer choices. If students can identify the general topic beforehand, they will be under less pressure while listening to
recordings. This strategy can really benefit students, helping them focus on the
main ideas and specific information in the listening passages.
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STRATEGY

6

Identifying key words and main ideas from the context

As discussed in the previous section, scanning questions and answer choices helps
students understand the general topic of a speech or conversation. Knowing the
topic may help students identify the main idea of the passage while listening. The
main idea is the key point or thought expressed.
A key word is a word or a concept with special significance. In listening tests,
key words usually express the key points in the speech or conversation. Some key
words directly name places, people, or things. Some key words repeatedly appear
in the speech or conversation. Students should underline or write down the key
words while listening.
But remember: The answer choices will often use a substitution or an explanation, rather than the key word itself. Answering these questions requires students
to master a wide range of vocabulary and listening skills. Listen to the following
conversation and answer the question.
CD 1
Track
7

[Traditional-character version]
ބݺԱ֚ת܃Δװ܃ୌࠝԱ@
(Woman)
ݺୌࠝຟװΔݺଶࠐΖ
(Man)
৻܃䈥ڇթࠐΛ
(Woman)
ݺվ֚ڰՂጕመᙰԱΔ݄ړՀଡఄऱଆᖲԱΖ
(Man)
[Simplified-character version]
៥ᡒњԴञˈԴএાܓњ@
(Woman)
(Man)
៥ાܓ䛑≵এˈ៥߮ᴹǄ
(Woman)
ԴᗢМ⦄ᠡᴹ˛
(Man)
៥ҞᮽϞⴵ䖛༈њˈাདതϟϾ㟾⧁ⱘ亲ᴎњǄ
1. Why was the man late?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

He got up later than usual.
The flight was late.
He forgot the appointment.
His clock was slow.

“ጕመᙰԱ” (“ⴵ䖛༈њ”) is the key word, which indicates that the man got up later
than usual, so the answer is (A).
Finding key words is an important strategy for understanding listening materials,
especially in the Rejoinders section. For example, if students hear words and phrases
from a conversation such as “လ” (“㦰ऩ”), “រလ” (“⚍㦰”), and “堬ற” (“佂᭭”),
they can infer that the place is a restaurant and the topic is related to food. Using
this strategy, it should be easy for students to answer the questions.
Listening to the leading sentence of the introductory paragraph in an argumentative essay is helpful for identifying the main idea. Typical main idea questions
include:
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What is the main idea of this passage?
What is the passage mainly about?
What is the speaker talking about?
Which of these titles fits the passage best?
Use the listening selection below to practice focusing on key words and identifying
the main idea.
[Traditional-character version]
᧯ߛբᆖၞԵזԳऱسհխΔګ㻽Գଚֲൄسխऱԫଡૹຝ։Ζ
ڇխഏΔᆖൄߛ᧯ףሎ೯ऱԳᑇਢ᜔ԳՑऱ18%Δۖຍଡֺࠏᝫڇլឰᏺ
९Ζڇᆖᛎֺለ࿇ሒऱഏ୮խΔֺڕભഏΔᆖൄߛ᧯ףሎ೯ऱԳڍޓΖ᧯ߛ
ش،ڶऱփ୲ࡉ֧ܮڤݮԱ။ࠐ။ڍऱԳΔ᠆༄ԱԳଚऱسփ୲Δᏺ㺞Ա
Գଚऱ᧯ᔆΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ԧ㚆Ꮖ㒣䖯ܹ⦄ҷҎⱘ⫳⌏ПЁˈ៤ЎҎӀ᮹ᐌ⫳⌏ЁⱘϔϾ䞡㽕䚼ߚǄ
Ёˈ㒣ᐌখࡴԧ㚆䖤ࡼⱘҎ᭄ᰃᘏҎষⱘ18%ˈ㗠Ϩ䖭Ͼ↨՟䖬ϡᮁ
䭓Ǆ㒣⌢↨䕗থ䖒ⱘᆊЁˈ↨བ㕢ˈ㒣ᐌখࡴԧ㚆䖤ࡼⱘҎǄԧ㚆
⫼ᅗ⡍᳝ⱘݙᆍᔶᓣᓩњ䍞ᴹ䍞ⱘҎˈЄᆠњҎӀⱘ⫳⌏ݙᆍˈᔎњ
ҎӀⱘԧ䋼Ǆ

2. What is the main idea of this report?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

More and more Chinese people are taking part in sports.
There are many reasons why people join sports.
Sports are a big part of life.
There are many different sports.

3. Which of the following titles fits the report best?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Sports and Economy
Sports and Life
Different Sports
People Who Play Sports

After listening to this report, students will find that the word “sport” appears frequently. Using “sport” as a key word, students should infer that the report topic is
sports. After listening to the first sentence, “᧯ߛբᆖၞԵזԳऱسհխΔګ
Գଚֲൄسխऱԫଡૹຝ։”(“ԧ㚆Ꮖ㒣䖯ܹ⦄ҷҎⱘ⫳⌏ПЁˈ៤ЎҎ
Ӏ᮹ᐌ⫳⌏ЁⱘϔϾ䞡㽕䚼ߚ”), and the last sentence, “᧯ߛش،ڶऱփ୲ࡉݮ
֧ܮڤԱ။ࠐ။ڍऱԳΔ᠆༄ԱԳଚऱسփ୲Δᏺ㺞ԱԳଚऱ᧯ᔆ”(“ԧ㚆⫼
ᅗ⡍᳝ⱘݙᆍᔶᓣᓩњ䍞ᴹ䍞ⱘҎˈЄᆠњҎӀⱘ⫳⌏ݙᆍˈᔎњҎ
Ӏⱘԧ䋼”), students should be able to identify the main idea—“sports are a part

of life”—so (C) is the correct answer for question 2. Once they have found the
main idea, students should be able to determine the title of the report, choosing
(B) as the answer for question 3.
Identifying main ideas based on key words can be a complex process, because
key words do not always appear repeatedly in the audio materials. If this is the case,
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students can identify the main idea using other techniques—for example, inferring
the main idea based on a contextual clue or determining the main idea by eliminating non-relevant information. The next selection will help students learn how to
identify the main idea in a complicated news report.
[Traditional-character version]
ڇխഏΔ࣍طլߜऱسֱ֧ۖڤದऱఏఐڽՋৰΖ༉ஞࠐࠇק䇣
ܣΔറ୮མᆖኙࠟؑࠇקᆄڍԳၞ۩ᓳΔ࿇၌መԿ։հԫऱఏఐਢطլړ
ऱ堬ଇክΕܮᄿΕ໘֗אլሎ೯լൈऱسֱ֧ࢬڤದऱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Ёˈ⬅Ѣϡ㡃ⱘ⫳⌏ᮍᓣ㗠ᓩ䍋ⱘ⮒⮙⅏ѵ⥛ᕜ催Ǆህᣓ࣫Ҁᴹ䇈
৻ˈϧᆊ᳒㒣ᇍ࣫ҀᏖϸϛҎ䖯㸠䇗ᶹˈথ⦄䍙䖛ϝߚПϔⱘ⮒⮙ᰃ⬅ϡད
ⱘ佂亳дᛃǃ⚳ǃୱ䜦ҹঞϡ䖤ࡼㄝϡعᒋⱘ⫳⌏ᮍᓣ᠔ᓩ䍋ⱘǄ

4. What is the main idea of the report?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Many people in Beijing are getting sick.
Bad living habits cause disease.
Drinking and smoking are unhealthy.
Beijing conducted a survey of 20,000 people.

In this case, the questions do not include key words that suggest the main idea of
the report. However, understanding the phrase “ڇխഏ” (Ё) in the leading
sentence should help students find a context clue—“China”—even though “China”
does not appear in the answer choices. Students can infer that the main idea of the
report is related to “China” instead of “Beijing,” as Beijing is just a part of China
and taken as example. Consequently, students can exclude (A) and (D) related to
“Beijing.” Students can also eliminate (C), because it is too specific to be the main
idea. Thus, only (B) represents the main idea of the report.
Students are strongly advised to practice finding key words and identifying main
ideas. These skills are essential to comprehending listening materials accurately.
STRATEGY

7

Processing details

Processing the details of listening materials, such as time, places, characters, and
numbers, is one of the most important strategies for the AP Chinese Listening test,
especially for answering Rejoinders and “sample stimulus” questions. The art of
processing details requires students to focus on detailed information once they have
found the main idea and to constantly compare what they hear with what they
know about the topic. They must listen closely for information that answers the
questions what?, where?, who?, and when?, and for information about how something is done or why something is happening.
Students should remember that, when answering detailed questions, they can
often find the answers directly stated in the passage. Also, the order of the subjects
in the questions usually reflects the order of the passage. Therefore, take note of
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the setting, characters, plot, and so on as you go. Students should also identify
relationships and occupations. Keeping track of details can be difficult. However,
learning to write down as much detail as possible when taking notes will help tremendously. If students can sort and file this information as they hear it, they will
remember it better.
Questions regarding time and numbers often appear in listening tests. Students
tend to score very low in this area. This is because many students are not familiar
with numbers in Chinese. Numbers such as dates, ages, and phone numbers are
usually given directly, but sometimes students have to know the connection between
numbers or do simple math problems in their heads. Recordings also may include
comparison words such as “,” “ᇥ,” “ᰮ,” “ᮽ,” “ᖿ,” “᜶,” “ҹࠡ,” “հ৵” (“П
ৢ”), and other number-related adjectives, prepositions, and adverbs. In general,
visualizing the numerals instead of the words helps understanding. Students should
practice numbers regularly so that they don’t waste time translating words as they
listen. The following passage will help students develop the skills needed to process
details.
CD 1
Track
8

[Traditional-character version]
ՕᓡΔݺਢੴࡣΖݺؚ܃Ա༓ڻሽᇩຟ܃ࠩބڶΖ܃վ֚խ֑ᄅፊ
ԱႯΛ༉ਢᣂ࣍ڰՂ߷߫ጞऱΖሽီՂᎅΔ߷ਢݺଚषԫࢬᖂீऱீ߫Δ
߫Ղԫټᖲࡉࠟଡᖂسᅝழ༉ڽԱΔໍՀऱ۔ۯஃࡉքԼԿଡᖂسՈຟ࠹
႞ԱΖຍ߫ጞటਢ֜ᣤૹԱΔݺৰᣄመΖݺუՀ֑ࠩ᠔ೃװ߷ࠄ࠹႞ऱ
۔ஃࡉᖂسଚΖ܃უᇿݺԫದװႯΛᓮڃݺଡሽᇩΖ

[Simplified-character version]
िˈ៥ᰃ⦡ྂǄ៥㒭Դᠧњ⬉䆱䛑≵᳝ᡒࠄԴǄԴҞЁजⳟᮄ䯏
њ৫˛ህᰃ݇ѢᮽϞ䙷എ䔺⽌ⱘǄ⬉㾚Ϟ䇈ˈ䙷ᰃ៥Ӏ⼒ऎϔ᠔ᄺ᷵ⱘ᷵䔺ˈ
䔺ϞϔৡৌᴎϸϾᄺ⫳ᔧᯊህ⅏њˈ࠽ϟⱘಯԡ㗕Ꮬ݁कϝϾᄺ⫳г䛑ফ
ӸњǄ䖭എ䔺⽌ⳳᰃϹ䞡њˈ៥ᕜ䲒䖛Ǆ៥ᛇϟजࠄए䰶এⳟⳟ䙷ѯফӸⱘ
㗕Ꮬᄺ⫳ӀǄԴᛇ䎳៥ϔ䍋এ৫˛䇋㒭៥ಲϾ⬉䆱Ǆ

1. How many people suffered in the car crash?
(A) 70

(B) 63

(C) 4

(D) 3

The important key word is “suffer.” “Suffer” includes people who died and also
people who were injured. The correct answer is (A) because 1 + 2 + 4 + 63 = 70.
In this case, solving a simple mathematic problem is necessary.
Listen to the following announcement and answer the question.
[Traditional-character version]
ۯٺଊড়ᓮࣹრΔݺଚڰ֚ޢՂ7រ࿇߫Δࠟޢଡ՛ழԫᔉΔ܀ਢࡌֺؓأ
ൄඡתଡ՛ழ࿇߫Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
ԡЬᅶ䇋⊼ᛣˈ៥Ӏ↣ᮽϞ7⚍থ䔺ˈ↣ϸϾᇣᯊϔ䍳ˈԚᰃ਼↨ᑇ
ᐌᰮञϾᇣᯊথ䔺Ǆ
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2. When did the second bus leave on Saturday morning?
(A) 7:30

(B) 8:00

(C) 9:00

(D) 9:30

Students must listen carefully for the two hard parts of the problem: “ࠟޢଡ՛ழ
ԫᔉ” (“耮ϸϾᇣᯊϔ䍳”) and “ࡌֺؓأൄඡתଡ՛ழ” (“਼↨ᑇᐌᰮञϾᇣ
ᯊ”). Students must also notice “the second bus” and “Saturday” in the question.
Using this information, students can select the correct answer, (D). To do so, a
deduction in two steps needs to take place: 1) “ڰ֚ޢՂ7រ࿇߫” (“耮詏裣芟7⚍
থ䔺”) and “ࠟޢଡ՛ழԫᔉ” (“耮ϸϾᇣᯊϔ䍳”) indicate that the second bus is
at 9:00 am; 2) “ࡌֺؓأൄඡתଡ՛ழ” (“਼↨ᑇᐌᰮञϾᇣᯊ”) indicates that
the bus is a half hour late on the “Saturday” in question, so the correct answer is
9:30 am.
[Traditional-character version]
ݺუቃࡳ്ࠟԶִԿᇆऱا984ᇆఄᖲऱปǄ
(Woman)
ԿᇆऱբᆖૡݙԱΔݺଚᝫڶ༓്ᇆऱΖ
(Man)
[Simplified-character version]
៥ᛇ乘ᅮϸᓴ᳜ܿϝোⱘ⇥㟾984ো⧁ᴎⱘ⼼Ǆ
(Woman)
(Man)
ϝোⱘᏆ㒣䅶ᅠњˈ៥Ӏ䖬᳝ᓴಯোⱘǄ
3. When does the woman want to leave?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

August 4th
August 8th
August 3rd
August 13th

Students should try to listen for useful information and ignore words that are not
necessarily relevant to the question. For example, the words “Flight 984” and “4th
of August” are irrelevant here. Being familiar with the format of dates in Chinese
will certainly help students answer this and similar questions.
Remembering important adverbs, adjectives, and time-measure words, such as
“ᖿ…њ,” “լ“( ”ڍᏂϡ”), “…រመ…։” (“…⚍䖛…ߚ”), “…រ⚍…“( ”ת
ञ”), and “༓ଡ…” (“Ͼ…”), is very helpful in correctly understanding listening
materials.
[Traditional-character version]
՛്Δ܃Հᓰ৵ऴ൷ڃമॐႯΛ
(Woman)
!ݺվ֚ऱᓰՂࠩ1រΔՀᓰא৵ݺᝫװቹ塢༓ଡ՛ழऱ
(Man)
Δڂ㻽֚ࣔڶଡەᇢΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ᇣᓴˈԴϟ䇒ৢⳈಲᆓ㟡৫˛
(Woman)
(Man)
៥Ҟⱘ䇒Ϟࠄ1⚍, ϟ䇒ҹৢ៥䖬ᕫএк佚ⳟϾᇣᯊⱘкˈ
Ўᯢ᳝Ͼ㗗䆩Ǆ
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4. Which of the following is more plausible?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Xiao Zhang will go back
Xiao Zhang will go back
Xiao Zhang will go back
Xiao Zhang will go back

to
to
to
to

the
the
the
the

dorm
dorm
dorm
dorm

around
around
around
around

5:00.
3:00.
2:00.
1:00.

If students clearly hear the information “ᓰՂࠩ1រ” (“䇒Ϟࠄ1⚍”) and “װቹ
塢༓ଡ՛ழऱ” (“এк佚ⳟϾᇣᯊⱘк”), they can use the word “༓”
(“”), which means “more than three,” to find the correct answer, (A).
The following skills are essential for correctly understanding prices expressed in
Chinese:
1. being familiar with the format of prices in Chinese;
2. understanding prices for one item or a set of items;
3. knowing important words, such as “ⱒߚП…,” “ᠧ…ᡬ,” “Ꮭ” (“ॳӋ”),
“૾תᏝ” (“䰡ञӋ”), and “ᠧXᡬ”;
4. using simple arithmetic.
[Traditional-character version]
ݺ၇്ࠟปΔݺຍࠝڶԼભցΖ
(Woman)
ຍਢ܃ऱปΔᓮஞړΔຍਢ܃ބऱᙒΔԫჇΖ
(Man)
[Simplified-character version]
៥㽕фϸᓴ⼼ˈ៥䖭ܓ᳝क㕢ܗǄ
(Woman)
(Man)
䖭ᰃԴⱘ⼼ˈ䇋ᣓདˈ䖭ᰃᡒԴⱘ䪅ˈϔഫಯǄ
5. How much does one ticket cost?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

$1.40
$4.30
$8.60
$6.40

The key to this problem is to listen for “क㕢ܗ,” “്ࠟป” (“ϸᓴ⼼”), “ᡒ,” and
“ԫჇ” (“ϔഫಯ”). Students can use simple addition and subtraction to obtain
the correct answer, (B).
Questions regarding location and direction appear frequently in listening tests,
so it’s important for students to listen carefully for directional words. To help
answer these questions, students should practice and remember words regarding
location and direction. For example, if students hear “ⱏ㿬” (“ⱏ䆄”), “ࢪၴ” (“᠓
䯈”), “ᮽ令”, and “ಯࢪ” (“䗔᠓”), the conversation is related to a hotel; if students hear “ᇣ,” “㙹⯺,” “䕪“( ”ۥ买㡆”), and “ᠧᡬ,” the conversation is related
to a clothing store. Common questions for location include:
Where does the conversation most probably take place?
Where does this conversation most likely occur?
Where are the two speakers?
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Such questions often appear in dialogues about daily life, including conversations
about clothing, food, shelter, occupation, and studying. The related locations are
often public places (banks, malls, airports, hospitals, clothing stores, and campuses)
and homes. People employ different types of language at different places. Being
familiar with the following words associated with specific places will be beneficial
to students.
Campus
[Traditional-character version]
മॐΔቹ塢Εኔ᧭ΕඒΕඒᖂᑔΕሎ೯ΕඒΔٵᖂΕਐᖄඒ
ஃΕᖂཚΕەᇢΕᓰ࿓Εᖂ։Ε᎖ᖄΕฅᄐΕפᓰΕܫΕᑻᖂ८

[Simplified-character version]
ᆓ㟡ˈк佚ǃᅲ偠ᅸǃᬭᅸǃᬭᄺὐǃ䖤ࡼഎǃᬭᥜˈৠᄺǃᣛᇐᬭ
Ꮬǃᄺᳳǃ㗗䆩ǃ䇒ǃᄺߚǃ䕙ᇐǃ↩Ϯǃࡳ䇒ǃਞǃ༪ᄺ䞥

Restaurant
[Traditional-character version]
堩塢Εࣚ೭ΕۯΕோΕလΕቃࡳΕរလΕՂလΕଇΕΕ࣠
تΕైလΕᆴလΕխ塊Ε۫塊ΕกរΕ՛၄ΕپړΕ塍Εྐ

[Simplified-character version]
佁佚ǃ᳡ࡵਬǃԡᄤǃḠᄤǃ㦰ऩǃ乘ᅮǃ⚍㦰ǃϞ㦰ǃЏ亳ǃ䜦ǃᵰ
∕ǃ㋴㦰ǃ㤸㦰ǃЁ令ǃ㽓令ǃ⫰⚍ǃᇣ䌍ǃདৗǃ体ǃ␈

Airport
[Traditional-character version]
ᖲΕ࿆ᖲՑΕஆۯΕ़ֆΕఄᖲΕఄᇆΕڜ٤ᛀΕڮሎΕଆ
۩ΕದଆΕඡរΕ۩ޕΕऴଆΕ᠏ᖲ

[Simplified-character version]
ᴎഎǃⱏᴎষǃᑻԡǃ㟾ぎ݀ৌǃ⧁ᴎǃ㟾⧁োǃᅝܼẔᶹǃᠬ䖤ǃ亲
㸠ǃ䍋亲ǃᰮ⚍ǃ㸠ᴢǃⳈ亲ǃ䕀ᴎ

Train station
[Traditional-character version]
߫ݶΕኬ߫ΕऴሒΕඡរΕ߫༖Εଊড়Ε٨߫ΕᛀปΕీፕ

[Simplified-character version]
ᖿ䔺ǃ᜶䔺ǃⳈ䖒ǃᰮ⚍ǃ䔺ॶǃЬᅶǃ߫䔺ਬǃẔ⼼ǃキৄ

Hospital
[Traditional-character version]
᠔سΕՕ֛ΕᥨՓΕఐԳΕ֫Ε৺Εߪ᧯ΕسఐΕტকΕ࿇ᗈΕয
ቬΕᙰకΕ׃కΕᛀΕ൶ழၴΕֱΕؚಾΕپᢐΕൈঅᙠ
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[Simplified-character version]
ए⫳ǃǃᡸǃ⮙Ҏǃᴃᅸǃᗹ⮛ǃ䑿ԧǃ⫳⮙ǃᛳݦǃথ⚻ǃઇ
ǃ༈⮐ǃ⠭⮐ǃẔᶹǃ䆓ᯊ䯈ǃ໘ᮍǃᠧ䩜ǃৗ㥃ǃعᒋֱ䰽

Post office
[Traditional-character version]
ၡݝΕᛜᄐΕؓॾΕॾݶΕၡปΕॾΕॾΕץ፷ΕࣔॾׂΕၡᇷΕਘ
ᇆΕ௧ሎΕຬሎ

[Simplified-character version]
䚂ሔǃ㧹Ϯਬǃᑇֵǃᖿֵǃ䚂⼼ǃֵᇕǃֵǃࣙ㻍ǃᯢֵ⠛ǃ䚂䌘ǃᣖ
োǃ⍋䖤ǃ䰚䖤

Hotel
[Traditional-character version]
ਣ్堩ࢋΕԿਣ్Εਣ్Εնਣ్ΕᎌဎၴΕড়ࢪࣚ೭ΕছፕΕࣚ೭
ΕૡࢪၴΕ࿆ಖΕԳࢪΕᠨԳࢪΕԵ۰ΕെΕԳݩΕᠨԳݩΕՕݩΕ
ޥ࿇ΕሽီΕፕᗉ

[Simplified-character version]
᯳㑻佁ᑫǃϝ᯳㑻ǃಯ᯳㑻ǃѨ᯳㑻ǃ䈾ढ༫䯈ǃᅶ᠓᳡ࡵǃࠡৄǃ᳡ࡵ
ਬǃ䅶᠓䯈ǃⱏ䆄ǃऩҎ᠓ǃঠҎ᠓ǃܹԣǃ㒧ᏤǃऩҎᑞǃঠҎᑞǃᑞǃ
≭থǃ⬉㾚ǃৄ♃

Library
[Traditional-character version]
ቹ塢ΕᔹᥦΕଃቝΕၲਮቹΕەΕՠࠠΕၲ॰Εᣂ॰Ε
ଗᢞΕଗΕᝫΕᥛଗΕመཚΕፆཱི

[Simplified-character version]
к佚ਬǃ䯙㾜ᅸǃ䷇ڣᅸǃᓔᶊкǃখ㗗кǃᎹкǃᓔ䮼ǃ݇䮼ǃ
׳к䆕ǃ׳кǃ䖬кǃ㓁׳ǃ䖛ᳳǃ㔮ℒ

Shopping
[Traditional-character version]
ढխ֨Ε՛ᔄຝΕࢋΕۍຄࢋΕؑΕؑڰΕ࡙ؑΕՕඈᚾΕഇຄ
Εড়ΕढભᏝკΕಘᏝᝫᏝΕމؚΕՕ㴈ᏝΕՕࣁᔄΕ၆ΕঁࡵΕՕΕ
՛Ε९ΕΕॅΕᒇΕٽᔞΕᇆΕངΕಯΕבᙒΕބᙒΕ८Ε֭ปΕॾش

[Simplified-character version]
䌁⠽Ёᖗǃᇣप䚼ǃଚᑫǃⱒ䋻ଚᑫǃᏖഎǃᮽᏖǃᏖǃᥦḷǃଂ䋻
ਬǃ乒ᅶǃ⠽㕢Ӌᒝǃ䅼Ӌ䖬ӋǃᠧᡬǃޣӋǃᢡपǃ䌉ǃ֓ᅰǃǃ
ᇣǃ䭓ǃⷁǃ㙹ǃ⯺ǃড়䗖ǃোǃᤶǃ䗔ǃҬ䪅ǃᡒ䪅ǃ⦄䞥ǃᬃ⼼ǃֵ⫼व
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The following conversations contain clues to help students determine the location
of events.
[Traditional-character version]
܃ଶթװୌࠝԱ@! ਐᖄ۔ஃބԱ֚ת܃ԱΖ
(Man)
ݺԫऴڇຍࠝՂᓰࡋΖ
(Woman)
[Simplified-character version]
Դ߮ᠡএાܓњ? ᣛᇐ㗕ᏜᡒњԴञњǄ
(Man)
(Woman)
៥ϔⳈ䖭ܓϞ䇒ਸ਼Ǆ
6. Where does the conversation most probably take place?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

In a restaurant
At a bank
At a bookstore
At a school

The key point “ڇຍࠝՂᓰ” (“䖭ܓϞ䇒)” indicates that the correct answer is
(D).
[Traditional-character version]
ݺԱվ֚ՂऱᐖܫΔ܃ଚࢪڶၴנΔਢႯΛ
(Man)
ਢΔ༉ڇԲᑔΖਢڶ܃ᘋᔊΔݺ܃ՂװΖ
(Woman)
[Simplified-character version]
៥ⳟњҞ㒌ϞⱘᑓਞˈԴӀ᳝᠓䯈㽕ߎ⾳ˈᰃ৫˛
(Man)
(Woman)
ᰃଞˈህѠὐǄ㽕ᰃԴ᳝݈䍷ˈ៥ᏺԴϞএⳟⳟǄ
7. Where does this conversation most likely occur?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

At a bank
In a restaurant
In a post office
At an apartment building

“ࢪڶၴ“( ”נ᳝᠓䯈㽕ߎ⾳”) and “៥ᐊԴϞএⳟⳟ” (“៥ᏺԴϞএⳟⳟ”)
indicate that the answer is (D).
There are only a few Chinese direction words to remember. It is a good idea to
sketch out a map while listening to selections that include directions. Listening to
the following selections will help students obtain information about direction.
[Traditional-character version]
װቹ塢ৰ୲࣐Ζ܃ൕຍࠝԫऴতߨΔࠩԫଡ՛ࢋࣟࢾΔ٦ԫऴ
ߨΔࠩၡݝΔ༉তࢾΔߨլԱڍΔ༉אױࠩԫ୮Ꭼ۩ΔᎬ۩ऱ৵૿༉
ਢቹ塢Ζ
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[Simplified-character version]
এк佚ᕜᆍᯧǄԴҢ䖭ܓϔⳈᕔफ䍄ˈⳟࠄϔϾᇣкᑫᕔϰᢤˈݡϔⳈ
䍄ˈⳟࠄ䚂ሔˈህᕔफᢤˈ䍄ϡњ䖰ˈህৃҹⳟࠄϔᆊ䫊㸠ˈ䫊㸠ⱘৢ䴶ህ
ᰃк佚Ǆ

8. Where is the bookstore?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

East of the post office
West of the post office
South of the bank
Behind the bank

Students should sketch a map with directions and the building names while listening to the selection. This will help them determine that the correct answer is (B).
[Traditional-character version]
ݺਢԫଡᄅسΔ۰ڇᖂீമॐᑔऱ3312ࢪၴΖࢪ॰ऱࠟᢰਢਮࡉޥ࿇Δ
ਮؐڇᢰΔޥ࿇׳ڇᢰΖ॰ऱኙ૿ਢԫଡՕ࿗֪Δ࿗֪ࢍՀڶԫ്ோΔோ
ছ૿ឭထԫނཡΔோՂڶԫᅨፕᗉΕԫଡሽᆰΔᝫڶԫࠢڗءΔࠢڗ㠪
݈ထԫ֭Ζݺऱࢪڇݩၴऱ۫ᢰΔݩՀਢݺऱᕀΖݩऱࣟᢰڶԫଡ឵Δ឵
㠪ਘထݺऱ۪ࣚΖ឵ؐᢰឭထԫଡಁԷΔಁԷՂڶԫፕሽီᖲΔױਢݺ
ڶழၴሽီΖ

[Simplified-character version]
៥ᰃϔϾᮄ⫳ˈԣᄺ᷵ᆓ㟡ὐⱘ3312᠓䯈Ǆ᠓䮼ⱘϸ䖍ᰃкᶊ≭থˈ
кᶊᎺ䖍ˈ≭থে䖍Ǆ䮼ⱘᇍ䴶ᰃϔϾに᠋ˈに᠋ᑩϟ᳝ϔᓴḠᄤˈḠ
ᄤࠡ䴶ᨚⴔϔᡞộᄤˈḠᄤϞ᳝ϔⲣৄ♃ǃϔϾ⬉㛥ˈ䖬᳝ϔᴀᄫˈᄫ䞠
།ⴔϔᬃヨǄ៥ⱘᑞ᠓䯈ⱘ㽓䖍ˈᑞϟᰃ៥ⱘ䵟Ǆᑞⱘϰ䖍᳝ϔϾᶰᄤˈᶰ
ᄤ䞠ᣖⴔ៥ⱘ㸷᳡ǄᶰᄤᎺ䖍ᨚⴔϔϾ㤊ˈ㤊Ϟ᳝ϔৄ⬉㾚ᴎˈৃᰃ៥≵
᳝ᯊ䯈ⳟ⬉㾚Ǆ

9. What’s on either side of the door?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

A bookshelf and a window
A table and a chair
A sofa and a bookshelf
A shelf and a bed

10. What’s on top of the table?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

A dictionary and other books
A television set and a lamp
A pen and a television
A lamp and a computer

Students should draw a map while listening to the positions of the furniture and
other items. This will help them find the correct answers, (C) for question 9 and
(D) for question 10.
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Listening tests may contain some questions regarding identity and relationship.
Using context clues can help students predict the identity of a speaker or the relationship between speakers. For example, a conversation about daily life could be
between a husband and wife, disease is probably a conversation topic between a
doctor and patient, and a school-related conversation usually occurs between students and/or teachers. Some common questions regarding identity and relationship
include:
Who (what) is the man/woman?
What is the man’s/woman’s profession/occupation?
What is the probable relationship between the two speakers?
[Traditional-character version]
Բۯ՛ࡦΔඡՂړΖᓮࠩ߷ᢰ݄Ζ
(Man)
ΖאױလႯΛ
(Woman)
[Simplified-character version]
ѠԡᇣྤˈᰮϞདǄ䇋ࠄ䙷䖍തǄ
(Man)
(Woman)
䇶䇶Ǆৃҹⳟⳟ㦰ऩ৫˛
11. What is the relationship between the man and the woman?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Husband and wife
Waiter and customer
Salesman and customer
Host and guest

The key words “Ѡԡᇣྤ,” “ᰮϞད,” and “လ” (“㦰ऩ”) indicate that the relationship between the speakers is (B), waiter and customer.
[Traditional-character version]
׆ٚ-! ݺუംԫՀΔຍଡִࢍױݺլٖ֚ࠟאױΛ
(Woman)
܃ჄٖԱႯ@
(Man)
[Simplified-character version]
⥟Џӏ, ៥ᛇ䯂ϔϟˈ䖭Ͼ᳜ᑩ៥ৃϡৃҹӥϸ˛؛
(Woman)
(Man)
Դ฿ӥ؛ऩњ৫?
12. What is the probable relationship between the two speakers?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Doctor and patient
Manager and office worker
Travel agent and customer
Teacher and student

Key pieces of information such as “ݺუംԫՀ” (“៥ᛇ䯂ϔϟ”) and “Џӏ” establish a relationship between a boss and an employee, so (B) is the answer.
Comprehending events during listening tests is a difficult task, as some listening
materials are very short and may consist of only one sentence, even though they
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describe a series of events or a complicated relationship between several people.
Students should:

1.
2.
3.

pay attention to the sequence of events;
remember the names of characters and their relationships; and
be familiar with special sentence structures.

Questions regarding events may appear in the following formats:
What are the speakers discussing?
What is the man/woman asking about?
What can you learn from the conversation?
Pay attention to the events in the following sentence, whose verbal construction is
a series.
[Traditional-character version]
ڔದݩ৵໘ԱរֽࠝΔஞದԫଡ᤺ץΔહՂץ༉߫ీၒװΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ཌྷ䍋ᑞৢୱњ⚍ˈ∈ܓᣓ䍋ϔϾ䴶ࣙˈ㚠Ϟкࣙህᕔ䔺キ䎥এǄ

13. What does she do last?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Put on her backpack
Drink water
Run to the bus stop
Get a piece of bread

The correct answer is (C) based on the sequence of events.
The next sentence tests if students can determine the correct answer based on a
complicated statement.
[Traditional-character version]
്۔՛್׆္ܫԺՀ֑ᇿޕᄅװ၇Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
㗕ᓴিᇣ偀ਞ䆝⥟ϟज䎳ᴢᮄএфкǄ

14. Who will go buy books this afternoon?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Li Xin and Xiao Ma
Wang Li and Li Xin
Xiao Ma and Lao Zhang
Lao Zhang and Wang Li

To determine that the correct answer is (B), students need to remember the people’s
names and to understand the grammatical meaning of the sentence.
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STRATEGY

8

Ignoring unimportant information

It is unlikely that students will understand 100 percent of the vocabulary in a listening text. When listening, students often come upon a word or phrase that they
don’t understand. When this happens, students should skip over the unknown
words or phrases. It is necessary for students to determine the importance of the
words or phrases they skip. Ignoring unimportant words does not affect a general
understanding of listening materials. For instance:

1.

Students should be aware of redundancy because they can use it to give
themselves time to think and identify the important parts of the selection.

2.

The author expresses just one opinion using several examples, described by
long and complicated sentences. Understanding one example is enough to
understand the opinion.

[Traditional-character version]
ঋᇩᎅΔ࣍ڇࡎسሎ೯ΖྥۖΔسխڶԳኙຍᇩऱᇞׂ֜૿Δא㻽
ڍሎ೯Δ༉ԫࡳኙߪ᧯ൈړڶΖ㻽ڼΔࠄڶԳܑᦟၒޡΕؚ
ຍᑌऱሎ೯ΔኔᎾՂຍࠄሎ೯ֱڤৰլᔞٽխڣ۔ԳΔৰ୲࣐֧ದఏఐΔ
۟ࠐڽՋΖറ୮ᎁ㻽Δኙڍᑇխڣ۔ԳࠐᎅΔᔞᅝऱ᧯ߛሎ೯ਢཋޡΕኬ
ၒΕᠻ߫ΕᖙࡉཾࣺΔೈԱຍࠄא؆Δ֚ޢΔ৸ە৸ەംᠲΔຟኙߪ
᧯ࡉ֨ൈڶᚥܗΖࢬאᎅΔԳଚᖕ۞աऱൣ㤝Δᙇᖗᔞ۞ٽաऱሎ೯
ֱڤΖ

[Simplified-character version]
֫䆱䇈ˈ⫳ੑѢ䖤ࡼǄ✊㗠ˈ⫳⌏Ё᳝Ҏᇍ䖭হ䆱ⱘ⧚㾷⠛䴶ˈҹЎ
া㽕䖤ࡼˈህϔᅮᇍ䑿ԧعᒋ᳝ད໘ǄЎℸˈ᳝ѯҎ⡍߿୰خ䎥ℹǃᠧ⧗
䖭ḋⱘ䖤ࡼˈᅲ䰙Ϟ䖭ѯ䖤ࡼᮍᓣᕜϡ䗖ড়Ё㗕ᑈҎˈخᕜᆍᯧᓩ䍋⮒⮙ˈ⫮
㟇ᏺᴹ⅏ѵǄϧᆊ䅸Ўˈᇍ᭄Ё㗕ᑈҎᴹ䇈ˈ䗖ᔧⱘԧ㚆䖤ࡼᰃᬷℹǃ᜶
䎥ǃ健䔺ǃخ᪡␌⋇ˈ䰸њ䖭ѯҹˈ↣ⳟⳟкˈᗱ㗗ᗱ㗗䯂乬ˈ䛑ᇍ䑿
ԧᖗ⧚عᒋ᳝ᐂࡽǄ᠔ҹ䇈ˈҎӀ㽕ḍ㞾Ꮕⱘᚙˈމ䗝ᢽ䗖ড়㞾Ꮕⱘ䖤ࡼ
ᮍᓣǄ

Before listening, scanning the questions and the answer choices should help students predict the topic of the report, which is “sports and health.” Understanding
the sentence “سխڶԳኙຍᇩऱᇞׂ֜૿” (“⫳⌏Ё᳝Ҏᇍ䖭হ䆱ⱘ⧚㾷
⠛䴶”) is the key to understanding the author’s opinion.
STRATEGY

9

Following scripts

Scripts will accompany the listening materials in this book. Students can use the
scripts to practice listening comprehension skills. For example, if students have
difficulty understanding recordings, they can refer to the scripts to check the
vocabulary they do not understand. However, students should not try to translate
entire listening selections because it is more important to focus on the main
ideas.
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To answer questions correctly, students may have to use several of the listening
strategies presented in this section. For example, students may need to find key
words, and/or make inferences about the topic of the conversation, and/or use their
previous experiences to reply. Focusing on stressed words and intonation will help
students find the key words of the conversation. In longer conversations, students
will have to process details and possibly ignore unimportant information. However,
in the following section, this will not be necessary as the listening materials are relatively short.
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ANSWER SHEET
Section III Dialogues
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Listening Comprehension Practice
SECTION I – CONVERSATIONS
CD 1
Track
10

You will hear several short conversations. Each conversation will be played once along with
four choices of response (A), (B), (C), and (D). You will have 5 seconds to choose a
response that completes the conversation in a logical and culturally appropriate way. Please
remember to mark your answers on the answer sheet.

Conversations 1 through 10
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CD 1
Track
11

Conversations 11–20

CD 1
Track
12

Conversations 21–30

CD 1
Track
13

Conversations 31–40

CD 1
Track
14

Conversations 41–50

CD 1
Track
15

Conversations 51–60

CD 1
Track
16

Conversations 61–70

CD 1
Track
17

Conversations 71–80

CD 1
Track
18

Conversations 81–90

CD 2
Track
1

Conversations 91–100
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SECTION II – SHORT NARRATIONS
CD 2
Track
2

You will listen to several short narrations. Each narration will be played once. You may
take notes. After each narration, you will have 5 seconds to read the question and choose
the most appropriate response (A), (B), (C) or (D) in English, from the answer sheet.
Please be reminded that during the AP Chinese Exam, the question will be displayed only
after you hear the narration; therefore, in this practice, previewing the printed questions
prior to listening to the narration is not recommended.

Narrations for Questions 101 to 110.

101. Which statement is correct?
(A) The difference between the highest
and lowest temperatures is 4°C.
(B) This city freezes every day in the
winter.
(C) The difference between the highest
and lowest temperatures is 35°C.
(D) Today’s average temperature is 18°C.
102. What happened?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Xiao Li is sick.
Xiao Li is in the hospital.
Xiao Li’s mom is in the hospital.
Xiao Li’s younger sister is in the
hospital.

105. What does the speaker mean?
(A) Nobody likes soccer.
(B) Excluding soccer, all other sports are
exciting.
(C) Soccer makes everyone excited.
(D) Nobody gets excited over soccer.
106. What can be inferred from the woman’s
speech?
(A) The listener eats breakfast every day.
(B) The listener gets up early every
morning.
(C) The listener gets up too late to eat
breakfast.
(D) The listener gets up early and eats
breakfast.

103. What is the speaker’s attitude?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Angry
Doubtful
Apathetic
Surprised

107. Who is the man behind the older brother?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The son of the speaker
The younger brother of the speaker
The nephew of the speaker
The older brother of the speaker

104. What is the flaw of the clothing?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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Bad quality
High price
Ugly color
Out of style

108. What is not located next to the dorm?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Clothes shop
Post office
Grocery store
Bookstore
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109. Which sequence is right?
(A) Eating snacks, shopping, going to the
post office
(B) Shopping, going to the post office,
eating snacks
(C) Eating snacks, going to the post
office, shopping
(D) Going to the post office, shopping,
eating snacks
110. What is the main reason for the good
health of the speaker?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Frequently walking
Doing Taiji
Keeping an exercise routine
No smoking, but a little drinking

111. Where does the speaker work?
CD 2
Track
3

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

A hospital
An English school
A post office
A high school

112. Where did they travel?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Shanghai, Guangzhou
Nanjing, Shanghai
Xi’an, Nanjing
Guangzhou, Xi’an

113. How are they going to Los Angeles?
(A) They want to go from Washington,
D.C., to New York by train and then
fly to Los Angeles by airplane.
(B) They are planning to fly from
Washington, D.C., to New York and
then fly to Los Angeles.
(C) They plan to take the train from
Washington, D.C., to Los Angeles.
(D) They plan to fly directly from
Washington, D.C., to Los Angeles.

57

114. What is the speaker’s mother’s
occupation?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Teacher
Doctor
Reporter
Student

115. What does he plan to do after he finishes
school?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

He wants to go abroad.
He wants to get a job.
He wants to make money.
He wants to study computer science.

116. What is this room?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Office
Library
Classroom
Dorm

117. Who ends up fixing the computer?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Father
Mother
Elder brother
Friend

118. How many yuan did the woman pay for
the shoes?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

150
50
more than 200
280

119. Which phone number is most likely Li
Laoshi’s home number?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

82301968
62386786
86974253
83657106

120. How long does it take to get to school by
car?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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10 minutes
40 minutes
25 minutes
90 minutes
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SECTION III—DIALOGUES
CD 2
Track
4

Directions: You will listen to several dialogues for questions 121 through 172. Each
dialogue should be played twice. You may take notes. After replaying each dialogue,
students will be given 12 seconds on the actual exam to read the question and choose the
most appropriate response—(A), (B), (C) or (D) in English from the answer sheet. Please
be reminded that during the AP Chinese Exam, the question will be displayed only after
you hear the narration; therefore, in this practice, previewing the printed questions prior
to listening to the narration is not recommended.

121. Where does the interview take place?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Near a pool
At a university
In a cinema
In a shopping center

122. Which statement is incorrect?
CD 2
Track
5

126. Which art is the woman not interested in?

(A) The woman dances very well.
(B) The woman works in a bookstore.
(C) The interview takes place in a
ballroom.
(D) They are talking at her workplace.

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

wushu
calligraphy
Beijing opera
folk song

127. What is the woman’s hobby?
CD 2
Track
8

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Listening to music
Watching TV
Dancing
Traveling

128. What does the woman do in the evening?
123. Which statement about the woman is
CD 2 correct?
Track
6

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

She worked in a computer company.
She comes from Tianjing.
She studied in Beijing.
She is working in Beijing.

124. Where is the woman from?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Beijing
Nanjing
Tianjin
Shanghai

125. Which Chinese arts is the man studying?
CD 2
Track
7

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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wushu and folk song
calligraphy and folk song
Beijing opera and calligraphy
calligraphy and wushu

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

She teaches her students.
She goes shopping.
She cooks dinner for her family.
She tutors her son in English.

129. What does the man do every day?
CD 2
Track
9

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Swim
Play ping pong
Play tennis
Play soccer

130. What is the man’s occupation?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

He is an athlete.
He is a coach.
He is a journalist.
He doesn’t say.
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131. What is not a requirement when the man
buys clothes?
CD 2
Track
10

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Fabric
Brand
Appearance
Comfort

132. How much did the woman spend for her
sweater?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

137. What does the man ask the woman?
CD 2
Track
13

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

134. Where could the conversation take place?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

A house
A hotel
An airport
A train station

135. Who is the speaker calling for?
CD 2
Track
12

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Xiao Li
A doctor
Professor Zhang
Mrs. Zhang

136. Why does the man make the phone call?
(A) He wants to talk to Mrs. Zhang
about seeing a doctor.
(B) He wants to tell Mrs. Zhang that he
is busy.
(C) He suggests that Mrs. Zhang should
go to see a doctor.
(D) There is something he wants to talk
to professor Zhang about.
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How long dinner should take
How to invite someone to a party
Her preferred place to eat dinner
Her favorite food

(A) In China, people eat very slowly, and
usually take about two hours to eat.
(B) It’s not very polite if the guest hasn’t
finished eating and the host is done.
(C) If the guest has finished eating, the
host can eat as slowly as he wants to.
(D) To spend time with the guests, the
host should eat very quickly.

$5
$10
$39
$89

A maid talking to a guest
Picking up someone at the airport
Taking someone to the train station
A host saying good-bye to a guest

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

138. What is the woman’s response to the
man’s question?

133. What is the conversation about?
CD 2
Track
11

59

139. Who goes to the park daily?
CD 2
Track
14

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The man
The woman
The man’s father
The woman’s father

140. Did their fathers retire?
(A) Both fathers are retired.
(B) Both fathers are not retired.
(C) The woman’s father is retired, but
the man’s father is not.
(D) The woman’s father is retired, but it
doesn’t say whether the man’s father
is retired or not.
141. Which activity does the woman’s father
not do?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Walk
Practice Taiji
Exercise
Go fishing
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142. Which reason for the man’s father serving
as a president of the fishing club is
incorrect?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Living in a dorm is not free.
Living in a dorm is not safe.
She does not like her roommate.
Her dorm is too expensive.

A travel agency
At the airport
On the Internet
Undecided

150. Who has been to Taiwan?

Inexpensive
Safe
Freedom
Roommate

145. Why does the woman want to move out?

Applying for a passport
Applying for a visa
Packing
Buying plane tickets

149. Where does the man want to buy plane
tickets?

Her parents’ home
A new apartment
A friend’s apartment
A dorm

144. What is an advantage to living in a dorm?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

He fishes very well.
He has a lot of time.
He is the oldest member in the club.
He wants to be.

143. Where is the woman living right now?
CD 2
Track
15

148. Which preparation for traveling abroad is
not mentioned?

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The woman’s sister
The man’s girlfriend
The woman
The man

151. Where does this conversation most likely
occur?
CD 2
Track
17

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

A restaurant
A bakery
A food store
A house

146. Which statement is not correct?
(A) The roommate watches TV late into
the evening.
(B) The roommate likes to chat on the
phone.
(C) The roommate can’t study and sleep.
(D) The roommate sometimes shouts on
the phone.
147. Where is the man now?
CD 2
Track
16

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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Chicago
Taiwan
East Coast
West Coast

152. What is the relationship between the two
speakers?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Master and apprentice
Waiter and customer
Manager and staff
Salesperson and customer

153. Which of the following items does the
woman order?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Wine
Juice
Rice
Soup
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154. Which dish does the woman not order?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Shrimp
Pork
Fish
Tofu

155. What does the woman want to drink?
CD 2
Track
18

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

160. How long have they not seen each other?
CD 2
Track
19

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Two years
Less than two years
More than two years
Four years

He lives with his parents.
He lives with his wife’s parents.
He lives with the old people.
He lives in his own house.

162. Which statement is correct?

Jasmine tea
Black tea
Green tea
It doesn’t matter

(A) The woman has her own house.
(B) The woman wants to live with the
elderly.
(C) The woman bought a house last year.
(D) The man thinks that people can
benefit from their parents’ help.

157. Which statement is correct?
(A) China has the most types of tea in
the world.
(B) China has the most tea drinkers in
the world.
(C) China has the most tea shops in the
world.
(D) China was the first country to
discover the tea plant.

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

161. Where does the man live now?

Tea
Coffee
Both tea and coffee
Neither tea nor coffee

156. What kind of tea does the woman prefer?

61

163. What caused the woman’s family to be
unhappy?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Conflicting schedules
Financial problems
Children’s education
Housework

164. Where does the conversation take place?
158. Which city has the most tea shops?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Beijing
Shanghai
Guangzhou
Not mentioned

CD 2
Track
20

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

On the way
The woman’s home
The man’s home
Their workplace

165. What happened to the man?
159. Which city does the man come from?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Beijing
Shanghai
Guangzhou
Not mentioned

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

He went on a business trip.
He caught a cold.
He saw snow for the first time.
He changed his workplace.

166. Which season does the man dislike?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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Spring
Summer
Fall
Winter
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167. Where is the man from?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Beijing
Shanghai
Guangzhou
Not mentioned

168. Where is the woman from?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Beijing
Shanghai
Guangzhou
Not mentioned

169. Where was the man yesterday afternoon?
CD 2
Track
21

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

At a train station
In a park
In a factory
At home

171. Which type of pollution was not
mentioned?
(A) The factory polluted the water.
(B) The factory polluted the air.
(C) Because of the air pollution, all the
birds died.
(D) Because of the water pollution, all the
fish died.
172. Why doesn’t the factory find a solution to
the pollution problem?
(A) They don’t have enough money.
(B) They don’t want to.
(C) The government doesn’t want to help
them.
(D) They don’t have the time.

170. What did the man do in the factory?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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Pick up trash
Protest
Work
Take a break
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SECTION IV—LONG NARRATION
CD 2
Track
22

Directions: You will listen to several long narrations of passages for questions 173 to 220.
Each passage should be played twice. You may take notes. After replaying each passage,
students will be given 12 seconds on the actual exam to read the question and choose the
most appropriate response (A), (B), (C) or (D) in English from the answer sheet. Please
be reminded that during the AP Chinese Exam, the question will be displayed only after
you hear the narration; therefore, in this practice, previewing the printed questions prior
to listening to the narration is not recommended.

173. Why does Xiao Min plan on quitting his
job?
(A) His boss is not nice to him.
(B) He cannot keep working and
studying at the same time.
(C) Customers don’t tip enough.
(D) The restaurant doesn’t have many
customers.

177. Which statement is correct?
CD 2
Track
24

(A) Qi Baishi learned to draw at a very
young age.
(B) Qi Baishi learned to draw as an
adult.
(C) Qi Baishi observed animals under
trees, because he liked them.
(D) Qi Baishi raised animals, because he
liked them.

174. Which statement is correct?
(A) Xiao Min moved from Taiwan in the
’50s.
(B) Xiao Min and his boss moved from
Taiwan 50 years ago.
(C) Xiao Min and his boss moved from
Taiwan together in the ’50s.
(D) Xiao Min’s boss moved from Taiwan
in the ’50s.
175. What is tonight’s temperature?
CD 2
Track
23

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The low is 23°C.
The high is 14°C.
The high is 27°C.
The low is 24°C.

176. Which statement describes tomorrow’s
weather during the day?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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Cloudy and chance of rain
South wind with 1–2 levels
North wind with 3–4 levels
North wind turning to south with 2–
3 levels

178. Which animal is not mentioned in the
passage?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Insects
Horses
Birds
Fish

179. What doesn’t interest Peter?
CD 2
Track
25

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Living in China
Traveling in China
Eating Chinese food
Learning Chinese

180. How is Peter at the end of the passage?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Mad
Happy
Embarrassed
Apologetic
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181. What is the passage mainly about?
CD 2
Track
26

(A) How to use chopsticks
(B) Table manners
(C) The difference between chopsticks
and spoons
(D) Rude eating habits

182. Which is a rude eating habit according to
the passage?
(A) Using hands to get food from a dish
(B) Using one’s own chopsticks to receive
food offered by others
(C) Taking food from a dish across
someone’s chopsticks
(D) Avoiding touching one’s chopsticks
with someone else’s

186. Who likes wulong tea?
CD 2
Track
28

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Flu and precautions
Flu virus
Flu symptoms
Flu and climate

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

185. What does the author suggest to flu
patients?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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Stay home
Get plenty of sleep
Listen to the weather forecast
Wear more clothes

Porcelain
Ceramic
Both porcelain and ceramic
Not mentioned

188. What is the advantage of making tea with
a ceramic tea set?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Appealing
Cheap
Convenient
Keeps the heat in

189. When do people drink the spring tea?
(A) When a baby completes his first
month of life
(B) Before the spring season
(C) During a wedding ceremony
(D) During the Spring Festival

184. Which idea is not mentioned in the
passage?
(A) People should select clothes according
to weather changes.
(B) People should exercise to strengthen
their bodies.
(C) People should close windows before
sleeping.
(D) People should avoid contact with flu
patients.

People from Beijing
People from Shanghai
People from Guangdong
People from Tibet

187. What kinds of tea sets are good for
making tea?

183. What is the passage mainly about?
CD 2
Track
27

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

190. Who likes to watch Beijing operas?
CD 2
Track
29

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The grandfather
The father
The mother
The older sister

191. Which TV programs does the father like
the most?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Sports programs
Soccer games
Television plays
American movies
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192. What are the narrator’s favorite TV
programs?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Soccer games
American movies
Cartoons
Foreign programs

197. What is the author’s attitude toward
Chinese parents’ expectations of their
children’s education?
(A) He offers a suggestion.
(B) He is in total agreement with the
parents.
(C) He believes the parents’ expectations
are very harmful to their children’s
education.
(D) He is indifferent toward what the
parents do.

193. What is his older sister’s occupation?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Retiree
Doctor
Nurse
Teacher

194. What is the passage mainly about?
CD 2
Track
30

(A) Differences in parenting techniques
between Chinese and American
families
(B) Differences in expectations regarding
college between Chinese and
American families
(C) Attitudes toward education in
American families in China
(D) Attitudes toward education in
Chinese families in the United States
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198. What is the purpose of this message?
CD 2
Track
31

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

To ask Xiao Li if she has a class
To invite Xiao Li for coffee
To invite Xiao Li for a movie
To ask Xiao Li where she is

199. Who will be going to the movie?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Only Zhang Hua and her cousin
At least Zhang Hua and her cousin
Zhang Hua and Xiao Li
None of the above

200. What time does the movie start?
195. What do some Chinese parents not want
their children to study?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Law
Medicine
Science
Humanities

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

201. Where will they meet?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

196. Which statement is correct?
(A) All Chinese parents want their
children to go to good colleges.
(B) Many Chinese parents want their
children to go to good colleges.
(C) After graduating from a good college,
one can earn more money.
(D) Parents want their children to go to
good colleges for their own pride.

3:00
3:30
4:00
4:30

At the speaker’s home
At their school
At a movie theater
At a coffee shop

202. What is a “ᓤࡩ” (“ྦྷ”) ?
CD 2
Track
32

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

A single-character surname
A two-character surname
A duplicate-character surname
A two-or-more-character surname
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203. How many surnames are commonly used
or seen currently?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

209. Which is the correct visitation time?
(A) Visitation time on weekdays is
usually three to four hours.
(B) Normally, patients can be visited in
the morning.
(C) Wednesdays and Thursdays are open
for visitation.
(D) Visitation time on weekends is
longer.

60
200
500
Nobody knows.

204. Which common family name is not
mentioned in the passage?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Zhūgě
Oūyáng
Dōngfāng
Sītú

205. What is the topic of this passage?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Chinese first names
Chinese surnames
The meaning of Chinese names
The history of Chinese names

206. What is the passage mainly about?
CD 2
Track
33

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Visiting patients in the hospital
A patient’s situation
Presents for a patient
Visitation time

207. Which idea is mentioned in the passage?
(A) People like to give patients candies
now.
(B) People should talk about something
pleasant around patients.
(C) Visiting hours are usually in the
evenings.
(D) Visitors are welcome any time of the
day on the weekends.
208. What does “ᇿఐԳᎅᇩࣹრ” (“䎳⮙Ҏ
䇈䆱㽕⊼ᛣ”) mean?
(A) People should not talk about disease.
(B) People should talk about disease a
lot.
(C) People should avoid provoking the
patient.
(D) People should talk about a lot of
different topics.
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210. What is the topic of this passage?
CD 2
Track
34

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Invitation time
Formality of visiting
Manners as a guest
Manners as a host

211. How do Chinese people invite guests to
their homes in their everyday lives?
(A) Phone call
(B) Oral invitation or phone call
(C) Formal invitation and then a phone
call
(D) Formal invitation
212. When should one arrive at a host’s home?
(A) It’s best to arrive at the appointed
time.
(B) One should arrive at the appointed
time or earlier.
(C) One has to arrive exactly on time.
(D) One should come either a little
earlier or later.
213. Why do hosts say things like “չ䈥ړ
پऱ” (“≵خҔМདৗⱘ”) when eating
with guests?
(A) They don’t want to provide
sumptuous meals for guests.
(B) They are polite.
(C) They want their guests to be relaxed.
(D) They don’t provide good meals for
guests.
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214. What is the passage mainly about?
CD 2
Track
35

(A) Comparisons between Chinese and
American college exams
(B) Comparisons between Chinese and
American college exam systems
(C) Comparisons between majors
(D) Comparisons between test
opportunities

215. Which statement is correct?
(A) In China, college exams cover many
subjects.
(B) In China, SAT scores are very
important.
(C) In China, students can take the
college exams many times a year.
(D) In China, colleges look at grades
from the three years of high school.
216. What can be inferred from the passage?
(A) In China, colleges don’t require
interviews.
(B) In China, only certain majors require
interviews.
(C) China should do interviews like
America does.
(D) In China, there are problems with
doing interviews.

67

218. How many generations live together in a
traditional Chinese family?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

One generation
Two generations
More than two generations
Not mentioned

219. Where do small or medium-sized families
exist?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

City
Countryside
City and countryside
City or countryside

220. Which statement is correct?
(A) Young people don’t expect to live
independently after marriage.
(B) Young people expect to live
independently after marriage, but
their parents disagree.
(C) Some young people and their parents
expect to live separately.
(D) Young people want to live with their
parents, but their parents don’t.

217. What medium is this passage about?
CD 2
Track
36
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(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Television program
Radio program
Newspaper article
Magazine article
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Listening Comprehension Practice
ANSWER KEY
Section I—Conversation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

D
B
C
C
B
A
B
D
D
A
C
B
C
D
C
C
B
D
B
A
A
B
D
C
B

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

B
D
B
B
B
C
D
A
D
B
B
A
B
C
D
A
B
B
B
B
B
B
A
B
D

51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.

C
B
D
A
C
B
C
B
A
C
D
B
A
B
B
C
D
D
D
C
A
D
A
B
C

76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.

D
C
B
A
B
A
A
C
C
B
A
C
D
A
B
B
C
D
C
D
B
C
C
C
B

111.
112.
113.
114.
115.

A
B
A
B
D

116.
117.
118.
119.
120.

D
D
B
B
A

Section II—Short Narration
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
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C
C
D
C
C

106.
107.
108.
109.
110.

C
C
D
D
C
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Section III—Dialogues
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.

B
D
D
B
D
D
A
D
A
C
B
C
D

134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.

A
C
D
A
B
D
A
D
A
D
B
C
C

147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.

C
C
D
D
A
B
C
C
A
C
D
C
B

160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.

C
D
D
A
D
B
D
C
B
C
B
C
A

197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.
208.

A
C
B
D
D
D
B
C
B
A
B
C

209.
210.
211.
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.
218.
219.
220.

D
B
B
A
B
B
A
C
B
C
C
C

Section IV—Long Narration
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
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B
D
D
A
B
B
D
C
B
C
A
B

185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.

B
C
C
D
D
A
B
C
D
D
D
B
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ANSWERS AND ANSWER EXPLANATIONS
In this section, the correct answer to each question is given, along with supporting
information from the passages. Detailed explanations are provided after the “Why
not” label in cases that are not obvious to illustrate why the other choices are
incorrect.

Section I—Conversation
1. (D) The man answers that he is from San Francisco, and turns the same
question around for the woman by asking “Դਸ਼˛” The woman’s response
should address the question appropriately. Why not:
(A) She misunderstands the man’s response and completely misses the
question.
(B) She misunderstands the question, thinking he has asked if she would
like to go somewhere.
(C) She misunderstands the question, thinking that it is an invitation to
visit San Francisco.
2. (B) It responds to the question “Where is the bookstore?” Why not:
(A) tells what’s inside the bookstore.
(C) indicates when the bookstore opens.
(D) comments that the books are expensive.
3. (C) The man is taken a bit by surprise because he does not even hear anything, let alone identify whose voice it is. Why not:
(A) The woman can certainly hear someone calling her; she just cannot
make out who is calling. This response asks about “what” she hears
instead of “who” is producing the sound she hears.
(B) Similar to (A), this response asks about where the sound she hears is
coming from instead of who is producing the sound. The woman, in
fact, already knows that the sound is coming from outside of the
dormitory.
(D) This response is redundant because it restates what the woman is
wondering about.
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4. (C) “չ䈥ຟݱԱ” (“ҔМ䛑ᖬњ”) is a statement, not a question, meaning
lose track of everything. Although “չ䈥” (“ҔМ”) is a question word, it is used
as a non-specific descriptive in this context. The appropriate response here is
to follow up with empathy and bring closure instead of further scrutiny. Why
not:
(A) The “չ䈥” (“ҔМ”) is taken too literally by the woman, who
misunderstands that the man forgets to watch something.
(B) She mistakenly mixes up the three keywords “ሽီ” (“⬉㾚”), “չ䈥”
(“ҔМ”), and “ᖬњ” that she hears, and goes off on a tangent with her
own word “㻽չ䈥” (“ЎҔМ”).
(D) There is a sarcastic tone to this response: “What CAN you remember?”
Although this may conceivably be a response in some situations, it is
generally not appropriate.
5. (B) This is a polite way of saying “no” by offering an alternative suggestion,
“Why don’t I go to your house to meet you instead?” Why not:
(A) This is irrelevant to her asking if she can go to his house. “܃वሐݺ୮
ڇୌࠝႯ?” (“Դⶹ䘧៥ᆊાܓ৫”) would have been a logical
response as a follow-up to her question.
(C) “I went to your house yesterday” does not answer her question.
(D) “Where shall we meet?” is ignoring her suggestion of meeting him at
his house.
6. (A) He indirectly accepts her suggestion of making Chinese friends to improve
his Chinese language studies by commenting that he has a lot of Chinese
friends. Why not:
(B) His response is off topic of her recommendation, asking what she
thinks of his Chinese friends.
(C) He explains that he met his Chinese friends in Chinatown, which
doesn’t respond to her recommendation.
(D) He is stating an opinion that is irrelevant to her recommendation.
7. (B) She responds to his statement that he must find a place to buy a Chinese
dictionary by giving him specific directions to a nearby bookstore. Why
not:
(A) She asks if that bookstore is big, but he did not say anything about a
bookstore.
(C) She comments that the bookstore is not far, even though he has not
said anything about a bookstore.
(D) She asks him how to get to a bookstore when he seems to have a little
trouble finding one himself.
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8. (D) A straightforward, direct response to “How come you got up so late?”
Why not:
(A) His response, “I like to go to bed early and get up early,” contradicts
what she says.
(B) He sounds defensive by saying, “I went to bed as early as eight last
night,” but it still does not address her question.
(C) “I like to sleep eight hours every night” might have answered her
question if he had indeed just gone to bed eight hours ago, but it is
not clear if that is what he intends to say.
9. (D) He directly responds to her compliment, that he speaks Chinese so well
she wonders if he has studied it for a long time.
Why not:
(A), (B) Both only state who can speak Chinese.
(C) He explains why he studies Chinese, but does not answer her question
about how long.
10. (A) He confirms what she heard about the winter in New York. Why not:
(B) He talks about how he likes to go skiing in winter, but she is seeking
feedback about what she heard.
(C) He comments on how beautiful winter is in New York instead of
giving feedback on what she heard.
(D) He tells her that winter is long in New York instead of addressing the
low temperature she is talking about.
11. (C) He explains that his girlfriend went to visit her best friend after the trip
when she asks, “How come yourself . . . ?” Why not:
(A) His response, “The trip with my girlfriend was great,” does not address
the woman’s concern. It would have been a great response had she
asked him how the trip went.
(B) He only restates what she observed—that he came back alone—
without answering her questions.
(D) That his girlfriend bought a lot of clothes on the trip doesn’t answer
her question regarding his girlfriend’s whereabouts.
12. (B) She apologizes for not being able to take him to the airport because she
has to stay home and wait for a friend. Why not:
(A) Her proclamation that she is a much better driver than him does not
answer his request for her to take him to the airport.
(C) Her opinion about her car does not answer his request for her to take
him to the airport.
(D) Asking why he is heading to the airport does not answer his request for
her to take him to the airport. Besides, he already said he is going on a
business trip.
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13. (C) His response, “Yes, she does, but she’s not very good at it,” directly
answers her question about whether his mother makes Chinese food.
Why not:
(A), (D) These responses talk about who likes to eat Chinese food without
addressing whether his mother knows how to make Chinese food.
(B) He shares his opinion that Chinese food is more delicious than
Japanese food without addressing her inquiry.
14. (D) He directly responds to her question about whether he went to the soccer
game yesterday by telling her that his son was sick, so he had to take him to
the hospital. Why not:
(A), (B) He talks about how well he plays soccer and that he likes soccer
very much without addressing her question.
(C) His comment on some soccer players does not answer her question.
15. (C) This problem tests students’ ability to differentiate “ᬭ” and “ি.” His
response, “That teacher teaches physics,” not only answers her question but
also makes clear that the teacher with glasses is called Zhang LaoShi.
Why not:
(A) He clearly misunderstands her question and responds with the
teacher’s name.
(B) Instead of saying what that teacher teaches, he describes what grade the
teacher with glasses teaches.
(D) He tells us that all the students call him Zhang LaoShi without telling
us what subject he teaches.
16. (C) When asked about who bought her the computer, she directly answers
that her brother bought it for her as a birthday gift.
Why not:
(A) She tells us that she really needs a computer, but does not answer the
man’s question.
(B) She tells us that her brother and sister both like the computer;
however, she does not say who bought the computer.
(D) Her sister really wanted to give her a computer, but she does not say if
she actually gave it to her.
17. (B) This problem tests students’ ability to identify the woman’s rhetorical
statement, “Who else would I be looking for?” As long as they understand
that this is not really meant to be a question, the obvious response can only
be, “What do you need me for?” Why not:
(A) He asks who she is looking for after she just implied that she was
looking for him.
(C) The question “Who is looking for you?” is irrelevant.
(D) He contradicts himself by asking when she looked for him when he
starts the dialogue, “Were you looking for me just now?”
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18. (D) She says, “Don’t worry, we can definitely solve this problem,” to which
he responds, “Not necessarily.” He seems to have no faith that the problem
can be solved. It makes a lot of sense for her to respond, “Why is it that you
have no faith?” Why not:
(A) “Can’t you see the problem?” is not correct because “լߠ” (“ϡ㾕
ᕫ”) means not necessarily and “լߠ” (“ⳟϡ㾕”) means cannot see.
They are not the same.
(B) “What do you think of this problem?” is irrelevant and out of the
blue.
(C) “I agree with you” conflicts with her first statement.
19. (B) His “What’s there to watch?” is another rhetorical statement, meaning
that he does not believe there is anything worth watching. As expected, her
response counters his opinion: “I think all of the programs are pretty good.”
Why not:
(A) “Which channel do you think has something worth watching?” seems
inappropriate when he just said that there is nothing worth watching.
(C) “Do you have any good programs?” makes no sense.
(D) “Do you like to watch television?” is unacceptable, especially when he
already implied that he does not like to watch television.
20. (A) “ϡњ” is a euphemism for deceased. The response, therefore, is “How
could it be! He has been very healthy all along.” Why not:
(B) “I don’t know either if he’s here or not” assumes the more literal
definition of the homonym “,” at.
(C) “Where did he go?” also assumes the more literal definition of “.”
(D) “He was just here” makes no sense. It also erroneously takes the more
literal definition “.”
21. (A) “Not that many” is a logical and accurate response to the question, “You
must have a lot of people taking Chinese at your school this semester?” Why
not:
(B) “Chinese is too hard” doesn’t answer her question directly. At best, it
may be indirect feedback, implying a low enrollment.
(C) This response goes beyond her question about the enrollment of this
school, and stretches it out to cover the entire United States.
(D) “They study Chinese at school” answers where the students study, but
not how many.
22. (B) He elaborates on why Wang LaoShi is one of the best teachers.
Why not:
(A) Teaching for a long time does not always translate to a better teacher.
(C) The subject she teaches is irrelevant to how she became one of the
best.
(D) The number of classes she teaches is irrelevant to how she became one
of the best.
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23. (D) He is definitely coming. Why not:
(A) He describes how they met.
(B) He explains that he has never been to his house without saying if he
will come this time.
(C) He reiterates that he is his best friend but falls short of saying if he is
coming or not.
24. (C) She makes it clear that she’d rather take the bus than drive to the
museum. Why not:
(A) “We are going to the museum” does not address how to get there.
(B) “I’ve already been to the museum” does not address how to get there
this time.
(D) “The museum is very famous” is irrelevant.
25. (B) He offers what he knows about the weather when she says she forgot to
check the weather forecast. Why not:
(A) “I listen to the weather report every day” doesn’t answer the question.
(C) “The weather is usually pretty good” tells how the weather is generally,
but not how it is going to be tomorrow specifically.
(D) “Some people don’t think the weather report is accurate” only shows
that some people don’t believe in the weather report, and it does not
help her in this case.
26. (B) She says, “You all like to come to big cities, but I don’t see what’s so
great about big cities.” He says, “I think it’s because there are more opportunities in big cities.” Why not:
(A) He reiterates her viewpoint, and doesn’t answer the question.
(C) “We all like big cities” confirms what she says without giving any
supporting reasons.
(D) “How do we get to a big city?” is irrelevant.
27. (D) “I’m not sure” sounds like a believable response from someone who
spends all day watching television and going on the Internet when it’s almost
time for finals. Why not:
(A) He claims that the break is coming soon, but doesn’t answer when
finals will be.
(B) “I get nervous when people talk about finals” is a diversion to dodge
the question.
(C) “I won’t be late to finals” is quite irrelevant.
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28. (B) He disagrees with her assessment by saying “ݺᤚ߷୮塊塢ᝫլᙑ”
(“៥㾝ᕫ䙷ᆊ令佚䖬ϡ䫭”). Why not:
(A) The structure of “That restaurant is really good” seems to suggest that
this is a conclusion he draws from her experience, but the conclusion
contradicts her experience.
(C) “Is the restaurant far from here?” doesn’t respond to the woman’s
statement. It would have worked better if he had continued by saying,
“ݺᘣ۞װቫԫቫ” (“៥҆㞾এᇱϔᇱ”).
(D) He asks, “How is that restaurant,” when the woman clearly expressed
her dislike of it.
29. (B) He says, “Finding a good job is harder than anything.” She says, “Well,
that depends on what your major is.” He rebuts, “It doesn’t matter what my
major is, companies aren’t short of staff.” Why not:
(A) He agrees with her by saying, “It’s easier to find jobs with a good
major,” but that is not aligned with his initial concerns.
(C) “I have a major” is irrelevant.
(D) “I don’t like my major” is also irrelevant.
30. (B) The phrase “ԫଡֺԫଡ၆” (“ϔϾ↨ϔϾ䌉”) literally means that each
item is more expensive than the last, but what it actually means in context is
“everything is expensive.” Why not:
(A), (C), (D) All use the literal meaning of “ԫଡֺԫଡ၆” (“ϔϾ↨ϔϾ
䌉”).
31. (C) She complains, “If you don’t come right now, we’re not going to wait
anymore.” It is only appropriate that he apologize for being late.
Why not:
(A) He talks about next time “Հ“( ”ڻϟ”) but doesn’t say anything
about the current situation.
(B) “Why do you not want to wait for me?” is illogical because she
apparently already has been waiting and is getting upset that he is not
there yet.
(D) “If you’re not going to wait for me, I’m leaving” is illogical. How is he
going to leave if he has not arrived yet?
32. (D) She can’t find the bookstore, and he gives her the obvious landmark
close to it. Why not:
(A) He reiterates what she already told him.
(B) He does not seem to have heard her when she said she could not find
the bookstore no matter where she looked. “ބړႯ@ (“དᡒ৫?”)
means easy to find?
(C) “Did you find the bookstore?” doesn’t make sense when the woman
clearly said that she can’t find it.
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33. (A) He says, “When my girlfriend heard the news, she couldn’t believe her
own ears.” She wonders, “Why didn’t she believe the news?” Why not:
(B) “Did she believe the news?” isn’t correct because he already said that
she didn’t.
(C), (D) She takes “can’t believe her own ears” literally thinking that there
is something wrong with her ears.
34. (D) “When are you going?” is a natural response after she announces, “I’m
going to China to study Chinese and visit historic sites.”
Why not:
(A), (B), (C) All three are wrong because the woman has already stated the
answers to all of the man’s questions.
35. (B) The man wants to know why Ana is always late to class. Why not:
(A) He asks how late Ana is when she already said “three, four minutes.”
(C) He wonders if Ana is really that good after she said that Ana is always
late.
(D) He wonders when Ana was ever later, even though she already said
that she is always late to class.
36. (B) After he shares his plan, she responds with a very reasonable scenario:
“What if your parents don’t agree with your plan, what do you do?”
Why not:
(A) He says his parents don’t want him to get a job first.
(C) He says he has not graduated yet.
(D) He says he hasn’t started working yet.
37. (A) Based on what she says, he concludes, “I see that your parents are very
satisfied with your brother.” Why not:
(B) The subject and objects are switched.
(C), (D) These responses are the opposite of what she said.
38. (B) She asks about the bathroom because he did not say anything about it.
Why not:
(A), (B), (D) These were already mentioned in his first statement.
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39. (C) She is avoiding going to the hospital by claiming her illness is a minor
one. He appropriately follows up with, “Regardless of if it’s major or minor,
you should always go to the hospital.”
Why not:
(A) He is making a judgment by saying “this disease” before she even sees
a doctor.
(B) He is questioning her self-diagnosis, and urges her to go to the
hospital.
(D) He agrees that she has a minor illness, but still urges her to go to the
hospital. While similar to the correct answer, this response is less
convincing grammatically. It would have been more appropriate if he
had said, “༉ጩਢ՛ఐΔՈװ᠔ೃ” (“ህㅫᰃᇣ⮙ˈгᕫএए䰶
ⳟⳟ”).
40. (D) He apologizes for being late. Why not:
(A) Her question is rhetorical; she is not actually expecting a response to
“ຟ༓រԱ” (“䛑⚍њ”).
(B), (C) Both responses are impolite.
41. (A) He says, “I want to, but I have class, so I can’t,” when she asks him if
he is going to the basketball game. Why not:
(B) The basketball game hasn’t happened yet.
(C) He asks who is going when she just wants to know if he is going. It
doesn’t answer her question.
(D) “Do you like watching basketball games?” doesn’t answer her question
either.
42. (B) He agrees with her assessment by using “ԾᛟԾ༠ᑷ” (“জᑆ➹জ䯋
⛁”). Why not:
(A), (C), (D) All are wrong because they contradict her first statement.
43. (B) She relays, “Miss Zhang asked Mr. Wang to give Huang Laoshi a letter.”
He wonders when Ms. Zhang wrote this letter.
44. (B) She says that Xiao Zhang came forty minutes after 7:30. This means that
he came at 8:10. Why not:
(A) It is redundant; she did say that Xiao Zhang came, although 40
minutes late.
(C) She already states that she came first.
(D) This is not a valid question because she was not late.
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45. (B) He apologizes for calling so late. Why not:
(A) “How do I call” restates part of her question using “৻䈥ؚሽᇩ” (“ᗢ
Мᠧ⬉䆱”).
(C) One cannot make a call as one is receiving a call. “I will call you as
soon as I receive your message” would have been a better response—
“ݺԫ൷ࠩ܃ऱఎߢ༉ؚ܃Ա” (៥ϔࠄԴⱘ⬭㿔ህ㒭Դᠧњ” ).
(D) He says, “Who is calling you?” as he is calling her.
46. (B) He articulates why he is so tired when he says, “I had three periods of
classes, then I worked four hours in the media center.” Why not:
(A) He complains that the prices are too high at the shopping center,
which is irrelevant.
(C) He says again, “I don’t want to go shopping when I’m tired,” which is
redundant and offers no new information.
(D) He asks her if she can go shopping by herself, which, again, is
redundant.
47. (B) She says that she has three classes, and he replies, “I have four classes,
and one of them is a Chinese class. What about you?” Why not:
(A) It is completely irrelevant.
(C), (D) The woman doesn’t answer the man’s question.
48. (A) She says, “I see that you’re a regular customer here,” and he says, “ࠐݺ
Ա֟ڍᔉԱ” (“៥ᴹњᇥ䍳њ”), which means “I’ve been here many times.”
Why not:
(B) Her first comment actually implies that they both know where the
restaurant is.
(C) His statement “ࠐݺԱ֟ڍᔉԱ” (“៥ᴹњᇥ䍳њ”) is not a question
and it does not expect a response.
(D) She repeats what he said.
49. (B) After he compliments her, “Your French is very good,” she tries to be
modest by saying, “Good? I’ve only been studying for one year.” He continues
to compliment her, saying, “That’s really good for only studying for one year.”
Why not:
(A) He seems surprised to discover that she speaks French.
(C) He contradicts himself by saying, “So it’s okay if you’re not very
good.”
(D) Her “ړչ䈥” (“དҔМ”) is a rhetorical question, but he goes on to
point out what is good and what is not that good.
50. (D) They are talking about soccer. Why not: (A), (B), (C)—“䏶” only refers
to soccer, so these are wrong because they refer to the wrong sports.
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51. (C) He explains that his older sister drove him. Why not:
(A), (B) He talks about his driving skills, but doesn’t answer how he got
here.
(D) He talks about the crowded bus, but doesn’t answer the question.
52. (B) The key word “ᠨ” (“ঠ”) is a measure word, and the other key word,
“᠈,” is a verb. Both indicate that the item they are talking about is a pair of
gloves. Why not:
(A), (C), (D) These responses don’t fit the man’s description.
53. (D) She indicates that she likes running, too, but she has been too busy to
run. It is most logical that he asks her what she’s been busy with. Why not:
(A) She already said that she’s too busy to run.
(B), (C) She wasn’t talking about movies or Chinese food.
54. (A) He is not happy that she is always late. When she explains that she lives
far away, he then complains, “Then why can’t you leave earlier?”
Why not:
(B) She says that her house is far away.
(C) It is irrelevant and out of the blue.
(D) He is talking about his own house.
55. (C) She is looking for birthday gift ideas for her roommate. He suggests food
or clothing. Why not: (A), (B), (D)—These choices contradict his
suggestions.
56. (B) He says it was five years ago when he last visited Shanghai.
Why not:
(A), (C), (D) These responses don’t answer the woman’s question.
57. (C) “ᝫ“( ”ܣאױ䖬ৃҹ৻”) means it’s OK. “ϔ㠀” also means OK, ordinary. He agrees with her that the movie is mediocre, and nothing stood
out.
Why not:
(A), (B), (D) All of these contradict the woman’s statement.
58. (B) “ᎅլ“( ”ړ䇈ϡད”) = “ᎅլࡳ” (“䇈ϡᅮ”) = “ϡϔᅮ,” which means
that “՛്” (“ᇣᓴ”) is not sure. Why not:
(A)
(C)
(D)
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59. (A) This is a very typical scene in the marketplace. She likes the size and
color, but not the price. So the vendor offers to lower the price. Why not:
(B) He offers other colors, but she does not have a problem with the color.
(C), (D) The man offers to give her a different size when it already fits.
60. (C) She turns down his suggestion to eat at a new restaurant by gently saying,
“Maybe some other time.” Later, she says that she has too much homework.
Why not:
(A) He points out that the restaurant is next to the movie theatre.
(B), (D) Neither answer addresses why she does not want to go this
evening.
61. (D) She likes swimming, basketball, and volleyball, but her favorite is tennis.
His favorite is volleyball. Why not:
(A), (B), (C) Both must be in agreement when the character “г” is
involved.
62. (B) She explains that the shoes were too small so she just got rid of them
decisively. “ᎅ (䇈) verb ህ verb” indicates a sense of determination on the
action verb. Why not:
(A), (C), (D) All are irrelevant because they don’t answer the man’s
question.
63. (A) He is impressed by her ability to drive everywhere, so he concludes that
she must be a very good driver. Why not:
(B) The statements must be in agreement to include “г” in the same
sentence.
(C), (D) They are incorrect because they contradict her own statement.
64. (B) She decides to buy five pounds of apples. Why not:
(A) She asks about the quality of the bananas and does not answer the
question.
(C), (D) She talks about the price of the fruit and doesn’t answer the
question.
65. (B) They are sharing their views about clothes shopping. She goes after name
brands regardless of style, price, or quality. He looks for quality. Why not:
(A), (C) He is making statements about name brands and styles.
(D) It is an error to use “г” in non-agreements.
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66. (C) According to the context, students can infer that the relationship between
the two speakers is a mother and her son. The mother asks her son, “How
did you do on your test?” The son says, “If I tell you, you must promise that
you won’t get mad.” This implies that he has received a bad mark. The
mother then says, “When you’re not watching television, you’re out playing
soccer. How can you get a good grade that way!” Why not:
(A), (D) On the contrary, he did not do well.
(B) She already knows what he got.
67. (D) From “ຍ㠪ā(“䖭䞠”) and “ࠐՂఄ” (“ᴹϞ⧁”), students can infer that
the man and the woman are at the hospital, and that Doctor Li is not at work.
Why not:
(A) Dr. Li is not at the hospital because that is where the woman and the
man are.
(B) Dr. Li has already graduated from college.
(C) She has nothing to do with a company.
68. (D) She asks if everyone in his family wears glasses. He says that he and his
younger brother wear glasses, but his sister doesn’t. The woman then concludes, “I see that your sister’s vision is pretty good.” Why not:
(A) His sister doesn’t wear glasses.
(B) He and his brother wear glasses.
(C) His brother doesn’t have good vision.
69. (D) She is here to study Chinese, then she will go back and be a translator.
He works in China.
70. (C) He is to meet Xiao Wang at 5:00 to go shopping. He came at 4:50 and
waited until 5:30, but ended up going shopping alone. Xiao Wang never
came. Why not:
(A), (B), (D) These are wrong because Xiao Wang never showed up.
71. (A) She explains that she does not have a table, so she put her TV on the
floor. He shows his understanding by saying, “Not having a table is very
inconvenient.” Why not:
(B) The woman already said, “There is not so much stuff in my room.”
(C) The woman already explained why she put her TV on the floor.
(D) The woman explained this in her statement.
72. (D) He likes to play soccer and tennis. She wonders if he plays every day.
He says, “As if I have the time!” Why not:
(A) He doesn’t answer the question.
(B) She asks about the frequency of his play, not for him to choose
between soccer and tennis.
(C) They are talking about how well he plays scoccer, not how often, as
she asked.
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73. (A) He sees her sister going to an English school behind the post office. She
elaborates that her sister is planning to travel abroad, so she is studying
English to improve her language skills. Why not:
(B) They are not discussing where the man was.
(C), (D) These responses are irrelevant.
74. (B) She says, “No wonder your health is so good,” when the man talks about
the things he does to keep himself healthy. Why not:
(A) It is out of the blue.
(C), (D) They contradict the man’s statement.
75. (C) She wonders when Xiao Zhang’s mom retired when he says Xiao Zhang’s
mother used to be a salesperson before she retired. Now she lives at Xiao
Zhang’s house and helps take care of the kids. Why not:
(A), (B) He makes it quite clear that Xiao Zhang’s mother had already
retired.
(D) He says Xiao Zhang’s mother used to work in a store.
76. (D) She asks, “What’s wrong? You don’t look too good.” “ᜭۥຍ䈥լړ”
(“㜌㡆䖭Мϡདⳟ”) means that Lao Zhang either looks mad or sick. In this
case, he is mad. He says why he is mad. Why not:
(A), (C) “ϡདⳟ” doesn’t mean that he is not good looking, which is the
literal meaning.
(B) It takes the word “㡆” too literally, to mean color.
77. (C) He agrees when she says, “After all these years, I don’t even recognize
Xiao Wang anymore.” Why not:
(A), (B), (D) These are wrong because “ᎁլ“( ”ࠐנ䅸ϡߎᴹ”) means
that Xiao Wang looks different, not that the man doesn’t know him.
78. (B) He says he doesn’t like to read even when he’s not watching basketball
games in response to her statement, “If only you could watch fewer games,
you’d have the time to read.” Why not:
(A) He hasn’t missed any games yet.
(C) It contradicts her hypothesis.
(D) When she says “ࠟ” (“ϸഎ”), she means it figuratively, that he
watches too many games, not that he should miss exactly two of them.
79. (A) She says, “No matter what you say, I won’t agree.” He asks her why she
won’t agree. Why not:
(B), (D) She already said that she won’t agree, no matter what he says.
(C) It makes no sense.
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80. (B) He compliments a shirt she is wearing. She explains that it is a gift made
by a friend for her birthday. He wonders what her friend does for a living.
Why not:
(A) She already said it was for her birthday.
(C) She already said that her friend made it and didn’t buy it.
(D) She just said that her friend made the shirt.
81. (A) He says, “If I can’t get an A, who else could get an A?” The man’s question is rhetorical, so she says, “You may not necessarily get an A.”
82. (A) She says, “Just listen to Xiao Zhang talk. I can tell he is from Shanghai.”
He responds with “ݺՈᤚਢ” (“៥г㾝ᕫᰃ”), which means that he is
thinking the same thing. Then she asks, “When did he move out of Shanghai?” Why not:
(B), (C), (D) These are wrong because they already agreed that Shanghai is
Xiao Zhang’s hometown.
83. (C) He asks if she’d like to go out to lunch. She answers, “What do you
think?” This is a rhetorical question that implies agreement, so he asks, “What
do you want to eat?” Why not:
(A), (B), (D) These are wrong because she already agreed with the
suggestion.
84. (C) She says, “They all said that you are going to work as a volunteer in
China; is that true?” He says, “I have this plan,” so she asks him when he
plans to leave. Why not:
(A), (B), (D) These are wrong because the woman already answered the
questions.
85. (B) He asks, “How many people are there in your family?” She says, “Four.
My husband and I, and we have a daughter and a son. My husband is a college
teacher. I teach elementary school. My daughter is a nurse.” He then asks,
“Where does your son work?”
86. (A) From the conversation, students can infer that the relationship between
the two speakers should be mother and son. The son assures his mom, “Mom,
don’t worry. No problem.” This means that he is ready for the test. Then the
mom says, “Are you sure?” Why not:
(B) The son says, “No problem.”
(C), (D) The mom does not need to prepare for a test.
87. (C) From the dialogue, we know that her daughter is not only good at
singing and dancing, she is also a good student. Why not:
(A) It repeats the previous statements.
(B), (C) These responses contradict the previous statement.
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88. (D) She asks, “Are we going to watch a Chinese movie or an American
movie?” He replies, “ᙟঁ“( ”ܣ䱣֓৻”) (“It doesn’t matter”), meaning that
he doesn’t have a strong opinion either way. So the woman decides, “Let’s
go to watch an American movie.” Why not:
(A), (B), (C) These are wrong because he doesn’t care what kind of movie
they watch.
89. (A) She says, “լᙑ” (“ϡ䫭”) (“Not bad”) when he asks her how her interview went. Then he says, “Terrific.” Why not:
(B), (C), (D) All contradict the woman’s statement.
90. (B) She says, “I didn’t go to class. I wasn’t feeling well yesterday, so I went
to the hospital and then went to my parents’ house.” Why not:
(A), (C), (D) All contradict the woman’s statement.
91. (B) “߷ᝫشᎅ” (“䙷䖬⫼䇈”) has a positive connotation—that goes without
saying. It implies that the man did well on the exam. Then she comments,
“You are always so confident.” Why not:
(A), (C), (D) All use the literal meaning of the phrase.
92. (C) The man’s statement is a rhetorical question, so what he actually means
is that it wasn’t supposed to rain. The woman then says, “How can you trust
the weather forecast?” Then the man asks, “Why don’t you trust the weather
forecast?” Why not:
(A), (D) These responses misinterpret the rhetorical question.
(B) This is incorrect because the man actually heard the weather forecast.
93. (D) She is looking for a grocery store nearby. He says, “See the white building? There is a grocery store right behind it.” Then she chats about what she
is getting from the store: “I want to buy milk and bread there.” Why not:
(A) She already asked the question.
(B), (C) He said that the grocery store is behind the white building.
94. (C) He asks for her opinion regarding majoring in literature or statistics. She
recommends, “I think nothing is better than medicine,” so he says, “Studying
medicine is too expensive.” Why not:
(A), (B), (D) These are wrong because she already stated that studying
medicine is the best choice.
95. (D) He says, “܃ထᙄ“( ”ܣԴⳟⴔࡲ৻”), which shows that he is leaving
it to the woman to decide. So she says, “Then let’s get one.”
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96. (B) “܃ݺୌڶழၴܴ” (“Դⳟ៥ા᳝ᯊ䯈ਔ”) is a rhetorical question and
shows that he doesn’t have time to watch a movie, so she asks, “Why are you
so busy?”
97. (C) She asks him if he will travel with them during the summer vacation.
He explains that he will only if his roommate is going, too. She responds,
“Your roommate is definitely going.” Why not:
(A), (B), (D) These are incorrect because he indicates that he will go only
if his roommate goes.
98. (C) She asks, “Can you please tell me why the bus is just coming now?”
which implies that the bus is late. The man, who is probably the bus driver,
informs her that he waited for a long time because there was a car accident
in the intersection of the street. Why not:
(B) She already commented that the bus is late.
(A), (D) She already learned about the accident from the driver.
99. (C) She asks, “How did you do on your exam?” He says, “Li Yun only got
a 65, let alone me,” which implie Li Yun did poorly, but he did worse. Why
not:
(A), (B) He implied that Li Yun did poorly, but he did worse.
(D) It has nothing to do with the topic.
100. (B) He asks, “Where is the restaurant?” The woman says, “There are lots of
restaurants around here, which one are you talking about?” He then says, “I
am asking about the Sichuan restaurant.” Why not:
(A) “ᆖൄ” (“㒣ᐌ”) is frequently, often—for example, he comments that
she goes out to eat in restaurants very often.
(C) He points out that no one knows where restaurants are (i.e., nonspecific restaurants).
(D) He comments that no one knows who owns the restaurant.

Section II—Short Narration
101. (C) The difference can be obtained by subtracting 4°C (lowest) from 39°C
(highest). Why not:
(A) The lowest temperature is 4°C.
(B) There is no mention of “freezing.”
(D) The average temperature is for a year, instead of just today.
102. (C) The voice message says, “Xiao Zhang, this is your roommate Xiao Li. I
could not go to class this afternoon because my mother was sick, and I am
going to visit her at the hospital with my little sister. Please let the teacher
know that I’ll be taking this afternoon off.”
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103. (D) The narrator says, “I couldn’t even imagine in my dreams that he could
get such a good job.” This shows that she is surprised.
104. (C) “㊳㊩” is horrific, appalling, ghastly. The narrator says, “The shirt my
sister bought was of good quality, not expensive, and in style. The only
problem was that the color was too appalling.” This shows that the color of
the shirt wasn’t good.
105. (C) “٦Ոݡ“( ”ڶг≵᳝”) means there cannot possibly be. “ᨃ…ᖿ೯”
(“䅽…▔ࡼ”) means be excited. The man says, “Soccer gets people excited like
no other sport.”
106. (C) The sentence starting with “㽕ᰃ” usually is a subjunctive conditional.
The question “৻䈥ᄎڶழၴࡋ” (“ᗢМӮ≵᳝ᯊ䯈ਸ਼?”) is a rhetorical
one, meaning how could there be no time?
107. (C) Her younger brother’s son (nephew) is behind her older brother.
108. (D) “༉ਢڶࢋ”
bookstore.

(“ህᰃ≵᳝кᑫ”)

indicates

that

there

is

no

109. (D) It is based on the sequence of events.
110. (C) The statements (A) and (B) are not wrong, but they are just examples of
(C). (D) is wrong, as the speaker does not drink, either.
111. (A) The phrase “ݺଚ᠔ೃ” (“៥Ӏए䰶”)—our hospital, the hospital that we
work in—indicates that the speaker works in a hospital. As another example,
“ݺଚᖂீ” (“៥Ӏᄺ᷵”) means our school, the school that we go to.
112. (B) Originally, the speaker planned to travel to Nanjing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, and Xi’an, but he went back to Beijing from Shanghai because they
could not get the train tickets to Guangzhou while they were in Shanghai.
113. (A) She is suggesting an alternative to a challenge they are facing: “Our
problem is that there isn’t a direct flight from Washington, D.C., to Los
Angeles, but going by train is too slow, so we have to take the train from
Washington, D.C., to New York and fly to Los Angeles from there.”
114. (B) This passage states that the title “۔ஃ” (“㗕Ꮬ”) can sometimes be
applied to people who aren’t actually teachers. The narrator says that her
mother is sometimes called “۔ޕஃ” (“ᴢ㗕Ꮬ”) instead of “ޕ᠔“( ”سᴢए
⫳”), indicating that she actually is a doctor.
115. (D) The narrator says, “After I graduate, I plan to study computer science
for two years to gain some knowledge. As for getting a job, making money,
or going abroad, etc., they are not so important to me.”
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116. (D) In addition to a desk and a bookcase, there are also a bed and a TV.
There wouldn’t be a bed in an (A) office, (B) library, or (C) classroom.
117. (D) The father is too busy, the brother has to go see his girlfriend, and the
mother doesn’t know how to fix the computer. A friend ends up fixing the
computer.
118. (B) The sentence “ݺक़Ա50ց༉၇ࠐ”(“៥া㢅њ50ܗህфᴹ”) indicates that she only paid 50 yuan for the shoes.
119. (B) “່৵ࠟۯᑇਢ86” (“᳔ৢϸԡ᭄ᰃ86”)—the last two digits are 86.
120. (A) “ၲֺ߫ለݶΔՈ༉Լ։ᤪ” (“ᓔ䔺↨䕗ᖿˈгህकߚ䩳”)—driving a
car to school takes only about 10 minutes.

Section III—Dialogues
121. (B) “൞ਢຍଡՕᖂऱᖂسႯ” (“ᙼᰃ䖭Ͼᄺⱘᄺ⫳৫”) means “Are you a
student at this university?” This implies that they are at a school.
122. (D) The woman works at a bookstore. “ԫ୮ࢋ” (“ϔᆊкᑫ”), and the
dialogue happens at a place that she “լൄࠐ” (“ϡᐌᴹ”). Both clues tell us
that they are not at the bookstore now.
123. (D) The woman introduces herself as follows: She works at a bank, she is
from Nanjing, she studied in Shanghai. After she graduated, she came to
Beijing to work.
124. (B) The woman’s statement “ݺਢতࠇԳ” ˄“៥ᰃफҀҎ”˅means that she
is from Nanjing.
125. (D) He says so directly.
126. (D) The woman says that she likes calligraphy and Beijing opera, but not
folk songs.
127. (A) She says “ݺᦟᦫଃᑗ” (“៥୰䷇Ф”), but doesn’t have a lot of
time to do so.
128. (D) She says “ඡՂᝫ᎖ᖄࠝ” (“ᰮϞ䖬ᕫ䕙ᇐܓᄤ㣅䇁”), which
means tutors her son in English in the evening.
129. (A) She asks him if he comes to swim in the pool often, and he says, “֚ޢ
ຟࠐ” (“↣䛑ᴹ”).
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130. (C) She asks him about his job, and he says, “ᇿ܃ԫᑌΔਢಖृ” (“䎳Դϔ
ḋˈᰃ䆄㗙”).
131. (B) He doesn’t care about the brand as long as the clothing item looks good
and is comfortable.
132. (C) She said that the price of her sweater was originally $89, but “މؚ৵թ
39ցā (“ᠧᡬৢᠡ39)”ܗ. She bought it on sale for $39.
133. (D) Based on “ڶழၴՈࠩݺଚ୮݄݄“( ”ܣ᳝ᯊ䯈гࠄ៥Ӏᆊതത৻”),
students can infer that the relationship between the speakers is a host and a
guest. The conversation is about the man leaving the woman’s house after a
visit.
134. (A) The phrases “א৵ൄࠐन” (“ҹৢᐌᴹ⥽”) and “լಬԱ” (“ϡ䖰䗕
њ”) show that the speakers are in a house.
135. (C) Ms. Zhang asks Xiao Li if he is looking for Lao Zhang (Professor Zhang),
and Xiao Li answers, “ኙΔ്ބݺඒڶរࠝࠃ” (“ᇍˈ៥ᡒᓴᬭᥜ᳝⚍ܓ
џ”).
136. (D) “്ބݺඒڶរࠝࠃ” (“៥ᡒᓴᬭᥜ᳝⚍ܓџ”) is what he told Mrs.
Zhang directly.
137. (A) The man asks the teacher how long dinner should take in the first sentence: “խഏԳپ堩ऱழၴ᜔ਢ߷䈥९Ⴏ?” (“ЁҎৗ佁ⱘᯊ䯈ᘏᰃ䙷М䭓
৫?”).
138. (B) The woman explains that a host tends to pace himself or herself and
would avoid finishing the meal before the guest.
139. (D) The woman says that her father goes to the park every day to stay
healthy.
140. (A) The woman’s father is retired, so he goes to the park every day. The
man’s father is also retired and is the president of a fishing club.
141. (D) The man’s father is the one who fishes, not the woman’s father.
142. (A) “ړչ䈥” (“དҔМ”) is a rhetorical question indicating quite the opposite of what it sounds like—“ϡད” is not good—that his father is not good
at fishing.
143. (D) She is currently living in a dorm but wants to move out.
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144. (B) The answer is directly stated by the man , “ֺለڜ٤” (“↨䕗ᅝܼ”), and
agreed to by the woman, “ٵݺრ܃ऱᎅऄ” (“៥ৠᛣԴⱘ䇈⊩”). Why not:
(A) Dorms are expensive, “۰ڇֆ༅Ոֺ۰ڇമॐঁࡵ“( ”ڍԣ݀ᆧг
↨ԣᆓ㟡֓ᅰᕫ”)
(C) The woman thinks that living in a dorm is “ϡ㞾⬅,” lacks freedom.
(D) Having a roommate is a fact, not an advantage or a disadvantage.
145. (C) The woman says so directly.
146. (C) The woman is the one who can’t sleep or study, not her roommate. (A),
(C), and (D) are what her roommate does a lot, causing the woman to want
to move out.
147. (C) When she asks him if he has any plans for the break, he says that he
wants to stay on the East Coast and rest, which shows that East Coast is where
he is.
148. (C) Although packing is an important step in preparing for a trip, it is not
mentioned in the dialogue.
149. (D) He says that plane tickets from the travel agencies are not necessarily
cheaper, and he got his tickets from the Internet last time. In conclusion, he
says, “ݺᝫ٦” (“៥䖬ᕫ)”ⳟⳟݡ, meaning that he has not made up
his mind yet.
150. (D) The man says that the last time he went to Taiwan, he bought his ticket
from the Internet, which shows that he has been there before.
151. (A) The key words “ᗷᔩඈ” (“㊪䝟ᥦ偼”) and “ݺଚ堩塢” (“៥Ӏ佁佚”)
show that the conversation takes place in a restaurant.
152. (B) From “ݺଚ堩塢” (“៥Ӏ佁佚”) and “ᓮ܃ݺଚංං“( ”ܣ䇋Դ㒭
៥Ӏ㤤㤤৻”), students can infer that he is the waiter and she is the
customer.
153. (C) After ordering the main courses, she asks for “٦ࠟᅹۏ堩” (“ݡ㽕ϸ
㉇佁”).
154. (C) The man says that “ࠟڶଡလܑ!;ټڶԫଡਢധߤፍ-!ԫଡਢᗷ
ᔩඈ”(“᳝ϸϾ㦰⡍߿᳝ৡ: ϔϾᰃ咏ယ䈚㜤, ϔϾᰃ㊪䝟ᥦ偼”). Then
the woman says, “߷༉រຍࠟଡ“( ”ܣ䙷ህ⚍䖭ϸϾ৻”), (D) and (B). After
that, the man recommends “ݺଚຍࠝऱદᗈູࡉईᗎՕᓚຟլᙑ” (“៥
Ӏ䖭ⱘܓ㑶⚻剐⊍⛪㱒خᕫ䛑ϡ䫭”). The woman says, “រଡईᗎՕᓚ
⚍“( ”ܣϾ⊍⛪㱒৻”) (A), which means that she doesn’t order “㋙➦儮”
(“㑶⚻剐”).
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155. (A) The woman says that since she is in China, of course she wants to drink
tea.
156. (C) She says, “່ݺფ໘ጸಁ” (“៥᳔⠅ୱ㓓㤊”).
157. (D) The man says, “խഏᝫਢՂรԫଡ࿇ಁऱഏ୮ࡋ” (“Ё䖬ᰃϪ
⬠ϞϔϾথ⦄㤊ⱘᆊਸ਼”).
158. (C) The man says that there are many teashops in Beijing, Shanghai, and
Guangzhou—“֠ࠡਢᐖ“( ”ڠᇸ݊ᰃᑓᎲ”), especially Guangzhou.
159. (B) “ݺᓮ܃ᇿڃݺՂ௧” (“៥䇋Դ䎳៥ಲϞ⍋”). The man invites the
woman to go back to Shanghai with him for tea. This implies that he is from
Shanghai.
160. (C) When the woman says that they haven’t seen each other for two years,
the man says that it has actually been more than two years, “ࠟڍڣԱ” (“ϸ
ᑈњ”).
161. (D) The man says that he bought a house last year, and moved out of his
in-laws’ house.
162. (D) The man comments that “ᇿ۔ԳԫದسړΔৰֱঁ” (“䎳㗕Ҏϔ䍋
⫳⌏དˈᕜᮍ֓”).
163. (A) The woman says that she and her husband like to go to bed late and
wake up late, while her in-laws like to go to bed and wake up early; “Օ୮ൄ
ൄ㻽ຍࠄ՛ࠃլᘋ” (“ᆊᐌᐌЎ䖭ѯᇣџϡ催݈”).
164. (D) The man says, “ԫऴ䝢Ղఄ” (“ϔⳈ≵ᴹϞ⧁”), haven’t come to
work.
165. (B) He explained, “ݺტকԱΔԫऴࠐՂఄ” (“៥ᛳݦњˈϔⳈ≵ᴹϞ
⧁”) to the woman’s question, “ߎᏂ?” (“ߎᏂ˛”) Why not:
(A) His phrase “ݺტকԱΔԫऴࠐՂఄ” (“៥ᛳݦњˈϔⳈ≵ᴹϞ⧁”)
shows that the man didn’t go on a business trip.
(C) He comments, “ߠݺመຳ” (“៥≵㾕䖛䲾”) when she describes the
winter weather in Beijing.
(D) Her phrase “܃ଶࠐ” (“Դ߮ᴹ”) indicates that the man just changed
his living place. Although it might indirectly imply that he also
changed his workplace recently, it is not her most immediate concern.
166. (D) This is directly expressed by “່լᦟຍ㠪ऱ֚מԱ” (“᳔ϡ୰䖭䞠
ⱘހњ”).
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167. (C) The sentence “ݺଚᐖڠൕࠐլՀຳ” (“៥ӀᑓᎲҢᴹϡϟ䲾”) indicates
that the man is from Guangzhou.
168. (B) She says, “ݺൕՂ௧ࠐࠇקՠ“( ”܂៥ҢϞ⍋ᴹ࣫ҀᎹ”).
169. (C) It was directly stated in the conversation: “Հ֑װՠᐗԱ” (“ϟजএᎹॖ
њ”).
170. (B) It was directly stated in the conversation: “ࠩՠᐗݼᤜװԱ” (“ࠄᎹॖᡫ
䆂এњ”).
171. (C) The man says, “߷୮ՠᐗඈנऱᐒֽࡉᐒ. . .ທګԱᣤૹऱۆ, . . .
ᐒֽࣾނ㠪ऱູຟڽԱ” (“䙷ᆊᎹॖᥦߎⱘᑳ∈ᑳ⇨. . .䗴៤њϹ䞡ⱘ
∵ᶧ, . . .ᑳ∈ᡞ⊇䞠ⱘ剐䛑↦⅏њ”). Choices (A), (B), and (D) are all
covered in the above statements. Although birds may die from the air pollution, it is not directly mentioned or indirectly inferable from the dialogue.
172. (A) The man explains that they do want to solve the problem, but “ᇞެຍ
ଡംᠲᏁक़ৰڍᙒ” (“㾷އ䖭Ͼ䯂乬䳔㽕㢅ᕜ䪅”). Why not:
(B) This contradicts what he says in the dialogue.
(C) “࣠ڕਙࢌլᚥהܗଚΔהଚՈڶᙄऄ” (“བᵰᬓᑰϡᐂࡽҪӀˈҪ
Ӏг≵᳝ࡲ⊩”) is meant to be a hypothetical statement; the man is
not saying that the government does not want to help.
(D) The time factor is not mentioned in the dialogue.

Section IV—Long Narration
173. (B) Xiao Min says, “ԫᢰؚՠΔԫᢰᖂΔ࠹ݺլԱԱ” (“ϔ䖍ᠧᎹˈϔ䖍
ᄺдˈ៥ফϡњњ”). Why not:
(A) On the contrary, “塊塢ऱ۔ច. . .ኙ՛ॺاൄ“( ”ړ令佚ⱘ㗕ᵓ. . .ᇍᇣ
⇥䴲ᐌད”).
(C) On the contrary, “ࠐپ堩ऱড়Գ՛اऱ՛၄ՈֺܑԳऱ“( ”ڍᴹৗ
佁ⱘᅶҎ㒭ᇣ⇥ⱘᇣ䌍г↨㒭߿Ҏⱘ”).
(D) On the contrary, “՛ؚاՠऱ߷୮塊塢Δسრԫऴຟৰ“( ”ړᇣ⇥ᠧᎹ
ⱘ䙷ᆊ令佚ˈ⫳ᛣϔⳈ䛑ᕜད”).
174. (D) As directly stated in the passage, “塊塢ऱ۔ចਢԫۯնԼזڣฝࠐاભ
ഏऱፕԳ” (“令佚ⱘ㗕ᵓᰃϔԡѨकᑈҷ⿏⇥ᴹ㕢ⱘৄҎ”).
175. (D) The weather report indicates, “່܅ᄵ᥊ּ24৫” (“᳔Ԣ⇨⏽ᨘ⇣
24ᑺ”).
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176. (A) The weather report states, “ڍႆ᠏ອΔڶ՛ॸ” (“ѥ䕀䰈ˈ᳝ᇣ䲼”).
Why not:
(B) “ଅٻೣতΔଅԺԫΕԲ్” (“亢أफˈ亢ϔǃѠ㑻”) is the
forecast for tonight.
(C) The wind direction is inconsistent with the passage—“তଅΔଅԺԿΕ
్” (“फ亢ˈ亢ϝǃಯ㑻”).
(D) “ଅקٻ᠏তΔଅԺԲΕԿ్” (“亢࣫䕀फˈ亢Ѡǃϝ㑻”) is the
forecast for “ᯢ䭧” (“ᯢ䯈”).
177. (B) The sentence “Ꮨفػൕ՛༉ᦟࠝΔױਢࠩԱ27ᄣהթڤإၲࡨ
ᖂᢄ” (“唤ⱑҢᇣህ୰⬏⬏ৃˈܓᰃࠄњ27ቕҪᠡℷᓣᓔྟᄺд
㒬⬏”) indicates that he liked to draw when he was very young, but he formally started to learn drawing at age 27. Why not:
(C) The purpose for observing the animals under the tree is “㻽Աړ೯
ढ” (“Ўњ⬏དࡼ⠽”), not because he liked them.
(D) The purpose for raising the animals at home is “㻽Աچړޓᨠኘ೯ढ”
(“Ўњདഄ㾖ᆳࡼ⠽”), not because he liked them, either.
178. (B) The animals Qi liked to draw were “຺ΕູΕչ䈥ऱ” (“右ǃ剐ǃ㰿
ҔМⱘ”).
179. (D) It is stated in the first sentence that he “ኙᖂխ֮ڶչ䈥ᘋᔊ” (“ᇍᄺ
Ё᭛≵᳝ҔМ݈䍷”). But he likes “ڇխഏسΕپխഏလࡉڇխഏள۩”
(“Ё⫳⌏ǃৗЁ㦰Ёᮙ㸠”).
180. (C) At the end of the passage, Peter “ᜭદԱ” (“㜌㑶њ”). This phrase means
that he is embarrassed.
181. (B) The main idea of this passage is in the first sentence: “խഏԳᓮড়پ堩
ڶৰڍᝑߒ” (“ЁҎ䇋ᅶৗ佁᳝ᕜ䆆お”). Why not:
(A), (C) These are not mentioned in the passage.
(D) This is only mentioned in the passage for comparison.
182. (C) Note the “Տᆄ” (“गϛ”) in “ՏᆄլሀመܑԳऱᆎ݈װଇढ” (“ग
ϛϡ㽕䎼䖛߿Ҏⱘㅋᄤএ།亳⠽”). It signifies that crossing over someone
else’s chopsticks is a serious offense. Why not:
(A) Although a rude eating habit, it is not mentioned in this passage.
(B) When someone offers it is advised that one shall not “شᆎࢨՎװ
൷” (“⫼ㅋᄤ࣎ᄤএ”).
(D) This is, in fact, a good eating habit.
183. (A) The main idea is expressed in the first sentence, “ტকਢسխൄߠऱ
ఐΔቃტকਢլ୲࢙ီऱ” (“ᛳݦᰃ⫳⌏Ёᐌ㾕ⱘ⮙ˈ乘䰆ᛳݦᰃϡᆍᗑ
㾚ⱘ”).
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184. (B) Although it is logical, it is not mentioned in the passage.
185. (B) The last sentence in the passage indicates that the author advises to get
sufficient sleep. Why not:
(A) This is not mentioned in the passage. One may interpret “ނ࿗֪ᣂ”ړ
(“ᡞに᠋݇ད”) or “ܙ䎇ⱘⴵ” to be staying home; however, (B) is
more specific, and therefore a better choice.
(C) The narrator suggests “ᦫ֚ቃ” (“⇨乘”) as a precaution,
not what a flu patient should do.
(D) The author also suggests “ࣹრ۪ࣚঅᄊംᠲ” (“⊼ᛣ㸷᳡ֱᱪ䯂乬”)
as a precaution (to dress appropriately after listening to the forecast),
not what a flu patient should do.
186. (C) It is stated in the passage that “ᐖࣟԳೣფᚊಁ” (“ᑓϰҎأ⠅Р啭
㤊”). Why not:
(A) “ࠇקԳფ໘ો๙क़ಁ” (“࣫ҀҎ⠅ୱ㣝㥝㢅㤊”), people from Beijing
like jasmine tea.
(B) “Ղ௧Գᦟጸಁ” (“Ϟ⍋Ҏ୰㓓㤊”), people from Shanghai like green
tea.
(D) “៲ගԳᠦլၲၥईಁ” (“㮣ᮣҎ⾏ϡᓔ䜹⊍㤊”), people from the Zang
ethnic group cannot part with the suyou tea (they like suyou tea).
187. (C) From “խഏԳՕڍᦟشຯᕴಁࠠࡉᕴಁࠠᮎಁ” (“ЁҎ୰
⫼䱊఼㤊⫋఼㤊≣㤊”), we learn that both porcelain and ceramic
are favorable choices for making tea.
188. (D) “ຍࠟጟಁࠠאױঅֽऱᄵ৫” (“䖭ϸ⾡㤊ৃҹֱᣕ∈ⱘ⏽ᑺ”),
both of these tea sets keep the heat in very well.
189. (D) “ᐜఴਞᆏऱழଢ” (“ᑚ⼱㡖ⱘᯊ )”is when people drink the spring
tea “㤊”. Why not:
(A) “የִಁ” (“⒵᳜㤊”) is for “የִऱழଢ” (“ᄽᄤ⒵᳜ⱘᯊ)”.
(B) There is no mention in the passage of any specific tea designated for
before the spring season.
(C) “୰㤊” is for “ദऱழଢ” (“㒧ီⱘᯊ)”.
190. (A) The narrator says “ݺᅍᅍ. . .ᦟࠇᏣ. . .ൄൄԫᢰԫᢰᇿထഀ”
(“៥⠋⠋. . .୰ⳟҀ࠻. . .ᐌᐌϔ䖍ⳟϔ䖍䎳ⴔଅ”), his grandfather likes to
watch the opera and sing along with it.
191. (B) The narrator says, “टटᦟ᧯ߛᆏؾΔܑਢߩֺ” (“⠌⠌୰
ⳟԧ㚆㡖Ⳃˈ⡍߿ᰃ䎇⧗↨䌯”), his father likes to watch sports programs,
particularly soccer games.
192. (C) As stated in the last sentence, “ݺኙ೯ׂტᘋᔊ” (“៥াᇍࡼ⬏⠛ᛳ
݈䍷”), I’m only interested in the animations (cartoons).
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193. (D) The narrator says, “ࡦࡦݺਢԫଡխᖂऱ۔ஃ” (“៥ྤྤᰃϔϾЁ
ᄺⱘ㣅䇁㗕Ꮬ”), my sister is an English teacher at a secondary school.
194. (D) The main idea of the passage can be found in the first sentence, “ፖભ
ഏ୮९ઌֺΔڇભഏऱխഏ୮அኙऱཚඨֺለ” (“Ϣ㕢ᆊ䭓Ⳍ↨ˈ
㕢ⱘЁᆊᒁᇍᄽᄤⱘᳳᳯ↨䕗催”). This indicates that Chinese families in the United States have higher expectations for their children’s education than American families, particularly when it comes to choosing a college
or major. Why not:
(A) The passage presents Chinese parents’ expectations for their children’s
college education in the United States, but there is no mention of
parenting techniques.
(B) Although there is a brief mention of American families at the end of
the passage, the passage mainly focuses on Chinese families in the
United States. There is no compare-and-contrast between the two.
(C) There is no mention of American families in China.
195. (D) As stated in the passage, “լݦඨהଚᖂ֮ઝ” (“ϡᏠᳯҪӀᄺ᭛⾥”).
196. (B) As stated in the passage, “ৰڍխഏ୮९լႛ۞ޣաऱՂՕᖂΔ
ۖݦඨהଚەՂྨټՕᖂ” (“ᕜЁᆊ䭓ϡҙ㽕∖㞾ᏅⱘᄽᄤϞᄺˈ
㗠ϨᏠᳯҪӀ㗗Ϟৡ⠠ᄺ”). Why not:
(A) The narrator never says “all parents.”
(C) The narrator explains that “ՂྨټՕᖂኙא৵ބՠړڶ܂” (“Ϟৡ⠠
ᄺᇍҹৢᡒᎹ᳝ད໘”), but “ړ” (“ད໘”) does not necessarily
translate to earn more money.
(D) From the phrase “؆” (“”), this is understood as an added
benefit, but it does not serve as the main reason for attending a famous
college.
197. (A) The last passage, “խഏ୮९Ոᚨᇠᖂભഏ୮९Δނᙇᖗऱᦞܓᝫ
Δڍޓऱ۞“( ”طЁᆊ䭓г䆌ᑨ䆹ᄺд㕢ᆊ䭓ˈᡞ䗝ᢽⱘ
ᴗ߽䖬㒭ᄽᄤˈ㒭ᄽᄤⱘ㞾⬅”), is a suggestion that children should be
given more freedom to make their own choices.
198. (C) The narrator and some of her friends and classmates are going to a movie,
and she is asking Xiao Li if she wants to come along.
199. (B) This is stated by the speaker: “ݺ।ࡪࡉݺຟ“( ”װ៥㸼ྤ៥䛑এ”).
Why not:
(A) The use of “䛑” indicates that, in addition to “হଚٵᖂᄷໂԫದװ
ሽᐙ” (“અӀৠᄺޚϔ䍋এⳟഎ⬉ᕅ”), the speaker, Zhang Hua,
and her cousin are also going, so they are not the only two.
(C) This is a phone message from Zhang Hua to Xiao Li asking if Xiao Li
would like to join them to see the movie.
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200. (D) As stated by Zhang Hua, “ሽᐙਢՀ֑រתऱ” (“⬉ᕅᰃϟजಯ⚍ञ
ⱘ”), 4:30 p.m. is when the movie will start. Why not:
(A) 3:00 p.m. is not explicitly mentioned, although it is before 3:30 p.m.
that Xiao Li should call with a response.
(B) “ᓮڇԿរאתছؚݺଡሽᇩ” (“䇋ϝ⚍ञҹࠡ㒭៥ᠧϾ⬉䆱”)
indicates that before 3:30 p.m. is when Xiao Li should call with a
response.
(C) 4:00 p.m. is when they will be meeting at the coffee shop.
201. (D) The speaker says, “ڇሽᐙೃலᢰऱ߷୮࠼塢ߠ૿” (“⬉ᕅ䰶ᮕ䖍ⱘ
䙷ᆊ੪ଵ佚㾕䴶”), they are going to meet at a coffee shop next to the movie
theater.
202. (D) As stated in the passage, “ࠟଡࢨࠟଡאڗՂऱࡩᓤࡩ” (“ϸϾϸϾ
ᄫҹϞⱘྦྷিྦྷ”).
203. (B) As described in the passage, “ڇൄߠऱࡩۍࠟڶଡ” (“⦄ᐌ㾕ⱘྦྷ
᳝ϸⱒϾ”).
204. (C) Although “ֱࣟ” (“ϰᮍ”), Dōngf āng is a common family name, it is not
mentioned in the passage.
205. (B) The passage is a general discussion of surnames. It does not talk about
the meaning or the history of the names.
206. (A) This passage is a general discussion about visiting patients in the hospital,
including a brief mention of gifts for patients and the visitation time.
207. (B) As stated in the passage, “ᇿఐԳᎅᇩࣹრΔڍᓫ༭ݶऱᇩᠲ” (“䎳⮙
Ҏ䇈䆱㽕⊼ᛣˈ䇜ᛝᖿⱘ䆱乬”). Why not:
(A) It is mentioned in the passage that “אছ. . .൶ఐԳழ..ԫࠄپऱࣟ
۫Δڇ..ᦟఐԳಬធक़” (“ҹࠡ. . .䆓⮙Ҏᯊ. . .ᏺϔѯৗⱘϰ
㽓ˈ⦄. . .୰㒭⮙Ҏ䗕剰㢅”).
(C) In general, “Ղ֑. . .լ౨൶Δࢬא൶ఐԳຟڇՀ֑” (“Ϟज. . .ϡ
㛑䆓ˈ᠔ҹ䆓⮙Ҏ䛑ϟज”).
(D) As indicated, “ࡌأऱழଢΔ൶ఐԳऱழၴאױ९ԫࠄ” (“਼ⱘᯊ
ˈ䆓⮙Ҏⱘᯊ䯈ৃҹ䭓ϔѯ”), the visiting hours may be longer on
the weekends, but this does not mean that people can visit any time
they wish.
208. (C) As stated in the passage, “ᇿఐԳᎅᇩࣹრ” (“䎳⮙Ҏ䇈䆱㽕⊼ᛣ”), be
mindful while talking to the patient by “ڍᓫ༭ݶऱᇩᠲΔլᎅࠨᖿఐԳऱ
ᇩ” (“䇜ᛝᖿⱘ䆱乬ˈϡ䇈ࠎ▔⮙Ҏⱘ䆱”), talking about something pleasant around the patient, and nothing offensive or upsetting.
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209. (D) As stated in the passage, “ࡌأऱழଢ-! ൶ఐԳऱழଢאױ९ԫࠄ”
(“਼ⱘᯊ, 䆓⮙Ҏⱘᯊৃҹ䭓ϔѯ”). Why not:
(A), (C) The “ϝ” and “ಯ” are mentioned in this statement: “ޢਣཚڶ
ԿΕଡՀ֑אױ൶” (“↣᯳ᳳ᳝ϝǃಯϾϟजৃҹ䆓”), one may
visit the patient three or four afternoons per week.
(B) Mornings are typically reserved for treatment.
210. (B) The passage is a general discussion of the host’s role, the visitor’s role,
and the interaction between the two. The last sentence, “࣠ڕਢᣂএֺለ२
ऱԳΔ߷䈥ΔԳࡉড়Գհၴ༉լؘ֜ড়Ա” (“བᵰᰃ݇㋏↨䕗䖥ⱘҎˈ
䙷МˈЏҎᅶҎП䯈ህϡᖙᅶ⇨њ”), suggests that the formality of the
host-guest interaction can be omitted when the parties are close friends.
211. (B) As stated in the passage, “ՕؚشڍሽᇩࢨृՑᙰᝮᓮऱֱ“( ”ڤ⫼
ᠧ⬉䆱㗙ষ༈䙔䇋ⱘᮍᓣ”). Why not:
(A) The phone call option is included in the correct answer, (B).
(C), (D) A formal invitation is only issued for an important or formal event
“࣠ڕਢֺለૹऱ೯Δ༉ᄎ࿇ᓮ၀ᝮᓮড়Գ” (“བᵰᰃ↨䕗䞡㽕ⱘ
⌏ࡼˈህӮথ䇋䌈䙔䇋ᅶҎ”).
212. (A) As stated in the passage, “ࠩխഏԳ୮㠪ড়Δ່ڇړપࡳऱழၴ㠪ࠩ
ሒ” (“ࠄЁҎᆊ䞠خᅶˈ᳔ད㑺ᅮⱘᯊ䯈䞠ࠄ䖒”), and also “༼ছࢨृ
ᙈࠩຟਢլ៖ᎎऱ” (“ᦤࠡ㗙䖳ࠄ䛑ᰃϡ⼐䉠ⱘ”).
213. (B) As stated in the passage, “ຍࠄຟਢխഏԳऱ៖ᎎ” (“䖭ѯ䛑ᰃЁҎⱘ
⼐䉠”).
214. (B) The main topic is stated in the first sentence, “խഏՕᖂࢵس. . .ભഏՕ
ᖂࢵس. . .” (“Ёᄺ⫳. . .㕢ᄺ⫳. . .”).
215. (A) As stated in the beginning, “4-9॰ᖂઝऱګەᜎ” (“Џ㽕ⳟ49䮼ᄺ⾥ⱘ催㗗៤㒽”).
216. (C) When talking about interviews, the speaker highly recommended “ଖ
ං” (“ؐᕫ㤤”), that Chinese high schools follow suit.
217. (B) This is indicated from the greeting of the passasge, “ᦫۯٺ㽬” (“ԡ
ӫ”).
218. (C) This was expressed by the statement “༓זԳԫದسਢৰൄߠऱࠃൣ”
(“ҷҎϔ䍋⫳⌏ᰃᕜᐌ㾕ⱘџᚙ”), as “༓זԳ” (“ҷҎ”) typically means
more than two generations.
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219. (C) The statement “ྤᓵਢৄؑᝫਢልޘΔ༓זԳ٥سٵऱՕ୮அດዬ
᧢ګԱխ՛୮அ” (“᮴䆎ᰃජᏖ䖬ᰃݰᴥˈҷҎ݅ৠ⫳⌏ⱘᆊᒁ䗤⏤ব
៤њЁᇣᆊᒁ”) means “No matter in the city or rural areas, big families,
being composed of several generations, are gradually replaced with mediumand small-sized families.”
220. (C) The statement indicates the mutual desire to live separately: “ڍᑇڣ᎘
Գݦඨദא৵౨ࡉ۔Գ։ၲسΔຍՈਢԫຝ։ڣ۔Գऱᣋඨ” (“᭄ᑈ
䕏ҎᏠᳯ㒧ီҹৢ㛑㗕Ҏߚᓔ⫳⌏ˈ䖭гᰃϔ䚼ߚ㗕ᑈҎⱘᜓᳯ”).

VOCABULARY LIST
Section III—Dialogues
Question 121
၆ࡩ
ປࢋ

(䌉ྦྷ)
(䗯ଚᑫ)

guì xìng
guàng shāngdiàn

May I ask your name?
go shopping

wǔtīng
shòuhuòyuán

ballroom
salesperson

Nánjīng
Tiānjīn

name of a city
name of a city

Question 122
ፘᨚ
ഇຄ

(㟲ख़)
(ଂ䋻ਬ)

Questions 123 to 124
তࠇ
੍֚

˄फҀ˅
˄⋹˅

Questions 125 to 126
ࣳ

(℺ᴃ)

wǔshù

ऄ
ࠇᏣ
اዚ

(к⊩)
(Ҁ࠻)
(⇥℠)

shūfǎ
Jīngjù
míngē

martial arts such as
shadowboxing, swordplay, etc.
calligraphy
Beijing opera
folk song

àihào
fǔdǎo

hobby
tutor

yùndòngyuán
jiàoliàn
jìzhě

athlete
coach
journalist

Questions 127 to 128
ფړ
᎖ᖄ

(⠅ད)
(䕙ᇐ)

Questions 129 to 130
ሎ೯
ඒᒭ
ಖृ
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Questions 131 to 132
ྨټ
ᔆၦ
ᑑᄷ

(ৡ⠠)
(䋼䞣)
(ᷛ)ޚ

míngpái
zhìliàng
biāozhǔn

name brand
quality
standard

dānwu
liáo

delay
chat

gǎnmào
lì hai

cold; flu
serious

yāoqǐng
péi
lǐmào
guǎi bu de

invite
to go with someone
polite
no wonder

diàoyú
yúgānr
xiéhuì
huìzhǎng
jìshù

go fishing
fishing rod
club; association
president
technique; skill

gōng ys
dihǎn dàjiào
chǎo

apartment
yell and scream
disturb; make a noise

jiéshù

end
arrange
travel agency
Internet
Chicago
Taiwan

Questions 133 to 134
ᎄ
เ

(㘑䇃)

Questions 135 to 136
ᛳݦ
Ꮹ୭

(ढ़ᆇ)

Questions 137 to 138
ᝮᓮ
䰾
៖ᎎ
ᗾϡᕫ

(䙔䇋)
(⼐䉠)

Questions 139 to 142
ູ
ູઢࠝ
࠰ᄎ
ᄎ९
ݾ

(䩧剐)
(剐ビ)ܓ
(णӮ)
(Ӯ䭓)
(ᡔᴃ)

Questions 143 to 146
݀ᆧ
ি
ਉ

Questions 147 to 150
ޔ
ڜඈ
ள۩ष
ጻ
॒ୂף
ፕ
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(ᮙ㸠⼒)
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ānpái
lǚxíngshè
wǎng
Zhījiāgē
Táiwān
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Questions 151 to 154
ං
咏ယ䈚㜤
ᗷᔩඈ
⍋ੇ
દᗈູ
ईᗎՕᓚ
䜦
ᵰ∕

(㤤)
(㊪䝟ᥦ偼)
(㑶⚻剐)
(⊍⛪㱒)

tuījiàn
mápó dòufu
tángcù páigǔ
hǎiwèi
hóngshāoyú
yóumèn dàxiā
jiǔ
guǒzhī

recommend
name of a dish
name of a dish
seafood
name of a dish
name of a dish
wine
juice

cháguǎn
yóuqí

teahouse
especially

jiéhūn
bān chūlai

get married
move out

chūchāi
guāfēng

business trip
blow (of the wind)

huánbǎo
jùlèbù
huódòng
jiǎn
lājī
kàngyì
páichū
fèishuǐ
fèiqì
dú
jiějué
zhèngfǔ

environmental protection
club
activity
pick up
trash
protest
discharge
waste water
waste gas
toxin, poison
solve
government

Questions 155 to 159
ಁ塢
ᇸ݊

(㤊佚)

Questions 160 to 163
ദ
ჺࠐנ

(㒧ီ)
(ᨀߎᴹ)

Questions 164 to 168
נ
ᕅଅ

(ߎᏂ)
(ࠂ亢)

Questions 169 to 172
ᛩঅ
ଟᑗຝ
೯
ᖚ
ൗഒ
ݼᤜ
ඈנ
ᐒֽ
ᐒ

ᇞެ
ᬓᑰ

(⦃ֱ)
(ׅФ䚼)
(⌏ࡼ)
(ᤵ)
(ᡫ䆂)
(ᥦߎ)
(ᑳ∈)
(ᑳ⇨)
(↦)
(㾷)އ

Section IV—Long Narration
Questions 173 to 174
۔ច
՛၄

ኔ᧭
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(ᇣ䌍)
(䕲㘠)
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lǎobǎn
xiǎofèi
cízhí
shíyànshì

boss
tips
quit
laboratory
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Questions 175 to 176
ᐾಬ
ೣ
᥊ּ৫
᠏

(᪁䗕)
()أ
(ᨘ⇣ᑺ)
(䕀)

bōsòng
piān
shèshìdù
zhuǎn

broadcast
tilt
centigrade
turn

huàjiā
huìhuà
chóng
guānchá
yǎng
bīzhēn
Qí Báishí

painter; artist
drawing; painting
insect
observe
raise
realistic
name of a person

suíbiǎn
Bǐdé

casually
Peter

jiǎngjiu
kuàizi
chéng
tiézi
jiā
pèngzhuàng
kuàyuè

etiquette
chopsticks
get (food)
plate
use chopsticks to pick up
food
touch
across

yùfáng
bǎonuǎn
bìmiǎn
jiēchù
zhǐdǎo
chōngzú
bǎozhèng

precaution
dress warmly
avoid
contact
guide; advise
sufficient
guarantee; ensure

Questions 177 to 178
୮
ᢄ

ᨠኘ
塄
ሓట
Ꮨفػ

(⬏ᆊ)
(㒬⬏)
(㰿)
(㾖ᆳ)
()ݏ
(䘐ⳳ)
(唤ⱑ)

Questions 179 to 180
ᙟঁ
ᕐᕫ

(䱣֓)

Questions 181 to 182
ᝑߒ
ㅋᄤ
ⲯ
ᄤ
݈

(䆆お)

(།)

⺄ᩲ
䎼䍞

Questions 183 to 185
ቃ
অᄊ
ᝩ܍
൷ᤛ
ਐᖄ
ܙ䎇
অᢞ
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Questions 186 to 189
ᖕ
ষੇ
ೣფ
䜹⊍㤊
㤊
䱊఼
⫋఼
≣
የִ

(ḍ)

ఴ၅
㮣ᮣ

(⼱䌎)

(أ⠅)

(⒵᳜)

gēnjù
kǒuwèi
piān’ài
sūyóuchá
chájù
táoqì
cíqì
qī
mǎnyuè
zhùhè
Zàngzú

according to
individual taste
prefer
a kind of tea
tea set
porcelain; chinaware
pottery; earthenware
infuse; pour hot water over
a baby’s completion of its first
month of life
congratulation; congratulate
a nationality of China

tuìxiū
diànshìjù
dònghuàpiàn

retire; retirement
television play
cartoon

qīwàng
zhòngshì
yán
yōuxiù
miànzi
xuéxí
quánlì

expect
take something seriously
strict; rigid
outstanding; excellent
self-respect; face
learn
right

zhíjiē
Xiǎo Lì
Zhāng Huá

directly
name of a person
name of a person

zhǔnquè
tǒngjì
wénxiàn
Bǎijiāxìng

exact
count; statistics
document; literature
name of a book

tànfǎng
cìjī
guīdìng
zhìliáo

visit
provoke
regulate
treat

Questions 190 to 193
ಯٖ
ሽီᏣ
೯ׂ

(䗔ӥ)
(⬉㾚࠻)
(ࡼ⬏⠛)

Questions 194 to 197
ᳳᳯ
ૹီ
ᣤ
ᚌߐ
䴶ᄤ
ᖂ
ᦞܓ

(䞡㾚)
(Ϲ)
(Ӭ⾔)
(ᄺд)
(ᴗ߽)

Questions 198 to 201
ऴ൷
՛ᣝ
്ဎ

(Ⳉ)
(ᇣБ)
(ᓴढ)

Questions 202 to 205
ᄷᒔ
()⹂ޚ
อૠ
(㒳䅵)
֮
(᭛⤂)
ǉⱒᆊྦྷǊ

Questions 206 to 209
൶
ࠎ▔
ࡳ
ए᛭
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Questions 210 to 213
Ցᙰ
ᓮ၀
પࡳ
᠆ฐ
៖ᎎ
ᝐဠ
ܫ
ℝᛣ
ؚឫ

(ষ༈)
(䇋Ꮺ)
(㑺ᅮ)
(Єⲯ)
(⼐䉠)
(䇺㰮)
(ਞ䕲)
(ᠧᡄ)

kǒutóu
qǐngtiě
yuēdìng
fēngshèng
lǐmào
qiānxū
gàocí
qiànyì
dǎrǎo

oral
invitation
appoint
sumptuous
polite
modest
take leave; say goodbye
apology; regret
disturb

zhāoshēng
xuékē
gāokǎo
mìngyùn
qījiān
miànshì
zhídé
tuījiàn
shèqū
jìlù
yíhàn

open enrollment
subject
college exam
fate
period
interview
be worth
recommend
community
record
regretful

tīngzhòng
rèmén huàtí
guānniàn
yǐngxiǎng
chángjiàn
jiégòu
zhújiàn
dàitì
wūyán
liáoliáo-wújǐ
fēnkāi
zhòngshì
zūnjìng
zhàogù
lìsuǒ-néngjí
jiāwù
lǐpǐn

audience; listeners
hot topic
idea; concept
influence; affect
common
structure
gradually
replace
roof
very few; scanty
separate
emphasize
respect
take care of; look after
in one’s power
household duties
present; gift

Questions 214 to 216
⫳
ᖂઝ
催㗗
ࡎሎ
ཚၴ
૿ᇢ
ଖ
ං
ष
ಖᙕ
ᙊᖌ

(ᄺ⾥)
(ੑ䖤)
(ᳳ䯈)
(䴶䆩)
(ؐᕫ)
(㤤)
(⼒ऎ)
(䆄ᔩ)
(䘫ធ)

Questions 217 to 220
ᦫ㽬
ᑷ॰ᇩᠲ
ᨠ࢚
ᐙ
ൄߠ
ዌ
ດዬ
ҷ᳓
ሟ
ናናྤ༓
։ၲ
ૹီ
༇ᄃ
ᅃ
᠔㛑ঞ
୮೭
៖
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(ӫ)
(⛁䮼䆱乬)
(㾖ᗉ)
(ᕅડ)
(ᐌ㾕)
(㒧ᵘ)
(䗤⏤)

(ᆹᆹ᮴)
(ߚᓔ)
(䞡㾚)
(ᇞᭀ)
(✻乒)
(ᆊࡵ)
(⼐ક)
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Scripts*
The passages in this section are clearly labeled as either traditional or simplified.
CD 1
Track
10

Narrator: Chapter 2 Listening Comprehension Practice, Section 1
Conversations
You will hear several short conversations. Each conversation will be
played once along with four choices of response (A), (B), (C), and (D).
You will have 5 seconds to choose a response that completes the
conversation in a logical and culturally appropriate way. Please
remember to mark your answers on the answer sheet.

1.
[Traditional-character version]
܃ਢൕୌଡৄؑࠐऱΛ
(Woman)
ݺਢൕ៱८՞ࠐऱΖࡋ܃Λ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) Ҕ咑˛Դ≦এ䘢㟞䞥ቅ˛
(B) ݺୌࠝຟլუװΖ
(C) ױݺլუࠝ߷װΖ
(D) ݺՈਢൕ߷ࠝࠐऱΖ
[Simplified-character version]
ԴᰃҢાϾජᏖᴹⱘ˛
(Woman)
(Man)
៥ᰃҢᮻ䞥ቅᴹⱘǄԴਸ਼˛
(Woman)
(A) ҔМ˛Դ≵এ䖛ᮻ䞥ቅ˛
(B) ៥ાܓ䛑ϡᛇএǄ
(C) ៥ৃϡᛇএ䙷ܓǄ
(D) ៥гᰃҢ䙷ܓᴹⱘǄ
2.
[Traditional-character version]
ᓮംࢋڇୌࠝΛ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ࢋ㠪ڶৰڍխ֮Ζ
(B) ࢋ༉߷ڇᢰΖ
(C) ࢋԼរၲ॰Ζ
(D) ࢋ㠪ऱຟৰ၆Ζ
[Simplified-character version]
䇋䯂кᑫા˛ܓ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) кᑫ䞠᳝ᕜЁ᭛кǄ
(B) кᑫህ䙷䖍Ǆ
(C) кᑫक⚍ᓔ䮼Ǆ
(D) кᑫ䞠ⱘк䛑ᕜ䌉Ǆ

* CD1, Tracks 1–9 are part of the review material and are printed within the appropriate sections.
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3.
[Traditional-character version]
മॐ؆૿ڶԳݺऱڗټΔ܀ਢᦫݺլࠐנਢᓴΖ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ᦫ܃լߠႯΛ
(B) ܃ऱԳڇୌࠝΛ
(C) ৻ݺ䈥ᦫߠڶԳ܃Ζ
(D) ᓴ܃ڇΛ
[Simplified-character version]
ᆓ㟡䴶᳝Ҏি៥ⱘৡᄫˈԚᰃ៥ϡߎᴹᰃ䇕Ǆ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) Դϡ㾕৫˛
(B) িԴⱘҎા˛ܓ
(C) ៥ᗢМ≵㾕᳝ҎিԴǄ
(D) 䇕িԴ˛
4.
[Traditional-character version]
ݺԫದሽီࠐ༉չ䈥ຟݱԱΖ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ݱ܃Աչ䈥Λ
(B) ܃㻽չ䈥ݱԱሽီΛ
(C) ܃ሽီ֜റ֨ԱΖ
(D) Դ㛑㿬ԣҔ咑˛
[Simplified-character version]
៥ϔⳟ䍋⬉㾚ᴹህҔМ䛑ᖬњǄ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ԴᖬњⳟҔМ˛
(B) ԴЎҔМᖬњⳟ⬉㾚˛
(C) Դⳟ⬉㾚ϧᖗњǄ
(D) Դ㛑䆄ԣҔМ˛
5.
[Traditional-character version]
ݺՀ֑܃װאױ୮܃ބႯΛ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ݺլवሐ܃୮۰ୌࠝΖ
(B) ܃װݺ୮ܣ܃ބΖ
(C) ݺਤ֚܃װ୮ԱΖ
(D) ݺଚڇୌࠝߠ૿Λ
[Simplified-character version]
៥ϟजৃҹএԴᆊᡒԴ৫˛
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ៥ϡⶹ䘧ԴᆊԣાܓǄ
(B) ៥এԴᆊᡒԴ৻Ǆ
(C) ៥᯼এԴᆊњǄ
(D) ៥Ӏાܓ㾕䴶˛
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6.
[Traditional-character version]
ڍᇿխഏԳٌ֖ࣛኙ܃ᖂխ֮ړڶΖ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ڶݺৰڍխഏ֖ࣛΖ
(B) ܃ᤚݺऱխഏ֖ࣛ৻䈥ᑌΛ
(C) ݺਢڇխഏৄᎁᢝݺऱխഏ֖ࣛऱΖ
(D) խഏԳຟৰ֖ړΖ
[Simplified-character version]
䎳ЁҎѸ᳟টᇍԴᄺЁ᭛᳝ད໘Ǆ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ៥᳝ᕜЁ᳟টǄ
(B) Դ㾝ᕫ៥ⱘЁ᳟টᗢМḋ˛
(C) ៥ᰃЁජ䅸䆚៥ⱘЁ᳟টⱘǄ
(D) ЁҎ䛑ᕜটདǄ
7.
[Traditional-character version]
ݺބଡֱچ၇ءխ֮ࠢڗΔ֚ࣔՂᓰ༉شԱΖ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ߷୮ࢋՕլՕΛ
(B) ൕຍࠝԫऴߨΔࠩԱรԫଡሁՑΔ׳ٻ᠏Δ༉ڶԫ୮ࢋǄ
(C) ࢋᠦຍࠝլΖ
(D) ኙլದΔ৻䈥װࢋΛ
[Simplified-character version]
៥ᕫᡒϾഄᮍфᴀЁ᭛ᄫˈᯢϞ䇒ህ㽕⫼њǄ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) 䙷ᆊкᑫϡ˛
(B) Ң䖭ܓϔⳈ䍄ˈࠄњϔϾ䏃ষˈে䕀ˈህ᳝ϔᆊкᑫǄ
(C) кᑫ⾏䖭ܓϡ䖰Ǆ
(D) ᇍϡ䍋ˈᗢМএкᑫ˛
8.
[Traditional-character version]
৻܃䈥ຍ䈥ඡթದݩΛ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ݺᦟڰጕΕڰದΖ
(B) ݺਤ֚ඡՂ8រ༉ጕԱΖ
(C) ֚ޢݺጕ8՛ழΖ
(D) ݺਤ֚ጕ֜ඡԱΖ
[Simplified-character version]
ԴᗢМ䖭Мᰮᠡ䍋ᑞ˛
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ៥୰ᮽⴵǃᮽ䍋Ǆ
(B) ៥᯼ᰮϞ8⚍ህⴵњǄ
(C) ៥↣ⴵ8ᇣᯊǄ
(D) ៥᯼ⴵᕫᰮњǄ
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9.
[Traditional-character version]
܃ऱխ֮ᎅ߷䈥ړΔ܃ᖂխ֮ᖂԱৰ९ழၴܣΛ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ݺᄎᎅխ֮Ζ
(B) ݺटटააຟᄎᎅխ֮Ζ
(C) ᖂխ֮ኙאݺ৵ބՠړڶ܂Ζ
(D) ݺ4ᄣ༉ၲࡨᖂխ֮ԱΖ
[Simplified-character version]
ԴⱘЁ᭛䇈ᕫ䙷МདˈԴᄺЁ᭛ᄺњᕜ䭓ᯊ䯈৻˛
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ៥Ӯ䇈Ё᭛Ǆ
(B) ៥⠌⠌ཛྷཛྷ䛑Ӯ䇈Ё᭛Ǆ
(C) ᄺЁ᭛ᇍ៥ҹৢᡒᎹ᳝ད໘Ǆ
(D) ៥4ቕህᓔྟᄺЁ᭛њǄ
10.
[Traditional-character version]
ᦫݺᎅోપऱ֚מᄵ৫ৰ܅Ζ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ోપऱܐ֚מᄕԱΖ
(B) ోڇݺપऱழଢ-֚מܑᦟװᄶຳΖ
(C) ోપऱ֚מৰዦॽΖ
(D) ోપऱ֚מৰ९Ζ
[Simplified-character version]
៥䇈㒑㑺ⱘހ⏽ᑺᕜԢǄ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) 㒑㑺ⱘހދᵕњǄ
(B) ៥㒑㑺ⱘᯊ,ހ⡍߿୰এ⒥䲾Ǆ
(C) 㒑㑺ⱘހᕜⓖ҂Ǆ
(D) 㒑㑺ⱘހᕜ䭓Ǆ
CD 1
Track
11

11.
[Traditional-character version]
৻܃䈥ԫଡԳࠐڃԱΛ܃ऱՖ֖ࣛࡋΛ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ݺᇿݺՖ֖ࣛऱຍڻள۩ৰ༭ݶΖ
(B) ۞ݺաࠐڃऱΖ
(C) ݺՖ֖ࣛள۩א৵װڔऱ֖ࣛړԱΖ
(D) ݺՖ֖ࣛள۩ऱழଢ၇Աৰ۪ࣚڍΖ
[Simplified-character version]
ԴᗢМϔϾҎಲᴹњ˛Դⱘཇ᳟টਸ਼˛
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ៥䎳៥ཇ᳟টⱘ䖭ᮙ㸠ᕜᛝᖿǄ
(B) ៥㞾ᏅಲᴹⱘǄ
(C) ៥ཇ᳟টᮙ㸠ҹৢএⳟཌྷⱘད᳟টњǄ
(D) ៥ཇ᳟টᮙ㸠ⱘᯊфњᕜ㸷᳡Ǆ
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12.
[Traditional-character version]
ݺנΔվ֚ඡՂ܃౨լ౨ၲ߫ಬװݺᖲΛ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ݺၲֺ߫ڍړ܃ԱΖ
(B) ኙլದΔݺڇ୮֖ࣛΖ
(C) ڶݺԫᔖৰړऱ߫Ζ
(D) ܃㻽չ䈥װᖲ@
[Simplified-character version]
៥㽕ߎᏂˈҞᰮϞԴ㛑ϡ㛑ᓔ䔺䗕៥এᴎഎ˛
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ៥ᓔ䔺↨ԴདњǄ
(B) ᇍϡ䍋ˈ៥ᕫᆊㄝ᳟টǄ
(C) ៥᳝ϔ䕚ᕜདⱘ䔺Ǆ
(D) ԴЎҔМ㽕এᴎഎ?
13.
[Traditional-character version]
܃ააᄎխഏ堩ႯΛ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ݺᦟپխഏ堩Ζ
(B) խഏ堩ֲֺء堩پړΖ
(C) ڔᄎΔױਢլ֜ړΖ
(D) ݺ୮㠪ऱԳຟᦟپխഏ堩Ζ
[Simplified-character version]
ԴཛྷཛྷӮخЁ佁৫˛
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ៥୰ৗЁ佁Ǆ
(B) Ё佁↨᮹ᴀ佁དৗǄ
(C) ཌྷӮৃˈخᰃخᕫϡདǄ
(D) ៥ᆊ䞠ⱘҎ䛑୰ৗЁ佁Ǆ
14.
[Traditional-character version]
ਤ֚ऱߩֺటਢ壄Δ༉ਢ॰ป֜၆ԱΖװ܃ԱႯ@
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ݺᔎߩᔎլ֜ړΖ
(B) ݺܑᦟߩΖ
(C) ࠄڶሎ೯ᔎৰլړΖ
(D) ڶΖࠝఐԱΔݺװה᠔ೃΖ
[Simplified-character version]
᯼ⱘ䎇⧗↨䌯ⳳᰃ㊒ᔽˈህᰃ䮼⼼䌉њǄԴএњ৫?
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ៥䏶䎇⧗䏶ᕫϡདǄ
(B) ៥⡍߿୰䎇⧗Ǆ
(C) ᳝ѯ䖤ࡼਬ䏶ᕫᕜϡདǄ
(D) ≵᳝Ǆܓᄤ⮙њˈ៥ᕫᏺҪএए䰶Ǆ
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15.
[Traditional-character version]
߷ۯᚮณᢴऱ۔ஃඒչ䈥Λ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ߷۔ۯஃ്ᖂاΖ
(B) ߷۔ۯஃඒԲ్ڣΖ
(C) ߷۔ۯஃඒढΖ
(D) ݺଚຟ !הϘ്۔ஃϙΖ
[Simplified-character version]
䙷ԡ᠈ⴐ䬰ⱘ㗕ᏜᬭҔМ˛
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) 䙷ԡ㗕Ꮬিᓴᄺ⇥Ǆ
(B) 䙷ԡ㗕ᏜᬭѠᑈ㑻Ǆ
(C) 䙷ԡ㗕Ꮬᬭ⠽⧚Ǆ
(D) ៥Ӏ䛑িҪ“ᓴ㗕Ꮬ”Ǆ
16.
[Traditional-character version]
ຍፕሽᆰਢୂୂ܃܃၇ऱᝫਢࡦࡦ܃܃၇ऱΛ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ݺటᏁԫፕሽᆰΖ
(B) ࡦࡦୂୂݺຟᦟຍፕሽᆰΖ
(C) ୂୂݺ၇Աຍፕሽᆰݺᅝֲس៖ढΖ
(D) ࡦࡦݺᎅڔటऱუಬݺԫፕሽᆰΖ
[Simplified-character version]
䖭ৄ⬉㛥ᰃԴહહ㒭Դфⱘ䖬ᰃԴྤྤ㒭Դфⱘ˛
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ៥ⳳ䳔㽕ϔৄ⬉㛥Ǆ
(B) ៥હહྤྤ䛑୰䖭ৄ⬉㛥Ǆ
(C) ៥હહфњ䖭ৄ⬉㛥㒭៥ᔧ⫳᮹⼐⠽Ǆ
(D) ៥ྤྤ䇈ཌྷⳳⱘᛇ䗕㒭៥ϔৄ⬉㛥Ǆ
17.
[Traditional-character version]
܃ଶթਢݺބႯΛ
(Man)
լބ܃ބᓴΖ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ܃უބᓴΛ
(B) ڶݺބ܃չ䈥ࠃႯΛ
(C) ᓴ܃ބΛ
(D) ܃չ䈥ழଢݺބऱΛ
[Simplified-character version]
Դ߮ᠡᰃᡒ៥৫˛
(Man)
(Woman)
ϡᡒԴᡒ䇕Ǆ
(Man)
(A) Դᛇᡒ䇕˛
(B) Դᡒ៥᳝ҔМџ৫˛
(C) 䇕ᡒԴ˛
(D) ԴҔМᯊᡒ៥ⱘ˛
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18.
[Traditional-character version]
ܑᖜ֨Δຍଡംᠲݺଚԫࡳ౨ᇞެΖ
(Woman)
߷ױլߠΖ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ܃լߠຍଡംᠲΛ
(B) ৻܃䈥ຍଡംᠲΛ
(C) ٵݺრ܃ऱऄΖ
(D) ܃㻽չ䈥֨ॾڶΛ
[Simplified-character version]
߿ᢙᖗˈ䖭Ͼ䯂乬៥Ӏϔᅮ㛑㾷އǄ
(Woman)
(Man)
䙷ৃϡ㾕ᕫǄ
(Woman)
(A) Դⳟϡ㾕䖭Ͼ䯂乬˛
(B) ԴᗢМⳟ䖭Ͼ䯂乬˛
(C) ៥ৠᛣԴⱘⳟ⊩Ǆ
(D) ԴЎҔМ≵ֵ᳝ᖗ˛
19.
[Traditional-character version]
হଚԫᄎࠝሽီܣΖ
(Woman)
ڶչ䈥ړऱΖ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ܃ᤚୌଡ᙮ሐऱᆏړؾΛ
(B) ୌଡ᙮ሐऱᆏؾຟլᙑܴΖ
(C) ڶ܃չ䈥ړᆏؾႯΛ
(D) ܃ՈᦟሽီႯΛ
[Simplified-character version]
અӀⳟϔӮ⬉ܓ㾚৻Ǆ
(Woman)
(Man)
᳝ҔМདⳟⱘǄ
(Woman)
(A) Դ㾝ᕫાϾ乥䘧ⱘ㡖Ⳃདⳟ˛
(B) ાϾ乥䘧ⱘ㡖Ⳃ䛑ϡ䫭ਔǄ
(C) Դ᳝ҔМད㡖Ⳃ৫˛
(D) Դг୰ⳟ⬉㾚৫˛
20.
[Traditional-character version]
່׆۔२ߪ᧯৻䈥ᑌΛ
(Woman)
܃լवሐႯΛהբᆖլڇԱΖ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ৻䈥ᄎࡋΛהऱߪ᧯ԫऴຟৰړΖ
(B) ݺՈլवሐڇהլڇΖ
(C) װהୌࠝԱΛ
(D) הଶթᝫڇຍ㠪Ζ
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[Simplified-character version]
㗕⥟᳔䖥䑿ԧᗢМḋ˛
(Woman)
(Man)
Դϡⶹ䘧৫˛ҪᏆ㒣ϡњǄ
(Woman)
(A) ᗢМӮਸ਼˛Ҫⱘ䑿ԧϔⳈ䛑ᕜདǄ
(B) ៥гϡⶹ䘧ҪϡǄ
(C) Ҫএાܓњ˛
(D) Ҫ߮ᠡ䖬䖭䞠Ǆ
CD 1
Track
12

21.
[Traditional-character version]
܃ଚᖂீຍᖂཚᙇխ֮ᓰऱᖂسԫࡳৰܣڍΛ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) լ֜ڍΖ
(B) խ֮֜ᣄᖂԱΖ
(C) ڇભഏΔᖂխ֮ऱԳ။ࠐ။ڍΖ
(D) הଚڇᖂீᖂխ֮Ζ
[Simplified-character version]
ԴӀᄺ᷵䖭ᄺᳳ䗝Ё᭛䇒ⱘᄺ⫳ϔᅮᕜ৻˛
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ϡǄ
(B) Ё᭛䲒ᄺњǄ
(C) 㕢ˈᄺЁ᭛ⱘҎ䍞ᴹ䍞Ǆ
(D) ҪӀᄺ᷵ᄺЁ᭛Ǆ
22.
[Traditional-character version]
Օ୮ຟᎅ۔׆ஃਢݺଚᖂீ່ړऱ۔ஃհԫΖ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ڇڔຍࠝՠ܂ԼڣԱΖ
(B) ڔኙᖂسৰຂΖ
(C) ڔՂଡᖂཚݺଚՂᓰΖ
(D) ֚ޢڔຟڶնଡ՛ழऱᓰΖ
[Simplified-character version]
ᆊ䛑䇈⥟㗕Ꮬᰃ៥Ӏᄺ᳔᷵དⱘ㗕ᏜПϔǄ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ཌྷ䖭ܓᎹकᑈњǄ
(B) ཌྷᇍᄺ⫳ᕜ䋳䋷Ǆ
(C) ཌྷϞϾᄺᳳ㒭៥ӀϞ㣅䇁䇒Ǆ
(D) ཌྷ↣䛑᳝ѨϾᇣᯊⱘ䇒Ǆ
23.
[Traditional-character version]
܃መֲسऱழଢ֖ࣛ܃ᄎࠐႯΛ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ݺଚਢ߫־ڇՂᎁᢝऱΖ
(B) הൕࠐࠐڶመݺ୮Ζ
(C) הਢړ່ݺऱ֖ࣛΖ
(D) הԫࡳࠐΖ
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[Simplified-character version]
Դ䖛⫳᮹ⱘᯊԴ᳟টӮᴹ৫˛
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ៥Ӏᰃ☿䔺Ϟ䅸䆚ⱘǄ
(B) ҪҢᴹ≵᳝ᴹ䖛៥ᆊǄ
(C) Ҫᰃ៥᳔དⱘ᳟টǄ
(D) ҪϔᅮᴹǄ
24.
[Traditional-character version]
ݺଚၲ߫߷װ୮໑ढ塢ႯΛ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ݺଚ߷װ୮໑ढ塢Ζ
(B) אݺছװመ߷୮໑ढ塢Ζ
(C) ݺኑᣋ݄ֆ٥߫װΖ
(D) ߷୮໑ढ塢ৰټڶΖ
[Simplified-character version]
៥Ӏᓔ䔺এ䙷ᆊम⠽佚৫˛
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ៥Ӏ㽕এ䙷ᆊम⠽佚Ǆ
(B) ៥ҹࠡএ䖛䙷ᆊम⠽佚Ǆ
(C) ៥ᅕᜓത݀݅≑䔺এǄ
(D) 䙷ᆊम⠽佚ᕜ᳝ৡǄ
25.
[Traditional-character version]
֚ࣔݺנ॰Δլवሐ֚৻䈥ᑌΔݱԱ֚ቃԱΖ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ֚ޢݺຟᦫ֚ቃΖ
(B) ֚ࣔऱ֚ৰړΖ
(C) ຍࠝऱ֚ԫຟլᙑΖ
(D) ࠄڶԳլઌॾ֚ቃΖ
[Simplified-character version]
៥ᯢ㽕ߎ䮼ˈϡⶹ䘧⇨ᗢМḋˈᖬњⳟ⇨乘њǄ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ៥↣䛑⇨乘Ǆ
(B) ᯢⱘ⇨ᕜདǄ
(C) 䖭ⱘܓ⇨ϔ㠀䛑ϡ䫭Ǆ
(D) ᳝ѯҎϡⳌֵ⇨乘Ǆ
26.
[Traditional-character version]
܃ଚຟᦟࠐՕৄؑΔױਢݺլࠐנՕৄؑڶչ䈥ړऱΛ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ݺլवሐՕৄؑړչ䈥Ζ
(B) ݺᤚڇՕৄؑऱᖲᄎֺለڍΖ
(C) ݺଚຟᦟࠐՕৄؑΖ
(D) ৻䈥թ౨ࠐՕৄؑΛ
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[Simplified-character version]
ԴӀ䛑୰ᴹජᏖˈৃᰃ៥ⳟϡߎᴹජᏖ᳝ҔМདⱘ˛
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ៥ϡⶹ䘧ජᏖདҔМǄ
(B) ៥㾝ᕫජᏖⱘᴎӮ↨䕗Ǆ
(C) ៥Ӏ䛑୰ᴹජᏖǄ
(D) ᗢМᠡ㛑ᴹජᏖ˛
27.
[Traditional-character version]
܃ᖞ֚ຟڇሽီΕՂጻΔەᇢԱܣΔ৻䈥Ոլߠ܃ᖂΛୌ
(Woman)
(Man)

ԫ֚ەΛ
(A) ݺଚ࣋ݶԱΖ
(B) ԫᎅەᇢݺ༉ጹ്Ζ
(C) ەݺᇢլᄎᙈࠩΖ
(D) ݺլ֜堚ᄑΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Դᭈ䛑ⳟ⬉㾚ǃϞ㔥ˈ㽕㗗䆩њ৻ˈᗢМгϡ㾕Դᄺд˛ા
(Woman)
(Man)

ϔ㗗˛
(A) ៥Ӏᖿᬒ؛њǄ
(B) ϔ䇈㗗䆩៥ህ㋻ᓴǄ
(C) ៥㗗䆩ϡӮ䖳ࠄǄ
(D) ៥ϡ⏙ἮǄ

28.
[Traditional-character version]
ݺటլუ٦ࠩ߷୮堩塢پ堩ԱΖ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ߷୮堩塢ऱလپړᄕԱΖ
(B) ݺᤚ߷୮堩塢ᝫլᙑΖ
(C) ߷୮堩塢լΛ
(D) ߷୮堩塢৻䈥ᑌΛ
[Simplified-character version]
៥ⳳϡᛇࠄݡ䙷ᆊ佁佚ৗ佁њǄ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) 䙷ᆊ佁佚ⱘ㦰དৗᵕњǄ
(B) ៥㾝ᕫ䙷ᆊ佁佚䖬ϡ䫭Ǆ
(C) 䙷ᆊ佁佚䖰ϡ䖰˛
(D) 䙷ᆊ佁佚ᗢМḋ˛
29.
[Traditional-character version]
უࠩބԫٝړՠֺ܂չ䈥ຟᣄΖ
(Man)
߷༉܃ᖂչ䈥റᄐԱΖ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ړറᄐኙބՠړڶ܂Ζ
(B) ᖂչ䈥ຟشڶΔڇୌଡֆຟլԳΖ
(C) ڶݺറᄐΖ
(D) ݺլᦟݺऱറᄐΖ
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[Simplified-character version]
㽕ᛇᡒࠄϔӑདᎹ↨ҔМ䛑䲒Ǆ
(Man)
(Woman)
䙷ህ㽕ⳟԴᄺҔМϧϮњǄ
(Man)
(A) དϧϮᇍᡒᎹ᳝ད໘Ǆ
(B) ᄺҔМ䛑≵᳝⫼ˈ⦄ાϾ݀ৌ䛑ϡ㔎ҎǄ
(C) ៥᳝ϧϮǄ
(D) ៥ϡ୰៥ⱘϧϮǄ
30.
[Traditional-character version]
ຍ୮ढխ֨ऱࣟ۫ԫଡֺԫଡ၆Ζ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ܃ᎅኙΔ߷ଡࣟ۫ڶຍଡࣟ۫၆Ζ
(B) הଚऱࣟ۫ਢৰ၆Ζ
(C) ݺՈᤚຍଡֺࣟ۫߷ଡࣟ۫၆Ζ
(D) ܃ᤚຍଡ၆Δ߷ଡլ֜၆ႯΛ
[Simplified-character version]
䖭ᆊ䌁⠽Ёᖗⱘϰ㽓ϔϾ↨ϔϾ䌉Ǆ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) Դ䇈ᕫᇍˈ䙷Ͼϰ㽓≵᳝䖭Ͼϰ㽓䌉Ǆ
(B) ҪӀⱘϰ㽓ᰃᕜ䌉Ǆ
(C) ៥г㾝ᕫ䖭Ͼϰ㽓↨䙷Ͼϰ㽓䌉Ǆ
(D) Դ㾝ᕫ䖭Ͼ䌉ˈ䙷Ͼϡ䌉৫˛
CD 1
Track
13

31.
[Traditional-character version]
܃ਢ٦լࠐΔݺଚ༉լ܃ԱΖ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ݺՀڻլࠐԱΔ܃ଚլشݺԱΖ
(B) ܃ଚ㻽չ䈥լუݺΛ
(C) ୮㠪ڶរࠃࠝΔᨃ܃ଚՆԱΖ
(D) ܃ଚլݺΔݺ༉ߨԱΖ
[Simplified-character version]
Դ㽕ᰃݡϡᴹˈ៥ӀህϡㄝԴњǄ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ៥ϟϡᴹњˈԴӀϡ⫼ㄝ៥њǄ
(B) ԴӀЎҔМϡᛇㄝ៥˛
(C) ᆊ䞠᳝⚍џˈܓ䅽ԴӀЙㄝњǄ
(D) ԴӀϡㄝ៥ˈ៥ህ䍄њǄ
32.
[Traditional-character version]
ބݺԱ֚תړΔՈլवሐ܃ᎅऱ߷୮ࢋࠩࢍڇୌࠝΖ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ܃լवሐ߷୮ࢋႯΛ
(B) ߷୮ࢋބړႯΛ
(C) ߷ࠩބ܃୮ࢋԱႯΛ
(D) ༉ڇሽᐙೃலᢰΖ
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[Simplified-character version]
៥ᡒњདञˈгϡⶹ䘧Դ䇈ⱘ䙷ᆊкᑫࠄᑩાܓǄ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) Դϡⶹ䘧䙷ᆊкᑫ৫˛
(B) 䙷ᆊкᑫདᡒ৫˛
(C) Դᡒࠄ䙷ᆊкᑫњ৫˛
(D) ህ⬉ᕅ䰶ᮕ䖍Ǆ
33.
[Traditional-character version]
ݺՖ֖ࣛᦫࠩຍଡஒऱழଢΔ១ऴլઌॾ۞աऱۘںԱΖ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ڔ㻽չ䈥լઌॾຍଡஒࡋΛ
(B) ڔઌॾຍଡஒႯΛ
(C) ᦫڔլߠႯΛ
(D) ڂ㻽ڔऱۘںլړΔࢬᦫڔאլ堚ᄑΖ
[Simplified-character version]
៥ཇ᳟টࠄ䖭Ͼ⍜ᙃⱘᯊˈㅔⳈϡⳌֵ㞾Ꮕⱘ㘇ᴉњǄ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ཌྷЎҔМϡⳌֵ䖭Ͼ⍜ᙃਸ਼˛
(B) ཌྷⳌֵ䖭Ͼ⍜ᙃ৫˛
(C) ཌྷϡ㾕৫˛
(D) Ўཌྷⱘ㘇ᴉϡདˈ᠔ҹཌྷϡ⏙ἮǄ
34.
[Traditional-character version]
ࠩݺխഏװΔԫਢ㻽Աᖂխ֮ΔԲਢཾאױᥦԫՀխഏऱټײ
(Woman)
(Man)

㳩Ζ
(A) װ܃խഏᖂչ䈥Λ
(B) װ܃խഏչ䈥Λ
(C) װ܃խഏೈԱளཾא؆ᝫؚጩչ䈥Λ
(D) ؚ܃ጩչ䈥ழଢװΛ

[Simplified-character version]
៥ࠄЁএˈϔᰃЎњᄺЁ᭛ˈѠᰃৃҹ␌㾜ϔϟЁⱘৡ㚰স
(Woman)
(Man)

䗍Ǆ
(A) ԴএЁᄺҔМ˛
(B) ԴএЁخҔМ˛
(C) ԴএЁ䰸њᮙ␌ҹ䖬ᠧㅫخҔМ˛
(D) ԴᠧㅫҔМᯊএ˛

35.
[Traditional-character version]
ڜୟչ䈥ຟړΔ༉ਢڻޢՂᓰ᜔ਢᙈࠩଡԿΕ։ᤪΖ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ڜୟᙈࠩڍ९ழၴΛ
(B) ڜୟ㻽չ䈥᜔ਢᙈࠩΛ
(C) ڜୟటऱڶរႯΛ
(D) ڜୟչ䈥ழଢᙈࠩΛ
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[Simplified-character version]
ᅝҔМ䛑དˈህᰃ↣Ϟ䇒ᘏᰃ䖳ࠄϾϝǃಯߚ䩳Ǆ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ᅝ䖳ࠄ䭓ᯊ䯈˛
(B) ᅝЎҔМᘏᰃ䖳ࠄ˛
(C) ᅝⳳⱘ≵᳝㔎⚍৫˛
(D) ᅝҔМᯊ䖳ࠄ˛
36.
[Traditional-character version]
ݦئ׀ݺඨݺՕᖂฅᄐא৵ՂઔߒࢬΔױਢؚݺጩ٣ބԫଡՠ
(Man)
(Woman)

܂ΔរᙒΔڶԱԫរࠝՠ܂ᆖ᧭Δྥ৵٦࢚װઔߒࢬΖ
(A) ݦئ׀܃ඨބ܃չ䈥ᑌऱՠ܂Λ
(B) ਢئ׀܃լٵრΔ৻܃䈥ᙄΛ
(C) ܃ਢչ䈥ழଢՕᖂฅᄐऱΛ
(D) ڶ܃ୌࠄՠ܂ᆖ᧭Λ

[Simplified-character version]
៥⠊↡Ꮰᳯ៥ᄺ↩ϮҹৢϞⷨお᠔ˈৃᰃ៥ᠧㅫܜᡒϔϾᎹ
(Man)
(Woman)

ˈ䌮⚍䪅ˈ᳝њϔ⚍ܓᎹ㒣偠ˈ✊ৢݡএᗉⷨお᠔Ǆ
(A) Դ⠊↡ᏠᳯԴᡒҔМḋⱘᎹ˛
(B) 㽕ᰃԴ⠊↡ϡৠᛣˈԴᗢМࡲ˛
(C) ԴᰃҔМᯊᄺ↩Ϯⱘ˛
(D) Դ᳝ાѯᎹ㒣偠˛

37.
[Traditional-character version]
ݬݬݺൕࠐᨃئ׀؈ඨመΖ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ࠐئ׀܃ኙݬݬ܃ৰየრΖ
(B) ݬݬ܃㻽չ䈥ኙئ׀ຍ䈥؈ඨΛ
(C) ئ׀܃ኙݬݬ܃լየრႯΛ
(D) ئ׀܃ኙݬݬ܃ୌֱ૿լየრΛ
[Simplified-character version]
៥ᓳᓳҢᴹ≵䅽⠊↡༅ᳯ䖛Ǆ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ⳟᴹԴ⠊↡ᇍԴᓳᓳᕜ⒵ᛣǄ
(B) ԴᓳᓳЎҔМᇍ⠊↡䖭М༅ᳯ˛
(C) Դ⠊↡ᇍԴᓳᓳϡ⒵ᛣ৫˛
(D) Դ⠊↡ᇍԴᓳᓳાᮍ䴶ϡ⒵ᛣ˛
38.
[Traditional-character version]
ބݺऱ߷ֆ༅ΔॎՕΔᝫ୮ࠠΔ༉ਢ㹒ࢪࡉড়ᨚᇿܑ
(Man)
(Woman)
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[Simplified-character version]
៥ᡒⱘ䙷༫݀ᆧˈऻᅸᤎˈ䖬ᏺᆊˈህᰃॼ᠓ᅶख़ᕫ䎳߿
(Man)
(Woman)

Ҏϔ䍋⫼Ǆ
(A) ऻᅸᗢМḋ˛
(B) ३᠔ϡ˛
(C) ≵᳝ᅶख़৫˛
(D) ॼ᠓г㽕䎳߿Ҏϔ䍋⫼৫˛

39.
[Traditional-character version]
ຍរ՛ఐՈװش᠔ೃႯΛ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ຍጟఐᚨᇠװ᠔ೃΖ
(B) ܃Ա՛ఐႯΛװ᠔ೃܣΖ
(C) լጥՕఐ՛ఐຟᚨᇠװ᠔ೃΖ
(D) ຍਢ՛ఐΔװ᠔ೃΖ
[Simplified-character version]
䖭⚍ᇣ⮙г⫼এए䰶৫˛
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) 䖭⾡⮙ᑨ䆹এए䰶Ǆ
(B) Դᕫњᇣ⮙৫˛এए䰶ⳟⳟ৻Ǆ
(C) ϡㅵ⮙ᇣ⮙䛑ᑨ䆹এए䰶ⳟⳟǄ
(D) 䖭ᰃᇣ⮙ˈᕫএए䰶ⳟⳟǄ
40.
[Traditional-character version]
ຟ༓រԱΛ৻܃䈥թࠐΛՕ୮ຟڇ܃ԫଡԳΖ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ݶԼរԱΖ
(B) ࠐ܃ֺڰݺႯΛ
(C) ܃ਢչ䈥ழଢࠐऱ@
(D) ኙլದΔ୮㠪ڶԫរࠝࠃൣΖ
[Simplified-character version]
䛑⚍њ˛ԴᗢМᠡᴹ˛ᆊ䛑ㄝԴϔϾҎǄ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ᖿक⚍њǄ
(B) Դᴹᕫ↨៥ᮽ৫˛
(C) ԴᰃҔМᯊᴹⱘ?
(D) ᇍϡ䍋ˈᆊ䞠᳝ϔ⚍ܓџᚙǄ
CD 1
Track
14

41.
[Traditional-character version]
ᦫᎅࡌأऱᤃֺܑړΔৰټڶڍऱਣຟᄎࠐΖݺਢ्ࡳ
(Woman)
(Man)
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[Simplified-character version]
䇈਼ⱘ㇂⧗↨䌯⡍߿དˈᕜ᳝ৡⱘ⧗᯳䛑ӮᴹǄ៥ᰃ㚃ᅮ
(Woman)
(Man)

㽕এⳟⱘˈԴਸ਼˛
(A) ៥ᛇএˈৃᰃ៥᳝䇒ˈএϡњǄ
(B) 䙷എ↨䌯䇕䌶њ˛
(C) 䇕এⳟ↨䌯˛
(D) Դ୰ⳟ㇂⧗↨䌯৫˛

42.
[Traditional-character version]
ޜऱ֚լ܀ᛟۖ༠ᑷΖ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ਢऱΔޜऱ֚ឈྥլ֜ᑷΔ܀ৰᛟΖ
(B) ݺՈᤚޜऱ֚ԾᛟԾ༠ᑷΖ
(C) ਢऱΔޜऱ֚լᛟՈլ༠ᑷΖ
(D) ܃ᎅኙΖޜऱ֚լ֜ᛟΔ܀ৰ༠ᑷΖ
[Simplified-character version]
⋯ᴝⷊⱘϡԚᑆ➹㗠Ϩ䯋⛁Ǆ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ᰃⱘˈ⋯ᴝⷊⱘ㱑✊ϡ⛁ˈԚᕜᑆ➹Ǆ
(B) ៥г㾝ᕫ⋯ᴝⷊⱘজᑆ➹জ䯋⛁Ǆ
(C) ᰃⱘˈ⋯ᴝⷊⱘϡᑆ➹гϡ䯋⛁Ǆ
(D) Դ䇈ᕫᇍǄ⋯ᴝⷊⱘϡᑆ➹ˈԚᕜ䯋⛁Ǆ
43.
[Traditional-character version]
്՛ࡦ׆ڮ٣س႓۔ஃԫॾΖ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ׆٣سᐊॾչ䈥Λ
(B) ്՛ࡦչ䈥ழଢᐊऱॾΛ
(C) ႓۔ஃչ䈥ழଢᐊऱॾΛ
(D) ്՛ࡦᇿ׆٣سԫದᐊऱॾႯΛ
[Simplified-character version]
ᓴᇣྤᠬ⥟⫳ܜ㒭咘㗕ᏜᏺϔᇕֵǄ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ⥟خֵݭ⫳ܜҔМ˛
(B) ᓴᇣྤҔМᯊ˛ֵⱘݭ
(C) 咘㗕ᏜҔМᯊ˛ֵⱘݭ
(D) ᓴᇣྤ䎳⥟⫳ܜϔ䍋ֵⱘݭ৫˛
44.
[Traditional-character version]
ݺਢԮរࠩתऱΔԱԼ։ᤪ՛്թࠐΖ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ՛്ࠐԱႯΛ
(B) ՛്㻽չ䈥ԶរԼ։թࠐΛ
(C) ࡉ܃՛്ᓴ٣ࠐऱΛ
(D) ܃㻽չ䈥ᙈࠩԼ։ᤪΛ
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[Simplified-character version]
៥ᰃϗ⚍ञࠄⱘˈㄝњಯकߚ䩳ᇣᓴᠡᴹǄ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ᇣᓴᴹњ৫˛
(B) ᇣᓴЎҔМܿ⚍कߚᠡᴹ˛
(C) Դᇣᓴ䇕ܜᴹⱘ˛
(D) ԴЎҔМ䖳ࠄಯकߚ䩳˛
45.
[Traditional-character version]
৻܃䈥ڇթؚݺሽᇩΛ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ৻ݺ䈥ؚሽᇩΛ
(B) ኙլದΔݺଶթڇၲ߫ΔؚሽᇩլֱঁΖ
(C) ݺԫ൷ࠩ܃ऱሽᇩ༉ؚ܃ԱΖ
(D) ᓴؚ܃ሽᇩԱΛ
[Simplified-character version]
ԴᗢМ⦄ᠡ㒭៥ᠧ⬉䆱˛
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ៥ᗢМᠧ⬉䆱˛
(B) ᇍϡ䍋ˈ៥߮ᠡᓔ䔺ˈᠧ⬉䆱ϡᮍ֓Ǆ
(C) ៥ϔࠄԴⱘ⬉䆱ህ㒭ԴᠧњǄ
(D) 䇕㒭Դᠧ⬉䆱њ˛
46.
[Traditional-character version]
ݺվ֚֜ีԱΔլ౨ຩװ܃ढխ֨၇ࣟ۫ԱΖ
(Man)
܃վ֚չ䈥ԱΔ㻽չ䈥ຍ䈥ีΛ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ढխ֨ऱࣟ۫֜၆ԱΖ
(B) ݺՂԱԿᆏᓰΔԾڇቹ塢ՠ܂Աଡ՛ழΖ
(C) ีݺऱழଢլუ၇ࣟ۫Ζ
(D) ܃౨۞աװ၇ࣟ۫ႯΛ
[Simplified-character version]
៥Ҟ㌃њˈϡ㛑䰾Դএ䌁⠽Ёᖗфϰ㽓њǄ
(Man)
(Woman)
ԴҞخҔМњˈЎҔМ䖭М㌃˛
(Man)
(A) 䌁⠽Ёᖗⱘϰ㽓䌉њǄ
(B) ៥Ϟњϝ㡖䇒ˈজк佚ᎹњಯϾᇣᯊǄ
(C) ៥㌃ⱘᯊϡᛇфϰ㽓Ǆ
(D) Դ㛑㞾Ꮕএфϰ㽓৫˛
47.
[Traditional-character version]
ݺऱ֖ࣛଚຍᖂཚຟৰีΔڂ㻽הଚᙇऱᓰຟ֜ڍԱΖ܃ᙇڍ
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)
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[Simplified-character version]
៥ⱘ᳟টӀ䖭ᄺᳳ䛑ᕜ㌃ˈЎҪӀ䗝ⱘ䇒䛑њǄԴ䗝ᕫ
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)

৫˛
៥䗝њಯ䮼ˈ݊Ёϔ䮼ᰃЁ᭛䇒ǄԴਸ਼˛
(A) ៥≵䗝⬉㛥䇒Ǆ
(B) ៥া䗝њϝ䮼Ǆ
(C) Ё᭛䇒䲒ϡ䲒˛
(D) ៥гᛇ䗝䇒Ǆ

48.
[Traditional-character version]
܃ኙխഏৄऱຍ୮堩塢ৰᑵ൜Μ
(Woman)
ࠐݺԱ֟ڍᔉԱΖ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ࠐ܃ਢຍ㠪ऱൄড়ԱΖ
(B) ຍ୮堩塢ڇୌࠝΛ
(C) ݱ܃Աࠐ܃Ա༓ᔉԱΛ
(D) ܃ᆖൄࠐႯΛ
[Simplified-character version]
ԴᇍЁජⱘ䖭ᆊ佁佚ᕜ❳ᙝଞʽ
(Woman)
(Man)
៥ᴹњᇥ䍳њǄ
(Woman)
(A) ⳟᴹԴᰃ䖭䞠ⱘᐌᅶњǄ
(B) 䖭ᆊ佁佚ા˛ܓ
(C) ԴᖬњԴᴹњ䍳њ˛
(D) Դ㒣ᐌᴹ৫˛
49.
[Traditional-character version]
܃ऱऄ֮ᎅటړΖ
(Man)
ړչ䈥Μݺᖂऄ֮ᖂԱԫڣΖ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ࠐ܃ᄎᎅऄ֮Ζ
(B) ᖂԱԫڣ༉ᎅຍ䈥ړΜ
(C) ଶᖂԱԫڣΔᎅլړᣂএΖ
(D) ᦫࡉᎅլᙑΔᦰࡉᐊլ֜ړΖ
[Simplified-character version]
Դⱘ⊩᭛䇈ᕫⳳདǄ
(Man)
(Woman)
དҔМʽ៥ᄺ⊩᭛াᄺњϔᑈǄ
(Man)
(A) ॳᴹԴӮ䇈⊩᭛Ǆ
(B) ᄺњϔᑈህ䇈ᕫ䖭Мདଞʽ
(C) ߮ᄺњϔᑈˈ䇈ϡད≵݇㋏Ǆ
(D) 䇈ϡ䫭ˈ䇏ݭϡདǄ
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50.
[Traditional-character version]
܃߷ۯ4ᇆሎ೯ᔎړڍΜ
(Man)
הֺףΔݺଚՖຟფΖ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) הਢ߷ଡᤃၷ㠪່ړऱሎ೯Ζ
(B) הଚཾࣺၷऱሎ೯ΔଡଡຟլᙑΖ
(C) ݺՈᦟጻሎ೯Ζ
(D) הףΔהଚߩၷԫࡳ౨ᤢΖ
[Simplified-character version]
Դⳟ䙷ԡ4ো䖤ࡼਬ䏶ᕫདʽ
(Man)
(Woman)
া㽕Ҫখࡴ↨䌯ˈ៥Ӏཇᄽᄤ䛑⠅ⳟǄ
(Man)
(A) Ҫᰃ䙷Ͼ㇂⧗䯳䞠᳔དⱘ䖤ࡼਬǄ
(B) ҪӀ␌⋇䯳ⱘ䖤ࡼਬˈϾϾ䛑ϡ䫭Ǆ
(C) ៥г୰㔥⧗䖤ࡼǄ
(D) া㽕ҪখࡴˈҪӀ䎇⧗䯳ϔᅮ㛑䌶Ǆ
CD 1
Track
15

51.
[Traditional-character version]
܃ਢၲ߫ࠐऱႯΛ
(Man)
ݺऱ߫ݬݬၲߨԱΔݺਢ݄ֆ٥߫ࠐऱΖࡋ܃Λ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ݺՈլᄎၲ߫Ζ
(B) ݺၲ߫ၲլ֜ړΖ
(C) ࡦࡦݺၲ߫ಬࠐݺऱΖ
(D) ֆ٥߫ՂऱԳ֜ڍԱΖ
[Simplified-character version]
Դᰃᓔ䔺ᴹⱘ৫˛
(Man)
(Woman)
៥ⱘ䔺㹿ᓳᓳᓔ䍄њˈ៥ᰃത݀݅≑䔺ᴹⱘǄԴਸ਼˛
(Man)
(A) ៥гϡӮᓔ䔺Ǆ
(B) ៥ᓔ䔺ᓔᕫϡདǄ
(C) ៥ྤྤᓔ䔺䗕៥ᴹⱘǄ
(D) ݀݅≑䔺ϞⱘҎњǄ
52.
[Traditional-character version]
܃ਢუ၇ᑌړऱΔݺຍᠨ༉ৰᔞ܃ٽΔ܃ᚮထԫࡳړΖ
(Man)
ݺ၇ࣟ۫ឈྥڇᑌΔױਢݺՈᔆၦ৻䈥ᑌΖ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ݺଚຍࠝऱׄגᘟڶᔆၦլړऱΖ
(B) ຍጟ֫Δ࣠ڕᔆၦڶംᠲΔ౨߷ڶ䈥ڍԳ၇ႯΛ
(C) ݺଚᔄऱ۪ࣚΔᔆၦຟৰړΖ
(D) ຍ֨࣋܃ΔݺଚᔄऱᕀᔆၦຟլᙑΖ
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[Simplified-character version]
Դ㽕ᰃᛇфḋᄤདⱘˈ៥ⳟ䖭ঠህᕜ䗖ড়ԴˈԴ᠈ⴔϔᅮདⳟǄ
(Man)
(Woman)
៥фϰ㽓㱑✊Тḋᄤˈৃᰃ៥гᕫⳟⳟ䋼䞣ᗢМḋǄ
(Man)
(A) ៥Ӏ䖭ⱘܓ⠯Ҩ㺸≵᳝䋼䞣ϡདⱘǄ
(B) 䖭⾡༫ˈབᵰ䋼䞣᳝䯂乬ˈ㛑᳝䙷МҎф৫˛
(C) ៥Ӏपⱘ㸷᳡ˈ䋼䞣䛑ᕜདǄ
(D) 䖭Դᬒᖗˈ៥Ӏपⱘ䵟䋼䞣䛑ϡ䫭Ǆ
53.
[Traditional-character version]
ࡌأऱழଢΔݺൄൄԫଡԳৱڇ୮㠪Δխഏ堩ΕၒၒޡΔڶ
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)

ழՈᇿ֖ࣛװሽᐙչ䈥ऱΖ
ݺՈᦟၒޡΔլመ֜ڦΔړ९ழၴၒԱΖ
(A) ֚֚܃ၒޡႯΛ
(B) ܃ᦟչ䈥ሽᐙΛ
(C) ܃Ոᦟխഏ堩ܴΛ
(D) ڦ܃չ䈥ࡋΛ

[Simplified-character version]
਼ⱘᯊˈ៥ᐌᐌϔϾҎᕙᆊ䞠ˈخخЁ佁ǃ䎥䎥ℹˈ᳝
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)

ᯊг䎳᳟টএⳟⳟ⬉ᕅҔМⱘǄ
៥г୰䎥ℹˈϡ䖛ᖭˈད䭓ᯊ䯈≵䎥њǄ
(A) Դ䎥ℹ৫˛
(B) Դ୰ⳟҔМ⬉ᕅ˛
(C) Դг୰خЁ佁ਔ˛
(D) ԴᖭҔМਸ਼˛

54.
[Traditional-character version]
৻܃䈥ԾࠐඡԱΛ
(Man)
ݺ୮ᠦຍࠝ֜ԱΖ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ܃լ౨ڰԫរࠝࠐנႯΛ
(B) ܃୮ᠦຍࠝլΛ
(C) ܃ऱ୮ՕլՕΛ
(D) ݺ୮ᠦຍࠝլ֜Ζ
[Simplified-character version]
ԴᗢМজᴹᰮњ˛
(Man)
(Woman)
៥ᆊ⾏䖭ܓ䖰њǄ
(Man)
(A) Դϡ㛑ᮽϔ⚍ߎܓᴹ৫˛
(B) Դᆊ⾏䖭ܓ䖰ϡ䖰˛
(C) Դⱘᆊϡ˛
(D) ៥ᆊ⾏䖭ܓϡ䖰Ǆ
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55.
[Traditional-character version]
ৢٵݺመֲسԱΔ܃ᎅݺಬڔչ䈥៖ढΛ
(Woman)
ݺᤚپऱΕઠऱຟאױΖ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ړΔݺ༉ڔ၇ءܣΖ
(B) ߷ݺಬڔԫ՛ሽီΖ
(C) ߷ݺ༉ಬڔԫฏ؏܌ԺܣΖ
(D) ۩ΔݺᓮڔԫሽᐙΖ
[Simplified-character version]
៥ৠሟ㽕䖛⫳᮹њˈԴ䇈៥䗕ཌྷҔМ⼐⠽˛
(Woman)
(Man)
៥㾝ᕫৗⱘǃこⱘ䛑ৃҹǄ
(Woman)
(A) དˈ៥ህ㒭ཌྷфᴀк৻Ǆ
(B) 䙷៥䗕ཌྷϔৄᇣ⬉㾚Ǆ
(C) 䙷៥ህ䗕ཌྷϔⲦᎻ৻ܟǄ
(D) 㸠ˈ៥䇋ཌྷⳟϔഎ⬉ᕅǄ
56.
[Traditional-character version]
܃ຍࠐڻՂ௧ΔᤚՂ௧৻䈥ᑌΛ
(Woman)
ݺ༓ຟᎁլࠐנՂ௧ԱΔᇿՂڻࠩऱݙ٤լٵΖ
(Man)
܃Ղڻਢչ䈥ழଢࠐऱΛ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) Ղ௧࿇୶֜ݶΖ
(B) ՕᄗնאڣছΖ
(C) ڇݺՂ௧༓ڶᎁᢝऱԳԱΖ
(D) ࠐڻࠟݺՂ௧ڶչ䈥լٵऱტ࠹Ζ
[Simplified-character version]
Դ䖭ᴹϞ⍋ˈ㾝ᕫϞ⍋ᗢМḋ˛
(Woman)
(Man)
៥Т䛑䅸ϡߎᴹϞ⍋њˈ䎳ϞⳟࠄⱘᅠܼϡৠǄ
(Woman)
ԴϞᰃҔМᯊᴹⱘ˛
(Man)
(A) Ϟ⍋থሩᖿǄ
(B) ὖѨᑈҹࠡǄ
(C) ៥Ϟ⍋Т≵᳝䅸䆚ⱘҎњǄ
(D) ៥ϸᴹϞ⍋≵᳝ҔМϡৠⱘᛳফǄ
57.
[Traditional-character version]
܃ᎁ㻽߷ຝሽᐙ৻䈥ᑌΛ
(Man)
ᝫܣאױΖ܃ᤚࡋΛ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ݺՈᤚܑړΖ
(B) ܃ࡉݺऄԫᑌΔړᄕԱΖ
(C) ᇿ܃ऱऄլڍΔԫܣΖ
(D) ݺՈᤚլ৻䈥ᑌΖ
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[Simplified-character version]
Դ䅸Ў䙷䚼⬉ᕅᗢМḋ˛
(Man)
(Woman)
䖬ৃҹ৻ǄԴ㾝ᕫਸ਼˛
(Man)
(A) ៥г㾝ᕫ⡍߿དǄ
(B) ៥Դⳟ⊩ϔḋˈདᵕњǄ
(C) 䎳Դⱘⳟ⊩Ꮒϡˈϔ㠀৻Ǆ
(D) ៥г㾝ᕫϡᗢМḋǄ
58.
[Traditional-character version]
֚ࣔऱᄎ܃ଚຟ౨ףႯΛ
(Woman)
՛׆ᇿݺംᠲΔ۟࣍՛്ΔݺᎅլړΖ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ՛৻׆䈥ԱΛ
(B) ՛്৻䈥ԱΛ
(C) ܃ᇿ՛ڶ׆չ䈥ംᠲΛ
(D) ֜ړԱΔՕ୮ຟ౨ࠐΖ
[Simplified-character version]
ᯢⱘӮԴӀ䛑㛑খࡴ৫˛
(Woman)
(Man)
ᇣ⥟䎳៥≵䯂乬ˈ㟇Ѣᇣᓴˈ៥䇈ϡདǄ
(Woman)
(A) ᇣ⥟ᗢМњ˛
(B) ᇣᓴᗢМњ˛
(C) Դ䎳ᇣ⥟᳝ҔМ䯂乬˛
(D) དњˈᆊ䛑㛑ᴹǄ
59.
[Traditional-character version]
܃ᇢऱ߷۪ٙࣚ৻䈥ᑌΛ
(Man)
Օ՛ΕॅᒇຟٽᔞऱΔ䕪ۥՈլᙑΔ༉ਢᏝᙒլუΖ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) టუ၇ऱᇩΔࡵঁאױݺԫរࠝΖ
(B) ݺຍܑࠝڶऱ䕪ۥऱΖ
(C) ܃٦ᇢᇢຍٙ՛ᇆऱΖ
(D) ຍٙ֜ॅԱΔ၇߷ٙᒇऱܣΖ
[Simplified-character version]
Դ䆩ⱘ䙷ӊ㸷᳡ᗢМḋ˛
(Man)
(Woman)
ᇣǃ㙹⯺䛑ᤎড়䗖ⱘˈ买㡆гϡ䫭ˈህᰃӋ䪅ϡ⧚ᛇǄ
(Man)
(A) ⳳᛇфⱘ䆱ˈৃҹ֓ᅰϔ⚍ܓǄ
(B) ៥䖭ܓ᳝߿ⱘ买㡆ⱘǄ
(C) Դݡ䆩䆩䖭ӊᇣোⱘǄ
(D) 䖭ӊ㙹њˈф䙷ӊ⯺ⱘ৻Ǆ
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60.
[Traditional-character version]
ᦫᎅሽᐙೃலᢰᄅၲԱԫ୮塊塢ΔඡՂپװԫቅܣΛ
(Man)
א৵ܣΖ
(Woman)
৻䈥ԱΛ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ߷୮塊塢ڇୌࠝΛ
(B) ߷୮塊塢ऱ堩پړΖ
(C) վ֚ऱפᓰ֜ڍԱΖ
(D) ᦫᎅ߷ࠝऱࣟ۫ৰঁࡵΖ
[Simplified-character version]
䇈⬉ᕅ䰶ᮕ䖍ᮄᓔњϔᆊ令佚ˈᰮϞএৗϔ乓৻˛
(Man)
(Woman)
ҹৢ৻Ǆ
(Man)
ᗢМњ˛
(Woman)
(A) 䙷ᆊ令佚ા˛ܓ
(B) 䙷ᆊ令佚ⱘ佁དৗǄ
(C) Ҟⱘࡳ䇒њǄ
(D) 䇈䙷ⱘܓϰ㽓ᕜ֓ᅰǄ
CD 1
Track
16

61.
[Traditional-character version]
່܃ᦟչ䈥᧯ߛሎ೯Λ
(Man)
ཾࣺΕඈΕᤃչ䈥ऱΔݺຟᦟΔլመ່ஞ֫ऱᝫਢጻΖ
(Woman)
(Man)

ࡋ܃Λ
(A) ່ݺᦟऱՈਢᤃΖ
(B) ݺՈլᦟཾࣺΖ
(C) ᇿ܃ԫᑌΔݺՈլ֜ᦟᤃΖ
(D) ່ݺᦟऱਢඈΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Դ᳔୰ҔМԧ㚆䖤ࡼ˛
(Man)
(Woman)
␌⋇ǃᥦ⧗ǃ㇂⧗ҔМⱘˈ៥䛑୰ˈϡ䖛᳔ᣓⱘ䖬ᰃ㔥⧗Ǆ
(Man)

Դਸ਼˛
(A) ៥᳔୰ⱘгᰃ㇂⧗Ǆ
(B) ៥гϡ୰␌⋇Ǆ
(C) 䎳Դϔḋˈ៥гϡ୰㇂⧗Ǆ
(D) ៥᳔୰ⱘᰃᥦ⧗Ǆ

62.
[Traditional-character version]
܃ਤ֚ઠऱ߷ᠨᕀړऱ-! ৻䈥ᎅլ༉լԱΛ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ܃ᤚ߷ᠨᕀլړႯΛ
(B) ߷ᠨᕀڶរ՛Ζ
(C) ߷ᠨᕀڇୌࠝ၇ऱΛ
(D) ߷ᠨᕀ၆լ၆Λ
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[Simplified-character version]
Դ᯼こⱘ䙷ঠ䵟ᤎདⳟⱘ, ᗢМ䇈ϡ㽕ህϡ㽕њ˛
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) Դ㾝ᕫ䙷ঠ䵟ϡདⳟ৫˛
(B) 䙷ঠ䵟᳝⚍ᇣǄ
(C) 䙷ঠ䵟ાܓфⱘ˛
(D) 䙷ঠ䵟䌉ϡ䌉˛
63.
[Traditional-character version]
܃౨ోڇપၲܴ߫Λᦫݺᎅోڇપၲ߫ױլ୲࣐ԱΖ
(Man)
ڇୌࠝݺຟ౨ၲΖ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ຍ䈥ᎅΔ܃ၲ߫ऱݾլᙑΖ
(B) ోڇપݺՈլ౨ၲΖ
(C) ోڇપ܃լ౨ΔڇຍࠝࡋΛ
(D) ܃౨ڇୌࠝၲΛ
[Simplified-character version]
Դ㛑㒑㑺ᓔ䔺ਔ˛៥䇈㒑㑺ᓔ䔺ৃϡᆍᯧњǄ
(Man)
(Woman)
ાܓ៥䛑㛑ᓔǄ
(Man)
(A) 䖭М䇈ˈԴᓔ䔺ⱘᡔᴃϡ䫭Ǆ
(B) 㒑㑺៥гϡ㛑ᓔǄ
(C) 㒑㑺Դϡ㛑ˈ䖭ܓਸ਼˛
(D) Դ㛑ાܓᓔ˛
64.
[Traditional-character version]
܃ຍֽ࣠৻䈥ᔄΛ
(Woman)
ᤔ࣠ԫցԫᒓΔଉᘔԫցԿᒓΖ܃၇រࠝչ䈥Λ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ଉᘔದࠐ৻䈥ᑌΛ
(B) նᒓᤔ࣠Ζ
(C) ਢᤔ࣠֜၆Δݺ༉լ၇ԱΖ
(D) ଉᘔֺᤔ࣠ঁࡵΖ
[Simplified-character version]
Դ䖭∈ᵰᗢМप˛
(Woman)
(Man)
㣍ᵰϔܗϔ⺙ˈ佭㬝ϔܗϝ⺙ǄԴф⚍ܓҔМ˛
(Woman)
(A) 佭㬝ⳟ䍋ᴹᗢМḋ˛
(B) 㽕Ѩ⺙㣍ᵰǄ
(C) 㽕ᰃ㣍ᵰ䌉ˈ៥ህϡфњǄ
(D) 佭㬝↨㣍ᵰ֓ᅰǄ
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65.
[Traditional-character version]
ݺ၇۪ࣚΔᑌΕᏝᙒΕᔆၦչ䈥ऱຟլڇΔݺਢլਢ
(Woman)
(Man)

ྨټΔݺ၇ऱ۪ࣚΔॺྨټլױΖࡋ܃Λ
(A) ྨټऱ۪ࣚຟৰ၆Ζ
(B) ݺਢᔆၦΔᔆၦլړऱݺլ၇Ζ
(C) ᑌړऱ۪ࣚຟլঁࡵΖ
(D) ݺՈຟྤࢬᘯΖ

[Simplified-character version]
៥ф㸷᳡ˈḋᄤǃӋ䪅ǃ䋼䞣ҔМⱘ䛑ϡТˈ៥Џ㽕ⳟᰃϡᰃ
(Woman)
(Man)

ৡ⠠ˈ៥фⱘ㸷᳡ˈ䴲ৡ⠠ϡৃǄԴਸ਼˛
(A) ৡ⠠ⱘ㸷᳡䛑ᕜ䌉Ǆ
(B) ៥Џ㽕ᰃⳟ䋼䞣ˈ䋼䞣ϡདⱘ៥ϡфǄ
(C) ḋᄤདⱘ㸷᳡䛑ϡ֓ᅰǄ
(D) ៥г䛑᮴᠔䇧Ǆ

66.
[Traditional-character version]
܃ຍەڻᇢە৻䈥ᑌΛ
(Woman)
ააΔݺਢ܃္ܫΔױ܃ՏᆄܑسΖ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ܃ԫऴຟەլᙑΖ
(B) ܃չ䈥ழଢ౨वሐګᜎΛ
(C) ֚ޢ܃լਢሽီ༉ਢᔎߩΔ౨ړەႯΜ
(D) ە܃߷䈥ړΔݺৰᘋΖ
[Simplified-character version]
Դ䖭㗗䆩㗗ᕫᗢМḋ˛
(Woman)
(Man)
ཛྷཛྷˈ៥㽕ᰃਞ䆝ԴˈԴৃगϛ߿⫳⇨Ǆ
(Woman)
(A) ԴϔⳈ䛑㗗ᕫϡ䫭Ǆ
(B) ԴҔМᯊ㛑ⶹ䘧៤㒽˛
(C) Դ↣ϡᰃⳟ⬉㾚ህᰃ䏶䎇⧗ˈ㛑㗗ད৫ʽ
(D) Դ㗗ᕫ䙷Мདˈ៥ᕜ催݈Ǆ
67.
[Traditional-character version]
ᓮംΔ܃ਢޕ᠔سႯΛ
(Man)
լਢΔݺਢຍ㠪ऱᥨՓΔޕ᠔سᝫࠐՂఄΖࠃڶڔބ܃ႯΛ
(Woman)
ݺଚֆऱԫࠃٵۯਢޕ᠔سऱՕᖂٵᖂΖࠐݺຍ㠪נΔ߷ۯ
(Man)
(Woman)
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[Simplified-character version]
䇋䯂ˈԴᰃᴢए⫳৫˛
(Man)
(Woman)
ϡᰃˈ៥ᰃ䖭䞠ⱘᡸˈᴢए⫳䖬≵ᴹϞ⧁ǄԴᡒཌྷ᳝џ৫˛
(Man)
៥Ӏ݀ৌⱘϔԡৠџᰃᴢए⫳ⱘᄺৠᄺǄ៥ᴹ䖭䞠ߎᏂˈ䙷ԡ
(Woman)

ৠџ䅽៥㒭ᴢए⫳ᏺ⚍ϰ㽓Ǆ
(A) ཌྷ⦄ᑨ䆹ए䰶ˈ䖭ᰃཌྷⱘ⬉䆱োⷕǄ
(B) ཌྷᄺˈԴ㒭ཌྷᠧ⬉䆱৻Ǆ
(C) ཌྷ⦄ϡ݀ৌǄ
(D) Դᕔཌྷᆊᠧ⬉䆱৻ˈ៥䖭ܓ᳝ཌྷᆊ䞠ⱘ⬉䆱োⷕǄ

68.
[Traditional-character version]
܃୮㠪ऱԳຟᚮณᢴႯΛ
(Woman)
ݬݬࡉݺᚮณᢴΔࡢࡢլᚮΖ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ܃ଚຟᚮณᢴܴΖ
(B) ܃ଚຟլᚮณᢴΖ
(C) ݬݬ܃ऱณᅪ৻䈥߷䈥ړΛ
(D) ࠐࡢࡢ܃ऱณᅪլᙑΖ
[Simplified-character version]
Դᆊ䞠ⱘҎ䛑᠈ⴐ䬰৫˛
(Woman)
(Man)
៥ᓳᓳ᠈ⴐ䬰ˈྍྍϡ᠈Ǆ
(Woman)
(A) ԴӀ䛑᠈ⴐ䬰ਔǄ
(B) ԴӀ䛑ϡ᠈ⴐ䬰Ǆ
(C) ԴᓳᓳⱘⴐᗢМ䙷Мད˛
(D) ⳟᴹԴྍྍⱘⴐϡ䫭Ǆ
69.
[Traditional-character version]
ࠐ܃խഏਢᖂᝫਢளሏΛ
(Man)
ݺਢࠐᖂխ֮ऱΔڃഏא৵ᅝΖࡋ܃Λ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ڇ܃ୌଡՕᖂΛ
(B) ᅝխ֮ৰᣄΖ
(C) ݺՈਢࠐளሏऱΖ
(D) ࠐݺխഏՠ܂Ζ
[Simplified-character version]
ԴᴹЁᰃᄺд䖬ᰃᮙ␌˛
(Man)
(Woman)
៥ᰃᴹᄺЁ᭛ⱘˈಲҹৢᔧ㗏䆥ǄԴਸ਼˛
(Man)
(A) ԴાϾᄺ˛
(B) ᔧЁ᭛㗏䆥ᕜ䲒Ǆ
(C) ៥гᰃᴹᮙ␌ⱘǄ
(D) ៥ᴹЁᎹǄ
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70.
[Traditional-character version]
ݺᇿ՛׆ᎅړՀ֑5:00ԫದװ၇ࣟ۫Ζݺ4:51༉ڃമॐהԱΔ
(Man)
ԫऴࠩ5:30Δ່৵ᝫਢݺԫଡԳװऱΖ
(Woman)
(A) ՛׆༓រࠩऱΛ
(B) ՛׆չ䈥ழଢࠩऱΛ
(C) ՛׆㻽չ䈥ࠐΛ
(D) ՛׆Ա܃ৰ९ழၴႯΛ
[Simplified-character version]
៥䎳ᇣ⥟䇈དϟज5:00ϔ䍋এфϰ㽓Ǆ៥4:50ህಲᆓ㟡ㄝҪњˈ
(Man)
ϔⳈㄝࠄ5:30ˈ᳔ৢ䖬ᰃ៥ϔϾҎএⱘǄ
(Woman)
(A) ᇣ⥟⚍ࠄⱘ˛
(B) ᇣ⥟ҔМᯊ˛ⱘࠄ
(C) ᇣ⥟ЎҔМ≵ᴹ˛
(D) ᇣ⥟ㄝњԴᕜ䭓ᯊ䯈৫˛
CD 1
Track
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71.
[Traditional-character version]
ݺऱࢪၴ㠪ࣟ۫լڍΔڶԫ്ࠟࡉݩଡਮΔױਢਮՂऱ
(Woman)
(Man)

থլ֟Ζݺᝫڶԫፕ՛ሽီΔڂ㻽ڶோΔچڇ࣋ړՂԱΖ
(A) ࢪၴ㠪ڶோਢৰլֱঁΖ
(B) ࢪ܃ၴ㠪ऱࣟ۫ڍႯΛ
(C) ܃㻽չ䈥ނሽီ࣋چڇՂΛ
(D) ܃ऱਮՂڶႯΛ

[Simplified-character version]
៥ⱘ᠓䯈䞠ϰ㽓ϡˈা᳝ϔᓴᑞϸϾкᶊˈৃᰃкᶊϞⱘк
(Woman)
(Man)

ैϡᇥǄ៥䖬᳝ϔৄᇣ⬉㾚ˈЎ≵᳝ḠᄤˈাདᬒഄϞњǄ
(A) ᠓䯈䞠≵᳝Ḡᄤᰃᕜϡᮍ֓Ǆ
(B) Դ᠓䯈䞠ⱘϰ㽓৫˛
(C) ԴЎҔМᡞ⬉㾚ᬒഄϞ˛
(D) ԴⱘкᶊϞ᳝к৫˛

72.
[Traditional-character version]
ݺᦟᔎߩΔՈფؚጻΖ
(Man)
֚ޢ܃ຟᔎߩࢨؚጻႯΛ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ᔎᔎߩΔؚؚጻΔኙߪ᧯ൈړڶΖ
(B) ޓݺᦟᔎߩΖ
(C) ڶݺழଢᔎլ֜ړΖ
(D) ݺୌ߷ڶ䈥ڍழၴΖ
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[Simplified-character version]
៥୰䏶䎇⧗ˈг⠅ᠧ㔥⧗Ǆ
(Man)
(Woman)
Դ↣䛑䏶䎇⧗ᠧ㔥⧗৫˛
(Man)
(A) 䏶䏶䎇⧗ˈᠧᠧ㔥⧗ˈᇍ䑿ԧعᒋ᳝ད໘Ǆ
(B) ៥୰䏶䎇⧗Ǆ
(C) ៥᳝ᯊ䏶ᕫϡདǄ
(D) ៥ા᳝䙷Мᯊ䯈Ǆ
73.
[Traditional-character version]
ݺଚ᠔ೃऱலᢰਢԫ୮ၡݝΔၡݝऱ৵ᢰਢԫࢬᖂீΖޢଡ
(Man)
(Woman)

ਣཚքՀ֑Δݺຟߠࢬ߷װࡢࡢ܃ᖂீΖ
(A) ڔუנഏΔࢬࠝ߷װאᖂΖ
(B) ݺਤ֚ߠװ܃ၡݝԱΖ
(C) װࡢࡢ܃ႯΛ
(D) ᠔ೃڇၡݝऱலᢰኙఐԳլ֜ړΖ

[Simplified-character version]
៥Ӏए䰶ⱘᮕ䖍ᰃϔᆊ䚂ሔˈ䚂ሔⱘৢ䖍ᰃϔ᠔㣅䇁ᄺ᷵Ǆ↣Ͼ
(Man)
(Woman)

᯳ᳳ݁ϟजˈ៥䛑ⳟ㾕Դྍྍএ䙷᠔ᄺ᷵Ǆ
(A) ཌྷᛇߎˈ᠔ҹএ䙷ܓᄺ㣅䇁Ǆ
(B) ៥᯼ⳟ㾕Դএ䚂ሔњǄ
(C) Դྍྍএ৫˛
(D) ए䰶䚂ሔⱘᮕ䖍ᇍ⮙ҎϡདǄ

74.
[Traditional-character version]
֚ޢݺຟᄎሎ೯ΔֺڕཋཋޡΕؚؚ֜ᄕஜչ䈥ऱΖ؆Δݺ
(Man)
(Woman)

ൕլܮᄿΔՈլ໘Ζ
(A) ᣄࢡ܃ᦟཋޡΖ
(B) ࢡլ᧯ߪ܃ຍ䈥ړΖ
(C) ֚ޢ܃ຟܮᄿႯΛ
(D) ܃ᦟ໘չ䈥Λ

[Simplified-character version]
៥↣䛑Ӯخ䖤ࡼˈ↨བᬷᬷℹǃᠧᠧᵕᣇҔМⱘǄˈ៥
(Man)
(Woman)
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75.
[Traditional-character version]
՛്ऱააಯٖאছਢԫ୮ࢋऱഇຄΔڇ۰ڇ՛്୮Δᚥ
(Man)
(Woman)

ܗ՛്ᅃΖ
(A) ՛്ऱაა㻽չ䈥լՠ܂ԱΛ
(B) ՛്ऱააᝫഇຄႯΛ
(C) ՛്ऱააչ䈥ழଢಯٖऱΛ
(D) ՛്ऱააڇୌࠝᅝഇຄΛ

[Simplified-character version]
ᇣᓴⱘཛྷཛྷ䗔ӥҹࠡᰃϔᆊଚᑫⱘଂ䋻ਬˈ⦄ԣᇣᓴᆊˈᐂ
(Man)
(Woman)

ࡽᇣᓴ✻乒ᄽᄤǄ
(A) ᇣᓴⱘཛྷཛྷЎҔМϡᎹњ˛
(B) ᇣᓴⱘཛྷཛྷ䖬خଂ䋻ਬ৫˛
(C) ᇣᓴⱘཛྷཛྷҔМᯊ䗔ӥⱘ˛
(D) ᇣᓴⱘཛྷཛྷાܓᔧଂ䋻ਬ˛

76.
[Traditional-character version]
്۔Δ৻܃䈥ԱΛᜭۥຍ䈥լړΖ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ݺऱᜭ९լዦॽႯΛ
(B) ݺऱᜭࠐء༉ਢຍጟ䕪ۥΖ
(C) ݺऱᜭࠐء༉९լړΖ
(D) ৻䈥ԱΛᨃࠝऱΖ
[Simplified-character version]
㗕ᓴˈԴᗢМњ˛㜌㡆䖭МϡདⳟǄ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ៥ⱘ㜌䭓ᕫϡⓖ҂৫˛
(B) ៥ⱘ㜌ᴀᴹህᰃ䖭⾡买㡆Ǆ
(C) ៥ⱘ㜌ᴀᴹህ䭓ᕫϡདⳟǄ
(D) ᗢМњ˛䅽ܓᄤ⇨ⱘǄ
77.
[Traditional-character version]
༓ߠڣΔݺ១ऴᎁլࠐנ՛׆ԱΖ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ܃ᎁᢝ՛׆ႯΛ
(B) ܃լᎁᢝ՛׆ႯΛ
(C) ݺՈᤚ՛׆ऱ᧢֏ৰՕΖ
(D) ݺՈլᎁᢝ՛׆Ζ
[Simplified-character version]
ᑈ≵㾕ˈ៥ㅔⳈ䅸ϡߎᴹᇣ⥟њǄ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) Դ䅸䆚ᇣ⥟৫˛
(B) Դϡ䅸䆚ᇣ⥟৫˛
(C) ៥г㾝ᕫᇣ⥟ⱘব࣪ᕜǄ
(D) ៥гϡ䅸䆚ᇣ⥟Ǆ
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78.
[Traditional-character version]
܃֟ࠟᤃֺ༉ڶழၴԱΖ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ֟ݺԱࠟᤃֺΖ
(B) ༉ਢլᤃֺΔݺՈլᦟΖ
(C) ڶݺழၴᤃֺΖ
(D) ݺԫᤃֺ༉ڶאױழၴԱΖ
[Simplified-character version]
Դা㽕ᇥⳟϸഎ㇂⧗↨䌯ህ᳝ᯊ䯈ⳟкњǄ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ៥ᇥⳟњϸഎ㇂⧗↨䌯Ǆ
(B) ህᰃϡⳟ㇂⧗↨䌯ˈ៥гϡ୰ⳟкǄ
(C) ៥≵᳝ᯊ䯈ⳟ㇂⧗↨䌯Ǆ
(D) ៥ⳟϔഎ㇂⧗↨䌯ህৃҹ᳝ᯊ䯈ⳟкњǄ
79.
[Traditional-character version]
܃ᎅչ䈥ݺՈլ౨ᚨ܃Ζ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ࢍࠩ܃㻽չ䈥լٵრΛ
(B) ݺᎅչ䈥܃թ౨ᚨݺΛ
(C) ݺլᎅᇩΔ܃౨ᚨݺႯΛ
(D) ৻ݺ䈥ᎅ܃թٵრ@
[Simplified-character version]
Դ䇈ҔМ៥гϡ㛑ㄨᑨԴǄ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ԴࠄᑩЎҔМϡৠᛣ˛
(B) ៥䇈ҔМԴᠡ㛑ㄨᑨ៥˛
(C) ៥ϡ䇈䆱ˈԴ㛑ㄨᑨ៥৫˛
(D) ៥ᗢМ䇈Դᠡৠᛣ?
80.
[Traditional-character version]
ߪ܃Ղઠऱຍ۪ٙࣚటዦॽΔڇୌࠝ၇ऱΛ
(Man)
լਢ၇ऱΔਢԫଡ֖ࣛऱΔಬݺᅝֲس៖ढΖ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ֖ࣛ܃㻽չ䈥ಬ܃ຍ۪ٙࣚΛ
(B) ܃ऱ֖ࣛਢչ䈥ՠ܂ऱΛ
(C) ܃ऱ֖ࣛڇୌࠝ၇ऱຍ۪ٙࣚΛ
(D) ܃ऱ֖ࣛᄎ۪ࣚႯΛ
[Simplified-character version]
Դ䑿Ϟこⱘ䖭ӊ㸷᳡ⳳⓖ҂ˈાܓфⱘ˛
(Man)
(Woman)
ϡᰃфⱘˈᰃϔϾ᳟টˈⱘخ䗕㒭៥ᔧ⫳᮹⼐⠽Ǆ
(Man)
(A) Դ᳟টЎҔМ䗕Դ䖭ӊ㸷᳡˛
(B) Դⱘ᳟টᰃخҔМᎹⱘ˛
(C) Դⱘ᳟টાܓфⱘ䖭ӊ㸷᳡˛
(D) Դⱘ᳟টӮخ㸷᳡৫˛
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81.
[Traditional-character version]
܃ຍᖂཚ౨AႯΛ
(Woman)
ݺլA-!ᓴBܴΖ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ݺ܃լԫࡳAΖ
(B) ݺլवሐᓴ౨AΖ
(C) ࡳ्܃AΖ
(D) ܃լA-!߷䈥ᓴאױAΛ
[Simplified-character version]
Դ䖭ᄺᳳ㛑ᕫA৫˛
(Woman)
(Man)
៥ϡᕫA, 䇕ᕫAਔǄ
(Woman)
(A) ៥ⳟԴϡϔᅮᕫAǄ
(B) ៥ϡⶹ䘧䇕㛑ᕫAǄ
(C) Դ㚃ᅮᕫAǄ
(D) ԴϡᕫA, 䙷М䇕ৃҹᕫA˛
82.
[Traditional-character version]
ԫᦫ՛്ᎅᇩ༉वሐהਢՂ௧ԳΖ
(Woman)
ݺՈᤚਢΖ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) הਢչ䈥ழଢᠦၲՂ௧ऱΛ
(B) ܃ᎅהਢՂ௧ԳႯΛ
(C) ܃ਢ৻䈥वሐהլਢՂ௧ԳऱΛ
(D) ܃ᤚהਢୌߺԳΛ
[Simplified-character version]
ϔᇣᓴ䇈䆱ህⶹ䘧ҪᰃϞ⍋ҎǄ
(Woman)
(Man)
៥г㾝ᕫᰃǄ
(Woman)
(A) ҪᰃҔМᯊ⾏ᓔϞ⍋ⱘ˛
(B) Դ䇈ҪᰃϞ⍋Ҏ৫˛
(C) ԴᰃᗢМⶹ䘧ҪϡᰃϞ⍋Ҏⱘ˛
(D) Դ㾝ᕫҪᰃા䞠Ҏ˛
83.
[Traditional-character version]
ԫದپװଡ堩ܣΖվ֚ݺᓮড়ΔװլװΛ
(Man)
܃ᎅࡋΛ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ݺଚԫದװႯΛ
(B) ܃塍լ塍Λ
(C) ܃უپչ䈥Λ
(D) ܃უװႯΛ
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[Simplified-character version]
ϔ䍋এৗϾ佁৻ǄҞ៥䇋ᅶˈএϡএ˛
(Man)
(Woman)
Դ䇈ਸ਼˛
(Man)
(A) ៥Ӏϔ䍋এ৫˛
(B) Դ体ϡ体˛
(C) ԴᛇৗҔМ˛
(D) Դᛇএ৫˛
84.
[Traditional-character version]
הଚຟᎅ܃װխഏᆠՠΔਢటऱႯΛ
(Woman)
ڶຍૠቤΖ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ؚ܃ጩװୌଡഏ୮Λ
(B) ܃టऱუװխഏႯΛ
(C) ؚ܃ጩչ䈥ழଢװΛ
(D) װ܃խഏչ䈥Λ
[Simplified-character version]
ҪӀ䛑䇈Դ㽕এЁخНᎹˈᰃⳳⱘ৫˛
(Woman)
(Man)
᳝䖭䅵ߦǄ
(Woman)
(A) ԴᠧㅫএાϾᆊ˛
(B) ԴⳳⱘᛇএЁ৫˛
(C) ԴᠧㅫҔМᯊএ˛
(D) ԴএЁخҔМ˛
85.
[Traditional-character version]
܃୮ڶ༓ՑԳΛ
(Man)
ՑΖՁ֛ࡉݺΔᝫڶԫଡࠝΕԫଡՖࠝΖݺՁ֛ਢՕᖂ۔
(Woman)
(Man)

ஃΔڇݺ՛ᖂՠ܂ΔՖࠝڇԫ୮᠔ೃᥨՓΖ
(A) Ֆࠝڇୌࠝՠ܂Λ
(B) ࠝڇչ䈥ֱچՠ܂Λ
(C) ܃ՈਢՕᖂ۔ஃႯΛ
(D) ܃Ձ֛ڇᖂீՠ܂ႯΛ

[Simplified-character version]
Դᆊ᳝ষҎ˛
(Man)
(Woman)
ಯষǄϜ៥ˈ䖬᳝ϔϾܓᄤǃϔϾཇܓǄ៥Ϝᰃᄺ㗕
(Man)
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86.
[Traditional-character version]
ە܃ᇢᄷໂ৻䈥ᑌԱΛ
(Woman)
ააΔ࣋֨ܣΔംᠲΖ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ܃టऱᄷໂړԱႯΛ
(B) ৻܃䈥ᝫᄷໂړΛ
(C) ݺբᆖᄷໂړԱΖ
(D) ەݺᇢംᠲΖ
[Simplified-character version]
Դ㗗䆩ޚᕫᗢМḋњ˛
(Woman)
(Man)
ཛྷཛྷˈᬒᖗ৻ˈ≵䯂乬Ǆ
(Woman)
(A) Դⳳⱘޚདњ৫˛
(B) ԴᗢМ䖬≵ޚད˛
(C) ៥Ꮖ㒣ޚདњǄ
(D) ៥㗗䆩≵䯂乬Ǆ
87.
[Traditional-character version]
ᦫᎅ܃ՖࠝਝᄎഀዚԾᄎሂፘΔᑌᑌຟլᙑΖ
(Man)
ᖂՈৰړΖ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ೈԱᖂא؆Δ܃ՖࠝഀዚՈړΖ
(B) ܃ՖࠝլᄎሂፘႯΛ
(C) ܃ՖࠝటਢڍթڍᢌΖ
(D) ܃ՖࠝᖂړΔ܀ਢഀዚլ֜ړΖ
[Simplified-character version]
䇈Դཇܓ᮶Ӯଅ℠জӮ䏇㟲ˈḋḋ䛑ϡ䫭Ǆ
(Man)
(Woman)
ᄺдгᕜདଞǄ
(Man)
(A) 䰸њᄺдҹˈԴཇܓଅ℠гདǄ
(B) ԴཇܓϡӮ䏇㟲৫˛
(C) Դཇⳳܓᰃᠡ㡎Ǆ
(D) ԴཇܓᄺдདˈԚᰃଅ℠ϡདǄ
88.
[Traditional-character version]
ݺଚװխഏሽᐙᝫਢભഏሽᐙΛ
(Woman)
ᙟঁܣΖ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ܃㻽չ䈥լᦟભഏሽᐙΛ
(B) ܃լუխഏሽᐙႯΛ
(C) ߷܃უୌഏሽᐙΛ
(D) ߷ݺଚ༉ભഏሽᐙܣΖ
[Simplified-character version]
៥ӀএⳟЁ⬉ᕅ䖬ᰃⳟ㕢⬉ᕅ˛
(Woman)
(Man)
䱣֓৻Ǆ
(Woman)
(A) ԴЎҔМϡ୰㕢⬉ᕅ˛
(B) ԴϡᛇⳟЁ⬉ᕅ৫˛
(C) 䙷Դᛇⳟા⬉ᕅ˛
(D) 䙷៥Ӏህⳟ㕢⬉ᕅ৻Ǆ
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89.
[Traditional-character version]
܃վ֚Ղ֑ऱ૿ᇢ৻䈥ᑌΛ
(Man)
լᙑΖ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ߷֜ړԱΖ
(B) ᣂএΔᝫڶᖲᄎΖ
(C) ܃չ䈥ംᠲڃᙑԱΛ
(D) ܃ୌଡംᠲڃլ堚ᄑΛ
[Simplified-character version]
ԴҞϞजⱘ䴶䆩ᗢМḋ˛
(Man)
(Woman)
ϡ䫭Ǆ
(Man)
(A) 䙷དњǄ
(B) ≵݇㋏ˈ䖬᳝ᴎӮǄ
(C) ԴҔМ䯂乬ಲㄨ䫭њ˛
(D) ԴાϾ䯂乬ಲㄨᕫϡ⏙Ἦ˛
90.
[Traditional-character version]
ݺਤ֚Հ֑܃മॐؚԱ༓ڻሽᇩຟ܃ࠩބΔװ܃ՂᓰԱΛ
(Man)
װΖݺਤ֚ߪ᧯լငࣚΔՀ֑װԱ᠔ೃΔݙԱא৵ऴ൷ئ׀ڃ
(Woman)
(Man)

୮ԱΖ
(A) ࠐװ܃ՂᓰԱΖ
(B) ࠐئ׀ڃ܃୮Ζ
(C) ࠐ܃ຩװئ׀᠔ೃԱΖ
(D) ࠐڇ܃മॐܴΖ

[Simplified-character version]
៥᯼ϟज㒭Դᆓ㟡ᠧњ⬉䆱䛑≵ᡒࠄԴˈԴএϞ䇒њ˛
(Man)
(Woman)
≵এǄ៥᯼䑿ԧϡ㟦᳡ˈϟजএњए䰶ˈᅠњҹৢⳈಲ⠊↡
(Man)

CD 2
Track
1
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ᆊњǄ
(A) ॳᴹԴএϞ䇒њǄ
(B) ॳᴹԴಲ⠊↡ᆊǄ
(C) ॳᴹԴ䰾⠊↡এए䰶њǄ
(D) ॳᴹԴᆓ㟡ਔǄ

91.
[Traditional-character version]
܃ຍەڻᇢە৻䈥ᑌΛ
(Woman)
߷ᝫشᎅΖ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) 㻽չ䈥լ౨ᎅᎅەᇢऱࠃൣࡋΛ
(B) ᜔܃ਢຍ䈥۞ॾΖ
(C) ݺᇿ܃ᎅᎅەᇢऱࠃൣΖ
(D) ݺৰݶᇿ܃ᎅᎅຍٙࠃൣΖ
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[Simplified-character version]
Դ䖭㗗䆩㗗ᕫᗢМḋ˛
(Woman)
(Man)
䙷䖬⫼䇈Ǆ
(Woman)
(A) ЎҔМϡ㛑䇈䇈㗗䆩ⱘџᚙਸ਼˛
(B) Դᘏᰃ䖭М㞾ֵǄ
(C) ៥ᕫ䎳Դ䇈䇈㗗䆩ⱘџᚙǄ
(D) ៥ᕜᖿ䎳Դ䇈䇈䖭ӊџᚙǄ
92.
[Traditional-character version]
֚ቃլਢᎅվ֚ॸڶႯΛ
(Man)
܃౨ઌॾ֚ቃႯΛ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) אױݺଗ܃ԫॸނໆΖ
(B) ֚ᦫڶݺቃΖ
(C) ܃㻽չ䈥լઌॾ֚ቃࡋΛ
(D) ॸނໆܣΔՀॸԱΖ
[Simplified-character version]
⇨乘ϡᰃ䇈Ҟ≵᳝䲼৫˛
(Man)
(Woman)
Դ㛑Ⳍֵ⇨乘৫˛
(Man)
(A) ៥ৃҹ׳㒭Դϔᡞ䲼ӲǄ
(B) ៥≵᳝⇨乘Ǆ
(C) ԴЎҔМϡⳌֵ⇨乘ਸ਼˛
(D) ᏺᡞ䲼Ӳ৻ˈ㽕ϟ䲼њǄ
93.
[Traditional-character version]
ᓮംΔຍࠝॵ२ڶڶଇࢋΛ
(Woman)
܃ࠩ߷ஆۥػऱᑔԱႯΛ৵ᢰऱ༉ਢΖ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ݺუބԫ୮ଇࢋΖ
(B) ػᑔऱ৵ᢰਢչ䈥Λ
(C) ଇࢋػڇᑔ㠪૿ႯΛ
(D) ݺუ၇រׄ؊ࡉ᤺ץΖ
[Simplified-character version]
䇋䯂ˈ䖭ܓ䰘䖥᳝≵᳝亳કᑫ˛
(Woman)
(Man)
Դⳟࠄ䙷ᑻⱑ㡆ⱘὐњ৫˛ৢ䖍ⱘህᰃǄ
(Woman)
(A) ៥ᛇᡒϔᆊ亳કᑫǄ
(B) ⱑὐⱘৢ䖍ᰃҔМ˛
(C) 亳કᑫⱑὐ䞠䴶৫˛
(D) ៥ᛇф⚍⠯ཊ䴶ࣙǄ
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94.
[Traditional-character version]
܃ݺਢᖂ֮ᖂړᝫਢᖂอૠᖂړΛ
(Man)
ݺᤚຟլڕՂ᠔ᖂೃΖ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ݺՈᤚᖂอૠᖂլᙑΖ
(B) ܃ᤚᖂ֮ᖂړΖ
(C) ᖂ᠔֜၆ԱΖ
(D) ܃ᤚᖂ᠔լړΛ
[Simplified-character version]
Դⳟ៥ᰃᄺ᭛ᄺད䖬ᰃᄺ㒳䅵ᄺད˛
(Man)
(Woman)
៥㾝ᕫ䛑ϡབϞएᄺ䰶Ǆ
(Man)
(A) ៥г㾝ᕫᄺ㒳䅵ᄺϡ䫭Ǆ
(B) Դ㾝ᕫᄺ᭛ᄺདଞǄ
(C) ᄺए䌉њǄ
(D) Դ㾝ᕫᄺएϡདଞ˛
95.
[Traditional-character version]
܃ઠຍٙԫࡳৰ১Δ၇ԫٙܣΛ
(Woman)
܃ထᙄܣΖ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ܃უ৻䈥ᙄΛ
(B) ܃ᝫუ٦ܴΛ
(C) ܃უ၇ԫٙႯΛ
(D) ߷༉၇ԫٙΖ
[Simplified-character version]
Դこ䖭ӊ㹀㸿ϔᅮᕜᏙˈфϔӊ৻˛
(Woman)
(Man)
Դⳟⴔࡲ৻Ǆ
(Woman)
(A) ԴᛇᗢМࡲ˛
(B) Դ䖬ᛇⳟⳟݡਔ˛
(C) Դᛇфϔӊ৫˛
(D) 䙷ህфϔӊǄ
96.
[Traditional-character version]
হଚඡՂװሽᐙܣΛ
(Woman)
܃ݺୌڶழၴܴΖ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ڶழၴऱᇩݺଚװሽᐙΖ
(B) ৻܃䈥ຍ䈥ڦΛ
(C) ݺუᇿװ܃ሽᐙΖ
(D) ݺՈڶழၴװሽᐙΖ
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[Simplified-character version]
અӀᰮϞএⳟഎ⬉ᕅ৻˛
(Woman)
(Man)
Դⳟ៥ા᳝ᯊ䯈ਔǄ
(Woman)
(A) ᳝ᯊ䯈ⱘ䆱៥Ӏএⳟ⬉ᕅǄ
(B) ԴᗢМ䖭Мᖭ˛
(C) ៥ᛇ䎳Դএⳟ⬉ᕅǄ
(D) ៥г≵᳝ᯊ䯈এⳟ⬉ᕅǄ
97.
[Traditional-character version]
ຍଡཔ܃౨լ౨ᇿݺଚװளሏΛ
(Woman)
ೈॺݺװৢٵݺթװΔլྥݺ༉լװΖ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ৢٵ܃լװΔװ܃ႯΛ
(B) ܃լუᇿৢٵԫದܴװΛ
(C) װࡳ्ৢٵ܃Ζ
(D) װৢٵ܃Δ܃༉լװΖ
[Simplified-character version]
䖭Ͼᱥ؛Դ㛑ϡ㛑䎳៥Ӏএᮙ␌˛
(Woman)
(Man)
䰸䴲៥ৠሟএ៥ᠡএˈ㽕ϡ✊៥ህϡএǄ
(Woman)
(A) ԴৠሟϡএˈԴএ৫˛
(B) Դϡᛇ䎳ৠሟϔ䍋এਔ˛
(C) Դৠሟ㚃ᅮএǄ
(D) ԴৠሟএˈԴህϡএǄ
98.
[Traditional-character version]
ᓮംຍᔖ߫৻䈥թࠐΛ
(Woman)
ଶթ߷ڇଡሁՑ࿇سԱԫ߫ጞΔԱ֚תΖ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ܃ଚԱৰ९ழၴႯΛ
(B) ߫ඡԱႯΛ
(C) ߫ጞᣤૹႯΛ
(D) ୌࠝ߫ڶጞΛ
[Simplified-character version]
䇋䯂䖭䕚䔺ᗢМᠡᴹ˛
(Woman)
(Man)
߮ᠡ䙷Ͼ䏃ষথ⫳њϔഎ䔺⽌ˈㄝњञǄ
(Woman)
(A) ԴӀㄝњᕜ䭓ᯊ䯈৫˛
(B) 䔺ᰮњ৫˛
(C) 䔺⽌Ϲ䞡৫˛
(D) ાܓ᳝䔺⽌˛
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99.
[Traditional-character version]
܃ຍەڻᇢە৻䈥ᑌΛ
(Woman)
ޕႆթەԱ65։Δݺ༉լشᎅԱΖ
(Man)
(Woman)
(A) ޕႆەᇢ᜔ਢ߷䈥ړΖ
(B) ޕֺ܃ႆەړΖ
(C) ຍ䈥ᎅΔە܃ޓᜊᗶΛ
(D) ޕႆլवሐ֟ڍە܃Ζ
[Simplified-character version]
Դ䖭㗗䆩㗗ᕫᗢМḋ˛
(Woman)
(Man)
ᴢѥᠡ㗗њ65ߚˈ៥ህϡ⫼䇈њǄ
(Woman)
(A) ᴢѥ㗗䆩ᘏᰃ䙷МདǄ
(B) Դ↨ᴢѥ㗗ᕫདǄ
(C) 䖭М䇈ˈԴ㗗ᕫ㊳㊩˛
(D) ᴢѥϡⶹ䘧Դ㗗ᇥǄ
100.
[Traditional-character version]
ᓮംΔ堩塢ڇୌࠝΛ
(Man)
堩塢ࠩຟਢΔ܃ംऱਢୌ୮堩塢Λ
(Woman)
(Man)
(A) ܃ᆖൄװ堩塢پ堩Ζ
(B) ߷୮՟堩塢Ζ
(C) ڶԳवሐ堩塢ڇୌࠝΖ
(D) ڶԳवሐਢᓴऱ堩塢Ζ
[Simplified-character version]
䇋䯂ˈ佁佚ા˛ܓ
(Man)
(Woman)
佁佚ࠄ໘䛑ᰃˈԴ䯂ⱘᰃાᆊ佁佚˛
(Man)
(A) Դ㒣ᐌএ佁佚ৗ佁Ǆ
(B) 䙷ᆊಯᎱ佁佚Ǆ
(C) ≵᳝Ҏⶹ䘧佁佚ાܓǄ
(D) ≵᳝Ҏⶹ䘧ᰃ䇕ⱘ佁佚Ǆ
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Section II—Short Narration
The passages in this section are clearly labeled as either traditional or simplified.
CD 2
Track
2

You will listen to several short narrations. Each narration will be played
once. You may take notes. After each narration, you will have 5
seconds to read the question and choose the most appropriate response
(A), (B), (C), or (D) in English, from the answer sheet. Please be
reminded that during the AP Chinese Exam, the question will be
displayed only after you hear the narration; therefore, in this practice,
previewing the printed questions prior to listening to the narrations is
not recommended.

101.
[Traditional-character version]
ݺ۰ऱ߷ଡৄؑΔൄ݁ؓڣᄵ18ćΔ່ᄵ39ćΔ່܅ᄵ
(Man)
4ćΖৰڍԳኙ߷㠪ऱଢլᔞᚨΔݺբᆖክԱΖ
[Simplified-character version]
៥ԣⱘ䙷ϾජᏖˈᐌᑈᑇഛ⇨⏽18ćˈ᳔催⇨⏽39ćˈ᳔Ԣ⇨⏽
(Man)
4ćǄᕜҎᇍ䙷䞠ⱘ⇨ϡ䗖ᑨˈ៥Ꮖ㒣дᛃњǄ
102.
[Traditional-character version]
՛്Δݺਢ܃ऱৢٵ՛ޕΖݺააਤ֚ඡՂ۰ೃԱΔݺվ֚ᇿ
(Woman)
ࡢࡢװ᠔ೃააΔࢬאՀ֑ՂլԱᓰԱΖᅀ۔ࠩ܃ஃ߷ࠝᚥ
ݺᓮଡΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ᇣᓴˈ៥ᰃԴⱘৠሟᇣᴢǄ៥ཛྷཛྷ᯼ᰮϞԣ䰶њˈ៥Ҟ㽕䎳
(Woman)
ྍྍএए䰶ⳟཛྷཛྷˈ᠔ҹϟजϞϡњ䇒њǄ咏⚺Դࠄ㗕Ꮬ䙷ܓᐂ
៥䇋Ͼ؛Ǆ

103.
[Traditional-character version]
്՛֚ؓழᖂլܘԺΔەᇢګᜎԫऴຟլړΖվڣՕᖂฅᄐس
(Woman)
ԾܑڍΔՠ܂ৰᣄބΖݺኄՈუ്ࠩ՛֚ࠩބԱԫଡ߷䈥
ړऱՠ܂Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
ᓴᇣᑇᯊᄺдϡࡾˈ㗗䆩៤㒽ϔⳈ䛑ϡདǄҞᑈᄺ↩Ϯ⫳
(Woman)
জ⡍߿ˈᎹᕜ䲒ᡒǄ៥خṺг≵ᛇࠄᓴᇣᡒࠄњϔϾ䙷М
དⱘᎹǄ
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104.
[Traditional-character version]
ࡢࡢݺ၇ऱ߷۪ٙࣚΔᔆၦլᙑΔՈլ֜၆ΔᑌܑړΔ༉ਢ
(Woman)
䕪֜ۥᜊᗶԱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
៥ྍྍфⱘ䙷ӊ㸷᳡ˈ䋼䞣ϡ䫭ˈгϡ䌉ˈḋᄤ⡍߿དˈህᰃ
(Woman)
买㡆㊳㊩њǄ

105.
[Traditional-character version]
ޢᅝߩڶֺऱழଢΔሎ೯Ղ᜔ਢ݄የԱԳΖݺటਢᤚΔ
(Man)
Ղ٦Ոߩֺڶޓᨃݺଚᖿ೯ऱ᧯ߛሎ೯ԱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
↣ᔧ᳝䎇⧗↨䌯ⱘᯊˈ䖤ࡼഎϞᘏᰃത⒵њҎǄ៥ⳳᰃ㾝ᕫˈ
(Man)
Ϫ⬠Ϟݡг≵᳝↨䎇⧗䅽៥Ӏ▔ࡼⱘԧ㚆䖤ࡼњǄ

106.
[Traditional-character version]
᜔܃ਢᎅڦ܃ڶழၴڰپ堩ΖࠡኔΔ܃ਢڰ֚ޢԫរࠝದ
(Woman)
ݩΔ৻䈥ᄎڶழၴࡋΛ

[Simplified-character version]
Դᘏᰃ䇈Դᖭᕫ≵᳝ᯊ䯈ৗᮽ佁Ǆ݊ᅲˈԴ㽕ᰃ↣ᮽϔ⚍ܓ䍋
(Woman)
ᑞˈᗢМӮ≵᳝ᯊ䯈ਸ਼˛

107.
[Traditional-character version]
ڶݺԫଡୂୂΕࠟଡࡪࡪΔᝫڶԫଡݬݬΖ܃Δছᢰ߷ଡ݄ထ
(Woman)
ऱԳਢୂୂݺΔీהڇ৵ᢰऱ९১ऱߊਢݬݬݺऱࠝ
Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
៥᳝ϔϾહહǃϸϾྤྤˈ䖬᳝ϔϾᓳᓳǄԴⳟˈࠡ䖍䙷Ͼതⴔ
(Woman)
ⱘҎᰃ៥હહˈキҪৢ䖍ⱘ䭓ᕫᤎᏙⱘ⬋ᄽᄤᰃ៥ᓳᓳⱘܓ
ᄤǄ

108.
[Traditional-character version]
ݺվڣ۰ڇᖂீऱമॐ㠪ΖݺଚമॐऱலᢰڶၡݝΕࣚᇘࢋΕଇ
(Woman)
ࢋΕ࠼塢չ䈥ऱΔ༉ਢڶࢋΔݺᤚլֱ֜ঁΖ

[Simplified-character version]
៥Ҟᑈԣᄺ᷵ⱘᆓ㟡䞠Ǆ៥Ӏᆓ㟡ⱘᮕ䖍᳝䚂ሔǃ᳡㺙ᑫǃ亳
(Woman)
કᑫǃ੪ଵ佚ҔМⱘˈህᰃ≵᳝кᑫˈ៥㾝ᕫϡᮍ֓Ǆ
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109.
[Traditional-character version]
ਤ֚ڶݺᓰΖՂ֑Δݺԫऴৱڇ୮㠪פᓰΔՀ֑٣װԱԫᔉ
(Woman)
ၡݝΔബԱࠟॾΔԾࠩࢋ၇Աរ֮ࠝࠠΔ່৵ڇԫ୮堩塢پ
Աរࠝ՛پΖ

[Simplified-character version]
᯼៥≵᳝䇒ǄϞजˈ៥ϔⳈᕙᆊ䞠ࡳخ䇒ˈϟजܜএњϔ䍳
(Woman)
䚂ሔˈᆘњϸᇕֵˈজࠄଚᑫфњ⚍ܓ᭛ˈ᳔ৢϔᆊ佁佚ৗ
њ⚍ܓᇣৗǄ

110.
[Traditional-character version]
֚֚ݺሎ೯ΔቝཋޡΕؚ֜ᄕஜչ䈥ऱΖݺൕࠐլࢼᄿΔՈլ
(Man)
໘ΖݺຍଡԳৰࣹრߪ᧯ΔՈڶչ䈥ᡏऱسክΔࢬאᓴ
ຟլݺࠐנբᆖԶԼᄣԱΔהଚຟᎅڍ່ݺքԼᄣΖᦫԱຍࠄ
ᇩא৵Δڍڶ༼ܑݺᘋԱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
៥خ䖤ࡼˈڣᬷℹǃᠧᵕᣇҔМⱘǄ៥Ңᴹϡᢑ⚳ˈгϡ
(Man)
ୱ䜦Ǆ៥䖭ϾҎᕜ⊼ᛣ䑿ԧˈг≵᳝ҔМണⱘ⫳⌏дᛃˈ᠔ҹ䇕
䛑ⳟϡߎᴹ៥Ꮖ㒣ܿकቕњˈҪӀ䛑䇈៥᳔݁कቕǄњ䖭ѯ
䆱ҹৢˈ៥߿ᦤ᳝催݈њǄ
CD 2
Track
3

111.
[Traditional-character version]
ݺଚ᠔ೃऱலᢰਢԫ୮ၡݝΔၡݝऱ৵ᢰਢԫࢬխᖂΔխᖂீႼ
(Man)
㠪ڶԫଡఄΔޢଡਣཚքݺຟࠝ߷װՂ֮ᓰΖ

[Simplified-character version]
៥Ӏए䰶ⱘᮕ䖍ᰃϔᆊ䚂ሔˈ䚂ሔⱘৢ䖍ᰃϔ᠔ЁᄺˈЁᄺ᷵ು
(Man)
䞠᳝ϔϾ㣅䇁⧁ˈ↣Ͼ᯳ᳳ݁៥䛑এ䙷ܓϞ㣅᭛䇒Ǆ

112.
[Traditional-character version]
ݺଚؚࠐءጩ٣װতࠇΕՂ௧ள۩Δ٦װᐖڠΔ່৵٦ࠩ۫ڜन
(Man)
༓֚ΖױਢڇՂ௧Δݺଚڶ၇ࠩװᐖڠऱ߫־ปΔࠇקڃړ
ԱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
៥ӀᴀᴹᠧㅫܜএफҀǃϞ⍋ᮙ㸠ˈݡএᑓᎲˈ᳔ৢࠄݡ㽓ᅝ⥽
(Man)
ǄৃᰃϞ⍋ˈ៥Ӏ≵᳝фࠄএᑓᎲⱘ☿䔺⼼ˈাདಲ࣫Ҁ
њǄ
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113.
[Traditional-character version]
ݺଚऱംᠲਢڶൕဎฐቅऴଆޜऱఄΔ݄ܣ߫־ΔԾ֜
(Woman)
ኬΔࢬړא٣ൕဎฐቅ݄ోࠩ߫־પΔ٦ൕోપ݄ଆᖲࠩޜ
Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
៥Ӏⱘ䯂乬ᰃ≵᳝Ңढⲯ乓Ⳉ亲⋯ᴝⷊⱘ㟾⧁ˈത☿䔺৻ˈজ
(Woman)
᜶ˈ᠔ҹাདܜҢढⲯ乓ത☿䔺ࠄ㒑㑺ˈݡҢ㒑㑺ത亲ᴎࠄ⋯ᴝ
ⷊǄ

114.
[Traditional-character version]
ڇխഏΔϘ۔ஃϙ! ਢԫଡൄشऱጠࡅΖֺڕΔՕ୮ݺაა!
(Woman)
Ϙ۔ޕஃϙΔۖլ !ڔϘޕ᠔سϙΔᝫڶৰڍԳݺटट! Ϙ്
۔ஃϙΔࠡኔΔהءլਢ۔ஃΔۖਢԫଡಖृΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Ёˈ“㗕Ꮬ” ᰃϔϾᐌ⫼ⱘ⿄Ǆ↨བˈᆊি៥ཛྷཛྷ “ᴢ㗕
(Woman)
Ꮬ”ˈ㗠ϡিཌྷ “ᴢए⫳”ˈ䖬᳝ᕜҎি៥⠌⠌ “ᓴ㗕Ꮬ”ˈ݊
ᅲˈҪḍᴀϡᰃ㗕Ꮬˈ㗠ᰃϔϾ䆄㗙Ǆ

115.
[Traditional-character version]
ؚݺጩฅᄐ৵٦ᖂࠟڣሽᆰᓰ࿓Δ㻽ऱਢڍᖂԫࠄवᢝΖ۟Պ౨
(Man)
լ౨ࠩބԫଡړՠ܂ΔױլאױඅৰڍᙒΔլנഏչ䈥ऱΔ
ኙࠐݺᎅຟլૹΖ

[Simplified-character version]
៥ᠧㅫ↩Ϯৢݡᄺϸᑈ⬉㛥䇒ˈЎⱘᰃᄺϔѯⶹ䆚Ǆ㟇Ѣ㛑
(Man)
ϡ㛑ᡒࠄϔϾདᎹˈৃϡৃҹᕜ䪅ˈ㽕ϡ㽕ߎҔМⱘˈ
ᇍ៥ᴹ䇈䛑ϡ䞡㽕Ǆ

116.
[Traditional-character version]
ຍଡࢪၴ㠪ڶԫ്ࡉݩԫ്ோΔோՂ࣋ထ༓ءࡉԫଡಖ
(Man)
ءሽᆰΖᔾ࿗֪ऱֱچឭထԫଡৰՕऱਮΔਮலᢰڶଡ՛ோ
ΔோՂ૿࣋ထԫፕ՛ሽီΖ

[Simplified-character version]
䖭Ͼ᠓䯈䞠᳝ϔᓴᑞϔᓴḠᄤˈḠᄤϞᬒⴔᴀкϔϾヨ䆄
(Man)
ᴀ⬉㛥Ǆ䴴に᠋ⱘഄᮍᨚⴔϔϾᕜⱘкᶊˈкᶊᮕ䖍᳝ϾᇣḠ
ᄤˈḠᄤϞ䴶ᬒⴔϔৄᇣ⬉㾚Ǆ
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117.
[Traditional-character version]
׆՛ભऱሽᆰᡏԱΖ՛ભᓮटटᚥڦΔटटڶழၴΙᓮୂୂᚥ
(Woman)
ڦΔୂୂᎅߠװՖ֖ࣛΙᓮააᚥڦΔააᎅڔլᄎΖ່৵Δ
ᝫਢ֖ࣛᚥ՛ભނሽᆰଥړԱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
⥟ᇣ㕢ⱘ⬉㛥ണњǄᇣ㕢䇋⠌⠌ᐂᖭˈ⠌⠌≵᳝ᯊ䯈˗䇋હહᐂ
(Woman)
ᖭˈહહ䇈ᕫএ㾕ཇ᳟ট˗䇋ཛྷཛྷᐂᖭˈཛྷཛྷ䇈ཌྷϡӮǄ᳔ৢˈ
䖬ᰃ᳟টᐂᇣ㕢ᡞ⬉㛥ׂདњǄ

118.
[Traditional-character version]
ຍᠨᕀࠐऱᏝᙒਢ280ցΔݺक़Ա50ց༉၇ࠐԱΔ֟क़200ڍ
(Woman)
ࡋΖݺլᎅ܃ଚՈ౨ෲࠐנ㻽չ䈥ΚᄅڣԱΔࣟ۫ຟމؚԱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
䖭ঠ䵟ॳᴹⱘӋ䪅ᰃ280ˈܗ៥া㢅њ50ܗህфᴹњˈᇥ㢅200
(Woman)
ਸ਼Ǆ៥ϡ䇈ԴӀг㛑⣰ߎᴹЎҔМ˖ᮄᑈњˈϰ㽓䛑ᠧᡬњǄ

119.
[Traditional-character version]
۔ޕஃଶהނ୮ऱሽᇩᇆᒘݺ္ܫΔݺ༉ݱԱΔಖ່৵ࠟۯ
(Man)
ᑇਢ86Ǆ
[Simplified-character version]
ᴢ㗕Ꮬ߮ᡞҪᆊⱘ⬉䆱োⷕਞ䆝៥ˈ៥ህᖬњˈা䆄ᕫ᳔ৢϸԡ
(Man)
᭄ᰃ86Ǆ
120.
[Traditional-character version]
ࠩݺଚᖂீΔᠻ۞۩߫Լ։ᤪΙ݄ֆ٥߫ԲԼն։ᤪΙ۞
(Man)
աၲֺ߫ለݶΔՈ༉Լ։ᤪΙਢߨሁऱᇩΔ߷༉լړᎅԱΔ۟
֟ԫଡת՛ழΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ࠄ៥Ӏᄺ᷵ˈ健㞾㸠䔺㽕ಯकߚ䩳˗ത݀݅≑䔺ѠकѨߚ䩳˗㞾
(Man)
Ꮕᓔ䔺↨䕗ᖿˈгህकߚ䩳˗㽕ᰃ䍄䏃ⱘ䆱ˈ䙷ህϡད䇈њˈ㟇
ᇥᕫϔϾञᇣᯊǄ
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Section III—Dialogues
In this section, the traditional version will appear first, followed by the simplified
version, without labels.
CD 2
Track
4

121.
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)

CD 2
Track
5

122.
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)
 

(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)
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You will listen to several dialogues for questions 121 through 172.
Each dialogue should be played twice. You may take notes. After
replaying each dialogue, students will be given 12 seconds, on the
actual exam, to read the question and choose the most appropriate
response (A), (B), (C), or (D) in English, from the answer sheet. Please
be reminded that during the AP Chinese Exam, the question will be
displayed only after you hear the narration; therefore, in this practice,
previewing the printed questions prior to listening to the narrations is
not recommended.

൞၆ࡩΛ
ᙼ䌉ྦྷ˛
ࡩݺԭΖ
៥ྦྷϕǄ
ԭ՛ࡦΔ൞ਢຍଡՕᖂऱᖂسႯΛ
ϕᇣྤˈᙼᰃ䖭Ͼᄺⱘᄺ⫳৫˛
ਢऱΖ
ᰃⱘǄ
൞ऱფړਢչ䈥Λ
ᙼⱘ⠅དᰃҔМ˛
ৰܴڍΔֺڕሽᐙΕປࢋΕளሏչ䈥ऱΖլመΔ່ݺᦟཾ
ࣺǄ
ᕜਔˈ↨བⳟ⬉ᕅǃ䗯ଚᑫǃᮙ␌ҔМⱘǄϡ䖛ˈ៥᳔୰␌
⋇Ǆ

՛ࡦऱፘሂటړΖ
ᇣྤⱘ㟲䏇ᕫⳳདǄ
Μ
䇶䇶ʽ
אױݺᓮ܃ሂଡፘႯΛ
៥ৃҹ䇋Դ䏇Ͼ㟲৫˛
ᅝྥאױΖ
ᔧ✊ৃҹǄ
՛ࡦൄࠐຍࠝሂႯΛ
ᇣྤᐌᴹ䖭ܓ䏇৫˛
լൄࠐΔຍ୮ፘᨚֺለ၆Ζ
ϡᐌᴹˈ䖭ᆊ㟲ख़↨䕗䌉Ǆ
ᓮം՛ࡦչ䈥ՠ܂Λ
䇋䯂ᇣྤخҔМᎹ˛
ݺਢԫ୮ࢋऱഇຄΖ
៥ᰃϔᆊкᑫⱘଂ䋻ਬǄ
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CD 2
Track
6

123–124
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)

(Man)
(Man)
(Woman)

CD 2
Track
7

125–126
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)

CD 2
Track
8

127–128
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)

(Man)
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ᓮ۞ݺտฯԫՀΔړႯΛ
䇋㞾៥ҟ㒡ϔϟˈད৫˛
ړऱΖ׆ݺભᣝΔڇᎬ۩ՠ܂Ζ
དⱘǄ៥ি⥟㕢Бˈ䫊㸠ᎹǄ
ᦫದࠐΔړ܃ቝլਢࠇקԳܣΛ
䍋ᴹˈԴདڣϡᰃ࣫ҀҎ৻˛
լਢΔݺਢতࠇԳΖݺਢڇՂ௧ᦰऱՕᖂΔฅᄐ৵ࠐࠩࠇקՠ܂
ऱΖ
ϡᰃˈ៥ᰃफҀҎǄ៥ᰃϞ⍋䇏ⱘᄺˈ↩Ϯৢᴹࠄ࣫ҀᎹ
ⱘǄ
லᢰຍۯਢ…
ᮕ䖍䖭ԡᰃ…
ڔਢݺऱ֖ࣛΔ്ဎΔڇԫ୮ሽᆰֆՠ܂ΖڔՈլਢࠇק
ԳΔڔਢ੍֚ԳΖ
ཌྷᰃ៥ⱘ᳟টˈিᓴढˈϔᆊ⬉㛥݀ৌᎹǄཌྷгϡᰃ࣫Ҁ
Ҏˈཌྷᰃ⋹ҎǄ

ᦫᎅڇإ܃ᇿխഏԳᖂࣳΛ
䇈Դℷ䎳ЁҎᄺ℺ᴃ˛
ኙΖݺৰᦟխഏऱࣳΔՈᦟֱࣳ૿ऱሽᐙΖ
ᇍǄ៥ᕜ୰Ёⱘ℺ᴃˈг୰ⳟ℺ᴃᮍ䴶ⱘ⬉ᕅǄ
ೈԱࣳא؆ᝫᦟչ䈥Λ
䰸њ℺ᴃҹ䖬୰ҔМ˛
ᝫᦟխഏऱऄΕࠇᏣࡉխഏاዚΖ
䖬୰Ёⱘк⊩ǃҀ࠻Ё⇥℠Ǆ
ᄎऄႯΛ
Ӯк⊩৫˛
ՈڇᖂࡋΖޢݺਣཚᇿԫۯऄ୮ᖂԿଡ՛ழΖ
гᄺਸ਼Ǆ៥↣᯳ᳳ䎳ϔԡк⊩ᆊᄺдϝϾᇣᯊǄ
ݺՈᦟऄࡉࠇᏣΔլመΔݺኙاዚլტᘋᔊΖ
៥г୰к⊩Ҁ࠻ˈϡ䖛ˈ៥ᇍ⇥℠ϡᛳ݈䍷Ǆ

אױം܃ԫଡംᠲႯΛ
ৃҹ䯂ԴϔϾ䯂乬৫˛
܃ᓮംΖ
Դ䇋䯂Ǆ
܃वሐչ䈥ਢფړႯΛ
Դⶹ䘧ҔМᰃ⠅ད৫˛
ფړ༉ਢԳଚڇᄐ塒ழၴڶᘋᔊऱࠃൣܣΔֺڕᎅᦫଃᑗΕ
ሽီΕሂፘΕளሏչ䈥ऱΖ
⠅དህᰃҎӀϮԭᯊ䯈᳝݈䍷ⱘخџᚙ৻ˈ↨བ䇈䷇Фǃⳟ
⬉㾚ǃ䏇㟲ǃᮙ␌ҔМⱘǄ
ᎅటړΖ߷䈥ᓮംΔ൞ऱᄐ塒ფړਢչ䈥Λ
䇈ᕫⳳདǄ䙷М䇋䯂ˈᙼⱘϮԭ⠅དᰃҔМ˛
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(Woman)

129–130
(Woman)
CD 2
Track
9

 

(Man)
 

(Woman)
 

(Man)
 

(Woman)
 

(Man)
 

(Woman)
 

(Man)
 

(Woman)
 

(Man)
 

131–132
(Man)
CD 2
Track
10

(Woman)

(Man)

(Woman)
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ݺᦟᦫଃᑗΔױਢݺৰڦΔ֟ڍڶழၴᦫΖݺਢ՛ᖂ۔ஃΔ
֚ػՂᓰΔՀఄ৵ᝫ၇လΕ堩ΔඡՂᝫ᎖ᖄࠝΖ
៥୰䷇Фˈৃᰃ៥ᕜᖭˈ≵᳝ᇥᯊ䯈Ǆ៥ᰃᇣᄺ㗕Ꮬˈ
ⱑᕫϞ䇒ˈϟ⧁ৢ䖬㽕ф㦰ǃخ佁ˈᰮϞ䖬ᕫ䕙ᇐܓᄤ㣅䇁Ǆ

܃ਢ്٣ܣسΛ
Դᰃᓴ˛৻⫳ܜ
ኙΔ്ࡩݺΖ
ᇍˈ៥ྦྷᓴǄ
ᦫᎅ܃ᆖൄࠐຍଡཾࣺ塢ཾࣺΖ
䇈Դ㒣ᐌᴹ䖭Ͼ␌⋇佚␌⋇Ǆ
֚ޢݺຟࠐΖ
៥↣䛑ᴹǄ
ೈԱཾࣺא؆Δ܃ᝫᦟչ䈥᧯ߛሎ೯Λ
䰸њ␌⋇ҹˈԴ䖬୰ҔМԧ㚆䖤ࡼ˛
ىوؚΕؚጻΔᝫᦟᔎߩΖ
ᠧЦЧ⧗ǃᠧ㔥⧗ˈ䖬୰䏶䎇⧗Ǆ
܃ਢሎ೯ܣΛ
Դᰃ䖤ࡼਬ৻˛
լਢΖ
ϡᰃǄ
ඒᒭΛ
ᬭ㒗˛
ՈլਢΖᇿ܃ԫᑌΔਢಖृΖ
гϡᰃǄ䎳Դϔḋˈᰃ䆄㗙Ǆ

ݺ᜔܃ਢઠ۪ࣚྨټΔࠐ܃ৰڶᙒΖ
៥ⳟԴᘏᰃこৡ⠠㸷᳡ˈⳟᴹԴᕜ᳝䪅Ǆ
լਢڂ㻽ڶݺᙒΔۖਢڂ㻽۪ࣚྨټᔆၦຟլᙑΔࢬݺא၇ټ
ྨऱΖ
ϡᰃЎ៥᳝䪅ˈ㗠ᰃЎৡ⠠㸷᳡䋼䞣䛑ϡ䫭ˈ᠔ҹ៥াфৡ
⠠ⱘǄ
ݺ၇۪ࣚऱᑑᄷᇿ܃լԫᑌΖ۪ࣚྨټڶݺΔݺ၇ऱ۪ࣚຟਢ
ొऱΖઠထငࣚΕړ༉۩ԱΖ֜ྨټ၆ԱΖ
៥ф㸷᳡ⱘᷛޚ䎳ԴϡϔḋǄ៥≵᳝ৡ⠠㸷᳡ˈ៥фⱘ㸷᳡䛑ᰃ
㒃ẝⱘǄা㽕こⴔ㟦᳡ǃདⳟህ㸠њǄৡ⠠䌉њǄ
אމؚ۪ࣚྨټ৵ՈৰঁࡵΖ܃ݺຍֻ۪ٙΔࠐᔄ89ցΔؚ
މ৵թ39ցΖݺ㷰ՂऱᕀؚԱ5މΔթ10ցΖ
ৡ⠠㸷᳡ᠧᡬҹৢгᕜ֓ᅰǄԴⳟ៥䖭ӊ↯㸷ˈॳᴹप89ˈܗᠧ
ᡬৢᠡ39ܗǄ៥㛮Ϟⱘ䵟ᠧњ5ᡬˈᠡ10ܗǄ
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CD 2
Track
11

133–134
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)

(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)

CD 2
Track
12

135–136
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)

(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)

137–138
(Man)
CD 2
Track
13

(Woman)
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ݺଚߨԱΖ
៥Ӏᕫ䍄њǄ
৺չ䈥ΔᝫࡋڰΖ
ᗹҔМˈ䖬ᮽਸ਼Ǆ
լڰԱΔᎄ܃ଚຍ䈥९ழၴΖ
ϡᮽњˈ㘑䇃ԴӀ䖭М䭓ᯊ䯈Ǆ
܃ଚ౨ࠐ୮㠪݄݄ΔݺଚՈৰᘋΖ
ԴӀ㛑ᴹᆊ䞠തതˈ៥Ӏгᕜ催݈Ǆ
౨ԫದเเ֚ࠝᒔኔਢٙ༭ݶऱࠃൣΔլመటߨԱΔݺଚՈᝫ
ࠃڶǄ
㛑ϔ䍋㘞㘞⹂ܓᅲᰃӊᛝᖿⱘџᚙˈϡ䖛ⳳᕫ䍄њˈ៥Ӏг䖬
᳝џǄ
ॺߨΔݺଚՈլఎԱΔא৵ൄࠐनΖ
䴲㽕䍄ˈ៥Ӏгϡ⬭њˈҹৢᐌᴹ⥽Ǆ
ԫࡳ٦ࠐΖڶழၴՈࠩݺଚ୮݄݄ܣΖ
ϔᅮݡᴹǄ᳝ᯊ䯈гࠄ៥Ӏᆊതത৻Ǆ
ԫࡳװΖᓮኬߨΔլಬԱΖ
ϔᅮএǄ䇋᜶䍄ˈϡ䖰䗕њǄ

Δ്֜֜Δړ܃Δݺਢ՛ޕΖ
ୖˈᓴˈԴདˈ៥ᰃᇣᴢǄ
ᕹΔ՛ޕΔړ܃Ζຍ䈥९ழၴՈլࠐ୮㠪݄݄Ζ
శˈᇣᴢˈԴདଞǄ䖭М䭓ᯊ䯈гϡᴹᆊ䞠തതǄ
່२ֺለڦΔՈ౨ࢼנழၴװ܃ଚΔటਢլړრ৸Ζ৻䈥
ᑌΔߪ᧯ړऱܣΛ
᳔䖥↨䕗ᖭˈг≵㛑ᢑߎᯊ䯈এⳟԴӀˈⳳᰃϡདᛣᗱǄᗢМ
ḋˈ䑿ԧᤎདⱘ৻˛
ߪ᧯ᝫאױΔ༉ਢຍ֚ࠟڶរࠝტকΖ
䑿ԧ䖬ৃҹˈህᰃ䖭ϸ᳝⚍ܓᛳݦǄ
Ꮹ୭ႯΛլ᠔سΛ
ढ़ᆇ৫˛㽕ϡ㽕ⳟⳟए⫳˛
լ֜Ꮹ୭Δپរᢐ༉۩ԱΖ܃ຍ䈥ᣂ֨ݺΖ܃ਢܣ്۔ބΛ
ϡढ़ᆇˈৗ⚍㥃ህ㸠њǄ䇶䇶Դ䖭М݇ᖗ៥ǄԴᰃᡒ㗕ᓴ৻˛
ኙΔ്ބݺඒڶរࠝࠃΖ
ᇍˈ៥ᡒᓴᬭᥜ᳝⚍ܓџǄ
܃ԫՀΔݺຍ༉הװ൷ሽᇩΖ്۔Δ܃ऱሽᇩΖ
Դㄝϔϟˈ៥䖭ህএিҪ⬉䆱Ǆ㗕ᓴˈԴⱘ⬉䆱Ǆ

۔ஃΔխഏԳپ堩ऱழၴ᜔ਢ߷䈥९ႯΛ
㗕ᏜˈЁҎৗ佁ⱘᯊ䯈ᘏᰃ䙷М䭓৫˛
㻽չ䈥ംದຍଡംᠲԱΛ
ЎҔМ䯂䍋䖭Ͼ䯂乬њ˛
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AP Chinese Language and Culture

(Man)

(Woman)

(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)

CD 2
Track
14

139–142
(Man)
(Woman)

(Man)

(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)

CD 2
Track
15

143–146
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)
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ਤ֚Δݺऱԫଡխഏ֖ࣛᝮᓮהװݺ୮پඡ堩Δԫቅ堩پԱࠟଡ
ڍ՛ழΖ
᯼ˈ៥ⱘϔϾЁ᳟ট䙔䇋៥এҪᆊৗᰮ佁ˈϔ乓佁ৗњϸϾ
ᇣᯊǄ
խഏԳؓൄپ堩Ոլᄎ߷پ䈥ՆΔ܀ਢᓮড়ऱழଢΔ㻽Աຩড়Գ
༉پֺለኬΖ࣠ڕড়ԳᝫݙپΔԳ٣ݙپԱΔ߷༉լ៖ᎎ
ԱΖ
ЁҎᑇᐌৗ佁гϡӮৗ䙷МЙˈԚᰃ䇋ᅶⱘᯊˈЎњ䰾ᅶҎ
ህৗᕫ↨䕗᜶ǄབᵰᅶҎ䖬≵ৗᅠˈЏҎܜৗᅠњˈ䙷ህϡ⼐䉠
њǄ
ਢড়Գ٣ݙپԱΔԳᝫڇኬኬپΔຍᑌ៖ᎎႯΛ
㽕ᰃᅶҎܜৗᅠњˈЏҎ䖬᜶᜶ৗˈ䖭ḋ⼐䉠৫˛
߷Ոլ֜ړΖਢড়Գ٣ݙپԱΔԳ༉ᚨᇠݶរࠝپԱΖ
䙷гϡདǄ㽕ᰃᅶҎܜৗᅠњˈЏҎህᑨ䆹ᖿ⚍ܓৗњǄ
ࢡլࡋΔਤ֚הڇ୮ΔݺଶԫݙپΔהଚԫ୮ՑՈຟৰچݶ
ݙپԱΖ
ᗾϡᕫਸ਼ˈ᯼Ҫᆊˈ៥߮ϔৗᅠˈҪӀϔᆊಯষг䛑ᕜᖿഄ
ৗᅠњǄ
ਤ֚ڰՂڇݺֆႼߠ܃टԱΖ
᯼ᮽϞ៥݀ುⳟ㾕Դ⠌њǄ
הಯٖ৵ڰ֚ޢՂຟװᅂߪ᧯Ζࠝ߷ڇཋཋޡΕؚؚ֜ᄕஜչ
䈥ऱΖ܃टՈװֆႼᅂႯΛ
Ҫ䗔ӥৢ↣ᮽϞ䛑এ䬏⚐䑿ԧǄ䙷ܓᬷᬷℹǃᠧᠧᵕᣇҔ
МⱘǄԴ⠌гএ݀ು䬏⚐৫˛
ݺटೈԱູא؆չ䈥ຟլᦟΖ່२Δה၇ԱଡભഏູઢࠝΔ
ܑ၆ΖהଚᝫمګԱູ࠰ᄎΔݺटᄎ९Ζ
៥⠌䰸њ䩧剐ҹҔМ䛑ϡ୰Ǆ᳔䖥ˈҪфњϾ㕢剐ビˈܓ
⡍߿䌉ǄҪӀ䖬៤ゟњ䩧剐णӮˈ៥⠌خӮ䭓Ǆ
߷הູऱݾԫࡳৰړΖ
䙷Ҫ䩧剐ⱘᡔᴃϔᅮᕜདǄ
ړչ䈥Ζ
དҔМǄ
լ৻ړ䈥౨ᅝᄎ९Λ
ϡདᗢМ㛑ᔧӮ䭓˛
ڣהધ່ՕΔಯԱٖΔԾڶழၴΔԳ୮༉ᓮהԱᄎ९Ζ
Ҫᑈ㑾᳔ˈ䗔њӥˈজ᳝ᯊ䯈ˈҎᆊህ䇋ҪخњӮ䭓Ǆ

܃ᇿئ׀ԫದ۰ႯΛ
Դ䎳⠊↡ϔ䍋ԣ৫˛
լΔݺ۰ڇᖂீऱമॐΔױਢؚጩჺװנΖ
ϡˈ៥ԣᄺ᷵ⱘᆓ㟡ˈৃᰃᠧㅫᨀߎএǄ
۰ڇമॐৰֱঁΔ܃㻽չ䈥ჺװנΛჺࠩୌࠝΛ
ԣᆓ㟡ᕜᮍ֓ˈԴЎҔМ㽕ᨀߎএ˛ᨀࠄા˛ܓ
ࢨृჺ֖ࠩࣛऱֆ༅װΔࢨृބଡᄅऱֆ༅Ζ۰ڇമॐֱঁਢֱ
ঁΔױਢլ۞طΖ٦ᎅΔ۰ڇֆ༅Ոֺ۰ڇമॐঁࡵڍΖ
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Listening Comprehension

(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)

CD 2
Track
16

147–150
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)

(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)

CD 2
Track
17

151–154
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)

(Woman)
(Man)
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㗙ᨀࠄ᳟টⱘ݀ᆧএˈ㗙ᡒϾᮄⱘ݀ᆧǄԣᆓ㟡ᮍ֓ᰃᮍ
֓ˈৃᰃϡ㞾⬅Ǆݡ䇈ˈԣ݀ᆧг↨ԣᆓ㟡֓ᅰᕫǄ
മॐ၆ਢ၆ΔױਢኙՖࠐᎅֺለڜ٤Ǆ
ᆓ㟡䌉ᰃ䌉ˈৃᰃᇍཇᄽᄤᴹ䇈↨䕗ᅝܼǄ
ٵݺრ܃ऱᎅऄΖࠡኔݺუჺװנΔਢڂ㻽ݺڇऱৢٵΖ
៥ৠᛣԴⱘ䇈⊩Ǆ݊ᅲ៥ᛇᨀߎএˈЏ㽕ᰃЎ៥⦄ⱘৠሟǄ
৻ڔ䈥ԱΛ
ཌྷᗢМњ˛
֚ޢڔඡՂլਢሽီࠩৰඡΔ༉ਢؚሽᇩᇿ֖ࣛเ֚Δڶழ
ᝫڇሽᇩ㠪Օ໗ՕΔܰݺլԱΔጕլړᤚΖ
ཌྷ↣ᰮϞϡᰃⳟ⬉㾚ⳟࠄᕜᰮˈህᰃᠧ⬉䆱䎳᳟ট㘞ˈ᳝ᯊ
䖬⬉䆱䞠িˈਉᕫ៥ⳟϡњкˈⴵϡད㾝Ǆ

ຍଡᖂཚ༉ޔԱΔ܃ཚڶչ䈥ڜඈႯΛ
䖭Ͼᄺᳳህ㽕㒧ᴳњˈԴ؛ᳳ᳝ҔМᅝᥦ৫˛
ࢨृࡾ۫װࡤაΔࢨृୂף॒װࡪࡪΖࡋ܃Λ
㗙এ㽓ኌⳟྥཛྷˈ㗙এ㡱ࡴહⳟྤྤǄԴਸ਼˛
ࠐءݺୌࠝຟլუװΔ༉ৱٖړړࡾࣟڇஒΔױਢݺՖ֖ࣛڶ
װመፕΔॺᨃݺᇿװڔள۩լױΖ
៥ᴀᴹાܓ䛑ϡᛇএˈህᕙϰኌདདӥᙃˈৃᰃ៥ཇ᳟ট≵᳝
এ䖛ৄˈ䴲䅽៥䎳ཌྷএᮙ㸠ϡৃǄ
נഏள۩ৰᅀܣΔᦫ䇣ᙄৰ֫ڍᥛΖ
ߎᮙ㸠ᕜ咏⚺৻ˈ䇈㽕ࡲᕜ㓁Ǆ
߷ڶ䈥ᅀΖ٣ࠩၡݝᙄᥨᅃΔ٦ࠩᏆࠃ塢ᙄᢞΖ
≵᳝䙷М咏⚺Ǆࠄܜ䚂ሔࡲᡸ✻ˈࠄݡ乚џ佚ࡲㅒ䆕Ǆ
ᝫڶᖲปࡋΛୌ୮ள۩षऱᖲปঁࡵΛ
䖬᳝ᴎ⼼ਸ਼˛ાᆊᮙ㸠⼒ⱘᴎ⼼֓ᅰ˛
ள۩षऱᖲปլߠঁࡵΖՂװڻፕऱᖲปݺਢڇጻՂ၇ऱΔ
ֺୌ୮ள۩षऱຟঁࡵΖࢬאΔݺᝫ٦Ζ
ᮙ㸠⼒ⱘᴎ⼼ϡ㾕ᕫ֓ᅰǄϞএৄⱘᴎ⼼៥ᰃ㔥Ϟфⱘˈ
↨ાᆊᮙ㸠⼒ⱘ䛑֓ᅰǄ᠔ҹˈ៥䖬ᕫⳟⳟݡǄ

ࠟۯ՛ࡦپរࠝչ䈥Λ
ϸԡᇣྤৗ⚍ܓҔМ˛
ᓮ܃ݺଚංංܣΖ
䇋Դ㒭៥Ӏ㤤㤤৻Ǆ
ݺଚ堩塢ऱလຟլᙑΔࠟڶଡလܑټڶΚԫଡਢധߤፍΔ
ԫଡਢᗷᔩඈΖ
៥Ӏ佁佚ⱘ㦰䛑ϡ䫭ˈ᳝ϸϾ㦰⡍߿᳝ৡ˖ϔϾᰃ咏ယ䈚㜤ˈ
ϔϾᰃ㊪䝟ᥦ偼Ǆ
߷༉រຍࠟଡܣΖ
䙷ህ⚍䖭ϸϾ৻Ǆ
լ٦ររܑࠝऱΛ
ⳟⳟ㽕ϡ㽕˛ⱘ߿ܓ⚍⚍ݡ
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AP Chinese Language and Culture

(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)

CD 2
Track
18

155–159
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)

(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)

CD 2
Track
19

160–163
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)
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ڶ௧࠺ႯΛ
᳝⍋ੇ৫˛
ݺଚຍࠝऱદᗈູࡉईᗎՕᓚຟլᙑΖ
៥Ӏ䖭ⱘܓ㑶⚻剐⊍⛪㱒خᕫ䛑ϡ䫭Ǆ
រଡईᗎՕᓚܣΔ٦ࠟᅹۏ堩Ζ
⚍Ͼ⊍⛪㱒৻ˈݡ㽕ϸ㉇佁Ǆ
໘រࠝչ䈥Λᝫਢ࣠تΛ
ୱ⚍ܓҔМ˛䜦䖬ᰃᵰ∕˛
༉໘ֽܣΖ
ህୱ∈৻Ǆ

ڜୟΔ܃໘࠼ᝫਢ໘ಁΛ
ᅝˈԴୱ੪ଵ䖬ᰃୱ㤊˛
ᅝྥ໘ಁԱΖ܃უΔࠩԱխഏΔ৻䈥౨լ໘խഏಁࡋΖ
ᔧ✊ୱ㤊њǄԴᛇଞˈࠄњЁˈᗢМ㛑ϡୱЁ㤊ਸ਼Ǆ
ኙܴΖ܃უ໘չ䈥ಁΛદಁΕጸಁΕો๙क़ಁչ䈥ऱΔݺຍࠝຟ
ڶΖ
ᇍਔǄԴᛇୱҔМ㤊˛㑶㤊ǃ㓓㤊ǃ㣝㥝㢅㤊ҔМⱘˈ៥䖭ܓ䛑
᳝Ǆ
່ݺფ໘ጸಁΖᦫݺ䇣խഏಁڶৰڍጟΔਢႯΛ
៥᳔⠅ୱ㓓㤊Ǆ៥䇈Ё㤊᳝ᕜ⾡ˈᰃ৫˛
ਢऱΖ܃वሐႯΔխഏᝫਢՂรԫଡ࿇ಁऱഏ୮ࡋΖ
ᰃⱘǄԴⶹ䘧৫ˈЁ䖬ᰃϪ⬠ϞϔϾথ⦄㤊ⱘᆊਸ਼Ǆ
ݺᅝྥवሐԱΖኙԱΔխഏԳຟڇ୮㠪໘ಁႯΛ
៥ᔧ✊ⶹ䘧њǄᇍњˈЁҎ䛑ᆊ䞠ୱ㤊৫˛
ՈլਢΔڶԳ༉ᦟࠩಁ塢װ໘ಁΖࠇקΕՂ௧Εᐖڠৄؑຟ
ڶৰڍಁ塢Δ֠ࠡਢᐖڠΖא৵ڶழၴऱᇩΔݺᓮ܃ᇿڃݺՂ
௧Δᓮװ܃໘໘ݺଚՂ௧ಁ塢㠪ऱಁΖ
гϡᰃˈ᳝Ҏህ୰ࠄ㤊佚এୱ㤊Ǆ࣫ҀǃϞ⍋ǃᑓᎲㄝජᏖ䛑
᳝ᕜ㤊佚ˈᇸ݊ᰃᑓᎲǄҹৢ᳝ᯊ䯈ⱘ䆱ˈ៥䇋Դ䎳៥ಲϞ
⍋ˈ䇋Դএୱୱ៥ӀϞ⍋㤊佚䞠ⱘ㤊Ǆ

՛ޕΔݺଚߠڣࠟڶԱܣΛ
ᇣᴢˈ៥Ӏ᳝ϸᑈ≵㾕њ৻˛
ࠟڍڣԱΖړ܃ႯΛڍՕԱΛ
ϸᑈњǄԴད৫˛ᄽᄤњ˛
ԫᄣڍԱΖ܃ऱࡋΛ
ᄽᄤϔቕњǄԴⱘਸ਼˛
ࠝݺᄣԱΖ
៥ܓᄤಯቕњǄ
܃ڇ۰ୌࠝΛ
Դ⦄ԣા˛ܓ
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Listening Comprehension

(Man)

(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)

CD 2
Track
20

164–168
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)

(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)

CD 2
Track
21

169–172
(Woman)
(Man)

(Woman)
(Man)
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ଶദழΔݺଚ۰ࡠݺڇऱئ׀୮Δڣװ၇Աࢪ༉ჺࠐנ
ԱΖ܃ଚࡋΛ
߮㒧ီᯊˈ៥Ӏԣ៥ྏᄤⱘ⠊↡ᆊˈএᑈфњ᠓ᄤህᨀߎᴹ
њǄԴӀਸ਼˛
ݺଚԫऴ۰ݺڇՁ֛ऱئ׀୮ࡋΖ
៥ӀϔⳈԣ៥Ϝⱘ⠊↡ᆊਸ਼Ǆ
ᇿ۔ԳԫದسړΔৰֱঁΖ
䎳㗕Ҏϔ䍋⫳⌏དˈᕜᮍ֓Ǆ
ֱঁչ䈥ΖݺଚᦟඡጕΕඡದΔױਢࠟ۔ۯԳᦟڰጕΕڰ
ದΖՕ୮ൄൄ㻽ຍࠄ՛ࠃլᘋΖ
ᮍ֓ҔМǄ៥Ӏ୰ᰮⴵǃᰮ䍋ˈৃᰃϸԡ㗕Ҏ୰ᮽⴵǃᮽ
䍋ǄᆊᐌᐌЎ䖭ѯᇣџϡ催݈Ǆ

ړՆڶࠩ܃ΔנΛ
དЙ≵᳝ⳟࠄԴˈߎᏂ˛
ݺტকԱΔԫऴࠐՂఄΖ
៥ᛳݦњˈϔⳈ≵ᴹϞ⧁Ǆ
ࠇקऱ֚ػ֚מᄊࡉΔױਢڰՂΕඡՂᝫਢܐऱΖ܃ଶࠐΔ
ࣹრຍࠝऱ֚᧢֏Ζ
࣫ҀⱘހⱑᱪˈৃᰃᮽϞǃᰮϞ䖬ᰃᤎⱘދǄԴ߮ᴹˈ㽕
⊼ᛣ䖭ⱘܓ⇨ব࣪Ǆ
ݺਢൕতֱࠐऱΔ່լᦟຍ㠪ऱ֚מԱΖ
៥ᰃҢफᮍᴹⱘˈ᳔ϡ୰䖭䞠ⱘހњǄ
ࠇקऱ֚מൄൄᕅଅΔᝫᆖൄՀຳΔլֱ֜ঁΖ
࣫Ҁⱘހᐌᐌࠂ亢ˈ䖬㒣ᐌϟ䲾ˈϡᮍ֓Ǆ
ߠݺመຳΔݺଚᐖڠൕࠐլՀຳΖ
៥≵㾕䖛䲾ˈ៥ӀᑓᎲҢᴹϡϟ䲾Ǆ
ݺൕՂ௧ࠐࠇקՠ܂Δรԫڻࠩຳऱழଢ༉ৰᘋΖ
៥ҢϞ⍋ᴹ࣫ҀᎹˈϔⳟࠄ䲾ⱘᯊህᕜ催݈Ǆ

ݺਤؚ֚܃Ա༓ڻሽᇩΔ܃ຟլڇΖװ܃ୌࠝԱΛ
៥᯼㒭Դᠧњ⬉䆱ˈԴ䛑ϡǄԴএાܓњ˛
ݺଚᛩঅଟᑗຝڶ೯ΖՂ֑ݺଚװԱֆႼࡉీ߫־ᖚࡑ݃ΔՀ
֑װՠᐗԱΖ
៥Ӏ⦃ֱׅФ䚼᳝⌏ࡼǄϞज៥Ӏএњ݀ು☿䔺キᤵൗഒˈϟ
जএᎹॖњǄ
ࠩՠᐗչ䈥ΛؚՠႯΛ
ࠄᎹॖخҔМ˛ᠧᎹ৫˛
ࠩՠᐗݼᤜװԱΖ߷୮ՠᐗඈנऱᐒֽࡉᐒݺଚຍଡৄؑທ
ګԱᣤૹऱۆΔהଚඈ࣋ऱᐒֽࣾނ㠪ऱູຟڽԱΖ
ࠄᎹॖᡫ䆂এњǄ䙷ᆊᎹॖᥦߎⱘᑳ∈ᑳ⇨㒭៥Ӏ䖭ϾජᏖ䗴
៤њϹ䞡ⱘ∵ᶧˈҪӀᥦᬒⱘᑳ∈ᡞ⊇䞠ⱘ剐䛑↦⅏њǄ
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(Woman)
(Man)

ຍଡംᠲৰᣤૹΔהଚլუᇞެႯΛ
䖭Ͼ䯂乬ᕜϹ䞡ˈҪӀϡᛇ㾷އ৫˛
უਢუΔױਢڶ౨ԺᇞެΔڂ㻽ᇞެຍଡംᠲᏁक़ৰڍᙒΖ
הଚᎅ࣠ڕਙࢌլᚥהܗଚΔהଚՈڶᙄऄΖ
ᛇᰃᛇˈৃᰃ≵᳝㛑㾷ˈއЎ㾷އ䖭Ͼ䯂乬䳔㽕㢅ᕜ䪅Ǆ
ҪӀ䇈བᵰᬓᑰϡᐂࡽҪӀˈҪӀг≵᳝ࡲ⊩Ǆ

Section IV—Long Narration
The passages in this section are clearly labeled as either traditional or simplified.
CD 2
Track
22

You will listen to several long narrations of passages for questions 173
to 220. Each dialogue should be played twice. You may take notes.
After replaying each passage, students will be given 12 seconds, on the
actual exam, to read the question and choose the most appropriate
response (A), (B), (C), or (D) in English, from the answer sheet. Please
be reminded that during the AP Chinese Exam, the question will be
displayed only after you hear the narration; therefore, in this practice,
previewing the printed questions prior to listening to the narrations is
not recommended.

173–174
[Traditional-character version]
՛ؚاՠऱ߷୮塊塢ΔسრԫऴຟৰړΖ塊塢ऱ۔ចਢԫۯնԼ
(Man)
זڣฝࠐاભഏऱፕԳΔኙ՛ॺاൄړΖࠐپ堩ऱড়Գ՛ا
ऱ՛၄ՈֺܑԳऱڍΔױਢ՛اડྥլԱΖ۔ចუࠐუװΔ
Ոუլࣔػ՛ا㻽չ䈥Ζ՛اᎅΚϘݺຍᖂཚᙇԱԫ॰֏
ᖂᓰΔפᓰܑڍΔᝫᆖൄװኔ᧭ᇢ᧭ΖԫᢰؚՠΔԫᢰ
ᖂΔ࠹ݺլԱԱΖϙ

[Simplified-character version]
ᇣ⇥ᠧᎹⱘ䙷ᆊ令佚ˈ⫳ᛣϔⳈ䛑ᕜདǄ令佚ⱘ㗕ᵓᰃϔԡѨक
(Man)
ᑈҷ⿏⇥ᴹ㕢ⱘৄҎˈᇍᇣ⇥䴲ᐌདǄᴹৗ佁ⱘᅶҎ㒭ᇣ⇥
ⱘᇣ䌍г↨㒭߿Ҏⱘˈৃᰃᇣ⇥さ✊ϡخњǄ㗕ᵓᛇᴹᛇএˈ
гᛇϡᯢⱑᇣ⇥ЎҔМ㽕䕲㘠Ǆᇣ⇥䇈˖“៥䖭ᄺᳳ䗝њϔ䮼࣪
ᄺ䇒ˈࡳ䇒⡍߿ˈ䖬ᕫ㒣ᐌএᅲ偠ᅸخ䆩偠Ǆϔ䖍ᠧᎹˈϔ䖍
ᄺдˈ៥ফϡњњǄ”
CD 2
Track
23
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175–176
[Traditional-character version]
ڇᐾಬچࠇק֚ቃΚվ࡙֚ၴΔଅٻೣতΔଅԺԫΕԲ
(Woman)
్Δ່܅ᄵ᥊ּ24৫Ζ֚֚ࣔػΔڍႆ᠏ອΔڶ՛ॸΔতଅΔ
ଅԺԿΕ్Δ່ᄵ᥊ּ27৫Ζ࡙֚ࣔၴΔଅקٻ᠏তΔଅ
ԺԲΕԿ్Δ່܅ᄵ᥊ּ23৫Ζ
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155

[Simplified-character version]
⦄᪁䗕࣫Ҁഄऎ⇨乘˖Ҟ䯈ˈ亢أफˈ亢ϔǃѠ
(Woman)
㑻ˈ᳔Ԣ⇨⏽ᨘ⇣24ᑺǄᯢⱑˈѥ䕀䰈ˈ᳝ᇣ䲼ˈफ亢ˈ
亢ϝǃಯ㑻ˈ᳔催⇨⏽ᨘ⇣27ᑺǄᯢ䯈ˈ亢࣫䕀फˈ亢
Ѡǃϝ㑻ˈ᳔Ԣ⇨⏽ᨘ⇣23ᑺǄ
177–178
[Traditional-character version]
Ꮨفػਢխഏऱԫۯထټ୮ΖᏘفػൕ՛༉ᦟࠝΔױਢ
(Man)
ࠩԱ27ᄣהթڤإၲࡨᖂᢄΖᏘ່فػᦟ೯ढΔ຺ڕΕ
ູΕչ䈥ऱΖ㻽Աړ೯ढΔᏘفػᆖൄీڇᖫՀᨠኘ೯ढΔ
ԫీ༉ਢ༓ଡ՛ழΖ㻽Աچړޓᨠኘ೯ढΔᏘفػՈᆖൄڇ୮㠪
塄ԫࠄ೯ढΔڼڂΔהՀऱ೯ढຟॺൄሓటΖ

[Simplified-character version]
唤ⱑᰃЁⱘϔԡ㨫ৡ⬏ᆊǄ唤ⱑҢᇣህ୰⬏⬏ৃˈܓᰃ
(Man)
ࠄњ27ቕҪᠡℷᓣᓔྟᄺд㒬⬏Ǆ唤ⱑ᳔୰⬏ࡼ⠽ˈབ右ǃ
剐ǃ㰿ҔМⱘǄЎњ⬏དࡼ⠽ˈ唤ⱑ㒣ᐌキᷥϟ㾖ᆳࡼ⠽ˈ
ϔキህᰃϾᇣᯊǄЎњདഄ㾖ᆳࡼ⠽ˈ唤ⱑг㒣ᐌᆊ䞠
ݏϔѯࡼ⠽ˈℸˈҪヨϟⱘࡼ⠽䛑䴲ᐌ䘐ⳳǄ
CD 2
Track
25

179–180
[Traditional-character version]
ભഏᖂسኙᖂխ֮ڶչ䈥ᘋᔊΔױਢהৰᦟڇխഏس
(Man)
Δ֠ࠡਢኙپխഏလࡉڇխഏள۩ܑტᘋᔊΖڶԫ֚Δ
ࠩᖂீॵ२ऱԫ୮堩塢پ堩Ζ݄הՀࠐא৵Δࣚ೭՛ࡦஞࠐလ
ᓮהរလΔױਢהլᎁᢝလՂऱխ֮ڗΖუΚ֘إխഏ
လຟৰپړΔپչ䈥ຟԫᑌΖՊਢΔהᙟঁਐԱਐလՂऱԫ۩
ڗΔش֮ኙࣚ೭ᎅ;! Ϙݺ༉រຍଡܣΖϙ՛ࡦش֮ڃה
ᎅ;!ϘኙլದΔ٣سΔຍଡլ౨"پϙ! լᘋچᎅ;! Ϙ৻䈥
լ౨پΔݺբᆖپመࠟڻԱΖϙ՛ࡦూထᎅ;! Ϙپ܃መࠟڻԱΛ
լױ౨ܣΔຍਢݺଚ堩ࢋऱ"ܴڗټϙऱᜭદԱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
㕢ᄺ⫳ᕐᕫᇍᄺЁ᭛≵᳝ҔМ݈䍷ˈৃᰃҪᕜ୰Ё⫳
(Man)
⌏ˈᇸ݊ᰃᇍৗЁ㦰Ёᮙ㸠⡍߿ᛳ݈䍷Ǆ᳝ϔˈᕐᕫ
ࠄᄺ᷵䰘䖥ⱘϔᆊ佁佚ৗ佁ǄҪതϟᴹҹৢˈ᳡ࡵਬᇣྤᣓᴹ㦰
ऩ䇋Ҫ⚍㦰ˈৃᰃҪϡ䅸䆚㦰ऩϞⱘЁ᭛ᄫǄᕐᕫᛇ˖ডℷЁ
㦰䛑ᕜདৗˈৗҔМ䛑ϔḋǄѢᰃˈҪ䱣֓ᣛњᣛ㦰ऩϞⱘϔ㸠
ᄫˈ⫼㣅᭛ᇍ᳡ࡵਬ䇈: “៥ህ⚍䖭Ͼ৻Ǆ”ᇣྤ⫼㣅᭛ಲㄨҪ䇈:
“ᇍϡ䍋ˈˈ⫳ܜ䖭Ͼϡ㛑ৗ!” ᕐᕫϡ催݈ഄ䇈: “ᗢМϡ㛑ৗˈ
៥Ꮖ㒣ৗ䖛ϸњǄ”ᇣྤュⴔ䇈: “Դৗ䖛ϸњ˛ϡৃ㛑৻ˈ
䖭ᰃ៥Ӏ佁ᑫⱘৡᄫਔ!” ᕐᕫⱘ㜌㑶њǄ
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181–182
[Traditional-character version]
խഏԳᓮড়پ堩ڶৰڍᝑߒΖֺڕ䇣Κپ堩ऱழଢΔڶ࣠ڕԳش
(Woman)
ᆎࢨՎฐଇढ܃ऱழଢΔ܃լ౨ՈشᆎࢨՎװ൷Δۖ
ਢشᅹࢨΙ່ړլ۞شաऱᆎ݈װଇढΔۖਢᚨᇠش
ֆشऱՎࢨᆎ࠷װΙ؆ΔᅝࠟଡԳٵழ݈ோՂऱଇढ
ழΔጐၦᝩ܍ᠨֱऱᆎյઌᅸᐳΔՏᆄլሀመܑԳऱᆎ
݈װଇढΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ЁҎ䇋ᅶৗ佁᳝ᕜ䆆おǄ↨བ䇈˖ৗ佁ⱘᯊˈབᵰ᳝Ҏ⫼
(Woman)
ㅋᄤ࣎ᄤⲯ亳⠽㒭ԴⱘᯊˈԴϡ㛑г⫼ㅋᄤ࣎ᄤএˈ㗠
ᰃ㽕⫼ᄤ˗᳔དϡ㽕⫼㞾Ꮕⱘㅋᄤএ།亳⠽ˈ㗠ᰃᑨ䆹⫼
݀⫼ⱘ࣎ᄤㅋᄤএপ˗ˈᔧϸϾҎৠᯊ།ḠᄤϞⱘ亳⠽
ᯊˈ㽕ሑ䞣䙓ܡঠᮍⱘㅋᄤѦⳌ⺄ᩲˈगϛϡ㽕䎼䖛߿Ҏⱘㅋᄤ
এ།亳⠽Ǆ
CD 2
Track
27

183–185
[Traditional-character version]
ტকਢسխൄߠऱఐΔቃტকਢլ୲࢙ီऱΖቃტকऱ່
(Woman)
ֱړऄਢ֚ᦫ֚ޢቃΔᖕ֚ऱ᧢֏ࣹრ۪ࣚऱঅᄊം
ᠲΖ؆Δ֚ػڍၲ࿗֪Δঁאփ़ੌຏΔ܀ਢඡՂጕᤚ
אছᚨᇠނ࿗֪ᣂړΔ࠹܍אළΖᝫڶΔسխᕣၦᝩ܍ᇿტ
কఐԳऱ൷ᤛΖ࣠ڕ࿇۞աբᆖტকԱΔ່װړ᠔سΔࠀڇ
᠔سऱਐᖄՀپᢐΖڍ໘ֽΔࠀঅᢞߩךऱጕఠழၴΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ᛳݦᰃ⫳⌏Ёᐌ㾕ⱘ⮙ˈ乘䰆ᛳݦᰃϡᆍᗑ㾚ⱘǄ乘䰆ᛳⱘݦ᳔
(Woman)
དᮍ⊩ᰃ↣⇨乘ˈḍ⇨ⱘব࣪⊼ᛣ㸷᳡ⱘֱᱪ䯂
乬Ǆˈⱑ㽕ᓔに᠋ˈҹ֓ᅸݙぎ⇨⌕䗮ˈԚᰃᰮϞⴵ㾝
ҹࠡᑨ䆹ᡞに᠋݇དˈҹܡফޝǄ䖬᳝ˈ⫳⌏Ё㽕ሑ䞣䙓ܡ䎳ᛳ
⮙ݦҎⱘ㾺Ǆབᵰথ⦄㞾ᏅᏆ㒣ᛳݦњˈ᳔དএⳟए⫳ˈᑊ
ए⫳ⱘᣛᇐϟৗ㥃Ǆ㽕ୱ∈ˈᑊֱ䆕ܙ䎇ⱘⴵᯊ䯈Ǆ
CD 2
Track
28

186–189
[Traditional-character version]
խഏԳᖕ۞աऱՑ࠺ᙇᖗಁᆺΖԫࠐᎅΔࠇקԳფ໘ો๙क़
(Woman)
ಁΔՂ௧ԳᦟጸಁΔᐖࣟԳೣფᚊಁΔ៲ගԳᠦլၲၥई
ಁΖխഏಁऱጟᣊৰڍΔಁࠠऱጟᣊՈլ֟ΖխഏԳՕڍᦟش
ຯᕴಁࠠࡉᕴಁࠠᮎಁΔڂ㻽ຍࠟጟಁࠠאױঅֽऱᄵ৫Ζ
ڇխഏΔ໘ಁբᆖګ㻽ԫጟঋΖᐜఴਞᆏऱழଢΔԳଚᄎ໘ਞ
ಁΙየִऱழଢΔՕ୮װ໘የִಁΙദऱழଢΔᘣࣛړ
֖ຟװ໘໘।قఴ၅ᄅദऱಁΖ
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[Simplified-character version]
ЁҎḍ㞾Ꮕⱘষੇ䗝ᢽ㤊Ǆϔ㠀ᴹ䇈ˈ࣫ҀҎ⠅ୱ㣝㥝㢅
(Woman)
㤊ˈϞ⍋Ҏ୰㓓㤊ˈᑓϰҎأ⠅Р啭㤊ˈ㮣ᮣҎ⾏ϡᓔ䜹⊍
㤊ǄЁ㤊ⱘ⾡㉏ᕜˈ㤊㉏⾡ⱘгϡᇥǄЁҎ୰⫼
䱊఼㤊⫋఼㤊≣㤊ˈЎ䖭ϸ⾡㤊ৃҹֱᣕ∈ⱘ⏽ᑺǄ
Ёˈୱ㤊Ꮖ㒣៤Ўϔ⾡д֫Ǆᑚ⼱㡖ⱘᯊˈҎӀӮୱ
㤊˗ᄽᄤ⒵᳜ⱘᯊˈᆊ㽕এୱ⒵᳜㤊˗㒧ီⱘᯊ҆ˈ᳟ད
ট䛑㽕এୱୱ㸼⼎⼱䌎ᮄီⱘ୰㤊Ǆ
CD 2
Track
29

190–193
[Traditional-character version]
ݺ୮㠪ऱԳຟᦟሽီΖݺᅍᅍਢԫଡಯٖՠԳΔהᦟࠇ
(Man)
ᏣΖᅍᅍࠇᏣऱழଢΔൄൄԫᢰԫᢰᇿထഀΖڇԫ୮Օ᠔ೃ
᠔سऱटटᦟ᧯ߛᆏؾΔܑਢߩֺΖሽီՂڶ
ߩᆏؾΔटटॺլױΖააᇿटटٵڇԫ୮᠔ೃՠ܂Δڔ܀
լਢ᠔سΔۖਢԫଡᥨՓΖააᇿटटլԫᑌΔڔԫរࠝՈլ
ᦟ᧯ߛᆏؾΔڔფሽီᏣΖሽီᏣऱழଢΔააൄൄਢᇿ
ထሽီ㠪ऱԳढΔԫᄎࠝୈԫᄎࠝూΔᨃݺଚຟୈూլΖࡪݺ
ࡪਢԫଡխᖂऱ۔ஃΔڔფᆏؾΔ່ᦟભഏሽ
ᐙΖݺᇿהଚऱᘋᔊݙ٤լԫᑌΔݺኙ೯ׂტᘋᔊΖ

[Simplified-character version]
៥ᆊ䞠ⱘҎ䛑୰ⳟ⬉㾚Ǆ៥⠋⠋ᰃϔϾ䗔ӥᎹҎˈҪ୰ⳟҀ
(Man)
࠻Ǆ⠋⠋ⳟҀ࠻ⱘᯊˈᐌᐌϔ䖍ⳟϔ䖍䎳ⴔଅǄϔᆊए䰶
خए⫳ⱘ⠌⠌୰ⳟԧ㚆㡖Ⳃˈ⡍߿ᰃ䎇⧗↨䌯Ǆা㽕⬉㾚Ϟ᳝
䎇⧗㡖Ⳃˈ⠌⠌䴲ⳟϡৃǄཛྷཛྷ䎳⠌⠌ৠϔᆊए䰶ᎹˈԚཌྷ
ϡᰃए⫳ˈ㗠ᰃϔϾᡸǄཛྷཛྷ䎳⠌⠌ϡϔḋˈཌྷϔ⚍ܓгϡ୰
ⳟԧ㚆㡖Ⳃˈཌྷ⠅ⳟ⬉㾚࠻Ǆⳟ⬉㾚࠻ⱘᯊˈཛྷཛྷᐌᐌᰃ䎳
ⴔ⬉㾚䞠ⱘҎ⠽ˈϔӮુܓϔӮܓュˈ䅽៥Ӏ䛑ુュϡᕫǄ៥ྤ
ྤᰃϔϾЁᄺⱘ㣅䇁㗕Ꮬˈཌྷ⠅ⳟ㣅䇁㡖Ⳃˈ᳔୰ⳟ㕢⬉
ᕅǄ៥䎳ҪӀⱘ݈䍷ᅠܼϡϔḋˈ៥াᇍࡼ⬏⠛ᛳ݈䍷Ǆ
CD 2
Track
30

194–197
[Traditional-character version]
ፖભഏ୮९ઌֺΔڇભഏऱխഏ୮அኙऱཚඨֺለΔڂ
(Woman)
ڼΔ୮९ኙऱᖂܑૹီΔڇᖂՂጥֺભഏ୮९ᣤ
ڍΖڍᑇխഏ୮९ݦඨᖂګᗨᚌߐΔࠄڶ୮அ۟ޣ
ٺ॰ەᇢॺBլױΖৰڍխഏ୮९լႛ۞ޣաऱՂՕ
ᖂΔۖݦඨהଚەՂྨټՕᖂΔຍਢڂ㻽ՂྨټՕᖂኙא
৵ބՠړڶ܂Ζ؆ΔՖەՂྨټՕᖂΔ୮९Ո૿ڶΖڇ
ᙇᖗՕᖂറᄐՂΔխഏ୮९ݦתڍඨᖂઝࢨृᦰ᠔ᖂೃΕ
ऄ৳ᖂೃչ䈥ऱΔۖլݦඨהଚᖂ֮ઝΖڇ୮அඒߛֱ૿Δխഏ
୮९Ոᚨᇠᖂભഏ୮९ΔނᙇᖗऱᦞܓᝫΔޓ
ڍऱ۞طΖ
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[Simplified-character version]
Ϣ㕢ᆊ䭓Ⳍ↨ˈ㕢ⱘЁᆊᒁᇍᄽᄤⱘᳳᳯ↨䕗催ˈ
(Woman)
ℸˈᆊ䭓ᇍᄽᄤⱘᄺд⡍߿䞡㾚ˈᄺдϞㅵᕫ↨㕢ᆊ䭓Ϲᕫ
Ǆ᭄Ёᆊ䭓Ꮰᳯᄽᄤᄺд៤⿃Ӭ⾔ˈ᳝ѯᆊᒁ⫮㟇㽕∖ᄽ
ᄤ䮼㗗䆩䴲ᕫAϡৃǄᕜЁᆊ䭓ϡҙ㽕∖㞾ᏅⱘᄽᄤϞ
ᄺˈ㗠ϨᏠᳯҪӀ㗗Ϟৡ⠠ᄺˈ䖭Џ㽕ᰃЎϞৡ⠠ᄺᇍҹ
ৢᡒᎹ᳝ད໘Ǆˈᄤཇ㗗Ϟৡ⠠ᄺˈᆊ䭓г᳝䴶ᄤǄ
䗝ᢽᄺϧϮϞˈЁᆊ䭓ञᏠᳯᄽᄤᄺ⧚⾥㗙䇏एᄺ䰶ǃ
⊩ᕟᄺ䰶ҔМⱘˈ㗠ϡᏠᳯҪӀᄺ᭛⾥Ǆᆊᒁᬭ㚆ᮍ䴶ˈЁ
ᆊ䭓г䆌ᑨ䆹ᄺд㕢ᆊ䭓ˈᡞ䗝ᢽⱘᴗ߽䖬㒭ᄽᄤˈ㒭ᄽᄤ
ⱘ㞾⬅Ǆ
CD 2
Track
31

198–201
[Traditional-character version]
Δ՛ᣝΔݺਢ്ဎΖݺؚ܃ԱࠟڻሽᇩΔ܃ຟլڇ୮Ζװ܃
(Woman)
ୌࠝԱΛװՂᓰԱႯΛহଚٵᖂᄷໂԫದװሽᐙΖݺ।ࡪࡉ
ݺຟװΖሽᐙਢՀ֑រתऱΔݺଚᄷໂរᤪऱழଢڇሽᐙೃ
லᢰऱ߷୮࠼塢ߠ૿Ζ܃უլუᇿݺଚԫದװሽᐙΛ࣠ڕუ
װΔᓮڇԿរאתছؚݺଡሽᇩࢨृរᤪऱழଢऴ൷߷װ୮
࠼塢ݺބଚܣΖړΔ٦ߠΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ୖˈᇣБˈ៥ᰃᓴढǄ៥㒭Դᠧњϸ⬉䆱ˈԴ䛑ϡᆊǄԴএ
(Woman)
ાܓњ˛এϞ䇒њ৫˛અӀৠᄺޚϔ䍋এⳟഎ⬉ᕅǄ៥㸼ྤ
៥䛑এǄ⬉ᕅᰃϟजಯ⚍ञⱘˈ៥Ӏޚಯ⚍䩳ⱘᯊ⬉ᕅ䰶
ᮕ䖍ⱘ䙷ᆊ੪ଵ佚㾕䴶ǄԴᛇϡᛇ䎳៥Ӏϔ䍋এⳟ⬉ᕅ˛བᵰᛇ
এˈ䇋ϝ⚍ञҹࠡ㒭៥ᠧϾ⬉䆱㗙ಯ⚍䩳ⱘᯊⳈএ䙷ᆊ
੪ଵ佚ᡒ៥Ӏ৻Ǆདˈݡ㾕Ǆ
CD 2
Track
32

202–205
[Traditional-character version]
խഏԳऱࡩڶԫଡڗऱΔՈࠟڶଡࢨࠟଡאՂऱΖԫଡڗऱࡩ
(Man)
ࡩΔࠟଡࢨࠟଡאڗՂऱࡩᓤࡩΖխഏࠩࢍࡩ֟ڍڶΔ۟վ
ڶᄷᒔऱᑇڗΖᖕᎅΔڇৰאڰছΔڶԫଡᦰԳᐊԱԫء
Δπۍ୮ࡩρΔ㠪༼ࠩऱխഏࡩڶնڍۍଡΔࠡխքԼଡ
ਢᓤࡩΖڶԳอૠΔڇխഏऱᖵ֮խΔנመऱխഏࡩڶն
ՏڍଡΖڇൄߠऱࡩۍࠟڶଡΖ്Ε׆ΕޕΕ᎓ΕᏥਢࠡխ່
ൄߠऱࡩΔۖ壆ᆼΕᑛၺΕஈਢխഏ່ൄߠऱᓤࡩΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ЁҎⱘྦྷ᳝ϔϾᄫⱘˈг᳝ϸϾϸϾҹϞⱘǄϔϾᄫⱘྦྷি
(Man)
ऩྦྷˈϸϾϸϾᄫҹϞⱘྦྷিྦྷǄЁࠄᑩ᳝ᇥྦྷˈ㟇Ҟ
≵᳝ⱘ⹂ޚ᭄ᄫǄ䇈ˈᕜᮽҹࠡˈ᳝ϔϾ䇏кҎݭњϔᴀ
кˈিǉⱒᆊྦྷǊˈк䞠ᦤࠄⱘЁྦྷ᳝ѨⱒϾˈ݊Ё݁कϾ
ᰃྦྷǄ᳝Ҏ㒳䅵ˈЁⱘग़᭛⤂Ёˈߎ⦄䖛ⱘЁྦྷ᳝Ѩ
गϾǄ⦄ᐌ㾕ⱘྦྷ᳝ϸⱒϾǄᓴǃ⥟ǃᴢǃ䍉ǃ߬ᰃ݊Ё᳔
ᐌ㾕ⱘऩྦྷˈ㗠䇌㨯ǃ䰇ǃৌᕦㄝᰃЁ᳔ᐌ㾕ⱘྦྷǄ
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206–209
[Traditional-character version]
ఐԳ۰ೃऱழଢΔᘣԳࢨ֖ࣛᄎࠩ᠔ೃ൶Δຍਢԫጟ៖ᎎΖא
(Woman)
ছΔխഏԳࠩ᠔ೃ൶ఐԳழΔൄൄᄎఐԳԫࠄپऱࣟ۫Δ
ڇ။ࠐ။ڍऱԳᦟఐԳಬធक़Ζࠩ᠔ೃ൶ఐԳऱழଢΔ
ழၴլ֜९Δܡঞᄎᐙ᠔سՠࡉ܂ఐԳٖஒΖᇿఐԳᎅᇩ
ࣹრΔڍᓫ༭ݶऱᇩᠲΔլᎅࠨᖿఐԳऱᇩΖڇխഏΔޢ୮᠔ೃ
ຟࡳԱ൶ఐԳऱழၴΖԫൣउՀΔՂ֑ਢए᛭ऱழၴΔլ
౨൶Δࢬא൶ఐԳຟڇՀ֑ΖޢਣཚڶԿΕଡՀ֑אױ൶
ΔழၴՕڍਢڇՀ֑Կរᤪא৵ΖࡌأऱழଢΔ൶ఐԳऱழ
ၴאױ९ԫࠄΖ

[Simplified-character version]
⮙Ҏԣ䰶ⱘᯊ҆ˈҎ᳟টӮࠄए䰶䆓ˈ䖭ᰃϔ⾡⼐䉠Ǆҹ
(Woman)
ࠡˈЁҎࠄए䰶䆓⮙ҎᯊˈᐌᐌӮ㒭⮙Ҏᏺϔѯৗⱘϰ㽓ˈ
⦄䍞ᴹ䍞ⱘҎ୰㒭⮙Ҏ䗕剰㢅Ǆࠄए䰶䆓⮙Ҏⱘᰖˈ
ᯊ䯈ϡ㽕䭓ˈ৺߭Ӯᕅડए⫳Ꮉ⮙ҎӥᙃǄ䎳⮙Ҏ䇈䆱㽕
⊼ᛣˈ䇜ᛝᖿⱘ䆱乬ˈϡ䇈ࠎ▔⮙Ҏⱘ䆱ǄЁˈ↣ᆊए䰶
䛑㾘ᅮњ䆓⮙Ҏⱘᯊ䯈Ǆϔ㠀ᚙމϟˈϞजᰃ⊏⭫ⱘᯊ䯈ˈϡ
㛑䆓ˈ᠔ҹ䆓⮙Ҏ䛑ϟजǄ↣᯳ᳳ᳝ϝǃಯϾϟजৃҹ
䆓ˈᯊ䯈ᰃϟजϝ⚍䩳ҹৢǄ਼ⱘᯊˈ䆓⮙Ҏⱘᯊ
䯈ৃҹ䭓ϔѯǄ
CD 2
Track
34

210–213
[Traditional-character version]
ֲڇൄسխΔխഏԳᝮᓮܑԳࠩ୮㠪ড়ՕؚشڍሽᇩࢨृՑ
(Woman)
ᙰᝮᓮऱֱڤΖ࣠ڕਢֺለૹऱ೯Δ༉ᄎ࿇ᓮ၀ᝮᓮড়ԳΖ
ࠩխഏԳ୮㠪ড়Δ່ڇړપࡳऱழၴ㠪ࠩሒΔ༼ছࢨृᙈࠩຟ
ਢլ៖ᎎऱΖխഏԳᓮড়᜔ਢ᠆شฐऱ堩လࢵৱড়ԳΔױਢԳ
ᝫᄎኙড়ԳᎅϘչ䈥پړऱΔᓮᙟঁپϙհᣊऱᇩΔຍ
ࠄຟਢխഏԳऱ៖ᎎΖڇխഏԳ୮㠪پ堩ΔޢᅝԫሐလጤՂ堩ோ
א৵ΔԳ᜔ਢᄎᑷൣچᓮড়Գ٣پΖޢᅝຍழΔড়Գ༉ᄎᎅࠄ
ტऱᇩࢨृᓮԳ٣پΖড়ԳܫऱழଢΔԳᄎ៖ᎎچ
ᎅϘᝫڰୌΔ٦݄ԫᄎࠝܣϙΔϘ৻䈥ଶࠐ༉ߨܴϙչ䈥ऱΖ
࣠ڕড়Գ࿇ԳᝫࠃڶൣΔ༉ᚨᇠ೯ܫΖܫழΔ٦
ԫٻڻԳ।قტࡉዙრΔֺڕᎅϘტ܃ଚϙΕϘؚឫ൞
ԱϙΖᅝྥΔ࣠ڕਢᣂএֺለ२ऱԳΔ߷䈥ΔԳࡉড়Գհ
ၴ༉լؘ֜ড়ԱΖ
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[Simplified-character version]
᮹ᐌ⫳⌏ЁˈЁҎ䙔䇋߿Ҏࠄᆊ䞠خᅶ⫼ᠧ⬉䆱㗙ষ
(Woman)
༈䙔䇋ⱘᮍᓣǄབᵰᰃ↨䕗䞡㽕ⱘ⌏ࡼˈህӮথ䇋䌈䙔䇋ᅶҎǄ
ࠄЁҎᆊ䞠خᅶˈ᳔ད㑺ᅮⱘᯊ䯈䞠ࠄ䖒ˈᦤࠡ㗙䖳ࠄ䛑
ᰃϡ⼐䉠ⱘǄЁҎ䇋ᅶᘏᰃ⫼Єⲯⱘ佁㦰ᕙᅶҎˈৃᰃЏҎ
ᕔᕔ䖬ӮᇍᅶҎ䇈“≵خҔМདৗⱘˈ䇋䱣֓ৗ”П㉏ⱘ䆱ˈ䖭ѯ
䛑ᰃЁҎⱘ⼐䉠ǄЁҎᆊ䞠ৗ佁ˈ↣ᔧϔ䘧㦰ッϞ佁Ḡҹ
ৢˈЏҎᘏᰃӮ⛁ᚙഄ䇋ᅶҎܜৗǄ↣ᔧ䖭ᯊˈᅶҎህӮ䇈ѯᛳ
䇶ⱘ䆱㗙䇋ЏҎܜৗǄᅶҎਞ䕲ⱘᯊˈЏҎӮ⼐䉠ഄ䇈“䖬
ᮽાˈݡതϔӮ“ˈ”৻ܓᗢМ߮ᴹህ㽕䍄ਔ”ҔМⱘǄབᵰᅶҎথ
⦄ЏҎ䖬᳝џᚙˈخህᑨ䆹Џࡼਞ䕲Ǆਞ䕲ᯊˈ㽕ݡϔЏҎ
㸼⼎ᛳ䇶ℝᛣˈ↨བ䇈“ᛳ䇶ԴӀ”ǃ“ᠧᡄᙼњ”ㄝㄝǄᔧ✊ˈ
བᵰᰃ݇㋏↨䕗䖥ⱘҎˈ䙷МˈЏҎᅶҎП䯈ህϡᖙᅶ⇨
њǄ
CD 2
Track
35

214–216
[Traditional-character version]
խഏՕᖂࢵسΔ4–9॰ᖂઝऱګەᜎΙભഏՕᖂࢵسΔ
(Woman)
SATIऱەᇢګᜎΔԫࠄᖂீࡉറᄐᝫSATIIऱەᇢګ
ᜎΖڂ㻽խഏՕᖂࢵسΔݙ٤ᖂسऱګەᜎΔ߷䈥Օᖂەᇢ
ەړᡏ༉㢾ࡳԫଡᖂسԫسऱࡎሎΖભഏऱᖂڇسխཚၴױ
ڻڍאףSATەᇢΔԫەڻլړᝫڶรԲڻΖભഏՕᖂೈԱ
ᖂسऱTATګᜎא؆ΔՈխཚၴऱەᇢګᜎΔՈ༉ਢᎅΔ
ڇભഏΔ౨լ౨ՂଡړՕᖂΔೈԱՕᖂەᇢא؆Δؓழऱᖂګ
ᜎՈৰૹΖݺᎁ㻽ຍৰڶሐΔኙᖂࠐسᎅՈৰֆؓΖխഏՕ
ᖂࢵسΔೈԱ֟ᑇറᄐ؆ΔՕຝ։റᄐլၞ۩૿ᇢΔۖભഏீ
ܑࣹૹኙᖂسऱ૿ᇢΔຍԫរଖංΖભഏՕᖂࢵسழᄎە
ᐞᖂسऱष೯ಖᙕΔחԳᙊᖌऱਢխഏீ㤪լૹီᖂڇس
ຍࠄֱ૿ऱ।Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
Ёᄺ⫳ˈЏ㽕ⳟ4–9䮼ᄺ⾥ⱘ催㗗៤㒽˗㕢ᄺ⫳ˈ
(Woman)
㽕ⳟSATIⱘ㗗䆩៤㒽ˈϔѯᄺ᷵ϧϮ䖬㽕ⳟSATIIⱘ㗗䆩៤
㒽ǄЎЁᄺ⫳ˈᅠܼⳟᄺ⫳ⱘ催㗗៤㒽ˈ䙷Мᄺ㗗䆩
㗗ᕫདണህއᅮϔϾᄺ⫳ϔ⫳ⱘੑ䖤Ǆ㕢ⱘᄺ⫳催Ёᳳ䯈ৃ
ҹখࡴSAT㗗䆩ˈϔ㗗ϡད䖬᳝ѠǄ㕢ᄺ䰸њⳟ
ᄺ⫳ⱘSAT៤㒽ҹˈг㽕ⳟ催Ёᳳ䯈ⱘ㗗䆩៤㒽ˈгህᰃ䇈ˈ
㕢ˈ㛑ϡ㛑ϞϾདᄺˈ䰸њᄺ㗗䆩ҹˈᑇᯊⱘᄺд៤
㒽гᕜ䞡㽕Ǆ៥䅸Ў䖭ᕜ᳝䘧⧚ˈᇍᄺ⫳ᴹ䇈гᕜ݀ᑇǄЁ
ᄺ⫳ˈ䰸њᇥ᭄ϧϮˈ䚼ߚϧϮϡ䖯㸠䴶䆩ˈ㗠㕢催᷵
⡍߿⊼䞡ᇍᄺ⫳ⱘ䴶䆩ˈ䖭ϔ⚍ؐᕫ㤤Ǆ㕢ᄺ⫳ᯊӮ㗗
㰥ᄺ⫳ⱘ⼒ऎ⌏ࡼ䆄ᔩˈҸҎ䘫ធⱘᰃЁ催᷵ैϡ䞡㾚ᄺ⫳
䖭ѯᮍ䴶ⱘ㸼⦄Ǆ
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217–220
[Traditional-character version]
ᦫۯٺ㽬Δ୮அംᠲਢԫଡᑷ॰ᇩᠲΖ࠹ႚอ୮அᨠ࢚ऱᐙΔ
(Woman)
խഏԳ༓זԳԫದسਢৰൄߠऱࠃൣΖᙟထषᄎسֽؓऱ༼
Δ୮அዌՈ᧢ޏԱΖڇվ֚ΔྤᓵਢৄؑᝫਢልޘΔ༓זԳ
٥سٵऱՕ୮அດዬ᧢ګԱխ՛୮அΖܑਢৄؑխΔ༓זԳ
سڇԫଡৢᛆՀऱွբᆖৰ֟ԱΖڍᑇڣ᎘Գݦඨദא৵
ࡉ۔Գ։ၲسΔຍՈਢԫຝ։ڣ۔ԳऱᣋඨΖຍլ౨ᎅխഏԳ
լ٦ૹီ୮அԱΔኔᎾՂΔ։ၲسऱڣ᎘Գᝫਢ༇ᄃΕᅃ۔
ԳऱΔ۔ԳՈᆖൄࠩՖ୮㠪ᚥܗᅃΔᚥՖԫࠄ୮
೭ΖՕ୮ؓழ۞աऱࠃൣΔࠩԱᆏֲΔՖଚᄎထ៖װ
ඨ۔ԳΔፖ۔Գԫದመᆏ৫Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
ԡӫˈᆊᒁ䯂乬ᰃϔϾ⛁䮼䆱乬ǄফӴ㒳ᆊᒁ㾖ᗉⱘᕅડˈ
(Woman)
ЁҎҷҎϔ䍋⫳⌏ᰃᕜᐌ㾕ⱘџᚙǄ䱣ⴔ⼒Ӯ⫳⌏∈ᑇⱘᦤ
催ˈᆊᒁ㒧ᵘгᬍবњǄҞˈ᮴䆎ᰃජᏖ䖬ᰃݰᴥˈҷҎ
݅ৠ⫳⌏ⱘᆊᒁ䗤⏤ব៤њЁᇣᆊᒁǄ⡍߿ᰃජᏖЁˈҷҎ
⫳⌏ϔϾሟϟⱘ⦄䈵Ꮖ㒣ᕜᇥњǄ᭄ᑈ䕏ҎᏠᳯ㒧ီҹৢ
㗕Ҏߚᓔ⫳⌏ˈ䖭гᰃϔ䚼ߚ㗕ᑈҎⱘᜓᳯǄ䖭ϡ㛑䇈ЁҎ
ϡݡ䞡㾚ᆊᒁњˈᅲ䰙Ϟˈߚᓔ⫳⌏ⱘᑈ䕏Ҏ䖬ᰃᇞᭀǃ✻乒㗕
Ҏⱘˈ㗕Ҏг㒣ᐌࠄᄤཇᆊ䞠ᐂࡽ✻乒ᄽᄤˈᐂᄤཇخϔѯᆊ
ࡵǄᆊᑇᯊخ㞾Ꮕⱘџᚙˈࠄњ㡖؛᮹ˈᄤཇӀӮᏺⴔ⼐કএ
ⳟᳯ㗕ҎˈϢ㗕Ҏϔ䍋䖛㡖ᑺ؛Ǆ
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CHAPTER

3

GENERAL INFORMATION
The Reading Comprehension section of the test assesses the student’s interpretive
communication skills. The student will read a variety of written texts—such as
advertisements, articles, e-mails, letters, notes, posters, signs, and stories—before
answering multiple-choice questions about the texts.
This chapter is organized into the following sections:
•
•
•
•

Reading Strategies
Reading Selections and Sample Questions
Answer Keys
Answers and Answer Explanations

All passages in this chapter are presented in both traditional and simplified characters. Phrases referenced in the Answer Explanation section are first written in the
traditional-character version and immediately followed by the simplified counterpart in parentheses. If there is no parenthesized phrase, the presented characters are
common in both the traditional and simplified versions.

READING STRATEGIES
This section presents nine reading strategies that students can use to hone their
reading comprehension skills prior to taking the test. Students may find that some
strategies are more applicable than others in different contexts, or that certain strategies are more helpful given their individual reading styles.
The nine reading strategies are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Prediction
Skimming
Scanning
Understanding main ideas
Ignoring unimportant words
Guessing and analyzing
Detailed reading
Inferring ideas
Determining the writer’s attitude
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STRATEGY

1

Prediction

During the pre-reading phase, students are encouraged to identify what they already
know about the topic and use that knowledge to predict what they may learn from
the reading. They may even begin to formulate questions that they may be asked
to answer after reading the text.
1. What information might students predict before reading the following
passage?
[Traditional-character version]
२ֲΔԫٝՂ௧ீႼᖂسሿشᙒᓳق᧩ܫΚڶ97/8&ऱᖂؓسழڶሿش
ᙒΔۖᙟထڣऱᏺ९Δהଚऱሿشᙒ။ࠐ။ڍΖ

[Simplified-character version]
䖥᮹ˈϔӑϞ⍋᷵ುᄺ⫳䳊⫼䪅䇗ᶹਞᰒ⼎˖᳝86.7%ⱘᄺ⫳ᑇᯊ᳝䳊⫼
䪅ˈ㗠Ϩ䱣ⴔᑈ啘ⱘ䭓ˈҪӀⱘ䳊⫼䪅䍞ᴹ䍞Ǆ

This passage is a survey report about the amount of allowance students receive. It
is highly likely that students already know something about the discussed topic,
“ሿشᙒ” (“䳊⫼䪅”), from personal experience, and also because it may be widely
talked about among peers. Before students finish reading the entire text, they may
be able to predict the main ideas of the investigation and formulate some possible
questions. Then, they can compare their predictions with the results of the investigation while reading the passage.
2.
[Traditional-character version]
ભഏऱඒߛૹီᨃ۞ط࿇୶Δࣹრ࿇ཀऱუွԺΖխഏऱඒߛլ
֜ەᐞᖂسऱរΔኙۯޢᖂسऱޣຟԫᑌΖڇխഏΔ֒ᖂऱᚘԺৰՕΔࠌ
ڍᖂګ᧢سԱᄎᦰڽऱەᇢᖲᕴΖભഏ۔ஃᎁ㻽Δᖂس-! ܑਢ՛ᖂس-!
ᚨᇠڇ᎘ᠾΕ༭ݶऱᛩቼխᖂΔۖլᚨᇠᨃהଚტࠩ֜ڶՕᚘԺΔױਢৰڍ
խഏ୮९ኙڼլא㻽ྥΖהଚᎁ㻽՛ᖂऱഗ៕ԫࡳړؚΖ࣠ڕഗ៕ؚլړΔ
ലࠐ༉ڶ౨ԺᇿܑԳᤁञΖ

[Simplified-character version]
㕢ⱘᬭ㚆䞡㾚䅽ᄽᄤ㞾⬅থሩˈ⊼ᛣথᄽᄤⱘᛇ䈵ǄЁⱘᬭ㚆ϡ
㗗㰥ᄺ⫳ⱘ⡍⚍ˈᇍ↣ԡᄺ⫳ⱘ㽕∖䛑ϔḋǄЁˈछᄺⱘय़ᕜˈՓ
䆌ᄺ⫳ব៤њাӮ⅏䇏кⱘ㗗䆩ᴎ఼Ǆ㕢㗕Ꮬ䅸Ўˈᄺ⫳, ⡍߿ᰃᇣᄺ⫳,
ᑨ䆹䕏ᵒǃᛝᖿⱘ⦃๗Ёᄺдˈ㗠ϡᑨ䆹䅽ҪӀᛳࠄ᳝य़ˈৃᰃᕜ
Ёᆊ䭓ᇍℸϡҹЎ✊ǄҪӀ䅸Ўᇣᄺⱘ⸔ϔᅮᕫᠧདǄབᵰ⸔ᠧϡདˈ
ᇚᴹህ≵᳝㛑䎳߿ҎゲѝǄ

This passage is about the major differences of opinion between Chinese and Americans on the topic of education. Students may have years of experience in the
American educational system and/or some experience in the Chinese educational
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system. As they are reading the passage, they may mentally summarize what they
already know about American schools and Chinese families. They can compare
their predictions with the passage as they read, which may help them grasp the
main differences between the two educational systems.
If this article were preceded by the title “խભඒߛऱฆ” (“Ё㕢ᬭ㚆ⱘᏂᓖ”),
the prediction strategy would enable students to glean important information from
the title and to more effectively focus on the main ideas before, or as they finish,
reading.
STRATEGY

2

Skimming

Skimming is a fast-reading skill that does not require reading word by word, but
it does require a high degree of concentration. Skimming may involve reading only
the title, subheading, illustrations, and the first and last paragraphs of a passage, or
the first, second, and last sentence of each paragraph. Instead of a detailed reading,
students are encouraged to try the skimming technique to identify the overall idea
of the text.
Consider the title of the next text, “Bicycle Kingdom,” “۞۩߫׆ഏ” (“㞾㸠䔺
⥟”). Students should start skimming, and then decide if the title is
appropriate.
[Traditional-character version]
۞۩߫׆ഏ
ԳଚᎅΔխഏਢԫଡϘ۞۩߫׆ഏϙΔຍਢڂ㻽խഏऱ۞۩ܑ߫ڍΖ
ؑৄڇΔޢᅝՂՀఄऱழଢΔՕဩ՛ऱ۞۩߫༉ቝᑪֽԫᑌྂࠐΖڇል
ޘΔԳଚൄൄאױࠩՁ֛ᠻထ۞۩߫ΔࡠࣄထΔ݄ڇ৵૿ऱਮՂΔ
ԫ୮Գᘋᘋװچ၇ࣟ۫ΖխഏऱՕᖂீႼתڍຟৰՕΔൕമॐࠩඒΔൕ
ቹ塢ࠩ塊ᨚΔ၏ᠦຟৰΖ࣠ڕᠻ۞۩߫Δ༉ֱঁڍԱΖ
Գଚऱسᠦլၲ۞۩߫Δ۞۩߫ਢխഏԳൄشऱٌຏՠࠠΖ

[Simplified-character version]
㞾㸠䔺⥟
ҎӀ䇈ˈЁᰃϔϾ“㞾㸠䔺⥟”ˈ䖭ᰃЎЁⱘ㞾㸠䔺⡍߿Ǆ
ජᏖˈ↣ᔧϞϟ⧁ⱘᯊˈ㸫ᇣᏋⱘ㞾㸠䔺ህ∈╂ڣϔḋ⍠ᴹǄݰ
ᴥˈҎӀᐌᐌৃҹⳟࠄϜ健ⴔ㞾㸠䔺ˈྏᄤᢅⴔᄽᄤˈതৢ䴶ⱘᶊᄤϞˈ
ϔᆊҎ催催݈݈ഄএфϰ㽓ǄЁⱘᄺ᷵ುञ䛑ᕜˈҢᆓ㟡ࠄᬭᅸˈҢ
к佚ࠄ令ख़ˈ䎱⾏䛑ᕜ䖰Ǆབᵰ健㞾㸠䔺ˈህᮍ֓њǄ
ҎӀⱘ⫳⌏⾏ϡᓔ㞾㸠䔺ˈ㞾㸠䔺ᰃЁҎᐌ⫼ⱘѸ䗮ᎹǄ

While skimming, students should underline the key words, “⡍߹,” “∈╂ڣ,”
“ᠦլၲ” (“⾏ϡᓔ”), and “ᐌ⫼,” paying attention to the first two sentences of the
introductory paragraph, as well as the concluding paragraph. This should give students an overall idea of China as the “Bicycle Kingdom.”
In the next passage, consider the phrases “խഏऱႚอᆏֲ” (“ЁⱘӴ㒳㡖᮹”)
in the first line, followed by “㆔ǃܗᆉ㆔ǃጤ֑ᆏࡉխટᆏ” (“㡖ǃܗᆉ㡖ǃ
ッज㡖Ё⾟㡖”). The introductory paragraph directly addresses the main topic
of the passage.
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[Traditional-character version]
խഏऱႚอᆏֲڶਞᆏΕցୱᆏΕጤ֑ᆏࡉխટᆏΖ
ਞᆏਢልᖟऱᄅڣΔਢԫڣխ່ૹऱᆏֲΖመਞᆏऱழଢΔ୮୮֪֪࣋
ᠮ੧Δᘣ֖ࣛړյઌਈڣΖԱദऱՖထ۞աऱڃ୮ඨئ׀Δئ׀
ՈᄎඡᔘଚᚘᄣᙒΖ٤୮۔՛Δ݄ڇԫದΔᑷᑷᕕᕕپچ堽Ζ
ልᖟִإԼնਢցୱᆏΔՈᗉᆏΖցୱᆏ߷ԫ֚ΔԳଚڇ॰ছՂᗉ
ᦨΔڇԫದپցୱΖልᖟնִնֲਢጤ֑ᆏΖխഏԳڶጤ֑ᆏپጱΕᚊ
ۣऱঋΖልᖟԶִԼնֲਢխટᆏΔຍਢխഏԳ୮அቸႽऱֲΖխટᆏऱ
ඡՂΔִॽԾႽԾॽΖ٤୮Գ݄ڇԫದΔԫᢰᓾִΔԫᢰپထွᐛቸႽऱִ
堿Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
ЁⱘӴ㒳㡖᮹᳝㡖ǃܗᆉ㡖ǃッज㡖Ё⾟㡖ㄝǄ
㡖ᰃݰग़ⱘᮄᑈˈᰃϔᑈЁ᳔䞡㽕ⱘ㡖᮹Ǆ䖛㡖ⱘᯊˈᆊᆊ᠋᠋ᬒ
䶁⚂ˈ᳟҆དটѦⳌᢰᑈǄ㒧њီⱘᄤཇᏺⴔ㞾Ꮕⱘᄽᄤಲᆊⳟᳯ⠊↡ˈ⠊↡
гӮ㒭ᰮ䕜Ӏय़ቕ䪅Ǆܼᆊ㗕ᇣˈതϔ䍋ˈ⛁⛁䯍䯍ഄৗ低ᄤǄ
ݰग़ℷ᳜कѨᰃܗᆉ㡖ˈгি♃㡖Ǆܗᆉ㡖䙷ϔˈҎӀ䮼ࠡᣖϞ♃
ㄐˈೈϔ䍋ৗܗᆉǄݰग़Ѩ᳜Ѩ᮹ᰃッज㡖ǄЁҎ᳝ッज㡖ৗ㊑ᄤǃ䌯啭
㟳ⱘд֫Ǆݰग़᳜ܿकѨ᮹ᰃЁ⾟㡖ˈ䖭ᰃЁҎᆊᒁಶⱘ᮹ᄤǄЁ⾟㡖ⱘ
ᰮϞˈ᳜҂জজ҂ǄܼᆊҎೈതϔ䍋ˈϔ䖍䌣᳜ˈϔ䖍ৗⴔ䈵ᕕಶⱘ᳜
佐Ǆ

Students should then pay attention to the first line of each of the following paragraphs. They may also want to take notes on the activities of each festival, such as
“ᬒ䶁⚂” (set up firecrackers), “ᢰᑈ” (pay a New Year call), “ᚊۣ” (“䌯啭㟳”)
(the dragon boat competition)ˈ“ᓾִ” (“䌣᳜”) (admire the full moon), “پ堽”
(“ৗ低ᄤ”) (eat dumplings), “ৗܗᆉ” (eat sweet dumplings), “ৗ㊑ᄤ” (eat glutinous rice dumplings), and “ִپ堿” (“ৗ᳜佐”) (eat moon cake). By skimming,
students will understand the overall idea of the passage.
STRATEGY

3

Scanning

Scanning is a helpful technique when students are looking for the answer to a particular question. Unlike skimming, scanning involves moving quickly through the
passage seeking specific words and phrases. Scanning is also useful for determining
whether a particular piece of information will answer one of the questions. While
scanning, it may be a good idea to look for organizers such as numbers, letters,
steps, or the words first, second, or next.
Scanning off a computer screen has become increasingly important. Although
this may be an unfamiliar skill for some students, with regular practice, they should
become comfortable with it.
The following example is a program guide for a TV station in Taiwan. Students
should scan the program guide and find the necessary information to answer the
following four comprehension questions.
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[Traditional-character version]
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ழၴ

ᐾנᆏؾ



խီ࡙ᒵᄅፊ



٧٧ړற



ݺෲ-ݺෲ-ݺෲෲෲ



ഏ٠ฆீ



ॺൄ࡛ݎ



ዚגᚭ;ۂতթ



ೃᒵჿ٣;! শቅ࡛ᒴ



խီڜڰᄅፊ



ᤚऄ



ݶᑗس׆



٤اՕᝑഘ



၌్ਣ٠Օሐ



խီ֑ၴᄅፊ



NJU



ᓗᓘଆ



ೃᒵჿ٣;ግ߆ᕓஃ



ೃᒵჿ٣;ނფࠐڃބ



ݺෲ-ݺෲ-ݺෲෲෲ



壀࡛ᣪߦᨵ'فੴఇ



Օຬ༈࡛



խီᄅፊ٤ᖄ



ࡌֲԶរ᤻



ᓗᓘଆ



ຏ೯;! ڽՋಖء
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[Simplified-character version]
ᯊ䯈

᪁ߎ㡖Ⳃ



Ё㾚㒓ᮄ䯏



ބބད᭭⧚



៥⣰៥⣰៥⣰⣰⣰



ܝᓖ᷵



Ϫ⬠䴲ᐌ༛



℠Ҩ៣∳फಯᠡᄤ



䰶㒓ᡶⳟܜ᳐જ乓༛㓬



Ё㾚ᮽᅝᮄ䯏



ޔ㾝⊩䇁



ᖿФ⫳⌏⥟



ܼ⇥䆆ූ



䍙㑻᯳ܝ䘧



Ё㾚ज䯈ᮄ䯏



0,7ৄᖫ



㵈㵊亲



䰶㒓ᡶ⮃ⳟܜ⢖⧚থᏜ



䰶㒓ᡶⳟܜᡞ⠅ᡒಲᴹ



៥⣰៥⣰៥⣰⣰⣰



⼲༛ᅱ䋱䪏 ⦡⦴



䰚ᇏ༛



Ё㾚ᮄ䯏ܼ⧗ᇐ



਼᮹ܿ⚍ܮ



㵈㵊亲



व䗮ࡼ⬏⅏ѵヨ䆄ᴀ
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1. If students are interested in watching an animation program, what time
should they watch?
2. If students are interested in watching a program about Taiwan, when should
they watch?
3. If students are interested in watching a program about traveling in mainland
China, when should they watch?
4. If students are interested in news programs, how many times each day does
the station provide news broadcasting?
ANSWERS:
1. 11:45 pm

2. 12:30 pm

3. 6:00 pm

4. four times

The following is the table of contents of a phone book for a Chinese community.
Refer to the table of contents to find the necessary pages.
[Traditional-character version]
سᐖ

։ᣊ䋚ؾᙕ

ष!ݝڜ..................................... 2

ऄ৳!......................................... 103

߫ጥ!ݝ..................................... 3

ತ!......................................... 140

ၡਙ ! ݝ................................... 5

ࣚ೭!......................................... 202

ቹ䏗!..................................... 6

ࢋ!......................................... 270

໑ढ塢!..................................... 8

ٌຏ!......................................... 412

़ֆ!................................. 11

۰ࢪ!......................................... 484

ഏᎾᖲᐗ!................................. 12

፹ທ!......................................... 536

Ꮖ塢ᢞ!................................. 13

᠔ᢐ!......................................... 548

ભഏࡲඒ!................................. 14

ୡᑗ!......................................... 672

ᆏֲ!................................. 22

ଇ堬!......................................... 698

ભഏඒߛ!................................. 28

֮ඒ!......................................... 761

षᄎঅᎽ!................................. 32

၉࣐!......................................... 813

ދᇷઝ!ݾ................................. 37

ࢵ!......................................... 822

၇߫ᕏᅃ!................................. 38

ጹ৺ሽᇩ! 911
ܑٲ৺ൣउࠌش
ٚ۶ሽᇩ܍၄ऴᐸ
ᤞ־
ᤞኘ
එᥨ߫

ᕏᅃᇢᠲ!................................. 42
ᐙೃᢌቸ!................................. 46
ढਐত!................................. 49
ഏᎾຄሎ!................................. 53
ளሏᥦ!................................. 55
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[Simplified-character version]
⫳⌏ᑓഎ

ߚ㉏ᘏⳂᔩ

⼒ᅝሔ!..................................... 2

⊩ᕟ!......................................... 103

䔺ㅵሔ!..................................... 3

⧚䋶!......................................... 140

䚂ᬓሔ!..................................... 5

᳡ࡵ!......................................... 202

к佚!..................................... 6

ଚᑫ!......................................... 270

म⠽佚!..................................... 8

Ѹ䗮!......................................... 412

㟾ぎ݀ৌ!................................. 11

ԣ᠓!......................................... 484

䰙ᴎॖ!................................. 12

ࠊ䗴!......................................... 536

乚佚ㅒ䆕!................................. 13

ए㥃!......................................... 548

㕢ᅫᬭ!................................. 14

စФ!......................................... 672

Џ㽕㡖᮹!................................. 22

亳佂!......................................... 698

㕢ᬭ㚆!................................. 28

᭛ᬭ!......................................... 761

⼒Ӯֱ䱰!................................. 32

䌌ᯧ!......................................... 813

ᡩ䌘⾥ᡔ!................................. 37

ଚ!......................................... 822

ф䔺偒✻!................................. 38

㋻ᗹ⬉䆱 911
⡍߿ॅᗹᚙމՓ⫼
ӏԩ⬉䆱ܡ䌍Ⳉᢼ
☿䄺
䄺ᆳ
ᬥᡸ䔺

偒✻䆩乬!................................. 42
ᕅ䰶㡎ಶ!................................. 46
䌁⠽ᣛफ!................................. .49
䰙䋻䖤!................................. 53
ᮙ␌㾜㚰!................................. 55

Find the page numbers for the following categories:
1. Theaters ________________
2. Libraries ________________
3. Museums ________________
4. Medicines ________________
5. Airline flight schedules ________________
6. Restaurants ________________
ANSWERS:
1. Page 46
4. Page 548
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2. Page 6
5. Page 11

3. Page 8
6. Page 698
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STRATEGY

4

Understanding main ideas

The main idea of a passage can usually be found in the title or the topic sentence.
The main idea may also be found elsewhere in the passage—for example, in the
body or the conclusion. Read the following two passages carefully and try the
questions.
[Traditional-character version]
ளભऱխഏՕዼᘷભଉԫऴ࠹ࠩխભࠟഏԳاऱᣂࣹΖᅝچழၴ8ִ:ֲΔ
ዼᘷააભଉۯڇՊဎฐቅऱભഏഏ୮೯ढႼႉسܓՀԫೋ՛ᣪᣪΖ೯ढႼऱ
റ୮ࡉՠ܂ԳຟॺൄᘋΖؾছΔዼᘷააભଉڇإ壄֨چᅃຍଡױფऱ
ዼᘷᣪᣪΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ᮙ㕢ⱘЁ❞⣿㕢佭ϔⳈফࠄЁ㕢ϸҎ⇥ⱘ݇⊼Ǆᔧഄᯊ䯈7᳜9᮹ˈ
❞⣿ཛྷཛྷ㕢佭ԡѢढⲯ乓ⱘ㕢ᆊࡼ⠽ು乎߽⫳ϟϔাᇣᅱᅱǄࡼ⠽ುⱘ
ϧᆊᎹҎਬ䛑䴲ᐌ催݈ǄⳂࠡˈ❞⣿ཛྷཛྷ㕢佭ℷ㊒ᖗഄ✻乒䖭Ͼৃ⠅ⱘ
❞⣿ᅱᅱǄ

1. Which of the following is the most appropriate title for this news story?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Chinese Pandas Living in the United States
People of the World Love Pandas Very Much
The Panda Is One of the Scarcest Animals
Panda Gives Birth at the National Zoo

The first sentence of this passage states that both Chinese and Americans have been
paying a considerable amount of attention to a panda that is currently living in the
United States. Throughout the passage, though, the focus is on “ዼ㼆ააΞဎฐ
ቅΞഏ୮೯ढႼΞسՀΞ՛ᣪᣪ”(“❞⣿ཛྷཛྷĂढⲯ乓Ăᆊࡼ⠽ುĂ⫳ϟĂᇣ
ᅱᅱ”), which illustrates the main idea. Therefore, the answer is (D).
[Traditional-character version]
ሽᐙࡉሽီኙԳଚسऱᐙৰՕΖԳଚԱሽᐙࡉሽီՂऱᐖאܫ৵Δ
ৰ୲࣐༉װ၇ᐖܫխऱΖԱᄅፊࢨඒߛࢤऱᆏؾΔԳଚאױᖂࠩৰڍ
ᄅवᢝΔवሐڍᄅࠃढΖԱୡᑗᆏؾΔױ౨ᄎᨃԳᤚՂऱԳՕຟৰ
ڶᙒΔۖ९ຟৰዦॽΔຍ༉୲࣐ࠌԫࠄԳኙ۞աऱسტࠩլየრΖࠝ࿙
Աሽᐙࡉሽီא৵Δױ౨ᄎװᑓׂُխऱԳढΔᝫױ౨ۖڼڂᖂᡏΖ

[Simplified-character version]
⬉ᕅ⬉㾚ᇍҎӀ⫳⌏ⱘᕅડᕜǄҎӀⳟњ⬉ᕅ⬉㾚Ϟⱘᑓਞҹৢˈ
ᕜᆍᯧህএ䌁фᑓਞЁⱘଚકǄⳟњᮄ䯏ᬭ㚆ᗻⱘ㡖ⳂˈҎӀৃҹᄺࠄᕜ
ᮄⶹ䆚ˈⶹ䘧䆌ᮄџ⠽ǄⳟњစФ㡖Ⳃˈৃ㛑Ӯ䅽Ҏ㾝ᕫϪ⬠ϞⱘҎ䛑ᕜ
᳝䪅ˈ㗠Ϩ䭓ᕫ䛑ᕜⓖ҂ˈ䖭ህᆍᯧՓϔѯҎᇍ㞾Ꮕⱘ⫳⌏ᛳࠄϡ⒵ᛣǄܓス
ⳟњ⬉ᕅ⬉㾚ҹৢˈৃ㛑Ӯএӓ⠛ЁⱘҎ⠽ˈ䖬ৃ㛑ℸ㗠ᄺണǄ
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2. Which of the following titles most appropriately describes the main idea of
this passage?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

How Do Movies and Television Educate People?
Watching Movies or Television Induces People to Buy Certain Products
The Influence of Television and Movies
Children Try to Imitate Acts They See on TV or in Movies

In this passage, the leading sentence, “ሽᐙࡉሽီኙԳଚسऱᐙৰՕ” (“⬉ᕅ
⬉㾚ᇍҎӀ⫳⌏ⱘᕅડᕜ”), expresses the main idea directly. The answer is
(C).
STRATEGY

5

Ignoring unimportant words

The reality is that, when reading a text, students may often come upon words or
phrases that are unfamiliar to them. Before resorting to a dictionary, though, students should first try to determine whether the word or phrase is a critical piece of
information or not. In order to show an emotion or to emphasize an opinion,
writers may use synonyms to express the same or similar meaning as another word
in the passage. Thus, understanding one of the synonyms allows students to guess
the meaning of another word within the context. For example:
[Traditional-character version]
ኙਤ֚࿇سऱࠃൣΔڔԫऴტࠩ༬எࡉլڜΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ᇍ᯼থ⫳ⱘџᚙˈཌྷϔⳈᛳࠄᛊᘤϡᅝǄ

In this sentence, after the verb “ᛳࠄ,” there are two adjectives with similar meanings. Knowing one of the two adjectives provides a reasonable clue for the other,
and for understanding the entire sentence.
Sometimes writers may use several examples to express one opinion. These examples
can make sentences long and complicated. Therefore, understanding just one
example may be sufficient to pinpoint the writer’s opinion.
[Traditional-character version]
່२༓ڣΔؑՂऱ֏݉။ࠐ။ڍΔֺڕᎅΔ᧔ញΕװཌញΕભ૿ػ
ᓂչ䈥ऱΔᚨڶጐڶΖ

[Simplified-character version]
᳔䖥ᑈˈᏖഎϞⱘ࣪ཚક䍞ᴹ䍞ˈ↨བ䇈ˈ䰆ᰦ䳰ǃএ᭥䳰ǃ㕢ⱑ䴶
㝰ҔМⱘˈᑨ᳝ሑ᳝Ǆ

In this sentence, the key word “ֺڕᎅ” (“↨བ䇈”) introduces all types of cosmetics, “֏݉” (“࣪ཚક”). As long as students know one of the items after “ֺڕᎅ”
(“↨བ䇈”), it is likely that they will understand the sentence without necessarily
recognizing all the items on the list.
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STRATEGY

6

Guessing and analyzing

Guessing the meaning of unknown words from context is a very important strategy
while reading. Analyzing the meaning of sentences is also critical.
Based on the context, students can guess the meaning of some unknown words
in reading passages. When an unfamiliar word or phrase is encountered, students
should not stop. On the contrary, continuing to read through the entire passage
often helps to decipher the meaning of those unfamiliar words and phrases. Once
students feel comfortable with the new words, they can look them up in the dictionary to check their guesses. This strategy helps students better understand the
guessed words and increase their vocabulary.
Guessing from context is particularly helpful when students come across idioms
and proverbs. For example:
[Traditional-character version]
ຽ܌ऱխഏ֖ࣛ՛്Δՠ܂ܑڦΔڶءழၴጥࠝΖ㻽Աऱඒ
ߛംᠲΔ՛്ऱࡠ՛ൄൄᇿܰהਮΖլਢ՛ᤚᘣ୮அኙऱᐙ
լړऱᇩΔڰڔ༉ᇿ՛്ᠦദԱΖຽ܌ԫऴא㻽ڶભഏऱ୮அթ߷ڶ䈥ڍ
ऱംᠲΔࠡኔΔୌଡഏ୮ຟԫᑌΔటਢ୮୮ءڶᣄ࢚ऱᆖΖ

[Simplified-character version]
呺ⱘܟЁ᳟টᇣᓴˈᎹ⡍߿ᖭˈḍᴀ≵᳝ᯊ䯈ㅵܓᄤǄЎњᄽᄤⱘᬭ
㚆䯂乬ˈᇣᓴⱘྏᄤᇣᐌᐌ䎳ҪਉᶊǄ㽕ϡᰃᇣ㾝ᕫऩ҆ᆊᒁᇍᄽᄤⱘᕅ
ડϡདⱘ䆱ˈཌྷᮽህ䎳ᇣᓴ⾏ီњǄ呺ܟϔⳈҹЎা᳝㕢ⱘᆊᒁᠡ᳝䙷М
ⱘ䯂乬ˈ݊ᅲˈાϾᆊ䛑ϔḋˈⳳᰃᆊᆊ᳝ᴀ䲒ᗉⱘ㒣Ǆ

Looking up the proverb “୮୮ءڶᣄ࢚ऱᆖ” (“ᆊᆊ᳝ᴀ䲒ᗉⱘ㒣”) in the dictionary may result in the definition “Every family has skeletons in the closet.”
However, contextual clues provide detailed information regarding “ᆊᒁ” and “ᄽ
ᄤ,” which yield a more direct definition of this unfamiliar proverb: “Every family
has its own problem.”
Sometimes, by considering the grammatical structure of a sentence and normal
word order rules in Chinese, students may be able to guess the meaning of the
sentence. This guessing skill is extremely important for reading comprehension
because it also requires students to abstract and summarize ideas and facts presented
in the text. Read and analyze the following sentence:
[Traditional-character version]
խഏሎ೯ࡻءڇࣥ܌ሎ೯ᄎՂஞࠩԱ߷䈥ڍ८ྨࡉᎬྨΔ܂㻽ԫଡ
խഏԳΔݺტࠩڍ䈥ᧀ႙Εڍ䈥۞ᎌΜ

[Simplified-character version]
Ё䖤ࡼਬᴀሞ༹ᵫऍܟ䖤ࡼӮϞᣓࠄњ䙷М䞥⠠䫊⠠ˈЎϔϾ
ЁҎˈ៥ᛳࠄМ偘چǃМ㞾䈾ଞʽ
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In this sentence, students might not know words such as “༻ᵫऍܟ,” “䞥⠠,” “䡔
⠠” (“䫊⠠”), “ᧀ႙” (“偘)”چ, and “㞾䈾,” but they might be familiar with the
nouns, like “ሎ೯” (“䖤ࡼਬ”) and “ሎ೯ᄎ” (“䖤ࡼӮ”), and the verbs, like “ᣓ”
and “ᛳࠄ.” With the help of the word-order rule—subject + place word + adverbials + verb-complement + (attributive) object—students might guess that the sentence is related to a “sport meeting,” and possibly even understand the sentence
meaning: “The Chinese athletes won medals at a sport meeting and strived for
honor, and I was very proud.”
Using the Chinese word-order rules to make inferences is an invaluable skill, especially when it comes to guessing the meanings of place names, technical terms, and
other words that even native speakers might not be familiar with.
Analyzing Chinese characters based on the relationships and connections between
the radicals and components is also a valuable skill that can provide clues to decode
unknown words. Read the following passage.
[Traditional-character version]
ፕ՞ගԳΔࢤᎌ࣋Δᑷൣړড়Ζהଚᦟڇᆏֲࢨृᐜֲऱழ
ଢᓮড়ࡉᜰ۩ዚፘ।ዝΖ՞ගᆏֲխ່זڶ।ࢤऱଇढਢشᤅۏऱٺጟٺ
ᑌऱᗶរࡉ䋐⁰Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
ৄ催ቅᮣҎˈᗻḐ䈾ᬒˈ⛁ᚙདᅶǄҪӀ୰㡖᮹㗙୰ᑚ᮹ᄤⱘᯊ
䇋ᅶВ㸠℠㟲㸼ⓨǄ催ቅᮣ㡖᮹Ё᳔᳝ҷ㸼ᗻⱘ亳⠽ᰃ⫼㋃㉇ⱘخ⾡
ḋⱘ㊩⚍㊡㉥Ǆ

What does the word “䈾ᬒ” mean? If students have learned the word “ᗻḐ” and
the grammatical structure of topic + comment, they can guess that “䈾ᬒ” is a
description of a certain personality, which is enough to understand the first sentence. Even though students may not recall words such as “㊩” and “㊡㉥,” if they
remember that the radical “㉇” means food, they may guess that the unknown words
are names for types of food. That may be enough information to understand the
last sentence.
STRATEGY

7

Detailed reading

Before doing a detailed reading, students should quickly read through the passage
using the reading strategies discussed above. Doing this will help them grasp the
main idea of the text. When students read the text for the second or third time,
the focus shifts to the secondary ideas and the details that support the main idea.
Detailed reading is a slower and more careful reading process.
The AP exam sometimes requires students to find details concerning when,
where, what, who, or how in a piece of writing. In searching for these data, students
must be careful to look for the exact information specified in the question. Read
the following passage carefully and answer the question.
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[Traditional-character version]
վ֚ऱྤऄᇞהଚ໌ئ׀ᄐऱᜱ߬Δۖवሐװ։ࠆ໌ئ׀ທऱګ
࣠Ζຍࠄ-!۪ࠐ֫ۼΔ堩ࠐ്ՑΔۖທګຍԫଡ৵࣠ऱຶਢ߬߬ેેԱԫᔘ
ऱئ׀Ζئ׀ᆖᖵመԱسऱᜱ߬Δ༉լუ٦ᨃ۞աऱેپװԱΔ࣍ਢ
ނቝ՛০ԫᑌچ൹֫ڇխΔչ䈥Δהଚ༉չ䈥Ζ᧢
။ࠐ။۞ߏΔԫ֊۞אա㻽խ֨Ζຍጟൣउ֧ದԱषᄎᖂ୮ऱ৫ૹီΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Ҟⱘᄽᄤ᮴⊩⧚㾷ҪӀ⠊↡߯Ϯⱘ㡄䕯ˈ㗠াⶹ䘧এߚѿ⠊↡߯䗴ⱘ៤
ᵰǄ䖭ѯᄽᄤ, 㸷ᴹԌˈ佁ᴹᓴষˈ㗠䗴៤䖭ϔϾৢᵰⱘコᰃ䕯䕯㢺㢺њϔ䕜
ᄤⱘ⠊↡Ǆ⠊↡㒣ग़䖛њ⫳⌏ⱘ㡄䕯ˈህϡᛇݡ䅽㞾Ꮕⱘᄽᄤএৗ㢺њˈѢᰃ
ᡞᄽᄤڣᇣⱛᏱϔḋ催催ഄ᤻Ёˈᄽᄤ㽕ҔМˈҪӀህ㒭ҔМǄᄽᄤবᕫ
䍞ᴹ䍞㞾⾕ˈϔߛҹ㞾ᏅЎЁᖗǄ䖭⾡ᚙމᓩ䍋њ⼒Ӯᄺᆊⱘ催ᑺ䞡㾚Ǆ

1. Who should take responsibility for the children’s attitude problems?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The kids should take responsibility for the problems.
The emperor should take responsibility for the problems.
The parents should take responsibility for the problems.
Society should take responsibility for the problems.

After reading the text, students will be able to answer the question if they have
comprehended the writer’s point of view. The writer tries to inform people of a
common phenomenon within some Chinese families. He observes that children
today do not work as hard as their parents but expect to enjoy the luxurious lives
provided for them. He points out that the cause of this phenomenon is that the
parents tend to spoil their children, so the answer is (C).
STRATEGY

8

Inferring ideas

Inferring means drawing conclusions from the evidence or premises offered in a
piece of writing. Often, the writer implies something and leaves it up to you to
infer the rest. This involves combining and sorting out what is read. Read the following passage and answer the question.
[Traditional-character version]
༇ᄃऱᎏড়Κ
ᦟ०൞ࠐতࠇ֖ᓩ堩ࢋΖতࠇ֖ᓩ堩ࢋਢԫ୮ᖵ൝Նऱਣ్堩ࢋΔ৬
࣍2:67ڣΖء堩ࢋچؑխ֨ΔᛩቼᚌભΔٌຏֱঁΖྤᓵ؆נளሏΔၲ೭
ᄎᤜΔᝫਢ൶ᘣ֖Δݺଚຟᑷൣᦟچ०܃ଚऱࠩࠐΖ
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[Simplified-character version]
ᇞᭀⱘᆒᅶ˖
䖢ᙼᴹफҀট䇞佁ᑫǄफҀট䇞佁ᑫᰃϔᆊग़ᙴЙⱘಯ᯳㑻佁ᑫˈᓎ
Ѣ1956ᑈǄᴀ佁ᑫഄ໘ᏖЁᖗˈ⦃๗Ӭ㕢ˈѸ䗮ᮍ֓Ǆ᮴䆎ᙼߎᮙ␌ˈᓔଚ
ࡵӮ䆂ˈ䖬ᰃ҆䆓টˈ៥Ӏ䛑⛁ᚙഄ䖢ԴӀⱘࠄᴹǄ
फҀট䇞佁ᑫᘏ㒣⧚
⥟ᖙ៤

1. What is the purpose of the manager’s letter?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

He asks the guests for their advice.
He is welcoming the guests.
He asks the guests to stay longer.
He asks the guests to pay attention to the good service.

Answer: (B)
While reading a text, students should remember to pay close attention to cultural
perspectives, especially those of foreign cultures. Note that written texts may sometimes produce different interpretations by people with different cultures. Students
who are highly aware of the differences between American and Chinese culture will
find it easier to infer answers from a cross-cultural point of view.
STRATEGY

9

Determining the writer’s attitude

Identifying the writer’s point of view, or his purpose and attitude, can help students
comprehend the underlying objective of the text.
Writers are not necessarily neutral when they write, particularly if they are trying
to persuade readers to agree with their opinions. It is important for students to
recognize what a writer’s attitude is in relation to the ideas or information being
presented. Students should practice this by reading the following passages and
answering the questions below.
[Traditional-character version]
ൕছΔڶԫೋॹဢ۰ڇԫՑմ㠪Ζڶԫ֚ΔԫೋՕ䜷ൕ௧㠪ߨࠐΔሁመմ
ᢰऱழଢΔ،ߠԱմࢍऱॹဢΖॹဢৰᑷൣچኙՕ䜷ᎅΚϘՕ䜷ݬכΔ܃
Δݺ۰ڇຍࠝݶڍᑗܴΜՂ٦ՈބլֺࠩຍࠝړޓऱֱچԱΖ܃ܣΔ
ݺᘋԱΔ༉ࠩմᢰननΔनีԱࡋ༉ࠐڃጕԫᄎࠝΖڇմ㠪ΔݺਢԳΔݺ
უչᏖ༉չᏖ-!ړڍΜϙ
Օ䜷ᦫԱॹဢऱᇩΔ༉ߨࠩմ㠪ΔגาԱΔࠀլᤚմ㠪ڶչ䈥ړन
ऱΔՊਢՕ䜷ᎅΚϘॹဢ՛ݬΔߠ܃መՕ௧ႯΛᕕֽ߀ऱழଢΔ௧ֽլᄎᏺף
֟ڍΖᕕ߀ޒऱழଢΔ௧ֽՈ྇֟լԱ֟ڍΖᣄሐ܃լᤚ۰ڇՕ௧թਢటإ
ऱ۞ݶࡉطᑗႯΛϙ
ॹဢᦫԱՕ䜷ऱᇩৰլړრ৸Ζ،ึ࣍ࣔػԱԫଡሐΚࠐৰՕΔ
ۖ۞աवሐऱࠃൣথৰ֟Ζ
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[Simplified-character version]
Ңࠡˈ᳝ϔা䴦㲭ԣϔষѩ䞠Ǆ᳝ϔˈϔা努Ң⍋䞠䍄ᴹˈ䏃䖛ѩ
䖍ⱘᯊˈᅗⳟ㾕њѩᑩⱘ䴦㲭Ǆ䴦㲭ᕜ⛁ᚙഄᇍ努䇈˖Ā努ܘᓳˈԴ
ⳟˈ៥ԣ䖭ܓᖿФਔʽϪ⬠Ϟݡгᡒϡࠄ↨䖭ܓདⱘഄᮍњǄԴⳟ৻ˈ
៥催݈њˈህࠄѩ䖍⥽⥽ˈ⥽㌃њਸ਼ህಲᴹⴵϔӮܓǄѩ䞠ˈ៥ᰃЏҎˈ៥
ᛇخҔМህخҔМ, དଞʽ”
努њ䴦㲭ⱘ䆱ˈህ䍄ࠄѩ䞠ˈҨ㒚ⳟњⳟˈᑊϡ㾝ᕫѩ䞠᳝ҔМད⥽
ⱘˈѢᰃ努䇈˖“䴦㲭ᇣᓳˈԴ㾕䖛⍋৫˛䯍∈♒ⱘᯊˈ⍋∈ϡӮࡴ
ᇥǄ䯍ᯅ♒ⱘᯊˈ⍋∈гޣᇥϡњᇥǄ䲒䘧Դϡ㾝ᕫԣ⍋ᠡᰃⳳℷⱘ
㞾⬅ᖿФ৫˛”
䴦㲭њ努ⱘ䆱ᕜϡདᛣᗱǄᅗ㒜ѢᯢⱑњϔϾ䘧⧚˖ॳᴹϪ⬠ᕜˈ
㗠㞾Ꮕⶹ䘧ⱘџᚙैᕜᇥǄ

1. What is the purpose of this story?
(A) The story tells how the frog bragged about his well to the turtle.
(B) The story teaches that people ought to have a broad and far-reaching
vision of life.
(C) The story tells how the frog lives in the well and thinks of the world
based only on what he can see.
(D) The story tells where the frog and the turtle came from.
This Chinese fable criticizes people with a very narrow outlook. Traditionally, a
Chinese fable or an idiom imparts an important philosophical lesson by way of a
story that is easy to understand. After reading the story, students should use their
understanding of the writer’s point of view to identify the underlying idea, (B).
[Traditional-character version]
ߨ܃ၞՕᖂऱሽᆰࢪΔྤᓵਢչ䈥ழଢΔڰՂՈړΔඡՂՈᒽΔ᜔ڶ
ԫޅՕᖂسऐڇጻՂΖឈྥڶԫຝ։ᖂسਢڇ༈ބᖂᇷறΔ܀Օຝ։Գ㤪ਢ
ڇጻՂ۞ࠡᑗΖݺംהଚ९ཚՀװਢլਢᄎᐙᖂΔ߷ࠄᖂݺ္ܫسΔࠡ
ኔהଚՈवሐᖞ֚ՂጻΔᒔኔᎄԱլ֟ழၴΔ܀ਢהଚբᆖክԱՂጻΖڕ
࣠ڶԫ֚㦠ՂጻΔהଚ༉ᄎᤚ٤ߪՂՀլငࣚΖՕᖂسਢຍᑌΔ߷䈥խᖂس
㻽չ䈥ՈᦟऐڇጻՂࡋΛݺਢړनࠝΖ૿ኙጻՂٺጟٺᑌऱփ୲Δړ
᜔࡛֨ਢᨃהଚৰუवሐՀ૿ਢչ䈥ΔࠩԱՀ૿ΔԾუवሐ٦Հ૿ऱਢչ䈥Ζ
ൕጻՂऱփ୲ΔՕڍਢԫࠄᄅፊΕᐖܫչ䈥ऱΔኙᖂటڶإᚥܗऱᇷறࠡ
ኔৰ֟Ζ
ࠃኔᢞࣔΔᖂس९ழၴڇܤጻՂᣄ܍ᐙᖂΔኙהଚऱߪ᧯ൈՈڶ
ړΖլ֟Օᖂڇسຍֱ૿ຟլ౨۞ݺ൳ࠫΔ۶उਢխᖂࡋسΖࢬאΔݺᣠ
ᣠॹڣᖂسΔ່אړᖂ㻽ٚ೭-! լመ։ި࣍Ϙጻ௧ϙΖ

[Simplified-character version]
া㽕Դ䍄䖯ᄺⱘ⬉㛥᠓ˈ᮴䆎ᰃҔМᯊˈᮽϞгདˈᰮϞг㔶ˈᘏ᳝
ϔᡍᄺ⫳⊵㔥ϞǄ㱑✊᳝ϔ䚼ߚᄺ⫳ᰃᇏᡒᄺд䌘᭭ˈԚ䚼ߚҎैᰃ
㔥Ϟ㞾ᕫ݊ФǄ៥䯂ҪӀ䭓ᳳϟএᰃϡᰃӮᕅડᄺдˈ䙷ѯᄺ⫳ਞ䆝៥ˈ݊
ᅲҪӀгⶹ䘧ᭈϞ㔥ˈ⹂ᅲ㘑䇃њϡᇥᯊ䯈ˈԚᰃҪӀᏆ㒣дᛃњϞ㔥Ǆབ
ᵰ᳝ϔ≵Ϟ㔥ˈҪӀህӮ㾝ᕫܼ䑿Ϟϟϡ㟦᳡Ǆᄺ⫳ᰃ䖭ḋˈ䙷МЁᄺ⫳
ЎҔМг୰⊵㔥Ϟਸ਼˛៥ⳟЏ㽕ᰃད⥽ܓǄ䴶ᇍ㔥Ϟ⾡ḋⱘݙᆍˈད
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༛ᖗᘏᰃ䅽ҪӀᕜᛇⶹ䘧ϟ䴶ᰃҔМˈࠄњϟ䴶ˈজᛇⶹ䘧ݡϟ䴶ⱘᰃҔМǄ
Ң㔥Ϟⱘݙᆍⳟˈᰃϔѯᮄ䯏ǃᑓਞҔМⱘˈᇍᄺдⳳℷ᳝ᐂࡽⱘ䌘᭭݊
ᅲᕜᇥǄ
џᅲ䆕ᯢˈᄺ⫳䭓ᯊ䯈ਚ㔥Ϟ䲒ܡᕅડᄺдˈᇍҪӀⱘ䑿ԧعᒋг≵᳝
ད໘Ǆϡᇥᄺ⫳䖭ᮍ䴶䛑ϡ㛑㞾៥ࠊˈԩމᰃЁᄺ⫳ਸ਼Ǆ᠔ҹˈ៥㽕ࡱ
ࡱ䴦ᑈᄺ⫳ˈ᳔དҹᄺдЎЏ㽕ӏࡵ, ϡ㽕䖛ߚ≝Ѣ“㔥⍋”Ǆ

2. What is the purpose of this passage?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

To find out why students spend so much time on the Internet
To find out how students can make the best use of the Internet
To advise students not to waste time on the Internet
To discuss the function of the Internet with students

3. How does the author feel about materials on the Internet for students?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

They are useless.
They are not helpful.
They are helpful.
They are very helpful.

ANSWERS:
2. (C)

3. (B)

After skimming and scanning the text, students should try to guess the opinion of
the writer, which can help them understand the topic of the text. The main idea
can be found in the first sentence: regardless of the time of day, “ڶԫޅՕᖂسऐ
ڇጻՂ” (“᳝ϔᡍᄺ⫳⊵㔥Ϟ”). The writer expresses his opinion by using
certain phrases and by modifying key words. In this case, the modifiers are adjectives and adverbs, such as “ړनࠝ” (“ད⥽)”ܓ, “Џ㽕,” “ⳳℷ,” and “ࠡኔ” (“݊
ᅲ”). These words tell us if the writer is for or against certain behaviors. The writer
may also use some words to indicate the appropriateness or the frequency of something, such as “,” “ᕜᇥ,” “᜔ਢ” (“ᘏᰃ”), “ᭈ,” and “መ։” (“䖛ߚ”).
Assessing the purposes of these words is helpful for understanding the writer’s attitude. The purpose of the passage can be inferred from the final paragraph: Because
surfing the Net directly “ᐙᖂ” (“ᕅડᄺд”) and “ኙߪ᧯ൈՈړڶ”
(ᇍ䑿ԧعᒋг≵᳝ད໘”), students should therefore refrain from “ި࣍‘ጻ௧’”(“≝
Ѣ‘㔥⍋’”).
As we complete this section, students should review these helpful tips:

1.

Do look at the questions first before reading the corresponding passage. You
may be able to find the answers as you read.

2.

Do read the text from beginning to end without interruptions. This helps
you capture the main idea of the text as a whole.

3.

Do not waste too much time on deciphering new words or a single
sentence.
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READING SELECTIONS
To familiarize students with the typical format of the AP exam, this section offers
a selection of reading materials followed by sample problems that allow students to
practice what they have learned. The selected materials are either excerpts or adaptations from a variety of sources, from newspaper articles to contemporary literature. The materials cover a variety of topics and learning tasks, and may include
advertisements, posters, letters, e-mails, signs, and so on. Students who regularly
read a broad range of materials are at an advantage on the AP exam. All exercises
in the Reading Selections section are presented in the form of multiple-choice
questions.
AP students are strongly advised to familiarize themselves with the graphical user
interface elements described in Chapter 1. The

button is available during

the Reading section if the student needs to review the function of these interface
elements.

MULTIPLE-CHOICE SECTION: READING
Type: Reading Selections
Number of problems: 35–40
Weight: 25%
Duration: 60 minutes
Directions: You will read several selections in Chinese. For each selection, there
will be one or more multiple-choice questions in English. Choose an answer that
best matches the selection.
Important Notes:
1. You may move back and forth among problems.
2. There is no time limit to answer each problem. You have a total of 60 minutes
to answer all the problems in the Reading section.
Knowledge & Skills:
1. Interpretive communication.
2. Comprehension; inference.
3. Application of basic cultural knowledge.
Strategies:
1. Remain focused throughout this section.
2. Be familiar with the functions of the buttons, and use them to your advantage.
3. Move quickly on the problems that you are confident with; “Mark” the ones you
wish to return to later.
4. Note-taking is unnecessary since you can go back to the reading and the
problems.
Fig. 3-1 Reading Selections Task Breakdown

Answer keys and explanations are included at the end of the chapter.
Now, use the reading strategies discussed in this chapter to complete the following sample problems.
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Reading Comprehension Practice
Directions: Read the following passages in Chinese. Each of them is followed
by a number of questions in English. For each question, choose the most
appropriate answer, and record on the Answer sheet.

Public sign for question 1.
[Traditional-character version]
ᓮլڇփՕᜢᎅᇩǄ

[Simplified-character version]
䇋ϡ㽕ᅸݙໄ䇈䆱Ǆ



1. Where would you most likely see the sign?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

In a park
In a library
On a bus
In a cafeteria

Poster for questions 2 and 3.
[Traditional-character version]
दࠩڣΔᄅړڣΖᄅڣᄅࠃ֟լԱΚ
ԫ୮ൈߪ᧯ړΔႧᕿᖂړΔ
֛ࡠფൕլܰΔԫࠩڣᙰᑌᑌړΜ

[Simplified-character version]
⢫ᑈࠄˈᮄᑈདǄᮄᑈᮄџᇥϡњ˖
ϔᆊعᒋ䑿ԧདˈᄽᄤࢸ༟ᄺдདˈ
ྏᘽ⠅Ңϡਉˈϔᑈࠄ༈ḋḋདʽ

2. What is the poster about?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Family togetherness
Good health
New Year greetings
Children’s education

3. What does “ԫࠩڣᙰ” (“ϔᑈࠄ༈”) mean?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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Note for questions 4 and 5.
[Traditional-character version]
ႆႆΚ
აა൷ࠩ᠔ೃ㠪ࠐؚऱሽᇩΔᎅݺऱԫଡఐԳఐৰᏩ୭Δॺ್Ղ೯֫
լױΖݺ᎔װݶ᠔ೃΖ࣋܃ᖂڃ୮৵ݶԫរפᓰΖ؆Δटटᖂீऱᙄ
ֆؚଡሽᇩΔᨃڰהរࠐڃΔװ܃堩塢پඡ堩Ζ
!
აა

[Simplified-character version]
ѥѥ˖
ཛྷཛྷࠄए䰶䞠ᠧᴹⱘ⬉䆱ˈ䇈៥ⱘϔϾ⮙Ҏ⮙ᕫᕜढ़ᆇˈ䴲偀Ϟࡼᴃ
ϡৃǄ៥ᕫ䍊ᖿএए䰶ǄԴᬒᄺಲᆊৢᖿϔ⚍ࡳخ䇒Ǆˈ㒭⠌⠌ᄺ᷵ⱘࡲ
݀ᅸᠧϾ⬉䆱ˈ䅽Ҫᮽ⚍ಲᴹˈᏺԴএ佁佚ৗᰮ佁Ǆ
ཛྷཛྷ

4. What could be the father’s occupation?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The father
The father
The father
The father

could
could
could
could

be
be
be
be

a
a
a
a

doctor.
patient.
student.
teacher.

5. Where could the mother be right now?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The mother could be in the hospital.
The mother could be at her home.
The mother could be in a school.
The mother could be in a restaurant.

Advertisement for question 6.
[Traditional-character version]
ᓮڶ୮ඒᆖ᧭ऱՕᖂس᎖ᖄխՖᑇᖂ֮֗Ζ౨ඒխ֮ࠋޓΖڶڕᘋ
ᔊΔᓮؚሽᇩΚ555-586-1234Ǆ

[Simplified-character version]
䇋᳝ᆊᬭ㒣偠ⱘᄺ⫳䕙ᇐ催Ёཇᄽ᭄ᄺঞ㣅᭛Ǆ㛑ᬭЁ᭛ՇǄབ᳝݈
䍷ˈ䇋ᠧ⬉䆱˖555-586-1234Ǆ

6. What should the tutor teach?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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teach
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Sign for questions 7 and 8.
[Traditional-character version]
ᓮኙᇆԵஆ

[Simplified-character version]
䇋ᇍোܹᑻ



7. Where would the sign most likely appear?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

On a bus
In a library
In a theatre
At a high school football game

8. What is the purpose of the sign?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

To inform people that they cannot sit wherever they want
To inform people that there are no more available seats
To inform people where not to sit
To inform people of the business hours

Passage for questions 9 through 11.
[Traditional-character version]
്Օᐜ٣س0ՖՓΚ
ᦟ०܃ᚨᆤءֆ!ᄎૠ!ۯΖ܃ऱറᄐवᢝࡉՠ܂ᆖ᧭ຟݺଚఎՀৰړ
ऱٱွΖ㻽ԱףൎၞԫޡऱᛵᇞΔڇᝮᓮ !࣍܃4! ִ! 26! ֲ! :! ழ! 41! ։ছࠐ
ءֆףΚ

1. ૿ᓫ (x)

2. റᄐەᇢ ( )

࣠ڕՂᢰऱழၴլٽᔞΔᓮࠃ܃٣ፖءֆԳࠃຝຫ٣س0ՖՓᜤᢀΔሽ
ᇩΚ6555.6555Ǆ܂ٽΜ
Գࠃຝ
!
3119ڣ4ִ21ֲ

[Simplified-character version]
ᓴᑚ⫳ܜ/ཇ˖
䖢Դᑨ㘬ᴀ݀ৌ Ӯ䅵 㘠ԡǄԴⱘϧϮⶹ䆚Ꮉ㒣偠䛑㒭៥Ӏ⬭ϟᕜད
ⱘॄ䈵ǄЎњࡴᔎ䖯ϔℹⱘњ㾷ˈ⦄䙔䇋ԴѢ 3 ᳜ 15 ᮹ 9 ᯊ 30 ߚࠡᴹᴀ݀
ৌখࡴ˖

1. 䴶䇜 (x)

2. ϧϮ㗗䆩 ( )

བᵰϞ䖍ⱘᯊ䯈ϡড়䗖ˈ䇋ԴџܜϢᴀ݀ৌҎџ䚼䰜 ⫳ܜ/ཇ㘨㋏ˈ⬉
䆱˖6555.6555Ǆ䇶䇶ড়ʽ
Ҏџ䚼
2008ᑈ3᳜10᮹
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9. What kind of document is this?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

This is a notification for a test.
This is an ad for a construction company.
This is a notification for a scheduled interview.
This is a notification to tell someone that he is hired.

10. The company is most impressed by the applicant’s ______________.
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

test scores
professional knowledge
degrees
interview results

11. Which statement is correct?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The interview is scheduled for March 15 at 10:00 pm.
The applicant is seeking a position in the human resources department.
The applicant has work experience in the past.
The applicant must contact Ms. Chen before March 15.

Note for questions 12 and 13.
[Traditional-character version]
്ᆖΚ
վ֚ڰՂΔئݺᘣԱ৺ఐΔᔣࡺಬࠩԱ᠔ೃΖ׀ݺ࣍طᘣנլڇ
୮Δݺࠩ᠔ೃᅃئᘣΖᓮԫ֚ΔᓮޅΖ
!
֏ᇘิ! ׆՛ؓ
!
3118ڣ23ִ33ֲ

[Simplified-character version]
ᓴ㒣⧚˖
ҞᮽϞˈ៥↡҆ᕫњᗹ⮙ˈ㹿䚏ሙ䗕ࠄњए䰶Ǆ⬅Ѣ៥⠊҆ߎᏂϡ
ᆊˈ៥ᕫࠄए䰶✻乒↡҆Ǆ䇋؛ϔˈ䇋ᡍޚǄ
࣪㺙ક㒘 ⥟ᇣᑇ
2007ᑈ12᳜22᮹

12. Why did Wang Xiaoping write this note?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

To explain why she is good friends with her neighbor
To explain why she can’t make it to work today
To say that she is ill and in the hospital
To say that her father is out of town

13. What is Wang Xiaoping’s occupation?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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Passage for questions 14 and 15.
[Traditional-character version]
ݺ୮ऱலᢰ۰ထԫኙࡠ֛۔ΖՁ֛ਢԫۯՕᖂ۔ஃΔ९ԾԾ১Ζࡠ
ਢଡᔄࣟ۫ऱΔߪڶԫۏնΔ᧯ૹথڶԶԼֆְΖݺլࣔػΔຍᑌऱԫኙ
֛ࡠ৻䈥౨ജფფسچԱքԼଡਞટࡋΛԫ֚Հ֑Δݺം߷۔ۯ٣
سΚϘ܃ଚࠟ૿ֱٺۯऱයٙৰլԫᑌΔ㻽չ䈥ᝫ౨ઌფຍ䈥ڣڍΛϙ۔Գూ
ထംݺΚϘფᏁطႯΛϙ

[Simplified-character version]
៥ᆊⱘᮕ䖍ԣⴔϔᇍ㗕ྏǄϜᰃϔԡᄺ㗕Ꮬˈ䭓ᕫজ催জᏙǄྏᄤ
ᰃϾपϰ㽓ⱘˈ䑿催া᳝ϔ㉇Ѩˈԧ䞡ै᳝ܿक݀᭸Ǆ៥ϡᯢⱑˈ䖭ḋⱘϔᇍ
ྏᗢМ㛑ᘽᘽ⠅⠅ഄ⫳⌏њ݁कϾ⾟ਸ਼˛ϔϟजˈ៥䯂䙷ԡ㗕ܜ
⫳˖“ԴӀϸԡᮍ䴶ⱘᴵӊᕜϡϔḋˈЎҔМ䖬㛑Ⳍ⠅䖭Мᑈ˛”㗕Ҏュⴔ䯂
៥˖“⠅䳔㽕⧚⬅৫˛”

14. Regarding the wife, which expression is correct?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

She likes to sell stuff.
She is tall and fat.
She is a salesperson.
She likes to buy stuff.

15. What does “⾟” mean?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Days of spring and fall
Seasons of spring and fall
Year(s)
Age

Passage for questions 16 through 18.
[Traditional-character version]
ԫΕீءشᖂسᢞၞԵءΖ
ԲΕ! 㡕ע౨ءڇ㡕ᔹᦰΖೈԱ֗ಖء؆Δࠡהढլ౨Ե
փΖ
ԿΕფᥨփᇷறΖ
Εঅփڜᙩፖ堚ᑥΖ
նΕᣂ॰ছ26։ᤪೖַଗᔹΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ϔǃ⫼ᴀ᷵ᄺ⫳䆕䖯ܹᴀᅸǄ
Ѡǃᅸ ݙкߞা㛑ᴀᅸݙ䯙䇏Ǆ䰸њヨঞヨ䆄ᴀˈ݊Ҫ⠽કϡ㛑ᏺܹᅸ
ݙǄ
ϝǃ⠅ᡸᅸݙ䌘᭭Ǆ
ಯǃֱᣕᅸݙᅝ䴭Ϣ⏙⋕Ǆ
Ѩǃ݇䮼ࠡ15ߚ䩳ذℶ׳䯙Ǆ
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16. These are the policies likely to be seen at a ________.
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

restaurant
bookstore
reading room
classroom

17. What item do you need to enter the room?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Notebook
Pen
Student I.D.
Newspaper/magazine

18. Which of the following is correct?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Students from other schools can enter the reading room.
Students are allowed to take notes.
The reading material in the room can be taken out of the room.
Noise is allowed as long as it is within the room.

E-mail for questions 19 and 20.
[Traditional-character version]
࿇ٙԳ;!್܌
ၡٙᠲΚބ۴
࿇ֲٙཚ;!3118ڣ23ִ21ֲ
ءԳڇإᙇଥխ֮ᓰ࿓Δუބԫئۯਢխ֮ऱ֖ࣛ܂㻽ߢٌང۴ইΔ
յઌ༼խ֮ࡉֽؓΖߊՖຟאױΔڼլگ၄Ζڶᘋᔊऱ֖ࣛᓮؚሽ
ᇩΚ666.1229Δ! ࢨ࿇ሽॾΚnblfAfnbjm/dpn

[Simplified-character version]
থӊҎ: 偀ܟ
䚂ӊЏ乬˖ᡒ䇁Ԉ
থӊ᮹ᳳ: 2007ᑈ12᳜10᮹
ᴀҎℷ䗝ׂЁ᭛䇒ˈᛇᡒϔԡ↡䇁ᰃЁ᭛ⱘ᳟টЎ䇁㿔ѸᤶԈշˈ
ѦⳌᦤ催Ё᭛㣅䇁∈ᑇǄ⬋ཇ䛑ৃҹˈᕐℸϡᬊ䌍Ǆ᳝݈䍷ⱘ᳟ট䇋ᠧ⬉
䆱˖555-0118ˈ থ⬉ᄤֵ˖make@email.com

19. What is this e-mail mainly about?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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20. Which statement below is correct about the sender?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

He is studying Chinese and English.
He is looking for someone who speaks Chinese.
He will pay.
He does not care if the respondent is a man or a woman.

Passage for questions 21 through 24.
[Traditional-character version]
ޗறΚᗷΔ࠺壄ΔᨖΔ᤺ృ
ࠌֱشऄΚ1. ނ300܌ᓼۚ֊ګΖ
2. 㠪࣋ईΔףᑷࠩ370 ºF ؐ׳ΔۚނचᑵΖ
3. ءނ࣋ࠩ㠪Δᤉᥛचԫ։ᤪΖ
অژΚ24ଡִ
ࣹრΚءᔞڇ࣋ٽᛟΕອළऱֱچ

[Simplified-character version]
Џ㽕ᴤ᭭˖㊪ˈੇ㊒ˈⲤˈ䴶㉝
Փ⫼ᮍ⊩˖1. ᡞ300ܟ⣾㙝ߛ៤ϱǄ
2. 䫙䞠ᬒ⊍ˈࡴ⛁ࠄ370 ºF Ꮊেˈᡞ㙝ϱ♦❳Ǆ
3. ᡞᴀકᬒࠄ䫙䞠ˈ㒻㓁♦ϔߚ䩳Ǆ
ֱᄬ˖24Ͼ᳜
⊼ᛣ˖ᴀક䗖ড়ᬒᑆ➹ǃ䰈ⱘޝഄᮍ

21. Where would this passage most likely appear?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

In front of a food store
In a butcher shop
On the packaging of a food item
In a newspaper

22. What is the purpose of the passage?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

To advertise a new food
To remind people of the expiration date
To tell how to make a dish
To tell people how to use a certain product

23. Which item is not mentioned in the passage?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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24. Which statement is correct?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The packaged product lasts two years.
The packaged product should be stored in direct sunlight.
Water cannot be added to make this dish.
The temperature when cooking with this packaged product should be
over 370 degrees.

Degree certificate for questions 25 and 26.
[Traditional-character version]
ᖂ׆س՛ؓΔۂᤕতࠇؑԳΔࢤܑՖ-! ࣍سԫԮڣնִԼԶֲΖԫ
Բڣִ۟ԫքڣքִீءڇ؆ߓऄഏߢ֮ᖂറᄐᖂΔګݙڣ
ࠫءઝඒᖂૠቤࡳऱᖂٚ೭ΔګᜎٽΔղฅᄐΖᆖᐉுฤٽπխဎԳ
ا٥ࡉഏᖂۯයࠏρࡳΔղऄഏ֮ᖂᖂՓᖂۯΖ
!
!

ႆڠߢ֮֏Օᖂீ९! ്
ԫքڣԮִԶֲ

[Simplified-character version]
ᄺ⫳⥟ᇣᑇˈ∳㢣फҀᏖҎˈᗻ߿ཇ, ⫳ѢϔбϗಯᑈѨ᳜कܿ᮹Ǆϔбб
Ѡᑈб᳜㟇ϔбб݁ᑈ᳜݁ᴀ᷵䇁㋏⊩䇁㿔᭛ᄺϧϮᄺдˈᅠ៤ಯᑈࠊ
ᴀ⾥ᬭᄺ䅵ߦ㾘ᅮⱘᄺдӏࡵˈ៤㒽ড়Ḑˈޚќ↩ϮǄ㒣ᅵḌヺড়ǉЁढҎ⇥
݅ᄺԡᴵ՟Ǌ㾘ᅮˈᥜќ⊩᭛ᄺᄺᄺԡǄ
ѥᎲ䇁㿔᭛࣪ᄺ᷵䭓 ᓴӳ
ϔбб݁ᑈϗ᳜ܿ᮹

25. When did the degree recipient start going to college?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

May 1974
June 1996
September 1992
July 1996

26. What is the degree recipient’s major?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Foreign language
French language and literature
Chinese language and literature
Language and culture

Article for questions 27 through 29.
[Traditional-character version]
٧ᒣਢזԳ୮அխլ֟ױऱسشΔլޢڍ୮ຟڶ٧ᒣΖڶऱԳ
㻽ԱֱঁΔڶऱԳ㻽ԱړΔՈڶऱԳڂ㻽୮㠪ࢪၴ֜֟Ε֜՛Δ༉ނ٧ᒣ࣋
ࠩԱॎΖ٧ᒣ࣋ࢪڇၴ㠪ᄎ㶷سԿጟۆΚԫਢᜢଃۆΙԲਢሽۆΙ
Կਢ֏ᖂۆΖറ୮༼ᙌԳଚΚ㻽Ա୮Գऱߪ᧯ൈΔ່ړլނ٧ᒣ࣋ڇॎ
㠪Ζ
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[Simplified-character version]
ބㆅᰃ⦄ҷҎᆊᒁЁϡৃ㔎ᇥⱘ⫳⌏⫼કˈᏂϡ↣ᆊ䛑᳝ބㆅǄ᳝ⱘҎ
Ўњᮍ֓ˈ᳝ⱘҎЎњདⳟˈг᳝ⱘҎЎᆊ䞠᠓䯈ᇥǃᇣˈህᡞބㆅᬒ
ࠄњऻᅸǄބㆅᬒ᠓䯈䞠Ӯѻ⫳ϝ⾡∵ᶧ˖ϔᰃໄ䷇∵ᶧ˗Ѡᰃ⬉ᄤ∵ᶧ˗
ϝᰃ࣪ᄺ∵ᶧǄϧᆊᦤ䝦ҎӀ˖ЎњᆊҎⱘ䑿ԧعᒋˈ᳔དϡ㽕ᡞބㆅᬒऻ
ᅸ䞠Ǆ

27. What issue is presented in the text?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Problems refrigerators can cause
How refrigerators affect people’s daily lives
The convenience refrigerators have brought to people
How refrigerators affect people’s health

28. What kinds of pollution could be caused by placing the refrigerator in the
bedroom?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Electric and air
Chemical and air
Chemical and noise
Noise and water

29. Why do experts recommend that people take refrigerators out of their
bedrooms?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Bedrooms are too small.
It is for convenience.
It makes bedrooms look bad.
It is for health reasons.

Letter for questions 30 through 32.
[Traditional-character version]
ᅍᅍΚ
ړ܃ΜࠐݺભഏݶԼڣԱΔԫऴڶᖲᄎڃഏඨ൞۔Գ୮Ζԫଡִ৵Δ
ݺࠩՂ௧נΔუႉঁࠩᤕڠ൞ࡉ۔୮ऱᘣ֖ࣛړΖխഏ່२Լ༓ڣऱ
᧢֏֜ՕԱΔݺუ၍ຍנڻऱᖲᄎࡠࡉࠟଡװڃԫᔉΔխ㤿ऱ
᧢֏Δཾᥦԫࠄټ᠌ײΖݺᝫڶ၇ᖲปΔ၇ړԱᖲปΔݺ٦ᐊॾ္ܫ൞
װڃऱࠠ᧯ழၴΖ൞Ꮑڇݺຍᢰ၇չ䈥Δԫࡳլড়Δᓮᐊॾݺ္ܫΖ
ఴ൞
ൈ९ኂΜ
!
!

୪;! ՛֮
3117ڣ5ִ21ֲ

[Simplified-character version]
⠋⠋˖
Դདʽ៥ᴹ㕢ᖿकᑈњˈϔⳈ≵᳝ᴎӮಲⳟᳯᙼ㗕ҎᆊǄϔϾ᳜ৢˈ
៥㽕ࠄϞ⍋ߎᏂˈᛇ乎֓ࠄ㢣Ꮂⳟⳟᙼ㗕ᆊⱘ᳟҆དটǄЁ᳔䖥कᑈⱘ
ব࣪њˈ៥ᛇ䍕䖭ߎᏂⱘᴎӮᏺྏᄤϸϾᄽᄤಲএϔ䍳ˈⳟⳟЁⱘ
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ব࣪ˈ␌㾜ϔѯৡ㚰স䗍Ǆ៥䖬≵᳝фᴎ⼼ˈㄝфདњᴎ⼼ˈ៥ֵݭݡਞ䆝ᙼ
ಲএⱘԧᯊ䯈Ǆᙼ䳔㽕៥䖭䖍фҔМˈϔᅮϡ㽕ᅶ⇨ˈ䇋ֵݭਞ䆝៥Ǆ
⼱ᙼ
عᒋ䭓ᇓʽ
ᄭᄤ: ᇣ᭛
2006ᑈ4᳜10᮹

30. How long has Xiao Wen been in the United States?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Somewhere between 10 and 20 years
Several decades
Less than 10 years
2 months

31. What is Xiao Wen’s main reason for going back to China?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Visit grandfather
Business travel
Visit friends
Tour

32. Where does Xiao Wen live currently?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

United States
China
Suzhou
Shanghai

Advertisement for questions 33 through 35.
[Traditional-character version]
ڶֆ༅ࢪԫΔৄࣟ࣍ۯΔٌຏֱঁΔᛩቼڜ٤ΕڜᙩΖࠟԫᨚΔԫ
ଡ௮Ζլ୮ࠠΔཹچڶΕੑ۪ᖲΖִ%2911ΔլֽץሽΖࢪড়լܮᄿፖ
塄ᡒढΔ֛ࡠྤ՛ࢨՖسᚌ٣ەᐞΖڶᘋᔊृᓮؚሽᇩΚ666.738.48:5Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
᳝݀ᆧ᠓ϔ༫ˈԡѢϰජऎˈѸ䗮ᮍ֓ˈ⦃๗ᅝܼǃᅝ䴭Ǆϸᅸϔख़ˈϔ
Ͼ⍈ᅸǄϡᏺᆊˈ᳝ഄ⇃ǃ⋫㸷ᴎǄ᳜⾳$1800ˈϡࣙ∈⬉Ǆ᠓ᅶϡᕫ⚳Ϣ
ݏᅴ⠽ˈྏ᮴ᇣᄽཇ⫳Ӭܜ㗗㰥Ǆ᳝݈䍷㗙䇋ᠧ⬉䆱˖555-627-3794Ǆ

33. How many bedrooms are there in this apartment?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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34. What kind of people definitely cannot rent the apartment?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Couples with kids
Female students
Smokers
Couples without kids

35. Which of the following descriptions of the apartment’s amenities is correct?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Comes with furniture, but no water or electricity
No furniture or carpet
Comes with a washing machine
Safe, but transportation is inconvenient

Sign for questions 36 and 37.
[Traditional-character version]
၏3119ࠇקڣሎᄎᝫڶ461֚33՛ழ47։34ઞ

[Simplified-character version]
䎱2008ᑈ࣫Ҁ༹䖤Ӯ䖬᳝35022ᇣᯊ36ߚ23⾦
36. Where would the sign most likely appear?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

In a clock shop
In a gym
On a gigantic building
On an envelope

37. What is the purpose of the sign?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

To advertise a clock
To remind people of an event that will soon occur
To post a news article
To tell the time

News article for questions 38 through 42.
[Traditional-character version]
Ղ௧ॹ՞ՕᖂᚊۣၷףԱϘร28ࡻխഏႆ௧堚ྋഏᎾᚊֺۣϙΖຍڻ
ֺۂڇᤕઊႆ௧ؑ堚ྋᜰ۩Ζףຍֺڻऱ27ଡၷऱ337ټሎ೯։ܑࠐ۞
ഏփ؆ΕཽᖾլچٵΔࠡխץਔᛧՂԫࡻᚊֺۣগ૨ऱଉཽࣔఇᚊۣ
ၷΔᖵ൝ՆऱٵקոՕᖂᚊۣၷࡉݺଚՂ௧ॹ՞ՕᖂᚊۣၷΖվڣऱᚊ
ۣೈԱࠐڶऱ611ۏΕ2111ࡉۏ6111ֺۏא؆ΔᝫᏺףԱ911ۏऱֺΖ
؆ΔֺཚၴᝫᏺףԱԫႈ।তֱଅནاঋऱֽՂ֮ᢌ।ዝΖֺڻءΔ
ٺᚊۣၷΔݾֽؓΔᤁञᖿ௺Ζ່৵Δॹ՞Օᖂᚊۣၷࡉࣔఇၷ։ܑᛧ
รԫΕԲټΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Ϟ⍋䴦ቅᄺ啭㟳䯳খࡴњ“17ሞЁѥ⍋⏙䰙啭㟳↨䌯”Ǆ䖭↨
䌯∳㢣ⳕѥ⍋Ꮦ⏙В㸠Ǆখࡴ䖭↨䌯ⱘ16Ͼ䯳ⱘ226ৡ䖤ࡼਬߚ߿ᴹ㞾
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ݙǃ␃▇ৄϡৠഄऎˈ݊Ёࣙᣀ㦋ᕫϞϔሞ啭㟳↨䌯ⱘݯݴ佭␃ᯢ⦴啭㟳
䯳ˈग़ᙴЙⱘৄ࣫ৠҕᄺ啭㟳䯳៥ӀϞ⍋䴦ቅᄺ啭㟳䯳ㄝǄҞᑈⱘ啭
㟳䌯䰸њॳᴹ᳝ⱘ500㉇ǃ1000㉇5000㉇↨䌯ҹˈ䖬ࡴњ800㉇ⱘ↨䌯Ǆ
ˈ↨䌯ᳳ䯈䖬ࡴњϔ乍㸼⦄फᮍ亢᱃⇥֫ⱘ∈Ϟ᭛㡎㸼ⓨǄᴀ↨䌯ˈ
啭㟳䯳ˈᡔᴃ∈ᑇ催ˈゲѝ▔⚜Ǆ᳔ৢˈ䴦ቅᄺ啭㟳䯳ᯢ⦴䯳ߚ߿㦋ᕫ
ϔǃѠৡǄ

38. Where did this competition take place?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Yunhai
Hong Kong
Taiwan
Shanghai

39. Which event did not take place at the previous competition?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

500 meters
800 meters
1,000 meters
5,000 meters

40. What kind of entertainment will be provided˛
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Popular Hong Kong musical
Traditional South Chinese concert
Taiwan folk performance
Shanghai ballet

41. Where was the 16th champion team from?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Shanghai
Hong Kong
Taiwan
Not mentioned

42. Which statement is correct?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

There are 226 teams competing.
The Shanghai Qingshan dragon boating team has a long history.
Most competitors have very high skill.
The Hong Kong Mingzhu team won this competition.

Passage for questions 43 and 44.
[Traditional-character version]
ԫଡൈऱԳ֚֟۟ޢ໘ԮࠩԶֽࣦΔሎ೯ၦՕࢨृ֚ᑷऱழଢᝫᚨ
ᇠ໘ڍޓΖڰඣਢᇖֽ᧯ߪך։ऱᣂழࠥΔࢬא塄ڰګඣ໘ֽऱړ
ክΖڰඣ໘ֽΔॺ़ᆮ໘լױΔۖኬኬچ໘Ζ໘ֽ໘֜ݶΔኙߪ᧯ൈ
ړڶΖ
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[Simplified-character version]
ϔϾعᒋⱘҎ↣㟇ᇥ㽕ୱϗࠄܿᵃ∈ˈ䖤ࡼ䞣㗙⇨⛁ⱘᯊ䖬ᑨ
䆹ୱᕫǄᮽ᰼ᰃ㸹ܙ䑿ԧ∈ߚⱘ݇䬂ᯊࠏˈ᠔ҹ㽕ݏ៤ᮽ᰼ୱ∈ⱘདд
ᛃǄᮽ᰼ୱ∈ˈ䴲ぎ㝍ୱϡৃˈ㗠Ϩ㽕᜶᜶ഄୱǄୱ∈ୱᕫᖿˈᇍ䑿ԧعᒋ
≵᳝ད໘Ǆ

43. What is the main topic of the text?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

How much water one should drink
How to drink water correctly
The best time to drink water
How water affects health

44. What does “ᮽ᰼ୱ∈ˈ䴲ぎ㝍ୱϡৃ” mean?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Do not drink water when your stomach is empty.
If people drink water in the morning, it must be on an empty stomach.
People should drink water on an empty stomach.
People drink water on a very empty stomach.

Passage for questions 45 through 47.
[Traditional-character version]
ᙟထխഏԳسֽؓऱ༼Δڣ᎘Գദழ່ᦟ၇ऱࣟ۫Ո࿇سԱৰՕ
ऱ᧢֏Ζ81זڣΔ֫ᙎΕ۞۩߫ΕگଃᖲਢԫࡳᄷໂऱΙࠩԱ91זڣΔᄅദ
୮அ၇ऱਢੑ۪ᖲΕᙕଃᖲࡉ႕ػሽီᖲΙ:1זڣΔۥሽီᖲΕᅃઌᖲࡉ
᥊ቝᖲਢᄅദ֛ࡠཏሙ၇ऱΖ٧ᒣڇ91זڣऱழଢᝫנسࠄ߷ڇයٙ
ֺለړऱ୮அխΔۖࠩԱ:1זڣ༉ݙ٤ཏ֗ԱΖڇԫࠄՕৄؑऱᄅദ୮அխΔ
ሽᆰΕ୮அᐙೃլ٦ਢᄅဲټΔۖਢኔኔچڇڇឭהڇଚ୮խऱࢪࢨড়ᨚ㠪
ԱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
䱣ⴔЁҎ⫳⌏∈ᑇⱘᦤ催ˈᑈ䕏Ҏ㒧ီᯊ᳔୰фⱘϰ㽓гথ⫳њᕜ
ⱘব࣪Ǆ70ᑈҷˈ㸼ǃ㞾㸠䔺ǃᬊ䷇ᴎᰃϔᅮ㽕ޚⱘ˗ࠄњ80ᑈҷˈᮄီ
ᆊᒁ㽕фⱘᰃ⋫㸷ᴎǃᔩ䷇ᴎ咥ⱑ⬉㾚ᴎ˗90ᑈҷˈᔽ㡆⬉㾚ᴎǃ✻Ⳍᴎ
ᨘڣᴎᰃᮄီྏ᱂䘡㽕фⱘǄބㆅ80ᑈҷⱘᯊ䖬াߎ⦄䙷ѯ⫳⌏ᴵӊ
↨䕗དⱘᆊᒁЁˈ㗠ࠄњ90ᑈҷህᅠܼ᱂ঞњǄϔѯජᏖⱘᮄီᆊᒁЁˈ
⬉㛥ǃᆊᒁᕅ䰶ϡݡᰃᮄৡ䆡ˈ㗠ᰃᅲᅲഄᨚҪӀᆊЁⱘк᠓ᅶख़䞠
њǄ

45. In the 1980s, which was not a common item that newlyweds purchased?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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46. In which decade were bicycles popular purchases for newlyweds?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The
The
The
The

’90s
’80s
’70s
’60s

47. During the ’90s, which item became a necessity for newlyweds?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Video recorders
Computers
Family theatres
Refrigerators

Story for questions 48 through 51.
[Traditional-character version]
՛്ਢࠇקጻၷऱሎ೯Ζ༓֚ছΔ՛്ࠩՂ௧װֺףΔֺ৵ה
ئ׀ᐊԱԫॾΖॾխᎅΚϘؚݺඓԱԫଡՂ௧ऱሎ೯ΔԱรԫ
ټΖϙئ׀ॾݙ৵ॺൄᘋΔהააᝫ۞ᎌچኙהटटᎅΚϘ്۔Δֺࠝ
܃ൎΖ܃ᅝᤃሎ೯ऱழଢመรԫټႯ@ϙ്۔լړრ৸چᎅΚϘܑᎅรԫ
ԱΔ౨࠷ছԿټऱګᜎ༉լᙑԱΖϙ
՛്վ֚ڃ୮ԱΖئ׀ԫڰ༉ڦထپړऱࣟ۫Δऱਢᦟ०ࠝΖ
ڶუࠩΔࠝԫࠩ୮༉ᣄመچኙئ׀ᎅΚϘլړრ৸ΔؚݺඓԱΖϙ്ۖ۔ৰ
࡛ࢡΔ್ՂࡠॾނஞࠐΔԾגาچԱԫሙΔኙࠝᎅΚϙ܃ऱॾՂᎅ܃
ԱรԫټΜϙ՛്൷መॾԫΔᜭદԱΖהᎅΚϘኙլದΖނݺᑑរฤᇆ
ऱۯᆜᐊᙑԱΖݺਢუᎅΚؚݺඓԱΔԫଡՂ௧ऱሎ೯ԱรԫټΖϙ

[Simplified-character version]
ᇣᓴᰃ࣫Ҁ㔥⧗䯳ⱘ䖤ࡼਬǄࠡˈᇣᓴࠄϞ⍋এখࡴ↨䌯ˈ↨䌯ৢҪ
㒭⠊↡ݭњϔᇕֵǄֵЁ䇈˖“៥ᠧ䋹њϔϾϞ⍋ⱘ䖤ࡼਬˈᕫњϔৡǄ”⠊↡
ⳟᅠֵৢ䴲ᐌ催݈ˈҪཛྷཛྷ䖬㞾䈾ഄᇍҪ⠌⠌䇈˖“㗕ᓴˈܓᄤ↨ԴᔎǄԴᔧ㇂
⧗䖤ࡼਬⱘᯊᕫ䖛ϔৡ৫?” 㗕ᓴϡདᛣᗱഄ䇈˖“߿䇈ϔњˈ㛑পᕫࠡϝ
ৡⱘ៤㒽ህϡ䫭њǄ”
ᇣᓴҞ㽕ಲᆊњǄ⠊↡ϔᮽህᖭⴔخདৗⱘϰ㽓ˈЎⱘᰃ䖢ܓᄤǄ≵
᳝ᛇࠄˈܓᄤϔࠄᆊህ䲒䖛ഄᇍ⠊↡䇈˖“ϡདᛣᗱˈ៥ᠧ䋹њǄ” 㗕ᓴᕜ༛ᗾˈ
偀ϞিྏᄤᡞֵᣓᴹˈজҨ㒚ഄⳟњϔ䘡ˈᇍܓᄤ䇈˖“ԴⱘֵϞ䇈Դᕫњϔ
ৡଞʽ ”ᇣᓴ䖛ֵϔⳟˈ㜌㑶њǄҪ䇈˖ “ᇍϡ䍋Ǆ៥ᡞᷛ⚍ヺোⱘԡ㕂ݭ䫭
њǄ៥ᰃᛇ䇈˖៥ᠧ䋹њˈϔϾϞ⍋ⱘ䖤ࡼਬᕫњϔৡǄ”

48. Xiao Zhang is an athlete on which team?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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49. Why is the mom proud?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Her husband placed first.
Her son always places first.
Her husband and son both have placed first.
Her son outperformed her husband.

50. Which of the following statements regarding Lao Zhang is correct?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

He has placed first.
He has placed in the top three.
He has never gotten in the top three.
He has placed third.

51. Why did the parents think their son placed first?
(A) Xiao Zhang lied in a letter he wrote.
(B) Lao Zhang read the letter wrong.
(C) Xiao Zhang put a comma in the wrong place in the letter.
(D) Xiao Zhang was winning at first, but lost at the end.
Passage for questions 52 through 55.
[Traditional-character version]
ࠩመխഏऱ؆ഏԳൄᎅΚլࠩ९ৄॺړዧΔլ௸ࠇקپᚅటᙊᖌΖ
௸ࠇקᚅਢࣔཛऱ୰ݪଇΔࠩվ֚բᆖڶԿڣڍۍऱᖵԱΖࣔཛऱழ
ଢΔ୰ݪऱᐓஃسނ९ڇতࠇྋխऱᚅ࣋ࠩ־ՂΔ௸ګᚅΖ௸ᑵא৵ऱᚅ
ΔԾଉԾΔឈྥৰॅΔ܀ਢԫរࠝՈլᘈΖ৵ࠐΔࣔཛऱଈຟൕতࠇჺࠩ
ࠇקΔ௸ᚅऱݾՈൕতࠇࠩԱࠇקΖᐓஃࠇקشჄᚅऱ௸ᚅΔࠝؼৰ
ᜳΔۚॺൄኊΔپړףޓΖ௸ࠇקᚅৰֱקګ᧢ݶଅ࠺խऱԫሐټလΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ࠄ䖛ЁⱘҎᐌ䇈˖ϡࠄ䭓ජ䴲ད∝ˈϡৗ࣫Ҁ⚸吁ⳳ䘫ធǄ
࣫Ҁ⚸吁ᰃᯢᳱⱘᅿᓋ亳કˈࠄҞᏆ㒣᳝ϝⱒᑈⱘग़њǄᯢᳱⱘᯊ
ˈᅿᓋⱘॼᏜᡞ⫳䭓फҀЁⱘ吁ᄤᬒࠄ☿Ϟˈخ៤⚸吁Ǆ⚸❳ҹৢⱘ吁
ᄤˈজ佭জ㛚ˈ㱑✊ᕜ㙹ˈԚᰃϔ⚍ܓгϡ㝏Ǆৢᴹˈᯢᳱⱘ佪䛑ҢफҀᨀࠄ
࣫Ҁˈ⚸吁ⱘᡔᴃгҢफҀᏺࠄњ࣫ҀǄॼᏜ⫼࣫Ҁ฿吁⚸ⱘخ吁ˈⲂܓᕜ
㭘ˈ㙝䴲ᐌႽˈࡴདৗǄ࣫Ҁ⚸吁ᕜᖿব៤࣫ᮍ亢ੇЁⱘϔ䘧ৡ㦰Ǆ

52. What can be inferred from the first sentence?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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The Great Wall and Beijing duck are very famous.
It’s regretful that I didn’t eat Beijing duck.
Good men must go to the Great Wall.
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53. Regarding the capital of China, which statement is correct?
(A) The capital of the Ming Dynasty is Nanjing, and the next dynasty’s
capital is Beijing.
(B) The Ming Dynasty had two capitals, first in Nanjing and then in
Beijing.
(C) The Ming Dynasty had two capitals, Nanjing and Beijing.
(D) The Ming Dynasty had two capitals, first in Beijing and then in
Nanjing.
54. Which description of Beijing duck is false?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Nice-smelling and crisp
Thin skin and tender meat
Thin skin and lean meat
A lot of fat but not greasy

55. What is the main topic of this passage?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The smell of Beijing duck
People who eat Beijing duck
The history behind Beijing duck and its characteristics
Famous places that serve Beijing duck

Story for questions 56 through 60.
[Traditional-character version]
Ϙदլϙץਢ੍֚ऱႚอ՛پΔڇ٤ഏՈॺൄټڶΖ
ৰאڰছΔԫଡ՛၆ऱ՛ߊࠝΔڂ㻽ࢤ֜ൎΔئ׀༉הϘदլ
ϙΖ՛၆ԼᄣऱழଢᠦၲԱ୮ၢΔ੍֚ࠩऱԫ୮ץࢋؚՠΖ߷୮ץࢋ
੍֚ڇৰټڶΔբᆖڶ༓ԼڣऱᖵԱΖመԱլՆΔץࢋऱ۔ច՛၆Գឈ
ྥլՕΔ܀ਢᜣࣔړᖂΔ༉㢾ࡳඒהץΔՊਢ՛၆༉ᇿထஃແᖂದԱץ
Ζ՛၆ࠃॺൄᎁటΔᖂৰݶΔመڍ९ழၴ༉ຟᖂᄎԱΖԼքΕԮᄣऱ
ழଢΔ՛၆شඅࠐऱᙒၲԱԫ୮۞աऱץࢋΖ՛၆ऱץΔֺஃແऱޓ
࠹ᦟ०Ζڂ㻽՛၆ऱ؆ᇆϘदլϙΔՕ୮༉הނऱץϘदլ
ϙץΖڇΔ੍֚ऱϘदլϙץբᆖڶԫڣڍۍऱᖵԱΖ
Ϙदլϙץࢋ။ၲ။ՕΔسრՈ။။ړΖ੍֚ڶԫঋᎅΚ֚ࠩ
੍ΔլቫԫቫϘदլϙץΔ༉࣍ࠐڶመ੍֚Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
“⢫ϡ⧚”ࣙᄤᰃ⋹ⱘӴ㒳ᇣৗˈܼг䴲ᐌ᳝ৡǄ
ᕜᮽҹࠡˈϔϾি催ᇣ䌉ⱘᇣ⬋ᄽˈܓЎᗻḐᔎˈ⠊↡ህিҪ “⢫ϡ
⧚”Ǆᇣ䌉कಯቕⱘᯊ⾏ᓔњᆊеˈࠄ⋹ⱘϔᆊࣙᄤᑫᠧᎹǄ䙷ᆊࣙᄤᑫ
⋹ᕜ᳝ৡˈᏆ㒣᳝कᑈⱘग़њǄ䖛њϡЙˈࣙᄤᑫⱘ㗕ᵓⳟᇣ䌉Ҏ㱑✊
ϡˈԚᰃ㘾ᯢདᄺˈህއᅮᬭҪࣙخᄤˈѢᰃᇣ䌉ህ䎳ⴔᏜٙᄺ䍋њࣙخ
ᄤǄᇣ䌉خџ䴲ᐌ䅸ⳳˈᄺᕫᕜᖿˈ≵䖛䭓ᯊ䯈ህ䛑ᄺӮњǄक݁ǃϗቕⱘ
ᯊˈ催ᇣ䌉⫼ᴹⱘ䪅ᓔњϔᆊ㞾ᏅⱘࣙᄤᑫǄᇣ䌉ࣙⱘخᄤˈ↨Ꮬٙⱘ
ফ䖢ǄЎ催ᇣ䌉ⱘোি“⢫ϡ⧚”ˈᆊህᡞҪࣙⱘخᄤি“⢫ϡ⧚”ࣙᄤǄ
⦄ˈ⋹ⱘ“⢫ϡ⧚”ࣙᄤᏆ㒣᳝ϔⱒᑈⱘग़њǄ
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“ ⢫ϡ⧚ ” ࣙᄤᑫ䍞ᓔ䍞ˈ⫳ᛣг䍞خ䍞དǄ⋹᳝ϔহ֫䇁䇈˖ࠄ
⋹ˈϡᇱϔᇱ“⢫ϡ⧚”ࣙᄤˈህㄝѢ≵᳝ᴹ䖛⋹Ǆ
56. What is this article mainly about?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The history behind a food
A proverb regarding a food
The biography of a person
The development of a food

57. How old is this particular type of baozi?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

14 years
About 16 years
90 years
Over 100 years

58. Who named the food “goubuli?”
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The boss
The boy himself
Everyone
Parents

59. Which statement is correct?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

His boss’s restaurant was not famous.
The boss was very patient.
The boy opened a restaurant with his former boss.
The boy learned how to make baozi very quickly.

60. What does the saying at the end of the story mean?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

One cannot eat baozi in Tianjin.
There are no baozi in Tianjin.
When in Tianjin, one must eat baozi.
Everyone in Tianjin enjoys baozi.

Passage for questions 61 through 64.
[Traditional-character version]
ਚ୰چؑࠇקխ֨ΔԾᆃৄΔਢؾছՂ່Օऱ୰ᄥ৬ᗰΖ
ਚ୰ൕࣟࠩ۫861ۏΔطতࠩק:71ۏΖਚ୰ऱ૿ᗨ83ᆄֱؓۏΔਢط
:111ڍଡࢪၴิګऱΖ୰ᄥऱࡌਢ२21ۏΕ4ֆߺ९ऱৄᛥΔᛥ؆ਢᐈ
63ۏΕ7ۏऱࣾΖৄᛥऱ૿ຟڶ॰Δࠡխতᢰऱ֑॰Δਢਚ୰ऱإ॰Ιק
ᢰऱ॰ਢ壀ࣳ॰Ιࣟᢰऱ॰ࣟဎ॰Ιᝫ۫ڶᢰऱ۫ဎ॰Ζਚ୰ৄᛥऱଡߡ
Ղڶٺԫஆ՛ᑔΔߡᑔΖ
ਚ୰։㻽ࠟՕຝ։Κতᢰऱਢ০ՠ܂ऱֱچΔ؆ཛΙקᢰऱ
ਢ০֗୮ԳسऱֱچΔփݪΖ
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[Simplified-character version]
ᬙᅿഄ໘࣫ҀᏖЁᖗˈজি㋿⽕ජˈᰃⳂࠡϪ⬠Ϟ᳔ⱘᅿ↓ᓎㄥǄ
ᬙᅿҢϰࠄ㽓 750 ㉇ˈ⬅फࠄ࣫ 960 ㉇Ǆᬙᅿⱘ䴶⿃ 72 ϛᑇᮍ㉇ˈᰃ⬅
9000 Ͼ᠓䯈㒘៤ⱘǄᅿ↓ⱘ਼ೈᰃ䖥 10 ㉇催ǃ 3 ݀䞠䭓ⱘජˈᰃᆑ
52㉇ǃ⏅6㉇ⱘ⊇Ǆජⱘಯ䴶䛑᳝䮼ˈ݊Ёफ䖍ⱘিज䮼ˈᰃᬙᅿⱘℷ䮼˗࣫
䖍ⱘ䮼ᰃ⼲℺䮼˗ϰ䖍ⱘ䮼িϰढ䮼˗䖬᳝㽓䖍ⱘ㽓ढ䮼ǄᬙᅿජⱘಯϾ㾦
Ϟ᳝ϔᑻᇣὐˈি㾦ὐǄ
ᬙᅿЏ㽕ߚЎϸ䚼ߚ˖फ䖍ⱘऎඳᰃⱛᏱᎹⱘഄᮍˈিᳱ˗࣫䖍ⱘ
ऎඳᰃⱛᏱঞᆊҎ⫳⌏ⱘഄᮍˈিݙᓋǄ

61. How many meters is the Imperial Palace from the north to the south?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

9,000
960
750
720,000

62. The main gate of the Imperial Palace faces ________.
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

east
south
west
north

63. How long is the wall that surrounds the Imperial Palace?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

52 meters
3 kilometers
10 meters
6 meters

64. What function does the southern complex of the Imperial Palace serve?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The Emperor and family members’ workplace
The Emperor and family members’ living area
The Emperor’s family members’ living area
The Emperor’s workplace

Advertisement for questions 65 through 68.
[Traditional-character version]
ႉભড়ሎֆࠎ༼ֲޢ१ޜፖ៱८՞հၴऱড়߫Ζᓮቃ٣ૡปΔױ
Ղ߫৵၇ปΖآૡปृ݄৵ඈΖ
ปᏝΚ࿓!%710%56!)՛*Ι१!%2210%91!)՛*Ζᅝ֚ृֲسΕࠟᄣ
אՀ)ܶࠟᄣ*!ؔࠝ܍၄Ζ
ࣚ೭Κ༼ࠎ֑塊Ι511ᆄঅᙠΙড়߫৵ຝڶ༕ࢬ
ሽᇩΚ!)666*666.4173<! )666*666.12:1! )խ֮*
Κwww.shunmeikeyun.com
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[Simplified-character version]
乎㕢ᅶ䖤݀ৌ↣᮹ᦤկᕔ䖨⋯ᴝⷊϢᮻ䞥ቅП䯈ⱘᅶ䔺Ǆ䇋乘ܜ䅶⼼ˈৃ
Ϟ䔺ৢф⼼Ǆ䅶⼼㗙തৢᥦǄ
⼼Ӌ˖ऩ $60/$45 (ᇣᄽ)˗ᕔ䖨 $110/$80 (ᇣᄽ)Ǆᔧ⫳᮹㗙ǃϸቕҹ
ϟ(ϸቕ) ᑐܡܓ䌍Ǆ
᳡ࡵ˖ᦤկज令˗400ϛֱ䰽˗ᅶ䔺ৢ䚼᳝३᠔
⬉䆱˖ (555)555-3062; (555) 555-0190 (Ё᭛)
Џ义˖www.shunmeikeyun.com

65. What kind of business does this advertise?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Restaurant
Long-distance bus
Insurance company
Public restroom

66. Which statement is correct?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

People must buy tickets before boarding the bus.
Lunch is free for people with birthdays on that day.
Passengers without reservations sit at the front of the bus.
A bathroom is available on the bus.

67. Who may ride the bus for free?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

2-year-olds
Kids about 2 years old
Kids older than 2 years old
2-year-olds and under

68. How much does a round-trip ticket cost for an adult?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

$45
$60
$80
$110

Passage for questions 69 and 70.
[Traditional-character version]
ګޕᚊΔߊΔ35ᄣΔآദΔء㨜ՕᖂฅᄐΖሽᆰΕ֮ᐊ֗܂Ցֽؓ
Ζݦඨڇሽᆰֆՠ܂Δִᜲլ࣍܅4111ցΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ᴢ៤啭ˈ⬋ˈ 24 ቕˈီˈᴀሞᄺ↩ϮǄ⬉㛥ǃ㣅᭛ݭঞষ䇁∈ᑇ
催ǄᏠᳯ⬉㛥݀ৌᎹˈ᳜㭾ϡԢѢ3000ܗǄ
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69. What kind of advertisement is this?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

A help-wanted ad
A dating ad
A job-seeker ad
A public notice

70. Which statement is not correct?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The man is graduating this year.
He has good computer skills.
He is proficient at writing both in English and Chinese.
He is looking for a job that pays more than 3,000 yuan a month.

News article for questions 71 through 73.
[Traditional-character version]
ᖕؑءွऱܫ-! ່२༓֚݁ؓؑءᄵڇ21±DאՂΔֺൄڣᄵ
5±Dؐ׳Δ່ᄵ৫բሒ23±DΖຍ।ࣔΔؑءբᆖ༼ছԼ֚ၞԵਞ֚Ζᖕွ
റ୮տฯΔؓ݁ᄵ၌መ21±D༉ਢၞԵਞ֚ऱၲࡨΖറ୮৬ᤜΔຍᑌړऱ֚
ᔞٽԳଚࠩ؆೯Ζ࣍طຍଡழଢऱ़ৰᛟΔറ୮ܑ༼ᙌԳଚࣹრڍ
໘ֽΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ḍᴀᏖ⇨䈵ৄⱘਞ, ᳔䖥ᴀᏖᑇഛ⇨⏽10˚CҹϞˈ↨ᐌᑈ⇨⏽催
4˚CᎺেˈ᳔催⏽ᑺᏆ䖒12˚CǄ䖭㸼ᯢˈᴀᏖᏆ㒣ᦤࠡक䖯ܹǄ⇨䈵
ϧᆊҟ㒡ˈᑇഛ⇨⏽䍙䖛10˚Cህᰃ䖯ܹⱘᓔྟǄϧᆊᓎ䆂ˈ䖭ḋདⱘ⇨
䗖ড়ҎӀࠄᅸ⌏ࡼǄ⬅Ѣ䖭Ͼᯊⱘぎ⇨ᕜᑆ➹ˈϧᆊ⡍߿ᦤ䝦ҎӀ⊼ᛣ
ୱ∈Ǆ

71. What was the highest temperature for the last few days in the city?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

4˚C
10˚C
Above 10˚C
12˚C

72. What is the average temperature to indicate the arrival of spring?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

10˚C
Above 10˚C
12˚C
About 10˚C

73. Why do experts suggest that people should exercise outdoors?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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Passage for questions 74 through 76.
[Traditional-character version]
ᙟထઝᖂݾऱ࿇୶ࡉԳଚسֽؓऱ༼Δ֫ᖲດዬګ㻽Գଚسխऱ
ؘᏁΖڕվऱீႼբᆖګ㻽֫ᖲ၄ऱԫଡৰՕऱؑΔڇՕᖂீႼ㠪Δڶ
֫ᖲऱᖂسՕڶԳڇΔۖڇխᖂீႼ㠪֫شᖲऱᖂسՈլ֟ڇᑇΖխᖂشࠌس
֫ᖲࠩࢍړլړΔਢᅝছषᄎΕᖂீࡉᖂس୮९٥ٵᣂ֨ऱംᠲΖ

[Simplified-character version]
䱣ⴔ⾥ᄺᡔᴃⱘথሩҎӀ⫳⌏∈ᑇⱘᦤ催ˈᴎ䗤⏤៤ЎҎӀ⫳⌏Ёⱘ
ᖙ䳔કǄབҞⱘ᷵ುᏆ㒣៤Ўᴎ⍜䌍ⱘϔϾᕜⱘᏖഎˈᄺ᷵ು䞠ˈ᳝
ᴎⱘᄺ⫳᳝Ҏˈ㗠Ёᄺ᷵ು䞠⫼ᴎⱘᄺ⫳гϡᇥ᭄ǄЁᄺ⫳Փ⫼
ᴎࠄᑩདϡདˈᰃᔧࠡ⼒Ӯǃᄺ᷵ᄺ⫳ᆊ䭓݅ৠ݇ᖗⱘ䯂乬Ǆ

74. What does “ᖙ䳔ક” mean?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Something that must be bought immediately
Something that is necessary
Something that will come along whether you want it or not
Something that is wanted

75. Which statement is correct?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

A lot of students have cell phones.
A lot of people sell cell phones at school.
A lot of students get cell phones from their parents.
Students have to turn off their cell phones in classes.

76. What concerns people the most about using cell phones?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

How cell phones are useful
Where to buy cell phones
The necessity of cell phones
The pros and cons of cell phones

Passage for questions 77 through 79.
[Traditional-character version]
ٺఄٵᖂᓮࣹრΔ࣍ط२ֲຑᥛՀຳΔءࡳீݺၜնՀ֑3;11ᜰ۩ऱߩ
ֺലංᙈ-!ࡌءնՀ֑ٺఄᅃൄՂᓰΖ֚࣠ڕයٙւΔߩֺലڇՀ
ଡਣཚԲՀ֑ઌٵऱழၴփᜰ۩Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
⧁ৠᄺ䇋⊼ᛣˈ⬅Ѣ䖥᮹䖲㓁ϟ䲾ˈ៥᷵ॳᅮᴀ਼Ѩϟज 2:00В㸠ⱘ䎇
⧗↨䌯ᇚ䖳, ᴀ਼Ѩϟज⧁✻ᐌϞ䇒Ǆབᵰ⇨ᴵӊܕ䆌ˈ䎇⧗↨䌯ᇚϟ
Ͼ᯳ᳳѠϟजⳌৠⱘᯊ䯈ݙВ㸠Ǆ
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77. What kind of passage is this?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Advertisement
Announcement
Sports news
Poster

78. Why was the soccer game rescheduled?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Some soccer players were not available.
There were conflicts with classes.
Weather conditions were unfavorable.
Students had to go to their classes.

79. Which statement is correct?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The soccer game was postponed until further notice.
The time of the game will be posted on Tuesday.
It has been snowing for several days.
The classes and the game are all cancelled this Friday.

Advertisement for questions 80 through 83.
[Traditional-character version]
㻽Աᨃભഏᖂڶسᖲᄎشܓཔཚװխഏᖂխ֮֗ტ࠹խഏ֮֏Δݺဎભ
֮֏խ֨վڣലᤉᥛᜰᙄϘխഏհ۩ϙחᛜ೯Ζڇڣ27ᄣࠩ31ᄣհၴߪ
᧯ൈऱᖂسຟױףΖվڣऱחᛜԫ٥7ଡਣཚΔ!7ִ5ֲ۟8ִ9ֲΖחᛜ
ߛ᧯ࠇקڇՕᖂΖࠇקڇཚၴΔೈԱၲխ֮ᓰא؆Δݺխ֨ᝫലิ៣ᨠ
֮ᢌ।ዝΕ᧯ߛֺΕቫଅ࠺՛ࣲࡉپᓾխഏሽᐙ೯-ࠀലิ៣ᖂࠩسՂ
௧ΕতࠇΕࣜڠچၞ۩ԫଡਣཚऱளሏ೯Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
Ўњ䅽㕢ᄺ⫳᳝ᴎӮ߽⫼ᱥᳳএЁᄺдЁ᭛ঞᛳফЁ᭛࣪ˈ៥ढ㕢
᭛࣪ЁᖗҞᑈᇚ㒻㓁Вࡲ“ЁП㸠”Ҹ㧹⌏ࡼǄᑈ啘16ቕࠄ20ቕП䯈䑿ԧ
عᒋⱘᄺ⫳䛑ৃখࡴǄҞᑈⱘҸ㧹ϔ݅6Ͼ᯳ᳳˈ6᳜4᮹㟇7᳜8᮹ǄҸ㧹䆒
࣫Ҁԧ㚆ᄺǄ࣫Ҁᳳ䯈ˈ䰸њᓔ䆒Ё᭛䇒ҹˈ៥Ёᖗ䖬ᇚ㒘㒛㾖ⳟ᭛
㡎㸼ⓨǃԧ㚆↨䌯ǃકᇱ亢ੇᇣৗ䌣Ё⬉ᕅㄝ⌏ࡼˈᑊᇚ㒘㒛ᄺ⫳ࠄϞ
⍋ǃफҀǃᵁᎲㄝഄ䖯㸠ϔϾ᯳ᳳⱘᮙ␌⌏ࡼǄ

80. Where is the Huamei Cultural Center located?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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81. How old do you have to be to be in the program?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Younger than 16 or older than 20
16 or 20 years old
Between 16 and 20
Everyone is eligible

82. Where is the camp located this year?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Beijing
Shanghai
Nanjing
Hangzhou

83. Which activity is not included at the camp?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Watching performances
Participating in competitions
Visiting places
Sampling local delicacies

Advertisement for questions 84 through 87.
[Traditional-character version]
ֲࣔհਣሎ೯ᖂீലᜰᙄรԼࡻॹ֟ڣᤃחᛜΖټழၴΚ6ִ26ֲࠩ
6ִ42ֲΔ7ִ26ֲၲࡨՂᓰΖಝᒭఄ։ॣΕխΕԿ్Δᖂਊڣ։ఄಝ
ᒭΔطറᄐඒᒭᓰΔࠀᝮᓮထټᤃሎ೯ਐᖄΖᖂԫ৳۰ீΔࠟۯᆖ
᧭᠆༄ऱ۔ஃലኙᖂऱֲൄسၞ۩ጥΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ᯢ᮹П᯳䖤ࡼᄺ᷵ᇚВࡲकሞ䴦ᇥᑈ㇂⧗Ҹ㧹Ǆৡᯊ䯈˖5᳜15᮹ࠄ
5᳜ 31᮹ˈ 6᳜ 15᮹ᓔྟϞ䇒Ǆ䆁㒗⧁ߚ߱ǃЁǃ催ϝ㑻ˈᄺਬᣝᑈ啘ߚ⧁䆁
㒗ˈ⬅ϧϮᬭ㒗ਬᥜ䇒ˈᑊ䙔䇋㨫ৡ㇂⧗䖤ࡼਬᣛᇐǄᄺਬϔᕟԣ᷵ˈϸԡ㒣
偠Єᆠⱘ㗕Ꮬᇚᇍᄺਬⱘ᮹ᐌ⫳⌏䖯㸠ㅵ⧚Ǆ

84. Who sponsors this camp?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

A sport school
A basketball team
A group of professional coaches
Several famous basketball players

85. When does the camp start?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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86. Which levels are offered at the camp?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Elementary
Intermediate
Advanced
All levels are offered

87. Who were invited to be the guest coaches?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Professional coaches
Famous athletes
Two experienced counselors
Basketball fans

Passage for questions 88 through 91.
[Traditional-character version]
ޏၲ࣋ࠌխഏषᄎ࿇سԱৰՕऱ᧢֏ΔՈ୮அዌࠐԱᐙΔषᄎ
ՂנԱϘԭ܌୮அϙΖϘԭ܌୮அϙ༉ਢسאױऱ֛ࡠ۞ᣋլऱ
୮அΖຍࠄ୮அլᣋრΔڶՀ૿༓ଡڂΚԫਢڶΔ֛ࡠࠟ
Գຟאױറ֨۞աऱࠃᄐΔۖլڇشᄐ塒ऱழၴ㠪ᝫ㻽Ֆᖙ֨ΙԲਢ
ڶኙ֛ࡠᠨֱऱ࿇୶ຟړڶΖመڇװխഏΔഡՖଚԫ֊ຟࠉᔾߊԳΔ
ദ৵ᖞ֚࣍ڦ୮೭ࠃΔڇଡԳऱ࿇୶Ղৰᣄڶչ䈥ᙇᖗΖڇழזլٵԱΔഡ
Ֆଚ٦Ոլࠉؘᔾչ䈥ԳԱΖڔଚߊࡉאױԳԫᑌΔࠃڇᄐՂڶԫࡳऱ࿇୶Ι
ԿਢڶΔ֛ࡠࠟԳسچط۞אױΔאױಳޣᄅऱسֱڤΔࠆ࠹ࠟԳ
ऱ᎘ᠾტᤚΖۖԫ؟ᠦദΔהଚՈլᄎڍ֜ڶऱ৵հᐡΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ᬍ䴽ᓔᬒՓЁ⼒Ӯথ⫳њᕜⱘব࣪ˈг㒭ᆊᒁ㒧ᵘᏺᴹњᕅડˈ⼒Ӯ
Ϟߎ⦄њ“ϕܟᆊᒁ”Ǆ“ϕܟᆊᒁ”ህᰃৃҹ⫳ᄽᄤⱘྏ㞾ᜓϡ㽕ᄽᄤⱘᆊᒁǄ
䖭ѯᆊᒁϡᜓᛣ㽕ᄽᄤˈЏ㽕᳝ϟ䴶Ͼॳ˖ϔᰃ≵᳝ᄽᄤˈྏϸҎ䛑ৃ
ҹϧᖗخ㞾ᏅⱘџϮˈ㗠ϡ⫼Ϯԭⱘᯊ䯈䞠䖬ᕫЎᄤཇ᪡ᖗ˗Ѡᰃ≵᳝ᄽᄤ
ᇍྏঠᮍⱘথሩ䛑᳝ད໘Ǆ䖛এЁˈཛཇӀϔߛ䛑ձ䴴⬋Ҏˈ㒧ီৢᭈ
ᖭѢᆊࡵџˈϾҎⱘথሩϞᕜ䲒᳝ҔМ䗝ᢽǄ⦄ᯊҷϡৠњˈཛཇӀݡ
гϡᖙձ䴴ҔМҎњǄཌྷӀৃҹ⬋ҎϔḋˈџϮϞ᳝ϔᅮⱘথሩ˗ϝᰃ≵
᳝ᄽᄤˈྏϸҎৃҹ㞾⬅ഄ⫳⌏ˈৃҹ䗑∖ᮄⱘ⫳⌏ᮍᓣˈѿফϸҎϪ⬠ⱘ
䕏ᵒᛳ㾝Ǆ㗠ϔᮺ⾏ီˈҪӀгϡӮ᳝ⱘৢ乒ПᖻǄ

88. What kind of family is this passage mainly about?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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89. Which of the following is not a reason for the couple to be “ϕܟᆊᒁ”?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The couple doesn’t want to care for a child.
The wife wants a good career.
They want a new lifestyle.
All of the above.

90. What does “ഡՖଚ٦Ոլࠉؘᔾչ䈥ԳԱ”(“ཛཇӀݡгϡᖙձ䴴ҔМҎњ”)
mean?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Women worry about who they should depend on.
Women became independent.
Women should not depend on their husbands.
Women have no one to depend on.

91. From the context, what does “৵հᐡ” (“ৢ乒Пᖻ”) mean?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Couples without children can separate more easily.
What happens to the children when parents divorce?
Two people want to enjoy life.
Modern women don’t want to get married.

E-mail for questions 92 through 94.
[Traditional-character version]
࿇ٙԳΚࣥཤ
گٙԳΚໃ܌
ᠲΚOCB՛؎ԳΫΫ!ࣔ
࿇ֲٙཚ;!3117ڣ23ִ21ֲ
ໃ܌Κ
ړ܃Μॾ܃խംದࣔΔݺړإਢהऱಮΔᨃݺ܃տฯԫՀܣΖ
ࣔ2:91ڇڣՂ௧سנΖהटटߪ3/19ۏΔࠐڇՂ௧ߊᤃၷؚ
Ζაა2/99ۏΔམᅝመխഏഏ୮ᤃၷऱၷ९Ζࣔߪ3/37ۏΔࢬא؆ᇆ
Ϙ՛؎ԳϙΖࣔڶԫଡዦॽऱՖ֖ࣛΔՈਢᤃሎ೯Δ2/:1ۏΖࣔ
5ᄣֲسऱழଢڶԱ۞աऱรԫଡᤃΙ7ᄣڇՂ௧ભഏᤃၷֺழवሐԱ
OCBΙ:ᄣڇՂ௧֟ீ᧯ڣၲࡨᤃಝᒭΖ2::8ڣΔףהԵՂ௧ᤃၷΙ3113ڣ-!
Ղ௧ၷᤢԱDCBগ૨ΔהᛧԱ߷ֺڻऱ່ࠋऱዊᥩΙٵԫڣΔࠩભഏ
ףԵٖՓቅ־ᒢၷΔګ㻽OCBऱรԿۯխഏΖ
ԱݺऱॾΔ܃ਢլਢኙࣔޓტᘋᔊԱ@
⼱དʽ
ᵫỂ
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[Simplified-character version]
থӊҎ˖ᵫỂ
ᬊӊҎ˖ᵄܟ
Џ乬˖NBAᇣᎼҎ—— ྮᯢ
থӊ᮹ᳳ: 2006ᑈ12᳜10᮹
ᵄ˖ܟ
ԴདʽԴֵЁ䯂䍋ྮᯢˈℷད៥ᰃҪⱘ⧗䗋ˈ䅽៥㒭Դҟ㒡ϔϟ৻Ǆ
ྮᯢ 1980 ᑈϞ⍋ߎ⫳ǄҪ⠌⠌䑿催 2.08 ㉇ˈॳᴹϞ⍋⬋ᄤ㇂⧗䯳ᠧ
⧗Ǆཛྷཛྷ 1.88㉇ˈ᳒ᔧ䖛Ёᆊ㇂⧗䯳ⱘ䯳䭓Ǆྮᯢ䑿催 2.26㉇ˈ᠔ҹো
ি“ᇣᎼҎ”Ǆྮᯢ᳝ϔϾⓖ҂ⱘཇ᳟টˈгᰃ㇂⧗䖤ࡼਬˈ催1.90㉇Ǆྮᯢ4ቕ
⫳᮹ⱘᯊ᳝њ㞾ᏅⱘϔϾ㇂⧗˗ 6 ቕϞ⍋ⳟ㕢㇂⧗䯳↨䌯ᯊⶹ䘧њ
NBA ˗ 9 ቕϞ⍋ᇥᑈԧ᷵ᓔྟ㇂⧗䆁㒗Ǆ 1997 ᑈˈҪࡴܹϞ⍋㇂⧗䯳˗
2002ᑈ, Ϟ⍋䯳䌶ᕫњCBAˈݯݴҪ㦋ᕫњ䙷↨䌯ⱘ᳔Շ⧗ਬⱘ㤷䁝˗ৠϔ
ᑈˈࠄ㕢ࡴܹӥ乓☿ㆁ䯳ˈ៤ЎNBAⱘϝԡЁ⧗ਬǄ
ⳟњ៥ⱘֵˈԴᰃϡᰃᇍྮᯢᛳ݈䍷њ?
⼱དʽ
ᵫỂ

92. Who was once the captain of the Chinese national basketball team?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Yao Ming
Yao Ming’s father
Yao Ming’s mother
Yao Ming’s girlfriend

93. When did Yao Ming learn about the NBA?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

When
When
When
When

he
he
he
he

was 4 years old
was 6 years old
entered the Shanghai Junior Sports School
came to the United States

94. When did Yao Ming join the NBA?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

1980
1981
1997
2002

Passage for questions 95 and 96.
[Traditional-character version]
խഏৄਢਐ௧؆ဎԳسऱچΔՈϘାԳဩϙΖભഏ່ထټऱխഏৄ
ోڇપࡉ៱८՞Ζ៱८՞ऱխഏৄբڶԫۍնԼڣऱᖵԱΖ߷㠪ऱဎԳ༓
۾ԱભഏဎԳ᜔ᑇऱ205Ζ៱ڇ८՞ऱխഏৄ㠪Δխഏ堩塢լૠࠡᑇΔٺጟଅ
࠺ΔᚨڶጐڶΖోપऱխഏৄΔॵ२چڶᥳ߫ీΔٌຏֱঁΖؾছભഏچٺऱ
ାԳဩΔբᆖլݙ٤ਢխഏԳऱؑԱΔ။ࠐ။ڍऱឌഏԳΕ။তԳΕഏԳ
Ոၲࡨֱچࠄ߷ڇ࿇୶ԱΖ
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[Simplified-character version]
Ёජᰃᣛ⍋ढҎ⫳⌏ⱘഄऎˈгি “Ҏ㸫 ”Ǆ㕢᳔㨫ৡⱘЁජ
㒑㑺ᮻ䞥ቅǄᮻ䞥ቅⱘЁජᏆ᳝ϔⱒѨकᑈⱘग़њǄ䙷䞠ⱘढҎТऴ
њ㕢ढҎᘏ᭄ⱘ1/4Ǆᮻ䞥ቅⱘЁජ䞠ˈЁ佁佚ϡ䅵᭄݊ˈ⾡亢ੇˈ
ᑨ᳝ሑ᳝Ǆ㒑㑺ⱘЁජˈ䰘䖥᳝ഄ䪕䔺キˈѸ䗮ᮍ֓ǄⳂࠡ㕢ഄⱘҎ
㸫ˈᏆ㒣ϡᅠܼᰃЁҎⱘᏖഎњˈ䍞ᴹ䍞ⱘ䶽Ҏǃ䍞फҎǃ⋄Ҏㄝг
ᓔྟ䙷ѯഄᮍথሩњǄ

95. What is the topic of the passage?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Chinatowns of the world
Chinatowns in New York
Development of Chinatowns
Chinatowns in the United States

96. Which statement is true?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

All Chinese people live in Chinatowns.
There are many different restaurants in Chinatown in San Francisco.
There are only two Chinatowns in the United States.
Everyone who does business in Chinatown is Chinese.

Passage for questions 97 and 98.
[Traditional-character version]
זᄮ༉ਢլڣٵऱԳڂ㻽৸უᨠ࢚ऱլۖٵ㶷سऱ֮֏၏ᠦΖڇ୮அ
խΔࡉئ׀࣍طՖࠟזԳऱګ९መ࿓լٵΔषᄎᛩቼլԫᑌΔ࠹ඒߛऱֱڤ
ࡉփ୲ຟڶฆΔ٦ףՂᆖᛎයٙऱޏࡉسᔆၦऱ༼ΔࠌࠟזԳڇኙ
ംᠲऱऄࡉࠃऱֱऄՂຟլݙ٤ԫᑌΔګݮԱئ׀ፖՖհၴऱזᄮΖ
ᖕᓳΔ97&ऱᖂڇسઠ۪ࣚംᠲՂᇿئ׀ऱऄլԫᑌΖڶ81&אՂऱ
ᖂڇسᓰ؆ऱᙇᖗՂᇿئ׀լٵΖתڍऱᖂشࠌڇسሿشᙒֱ૿࠹ࠩئ׀ऱ
ե௫Ζڶ68&ऱᖂڇسფ૿ֱړፖئ׀ऱޣլԫᑌΖئ׀ڇೢೢ۞աऱॾ
ٙΕֲಖΕᣂࣹፖฆࢤٵᖂٌऱംᠲՂΔڶല२31&ऱᖂسኙئ׀ऱऄ
।قլየრΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ҷ≳ህᰃϡৠᑈ啘ⱘҎЎᗱᛇ㾖ᗉⱘϡৠ㗠ѻ⫳ⱘ᭛࣪䎱⾏Ǆᆊᒁ
Ёˈ⬅Ѣ⠊↡ᄤཇϸҷҎⱘ៤䭓䖛ϡৠˈ⼒Ӯ⦃๗ϡϔḋˈফᬭ㚆ⱘᮍᓣ
ݙᆍ䛑᳝ᏂᓖˈࡴݡϞ㒣⌢ᴵӊⱘᬍ⫳⌏䋼䞣ⱘᦤ催ˈՓᕫϸҷҎᇍ
䯂乬ⱘⳟ⊩خџⱘᮍ⊩Ϟ䛑ϡᅠܼϔḋˈᔶ៤њ⠊↡ϢᄤཇП䯈ⱘҷ≳Ǆ
ḍ䇗ᶹˈ86%ⱘᄺ⫳こ㸷᳡䯂乬Ϟ䎳⠊↡ⱘⳟ⊩ϡϔḋǄ᳝70%ҹϞ
ⱘᄺ⫳䇒кⱘ䗝ᢽϞ䎳⠊↡ϡৠǄञⱘᄺ⫳Փ⫼䳊⫼䪅ᮍ䴶ফࠄ⠊↡
ⱘᑆ⍝Ǆ᳝57%ⱘᄺ⫳⠅དᮍ䴶Ϣ⠊↡ⱘ㽕∖ϡϔḋǄ⠊↡ًًⳟ㞾Ꮕⱘ
ֵӊǃ᮹䆄ǃ݇⊼ᄽᄤϢᓖᗻৠᄺѸᕔⱘ䯂乬Ϟˈ᳝ᇚ䖥20%ⱘᄺ⫳ᇍ⠊↡ⱘ
⊩خ㸼⼎ϡ⒵ᛣǄ
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97. According to the passage, what is a “זᄮ” (ҷ≳)?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Different thoughts
Different age groups
Cultural differences
Different genders

98. According to research, what percentage of kids have different hobbies from
their parents’ expectations?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

20%
57%
70%
86%

Passage for questions 99 and 100.
[Traditional-character version]
ԳՑ֏۔ਢխഏऱԫଡषᄎംᠲΖ֧ದԳՑ֏۔ऱڂਢسנࡉڽ
ՋऱՀ૾Δࠡխسנਢ່ऱైڂΖᙟထسנऱՀ૾Δ֟ࠝڣ࿙ԳՑ
။ࠐ။֟ΔڣګԳࡉڣ۔Գ။ࠐ။ڍΔᖞଡषᄎऱԳՑດዬߨ֏۔ٻΖڣ۔
ԳՑֺऱ༼ᣤૹچᐙԱषᄎᆖᛎऱ࿇୶ΖؾছΔԳՑڇ֏۔٤Ո
ਢԫଡլױᝩ܍ऱംᠲΖլٵऱഏ୮ΔԳՑ֏۔ऱመ࿓ΕழၴΕຒ৫ࡉ࿇୶
ऱႨຟլݙ٤ઌٵΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Ҏষ㗕啘࣪ᰃЁⱘϔϾ⼒Ӯ䯂乬Ǆᓩ䍋Ҏষ㗕啘࣪ⱘॳᰃߎ⫳⥛⅏
ѵ⥛ⱘϟ䰡ˈ݊Ёߎ⫳⥛ᰃ᳔Џ㽕ⱘ㋴Ǆ䱣ⴔߎ⫳⥛ⱘϟ䰡ˈᇥᑈܓスҎষ
䍞ᴹ䍞ᇥˈ៤ᑈҎ㗕ᑈҎ䍞ᴹ䍞ˈᭈϾ⼒ӮⱘҎষ䗤⏤䍄㗕啘࣪Ǆ㗕ᑈ
Ҏষ↨⥛ⱘᦤ催Ϲ䞡ഄᕅડњ⼒Ӯ㒣⌢ⱘথሩǄⳂࠡˈҎষ㗕啘ܼ࣪Ϫ⬠г
ᰃϔϾϡৃ䙓ⱘܡ䯂乬ǄϡৠⱘᆊˈҎষ㗕啘࣪ⱘ䖛ǃᯊ䯈ǃ䗳ᑺথሩ
ⱘ䍟䛑ϡᅠܼⳌৠǄ

99. What is the main reason for the aging population?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Birth rates rising
Birth rates decreasing
Death rates rising
Death rates decreasing and birth rates rising

100. What does the phrase “ϡৃ䙓 ”ܡmean?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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Reading Comprehension Practice
ANSWER KEY
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
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B
C
B
D
A
D
C
A
C
B
C
B
D
C
C
C
C
B
B
D
C
D
B
A
C

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

B
D
C
D
C
B
A
B
C
C
C
B
A
B
B
B
C
D
B
B
C
D
C
D
C

51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.

C
B
B
C
C
A
D
C
D
C
B
B
B
D
B
D
D
D
C
C
D
B
B
B
A

76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.

D
B
C
C
C
C
A
B
A
C
D
A
B
D
B
B
C
B
D
D
B
C
B
B
B
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ANSWERS AND ANSWER EXPLANATIONS
This section provides the correct answer to each question, along with supporting
information from the selected materials. Detailed explanations will also be provided, in cases that are not obvious, to illustrate why the other choices are incorrect
after the “Why not” label. Students who self-check their understanding of the
problems and answers are more likely to learn from their mistakes.
1. (B) This public sign means “Do not talk loudly in the room.” People who
are in a library should be quiet, so it is reasonable to expect this sign to appear
in a library. Why not:
(A), (D) People are usually allowed to talk loudly in a park or in a
cafeteria.
(C) “ᅸܻ” is not applicable to a bus.
2. (C) The poster is a New Year’s greeting and includes all the wishes stated in
(A), (B), and (D).
3. (B) “ԫࠩڣᙰ” (“ϔᑈࠄ༈”) is a time-duration phrase that means “sustains
the entire year.” Why not:
(D) “Every year” is a frequency phrase, not a duration phrase.
(A), (C) End of year and beginning of the year are both specific points in time,
not duration.
4. (D) The note mentions to call the father at his office in the school. Why
not:
(A) This is most likely the mother’s occupation.
(C) A student doesn’t have a “ᙄֆ” (“ࡲ݀ᅸ”) in the school.
(B) The patient is whom the mother will be operating on.
5. (A) “Right now” is when the note is being read. So it is safe to assume that
the mother left the house after she wrote the note and is now at the hospital.
Why not:
(B) This is where the mother was when she left the note.
(C) This is where the father is.
(D) This is where the father will take the child for dinner.
6. (D) This is an advertisement looking for a tutor to teach mathematics and
English, “ᑇᖂ֮֗” (“᭄ᄺঞ㣅᭛”). However, someone who can teach
Chinese, “㛑ᬭЁ᭛Շ,” is preferred. Why not:
(A) This response fails to include mathematics.
(B), (C) Both require the tutor to teach all three subjects, whereas the advertisement indicates that it’s even better if the tutor can teach only
Chinese.
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7. (C) There are usually no assigned seats on a bus (A), in a library (B), or in
a stadium (D).
8. (A) The sign says “Please be seated according to your assigned seats.” People
who are in a theatre should be seated in that fashion.
9. (C) It says “ᓮ܃ΞࠐءֆףΞ૿ᓫ” (“䇋Դ…ᴹᴀ݀ৌখࡴ…䴶䇜”).
The interview, “૿ᓫ” (“䴶䇜”), is the activity checked.
10. (B) It is stated in the first line that the company is very impressed by his “റ
ᄐवᢝ” (“ϧϮⶹ䆚”). Why not:
(A) The applicant has not taken the test yet.
(D) The interview has not taken place yet.
(C) The applicant’s degree is not mentioned in the passage.
11. (C) As stated in the first line of the invitation letter, the company is happy
with his work experience. Why not:
(A) The interview is scheduled for 9:30 pm, not 10:00 pm.
(B) The applicant is applying for a position as an accountant, “ᄎૠ” (“Ӯ
䅵”), not for one in the HR department.
(D) The applicant may contact Ms. Chen only if he has a problem with the
proposed interview schedule.
12. (B) This note explains why Wang Xiaoping cannot be at work and why she
is seeking approval to take the day off. Why not:
(A) The neighbor took Wang’s mother to the hospital, but it is not clear if
the neighbor is a “good friend.”
(C) Wang’s mother is ill, not Wang herself.
(D) The fact that Wang’s father is out of town is only a supporting reason,
making Wang the only person who can take care of her mother.
13. (D) Wang’s signature at the end of the note indicates that Wang works on
the Cosmetics team, which invalidates all other options.
14. (C) “ࡠਢଡᔄࣟ۫ऱ” (“ྏᄤᰃϾपϰ㽓ⱘ”) indicates that the wife’s job
is to sell merchandise. In Chinese, a phrase with “verb + noun + ⱘ” usually
describes an occupation. For example, “堩ऱ” (“خ佁ⱘ”) is a cook, “䗕ֵ
ⱘ” is a postman, and “ඒऱ” (“ᬭкⱘ”) is a teacher. Here, “ᔄࣟ۫ऱ”
(“पϰ㽓ⱘ”) means a salesperson. Why not:
(A) Although she is a salesperson, whether she enjoys selling remains
unknown.
(B) The passage describes the wife as “ߪڶԫۏնΔ᧯ૹথڶԶԼֆ
ְ” (“䑿催া᳝ϔ㉇Ѩˈԧ䞡ै᳝ܿक݀᭸”). The key words “া᳝”
and “থै“( ”ڶ᳝”) mean that she is not tall, but overweight.
(D) Shopping is not mentioned in the passage and is irrelevant.
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15. (C) In Chinese, the pattern “numeral + measure + ⾟” is used to describe
“... years” because there are exactly one spring and one fall per year. Why
not:
(A) This response literally points to the days of spring and fall.
(B) This literally points to the two seasons of spring and fall.
(D) Age is incremented as the result of another year.
16. (C) The answer is reading room since the word “ᔹ” (“䯙”), in rules 2 and 5,
means “reading.”
Why not:
(A) Through “ຨ塢ছ26։ᤪೖַଗᔹ” (“䯁佚ࠡ15ߚ䩳ذℶ׳䯙”), “restaurant” is out of the question, because this rule is only related to reading.
(B) The next clue is “׳,” instead of “၇” (“ф”), so “bookstore” can be
eliminated.
(D) Through rule 2 )Բ* “ೈԱࡉಖء؆-! ࠡהढլ౨Եփ”
(“䰸њヨヨ䆄ᴀ, ݊ᅗ⠽કϡ㛑ᏺܹᅸ)”ݙ, it is understood that all
school supplies, not only notebooks and pens, can be brought into a
classroom.
17. (C) Policy #1, “ீءشᖂسᢞၞԵء” (“⫼ᴀ᷵ᄺ⫳䆕䖯ܹᴀᅸ”), mandates that the student I.D of the school is required for admission. Why
not:
(A), (B) “Notebook” and “pen” are the two things you can bring into the
reading room, but they are not required.
(D) There are magazines and newspapers in the room, but they are not
required to enter the room.
18. (B) Policy #2, “ೈԱ֗ಖאء؆Δࠡהढլ౨Եփϙ (“䰸њヨ
ঞヨ䆄ᴀҹˈ݊Ҫ⠽કϡ㛑ᏺܹᅸ)”ݙ, implies that taking notes is allowed
in the reading room. Why not:
(A) Policy #1, “ீءشᖂسᢞၞԵء” (“⫼ᴀ᷵ᄺ⫳䆕䖯ܹᴀᅸ”), mandates that the student I.D. of the school is required. Students from other
schools cannot be admitted.
(C) Policy #2, “㡕ע౨ءڇ㡕ᔹᦰ” (“ᅸݙкߞা㛑ᴀᅸݙ䯙
䇏”), mandates that the reading material in the room stays in the
room.
(D) Policy #4, “অփڜᙩ” (“ֱᣕᅸݙᅝ䴭”), states that noise is not
allowed.
19. (B) As directly stated in both the subject line, “ބ۴” (“ᡒ䇁Ԉ”), and in
the e-mail itself, “უބԫئۯਢխ֮ऱ֖ࣛ܂㻽ߢٌང۴ই” (“ᛇᡒϔ
ԡ↡䇁ᰃЁ᭛ⱘ᳟টЎ䇁㿔ѸᤶԈշ”). Why not:
(A) A tutor only teaches one way.
(C), (D) These responses are irrelevant.
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20. (D) As stated, “⬋ཇ䛑ৃҹ.” Why not:
(A) “ءԳڇإᙇଥխ֮ᓰ࿓” (“ᴀҎℷ䗝ׂЁ᭛䇒”) means he is currently studying Chinese.
(B) The sender is looking for a native speaker, “ئਢխ֮ऱ֖ࣛ” (“↡䇁
ᰃЁ᭛ⱘ᳟ট”), not just anyone who can speak Chinese.
(C) He says, “ڼլگ၄” (“ᕐℸϡᬊ䌍”), indicating that he will not pay.
21. (C) “Џ㽕ᴤ᭭,” “Փ⫼ᮍ⊩” indicate that this is some kind of instruction,
like a recipe, that lists the ingredients in a product and its usage. “ᴀક” and
“ֱᄬ” indicate that this product can be added to cooking for another minute,
and that it can be stored.
22. (D) The passage talks about how to use this product, “ᴀક,” including the
ingredients, how to make a dish with it (C), when it expires (B), and how to
store it.
23. (B) The other three items can be found in the ingredients section.
24. (A) 24 months = 2 years. Why not:
(B) It goes on to say that this packaged product is best kept in a dry, cool
place, “ءᔞڇ࣋ٽᛟΕອළऱֱچϙ (“ᴀક䗖ড়ᬒᑆ➹ǃ䰈ޝ
ⱘഄᮍ”).
(C) Water is not mentioned in the recipe, so it is irrelevant.
(D) “ףᑷࠩ370 ˚F ؐࠄ⛁ࡴ“( ”׳370 ˚F Ꮊে”) suggests that the temperature
should be kept around 370˚ F, not to exceed it.
25. (C) As a reader is scanning the certificate, he should look for the very important word “㟇,” which connects two dates in a period of time. The first date
is when the recipient started college, and the second date is when the recipient
finished. Also, in China, most schools start a new school year in September.
Look for a date in the answers that is around that time. Why not:
(A) This is the birth date of the recipient.
(B) This is when she finished college.
(D) This is when the certificate was issued.
26. (B) Between “㋏” and “റᄐ” (“ϧϮ”), the degree recipient’s major can be
found. “ऄഏߢ֮ᖂ" (⊩䇁㿔᭛ᄺ) means French language and literature. Why not:
(A) Usually, foreign language is used for the name of a department, and it is
too general to be a major.
(C) This is not mentioned in the certificate.
(D) This is the name of the school.
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27. (D) This passage is about a refrigerator in a bedroom. The main idea is how
it affects people’s health. (D) includes the other three choices. Why not:
(A) This is not entirely correct because only the second half of the passage
discusses the problems.
(B) This is not entirely correct either because it covers only the first half of
the passage.
(C) This only points out the specific benefits, like convenience, that
refrigerators bring to our lives.
28. (C) The answer is stated in the last few lines of the passage. Why not:
(A), (B) Air pollution is not mentioned in the passage.
(D) Water is not mentioned in the passage.
29. (D) As stated in the last sentence of the passage, “㻽Ա୮Գऱߪ᧯ൈ” (“Ў
њᆊҎⱘ䑿ԧعᒋ”), so (D) is the only correct answer. Why not:
(A) “ࢪၴ֜֟Ε֜՛” (“᠓䯈ᇥǃᇣ”) says that there are not enough
rooms, and that the house is small in general.
(B) This is one of the reasons why people have refrigerators in their bedrooms
in the first place.
(C) This is not mentioned in the passage and is irrelevant.
30. (C) As indicated in the opening line, “ᖿकᑈњ,” almost 10 years!—that is,
not quite 10 years yet.
31. (B) According to his letter, he is going to Shanghai for a business trip. Why
not:
(A), (C) “ႉঁ” (“乎֓”) means he wants to do these things, but they are
not the primary reasons.
(D) From “၍ຍנڻऱᖲᄎࡠࡉࠟଡװڃԫᔉ” (“䍕䖭ߎᏂⱘ
ᴎӮᏺྏᄤϸϾᄽᄤಲএϔ䍳”), we know that he is bringing his wife
and kids as well, but only as an added bonus.
32. (A) Since he is going to China in a month, it is safe to conclude that he is
not in China at this time, so that rules out (B), (C), and (D). The only choice
that makes sense is the United States.
33. (B) This is an advertisement for an apartment for rent. The phrase “ࠟԫ
ᨚ” (“ϸᅸϔख़”) indicates that there are two bedrooms. “ᅸ” refers to bedrooms. Why not:
(A) 1 is the number of bathrooms or living rooms.
(C) 3 is the answer only if one takes “ࠟԫᨚ” (“ϸᅸϔख़”) into
account.
(D) 4 is the total number of rooms.
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34. (C) The ad clearly states “ࢪড়լܮᄿ” (“᠓ᅶϡᕫ⚳”). Why not:
(A) couples with kids may rent because the passage does not directly address
them.
(B), (D) “֛ഡྤ՛” (“ཛ᮴ᇣᄽ”), “ཇ⫳,” are preferred, “ᚌ٣ەᐞ”
(“Ӭܜ㗗㰥”).
35. (C) As stated, “լ୮ࠠΔཹچڶΕੑ۪ᖲ” (“ϡᏺᆊˈ᳝ഄ⇃ǃ⋫㸷
ᴎ”). The washing machine is included. Why not:
(A) The ad makes it clear that “լ୮ࠠ” (“ϡᏺᆊ)”.
(B) “᳝ഄ⇃,” carpet is included.
(D) “ٌຏֱঁΔᛩቼڜ٤” (“Ѹ䗮ᮍ֓ˈ⦃๗ᅝܼ”) means that transportation is very convenient, and the neighborhood is safe.
36. (C) This is a countdown to a major event to create awareness and excitement.
It is safe to assume that the countdown is updated in real time and displayed
in public. Therefore, displaying it on a gigantic building makes the most sense
to achieve the objectives. Why not:
(A), (B) Displaying it in a clock shop or a gym does not reach a wide
audience.
(D) A stamp on an envelope (D) shows a static snapshot only, and cannot
be updated in real time.
37. (B) Why not:
(A) The text does not give any indication of promoting a clock sale.
(C) The event in the text is the Olympics, and it may seemingly be an attractive news headline. But since it is announcing “ᝫ“( ”ڶ䖬᳝”) down to
the minutes and seconds, it is meant to be a constant visual reminder.
(D) The text tells how much time is left until the event, not what time it
is.
38. (A) The first line of the article clearly states “ร28ࡻխഏႆ௧堚ྋഏᎾᚊۣ
ֺ” (“17ሞЁѥ⍋⏙䰙啭㟳↨䌯”). Why not:
(B), (C), (D) These are the hometowns of some of the contestants, not where
the competition took place.
39. (B) As stated in the article, “ᝫᏺףԱ911ۏऱֺ” (“䖬ࡴњ800㉇ⱘ↨
䌯”).
40. (B) As directly stated in the article, “ᝫᏺףԱԫႈ।তֱଅནاঋऱֽ
Ղ֮ᢌ।ዝ” (“䖬ࡴњϔ乍㸼⦄फᮍ亢᱃⇥֫ⱘ∈Ϟ᭛㡎㸼ⓨ”).
41. (B) As stated in the article, “ࠡխץਔᛧՂԫࡻᚊֺۣগ૨ऱଉཽࣔ
ఇᚊۣၷ” (“݊Ёࣙᣀ㦋ᕫϞϔሞ啭㟳↨䌯ⱘݯݴ佭␃ᯢ⦴啭㟳䯳”). The
team is from “佭␃,” Hong Kong.
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42. (C) The answer is found in the text “ٺᚊۣၷ-!ݾֽؓ” (“啭㟳䯳ˈ
ᡔᴃ∈ᑇ催”). Why not:
(A) There are 16 teams made up of 226 athletes.
(B) The team that has a long history is from Taiwan.
(D) The Hong Kong team was the champion last year, but it placed second
this time.
43. (D) The first sentence of the text, “ԫଡൈऱԳ֚֟۟ޢ໘ԮࠩԶࣦ
ֽϙ (“ϔϾعᒋⱘҎ↣㟇ᇥ㽕ୱϗࠄܿᵃ∈”), provides a clue using two
key words, “∈”and “عᒋ.” After reading the article, one would confirm that
these key words indeed represent the main idea. All of the other three choices
address some aspects about how drinking water affects health.
44. (B) Here, the phrase “䴲…ϡৃ” means “have to” and “must.” Why not:
(A) This contradicts the phrase in question.
(C) This only partially addresses the phrase by leaving out “only in the
morning.”
(D) This basically restates the same argument as in (C).
45. (B) The sentence “ࠩԱ91זڣΔᄅദ୮அ၇ऱਢੑ۪ᖲΕᙕଃᖲࡉ႕ػ
ሽီᖲ” (“ࠄњ80ᑈҷˈᮄီᆊᒁ㽕фⱘᰃ⋫㸷ᴎǃᔩ䷇ᴎ咥ⱑ⬉㾚ᴎ”)
shows that the color TV was not on the favorite list in the ’80s yet.
46. (C) The sentence “81זڣΔ֫ᙎΕ۞۩߫Εگଃᖲਢԫࡳᄷໂऱ” (“70ᑈ
ҷˈ㸼ǃ㞾㸠䔺ǃᬊ䷇ᴎᰃϔᅮ㽕ޚⱘ”) shows that bicycles were a
must in the ’70s.
47. (D) As stated in the article, “٧ᒣڇ91זڣऱழଢᝫנسࠄ߷ڇයٙ
ֺለړऱ୮அխΔۖࠩԱ:1זڣ༉ݙ٤ཏ֗Ա” (“ބㆅ80ᑈҷⱘᰖ䖬
াߎ⦄䙷ѯ⫳⌏ᴵӊ↨䕗དⱘᆊᒁЁˈ㗠ࠄњ 90ᑈҷህᅠܼ᱂ঞњ ”).
“ᅠܼ᱂ঞњ” means ubiquitous.
48. (C) The answer can be found in the first sentence, “՛്ਢࠇקጻၷऱሎ
೯” (“ᇣᓴᰃ࣫Ҁ㔥⧗䯳ⱘ䖤ࡼਬ”). Why not:
(A), (B) Xiao Zhang plays tennis, and has never been on a basketball team.
But his father was on a basketball team.
(D) Shanghai is the place where Xiao Zhang’s team competed, not the city
that his team represents.
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49. (D) The phrase “ֺࠝ܃ൎ” (“ܓᄤ↨Դᔎ”) explains why the mom is
particularly proud of the son’s achievement. Also, according to traditional
Chinese cultures, it is something to be proud of when students surpass their
teachers, apprentices surpass their masters, and a son surpasses his father. A
Chinese proverb describes this situation as “ॹۖ៴࣍נ࣍៴” (“䴦ߎѢ㪱
㗠㚰Ѣ㪱”). Why not:
(A) Her husband is not an athlete anymore, and also the sentence “܃ᅝᤃ
ሎ೯ऱழଢመรԫټႯ” (“Դᔧ㇂⧗䖤ࡼਬⱘᯊᕫ䖛ϔৡ
৫”) is a rhetorical question. It is clear that he has never placed first.
(B) The text doesn’t mention whether Xiao Zhang places first often, so it
cannot be verified.
(C) Her husband and son were athletes at different periods. At the present
time, only her son is an athlete.
50. (C) Lao Zhang’s comment “ܑᎅรԫԱΔ౨࠷ছԿټऱګᜎ༉լᙑ
Ա”(“߿䇈ϔњˈ㛑পᕫࠡϝৡⱘ៤㒽ህϡ䫭њ”) implies that he has never
gotten in the top three. The pattern “ܑᎅΞԱ-!౨Ξ༉լᙑԱ” (“߿䇈…њ,
㛑…ህϡ䫭њ”) is a hypothetical sentence, about something that would never
happen. Why not:
(A), (B), (D) The key word “ϡདᛣᗱ” expresses that Lao Zhang is not
pleased with his performance as an athlete. He has never gotten in the
top three.
51. (C) Xiao Zhang explains that he meant to write “ؚݺඓԱΔԫଡՂ௧ऱሎ
೯Աรԫ“( ”ټ៥ᠧ䋹њˈϔϾϞ⍋ⱘ䖤ࡼਬᕫњϔৡ”), which
means “I lost. An athlete from the Shanghai team placed first.” But he put
the comma in the wrong place, and the sentence became “ؚݺඓԱԫଡՂ
௧ऱሎ೯ΔԱรԫ“( ”ټ៥ᠧ䋹њϔϾϞ⍋ⱘ䖤ࡼਬˈᕫњϔৡ”),
meaning “I beat an athlete from Shanghai, and got first place.” Why not:
(A), (B) These cannot be correct based on the explanation above.
(D) In the letter, no details are given regarding the process of the competition, so what is suggested in (D) is irrelevant.
52. (B) The first part of the sentence comes from a poem by Mao Zedong, the
former Chairman of China, and the last part is what travel enthusiasts say
after visiting the country. The Great Wall and Beijing duck are what many
consider to be the two most important aspects of China. Why not:
(A) This states a fact without emphasizing its significance.
(C) The second part of the sentence is figurative and can apply to anyone,
but (C) makes it too personal.
(D) The first part of the sentence is a simile, but (D) interprets it literally.
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53. (B) In the passage, the sentence “৵ࠐΔࣔཛऱଈຟൕতࠇჺࠩৢ“( ”ࠇק
ᴹˈᯢᳱⱘ佪䛑ҢफҀᨀࠄ࣫Ҁ”), indicates that the capital of the Ming
Dynasty started out at Nanjing, but later was moved to Beijing. Why not:
(A) This explains that the different dynasties have different capitals—that is,
the capital of the Ming Dynasty was Nanjing, and the capital of the next
dynasty, Qing, was Beijing. In reality, the Qing Dynasty inherited the
second capital, Beijing, from the Ming Dynasty.
(C) This response is wrong in claiming that the Ming Dynasty had two different capitals at the same time.
(D) This response has the time sequence reversed.
54. (C) The text describes Beijing duck as “জ佭” (smells good), “জ㛚” (crisp),
(A); “ࠝؼৰᜳ” (“Ⲃܓᕜ㭘”) (thin skin), “㙝䴲ᐌႽ” (tender meat), (B); and
“ឈྥৰॅΔ܀ਢԫរࠝՈլᘈ” (“㱑✊ᕜ㙹ˈԚᰃϔ⚍ܓгϡ㝏”), (though
a lot of fat, not greasy), (D).
55. (C) The time phrases “ࣔཛ” (“ᯢᳱ”),“ࠄҞ,” “ϝⱒᑈ,” and “৵ࠐ”
(“ৢᴹ”), and the key word “ᖵ“( ”ग़”), all illustrate that the main topic
of the passage is the history of Beijing duck. Why not:
(A), (D) These are merely subtopics of the passage.
(B) This is not mentioned in the text.
56. (A) This answer Encompasses the other three choices, making it the most
complete and appropriate.
57. (D) As stated in the essay, “੍֚ऱϖदլϗץբᆖڶԫڣڍۍऱᖵ
Ա” (“⋹ⱘ‘⢫ϡ⧚’ࣙᄤᏆ㒣᳝ϔⱒᑈⱘग़њ”).
58. (C) As stated in the essay, “ᆊህᡞҪࣙⱘخᄤি⢫ϡ⧚ࣙᄤ.” “ᆊ”
means everybody.
59. (D) The boy is described as “ࠃॺൄᎁటΔᖂৰخ“( ”ݶџ䴲ᐌ䅸ⳳˈ
ᄺᕫᕜᖿ”). Why not:
(A) His boss’s restaurant was already quite popular at the time.
(B) This is not confirmed in the story, although the boss had actually said
that the boy was very patient.
(C) The boy opened his own restaurant with the money he saved.
60. (C) His statement “੍֚ࠩΔլቫԫቫϖदլϗץΔ༉࣍ࠐڶመ
੍֚” (“ࠄ⋹ˈϡᇱϔᇱ‘⢫ϡ⧚’ࣙᄤˈህㄝѢ≵᳝ᴹ䖛⋹”) indicates
the significance of baozi in Tianjin. Without trying it, a trip to Tianjin seems
wasted.
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61. (B) As stated, “⬅फࠄ࣫960㉇.” “㉇” is a meter. Why not:
(A) This is the number of rooms.
(C) This is the length from east to west.
(D) The area is 720,000 square meters.
62. (B) As stated, “তᢰऱ֑॰Δਢਚ୰ऱإ॰” (“फ䖍ⱘিज䮼ˈᰃᬙᅿⱘ
ℷ䮼”).
63. (B) As stated, “୰ᄥऱࡌਢ२21ۏΕ4ֆߺ९ऱৄᛥ” (“ᅿ↓ⱘ਼ೈᰃ
䖥10㉇催ǃ3݀䞠䭓ⱘජ”). Why not:
(A) This is the width of the moat.
(C) This is the height of the wall.
(D) This is the depth of the moat.
Notes: ㉇ = meter (m), ݀䞠 = kilometer (km)
64. (D) The function of the southern complex of the palace can be understood
from the description “তᢰऱਢ০ՠ܂ऱ“( ”ֱچफ䖍ⱘऎඳᰃⱛᏱ
Ꮉⱘഄᮍ”). You may think of this as the “South Wing,” similar to the
West Wing of the White House in the United States, which is the workplace
of the president. Why not:
(A) It is not the family members’ workplace. Their living area is located in
the north wing.
(B), (C) As stated, “קᢰऱਢ০֗୮Գسऱ࣫“ ”ֱچ䖍ⱘऎඳᰃ
ⱛᏱঞᆊҎ⫳⌏ⱘഄᮍ” 
 65. (B) The term “ড়ሎ” (“ᅶ䖤”) indicates that the ad is about transportation.
“ᅶ” is “Ьᅶ” (passengers). Why not:

(A) Although lunch is provided, the ad is not about a restaurant.
(C) $4,000,000 insurance coverage is included in the bus fare, but it is not
about an insurance company, either.
(D) Although a restroom facility is available in the back of the bus, this is
not an ad for a public restroom.
66. (D) “ড়߫৵ຝڶ༕ࢬ” (“ᅶ䔺ৢ䚼᳝३᠔”). Why not:
(A) Reservations are recommended, but tickets are also available after you
board the bus.
(B) Lunch is provided regardless of birthdays. Passengers whose birthdays are
on the same day of the ride can ride free. Children who are two years
old or younger also ride free.
(C) As stated, “آૡปृ݄৵ඈ” (“䅶⼼㗙തৢᥦ”). Passengers without
reservations must sit in the back.
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67. (D) The ad says that kids two years old or under can ride for free: “ᅝ֚س
ֲृΕࠟᄣאՀ)ܶࠟᄣ*! ؔࠝ܍၄” (“ᔧ⫳᮹㗙ǃϸቕҹϟ(ϸቕ) ᑐ
ܡܓ䌍”). Why not:
(A) This misses those under two.
(B) Two and a quarter years old is about two years old, but children of this
age are ineligible for free rides.
(C) This contradicts the policy.
68. (D) “ᕔ䖨,” also known as “ࠐ“( ”ڃᴹಲ”), means round-trip, and “࿓”
(“ऩ”) is one-way. As stated, “ᕔ䖨” $110/80 (ᇣᄽ). $80 is immediately
followed by “ᇣᄽ” within parentheses, which indicates that $80 is the roundtrip bus fare for a child. The reader should infer that the first amount is the
adult’s round-trip fare. Why not:
(A) $45 is the child’s one-way bus fare.
(B) $60 is the adult’s one-way bus fare.
(C) $80 is the child’s round-trip bus fare.
69. (C) As stated, Li hopes to find a job in a computer company, “ݦඨڇሽᆰ
ֆՠ“( ”܂Ꮰᳯ⬉㛥݀ৌᎹ”). Why not:
(A) Help wanted is an advertisement issued by someone who wants to hire
people.
(B) The words “ߊΔ35ᄣΔآദ” (“⬋ˈ24ቕˈီ”) in the text may make
it seem like a personal or dating advertisement. In fact, in most Asian
countries, it is not uncommon to include gender, age, and marital status
on a resume or job application.
(D) The advertisement text starts with the name “ګޕᚊ” (“ᴢ៤啭”). This
may seem like a public wanted notice that the authorities are looking for
this person. However, a public notice should include the notice issuer,
which is not found in this ad. Moreover, the “ݦඨڇሽᆰֆՠ“( ”܂Ꮰ
ᳯ⬉㛥݀ৌᎹ”) clarifies that the individual by this name is trying
to find a job in a computer company.
70. (C) The text indicates that the individual is “֮ᐊ֗܂Ցֽؓ” (“㣅
᭛ݭঞষ䇁∈ᑇ催”), “proficient at speaking and writing English,” but his
Chinese skills are not mentioned in the passage. Why not:
(A) As stated, “ء㨜Օᖂฅᄐ” (“ᴀሞᄺ↩Ϯ”). “ᴀሞ” is the current year,
and “Օᖂฅᄐ” (“ᄺ↩Ϯ”) means graduating from college.
(B) As stated, “ሽᆰΞֽؓ” (“⬉㛥…∈ᑇ催”), meaning computer proficiency is high.
(D) As stated, “ִᜲլ࣍܅4111ց” (“᳜㭾ϡԢѢ3000 )”ܗliterally means
“monthly salary no lower than RMB3000 yuan.”
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71. (D) As stated, the recent temperature averages above 10˚C, i.e., 10˚C ҹϞ.
“່ᄵ৫բሒ12˚C” (“᳔催⏽ᑺᏆ䖒12˚C”) says the highest it has reached
is 12˚C. Why not:
(A) As stated, 4˚C is how much this year’s average is higher than the previous
year’s, “ֺൄڣᄵ4˚Cؐ↨“( ”׳ᐌᑈ⇨⏽催4˚CᎺে”).
(B) As stated, “່२༓֚݁ؓؑءᄵڇ10˚CאՂ” (“᳔䖥ᴀᏖᑇഛ⇨
⏽10˚CҹϞ”), meaning the average these days is above 10˚C.
(C) As stated, this is the same as in (B).
72. (B) When “ؓ݁ᄵ၌መ10˚C༉ਢၞԵਞ֚ऱၲࡨ” (“ᑇഛ⇨⏽䍙䖛
10˚Cህᰃ䖯ܹⱘᓔྟ”), the average temperature reaches above 10˚C, it
indicates that spring is here. Please refer to the explanation in #71 above for
“Why not.”
73. (B) As stated, “ຍᑌړऱ֚ᔞٽԳଚࠩ؆೯” (“䖭ḋདⱘ⇨䗖ড়Ҏ
Ӏࠄᅸ⌏ࡼ”). Why not:
(A) As stated, “࣍طຍଡழଢऱ़ৰᛟΔറ୮㤤༼ᙌԳଚࣹრڍ໘
ֽ” (“⬅Ѣ䖭Ͼᯊⱘぎ⇨ᕜᑆ➹ˈϧᆊ⡍߿ᦤ䝦ҎӀ⊼ᛣୱ∈”)—
that is, experts advised that the weather is dry, so everybody should be
mindful and drink more water.
(C), (D) As stated in (A) above, (C) presents a potential risk, and (D) is a
precaution to prevent that risk. Neither is the reason why people should
engage in outdoor activities.
74. (B) “ᖙ䳔ક” is something that is needed or essential. “ϡৃ㔎ᇥ” is a Chinese
idiom that means essential or cannot be without. Why not:
(A) This is an emergency item that is needed immediately.
(C) This is something that happens to be there, not that you need it or want
it.
(D) This is something you desire or want, but don’t necessarily need.
75. (A) The beginning of the passage sets the tone that “֫ᖲດዬګ㻽Գଚس
խऱؘᏁ” (“ᴎ䗤⏤៤ЎҎӀ⫳⌏Ёⱘᖙ䳔ક”), i.e., cell phones are
slowly becoming an essential item in our daily lives. It goes on to elaborate
that “ڇՕᖂீႼ㠪Δ֫ڶᖲऱᖂسՕڶԳڇΔۖڇխᖂீႼ㠪֫شᖲऱᖂ
سՈլ֟ڇᑇ” (“ᄺ᷵ು䞠ˈ᳝ᴎⱘᄺ⫳᳝Ҏˈ㗠Ёᄺ᷵ು䞠
⫼ᴎⱘᄺ⫳гϡᇥ᭄”), i.e., many students in colleges and high schools
have cell phones. Why not:
(B) The text offers no information about who is selling cell phones.
(C) The text offers no information about where students get their cell
phones.
(D) While this may sound like a good policy, the text offers no information
about it.
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76. (D) The last sentence in the text shows that society, schools, and parents are
very concerned about “խᖂ֫شࠌسᖲࠩࢍړլ“( ”ړЁᄺ⫳Փ⫼ᴎࠄᑩ
དϡད”). Why not:
(A), (B) The text offers no information to support either of these two
issues.
(C) The necessity of cell phones is certainly part of the pros and cons that
need to be looked at when we discuss something, “ࠄᑩདϡད.”
77. (B) The key points “ٺఄٵᖂ” (“⧁ৠᄺ”), “៥᷵,” and “ٺఄᅃൄՂᓰ”
(“⧁✻ᐌϞ䇒”) show that it is a school announcement.
78. (C) Due to “ຑᥛՀຳ” (“䖲㓁ϟ䲾”) means consistently snowing and “࣠ڕ
֚යٙւ” (“བᵰ⇨ᴵӊܕ䆌”), weather permits, is also related to
weather. Why not:
(A), (B) The announcement offers no supporting information for these
choices.
(D) This is the outcome of postponing the game: Students remain in class as
normally scheduled.
79. (C) As stated directly in the announcement, to “ຑᥛՀຳ” (“䖲㓁ϟ䲾”).
80. (C) In the beginning of the text, one finds out that some group is going to
organize a camp to travel to China. This camp is especially for American
students who want to learn Chinese language and Chinese culture during the
summer vacation. “㻽Աᨃભഏᖂڶسᖲᄎشܓཔཚװխഏᖂխ֮֗ტ࠹
խഏ֮֏-!ݺဎભ֮֏խ֨վڣലᤉᥛᜰᙄϖխഏհ۩ϗחᛜ೯” (“Ў
њ䅽㕢ᄺ⫳᳝ᴎӮ߽⫼ᱥᳳএЁᄺдЁ᭛ঞᛳফЁ᭛࣪ˈ៥ढ㕢᭛
࣪ЁᖗҞᑈᇚ㒻㓁Вࡲ‘ЁП㸠’Ҹ㧹⌏ࡼ”). From the description, the

organization is located somewhere other than China, based on the directional
word “এ” instead of “ࠐ” (“ᴹ”). Why not:
(A) Beijing is the location of the camp, “חᛜߛ᧯ࠇקڇՕᖂ” (“Ҹ
㧹䆒࣫Ҁԧ㚆ᄺ”).
(B), (D) Nanjing and Shanghai are the Chinese cities that they will visit
during the trip: “ࠀലิ៣ᖂࠩسՂ௧ΕতࠇΕࣜڠچၞ۩ԫଡਣཚ
ऱளሏ೯” (“ᑊᇚ㒘㒛ᄺ⫳ࠄϞ⍋ǃफҀǃᵁᎲㄝഄ䖯㸠ϔϾ᯳ᳳⱘ
ᮙ␌⌏ࡼ”).
81. (C) As stated, the age requirement for this program is “ڇڣ10ᄣࠩ22ᄣ”
(“ᑈ啘10ቕࠄ22ቕ”), i.e., the qualified student must be between the ages
of 10 and 22. Why not:
(A) Younger than 16 or older than 20 is out of the requirement range.
(B) Either exactly 16 or 20 is also out of the requirement range.
(D) As stated, there is an age requirement; therefore, it is not open to
everyone.
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82. (A) See #80 above. The location of the camp is “ߛ᧯ࠇקՕᖂ” (“࣫Ҁԧ㚆
ᄺ”) (Beijing Physical Education University). Why not:
(B), (C), (D) These are merely some cities that the campers will visit during
the trip.
83. (B) After detailed reading, we learn that the only activity the campers are not
participating in is the competition. Why not:
(A) As stated, “ݺխ֨ᝫലิ៣ᨠ֮ᢌ।ዝΞ೯” (“៥Ёᖗ䖬ᇚ㒘㒛
㾖ⳟ᭛㡎㸼ⓨ…ㄝ⌏ࡼ”), i.e., they will watch some cultural
performances.
(C) As stated, “ࠀലิ៣ᖂࠩسՂ௧ΕতࠇΕࣜڠچၞ۩ԫଡਣཚऱள
ሏ೯” (“ᑊᇚ㒘㒛ᄺ⫳ࠄϞ⍋ǃफҀǃᵁᎲㄝഄ䖯㸠ϔϾ᯳ᳳⱘᮙ␌
⌏ࡼ”), i.e., they will visit places.
(D) As stated, “ᝫലิ៣Ξቫଅ࠺՛پ೯” (“䖬ᇚ㒘㒛…કᇱ亢ੇᇣ
ৗㄝ⌏ࡼ”), i.e., they will sample local delicacies.
84. (A) As stated, “ֲࣔհਣሎ೯ᖂீലᜰᙄΞ” (“ᯢ᮹П᯳䖤ࡼᄺ᷵ᇚВ
ࡲ…”), the camp is sponsored by the sport school.
85. (C) As stated, “ټழၴΚ5ִ15ֲࠩ5ִ31ֲΔ6ִ15ֲၲࡨՂᓰ” (“ৡ
ᯊ䯈˖5᳜15᮹ࠄ5᳜31᮹ˈ6᳜15᮹ᓔྟϞ䇒”). Why not:
(A) May 15 is the beginning of the application period.
(B) May 31 is the last date of the application period.
(D) July 18 is irrelevant.
86. (D) As stated, “ಝᒭఄ։ॣΕխΕԿ్” (“䆁㒗⧁ߚ߱ǃЁǃ催ϝ㑻”),
i.e., all levels are offered.
87. (A) “റᄐඒᒭᓰ” (“ϧϮᬭ㒗ਬᥜ䇒”) means that professional coaches
normally teach classes. Why not:
(B) Famous athletes are special guest instructors: “ࠀᝮᓮထټᤃሎ೯ਐ
ᖄ” (“ᑊ䙔䇋㨫ৡ㇂⧗䖤ࡼਬᣛᇐ”).
(C) Two experienced counselors are responsible for the campers’ daily routines,
but they do not coach: “ࠟۯᆖ᧭᠆༄ऱ۔ஃലኙᖂऱֲൄسၞ۩
ጥ” (“ϸԡ㒣偠Єᆠⱘ㗕Ꮬᇚᇍᄺਬⱘ᮹ᐌ⫳⌏䖯㸠ㅵ⧚”).
(D) Basketball fans is not mentioned in the text and therefore is irrelevant.
88. (B) As stated, “ϕܟᆊᒁ” is a transliteration of the imported English term
DINK, i.e., double-income-no-kids, a working couple who are able to be
parents but decide not to. Why not:
(A) One child per family is the current policy in China for families that want
to raise a child.
(C) Two people in one family is overly general and does not indicate that they
are a couple.
(D) This actually contradicts the definition of DINK.
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89. (D) All three reasons were stated in the passage. Why not:
(A) As stated, “֛ࡠΞլڇشᄐ塒ऱழၴ㠪ᝫ㻽Ֆᖙ֨” (“ྏ…ϡ⫼
Ϯԭⱘᯊ䯈䞠䖬ᕫЎᄤཇ᪡ᖗ”).
(B) As stated, “ڔଚߊࡉאױԳԫᑌΔࠃڇᄐՂڶԫࡳऱ࿇୶” (“ཌྷӀৃҹ
⬋ҎϔḋˈџϮϞ᳝ϔᅮⱘথሩ”).
(C) As stated, “֛ࡠࠟԳچط۞אױΞಳޣᄅऱسֱ“( ”ڤྏϸҎৃҹ
㞾⬅ഄ…䗑∖ᮄⱘ⫳⌏ᮍᓣ”).
90. (B) “ഡՖ䣙٦Ոլࠉؘᔾչ䈥ԳԱ”(“ཛཇӀݡгϡᖙձ䴴ҔМҎњ”) can
be translated as “women do not need to depend on anybody anymore.” Why
not:
(A) This is a misinterpretation of the line. “ϡᖙ” is no need to, and “չ䈥
Գ” (“ҔМҎ”) is whoever.
(C) The passage does not take a position on what women should or should
not do.
(D) The key word is “ϡᖙ,” no need to, as explained in (A) above, not that
they have no one to.
91. (B) The idiom “৵հᐡ” (“ৢ乒Пᖻ”) literally means “troubles back at
home,” and the specific meaning of “troubles” depends on the context. The
context here is illustrated by the third reason why a couple might not want
children: because they want to enjoy a modern and carefree lifestyle. At the
end of the passage, the sentence “ۖԫ؟ᠦദΔהଚՈլᄎڍ֜ڶऱ৵հ
ᐡ” (“㗠ϔᮺ⾏ီˈҪӀгϡӮ᳝ⱘৢ乒Пᖻ”) means “just in case that
they divorce, they do not have a lot of troubles.” One of those troubles in
this context is what may happen to the child if the couple gets a divorce. Why
not:
(A) This may be an important and believable reason, but it is overly general
and does not pinpoint the “ᐡ” (“ᖻ”), the actual worry.
(C) Two people is too general to be considered a couple, and it fails to identify
the worry associated with divorce.
(D) This is not mentioned in the passage, and therefore is irrelevant.
92. (C) As stated, “ააΞམᅝመխഏഏ୮ᤃၷऱၷ९” (“ཛྷཛྷ…᳒ᔧ䖛Ё
ᆊ㇂⧗䯳ⱘ䯳䭓”).
93. (B) As stated, “7ᄣڇՂ௧ભഏᤃၷֺழवሐԱNBA” (“6ቕϞ⍋ⳟ
㕢㇂⧗䯳↨䌯ᯊⶹ䘧њNBA”).
94. (D) As stated, “2002ڣ-!Ղ௧ᤢԱΞٵԫڣΞګ㻽NBAऱรԿۯխഏ
” (“2002ᑈ, Ϟ⍋䯳䌶ᕫњ…ৠϔᑈ…៤ЎNBAⱘϝԡЁ⧗ਬ”). “ৠ
ϔᑈ” refers to the same year, 2002.
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95. (D) “ભഏ່ထټऱխഏৄోڇપࡉ៱८՞” (“㕢᳔㨫ৡⱘЁජ㒑㑺
ᮻ䞥ቅ”), and later towards the end, “ؾছભഏچٺऱାԳဩΔΞ” (“Ⳃࠡ
㕢ഄⱘҎ㸫ˈ…”) show that the passage is mainly about Chinatowns
in the United States. Why not:
(A) The passage doesn’t specify any Chinatowns outside of the United
States.
(B) The passage includes the Chinatown in San Francisco, in addition to the
one in New York.
(C) The development of Chinatowns is just one aspect of the passage, which
also includes the demographics of the residents in Chinatowns. Again,
this option fails to identify that the Chinatowns described in the passage
are within the United States only.
96. (B) As stated, “៱ڇ८՞ऱխഏৄ㠪Δխഏ堩塢լૠࠡᑇΖ)” (“ᮻ䞥ቅⱘ
Ёජ䞠ˈЁ佁佚ϡ䅵᭄݊Ǆ”). “լૠࠡᑇ” (“ϡ䅵᭄݊”) means too
many to be all accounted for. Why not:
(A) As stated, “៱८՞ऱխഏৄΞ㠪ऱဎԳ༓۾ԱભഏဎԳ᜔ᑇऱ¼”
(“ᮻ䞥ቅⱘЁජĂ䞠ⱘढҎТऴњ㕢ढҎᘏ᭄ⱘ¼”), i.e., the
Chinese population in the San Francisco Chinatown is only ¼ of all the
Chinese in the United States. Common sense also tells us that the majority of Chinese people live in China.
(C) As stated, “ભഏ່ထټऱխഏৄోڇપࡉ៱८՞” (“㕢᳔㨫ৡⱘЁ
ජ㒑㑺ᮻ䞥ቅ”). The Chinatowns in New York and San Francisco
are the two most famous Chinatowns in the United States, but there are
also many other Chinatowns.
(D) “ؾছભഏچٺऱାԳဩΔբᆖլݙ٤ਢխഏԳऱؑԱ” (“Ⳃࠡ㕢
ഄⱘҎ㸫ˈᏆ㒣ϡᅠܼᰃЁҎⱘᏖഎњ” ) indicates that other
Asians are also doing business in Chinatowns these days.
97. (C) As stated, “זᄮ༉ਢլڣٵऱԳڂ㻽৸უᨠ࢚ऱլۖٵ㶷سऱ֮֏
၏ᠦ” (“ҷ≳ህᰃϡৠᑈ啘ⱘҎЎᗱᛇ㾖ᗉⱘϡৠ㗠ѻ⫳ⱘ᭛࣪䎱⾏”).
In this passage, “זᄮ” (“ҷ≳”) (generation gap) is described as cultural differences between a younger generation and their elders and is attributed to the
difference in their thoughts. Why not:
(A) Different thoughts, “৸უᨠ࢚ऱլ“( ”ٵᗱᛇ㾖ᗉⱘϡৠ”), is only a part
of the definition of generation gap.
(B) Differences of age, “լ“( ”ڣٵϡৠᑈ啘”), is also just a part of the
generation gap definition, as the gap exists between parents and their
children.
(D) Different genders is not associated with the generation gap definition.
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98. (B) As stated, “ڶ57%ऱᖂڇسფ૿ֱړፖئ׀ऱޣլԫᑌ” (“᳝57%ⱘ
ᄺ⫳⠅དᮍ䴶Ϣ⠊↡ⱘ㽕∖ϡϔḋ”), i.e., 57% of kids disagree with their
parents on the choice of their hobbies. Why not:
(A) As stated, “ئ׀ڇೢೢ۞աऱॾٙΕֲಖΔᣂࣹፖᪿࢤٵᖂٌ
ऱംᠲՂΔڶല२31&ऱᖂسኙئ׀ऱऄ।قլየრ” (“⠊↡ً
ًⳟ㞾Ꮕⱘֵӊǃ᮹䆄ˈ݇⊼ᄽᄤϢᓖᗻৠᄺѸᕔⱘ䯂乬Ϟˈ᳝ᇚ䖥
20%ⱘᄺ⫳ᇍ⠊↡ⱘ⊩خ㸼⼎ϡ⒵ᛣ”), i.e., close to 20% of kids dis-

agree with their parents’ views of privacy.
(C) As stated, “ڶ70%אՂऱᖂڇسᓰ؆ऱᙇᖗՂᇿئ׀լ“( ”ٵ᳝
70%ҹϞⱘᄺ⫳䇒кⱘ䗝ᢽϞ䎳⠊↡ϡৠ”), i.e., over 70% of kids
disagree with the choice of books outside of school.
(D) As stated, “86%ऱᖂڇسઠ۪ࣚംᠲՂᇿئ׀ऱऄլԫᑌ” (“86%ⱘ
ᄺ⫳こ㸷᳡䯂乬Ϟ䎳⠊↡ⱘⳟ⊩ϡϔḋ”), i.e., 86% of kids disagree
with their parents on the choice of clothing.
99. (B) As stated, “֧ದԳՑ֏۔ऱڂਢسנࡉڽՋऱՀ૾Δࠡխנ
سਢ່ऱ“( ”ైڂᓩ䍋Ҏষ㗕啘࣪ⱘॳᰃߎ⫳⥛⅏ѵ⥛ⱘϟ䰡ˈ
݊Ёߎ⫳⥛ᰃ᳔Џ㽕ⱘ㋴”). The sentence explains that the primary reason
for the increase of the aging population is, indeed, the drop in birth rates.
100. (B) The idiom “ϡৃ䙓 ”ܡmeans something is inevitable and definitely will
happen.
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4

GENERAL INFORMATION
The Writing section of the AP Chinese exam evaluates a student’s presentational
writing ability and mastery of interpretive communication skills. Students are
expected to have attained sufficient reading skills to understand the prompts
and to:
1. communicate information and ideas in a story narration and a response to
an e-mail inquiry;
2. express their feelings and emotions, and exchange personal opinions;
3. demonstrate an understanding of Chinese culture;
4. apply appropriate grammatical structures to express ideas; and
5. exhibit a considerably wide variety of vocabulary that allows them to write
fluently and accurately.
There are two tasks in the Writing section of the AP Chinese exam:

1.

Story Narration is presentational writing. Students will have 15 minutes to
write a story according to a four-picture set of prompts. Students should
narrate the story as completely as possible, in a culturally appropriate
fashion.

2.

E-mail Response is interpersonal writing with an interpretive element. Students will be presented with an e-mail inquiry from a friend. They will then
have 15 minutes to read the e-mail and write a response, addressing the
inquiry as completely and appropriately as possible.

The Writing section will take about 30 minutes in total.
To help students prepare for the Writing test, this chapter includes important
test information, evaluation criteria, writing strategies, common writing mistakes,
and practice prompts. The various topics suggested in this chapter are carefully
chosen to help students practice drawing from their own experiences, and to express
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not only their creativity, but also their views and opinions. Students are encouraged
to fully address the prompts with fluency and accuracy, and to elaborate with rich
vocabulary, idioms, and grammatical structures.
All writing samples in this chapter are presented in both traditional and simplified Chinese characters. Each sample will be clearly labeled as traditional or simplified. Answer explanations and examples are written first in traditional characters
and immediately followed by the simplified counterpart in parentheses. When there
is no parenthesized phrase, the presented characters are common in both traditional
and simplified versions.

EVALUATION CRITERIA
The Writing free-response section will be evaluated according to the College Board’s
scoring guidelines. As students prepare for this section, they should familiarize
themselves with the scoring guidelines, which are described in this chapter.
The evaluation criteria for the AP Chinese exam include three main factors: task
completion, delivery, and language use. It is important for students to understand
the task at hand and to complete their responses fully and correctly. Incomplete or
incorrect answers will lower their task completion score, even if they manage to
deliver a perfect piece of writing featuring advanced language.
While evaluating students’ writing, the exam readers check for specific items in
each of the three main categories.

Task Completion

1.
2.

Completeness: Is the prompt fully addressed and the response on topic?

3.

Organization: Is the writing properly organized, coherent, and logically
connected by appropriate transitional elements?

Elaboration: Is the main idea clearly communicated with enough supporting
details?

Delivery
Some of the writing styles students may use on the exam include formal, consultative, casual, and intimate. The choice of style depends on the context of the communication. While using casual slang is probably fine when writing an e-mail to a
friend, it may be deemed inadequate for a story narration. Here, the reader examines
if the style of language is appropriate to the context, and if it is consistently demonstrated throughout the writing sample.
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Language Use
This category is where students can showcase their advanced knowledge of grammar,
sentence structure, vocabulary, and idioms. Adequate language use enhances the
overall effectiveness of a piece of writing, and thus will be rewarded with high
marks.
Overall suggestions:
1. Choose words carefully. For example, use synonyms to avoid unnecessary
repetition, and try a variety of grammatical structures.
2. Include a thesis and an appropriate and meaningful conclusion.
3. Use characters, punctuation, and grammar to show language mastery.
4. Master Chinese typing. The AP Writing test requires students to type an
essay on a computer instead of handwriting the essay. Students must be
careful to select the correct characters according to the Pinyin or Bopomofo
formats, particularly with homonyms.
5. Include advanced language, such as Chinese idioms, proverbs, and metaphors, for an added bonus. A list of suggested idioms and proverbs for
specific topics is provided later in this book.

SCORING GUIDELINES
Based on the student’s performance in task completion, delivery, and language use,
scores will be awarded in 7 levels, level 0 to level 6. A description of each level
follows, along with examples illustrating the corresponding level for Story Narration
and for E-mail Response.
Similar to the conversation samples described in the last chapter, a response that
earns the highest mark does not necessarily mean it is perfect or error-free. On the
contrary, some samples are deliberately chosen to illustrate that they may still
deserve a high mark, as a whole, regardless of some minimal errors, infrequent
hesitation, or occasional repetition.
Some characters or phrases in the samples below are intentionally left uncorrected
to illustrate the authenticity in the responses.
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The Story Narration example is based on these pictures:
1.

2.

3.

4.

The E-mail Response example is based on this incoming e-mail:

[Traditional-character version]
࿇ٙԳΚ᎓ଶ
ၡٙᠲΚᓮ֖ࣛሽᐙ
ຍଡਣཚ֚Հ֑ऱ֛פሽᐙΔݺ၇ړԱ്ࠟปΖਝྥװ܃լԱΔؚݺጩᓮ
ݺऱװৢٵΔױਢݺऱࠟଡৢٵຟᇿݺᣂএլᙑΖݺ౨ᓮԫଡװΖ܃ᎁݺ
ᓮࠡխऱԫଡװৢٵऱழଢᚨᇠەᐞୌࠄైڂΛ؆Δኙ࣍߷ڶۯᝮᓮऱ
ৢٵΔݺᚨᇠ৻Ꮦթ౨ᨃהլسΛڶ܃չᏖࠠ᧯ऱ৬ᤜΛ
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[Simplified-character version]
থӊҎ˖䍉߮
䚂ӊЏ乬˖䇋᳟টⳟ⬉ᕅ
䖭Ͼ᯳ᳳϟजⱘࡳ⬉ᕅˈ៥фདњϸᓴ⼼Ǆ᮶✊Դএϡњˈ៥ᠧㅫ䇋
៥ⱘৠሟএˈৃᰃ៥ⱘϸϾৠሟ䛑䎳៥݇㋏ϡ䫭Ǆ៥া㛑䇋ϔϾএǄԴ䅸Ў៥
䇋݊ЁⱘϔϾৠሟএⱘᯊᑨ䆹㗗㰥ાѯ㋴˛ˈᇍѢ䙷ԡ≵᳝㹿䙔䇋ⱘ
ৠሟˈ៥ᑨ䆹ᗢМخᠡ㛑䅽Ҫϡ⫳⇨˛Դ᳝ҔМԧⱘᓎ䆂˛
LEVEL 6—EXCELLENT
Demonstrates excellence in both presentational and interpersonal writing.
Task Completion
• Written responses address all aspects of the tasks thoroughly.
Narration—complete with elaboration and detail, and consistent with the
prompt; includes a distinct introduction, middle, and conclusion.
E-mail Response—complete with detail.
• Present ideas completely and logically, providing facts or examples if
necessary.
• Well-organized and coherent; use appropriate transitional words and cohesive
devices to connect paragraphs smoothly.
䊊

䊊

Delivery
• Narration and E-mail Response—Consistent use of words and phrases
appropriate to the situation.
Language Use
• Narration and E-mail Response—Rich and appropriate use of vocabulary and
idioms; wide variety of grammatical structures; minimal errors.

Level 6 Story Narration Example:
[Traditional-character version]
ຫ٣ߢࡉس՛ࡦԫದڇक़ᆵؑऱࣚ೭ՠ܂Ζߢ՛ࡦਢԫۯࠌ֨شऱ
ԳΔޢԫٙࠃຟݫړړऱթ۩Ζຫ٣سਢԫۯᡗऱԳΔչᏖࠃຟլਊ
ழਤݙΖڶԫ֚Δߢ՛ࡦլ՛֨ஞࠩԱຫ٣سऱ֭ปԱΖߢ՛ࡦࠩऱழଢΔ
ጹᚘᎅլנᇩࠐԱΖڔ༉ᓮԱݛਢݛֆऱ৳ஃࠐᚥהܫװڔଚֆऱᇀࠃ
९Ζֆऱᇀࠃ९լլᅱچᎅߢ՛ࡦչᏖᚨᇠࡉຫ٣سஞԫᑌऱᄅֽࡋΛ
৳ஃᎅΔϘڂߢ՛ࡦࡉຫ٣سԫᑌ֨شΔᚨᇠٵՠٵሟΜϙऄࡴ৵ࠐ༉ެࡳ
ߢ՛ࡦլႛࠩԱڔᚨᇠऱᜲֽΔֆᝫףאڔבছ֟ऱᜲֽΖ

[Simplified-character version]
䰜⫳ܜ㿔ᇣྤϔ䍋㢅㨑Ꮦഎⱘ᳡ࡵৄᎹǄ㿔ᇣྤᰃϔԡخՓ⫼ᖗⱘ
Ҏˈ↣ϔӊџ䛑㽕ᓘᕫདདⱘᠡ㸠Ǆ䰜⫳ܜᰃϔԡឦ⋟⋟ⱘҎˈҔМџ䛑ϡᣝ
ᯊ᯼ᅠǄ᳝ϔˈ㿔ᇣྤϡᇣᖗᣓࠄњ䰜ⱘ⫳ܜᬃ⼼њǄ㿔ᇣྤⳟࠄⱘᯊˈ
㋻य़ᕫ䇈ϡߎ䆱ᴹњǄཌྷህ䇋њᅣᰃᅣ݀ৌⱘᕟᏜᴹᐂཌྷএਞҪӀ݀ৌⱘ㨷џ
䭓Ǆ݀ৌⱘ㨷џ䭓ϡ⧚ϡⵀഄ䇈㿔ᇣྤЎҔМᑨ䆹䰜⫳ܜᣓϔḋⱘᮄ∈ਸ਼˛
ᕟᏜ䇈ˈ“Ў㿔ᇣྤ䰜⫳ܜϔḋ⫼ᖗˈᑨ䆹ৠᎹৠ䝀ʽ”⊩ᅬৢᴹህއᅮ㿔ᇣ
ྤϡҙᕫࠄњཌྷᑨ䆹ᕫⱘ㭾∈ˈ݀ৌ䖬㽕ࡴסҬཌྷҹࠡᇥ㒭ⱘ㭾∈Ǆ
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COMMENT: The narration tells a complete story that includes a thorough and
detailed beginning, middle, and end. The content is well organized and well connected with the use of conjunctions. It uses a variety of rich and appropriate
vocabulary, idioms, and grammatical structures, e.g., “៊⋟⋟”˄“ឦ⋟⋟”˅, “ᣝ
ᰖ” (“ᣝᯊ”)ˈ“ϡ⧚ϡⵀ”ˈ “ৠᎹৠ䝀” Minimal errors—such as “خџ”, “خ
ᅠ”, “㎞ວᕫ” (“㋻य़ᕫ”)—are acceptable as long as they do not obscure the
meaning.
Level 6 E-mail Response Example:
[Traditional-character version]
᎓ଶΚ
ړ܃Μ܃ࠩگऱॾ৵ݺৰլړრ৸ΖటڶუࠩΔݺऱ؈પ܃ࠐԱຍ
ᏖՕऱᅀΔݺৰመრլװΖ
৻Ꮦࠟڇଡৢٵխᙇᖗԫଡᇿװ܃ሽᐙࡋΛݺᤚ່ބړԫଡࠟ٤ࠡભ
ऱᙄऄΖଈ٣Δ܃უუΔהଚࠟԳխၴୌԫଡᦟׂ֛פΔࠀംംהଚᓴ
ਣཚ֚Հ़֑ࠝڶΖ࣠ڕԫଡᦟԫଡլᦟΔࢨृڶԫଡ߷֚ڶழၴΔ
ംᠲ༉୲࣐ᇞެԱΖױਢΔࠟ࣠ڕଡԳຟᦟຍᣊׂΔۖהଚຟڶழ
ၴΔ߷ംᠲ༉ᄎᅀԫࠄΖ߷ᏖΔ܃ᚨᇠהଚࠟଡխᓴᇿ܃ऱᣂএޓ२ԫ
ࠄΖݺᎁ܃ᚨᇠᝮᓮ߷ۯᇿ܃ᣂএլ֜२ऱװৢٵΖݺუ߷ۯᇿ܃ᣂএړޓ
ऱৢٵਢ౨ᇞ܃ऱຍԫऄऱΖঋᇩᎅΔढאᣊፋΔԳאᆢ։Ζ܃ຍଡԳຍ
ᏖՕֱΔݺઌॾ܃ऱৢٵଚՈլᄎਢ֜՛ऱԳΖ࣋֨ܣΔהଚլᄎڂຍរ
ࠝ՛ۖ܃سऱऱΖᅝྥΔլጥึ່܃ᝮᓮԱᓴΔ܃ຟᚨᇠኙ߷ڶۯᝮ
ᓮऱৢٵࠄᇖᚍΔֺڕᓮپהቅխഏ堩ΔՀڻᓮᦫהଃᑗᄎࢨृಬהԫٝ՛
៖ढչᏖऱΖ
אՂਢݺऱԫរࠝऄΔݦඨ౨ኙڶ܃ᚥܗΖ

[Simplified-character version]
䍉߮˖
ԴདʽᬊࠄԴⱘֵৢ៥ᕜϡདᛣᗱǄⳳ≵᳝ᛇࠄˈ៥ⱘ༅㑺㒭Դᏺᴹњ䖭
Мⱘ咏⚺ˈ៥ᕜ䖛ᛣϡএǄ
ᗢМϸϾৠሟЁ䗝ᢽϔϾ䎳Դএⳟ⬉ᕅਸ਼˛៥㾝ᕫ᳔དᡒϔϾϸܼ݊㕢
ⱘࡲ⊩Ǆ佪ˈܜԴᛇᛇⳟˈҪӀϸҎЁ䯈ાϔϾ୰ⳟࡳ⠛ˈᑊ䯂䯂ҪӀ䇕
᯳ᳳϟज᳝ぎܓǄབᵰϔϾ୰ϔϾϡ୰ˈ㗙া᳝ϔϾ䙷᳝ᯊ䯈ˈ
䯂乬ህᆍᯧ㾷އњǄৃᰃˈབᵰϸϾҎ䛑୰ⳟ䖭㉏⠛ᄤˈ㗠ϨҪӀ䛑᳝ᯊ
䯈ˈ䙷䯂乬ህӮ咏⚺ϔѯǄ䙷МˈԴᑨ䆹ⳟⳟҪӀϸϾЁ䇕䎳Դⱘ݇㋏䖥ϔ
ѯǄ៥䅸ЎԴᑨ䆹䙔䇋䙷ԡ䎳Դ݇㋏ϡ䖥ⱘৠሟএǄ៥ᛇ䙷ԡ䎳Դ݇㋏ད
ⱘৠሟᰃ㛑⧚㾷Դⱘ䖭ϔⱘ⊩خǄ֫䆱䇈ˈ⠽ҹ㉏㘮ˈҎҹ㕸ߚǄԴ䖭ϾҎ䖭
Мᮍˈ៥ⳌֵԴⱘৠሟӀгϡӮᰃᇣ⇨ⱘҎǄᬒᖗ৻ˈҪӀϡӮЎ䖭⚍
ܓᇣ⇨㗠⫳Դⱘ⇨ⱘǄᔧ✊ˈϡㅵԴ᳔㒜䙔䇋њ䇕ˈԴ䛑ᑨ䆹ᇍ䙷ԡ≵᳝㹿䙔
䇋ⱘৠሟخѯ㸹ٓˈ↨བ䇋Ҫৗ乓Ё佁ˈϟ䇋Ҫ䷇ФӮ㗙䗕Ҫϔӑᇣ
⼐⠽ҔМⱘǄ
ҹϞᰃ៥ⱘϔ⚍ˈ⊩ⳟܓᏠᳯ㛑ᇍԴ᳝ᐂࡽǄ

COMMENT: The response addresses all aspects of the inbound e-mail inquiry in
detail. It is a well-organized and well-connected discourse, and demonstrates appropriate transitional elements. It also exhibits a wide range of grammatical structures
and rich vocabulary such as “ࠟ٤ࠡભ”(“ϸܼ݊㕢”), “ढאᣊፋ” (“⠽ҹ㉏㘮”),
and “Գאᆢ։” (“Ҏҹ㕸ߚ”).
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LEVEL 5—VERY GOOD
Suggests excellence in both presentational and interpersonal writing.
Task Completion
• Written responses address all aspects of the given tasks.
Narration—complete and consistent with the prompt; includes an introduction,
middle, and conclusion.
E-mail Response—addresses all aspects of the prompt.
• Generally good development of ideas; provide facts or examples if necessary.
• Well-organized and coherent; use transitional words and cohesive devices to
connect different paragraphs.
䊊

䊊

Delivery
• Narration and E-mail Response—Generally consistent style of language that is
appropriate to situation. A few inconsistencies may occur.
Language Use
• Narration and E-mail Response—Appropriate use of vocabulary, idioms, and
grammatical structures; however, a few infrequent errors may occur.

Level 5 Story Narration Example:
[Traditional-character version]
՛ᗊڇक़ࢋբᆖԱԼ༓ڣԱ/!֚ޢڔৰڰ༉ದݩՂఄ-!Աԫᖞ֚թࠩڃ
୮୮ࠃྦ堩/! ֚ޢڔຟຍᑌ֨֨ેેچՀװ-! ᝫ܍܍ڶൎൎچ۰୮அ/!
ޢڔଡִຟڇ࿇ᜲֽऱ߷ԫ֚/!ڶԫ֚՛ᗊլ՛֨ஞࠩԱՕຫऱ֭ป-!ڔլ՛
֨ᒎ֭ࠩปՂऱᜲֽ၌መ۞ڔաऱᜲֽ"!՛ᗊუՈუլຏչᏖՕຫֺڔऱ
/! ߷֚ඡՂ-! ՛ᗊؚሽᇩڔ।ୂΔ! ڂ।ୂਢ໒ᇷቸऱ৳ஃ-! ՛ᗊ༉ޣ।
ୂᚥܫװڔक़ࢋऱ۔ច/!Հԫ֚-!।ୂᇿ՛ᗊװᇿ۔ចᎅ/!۔ចլᦫ-!ࢬא՛ᗊ
༉Ղऄࡴܫक़ࢋ/! መԱ༓ଡִ՛ᗊբᆖܑࠩބऱՠ܂-! ऄ৳ՈᤢؚԱຍࡴ-!
՛ᗊࠩԱᇖᚍ/

[Simplified-character version]
ᇣ➩㢅ᑫᏆ㒣خњकᑈњ. ཌྷ↣ᕜᮽህ䍋ᑞϞ⧁, خњϔᭈᠡಲࠄ
ᆊخᆊџ❂佁. ཌྷ↣䛑䖭ḋᖗᖗ㢺㢺ഄخϟএ, 䖬া᳝ܡܡᔎᔎഄখԣᆊᒁ. ཌྷ
↣Ͼ᳜䛑ㄝথ㭾∈ⱘ䙷ϔ. ᳝ϔᇣ➩ϡᇣᖗᣓࠄњ䰜ⱘᬃ⼼, ཌྷϡᇣᖗ
ⴃࠄᬃ⼼Ϟⱘ㭾∈䖰䖰䍙䖛ཌྷ㞾Ꮕⱘ㭾∈! ᇣ➩ᛇгᛇϡ䗮ЎҔМ䰜↨ཌྷⱘ催.
䙷ᰮϞ, ᇣ➩ᠧ⬉䆱㒭ཌྷ㸼હˈ Ў㸼હᰃॹ䌘ಶⱘᕟᏜ, ᇣ➩ህ∖㸼હᐂཌྷ
এਞ㢅ᑫⱘ㗕ᵓ. ϟϔ, 㸼હ䎳ᇣ➩এ䎳㗕ᵓ䇈. 㗕ᵓϡ, ᠔ҹᇣ➩ህϞ⊩ᅬ
ਞ㢅ᑫ. 䖛њϾ᳜ᇣ➩Ꮖ㒣ᡒࠄ߿ⱘᎹ,⊩ᕟгᠧ䌶њ䖭എᅬৌ, ᇣ➩ᕫࠄњ
㸹ٓ.

COMMENT: The narration includes a beginning, middle, and end, complete with
details and elaboration. The content is well organized using transitional elements
and cohesive devices, e.g., “᳝ϔ”, “ڂ” (“Ў”), “᠔ҹ”, “መԱ༓ଡִ” (“䖛
њϾ᳜”). The vocabulary and idioms are appropriate in general, but the narration does contain sporadic errors such as “ᖗᖗ㢺㢺” instead of “䕯䕯㢺㢺”, “܍܍
ൎൎ”(“ܡܡᔎᔎ”) instead of “ঠঠൎൎ” (“࢝࢝ᔎᔎ”). “”(“খ”) instead of
“ᩤ”,.“ϟϔ” instead of “Ѡ”, and an unusual—yet arguably proper—noun
“໒ᇷቸ” (“ॹ䌘ಶ”).
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Level 5 E-mail Response Example:
[Traditional-character version]
܃ᓮװৢٵሽᐙਢԫଡړრΖլመΔࠟଡԳխ౨ᓮԫଡਢڶរࠝᨃ
׳ؐ܃ᣄԱΖאױ܃٣ԱᇞԱᇞΔࠟଡৢٵխ߷ଡᦟ֛פሽᐙΔ߷
ଡᦟ༉ᓮ߷ଡװΖਢהଚࠟଡຟᦟΔ߷܃༉۞աެࡳܣΖݺ؆߷ଡ܃
אױᓮהܑଡሽᐙΔᝫਢᓮپהԫڻ堩Ζຍᑌה༉լᄎسԱΖ৻ᏖᑌΔݺ
ऱ৬ᤜլᙑܣΜ

[Simplified-character version]
Դ䇋ৠሟএⳟ⬉ᕅᰃϔϾདЏᛣǄϡ䖛ˈϸϾҎЁা㛑䇋ϔϾᰃ᳝⚍ܓ䅽
ԴᎺেЎ䲒њǄԴৃҹܜњ㾷њ㾷ˈⳟⳟϸϾৠሟЁ䙷Ͼ୰ⳟࡳ⬉ᕅˈ䙷
Ͼ୰ህ䇋䙷ϾএǄ㽕ᰃҪӀϸϾ䛑୰ˈ䙷Դህ㞾Ꮕއᅮ৻Ǆ៥䙷ϾԴ
ৃҹ䇋Ҫⳟ߿Ͼ⬉ᕅˈ䖬ᰃ䇋Ҫৗϔ佁Ǆ䖭ḋҪህϡӮ⫳⇨њǄᗢМḋˈ៥
ⱘᓎ䆂ϡ䫭৻ʽ

COMMENT: The response addresses all aspects of the inquiry. The content is well
organized and connected with transitional elements. It contains a wide range of
grammatical structures and appropriate vocabulary, although there are sporadic
errors, e.g., “ܑଡሽᐙ” (“߿Ͼ⬉ᕅ”) instead of “߹ⱘ䳏ᕅ”˄“߿ⱘ⬉ᕅ”˅ and
“ᝫਢᓮ“( ”ה䖬ᰃ䇋Ҫ”) instead of “ࢨृᓮ“( ”ה㗙䇋Ҫ”).
LEVEL 4—GOOD
Demonstrates competence in both presentational and interpersonal writing.
Task Completion
• Writing responses fulfill the task given.
Narration—although complete, lacks detail or elaboration; contains minor
inconsistencies in story development.
E-mail response—includes all aspects of the prompt, but lacks details and
elaboration.
• Generally organized and coherent; some use of transitional elements;
paragraphs may include loosely connected sentences.
䊊

䊊

Delivery
• Narration and E-mail Response—although generally consistent in language
use, several inconsistencies occur.
Language Use
• Narration and E-mail Response—mostly appropriate vocabulary, idioms, and
grammatical structures; some errors, but they generally do not obscure
meaning.

Level 4 Story Narration Example:
[Traditional-character version]
՛ᄘאᆖڇक़ࢋԱړ༓ڣ/! ڰ֚ޢՂքរתದݩՂban. ৰี/! ᖞ֚
ຟڇᚥড়Գchu li3 ࠃൣ ࠩԱৰඡ! թࠩڃ୮/! ڔzhuan ࠐऱᙒ, mian3 qiang2ജ
ش. ڶԫ֚՛ᄘլ՛്֨ࠩ׆ऱᜲֺֽ۞աऱڍ/! ڔ༉ބ৳ஃܫֆ-! ່৵ڔ
ᤢԱ, ஞࠐڃऱᙒאࠩڍ৵ຟլᏁՂban Ա.
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[Simplified-character version]
ᇣᴼҹ㒣㢅ᑫخњདᑈ. ↣ᮽϞ݁⚍ञ䍋ᑞϞban. خᕫᕜ㌃. ᭈ䛑
ᐂᅶҎchu li3 џᚙ ࠄњᕜᰮ ᠡಲࠄᆊ. ཌྷzhuan ᴹⱘ䪅, mian3 qiang2⫼. ᳝
ϔᇣᴼϡᇣᖗⳟࠄᓴ⥟ⱘ㭾∈↨㞾Ꮕⱘ. ཌྷህᡒᕟᏜਞ݀ৌ, ᳔ৢཌྷ䌶њ, ᣓ
ಲᴹⱘ䪅ࠄҹৢ䛑ϡ䳔㽕Ϟban њ.

COMMENT: The narration tells a complete story with a beginning, middle, and
end, but it lacks detail from pictures #1 and #3. It includes some transitional elements and loosely connected sentences, e.g., “ࠄњᕜᰮ”, “᳝ϔ”, “່৵” (“᳔
ৢ”). Vocabulary and grammatical structures are mostly appropriate.
Level 4 E-mail Response Example:
[Traditional-character version]
ݺլړრ৸Ζ܃ᓮܣװۆٵΖהଚਢ܃ऱ֖ࣛႯΛৰړΔᓮ߷ԫଡװຟ
PLΖᦟ֛פሽᐙऱܣװΖլᦟऱپװ堩Δ്ࠟปࠟଡۆٵΔຍਢݺऱ
რߠΖ

[Simplified-character version]
៥ϡདᛣᗱǄԴ䇋ৠ∵এ৻ǄҪӀᰃԴⱘ᳟ট৫˛ᕜདˈ䇋䙷ϔϾএ䛑

OKǄ୰ⳟࡳ⬉ᕅⱘএ৻Ǆϡ୰ⱘএৗ佁ˈϸᓴ⼼㒭ϸϾৠ∵Ǆ䖭ᰃ៥ⱘ
ᛣ㾕Ǆ

COMMENT: The response completes the task but lacks detail. The content is
generally organized, and the discourse is loosely connected. The language use is
adequate but there are some errors that do not obscure meaning, such as “ৠ∵”
instead of “ৠሟ”.

LEVEL 3—ADEQUATE
Suggests competence in both presentational and interpersonal writing.
Task Completion
• Written responses fit the given tasks.
Narration—basic story, may be inconsistent in story development.
E-mail Response—missing some aspects of the prompt.
• May lack organization and coherence; infrequent use of transitional elements;
may include disconnected sentences.
䊊
䊊

Delivery
• Narration and E-mail Response—inconsistent use of language, and may
include many errors.
Language Use
• Narration and E-mail Response—limited use of appropriate vocabulary and
idioms, mostly simple grammatical structures; errors sometimes obscure
meaning, some errors may be interference from another language.
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Level 3 Story Narration Example:
[Traditional-character version]
Yan՛ࡦ Chan٣سՠ܂ԫᑌΔڇक़ࢋΖהଚڇऱڃֱچംᠲΔ customerڶչᏖംᠲΖYan՛ࡦՠش܂ՠܑΔࡉChan٣سՠ܂not hard as ڔΖڔ
լᘋChan٣سcheckǄڔhusband ڔބऱLaw, ࡉ່ڔ৵win-! क़ࢋऱ
boss Yan՛ࡦڍᙒǄ
[Simplified-character version]
Yanᇣྤ Chan⫳ܜᎹϔḋˈ㢅ଚᑫǄҪӀⱘഄᮍಲㄨ䯂乬ˈ customer᳝ҔМ䯂乬ǄYanᇣྤᎹ⫼Ꮉ⡍߿ˈChan⫳ܜᎹnot hard as ཌྷǄཌྷ
ϡ催݈ⳟChan⫳ܜcheckǄཌྷḍhusband ᡒཌྷⱘLaw, ཌྷ᳔ৢwin, 㢅ଚᑫⱘboss
㒭Yanᇣྤ䪅Ǆ
COMMENT: The narration tells a basic story, but “ “ཌྷḍ” husband “ᡒཌྷⱘ”
Law” is not entirely consistent with picture #3. The content is somewhat organized
but lacks transitional elements. The vocabulary is insufficient and is intermittently
interrupted by another language.
Level 3 E-mail Response Example:
[Traditional-character version]
ݺუ܃լᓮऱࠟଡৢٵΔۖᓮݺऱԫଡ֖ࣛװሽᐙΖݺऱ֖ࣛৰړऱԳ
ࡉਣཚ़֚ࠝڶΔ܀ਢהլ֛פሽᐙΖݺᤚΔ܃ᝫਢᓮࠟଡৢٵᇙԫ
ଡܣΖ

[Simplified-character version]
៥ᛇԴϡ䇋ⱘϸϾৠሟˈ㗠䇋៥ⱘϔϾ᳟টএⳟ⬉ᕅǄ៥ⱘ᳟টᕜདⱘҎ
᯳ᳳ᳝ぎˈܓԚᰃҪ୰ϡ୰ⳟࡳ⬉ᕅǄ៥㾝ᕫˈԴ䖬ᰃ䇋ϸϾৠሟ䞠ϔ
Ͼऎ৻Ǆ

COMMENT: The response addresses the inquiry directly, but it does not address
all aspects of the prompt. The content lacks organization, and limited appropriate
vocabulary makes it hard to follow, e.g., “܀ਢהլ֛פሽᐙ” (“ԚᰃҪ୰
ϡ୰ⳟࡳ⬉ᕅ”).
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LEVEL 2—WEAK
Suggests lack of competence in both presentational and interpersonal writing.
Task Completion
• Written responses may not fit the task given.
Narration—description or a listing instead of narration; may be inconsistent
with prompt.
E-mail Response—addresses only some aspects of the prompt.
• Lack organization and coherence; scattered information, minimal or no use of
transitional elements; fragmented sentences.
䊊

䊊

Delivery
• Narration and E-mail Response—frequent use of language inappropriate to the
situation.
Language Use
• Narration and E-mail Response—minimal appropriate vocabulary; plenty of
errors that obscure meaning, repeated interference from another language;
limited grammatical structures.

Level 2 Story Narration Example:
[Traditional-character version]
Chan ٣ ࡉسYan ֜֜ԫದڇFlor ؑऱࣚढפؚ/! הଚԫᑌऱה !פش
ଚऱ۔ចլᦟՖԳ- chan ٣سऱᄅֽৰڍԱΖהଚຟװlawyer. Yan֜֜ᘋ-!
ڂڍڔᄅֽΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Chan ⫳ܜ Yan ϔ䍋Flor Ꮦഎⱘ᳡⠽ৄᠧࡳ. ҪӀϔḋⱘ⫼ࡳ ҪӀ
ⱘ㗕ᵓϡ୰ཇҎ, chan ⱘ⫳ܜᮄ∈ᕜњǄҪӀ䛑এlawyer. Yan催݈, 
Ўཌྷᮄ∈Ǆ

COMMENT: The narration can be characterized as a description of the pictures,
but shows little narrative skill. “הଚຟװlawyer” (“ҪӀ䛑এlawyer”) is not consistent with picture #3. The content contains scattered information and lacks organization. It suffers from fragmented sentences and minimal use of transitional elements.
Vocabulary and grammatical structures are minimal. There are also interruptions
from another language.
Level 2 E-mail Response Example:
[Traditional-character version]
܃ൣݺሽᐙ! ݺլ౨װ !אױ܃ࡉ !װሽᐙ! ್Λৢٵᦟሽᐙ!  !࣠ڕլ
ᦟ!سה!֛פ!Ո!!ࠟଡ !ৢٵᇿ܃ऱ! ್ړΛݺటᘋ৬ᤜ܃Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
Դᚙ៥ⳟ⬉ᕅ ៥ϡ㛑এ Դৃҹ এⳟ⬉ᕅ 偀˛ৠሟ୰⬉ᕅ བᵰϡ୰
ࡳ Ҫ⫳⇨ г 䆌 ϸϾৠሟ 䎳Դⱘ ད偀˛៥ⳳ催݈ᓎ䆂ԴǄ
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COMMENT: The response addresses the inquiry only marginally. The content
lacks organization, and it contains scattered information with minimal transitional
elements and fragmented sentences. It also includes minimal appropriate vocabulary
and limited grammatical structures, with frequent errors such as “ᚙ៥” instead of
“ᓮ“( ”ݺ䇋៥”), and ““( ”್ړད偀”) instead of “ړႯ” (“ད৫”).
LEVEL 1—VERY WEAK
Demonstrates lack of competence in both presentational and interpersonal
writing.
Task Completion
• Written responses are incomplete and difficult to follow.
Narration—weak or no narration, inconsistent with the prompt.
E-mail Response—very minimally addresses the prompt.
• No organization or coherence; disjointed sentences or isolated words.
䊊
䊊

Delivery
• Narration and E-mail Response—constant misuse of language; writing style
inappropriate to the situation.
Language Use
• Narration and E-mail Response—inappropriate vocabulary; severe interference
from another language; poor grammatical structures; frequent errors
significantly obscure meaning.

Level 1 Story Narration Example:
[Traditional-character version]
ᣤ၇ࣟ۫ˈChanਢڇFlor-MartՈ/!הଚ!سຟ/!ԫଡcheck ਢ990ˈ ᣤլ
უࠩ߷ᑌ-!լᘋ/! װڔLaw withխഏ֖ࣛ/! נCourtˈڔਢᘋ.
[Simplified-character version]
Ϲфϰ㽓ˈChanᰃFlor-Martг. ҪӀlooks like ⫳⇨䛑. ϔϾcheck ⱘ䪅ᰃ
990ˈ Ϲϡᛇࠄ䙷ḋ, ϡ催݈. ཌྷএLaw withЁ᳟ট. ߎCourtˈཌྷᰃ催݈.
COMMENT: The narration is incomplete and inconsistent with the picture
prompts. The content lacks organization and is made up of disconnected sentences
and isolated phrases. Insufficient vocabulary and inadequate grammatical structures
make it very difficult to follow the story.
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Level 1 E-mail Response Example:
[Traditional-character version]
ਣཚ֚!܃၇ปΖ܃ᓮپݺ堩Δ܃Δࡉ!ݺլᦟ!پխഏ堩Δ؆Գ!װ
!ሽᐙΖ

[Simplified-character version]
᯳ᳳ Դф⼼ǄԴ䇋៥ৗ佁ˈ䇶䇶Դˈ៥ ϡ୰ ৗЁ佁ˈҎ এ
ⳟ ⬉ᕅǄ

COMMENT: The response only minimally addresses the inquiry using very disconnected phrases like “Ҏ”, ““(”܃䇶䇶Դ”). The content exhibits insufficient vocabulary and grammatical structures, resulting in a largely incomprehensible
text.
LEVEL 0—UNACCEPTABLE
Contains nothing that earns credit.
Task Completion
• Written responses completely misunderstand the task given; respond in a
different language or dialect other than Mandarin Chinese; no response.

Level 0 Story Narration Example:
[Traditional-character version]
ངڣലᚥࡉ

[Simplified-character version]
ᤶᑈᇚᐂ

COMMENT: The narration is irrelevant to the pictures.
Level 0 E-mail Response Example:
[Traditional-character version]
ڶ܃չᏖࠠ᧯ऱ৬ᤜΛ

[Simplified-character version]
Դ᳝ҔМԧⱘᓎ䆂˛

COMMENT: The response is merely a restatement of the question.
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Free-Response Section: Writing
Type: Free Response-Writing
Number of problems: 2
Weight: 25%
Duration: 30 minutes
Directions: You will be asked to complete the following two writing tasks.
1. Story Narration: Write a narrative story based on a series of 4 pictures given
as the main topic. (15 minutes)
2. E-mail response: Read an e-mail inquiry from a friend and write a response
accordingly. (15 minutes)
Important Notes:
1. You cannot move back and forth between the two tasks.
2. After the 15 minutes is up from the first task, you will be moved automatically
to the second task.
Knowledge & Skills:
1. Presentational, interpersonal, interpretive communication.
2. Application of basic cultural knowledge.
3. Keyboard inputting.
Strategies:
1. Be focused, and stay on topic.
2. The text displayed in the incoming e-mail can be switched between simplified
and traditional characters.
3. Select your preferred input method from the pull-down list.
4. Use the displayed clock to gauge the remaining time.
5. Story Narration – include a beginning, a middle, and an end; narrate key elements from each picture.
6. E-mail Response – answer the question in detail.
Fig. 4-1 Writing Task Breakdown

TYPES OF ESSAYS
Based on the College Board’s AP Chinese Course Description 2009–2011, students
should develop skills to write in a variety of styles, including narrative, descriptive,
expository, and persuasive. Each type of writing invokes different aspects of the
language that students will want to master. This section presents the necessary
writing skills for each type of essay.

Narrative Essay
A narrative essay is an essay that tells a story. There are three important factors
when it comes to writing narrative essays: setting, characters, and plot. A story
should also have a conclusion and a theme. Each of these factors should be clear
and well organized. Mostly, the plot of a story is organized chronologically, leading
to a conclusion at the end. The advantage of writing a story this way is that the
structure is very clear, and this method is the easiest to work with. In the Writing
section of the AP Chinese exam, this method would be most appropriate for narrating a story based on a series of pictures, as in the Story Narration question.
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When writing a narrative essay, students should keep in mind the following
points.
1. Captivating: Capture the reader’s attention by doing more than just telling
the story. Keep the reader’s interest by adding details and/or personal observations that invite the reader into the writer’s world. This way, the story is
more personal and interesting.
2. Detailed: Be sure to include all the essential parts of a story, including a
plot, characters, setting, and resolution. Adding internal and external conflicts can make the story more attractive. The details must be carefully
thought out to support, explain, and improve the story.
3. Third-person voice: A narrative essay is typically written either in the first
person, using “៥,” or in the third person, using “Ҫ,” “ཌྷ,” or “ᅗ.”
Although the first person point of view seems more personal, it presents a
limited knowledge of events. The third person point of view is omniscient,
but it may appear less personal, and readers may not relate to it as much.
Since the Writing section requires students to narrate a story from beginning to end according to a series of pictures, using the third person point
of view would, in fact, be most appropriate.
Practice makes perfect, which is why we encourage students to practice writing
narrative stories with a series of pictures.
First, students should outline the story according to the pictures.
Second, they will begin writing an essay with a paragraph that introduces the
story and communicates the significance of the subject.
Next, they will use the outline to describe each part of the essay, and add specific
details to these parts to breathe life into the story.
Generally, a narrative essay describes a series of events or a process in some sort
of order—for example, chronological order. Students write their narratives by following the events as they unfurl.
Before we begin, let’s look at each of these steps in detail. Narrating a story by
looking at a series of pictures tests one’s observation, imagination, reasoning, selfexpression, and presentational communication skills. The first thing to do is determine the topic by looking at the pictures and identifying the main point of each
picture. Be aware of the sequence of the pictures and pay close attention to the
important parts. It is extremely important for students to notice what happens in
each picture, the differences between the pictures, and how they relate to one
another. This helps students organize the sequence of events they want to present
in the essay.
It is also essential to know which details to focus on, such as characters, objects,
and settings that relate to the main topic. Some details provide helpful information
for completing the story. For example, a character’s clothing may indicate what
time or season it is; a character’s pose or gesture may indicate what he is doing or
how he feels. Naming the characters in the story makes it easier to refer to them
in the narration. Students should use vocabulary they are familiar with and a lot of
conjunctions to ensure a connected flow between sentences and paragraphs, such
as “ྥ৵” (“✊ৢ”), “൷ထ” (“ⴔ”), “ৃᰃ,” “✊㗠,” “䰸ℸ…П,” and “ℸ.”
Students should also use adjectives to describe the action and confine their story to
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the plot shown in the pictures; irrelevant embellishments may distract students from
the main ideas and prevent them from completing the task within the allotted
time.
While using the following picture prompt to practice writing, students will also
improve their vocabularies. In addition, students can practice their speaking skills
by telling the story aloud according to the pictures. Oral storytelling can help students exercise their imaginations and give them ideas of how to narrate the story.
The following four pictures present a story about a Chinese idiom, “ൽۘ࿋ር”
(“㘇ⲫ䪗”). Students should first write the story according to the pictures, and
then compare their own narration to the sample. The time for writing the story is
limited to 15 minutes.
1.

2.

3.

4.
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[Traditional-character version]
ൕছڶଡ՛ೢޕΖڶԫ֚Δޕࠩԫ୮Գऱೃ㠪ထԫՑՕᤪΖ
߷ՑՕᤪਢشᎭ፹ທऱΔՕᤪऱᑌࡉᤪՂऱࠝຟৰዦॽΖޕ֨უΚਢ
ނຍՑՕᤪೢߨΔྥ৵ނ،ᔄൾΔԫࡳ౨ৰڍᙒΖױਢᤪԾՕԾૹΔޕ৻
䈥ჺՈჺլ೯ΖהუუΔ່৵ึ࣍უנԫଡړᙄऄΔ߷༉ਢؚᤪނᅷΔྥ৵
٦ԫჇԫჇچჺڃ୮Ζ
ޕࠐބԫނՕΔشԺཛᤪథװΔϘ㫙ϙऱԫᜢΔהނᚕԱԫՕ
ሂΖהუΔᜢଃຍ䈥ՕΔլ༉ਢ္ܫԳଚڇإהຍ㠪ೢᤪԱႯΛޕ။უ။୭
ࢢΔડྥΔהუנԫଡრΚਢںۘނങದࠐΔլ༉ᦫլࠩᤪऱᜢଃԱႯΖ
ޕࠟނࠐ۫ࣟބೋۘںങದࠐΔ࣠ྥΔהչ䈥ᜢଃຟᦫլࠩԱΖ࣍ਢޕ࣋
֨چథದᤪࠐΖ
ᤪᜢႚࠩԱৰऱֱچΔԳଚᦫࠩᤪᜢ৵Δၒࠐޕނތ۰ԱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Ң᳝ࠡϾᇣًিᴢಯǄ᳝ϔˈᴢಯⳟࠄϔᆊҎⱘ䰶ᄤ䞠ᣖⴔϔষ䩳Ǆ
䙷ষ䩳ᰃ⫼䪰ࠊ䗴ⱘˈ䩳ⱘḋᄤ䩳Ϟⱘ⬏ܓ䛑ᕜⓖ҂Ǆᴢಯᖗᛇ˖㽕ᰃ
ᡞ䖭ষ䩳ً䍄ˈ✊ৢᡞᅗपᥝˈϔᅮ㛑ᕜ䪅Ǆৃᰃ䩳জজ䞡ˈᴢಯᗢ
МᨀгᨀϡࡼǄҪᛇଞᛇˈ᳔ৢ㒜ѢᛇߎϔϾདࡲ⊩ˈ䙷ህᰃᡞ䩳ᠧˈ✊ৢ
ݡϔഫϔഫഄᨀಲᆊǄ
ᴢಯᡒᴹϔᡞ䫸ᄤˈ⫼ᳱ䩳⸌এˈĀāⱘϔໄડˈᡞҪ১њϔ
䏇ǄҪᛇˈໄ䷇䖭Мˈϡህᰃਞ䆝ҎӀҪℷ䖭䞠ً䩳њ৫˛ᴢಯ䍞ᛇ䍞ᆇ
ᗩˈさ✊ˈҪᛇߎϔϾЏᛣ˖㽕ᰃᡞ㘇ᴉฉ䍋ᴹˈϡህϡࠄ䩳ⱘໄ䷇њ৫Ǆ
ᴢಯᡒϰ㽓ᴹᡞϸা㘇ᴉฉ䍋ᴹˈᵰ✊ˈҪҔМໄ䷇䛑ϡࠄњǄѢᰃᴢಯᬒ
ᖗഄ⸌䍋䩳ᴹǄ
䩳ໄӴࠄњᕜ䖰ⱘഄᮍˈҎӀࠄ䩳ໄৢˈ䎥ᴹᡞᴢಯᡧԣњǄ

The Story Narration task tests students’ writing ability in the presentational communication mode. Whether a student receives a good score depends on if he or she
is able to write a well-organized story with a clear progression of ideas—namely, a
beginning, middle, and end with as much detail as possible. It also depends on
whether the student can showcase his or her mastery of proper transitional elements
and a cohesive strategy. The above sample essay demonstrates that the author
understood the pictures completely and used good techniques to write the story.
For convenience, the author named the character “ޕ.” The author paid attention
to the differences between pictures, then adopted the proper adverbs and conjunctions, such as “ਢ,” “ྥ৵”(“✊ৢ”), “ડྥ,” “࣠ྥ,” “࣍ਢ” (“Ѣᰃ”), and “א
৵” (“ҹৢ”), to produce a coherent discourse.
In Chinese, some common words are used to describe sequence. The following
conjunctions and adverbs are widely used in narration. Students should practice
using these words in their own writing.
Conjunctions indicating coordination, transition, succession, progression, or
causality
ࡉ
hé
and
ᇿ
gēn
and
ٵ
tóng
and
ፖ
Ϣ
yǔ
and
֗
jí
and; as well as
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֗א
ࠀ
܀ਢ
ױਢ
լመ
ຍᑌ
߷䈥
൷ထ
ۖ
ڼڂ
ྥ৵
࣍ਢ

ᑊϨ

ϡ䖛
䖭ḋ
䙷М
ⴔ

✊ৢ
Ѣᰃ

yǐjí
bìngqiě
dànshì
kěshì
búguò
zhèyàng
nàme
jiēzhe
érqiě
yīncǐ
ránhòu
yúshì

and; as well as
and; besides
but; yet
but
but; however
so; in this way
then; in that case
then; followed by
and also; moreover
therefore; so
then; after that; afterwards
hence; consequently; as a result

Adverbs indicating time and frequency
լឰ
ϡᮁ 
búduàn
continuously; constantly
ൄ

cháng
often; frequently
ൄൄ 
chángcháng
often; frequently; usually
མ

céng
once; formerly
མᆖ
᳒㒣 
céngjīng
once; formerly
ૹᄅ 
chóngxīn
again; once more
᎔ጹ
䍊㋻ 
gǎnjǐn
in a hurry
᎔ݶ
䍊ᖿ 
gǎnkuài
in a hurry
ଶ
߮ 
gāng
just
ଶթ
߮ᠡ 
gāngcái
just now
ଶଶ
߮߮ 
gānggāng
just
৵ࠐ
ৢᴹ 
hòulái
afterwards
ዬዬ
⏤⏤ 
jiànjiàn
gradually; little by little
ല
ᇚ 
jiāng
be going to; only just; will
ല
ᇚ㽕 
jiāngyào
will; close to (a certain period of time)
ᆖൄ
㒣ᐌ 
jīngcháng
often; frequent
༉

jiù
emphasizes that something occurs early
༉ 
jiùyào
will; shall; close to (a certain of time)
ݶ

kuài
almost
 ܛم
lìjí
immediately; as soon as
 ࠥم
lìkè
immediately; as soon as; at once
ኚڻ
ስ 
lǚcì
repeatedly; time and again
್Ղ
偀Ϟ 
mǎshàng
immediately; at once
ࠡၴ
݊䯈 
qíjiān
meanwhile
ྥ৵
✊ৢ 
ránhòu
then; after that
ࡨึ
ྟ㒜 
shǐzhōng
all along
ડྥ 
tūrán
suddenly
բ

yǐ
already
բᆖ
Ꮖ㒣 
yǐjīng
already
א৵
ҹৢ 
yǐhòu
after; afterwards; later
אছ 
yǐqián
before; formerly
Ծ

yòu
again
٦

zài
again; once more
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٦Կ
ڇإ
ึ࣍
᜔ਢ
᜔ጩ
່৵



㒜Ѣ
ᘏᰃ
ᘏㅫ
᳔ৢ






zàisān
zhèngzài
zhōngyú
zǒngshì
zǒngsuàn
zuìhòu

245

over and over
indicates an action in progress
finally; at last
always
at last; finally
final; in the end

NARRATIVE ESSAY WRITING TIPS
1. The story should contain all three essential factors: plot, characters, and
setting.
2. The story should be written in complete paragraphs, with a logically structured
content.
3. The story should demonstrate the student’s ability to choose the appropriate
vocabulary and to adopt a wide range of grammatical structures.
4. The progression of the story should be narrated with a suitable selection of
transitional elements.
5. The story should contain few, if any, typographic errors. Students should avoid
mistakes like typing the correct pronunciation but choosing the wrong character, or typing an incorrect pronunciation to start with and consequentially choosing the wrong character.

Descriptive Essay
A descriptive essay is an essay that describes a person, place, or thing. It can be
either objective or subjective. In an objective descriptive essay, students describe
physical objects by providing facts, not opinions. In a subjective descriptive essay,
students write about what they perceive in all five senses, including details such as
height, weight, color, and smell, and their feelings toward the object. The purpose
of a descriptive essay is to capture the reader’s imagination so that he or she can
visualize the things being described. It is important for students to carefully select
specific, concrete details to support their dominant impression.
Descriptive essay writing techniques may be useful in Story Narration or E-mail
Response questions. For example, the pictures in a Story Narration may present an
opportunity to depict people, animals, or scenery.
When writing a descriptive essay, students should keep in mind the following
points.
1. A descriptive essay focuses on a person, a place, a memory, an event, or
an experience. Students should start with the obvious, then develop and
describe.
2. Students should provide plenty of specific descriptions to give readers a
complete and vivid perception and impression.
3. Students should choose appropriate words that convey their emotions or
perspectives, and use words that appeal to the reader’s senses.
4. Students should create a clear pattern of organization and use a wide range
of grammatical structures.
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Describing an Animal:
Students might need to describe an animal when narrating a story or introducing
an animal in one of the four pictures. Describing an animal is a good topic for a
descriptive essay. The following is a sample essay describing a cat.
[Traditional-character version]
່ݺფऱ՛೯ढਢ㼆Δڂ㻽،ଚዦॽ-ᄵࡉΔՈৰᗑمΖ
ݺ୮ڶԫೋױფऱ՛㼆Δݺ،ದԱԫଡڶრ৸ऱڗټϘػϙΔڂ
㻽،ऱߪՂ९ԱԫᐋԾ९ԾຌऱֻػΖػڶԫᠨԾՕԾॽऱ៴ณᅪࡉ
ԫଡદદऱ՛ᏗΔᨃԳფΖػਢԫೋܑფऱ㼆Ζ،֚ޢຟش
ֿ۞աੑړ༓ڻᜭΔڻޢՕ՛ঁՈ᜔ᄎٵڇԫଡֱچΖػऱ܂ஒழၴ
ᇿݙݺ٤լԫᑌΖ،֚ػऱՕຝ։ழၴຟݺڇऱޥ࿇ՂࢨृݩՀጕᤚΔڼڂΔ
ݺൄൄ䐨،ਢϘᡗ㼆ϙΖࠩԱ࡙תΔݺጕᤚጕৰଉऱழଢΔ،Ծൄൄݺނ
ܰᙌΖ
ݺᦟػΔނ،سݺګխऱԫଡ֖ࣛړΖ

[Simplified-character version]
៥᳔୰⠅ⱘᇣࡼ⠽ᰃ⣿ˈЎᅗӀⓖ҂ˈ⏽ˈгᕜ⣀ゟǄ
៥ᆊ᳝ϔাৃ⠅ⱘᇣ⣿ˈ៥㒭ᅗ䍋њϔϾ᳝ᛣᗱⱘৡᄫিĀⱑ㚪㚪āˈ
Ўᅗ㚪㚪ⱘ䑿Ϟ䭓њϔሖজ䭓জ䕃ⱘⱑ↯Ǆⱑ㚪㚪᳝ϔঠজজ҂ⱘ㪱ⴐ
ϔϾ㑶㑶ⱘᇣ唏ᄤˈ䅽Ҏ୰⠅Ǆⱑ㚪㚪ᰃϔা⡍߿⠅ᑆⱘޔ⣿Ǆᅗ↣䛑㽕⫼
⟾ᄤ㒭㞾Ꮕ⋫ད㜌ˈ↣ᇣ֓гᘏӮৠϔϾഄᮍǄⱑ㚪㚪ⱘᙃᯊ䯈
䎳៥ᅠܼϡϔḋǄᅗⱑⱘ䚼ߚᯊ䯈䛑៥ⱘ≭থϞ㗙ᑞϟⴵ㾝ˈℸˈ
៥ᐌᐌ偖ᅗᰃĀឦ⣿āǄࠄњञˈ៥ⴵ㾝ⴵᕫᕜ佭ⱘᯊˈᅗজᐌᐌᡞ៥
ਉ䝦Ǆ
៥୰ⱑ㚪㚪ˈᡞᅗⳟ៤៥⫳⌏ЁⱘϔϾད᳟টǄ

In the first sentence, the writer begins with a confession that cats are his favorite
animal, because they are “ዦॽΔᄵࡉΔՈৰᗑ“( ”مⓖ҂ˈ⏽ˈгᕜ⣀ゟ”).
Then, the writer describes his lovely cat with specific details, such as its appearance,
daily routine, and habits. The conclusion paragraph summarizes the writer’s sentiment about the cat: “ނ،سݺګխऱԫଡ“( ”֖ࣛړᡞᅗⳟ៤៥⫳⌏Ёⱘϔ
Ͼད᳟ট”).
Describing a Place:
When asked to describe a place, such as a room or a park, try to use sentences that
indicate the existence of certain objects at the given place. The following is a sample
essay that describes a room.
[Traditional-character version]
ຍਢݺऱࢪၴΔ،ਢڇݺՕᖂࡺ۰ࡉᖂऱֱچΖ
ݺऱࢪၴڇՕᑔऱรԲᐋΖࢪၴऱছ૿ڶԫଡՕ࿗֪Δ࿗֪ऱՀ૿ਢ
ݺऱோΔோऱছᢰڶԫނཡΔோՂ૿࣋ထԫଡಖءሽᆰΔሽᆰ
ऱலᢰڶԫଡዦॽऱ՛ፕᗉΖோऱ׳ᢰ࣋ထԫଡৰՕऱਮΔਮՂᢰ
ڶৰڍ֮ΔՈڶ༓ءխ֮Ζோऱؐᢰਢԫଡ՛ޥ࿇Δޥ࿇Ղ࣋የ
Ա۪ࣚΖࢪڇ࣋ݩၴऱ׳ᢰΔݩኙ૿ऱ㠫Ղڶԫ༏ՕᅃׂΔᅃׂ㠪૿ਢԫ
ଡዦॽऱՖΔ߷ਢݺऱ֖ࣛݺᅃऱΖᅃׂऱՀ૿ڶԫଡ՛឵Δ឵
Ղ࣋ထԫፕ՛՛ऱሽီᖲΖݺᖂีԱΔ༉ԫᄎࠝሽီΖ
ݺऱࢪၴլৰՕΔՈլ֜ᖞᏘΔ܀ਢݺৰᦟ،Ζ᜔ݺਢނ،ؚൿ
ৰΖ
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[Simplified-character version]
䖭ᰃ៥ⱘ᠓䯈ˈᅗᰃ៥ᄺሙԣᄺдⱘഄᮍǄ
៥ⱘ᠓䯈ὐⱘѠሖǄ᠓䯈ⱘࠡ䴶᳝ϔϾに᠋ˈに᠋ⱘϟ䴶ᰃ៥ⱘ
кḠˈкḠⱘࠡ䖍᳝ϔᡞộᄤˈкḠϞ䴶ᬒⴔϔϾヨ䆄ᴀ⬉㛥ˈ⬉㛥ⱘᮕ䖍᳝
ϔϾⓖ҂ⱘᇣৄ♃ǄкḠⱘে䖍ᬒⴔϔϾᕜⱘкᶊˈкᶊϞ䖍᳝ᕜ㣅᭛
кˈг᳝ᴀЁ᭛кǄкḠⱘᎺ䖍ᰃϔϾᇣ≭থˈ≭থϞᬒ⒵њ㸷᳡Ǆᑞᬒ
᠓䯈ⱘে䖍ˈᑞᇍ䴶ⱘϞ᳝ϔᐙ✻⠛ˈ✻⠛䞠䴶ᰃϔϾⓖ҂ⱘཇᄽᄤˈ䙷
ᰃ៥ⱘ᳟ট㒭៥✻ⱘǄ✻⠛ⱘϟ䴶᳝ϔϾᇣᶰᄤˈᶰᄤϞᬒⴔϔৄᇣᇣⱘ⬉㾚
ᴎǄ៥ᄺд㌃њˈህⳟϔӮ⬉ܓ㾚Ǆ
៥ⱘ᠓䯈ϡᕜˈгϡᭈ唤ˈԚᰃ៥ᕜ୰ᅗǄ៥ᘏᰃᡞᅗᠧᠿᕫᕜᑆ
ޔǄ

This essay includes the three types of sentences: sentences with “ڶ,” “ਢ,” and
“Verb-ထ”(“Verb-ⴔ”). For example: “࿗֪ऱՀ૿ਢݺऱோΔோऱছᢰڶ
ԫނཡΔோՂ૿࣋ထԫଡಖءሽᆰ” (“に᠋ⱘϟ䴶ᰃ៥ⱘкḠˈкḠ
ⱘࠡ䖍᳝ϔᡞộᄤˈкḠϞ䴶ᬒⴔϔϾヨ䆄ᴀ⬉㛥”).
Writing a descriptive essay requires students to master a variety of descriptive
vocabulary and appropriate expressions. A wide-ranging vocabulary helps students
create vivid images and enhance readers’ interest in the essay. Adjectives, prepositions, directional words, directional complements, descriptive complements, and
sentences are very important and practical for writing this type of essay.
Describing a Country or City:
It is likely that students will be asked to describe a country or a city in an E-mail
Response. Students might also need to describe a place in the Cultural Presentation
part of the Speaking section. When describing countries and cities, students should
communicate the significance of the place, its physical location, size, geography,
climate, culture, population, and so on. The following is a sample essay.
[Traditional-character version]
ᄅࣟ࣍ۯࡕףতࠅऱխ֨Δਢط༓Լଡ՛ิګऱΔ૿ᗨՕપ600ֱؓڍֆ
ߺΔԳՑ300ڍᆄΖᄅࡕףਢԫଡاڍගऱഏ୮ΔԫאתՂऱԳՑਢဎԳΖᄅף
ࡕऱਙࢌࡴֱߢਢΔ܀ਢޢଡاගຟ۞ڶաऱߢΔࠏڕဎΔՈ༉ਢ
խ֮Ζᄅࡕףਢԫଡټڶऱक़Ⴜৄؑഏ୮ΔԾԾዦॽΖᄅࡕףՈਢԫଡڶ
ټऱளሏխ֨Δڣޢൕ߷װچٺ㠪ளሏऱԳৰڍΖᄅڶࡕףৰټڶڍऱ
ढխ֨Ζ߷ڇ㠪ΔլڍՂࢬڶऱྨټຟאױ၇ࠩΖᄅࡕףᝫਢԫଡભଇ
խ֨Δሏড়ٺࠩپאױጟٺᑌଅ࠺ऱ՛پΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ᮄࡴവԡѢϰफѮⱘЁᖗˈᰃ⬅कϾᇣቯ㒘៤ⱘˈ䴶⿃㑺ᑇᮍ݀
䞠ˈҎষ300ϛǄᮄࡴവᰃϔϾ⇥ᮣⱘᆊˈϔञҹϞⱘҎষᰃढҎǄᮄࡴ
വⱘᬓᑰᅬᮍ䇁㿔ᰃ㣅䇁ˈԚᰃ↣Ͼ⇥ᮣ䛑᳝㞾Ꮕⱘ䇁㿔ˈ՟བढ䇁ˈгህᰃ
Ё᭛ǄᮄࡴവᰃϔϾ᳝ৡⱘ㢅ುජᏖᆊˈজᑆޔজⓖ҂ǄᮄࡴവгᰃϔϾ᳝
ৡⱘᮙ␌Ёᖗˈ↣ᑈҢϪ⬠ഄএ䙷䞠ᮙ␌ⱘҎᕜǄᮄࡴവ᳝ᕜ᳝ৡⱘ䌁
⠽ЁᖗǄ䙷䞠ˈᏂϡϪ⬠Ϟ᠔᳝ⱘৡ⠠䛑ৃҹфࠄǄᮄࡴവ䖬ᰃϔϾ㕢亳
Ёᖗˈ␌ᅶৃҹৗࠄ⾡ḋ亢ੇⱘᇣৗǄ
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For practice, students can describe their own cities, towns, or somewhere they want
to live. They should make an effort to tell their readers where the city is located
and why it is special. Students may also want to explain the history behind the
place or predict what the city might be like in the future.
The following words and phrases related to directions can be useful when describing a place:
ࣟ
ত
۫
ק
ࣟק
ࣟত
۫ק
۫ত
ছ
৵
ؐ
׳
խၴ
㠪૿
؆૿
ኙ૿
Ղ૿
Հ૿
ືՂ
ࢍՀ
ߡՂ
லᢰ
ࡌ

२
ٻՂ
ٻՀ
ཛՂ
ཛՀ
…ڇհՂ
…ڇհՀ
ॵڇ२
ࡌ
ထ
ጹထ
ऎထ
ႉထ
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ϰ 



ϰ࣫ 
ϰफ 



ৢ 


Ё䯈 
䞠䴶 

ᇍ䴶 


乊Ϟ 

㾦Ϟ 
ᮕ䖍 

䖰໘ 
䖥໘ 







਼ೈ 
ⴔ 
㋻ⴔ 
⊓ⴔ 
乎ⴔ 

dōng
nán
xī
běi
dōngběi
dōngnán
xīběi
xīnán
qián
hòu
zuǒ
yòu
zhōngjiān
lǐmian
wàimian
duìmiàn
shàngmian
xiàmian
dǐngshang
dǐxia
jiǎoshang
pángbiān
sìzhōu
yuǎnchù
jìnchù
xiàngshàng
xiàngxià
cháoshàng
cháoxià
zài…zhīshàng
zài…zhīxià
zài fùjìn
zhōuwéi
āi zhe
jǐn āizhe
yánzhe
shùnzhe

east
south
west
north
northeast
southeast
northwest
southwest
front
back; behind
left
right
center; middle
inside
outside
opposite
above; over; top
below; under
top
bottom
corner
side
around
beyond
nearby
up
down
up
down
over
beneath
round about
round about
next to
close to
along
along
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Describing a Person:
Describing people requires students to record not only their physical characteristics,
but also their movements, postures, emotions, personalities, and idiosyncrasies.
Everyone’s family background, profession, class, and experience is different, and
they may all affect people’s appearances. Sometimes, describing a person’s physical
appearance may reveal a lot about a person’s personality. Describing people also
requires students to depict what people are wearing or carrying.
The following is a passage that describes a person.
[Traditional-character version]
׆ᣝᣝਢԫଡ17ᄣऱՖΔଡլՈլᅶΔದࠐڶԫរࠝΖᣝᣝ
ऱณᅪԾՕԾॽΔᏯࠝદદऱΖڔऱߪՂઠထԫٙ៴ۥऱTਆΔՀ૿ऱਢ
ԫයׄגᘟΔ㷰Ղઠထԫᠨۥػऱሎ೯ᕀΖڔऱॊՂહထԫଡዦॽऱ՛ץΔ֫
㠪ஞထ༓ءΖᣝᣝլႛԳ९ዦॽΔᝫਢԫଡኙܑԳܑړऱՖΖ

[Simplified-character version]
⥟ББᰃϔϾቕⱘཇᄽᄤˈϾᄤϡ催гϡⷂˈⳟ䍋ᴹ᳝ϔ⚍ܓ㚪ǄББ
ⱘⴐজজ҂ˈఈܓ㑶㑶ⱘǄཌྷⱘ䑿Ϟこⴔϔӊ㪱㡆ⱘ7ᘸ㸿ˈϟ䴶䜡ⱘᰃ
ϔᴵ⠯Ҩ㺸ˈ㛮Ϟこ㨫ϔঠⱑ㡆ⱘ䖤ࡼ䵟Ǆཌྷⱘ㙽Ϟ㚠ⴔϔϾⓖ҂ⱘᇣࣙˈ
䞠ᣓⴔᴀкǄББϡҙҎ䭓ᕫⓖ҂ˈ䖬ᰃϔϾᇍ߿Ҏ⡍߿དⱘཇᄽᄤǄ

The following words and phrases can be used to describe the physical characteristics
of a person:
ᑈ啘 
niánlíng
age
ڣ
ڍᄣ
ቕ 
. . . duōsuì!
more than . . . years old

. . . shàngxià!
about . . . years old
ΞՂՀ

. . . zuǒyòu
about . . . years old
Ξؐ׳
ߪ

shēngāo
height
ᅶଡ
ⷂϾᄤ 
ǎi gèzi
short man; to be short
ଡࠝ
催Ͼ ܓ
gāogèr
big man; to be big
ߪޗ

shēncái
figure
્ය
㢫ᴵ 
miáotiao
slender


pàng
fat
ॼॼ مد
tíngtíng yùlì
to stand tall and graceful
՛؏ੳ
ᇣᎻ⦆⦥ 
xiǎoqiǎo línglóng
small and nimble
ՕᏑන 
gāodà kuíwú
tall and strong
Գ್Օ
Ҏ催偀 
réngāo mǎdà
tall and strong
ߪൎԺ݇
䑿ᔎໂ 
shēnqiáng lìzhuàng
healthy and strong
ᛶ
 ع
jiǎojiàn
strong and vigorous
ᒇ՛ਯ
⯺ᇣᶃᑆ 
shòuxiǎo kūgān
thin, small, and emaciated
ؼᓅ
Ⲃ㙸 
pífū!
skin
ػ
ⱑ ޔ
bájing
fair and clear
٠ᄶ

guānghuá
smooth
٠ᑥ
 ⋕ܝ
guāngjié
clear
ษᜋ

cūcāo
rough skin
ᒋె
ⲅ㒍 
zhòuwén
wrinkle
ᜭۥ
㜌㡆 
liǎnsè!
complexion
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દᑮ
፧ػ
ۊᄆ
ณᅪ
ࣔॽ
堚ዲ
ֽޫޫ
ॽདྷདྷ
ᕓী
९ᕓ
ᕓ
൴ᕓ
ऴ࿇
Ꮵ௧ࠝ
ઠထ
ᖦై
ᖞᑥ
ధధᥓᥓ
ᧂ
ழᏐ
Ւ
壄壀
ᑣ
ၲி
ᑗᨠ
֮ᙩ
ࣨܤ
ިᚈኒߢ
ྤ壄ؚ७
壄壀ݽឮ

㑶⍺ 
㢡ⱑ 






থൟ 
䭓থ 
ⷁথ 
ोথ 
Ⳉথ 
߬⍋ ܓ
こⴔ 
ᴈ㋴ 
ᭈ⋕ 
⸈⸈⚖⚖ 
㛣ТТ 
ᯊ傺 
⇨ 

⌏⋐ 
ᓔᳫ 
Ф㾖 



᮴㊒ᠧ䞛 
㊒⼲ᡪ᪲ 

hóngrùn
cāngbái
huī’àn
yǎnjing
míngliàng
qīngchè
shuīwāngwāng
liàngjīngjīng
fàxíng
chángfà
duǎnfà
juǎnfà
zhífà
liúhǎir
chuānzhuó!
pǔsù
zhěngjié
pòpò lànlàn
zānghūhū
shímáo
tǔqì
jīngshén
huópō
kāilǎng
lèguān
wénjìng
dāibǎn
chénmò guǎyán
wújīng dǎcǎi
jīngshén dǒusǒu

rosy
pale
ashen and gray
eyes
bright
clear
bright and sparkling
bright
hairstyle
long hair
short hair
curly
straight
bangs
clothing
simple; plain
clear
worn-out clothes
dirty
stylish; in vogue
rustic; uncouth
psychosis
natural and lively
open; cheerful
hopeful; optimistic
gentle and quiet
stiff; rigid
of few words; reticent
listless; out of sorts
spirits

The AP Chinese exam will not require students to write an entire essay describing
a person. However, the ability to do so might be necessary when describing a character in a Story Narration. When practicing, students should try to describe people
they know, such as family members, friends, classmates, teachers, and famous
people. To write a good description, students must observe people’s physical characteristics, especially how one person differs from another. Students should focus
their descriptions on the senses, and provide vivid and specific details that show,
rather than tell, readers what they are describing.
Describing Scenery:
When writing a Story Narration, students may need to describe scenery according
to the pictures. The most important thing is to be extremely observant. Students
need to leave a lingering impression with their descriptions. Write what you “see”
rather than what you “know,” and organize the essay by what is seen first through
what is seen last. Correctly used adjectives and adverbs will make the essay’s struc-
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ture clear. Students may also present an opinion or feeling through their description. The following is a writing sample by a Chinese language learner, which
contains a structure deficiency. Understanding the structural error in the essay will
help students improve their writing skills.
[Traditional-character version]
ຳ৵ऱீႼܑዦॽΖ߷යீװႼऱ՛ሁՂړቝ።ԱԫයػػऱཹچΔሁ
ࠟᢰᖞᖞᏘᏘऱՕᖫΔቝՓԫᑌᎁటچঅᥨထீႼΖ՛ଅࠐܬΔᖫՂऱຳኬ
ኬچՀࠐΔൾٵڇᖂଚऱᙰՂΕᜭՂΔ㯛㯛ऱΖ
ඒছऱ՛࣪ᖫՂຟਢػػऱ՛ຳΖ՛ଅࠐܬΔᖫࣤԫᄀԫᄀऱΔړቝ
ٻՕ୮រᙰംړΖඒऱࢪືՂΔਘየԱॽॽऱ٧යࠝΔॺൄભᣝΖ
ᖂீऱሎ೯ՂΔߊଚسᚊॡΔՖଚᦟ֚چΔଡଡݶᑗቝ
՛຺ԫᑌΖሎ೯խၴΔٵᖂଚഔದԱԫଡՕՕऱຳԳΚ႕႕ՕՕऱณᅪΔદ
દ९९ऱᏗΖ
ຳᨃீႼޓዦॽΔᨃٵᖂଚݶޓᑗΜ

[Simplified-character version]
䲾ৢⱘ᷵ು⡍߿ⓖ҂Ǆ䙷ᴵএ᷵ುⱘᇣ䏃ϞདⲪڣњϔᴵⱑⱑⱘഄ⇃ˈ䏃
ϸ䖍ᭈᭈ唤唤ⱘᷥˈڣ݉ϔḋ䅸ⳳഄֱᡸⴔ᷵ುǄᇣ亢ᴹˈᷥϞⱘ䲾᜶
᜶ഄ京ϟᴹˈᥝৠᄺӀⱘ༈Ϟǃ㜌ϞˈⱘޝޝǄ
ᬭᅸࠡⱘᇣᵒᷥϞ䛑ᰃⱑⱑⱘᇣ䲾⧗Ǆᇣ亢ᴹˈᷥᵱϔᨛϔᨛⱘˈདڣ
ᆊ⚍༈䯂དǄᬭᅸⱘ᠓乊Ϟˈᣖ⒵њ҂҂ⱘބᴵˈܓ䴲ᐌ㕢БǄ
ᄺ᷵ⱘ䖤ࡼഎϞˈ⬋ᄽᄤӀ⫳啭⌏㰢ˈཇᄽᄤӀ୰ഄˈϾϾᖿФᕫڣ
ᇣ右ϔḋǄ䖤ࡼഎЁ䯈ˈৠᄺӀේ䍋њϔϾⱘ䲾Ҏ˖咥咥ⱘⴐˈ㑶
㑶䭓䭓ⱘ唏ᄤǄ
䲾䅽᷵ುⓖ҂ˈ䅽ৠᄺӀᖿФʽ

This is a description about a schoolyard after snowfall. The author carefully uses
metaphors to describe the beauty of this scene. The writer also uses idioms, such
as “سᚊॡ”(“⫳啭⌏㰢”) and “ᦟ֚“( ”چ୰ഄ”), and exclamatory sentences correctly. The essay reveals that the author appreciates the beauty of the
scenery and how snow brings joy to people. However, the essay structure does not
present his observations in a clear order. The following rewrite reconstructs the
order, giving the essay a proper structure.
[Traditional-character version]
ຳ৵ऱீႼዦॽۖךየᦟూΖ
ඨװΔ߷යீװႼऱ՛ሁՂړቝ።ԱԫයػػऱཹچΔሁࠟᢰᖞᖞᏘ
ᏘऱՕᖫΔቝՓԫᑌᎁటچঅᥨထீႼΖ პ ଅࠐܬΔᖫՂऱຳኬኬچՀ
ࠐΔൾٵڇᖂଚऱᙰՂΕᜭՂΔ㯛㯛ऱΖ
Δඒছऱ՛࣪ᖫՂຟਢػػऱ՛ຳΖპଅࠐܬΔᖫࣤԫᄀԫᄀऱΔ
ړቝٻՕ୮រᙰംړΖඒऱࢪືՂΔਘየԱॽॽऱ٧යࠝΔॺൄભᣝΖ
ᛴΔሎ೯խၴΔٵᖂଚഔದԱԫଡՕՕऱຳԳΚ႕႕ՕՕऱณᅪΔદદ
९९ऱᏗΖ
ᦫΔᖂீऱሎ೯ՂΔߊଚຍᢰسᚊॡΔՖଚ߷ᢰᦟ֚چΔ
ଡଡݶᑗቝ՛຺ԫᑌΖ
ຳᨃீႼޓዦॽΔᨃٵᖂଚݶޓᑗΜ
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[Simplified-character version]
䲾ৢⱘ᷵ುⓖ҂㗠ܙ⒵ュǄ
䖰䖰ᳯএˈ䙷ᴵএ᷵ುⱘᇣ䏃ϞདⲪڣњϔᴵⱑⱑⱘഄ⇃ˈ䏃ϸ䖍ᭈᭈ唤
唤ⱘᷥˈڣ݉ϔḋ䅸ⳳഄֱᡸⴔ᷵ುǄᖂ亢ᴹˈᷥϞⱘ䲾᜶᜶ഄ京ϟ
ᴹˈᥝৠᄺӀⱘ༈Ϟǃ㜌ϞˈⱘޝޝǄ
ⳟˈᬭᅸࠡⱘᇣᵒᷥϞ䛑ᰃⱑⱑⱘᇣ䲾⧗Ǆᖂ亢ᴹˈᷥᵱϔᨛϔᨛⱘˈ
དڣᆊ⚍༈䯂དǄᬭᅸⱘ᠓乊Ϟˈᣖ⒵њ҂҂ⱘބᴵˈܓ䴲ᐌ㕢БǄ
ˈ䖤ࡼഎЁ䯈ˈৠᄺӀේ䍋њϔϾⱘ䲾Ҏ˖咥咥ⱘⴐˈ㑶㑶
䭓䭓ⱘ唏ᄤǄ
ˈᄺ᷵ⱘ䖤ࡼഎϞˈ⬋ᄽᄤӀ䖭䖍⫳啭⌏㰢ˈཇᄽᄤӀ䙷䖍୰ഄˈ
ϾϾᖿФᕫڣᇣ右ϔḋǄ
䲾䅽᷵ುⓖ҂ˈ䅽ৠᄺӀᖿФʽ

The difference between the two sample essays lies in their structure. The new essay
adds the verbs “ඨ“( ”װ䖰䖰ᳯএ”), “,” and “ᦫ”( “”), which appeal to
the senses. The writer invites readers into the scene, which makes people happy.
When writing about the classroom, the author makes orderly observations, from
the ceiling to the floor, and from far to near. When writing about the field, the
author uses “ຍᢰ” (“䖭䖍”) and “߷ᢰ” (“䙷䖍”) to describe the scene in a more
orderly fashion. The first sentence is changed to “ຳ৵ऱீႼዦॽۖךየᦟూ” (“䲾
ৢⱘ᷵ುⓖ҂㗠ܙ⒵ュ”), which connects it to the last sentence, “ຳᨃீႼޓዦ
ॽΔᨃٵᖂଚޓᖿῖ” (“䲾䅽᷵ುⓖ҂ˈ䅽ৠᄺӀᖿФ”), making the essay
more vivid and meaningful.
Note that the AP Chinese exam does not require students to write a descriptive
essay about scenery-! but again, the ability to do so might be necessary in Story
Narrations. Students should be mindful that, while the scenery may not be the
main point of an essay, it may well be a crucial supporting detail. Therefore,
although one may not need to describe every aspect of the scenery, picking out a
couple of features that seem the most important can add depth to the essay.
The four seasons are often used in descriptive essays. The following are the idioms
for each season. Students should understand these idioms, and learn how to use
them in written and spoken language.
ܬʨ

ਞᄊक़ၲ
ۍक़ฐၲ
ଅࡉֲᣝ
຺क़ଉ

ᱪ㢅ᓔ
ⱒ㢅ⲯᓔ
亢᮹Б
右䇁㢅佭

chūnnuǎn huākāi
bǎihuā shèngkāi
fēnghé rìlì
niǎoyǔ huāxiāng

ॸ৵ਞ㲵

䲼ৢミ

yǔhòu chūnsǔn

ࡧʨ
௺ֲङङ
የᙰՕۀ
՚౻լس
௺ֲᅝ़
ᑊଅᨏॸ
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⒵༈∫
⚜᮹ᔧぎ
ᲈ亢偸䲼

lièrì yányán
mǎntóu dàhàn
cùncǎo bùshēng
lièrì dānkōng
bàofēng zhòuyǔ

spring blossoms
blaze of flowers
fine and warm
birds sing and flowers release
fragrance
mushroom like bamboo
shoots after a spring rain
extremely hot
profusely hairy
lane is not long grass
scorching hot and dry
a prodigious storm
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ޭʨ
ટ෯
ནࡵۥԳ
ટଅᆵᆺ
նᒜ᠆࿆
ટଅᘕᅖ
ˬʨ
٧֚ຳچ
ػຳ
༃מᢊִ
ደ֚ଆຳ
֚༃چଯ

⾟亢㨑
Ѩ䈋Єⱏ
⾟亢㧻⨳

qiūgāo qìshuǎng
jǐngsè yírén
qiūfēng luòyè
wǔgǔ fēngdēng
qiūfēng xiāosè

high sky and bright autumn
offering enchanting views
autumn leaves
have a bumper harvest
autumn wind is sighing

ᆦހ㜞᳜
⓿亲䲾
ᆦഄޏ

bīngtiān xuědì
báixuě mángmáng
hándōng làyuè
màntiān fēixuě
tiānhán dìdòng

world of ice and snow
snow everywhere
severe winter
snow all over the sky
the weather is cold and the
ground is frozen

⾟催⇨⠑
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DESCRIPTIVE ESSAY WRITING TIPS
1. When planning, students should know what or whom they want to describe
and the particular qualities they will focus on.
2. When drafting, students should consider the importance of the senses and
include details that give readers a vivid impression.
3. When revising, students should add sufficient details and descriptions.
4. Finally, students should make sure that the essay focuses on one topic and
that it is structured in the most effective way.

Expository Essay
An expository essay shares, explains, suggests, or explores information and ideas
without any bias. The expository essay is formatted the same way as any other essay;
it should be clear in its purpose and have a distinct main idea. The function of the
expository essay is to present other people’s views or to report an event or situation.
The expository essay should:
1. Capture the significance of the topic. A certain topic might have several
different facets, but not all of them have to be included in the essay.
2. Be aware of the audience. The same topic can be written differently depending on who’s reading it. Students should remember the age, gender, class,
level of education, occupation, and so forth of their intended readers. For
example, the harmful effects of smoking are an important issue for many
people. However, the effects are different for different people.
3. Make sure that the facts, especially numerical data regarding quantity, level,
quality, and space, are accurate.
4. Introduce knowledge without being too literal.
5. Organize information well. Words such as “ଈ٣,” “ࠡڻ,” “٦ृ,” and “່
৵” (“᳔ৢ”) are useful for presenting facts in a clear and orderly fashion.
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The two different tasks in the Writing free-response portion of the AP Chinese
exam—Story Narration and E-mail Response—both require strong expository
writing skills.
There are a variety of ways to develop an expository essay. It is important to fully
understand the topic, to focus on the most important characteristics of the topic,
and to keep the audience in mind.
First analyze the essay topic. The task prompt presents a broad topic, and students can expand on this topic as much as they want to, within reason. This also
allows students to write about a particular aspect of the topic that is familiar to
them. In other words, the exam provides a broad topic that can be seen from a
number of perspectives. Students simply need to define the aspect of the topic they
are writing about and present it straightforwardly.
For example, the AP Chinese exam might require students to respond to an email by introducing their school library, which contains elements of an expository
essay. Classifying multiple subjects by certain criteria is a good technique to use in
this kind of writing. The following sample is written without using the classification
technique.
[Traditional-character version]
ᖂீቹ塢ऱڶխ֮ऱΔ֮ऱΔઝݾऱΔ֮ᖂऱΔזऱΔזײऱא
֗ਙएΕᆖᛎֱ૿ऱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ᄺ᷵к佚ⱘк᳝Ё᭛ⱘˈ㣅᭛ⱘˈ⾥ᡔⱘˈ᭛ᄺⱘˈ⦄ҷⱘˈসҷⱘҹ
ঞᬓ⊏ǃ㒣⌢ᮍ䴶ⱘǄ

The sample is revised and clarified below:
[Traditional-character version]
ቹ塢ऱΔਊߢ։Δڶխ֮ऱΕ֮ऱΙਊழז։ΔڶזऱΔזײ
ऱΙਊࢤᔆ։ΔڶઝݾऱΕ֮ᖂऱ֗אਙएᆖᛎֱ૿ऱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
к佚ⱘкˈᣝ䇁㿔ߚˈ᳝Ё᭛ⱘǃ㣅᭛ⱘ˗ᣝᯊҷߚˈ᳝⦄ҷⱘˈসҷ
ⱘ˗ᣝᗻ䋼ߚˈ᳝⾥ᡔⱘǃ᭛ᄺⱘҹঞᬓ⊏㒣⌢ᮍ䴶ⱘǄ

Comparing the two versions of the sample, classifying the books into different categories makes the topic clear and logical. Note that the books here are classified
more than once, but only one criterion is applied for each class.
Using graphs, statistics, and charts in an essay can also help students express their
ideas more clearly. Sometimes, using quotes from famous writers, idioms, proverbs,
and other materials makes the essay more concrete. Students should practice writing
expository essays by combining several of these techniques. In some cases, it is hard
to write an effective essay using a single technique. Which technique or how many
techniques to apply should be determined by the writer’s treatment of the topic.
Sometimes, the prompt may ask for instructions, which means the student needs
to provide step-by-step instructions to teach readers to complete a task. The following sample essay gives step-by-step instructions for making a Christmas card.
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[Traditional-character version]
ᆣᓭᆏࠩԱΔ۞אױ܃ա֖ࣛԫ്ᆣᓭׂΖ
܃ᚨᇠᄷໂऱࣟ۫ڶԫ്A4ΔԫฏΔԫ֭ሩΔԫނ೪Ըࡉԫ֡ނ
Ζ
ଈ٣Δނ܃B5ኙထމದࠐΔ֡شኙထ㠪૿༓ය䆬Δ߷ਢ㻽Աఎנ
ֱچᐊఴ၅ᇩشऱΖྥ৵Δ܃ኙထऱխၴԫଡϘ֨ϙऱฤᇆΔ٦ऎထ،ऱ
ᢰࠝނ،೪ၲΖ܃ஞנદࠐΔϘ֨ϙቤՂદۥΔ٦ڇદ֨ऱࡌԫଡጸ
ۥऱֱΔֱऱࡌ٦ԫଡ៴ۥऱֱΖֱڇՂᐊՂϘᆣᓭᆏϙԿଡ
ڗΖ൷ထΔڇ܃ऱؐᢰԫືᆣᓭ༐Δ٦ڇऱ׳ᢰԫں႓ۥऱफጇ
क़ΖຍᑌΔᆣᓭऱહན༉ݙԱΖڇΔאױ܃ᐊఴ၅ऱᇩԱΖڇאױ܃
ړऱᒵՂᐊՂ܃უᐊऱᇩΔֺڕϘᆣᓭᆏݶᑗΜϙϘఴ܃ᆣᓭᆏ༭ݶϙչ䈥
ऱΖ່৵ΔڇՀ૿ऱԫ۩ᒵՂΔ۞ނ܃աऱֲࡉڗټཚ٦ᐊՂΖ
ԫ്壄ભऱᆣᓭׂݙԱΖڇΔ܃᎔װݶၡݝ֖ࣛബܣװΖ

[Simplified-character version]
䆲㡖㽕ࠄњˈԴৃҹ㞾Ꮕ㒭᳟টخϔᓴ䆲व⠛Ǆ
Դᑨ䆹ޚⱘϰ㽓᳝ϔᓴA4㒌ˈϔⲦᔽヨˈϔᬃ䪙ヨˈϔᡞ࠾ߔϔᡞሎ
ᄤǄ
佪ˈܜԴᡞ$㒌ᇍⴔᡬ䍋ᴹˈ⫼ሎᄤᇍⴔ㒌䞠䴶⬏ᴵ㒓ˈ䙷ᰃЎњ⬭ߎ
ഄᮍ⼱ݭ䌎䆱⫼ⱘǄ✊ৢˈԴᇍⴔ㒌ⱘЁ䯈⬏ϔϾĀᖗāⱘヺোˈⴔ⊓ݡᅗⱘ
䖍ܓᡞᅗ࠾ᓔǄԴᣓߎ㑶ヨᴹˈ㒭ĀᖗāߦϞ㑶㡆ˈݡ㑶ᖗⱘ਼ೈ⬏ϔϾ㓓
㡆ⱘᮍḚˈᮍḚⱘ਼ೈ⬏ݡϔϾ㪱㡆ⱘᮍḚǄᮍḚϞݭϞĀ䆲㡖āϝϾ
ᄫǄⴔˈԴ㒌ⱘᎺ䖍⬏ϔ乊䆲ᐑᄤˈݡ㒌ⱘে䖍⬏ϔᴉ咘㡆ⱘ⥿⩄
㢅Ǆ䖭ḋˈ䆲वⱘ㚠᱃ህخᅠњǄ⦄ˈԴৃҹ⼱ݭ䌎ⱘ䆱њǄԴৃҹ⬏
དⱘ㒓ϞݭϞԴᛇⱘݭ䆱ˈ↨བĀ䆲㡖ᖿФʽāĀ⼱Դ䆲㡖ᛝᖿāҔМ
ⱘǄ᳔ৢˈϟ䴶ⱘϔ㸠㒓ϞˈԴᡞ㞾Ꮕⱘৡᄫ᮹ᳳݭݡϞǄ
ϔᓴ㊒㕢ⱘ䆲व⠛خᅠњǄ⦄ˈԴ䍊ᖿএ䚂ሔ㒭᳟টᆘএ৻Ǆ

The essay first lists the materials that are required to do this project. Then, the essay
guides readers carefully through the instructions to ensure that the outcome is
correct. The language is simple, the structure is clear.
Careful wording and usage make instructions in an essay more understandable
and vivid. The following sample essay shows how to apply this technique to describe
the procedures for carving and eating Peking duck. Pay close attention to the sentence structures, which are widely used in expository essays.
[Traditional-character version]
ᚅ௸אړ৵Δ௸ᚅࢋऱஃແނԫᔖ՛߫ංࠩ塊ோऱலᢰΔהڇড়૿
ছהଚׂ௸ᚅΖஃແ٣ᨃড়ݙᖞऱᚅΔྥ৵شԫނܑऱԸΔނ
ᚅຑؼۚԫׂԫׂׂچՀࠐΔ٦ړׂނऱᚅۚᖞᏘچឭڇԫଡᒌ㠪Δ່
৵ނᒌጤࠩড়ऱோՂΖᒌխऱᚅۚΔޢԫׂՂຟؼΔۚᜳቝԫ
ᑌΖஃແᝫᄎໍނՀऱᚅਮஞڃ㹒ࢪΔނ،ګԫ࠺ሐធભऱᚅྏΖ
௸پᚅڶৰڍᝑߒΖড়ஞದԫ്ᜳ堿Δނ،ᔮڇԫೋ֫ՂΔ٦شᆎ݈
ದᚅۚΔ᧟ԫរࠝก᤺᠕Δނᚅۚ࣋ࠩᜳ堿ՂΔྥ৵݈Ղ༓䂜ࡉ႓ذය
ࠝΔ່৵شԫೋ֫ނ،ଚ൴ದࠐΖ࣠ڕড়ԫೋ֫൴լړΔՈނאױ堿࣋ࠩ
ᒌ㠪Δࠟشೋ֫ࠐ൴Ζ
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[Simplified-character version]
吁ᄤ⚸དҹৢˈ⚸吁ᑫⱘᏜٙᡞϔ䕚ᇣ䔺ࠄ令Ḡⱘᮕ䖍ˈҪ㽕乒ᅶ䴶
ࠡЎҪӀ⠛⚸吁ǄᏜٙܜ䅽乒ᅶⳟⳟᅠᭈⱘ吁ᄤˈ✊ৢ⫼ϔᡞ⡍߿ⱘߔᄤˈᡞ
吁ᄤ䖲Ⲃᏺ㙝ϔ⠛ϔ⠛ഄ⠛ϟᴹˈݡᡞ⠛དⱘ吁㙝ᭈ唤ഄᨚϔϾⲬᄤ䞠ˈ᳔
ৢᡞⲬᄤッࠄ乒ᅶⱘḠᄤϞǄⲬЁⱘ吁㙝ˈ↣ϔ⠛Ϟ䛑ᏺⲂˈ㙝㭘ᕫڣ㒌ϔ
ḋǄᏜٙ䖬Ӯᡞ࠽ϟⱘ吁ᶊᄤᣓಲॼ᠓ˈᡞᅗخ៤ϔ䫙ੇ䘧剰㕢ⱘ吁∸Ǆ
ৗ⚸吁᳝ᕜ䆆おǄ乒ᅶᣓ䍋ϔᓴ㭘佐ˈᡞᅗ䫎ϔাϞˈ⫼ݡㅋᄤ།
䍋吁㙝ˈ㰌ϔ⚍⫰ܓ䴶䝅ˈᡞ吁㙝ᬒࠄ㭘佐Ϟˈ✊ৢ།Ϟḍ㩅ϱ咘⪰ᴵ
ˈܓ᳔ৢ⫼ϔাᡞᅗӀो䍋ᴹǄབᵰ乒ᅶϔাोϡདˈгৃҹᡞ佐ᬒࠄ
Ⲭᄤ䞠ˈ⫼ϸাᴹोǄ

This essay is very specific and easy to understand. The verbs used in the essay were
carefully chosen. For example, the author uses “ׂ” (carve) instead of “֊” (cut),
which shows the quality of the cutting; the writer also uses “ᔮ”(“䫎”), “݈”(“།”),
“᧟,” “ᬒ,” and “൴” (“ो”) to explain eating ducks. Each of those verbs indicates
a specific action. The nouns and measure words are very appropriate, such as “䂜
”(“㩅ϱ”), “႓ذයࠝ” (“咘⪰ᴵ)”ܓ, “ԫᔖ՛߫” (“ϔ䕚ᇣ䔺”), “ԫނԸ,” “ԫ
ᚅྏ” (“ϔ䫙吁∸”), and “ԫ്ᜳ堿”(“ϔᓴ㭘佐”). The writer uses idioms, such
as “ۚᜳ“(”ڕ㙝㭘བ㒌”) (which is actually a simile) and “࠺ሐធભ”(“ੇ䘧剰
㕢”), to make the descriptions vivid. Note that the author also uses the “ ”ނsentence structure a couple of times: “ނᚅׂՀࠐ” (“ᡞ吁ᄤ⠛ϟᴹ”), “ނ堿ᔮڇԫ
ೋ֫Ղ” (“ᡞ佐䫎ϔাϞ”), “ނᚅۚ࣋ࠩᜳ堿Ղ” (“ᡞ吁㙝ᬒࠄ㭘佐Ϟ”), and
“ނ،൴ದ䝢” (“ᡞᅗो䍋ᴹ”). Another sentence structure used in the essay is a
resultative complement construction, as in “௸ړ,” “ׂՀ䝢,” “ஞڃ,” “ᑶګ,” “ஞ
ದ,” “݈ದ” (“།䍋”), “݈Ղ”(“།Ϟ”), and “൴ದࠐ”(“ो䍋ᴹ”), which describes
the actions accurately and vividly. “ ”ނsentences and resultative complement constructions are commonly used in expository essays. Overall, this sample essay is
quite advanced. It is well organized and coherent, with a clear progression of ideas.
Its use of proper transitional elements and consistent devices is very good.
EXPOSITORY ESSAY WRITING TIPS
Attention to the following points:
1. The thesis statement should be defined narrowly enough to be supportable
within the essay.
2. Each supporting paragraph should have a distinct controlling topic and all other
sentences should be data directly and factually supporting the topic. Transitional elements and cohesive devices should help the reader follow along and
support the essay’s logic.
3. The concluding paragraph should restate the thesis and the main ideas.
4. The essay should finish with a statement that reinforces the key topics.
5. New material should never be introduced in the conclusion.

Persuasive Essay
A persuasive essay tries to prove a point by making a logical, ethical, and emotional
appeal to readers. Persuasive essays present information about a controversial subject
and also an argument debating the pros and cons of the subject. The author has to
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clearly take a stand and write as if he or she is trying to persuade an opposing audience to accept new beliefs.
Persuasive writing skills may come in handy on the E-mail Response task in the
Writing free-response section of the exam. The task assesses students’ interpretive
communication skills (understanding what is being asked of them) and their presentational and interpersonal communication skills (delivering the response). When
approaching this task, students should discuss the topic in general first, then choose
one feature of that topic and describe the details, such as what they like or dislike
about it. Students should justify their opinions with strong examples that befit the
persuasive essay style.
The following is an e-mail about “chasing stars” and a sample response.
E-mail:
[Traditional-character version]
࿇ٙԳΚຫ૨
ၡٙᠲΚխᖂسಳਣړլړ
խᖂسಳਣբᆖګ㻽ԫጟᑪੌΔՈਢீႼխऱԫଡᑷ॰ᇩᠲΖࠄڶԳᤚ
ಳਣኙॹڣᖂسऱᖂ֗سຟທګլړऱᐙΔࠄڶԳᎁ㻽ಳਣאױᚥܗᖂ
سᖫمᖂΕسؾᑑΔ࣍ܓഛ塄ᖂسऱᘋᔊፖფړΖ܃ਢԫଡಳਣගႯΛᓫ
ᓫ܃ಳਣऱᆖᖵࢨृኙಳਣംᠲऱऄΖΜ

[Simplified-character version]
থӊҎ˖䰜ݯ
䚂ӊЏ乬˖Ёᄺ⫳䗑᯳དϡད
Ёᄺ⫳䗑᯳Ꮖ㒣៤Ўϔ⾡╂⌕ˈгᰃ᷵ುЁⱘϔϾ⛁䮼䆱乬Ǆ᳝ѯҎ㾝ᕫ
䗑᯳ᇍ䴦ᑈᄺ⫳ⱘᄺдঞ⫳⌏䛑䗴៤ϡདⱘᕅડˈ᳝ѯҎ䅸Ў䗑᯳ৃҹᐂࡽᄺ
⫳ᷥゟᄺдǃ⫳⌏Ⳃᷛˈ߽Ѣݏᄺ⫳ⱘ݈䍷Ϣ⠅དǄԴᰃϔϾ䗑᯳ᮣ৫˛䇜
䇜Դ䗑᯳ⱘ㒣ग़㗙ᇍ䗑᯳䯂乬ⱘⳟ⊩Ǆ䇶䇶ʽ

Response:
[Traditional-character version]
ᙟထषᄎऱ᧢֏ࡉઝݾऱ࿇୶֗אሽᐙΕሽီऱᐙΔڣ᎘ᖂ᜔سਢߨڇ
ழזऱছ૿Ζ܃࣠ڕᎁటᨠኘΔ܃༉ᄎ࿇Δߨ່ڇছ૿ऱຟਢݺଚխᖂ
سΖ܀ਢߪݺᢰऱٵᖂΔڂ㻽ಳਣۖᐙԱᖂऱԳլ֟ڇᑇΖ
ԫࠄٵᖂऱ۪ࣚՂΕץՂΕ֫ᖲՂຟਘڶԫࠄࣔਣऱᅃׂΖമॐऱ㠫
ՂΔՈൄൄ౨ࠩࣔਣଚᅃׂΚڶሽᐙࣔਣΔዚਣΔሎ೯չᏖऱΖڇඒ
㠪ΔԫࠄᖂسՑխ࢚ऱլਢխ֮ᓰ֮ΔՈլਢဲسΔۖਢੌ۩ዚڴΖຍࠄ
ᐙಮΕዚಮଚΔ㻽ԱಳਣΔक़ԱৰڍᙒࡉழၴΖᝫڶԫࠄᖂسᖂထࣔਣऱߢ
Ε೯ފؚࡉ܂Δݙ٤ڶԱ۞աऱଡࢤΖຍࠄᖂݙس٤լەᐞڂ㻽ಳਣۖᐙ
Աᖂ৻䈥ᙄΖ
ݺൕࠐຟڶಳመୌࣔۯਣΔڂ㻽ݺᤚխᖂسಳਣڶৰٲڍ୭Ζಳਣլ
܀क़ԱৰڍᙒΔՈ၄Ալ֟ழၴΖխᖂسಳਣऱᙒՕڍਢئ׀ऱΖঋᇩ
ᎅΚԫ՚٠ອԫ՚८Δ՚८ᣄ၇՚٠ອΖಳਣऱխᖂسଚނᖂऱழၴຟڇش
ಳਣՂΔኔױ֜ڇ൦ԱΖᖂسழזऱٚ೭ਢᖂवᢝΔ٦ᎅ-!㻽Աಳਣۖ؈װ
Ա۞աऱଡࢤΔՈ༉ਢس؈װԱ۞աऱؾᑑΖ
ՈᄎڶԫࠄᖂسᤚΔᖂسᖂᖜ߷䈥ૹΔڇᓰ塒ழၴಳਣאױᨃ۞
ա࣋ᠾΖৰڍԳᦟګᚊΔګᚊऱેپ壄壀ᄎᖂسࠐړऱᐙΖ܀ਢڇ
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ኔسխΔᖂسಳਣࠀլਢהଚऱ壄壀ࢬტ೯Δۖਢהଚऱ؆ᎎࡉዚᜢࢬ
֧ܮΖࢬݺאᤚխᖂسಳਣړڶΖ
խᖂழזਢ᥊࠷वᢝ່ړऱழזΖ࣠ڕ㻽Աಳਣۖ؈۞װաᖂऱᖲᄎΔ
א৵৵Ոࠐլ֗ԱΖࠩ߷ழլ܀ኙլದ۞աΔՈኙլದئ׀Δޓլشᎅലࠐ
ࠩषᄎՂፖԳᤁञԱΖࢬאᎅΔݺᣠ߷ࠄळؾಳਣऱٵᖂଚ᎔ݶೖַಳਣܣΜ

[Simplified-character version]
䱣ⴔ⼒Ӯⱘব࣪⾥ᡔⱘথሩҹঞ⬉ᕅǃ⬉㾚ⱘᕅડˈᑈ䕏ᄺ⫳ᘏᰃ䍄
ᯊҷⱘࠡ䴶ǄབᵰԴ䅸ⳳ㾖ᆳˈԴህӮথ⦄ˈ䍄᳔ࠡ䴶ⱘᕔᕔ䛑ᰃ៥ӀЁᄺ
⫳ǄԚᰃ៥䑿䖍ⱘৠᄺˈЎ䗑᯳㗠ᕅડњᄺдⱘҎϡᇥ᭄Ǆ
ϔѯৠᄺⱘ㸷᳡ϞǃкࣙϞǃᴎϞ䛑ᣖ᳝ϔѯᯢ᯳ⱘ✻⠛Ǆᆓ㟡ⱘ
Ϟˈгᐌᐌ㛑ⳟࠄᯢ᯳Ӏ✻⠛˖᳝⬉ᕅᯢ᯳ˈ℠᯳ˈ䖤ࡼਬҔМⱘǄᬭᅸ
䞠ˈϔѯᄺ⫳ষЁᗉⱘϡᰃЁ᭛䇒᭛ˈгϡᰃ㣅䇁⫳䆡ˈ㗠ᰃ⌕㸠℠᳆Ǆ䖭ѯ
ᕅ䗋ǃ℠䗋ӀˈЎњ䗑᯳ˈ㢅њᕜ䪅ᯊ䯈Ǆ䖬᳝ϔѯᄺ⫳ᄺⴔᯢ᯳ⱘ㿔
䇁ǃࡼᠧᡂˈᅠܼ≵᳝њ㞾ᏅⱘϾᗻǄ䖭ѯᄺ⫳ᅠܼϡ㗗㰥Ў䗑᯳㗠ᕅ
ડњᄺдᗢМࡲǄ
៥Ңᴹ䛑≵᳝䗑䖛ાԡᯢ᯳ˈЎ៥㾝ᕫЁᄺ⫳䗑᯳᳝ᕜॅᆇǄ䗑᯳ϡ
Ԛ㢅њᕜ䪅ˈг⌾䌍њϡᇥᯊ䯈ǄЁᄺ⫳䗑᯳ⱘ䪅ᰃ⠊↡㒭ⱘǄ֫䆱
䇈˖ϔᇌܝ䰈ϔᇌ䞥ˈᇌ䞥䲒фᇌܝ䰈Ǆ䗑᯳ⱘЁᄺ⫳Ӏᡞᄺдⱘᯊ䯈䛑⫼
䗑᯳ϞˈᅲৃᚰњǄᄺ⫳ᯊҷⱘЏ㽕ӏࡵᰃᄺⶹ䆚ˈݡ䇈ˈЎњ䗑᯳㗠༅
এњ㞾ᏅⱘϾᗻˈгህᰃ⫳⌏༅এњ㞾ᏅⱘⳂᷛǄ
г䆌Ӯ᳝ϔѯᄺ⫳㾝ᕫˈᄺ⫳ᄺд䋳ᢙ䙷М䞡ˈ䇒ԭᯊ䯈䗑᯳ৃҹ䅽㞾
ᏅᬒᵒǄᕜҎ୰៤啭ˈ៤啭ⱘৗ㢺㊒⼲Ӯ㒭ᄺ⫳ᏺᴹདⱘᕅડǄԚᰃ⦄
ᅲ⫳⌏Ёˈᄺ⫳䗑᯳ᑊϡᰃ㹿ҪӀⱘ㊒⼲᠔ᛳࡼˈ㗠ᰃ㹿ҪӀⱘ䉠℠ໄ᠔
ᓩǄ᠔ҹ៥㾝ᕫЁᄺ⫳䗑᯳≵᳝ད໘Ǆ
Ёᄺᯊҷᰃᨘপⶹ䆚᳔དⱘᯊҷǄབᵰЎњ䗑᯳㗠༅এ㞾ᏅᄺдⱘᴎӮˈ
ҹৢৢᙨгᴹϡঞњǄࠄ䙷ᯊϡԚᇍϡ䍋㞾Ꮕˈгᇍϡ䍋⠊↡ˈϡ⫼䇈ᇚᴹ
ࠄ⼒ӮϞϢҎゲѝњǄ᠔ҹ䇈ˈ៥ࡱ䙷ѯⳆⳂ䗑᯳ⱘৠᄺӀ䍊ᖿذℶ䗑᯳৻ʽ

As shown in the sample response, the essential factors of the persuasive essay include
the thesis, the argument, opposing viewpoints, and the conclusion. The thesis,
which is the key point the writer wants to present, must be clear, accurate, and
concise. Usually, the thesis is extensively discussed in the middle of the essay and
stated again in the conclusion, along with the supporting arguments. The argument
should include evidence that appeals to logic, ethics, and emotions.
The argument of the above essay is that students are wasting valuable time
chasing after stars, not to mention their parents’ hard-earned money. The essay
begins by restating the problem, then presenting an analysis, and finally proposing
a solution. In this case, the author offers his analysis of the kind of damage “chasing
the stars” could cause and makes an effort to persuade readers to accept his proposal
to stop this behavior.
The AP Chinese exam does not require students to write a persuasive essay.
However, having the ability to do so improves students’ overall writing skills. Since
the time allotted for each writing task is 15 minutes, it is unrealistic to expect students to write a thoroughly persuasive essay during the exam. However, the following outline can be used to structure a streamlined persuasive essay that adequately
addresses the key points.
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I.

Introduction
A. Capture readers’ attention with a “hook”
II. Analysis
A. Offer own opinions
B. Present opposing arguments
III. Conclusion
A. Present rebuttal evidence in favor of own viewpoints
B. Add a personal call to action or solution

PERSUASIVE ESSAY WRITING TIPS
Because a persuasive essay requires logical, concise, and powerful language,
the following three types of sentence structures will be particularly helpful when
writing one:
1. The conditional sentence structure using “(”ڕif–then). This structure usually
describes a hypothetical case.
2. The sentence structure with “ױਢ,” “܀ਢ,” or “ྥۖ.” This structure may appear
to agree with the opposing view in the first sentence, but turns the argument
around completely using “ױਢ,” “܀ਢ,” or “ྥۖ/”
3. The rhetorical sentence structure with “ᣄሐ” (“䲒䘧”). This structure usually
emphasizes a key point.

Besides sentence structure, some words and phrases used for transitioning from one
idea to the next are important in persuasive writing.
Adding Information
ࠀ ᑊϨ
լ܀Ξۖ
ᝫ 䖬
ۖ
ڼ؆

bìngqiě
búdàn . . . érqiě
hái
érqiě
cǐwài

؆

lìngwài

and
not only . . . but also
also; still
moreover; furthermore
moreover; furthermore
(more formal)
in addition (more formal)

lìrú
yǐ . . . wéilì
tèbiéshì
shǒuxiān
qícì
zuìhòu
dìyī
dì’èr

for example; for instance
for example
specifically; in particular
first
second; another
last; finally
the first
the second

dànshì
kěshì
búguò

but
but
however; but

Giving Examples
ࠏڕ
…א㻽ࠏ ҹĂЎ՟
㤤ਢ…
ଈ٣
ࠡڻ
່৵ ᳔ৢ
รԫ
รԲ

Showing a Contrast
܀ਢ
ױਢ
լመ ϡ䖛
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yì!fāngmiàn
lìng yì! fāngmiàn
fǒuzé
yàoburán
xiāngfǎn
fǎnzhī
fǎn’ér

on the one hand
on the other hand
otherwise (more formal)
otherwise
in contrast
otherwise; in contrast (more formal)
instead; on the contrary; but

ྥۖ

rán’ér

܀ਢ
սྥ
ឈྥ 㱑✊
ឈྥ ڼڕ㱑✊བℸ
ᕣጥ ሑㅵ
ࠌܛ

dànshì
réngrán
suīrán
suīrán rúcǐ
jǐnguǎn
jíshǐ

however; nevertheless; yet (more
formal)
yet
nevertheless (more formal)
even; although
even so
although; despite
even though

tóngyàng
yǔcǐ!tóngshí

likewise
similarly (more formal)

nàme
yīncǐ
suǒyǐ
yīn’ér
jiéguǒ
cóng’ér

so
so; therefore; consequently
therefore
thus (more formal)
as a consequence; as a result
consequently (more formal)

shìfǒu
jiǎrú
rúguǒ
yàoshì

whether . . . or
if . . . (then)
if
if

ԫֱ૿
ԫֱ૿
ܡঞ ৺߭
լྥ
ઌ֘
֘հ
֘ۖ

Showing a Concession

Showing a Similarity
ٵᑌ ৠḋ
ፖٵڼழ Ϣℸৠᯊ

Showing a Result
߷ᑌ 䙷М
ڼڂ
ࢬא
ۖڂ
࣠ 㒧ᵰ
ൕۖ Ң㗠

Showing a Supposition
ਢܡ
ڕ
࣠ڕ
ਢ

Explaining or Emphasizing
ኔᎾՂ ᅲ䰙Ϟ
shíjìshang
ངᇩᎅ ᤶহ䆱䇈
huàn jùhuàshuō
䮨ߢհ
huànyánzhī
Ո༉ਢ
yějiùshì
ܛ
jí

in fact; actually
in other words
in other words (more formal)
namely
namely (more formal)

Giving an Alternative
ࢨ
ࢨृ…ࢨृ
ਝլ…Ոլ
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WRITING STRATEGIES
On the AP Chinese Writing test, it is very important to understand the task at
hand before starting to write. For the Story Narration task, students should ask
themselves, what is the main topic of the picture prompt? For the E-mail Response
task, what is the subject of the e-mail prompt that requires a response? Before
writing, determine which elements from the various types of essays, as described in
the previous sections, may work well for the task. Drafting an outline of the main
points from the prompts also helps. Identify the introduction, development, and
conclusion and introduce facts, details, and examples to develop the body of the
essay. Appropriate transition words are needed to connect the sentences and paragraphs so that the essay is easy to read. Use the concluding paragraph to summarize
the main ideas of the essay or restate them in different words.
Applying a variety of grammatical structures correctly increases the likelihood of
receiving high marks. Double-check the Chinese characters, as incorrect homonyms
may obscure the original intent.
Keep in mind that:
1. Adding too much unnecessary information may waste precious time that
you will need to complete the task.
2. Practice writing on a variety of topics. Be creative and flexible when selecting
essay types.
3. Regardless of the writing prompts, stay on topic and provide supporting
details or specific examples whenever possible.
4. Avoid repetition by applying a rich variety of vocabulary, idioms, and
grammatical structures. A collection of Chinese idioms and proverbs is
included later in the book.

COMMON WRITING MISTAKES
The most common mistakes on written tests are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

the writing style or language is incorrect;
the essay is off-topic;
the logic is unclear; and
grammatical errors obscure meanings.

This section discusses grammatical problems that often result in lower scores. Each
problem is explained with one or more examples.

Explanations of Common Mistakes
Subject/Verb Disagreement (1–3)
[Traditional-character version]
1. ڰ֚ޢՂΔٵᖂଚڇᖂீऱᖙՂ࡞ቍΖ
[Simplified-character version]
↣ᮽϞˈৠᄺӀᄺ᷵ⱘ᪡എϞ༨偄Ǆ
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The noun “ٵᖂଚ” (“ৠᄺӀ”) and the verb “࡞ቍ” (“༨偄”) in the sentence “ٵ
ᖂଚ࡞ቍ” (“ৠᄺӀ༨偄”) disagree. The verb “࡞ቍ” (“༨偄”) means “horses run
fast”; this word can also refer to a car, but not to a person. Students should use “ၒ
 ”ޡor “࡞ၒ” instead.
[Traditional-character version]
2. ߆ଅᑊॸՀԱದࠐΔ܀ਢݺऱৢٵᝫਢ᎔ࠩᖂீװՂᓰΖ
[Simplified-character version]
⢖亢ᲈ䲼ϟњ䍋ᴹˈԚᰃ៥ⱘৠሟ䖬ᰃ䍊ࠄᄺ᷵এϞ䇒Ǆ

The subject in the first part is not clear. The verb “Հ” should be paired with “ᑊ
ॸ,” not “߆ଅ” (“⢖亢”). To correct this sentence, students should get rid of “߆
ଅ” (“⢖亢”), which changes the sentence to “ᑊॸՀԱದࠐ.” Another way to fix
this sentence is to add another verb, “ࠪ,” which changes the original sentence into
“߆ଅࠪದࠐΔᑊॸՀದࠐ” (“⢖亢ࠂ䍋ᴹˈᲈ䲼ϟ䍋ᴹ”).
[Traditional-character version]
3. ৰڍֆࡉՠ܂ऱီࣴۯՖԳΖ
[Simplified-character version]
ᕜ݀ৌᎹⱘ㘠ԡ℻㾚ཇҎǄ

The subject in the sentence is not clear. The verb “ࣴီ” (“℻㾚”) should be paired
with “ֆ,” not ““( ”ۯ㘠ԡ”). To correct this sentence, address “ֆ,” and
““( ”ۯ㘠ԡ”) separately. This changes the sentence to “ৰڍֆီࣴՖԳΔլ
ڔଚՠ܂ऱ“( ”ۯᕜ݀ৌ℻㾚ཇҎˈϡ㒭ཌྷӀᎹⱘ㘠ԡ”).
Verb/Object Disagreement (4–5)
[Traditional-character version]
4. ڇംཚၴΔݺଚᝫᨠԱהଚխᖂسઝݾ՛ิૠጻऱᆖ᧭Ζ
[Simplified-character version]
䆓䯂ᳳ䯈ˈ៥Ӏ䖬খ㾖њҪӀЁᄺ⫳⾥ᡔᇣ㒘䆒䅵㔥义ⱘ㒣偠Ǆ

“ᨠ!!/!!/!!/!!ᆖ᧭” (“খ㾖...㒣偠”) is the part that disagrees in this sentence because
“ᨠ” (“খ㾖”) cannot apply to “ᆖ᧭” (“㒣偠”). Instead, the sentence should be
“ڇംཚၴΔݺଚᨠԱהଚխᖂسઝݾ՛ิΔࠀ։ࠆԱהଚૠጻऱᆖ
᧭” (“䆓䯂ᳳ䯈ˈ៥Ӏখ㾖њҪӀЁᄺ⫳⾥ᡔᇣ㒘ˈᑊϨᄺдߚѿњҪӀ䆒䅵
㔥义ⱘ㒣偠”).
[Traditional-character version]
5. ࠩԱભᣝऱ֜ؓᢰΔݺ૰լ֗ৱ്چၲᏯ֣ጐൣࡅܮထ௧ֽΕၺ٠ࡉᄅធ
ऱ़Ǆ

[Simplified-character version]
ࠄњ㕢Бⱘᑇ⋟䖍ˈ៥䖿ϡঞᕙഄᓴᓔఈᏈሑᚙⴔ⍋∈ǃ䰇ܝᮄ剰
ⱘぎ⇨Ǆ

“⍋∈” and “ၺ٠” (“䰇 )”ܝcannot be used with “.” Each object should be
given its own verb. The original sentence is corrected to read “ࠩԱભᣝऱ֜ؓ
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ᢰΔݺኙထ௧ֽΔ०ထၺ٠Δ૰լ֗ৱ്چၲᏯ֣ጐൣܮࡅچထᄅធऱ़ ”
(“ࠄњ㕢Бⱘᑇ⋟䖍ˈ៥ᇍⴔ⍋∈ˈ䖢ⴔ䰇ˈܝ䖿ϡঞᕙഄᓴᓔఈᏈሑᚙഄ
ⴔᮄ剰ⱘぎ⇨”).

Misplaced Modifiers (6–10)
[Traditional-character version]
6. ݺଚޢଡԳຟڶԫᠨᜣࣔ౨იऱ֫Δ㻽չ䈥ᝫᔾ˛ࡋئ׀
[Simplified-character version]
៥Ӏ↣ϾҎ䛑᳝ϔঠ㘾ᯢ㛑ᑆⱘˈЎҔМ䖬㽕䴴⠊↡ਸ਼˛

The noun “” can be modified by “౨იऱ” (“㛑ᑆⱘ”), not “ᜣࣔ” (“㘾ᯢ”). “ᜣ
ࣔ” (“㘾ᯢ”) should be deleted.
[Traditional-character version]
7. խᖂழؚזՀऱഗ៕वᢝΔ㻽א৵ՂՕᖂ໌ທԱයٙǄ
[Simplified-character version]
Ёᄺᯊҷᠧϟⱘ⸔ⶹ䆚ˈЎҹৢϞᄺ߯䗴њᴵӊǄ

The verb phrase “խᖂழؚזՀऱ” (“Ёᄺᯊҷᠧϟⱘ”) used as a modifier does
not match the noun, i.e., “वᢝ” (“ⶹ䆚”) cannot be “ᠧϟ.” There are two ways
to correct the sentence:
1) “ᠧϟ” is changed to “ᥠᦵ” or “ᖂࠩ” (“ᄺࠄ”) as the modifier of “ഗ៕वᢝ”
(“⸔ⶹ䆚”);
2) “वᢝ” (“ⶹ䆚”) is deleted. The correct sentence would be “խᖂழؚזՀऱഗ
៕Δ㻽א৵ՂՕᖂ໌ທԱයٙ” (“Ёᄺᯊҷᠧϟⱘ⸔ˈЎҹৢϞᄺ߯䗴њ
ᴵӊ”).
[Traditional-character version]
8. הՑՑᜢᜢུچᣑԱՕ୮Δথᝫᎅਢ㻽ԱՕ୮ړΖ
[Simplified-character version]
Ҫষষໄໄഄℎ偫њᆊˈै䖬䇈ᰃЎњᆊདǄ

The idiom “ՑՑᜢᜢ” (“ষষໄໄ”) indicates keeping on saying, and the word “ུ
ᣑ” (“ℎ偫”) means deceiving, so “ՑՑᜢᜢ” (“ষষໄໄ”) cannot modify “ུᣑ”
(“ℎ偫”). “ՑՑᜢᜢ” (“ষষໄໄ”) can be replaced by “Կ྾ࠟڻ.”
[Traditional-character version]
9. ܃ՂࠐڻભഏΔإ᎔ՂەݺᇢΔኙ܃ᅃ֜լࡌ٤ԱΔৰլړრ৸Ζݺԫ
ऴઐඨ܃౨٦ࠐΔຍԫڻΔݺԫࡳࢵړړৱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ԴϞᴹ㕢ˈℷ䍊Ϟ៥㗗䆩ˈᇍԴ✻乒ᕫϡ਼ܼњˈᕜϡདᛣᗱǄ៥ϔ
ⳈⳐᳯԴ㛑ݡᴹˈ䖭ϔˈ៥ϔᅮདདᕙǄ

“਼ܼ” should be replaced with “ࡌࠩ” (“਼ࠄ”), as it cannot be used with “✻主”
(“✻乒”).
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[Traditional-character version]
10. ԫࠩࡌأΔݺଚമॐऱԳ༉ԫದ೯֫Δނֆ༅ؚൿΕᖞᖞᏘᏘΖ
[Simplified-character version]
ϔࠄ਼ˈ៥Ӏᆓ㟡ⱘҎህϔ䍋ࡼˈᡞ݀ᆧᠧᠿᕫᑆᑆޔޔǃᭈᭈ唤唤Ǆ

“ؚൿ”(“ᠧᠿ”) can be used with “” (“ᑆᑆ)”ޔޔ, but not with “ᖞᖞᏘ
Ꮨ” (“ᭈᭈ唤唤”). “ᖞᖞᏘᏘ” (“ᭈᭈ唤唤”) can be used with another verb, such
as “ᬊᣒᕫ.”
Redundancy and Fragments (11–14)
[Traditional-character version]
11. ൕՕၦऱࠃኔխݺ္ܫଚΔუվ৵ࠩބԫଡړՠ܂Δؘႊڇխᖂழז༉ؚ
ړഗ៕Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
Ң䞣ⱘџᅲЁਞ䆝៥Ӏˈ㽕ᛇҞৢᡒࠄϔϾདᎹˈᖙ乏Ёᄺᯊҷህᠧ
ད⸔Ǆ

This sentence is a fragment because it is missing a subject. Deleting “ൕ” (“Ң”)
and “Ё” can fix this problem, as “Օၦऱࠃኔ” (“䞣ⱘџᅲ”) becomes the
subject.
[Traditional-character version]
12. ڇભഏऱֆլՕ୮၇অᙠΖ
[Simplified-character version]
㕢ⱘ݀ৌϡ㒭ᆊфֱ䰽Ǆ

This sentence is a fragment because it uses prepositions instead of a subject. Deleting “” fixes this problem.
[Traditional-character version]
13. ്֖ࣛݺՕԺװڇਐᖄඒஃᙄֆऱሁՂΔડྥԫଡઠৰዦॽऱՖהٻس
პూΖ

[Simplified-character version]
៥᳟টᓴএᣛᇐᬭᏜࡲ݀ᅸⱘ䏃Ϟˈさ✊ϔϾこᕫᕜⓖ҂ⱘཇ⫳Ҫ
ᖂュǄ

This sentence is a fragment because the predicate isn’t completed and the second
half of the sentence has changed the subject from ᓴ to ⓖ҂ⱘཇ⫳. Adding
a verb after “さ✊,” such as “࿇” (“থ⦄”) or “ⳟ㽟” (“ⳟ㾕”), fixes this problem.
The original sentence is changed to “്֖ࣛݺՕԺװڇਐᖄඒஃᙄֆऱሁՂΔ
ડྥߠԫଡઠৰዦॽऱՖהٻسპూ” (“៥᳟টᓴএᣛᇐᬭᏜࡲ݀ᅸ
ⱘ䏃Ϟˈさ✊ⳟ㾕ϔϾこᕫᕜⓖ҂ⱘཇ⫳Ҫᖂュ”).
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[Traditional-character version]
14. ݺଚᚨᇠ࿇ཆݺଚ߷ئ׀ԫזԳট࣍ેپΖ
[Simplified-character version]
៥Ӏᑨ䆹থᡀ៥Ӏ⠊↡䙷ϔҷҎ࢛Ѣৗ㢺Ǆ

In Chinese, some verbs require a noun-phrase object. Missing this object turns a
sentence into a fragment. The verb “࿇ཆ” (“থᡀ”) misses its object. Adding the
object “㊒⼲” corrects the sentence: “ݺଚᚨᇠ࿇ཆݺଚ߷ئ׀ԫזԳট࣍ેپऱ
壄壀” (“ݺ䣙䬗具䦡䮆ݺ䣙߷ئ׀ԫזԳটՊેپऱ壄壀”).
Missing Modifiers (15–16)
[Traditional-character version]
15. խഏ֖ࣛݺ္ܫΔڇխഏუەՂՕᖂΔؘႊנב೯Ǆ
[Simplified-character version]
Ё᳟টਞ䆝៥ˈЁ㽕ᛇ㗗Ϟᄺˈᖙ乏ҬߎࢇࡼǄ

“೯” (“ࢇࡼ”) needs a modifier to express that getting into college is extremely
hard. The absence of “ᜱેऱ” (“㡄㢺ⱘ”) before “ࢲࢩ” (“ࢇࡼ”) in the sentence
makes it seem that getting into college is easy.
[Traditional-character version]
16. ڣװᆣᓭᆏΔئ׀ࡦࡦΕݺࡉݬݬຟಬԱݺଚფऱ៖ढΖݺଚԿଡԳऱ
៖ढਢԫᠨዦॽऱؼᕀΔԫଡሏᚭᖲࡉԫଡᄅץΖ

[Simplified-character version]
এᑈ䆲㡖ˈ⠊↡㒭ྤྤǃᓳᓳ៥䛑䗕њ៥Ӏ୰⠅ⱘ⼐⠽Ǆ៥ӀϝϾҎⱘ
⼐⠽ᰃϔঠⓖ҂ⱘⲂ䵟ˈϔϾ␌៣ᴎϔϾᮄкࣙǄ

The second sentence is missing the word “ߚ߹” (respectively). This mistake may
cause confusion (it is unknown which gift is given to whom) or a misunderstanding
(each person receives all three things). The correct sentence is “ݺଚԿଡԳऱ៖ढ
։ܑਢԫᠨዦॽऱؼᕀΔԫଡሏᚭᖲࡉԫଡᄅ“( ”ץ៥ӀϝϾҎⱘ⼐⠽ߚ߿ᰃ
ϔঠⓖ҂ⱘⲂ䵟ˈϔϾ␌៣ᴎϔϾᮄкࣙ”).
Redundancy in Subject, Predicate, and Object (17–19)
[Traditional-character version]
17. ݺଚՖڇઠֱ۪ࣚ૿ΔԫࠐᎅΔݺଚຟৰᦟࣚྨټᇘΖ
[Simplified-character version]
៥Ӏཇᄽᄤこ㸷᳡ᮍ䴶ˈϔ㠀ᴹ䇈ˈ៥Ӏ䛑ᕜ୰ৡ⠠᳡㺙Ǆ

This sentence is redundant because it has an extra “ݺଚ” (“៥Ӏ”). Deleting “ݺ
ଚ” (“៥Ӏ”) corrects the sentence: “ݺଚՖΔڇઠֱ۪ࣚ૿ΔԫࠐᎅΔຟ
ৰᦟࣚྨټᇘΖ” (“៥Ӏཇᄽᄤˈこ㸷᳡ᮍ䴶ˈϔ㠀ᴹ䇈ˈ䛑ᕜ୰ৡ⠠᳡
㺙Ǆ”).
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[Traditional-character version]
18. ݺኙޜٌຏᖑᚲऱणउբᆖტࠩא㻽ൄԱΖ
[Simplified-character version]
៥ᇍ⋯ᴝⷊѸ䗮ᢹⱘ⢊މᏆ㒣ᛳࠄдҹЎᐌњǄ

The idiom “א㻽ൄ” (“дҹЎᐌ”) working as a verb means being used to something, so “ტࠩ” is redundant. Deleting “ᛳࠄ” changes the original sentence into
“ݺኙޜٌຏᖑᚲऱणउբᆖא㻽ൄԱ” (“៥ᇍ⋯ᴝⷊѸ䗮ᢹⱘ⢊މᏆ㒣
дҹЎᐌњ”). An alternative correction is “ݺኙޜٌຏᖑᚲऱणउբᆖტࠩ
ክԱ” (“៥ᇍ⋯ᴝⷊѸ䗮ᢹⱘ⢊މᏆ㒣ᛳࠄдᛃњ”), in which “ᛳࠄ” is followed by the idiom “ክ” (“дᛃ”).
[Traditional-character version]
19. ߷֚Δݺଚ༓ଡൕլٵऱֱچ᎔ڃ୮Δᐜఴटटააദ36ࡌڣऱࠩ
ࠐΖ

[Simplified-character version]
䙷ˈ៥ӀϾᄽᄤҢϡৠⱘഄᮍ䍊ಲᆊˈᑚ⼱⠌⠌ཛྷཛྷ㒧ီ 25਼ᑈⱘࠄ
ᴹǄ

The verb “ᐜఴ” (“ᑚ⼱”) already contains the object “ദ36ࡌ“( ”ڣ㒧ီ25਼
ᑈ”), so the second object, “ࠩࠐ,” (“ࠄᴹ”) is redundant.
Redundant Modifiers (20–22)
[Traditional-character version]
20. ڃڇ୮ऱሁՂΔ࿇سԱԫٙլՕ܀ਢᨃݺᣄݱאಖऱ՛ࠃǄ
[Simplified-character version]
ಲᆊⱘ䏃Ϟˈথ⫳њϔӊϡԚᰃ䅽៥䲒ҹᖬ䆄ⱘᇣџǄ

“ϡ” and “ᇣ” have the same meaning. Deleting either one of the modifiers
fixes the redundancy problem. For example, “ڃڇ୮ऱሁՂΔ࿇سԱԫٙլՕ܀
ਢᨃݺᣄݱאಖऱࠃΖ” (“ಲᆊⱘ䏃Ϟˈথ⫳њϔӊϡԚᰃ䅽៥䲒ҹᖬ䆄ⱘ
џǄ”)
[Traditional-character version]
21. ᆖመ֘ڻڍ༚چኔ᧭Δݺଚึ࣍פګԱΖ
[Simplified-character version]
㒣䖛ডഄᅲ偠ˈ៥Ӏ㒜Ѣ៤ࡳњǄ

“” and “֘༚” (“ড”) have the same meaning. Deleting either one of the
modifiers eliminates the redundancy. For example, “ᆖመ֘༚چኔ᧭Δݺଚึ࣍ګ
פԱΖ”(“伨㧄֘ᵵچ㨕唺Δݺ䣙伡ՊפګԱΖ”)
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[Traditional-character version]
22. ݺटटٚ۶ՠ܂ຟॺൄᎁటৰΖ
[Simplified-character version]
៥⠌⠌خӏԩᎹ䛑䴲ᐌ䅸ⳳᕫᕜǄ

Two modifiers “ॺൄ” “ৰ” for “ᎁట” (“䅸ⳳ”) cause a redundancy problem.
Deleting one of the two corrects the sentence: “ݺटटٚ۶ՠ܂ຟॺൄᎁట”
(“៥⠌⠌خӏԩᎹ䛑䴲ᐌ䅸ⳳ”), or “ݺटटٚ۶ՠ܂ຟᎁటৰ” (“៥⠌⠌
خӏԩᎹ䛑䅸ⳳᕫᕜ”).
Incorrect Word Order (23)
[Traditional-character version]
23. אױ܃၇᠔᛭অᙠൕਙࢌΕᖂீΕֆΖ
[Simplified-character version]
Դৃҹфए⭫ֱ䰽Ңᬓᑰǃᄺ᷵ǃ݀ৌǄ

The word order in this sentence is incorrect because, in Chinese, the modifier
cannot be placed at the end of the sentence. The correct sentence is “אױ܃ൕਙ
ࢌΕᖂீΕֆ၇᠔᛭অᙠ” (“אױ܃㡘ਙࢌΕ䝤ீΕֆ䢸㤩䶸অ呐”).
Conjunction Mistakes (24–26)
[Traditional-character version]
24. ભഏऱٌຏլৰֱঁΔᆖൄ݄ଆᖲΖլਢ༉݄߫־༉ਢֆ٥߫Ζ
[Simplified-character version]
㕢ⱘѸ䗮ϡᕜᮍ֓ˈᕫ㒣ᐌത亲ᴎǄ㽕ϡᰃህത☿䔺ህᰃ݀݅≑䔺Ǆ

In the second sentence, the writer confuses “㽕ϡᰃ” with “㽕ϡ✊,” and “ህᰃ”
with “㗙.” “㽕ϡᰃ” has a hypothetical meaning, which does not fit the context.
The correct sentence is “ભഏऱٌຏլৰֱঁΔᆖൄ݄ଆᖲΖլྥ༉݄߫־
ࢨृֆ٥߫” (“㕢ⱘѸ䗮ϡᕜᮍ֓ˈᕫ㒣ᐌത亲ᴎǄ㽕ϡ✊ህത☿䔺㗙݀
݅≑䔺Ǆ”)
[Traditional-character version]
25. ࡦࡦୈԱΔլवሐਢڂ㻽ᘋۖਢڂ㻽ᣄመΖ
[Simplified-character version]
ྤྤુњˈϡⶹ䘧ᰃЎ催݈㗠ᰃЎ䲒䖛Ǆ

The structure “ϡᰃA㗠ᰃB” means that it is not A, but B. In this case, the writer
misuses the conjunction “㗠ᰃ” for “ᝫਢ” (“䖬ᰃ”). The correct sentence should
be “ࡦࡦୈԱΔլवሐਢڂ㻽ᘋᝫਢڂ㻽ᣄመ” (“ྤྤુњˈϡⶹ䘧ᰃЎ催
݈䖬ᰃЎ䲒䖛”).
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[Traditional-character version]
26. ࠡኔݺԫऴᎁ㻽Δ֚֚ڶሎ೯Δ֟پԫរࠝۚΔ༉լᄎ֜Ζ
[Simplified-character version]
݊ᅲ៥ϔⳈ䅸Ўˈা᳝䖤ࡼˈᇥৗϔ⚍ܓ㙝ˈህϡӮ㚪Ǆ

Both “া᳝ ... ᠡ” and “া㽕 ... ህ” describe conditions, but “া᳝ ... ᠡ” tends to
be limiting and negative (it won’t happen unless) while “া㽕...ህ” tends to be
expansive and positive (it will happen as long as). Here, the context and logic call
for “া㽕,” not “া᳝.”
Pronoun Mistakes (27)
[Traditional-character version]
27. ڔ࣠ڕଚԳԱΔڔऱՁ֛༉լᄎᚥڔଚΖ
[Simplified-character version]
བᵰཌྷӀ႕ҎњˈཌྷⱘϜህϡӮᐂཌྷӀǄ

In this sentence, the writer confuses plural and singular words. Changing “ཌྷⱘϜ
” to “ڔଚऱՁ֛” (“ཌྷӀⱘϜ”) fixes the problem.
Misuse of Measure Words (28–29)
[Traditional-character version]
28. ڔऱࠟଡୂୂਢൕભഏࣟࡾऱٵԫ୮ټڶऱՕᖂฅᄐऱΖ
[Simplified-character version]
ཌྷⱘϸϾહહᰃҢ㕢ϰኌⱘৠϔᆊ᳝ৡⱘᄺ↩ϮⱘǄ

The measure word is misused. Instead of “ᆊ,” it should be“᠔.”
[Traditional-character version]
29. ߷୮ࣚᇘࢋ㠪ऱࣟ۫މؚΔ՛ભԫՀ၇Աړ༓ٙࡉׄגᘟΖ
[Simplified-character version]
䙷ᆊ᳡㺙ᑫ䞠ⱘϰ㽓ᠧᡬˈᇣ㕢ϔϟᄤфњདӊ㹀㸿⠯Ҩ㺸Ǆ

The author only provides a measure word for the first object, but leaves out the
measure word for the second object. Adding “ᑒṱ” (“ᴵ”) for the second object
fixes the problem.
Misuse of Idioms and Proverbs (30)
[Traditional-character version]
30. ਞᆏཚၴΔݺଚ୮୮֪֪መထक़֚چऱֲΖ
[Simplified-character version]
㡖ᳳ䯈ˈ៥Ӏᆊᆊ᠋᠋䖛ⴔ㢅䜦ഄⱘ᮹ᄤǄ

The author misuses “㢅䜦ഄ” to describe the spring festival because this idiom
has a negative connotation. Changing it to “” (“୰⇨⋟⋟”) fixes the
problem.
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Mistranslations (31–32)
[Traditional-character version]
31. ڇભഏΔߊԳᙒֺՖԳڍΖ
[Simplified-character version]
㕢ˈ⬋Ҏخ䪅↨ཇҎǄ

The writer translates “make money” into Chinese as “ᙒ” (“خ䪅”). However
“ᙒ” (“خ䪅”) in Chinese means making counterfeit money. The correct translation is “අᙒ” (“䪅”) or “ᙒ” (“䌮䪅”).
[Traditional-character version]
32. ױਢ၆Գڶ᠔᛭অᙠΖ
[Simplified-character version]
ৃᰃ䌉Ҏ᳝ए⭫ֱ䰽Ǆ

The writer translates “rich people” to “၆Գ” (“䌉Ҏ”). However, “၆Գ” (“䌉Ҏ”)
means a person with power or with influence over people. The correct translation
is “ᆠҎ” or “ڶᙒԳ” (“᳝䪅Ҏ”).
Unprofessional Language (33)
[Traditional-character version]
33. ৰڍԳᤚΔਢՖऱऱࠃΔױਢהଚլუუΔڶ࣠ڕՖऱΔݺଚ༉
ݙԱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ᕜҎ㾝ᕫᏺᄽᄤᰃཇⱘⱘџˈৃᰃҪӀϡᛇᛇˈབᵰ≵᳝ཇⱘˈ៥Ӏህᅠ
њǄ

Written formal language doesn’t allow for words such as “,” “ཇⱘ,” and “ᅠ
њ.” Substitute them with the more formal terms “ᅃ” (“✻乒ᄽᄤ”), “ཇ
ᗻ,” and “ྤऄ“( ”ژس᮴⊩⫳ᄬ”).
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Writing Skills Practice
The following section provides a variety of topics for essay-writing practice. For
each topic, there is a picture stimulus for Story Narration and an e-mail inquiry
for E-mail Response.
The Story Narration is designed to determine whether students can write a wellorganized story with a comprehensible progression of thoughts (a beginning, middle,
and end), together with as many details as possible. It also tests students’ ability to
use proper transitional elements and consistent devices, as well as their mastery of
sentence structure and vocabulary.
The E-mail Response is designed to determine whether students are able to
understand an e-mail and then respond to it, addressing all the questions raised in
the incoming message.
Along the way, this section provides students with pictures, reminders, outlines,
suggestions, and samples.
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Topic One: School
Story Narration
The following pictures present a sequence of events. Write a complete story based
on the pictures.
2.

1.

ART

4.

AR
T

3.

REMINDERS
Write a complete narration, including people’s feelings, facial expressions, and
gestures, according to these pictures. Using appropriate verbs, adverbs and adjectives, idioms, and grammatical structures will help make the narration accurate and
lively.
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OUTLINE
FIRST PARAGRAPH: Introduce characters, setting, and plot. The following
words, phrases, and sentences may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
ீႼΔ۪ޓΔᙰՂఎထᕓΔߪՂઠထԫයᇕΔહထԫଡહץΔࠟᆬ
ࠓᡚΔದࠐৰ୭ฺΔլཊࣉᙰܑԳΔൄൄࡰᗑڇీچԫல

[Simplified-character version]
᷵ುˈ㸷ᅸˈ༈Ϟ⬭ⴔⷁথˈ䑿Ϟこⴔϔᴵ㺭ᄤˈ㚠ⴔϔϾ㚠ࣙˈϸ㛮
ᑊᢶˈⳟ䍋ᴹᕜᆇ㕲ˈϡᬶᢀ༈ⳟ߿Ҏˈᐌᐌᄸ⣀ഄキϔᮕ

SECOND PARAGRAPH: Describe how the story progresses, focusing on the
characters’ actions and expressions; be aware of transitional elements. The following
phrases and idioms may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
ڶԫ֚ΔડྥߠΔထᤇऱՖΔ৺৺ڦڦΔၒߨΔൾچڇՂΔශ
ྤवᤚΔ᎔ߨݶመװΔᖚದࠐΔྥ৵Ꭰ//////ΔढូΔॺൄტᖿΔ࣍ਢ
הଚઌᢝԱ

[Simplified-character version]
᳝ϔˈさ✊ⳟ㾕ˈẇⴔ䕿ᄤⱘཇᄽᄤˈᗹᗹᖭᖭˈ䎥䍄ˈᥝഄϞˈ↿
᮴ⶹ㾝ˈ䍊ᖿ䍄䖛এˈᤵ䍋ᴹˈ✊ৢ䗦㒭......ˈ⠽ᔦॳЏˈ䴲ᐌᛳ▔ˈѢᰃҪӀ
Ⳍ䆚њ

THIRD PARAGRAPH: Conclude. The following phrases and idioms can be
used:
[Traditional-character version]
ዬዬچΔ။ࠐ။ၲிΔ࣍ਢהଚګ! //////ΔྤᇩլᓫΔݮᐙլᠦ

[Simplified-character version]
⏤⏤ഄˈ䍞ᴹ䍞ᓔᳫˈѢᰃҪӀ៤Ў ......ˈ᮴䆱ϡ䇜ˈᔶᕅϡ⾏

E-mail Response
Read this e-mail from a friend and then type a response.
[Traditional-character version]
࿇ٙԳΚൎ
ၡٙᠲΚ֮֏ᓰፖᓰ؆೯
್ՂᙇᓰԱΔݺլवሐ৻䈥֏֮ړᓰፖᓰ؆೯ऱᣂএΖԫֱ૿Δ
խऱ֮֏ᓰ࿓ৰૹΔუᖂړΔუګړנەᜎΔॺक़ৰڍழၴլױΖ
ԫֱ૿Δխऱᓰ؆೯ՈڶৰՕऱ֧ܮԺΔۖᦫᎅભഏᖂீৰૹီຍᣊ
೯Δڍףᓰ؆೯ኙعᓮՕᖂړڶΖ܃ᎅݺᚨᇠ৻䈥ᙄΛᓮᓫᓫ܃ऱᆖ᧭
ࢨृऄΖΜ
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[Simplified-character version]
থӊҎ˖催ᔎ
䚂ӊЏ乬˖᭛࣪䇒Ϣ䇒⌏ࡼ
偀Ϟ㽕䗝䇒њˈ៥ϡⶹ䘧ᗢМ໘⧚ད᭛࣪䇒Ϣ䇒⌏ࡼⱘ݇㋏Ǆϔᮍ䴶ˈ
催Ёⱘ᭛࣪䇒ᕜ䞡㽕ˈ㽕ᛇᄺདˈ㽕ᛇ㗗ߎད៤㒽ˈ䴲㢅ᕜᯊ䯈ϡৃǄ
ϔᮍ䴶ˈ催Ёⱘ䇒⌏ࡼг᳝ᕜⱘᓩˈ㗠Ϩ䇈㕢ᄺ᷵ᕜ䞡㾚䖭㉏⌏
ࡼˈখࡴ䇒⌏ࡼᇍ⬇䇋ᄺ᳝ད໘ǄԴ䇈៥ᑨ䆹ᗢМࡲ˛䇋䇜䇜Դⱘ㒣偠
㗙ⳟ⊩Ǆ䇶䇶ʽ

SUGGESTIONS FOR WRITING AN E-MAIL RESPONSE
This e-mail is mainly about the balance between schoolwork and extracurricular
activities. When responding, keep this outline in mind:
1. Briefly repeat the sender’s main points. For example:
[Traditional-character version]
㺞Δړ܃Μൕࠐॾխवሐڇإ܃ڕ۶֮֏ᓰፖᓰ؆೯ऱംᠲ࿇
ღΔ////

[Simplified-character version]
催ᔎˈԴདʽҢᴹֵЁⶹ䘧ԴℷЎབԩ໘⧚᭛࣪䇒Ϣ䇒⌏ࡼⱘ䯂乬থ
ᛕˈ....

2. Respond to any and all of the sender’s questions in detail. Find the answers
to these questions. For example:
[Traditional-character version]
ॾڇ܃խ༼ࠩխ֮֏ᓰ࿓Δᣂ࣍ຍଡംᠲΔڶऱԳᤚ//////-! ۖڶऱ
Գᎁ//////ΔݺଡԳᤚ//////Ζڇݺᙇᓰऱழଢ-!//////Ζਢܡףᓰ؆
೯ΔݺאଡԳऱᆖ᧭ࠐ//////-۟࣍،ፖعᓮՕᖂऱᣂএംᠲΔݺᤚ
//////ΖᅝྥΔ࣠ڕ౨ജ//////Δ! ߷Ꮦ//////Ζ᜔հ-! //////

[Simplified-character version]
ԴֵЁᦤࠄ催Ё᭛࣪䇒ˈ݇Ѣ䖭Ͼ䯂乬ˈ᳝ⱘҎ㾝ᕫ......, 㗠᳝ⱘҎ䅸
Ў.......ˈ៥ϾҎ㾝ᕫ.......Ǆ៥䗝䇒ⱘᯊ, ......Ǆᰃ৺খࡴ䇒⌏ࡼˈҹ៥Ͼ
Ҏⱘ㒣偠ᴹⳟ......ˈ 㟇ѢᅗϢ⬇䇋ᄺⱘ݇㋏䯂乬ˈ៥㾝ᕫ......Ǆᔧ✊ˈབᵰ㛑
......ˈ 䙷М.......ǄᘏП, ......

3. Any closing statements should be sincere. For example:
[Traditional-character version]
ݦඨݺऱᆖ᧭ፖऄ౨ኙࢬڶ܃ᚥܗΖఴ܃ᙇᓰႉܓΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Ꮰᳯ៥ⱘ㒣偠Ϣⳟ⊩㛑ᇍԴ᳝᠔ᐂࡽǄ⼱Դ䗝䇒乎߽Ǆ
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Topic Two: Sports
Story Narration
The following pictures present a sequence of events. Write a complete story based on the pictures.
1.

2.

3.

4.

REMINDERS
Write a complete narration that includes the key elements of a story: characters,
setting, and plot. Explain the relationships between the characters, and describe
their physical appearances and feelings as well as their facial expressions. Be sure to
address the sequence of events accordingly. Use proper complements—such as
resultative complements, directional complements, and descriptive complements
with ᕫ—to make the narration livelier.
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OUTLINE
FIRST PARAGRAPH: Introduce characters, setting, and plot. The following
words, phrases, sentences, and idioms may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
ߪՂઠထሎ೯ࣚΔUਆΔᘟΔᙰՂᚮထ༐ΔထࠟᤇΔ㷰Ղઠ
ထሎ೯ᕀΔߪ㺞᧯݇ΔԳ್ՕΔߪޗᅶ՛Δీڇದၒ䆬ছլ୵ԫΔየᡖॾ
֨Δ

[Simplified-character version]
䑿Ϟこⴔ䖤ࡼ᳡ˈTᘸ㸿ˈⷁ㺸ˈ༈Ϟ᠈ⴔᐑᄤˈẇⴔϸḍⷁ䕿ᄤˈ㛮Ϟこ
ⴔ䖤ࡼ䵟ˈ䑿ᔎԧໂˈҎ催偀ˈ䑿ᴤⷂᇣˈキ䍋䎥㒓ࠡϡሥϔ乒ˈ⒵ᗔֵ
ᖗˈ

SECOND PARAGRAPH: Describe how the story progresses, focusing on the
characters’ actions and expressions; use proper transitional elements. The following
phrases, sentences, and idioms may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
ၲࡨऱழଢ/////ԫऴᏆ٣Δ䳭䳭چ༉ᆵ৵ԱΖ֚ङᑷΔሎ೯ଚԾีԾ
ྐΔהଚଡଡੌۀ௲હΔڶऱԳೖՀࠐᚴۀΔڶऱԳ//////Ζࠩࠎֽీऱழ
ଢΔ//////Δڶ//////ᝫᤉᥛছၒΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ᓔྟⱘᯊ .....ϔⳈ乚⏤⏤ˈܜഄህ㨑ৢњǄ⇨♢⛁ˈ䖤ࡼਬӀজ㌃জ
␈ ˈ Ҫ Ӏ Ͼ Ͼ ∫ ⌕ ⌗ 㚠 ˈ ᳝ ⱘ Ҏ  ذϟ ᴹ ᪺ ∫ ˈ ᳝ ⱘ Ҏ ...... Ǆ ࠄ կ ∈ キ ⱘ ᯊ
ˈ......ˈা᳝......䖬㒻㓁ᕔࠡ䎥Ǆ
THIRD PARAGRAPH: Conclude the story. The following words, phrases, idioms,
and proverb can be used:
[Traditional-character version]
್Ղ༉ࠩึរ䆬ԱΔߠ//////Ζึ࣍//////! ᜔ጩ///////Ζ࠷Աᚌ
ฆګᜎΔஞࠩԱগ૨ΔᘋچཀፘᠨᜩΔᜭՂנஙհൣΖ؈ඨΔᣄ㻽ൣΔ
ഒլᖎऱ壄壀Δլ࣋ඵΔሒࠩؾᑑΔഒ༉ਢܓऱሐ

[Simplified-character version]
偀Ϟህ㽕ࠄ㒜⚍㒓њˈা㾕......Ǆ㒜Ѣ...... ᘏㅫ.......ǄপᕫњӬᓖ៤㒽ˈᣓ
ࠄњˈݯݴ催݈ഄ㟲ঠ㞖ˈ㜌Ϟ䴆ߎ୰ᙺПᚙǄ༅ᳯˈ䲒Ўᚙˈമᣕϡវⱘ
㊒⼲ˈϡᬒᓗˈ䖒ࠄⳂᷛˈമᣕህᰃ㚰߽ⱘ䘧⧚

E-mail Response
Read this e-mail from a friend and then type a response.
[Traditional-character version]
࿇ٙԳΚ׆
ၡٙᠲΚߛ᧯ף೯
ՂᖂཚأΔᖂீᤃၷࡉጻၷࢵگᄅၷ-ݺຟټԱΔڶუࠩהଚຟ
ᙕ࠷ݺԱΖᤃࡉጻਢ່ݺᦟऱࠟଡႈؾΔݺৰუຟףΔױਢԾᖜ֨ٵ
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ழࠟףႈ᧯ߛ೯ΔୌԫႈຟլړΖ٦ᎅΔئ׀ՈլٵრݺຟףΔࢢ
ᎄݺऱᖂΖࡳެݺࠡףխऱԫଡΔױਢլवሐףୌԫଡၷړΖᓮᓫᓫ܃
ऱᆖ᧭ࢨृऄΖॺൄტΜ

[Simplified-character version]
থӊҎ˖⥟ӳ
䚂ӊЏ乬˖খࡴԧ㚆⌏ࡼ
Ϟᄺᳳˈᄺ᷵㇂⧗䯳㔥⧗䯳ᬊᮄ䯳ਬ,៥䛑ৡњˈ≵᳝ᛇࠄҪӀ䛑
ᔩপ៥њǄ㇂⧗㔥⧗ᰃ៥᳔୰ⱘϸϾ乍Ⳃˈ៥ᕜᛇ䛑খࡴˈৃᰃজᢙᖗৠ
ᯊখࡴϸ乍ԧ㚆⌏ࡼˈાϔ乍䛑خϡདǄݡ䇈ˈ⠊↡гϡৠᛣ៥䛑খࡴˈᗩ㘑
䇃៥ⱘᄺдǄ៥އᅮখࡴ݊ЁⱘϔϾˈৃᰃϡⶹ䘧খࡴાϔϾ䯳དǄ䇋䇜䇜Դ
ⱘ㒣偠㗙ⳟ⊩Ǆ䴲ᐌᛳ䇶ʽ

SUGGESTIONS FOR WRITING AN E-MAIL RESPONSE
This e-mail is mainly about a friend who needs help choosing between joining two
sports teams. When responding, keep this outline in mind:
1. Briefly repeat the sender’s main points and congratulate your friend for
being accepted on both teams. For example:
[Traditional-character version]
׆Κ
ړ܃Μवሐ܃//////Δݺట㻽܃ᘋ-! ڇຍ㠪܃ٻ।قఴ၅ΖॾڇխΔ܃
ᓫࠩԱ//////ࡉ//////ऱംᠲΔ܃უवሐݺኙຍࠄംᠲਢ৻䈥ऱΔݺ༉ᓫᓫ
ݺऱऄܣΖ

[Simplified-character version]
⥟ӳ˖
Դདʽⶹ䘧Դ......ˈ៥ⳳЎԴ催݈, 䖭䞠Դ㸼⼎⼱䌎ǄֵЁˈԴ䇜ࠄ
њ ...... ......ⱘ䯂乬ˈԴᛇⶹ䘧៥ᇍ䖭ѯ䯂乬ᰃᗢМⳟⱘˈ៥ህ䇜䇜៥ⱘⳟ⊩
৻Ǆ

2. Respond to any and all of the sender’s questions in detail. Find solutions
for these questions. For example:
[Traditional-character version]
ᣂՊ//////ऱംᠲΔݺᤚ܃ऱᖜ֨ਢڶሐऱΔئ׀܃ऱኪ৫ΔݺՈॺ
ൄ౨ᇞΖᖕࢬݺवΔ///////Δࠟ܃࣠ڕଡၷຟףΔԫਢ//////ΔԲ
ਢ////////Δ!
㤝ئ׀܃//////Ζֺڶݺڕԫ֖ࣛΔה//////Δ࣠Δլ
܀//////Δ! ۖ///////ΖߠױΔ//////Ζ! ۟Պࠟڇଡၷխᙇᖗୌԫଡऱം
ᠲΔຍ༉//////ԱΖ؆Δᝫ///////Ζᖕݺऱᆖ᧭Δଈ٣
//////Δࠡڻᝫەᐞ//////Ζ᜔ۖߢհΔ///////Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
݇Ѣ......ⱘ䯂乬ˈ៥㾝ᕫԴⱘᢙᖗᰃ᳝䘧⧚ⱘˈԴ⠊↡ⱘᗕᑺˈ៥г䴲ᐌ㛑
⧚㾷Ǆ៥᠔ⶹˈ.......ˈབᵰԴϸϾ䯳䛑খࡴˈϔᰃ......ˈѠᰃ........ˈ މϨԴ
⠊↡......Ǆ↨བ៥᳝ϔ᳟টˈҪ......ˈ㒧ᵰˈϡԚ......ˈ 㗠Ϩ.......Ǆৃ㾕ˈ......Ǆ
㟇ѢϸϾ䯳Ё䗝ᢽાϔϾⱘ䯂乬ˈ䖭ህ㽕ⳟ......њǄˈ䖬㽕ⳟ.......Ǆḍ
៥ⱘ㒣偠ˈ佪ܜ㽕ⳟ......ˈ݊䖬㽕㗗㰥......Ǆᘏ㗠㿔Пˈ.......Ǆ
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3. Any closing statements should be sincere. For example:
[Traditional-character version]
אՂਢݺଡԳऱԫࠄऄΔݦඨ౨ኙڶ܃ᚥܗΖ່܃৵ਢ৻䈥㢾ࡳΔԫ
ࡳࠐॾݺ္ܫΖլጥ܃ףୌଡၷΔఴڶ܃༭ݶऱழ٠Μ

[Simplified-character version]
ҹϞাᰃ៥ϾҎⱘϔѯⳟ⊩ˈᏠᳯ㛑ᇍԴ᳝ᐂࡽǄԴ᳔ৢᰃᗢМއᅮˈϔ
ᅮᴹֵਞ䆝៥ǄϡㅵԴখࡴાϾ䯳ˈ⼱Դ᳝↉ᛝᖿⱘᯊܝʽ

Topic Three: Lifestyle
Story Narration
The following pictures present a sequence of events. Write a complete story based
on these pictures.
1.

2.

3.

4.
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REMINDERS
Write a complete narration. Note the girl’s facial expressions and actions.
OUTLINE
FIRST PARAGRAPH: Introduce characters and plot. In this particular story, the
setting may not be that important. The following phrases and sentences may be
helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
ᙰՂထࢶॊᕓΔ९ऱΔದࠐࠄڶษ݇Δኙ۞աऱ᧯ীլየ
რ-ጠ᧯ૹΔᒓΔᜭՂנᣄመऱ।ൣ

[Simplified-character version]
༈Ϟẇⴔ㙽থˈ䭓ᕫ㚪ТТⱘˈⳟ䍋ᴹ᳝ѯ㉫ໂˈᇍ㞾Ꮕⱘԧൟϡ⒵
ᛣˈ⿄ԧ䞡ˈ⺙ˈ㜌Ϟ䴆ߎ䲒䖛ⱘ㸼ᚙ

SECOND PARAGRAPH: Describe how the story progresses, focusing on the
characters’ actions and expressions; be aware of transitional elements. Students can
embellish the story beyond what is shown in the pictures by including other details,
like exercises the girl in the pictures did besides running. The following words,
phrases, and sentences may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
Ա//////ΔࡳࠫڔԱԫଡ྇ॅૠΖ֚ޢၞ۩᧯ߛᅂΔഒ९ၒΖޢ
ᅝֲ֒ࣟڳऱழଢΔ᜔ڔਢ//////Ζ़Լ։堚ᄅΔဩՂΔԼ։ڜ
ᙩΖڔऎထऴऱ՛ሐ//////Ζ֨ൣ༭ݶΔ૿პూΖլ܀//////Δۖ
ᝫ//////Δࠀ///////Ζ᧢ޏڔԱ堬ଇክΔࣹრسऱ৳ࢤΔپ堚ۖൈ
ऱଇढΔቝ//////չᏖऱΖᙟထ//////-ڔዬዬچ//////-ߪޗԫֺ֚ԫ્֚ය
ԱΔึ࣍᧢ګԱԫଡ//////Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
Ўњ......ˈཌྷࠊᅮњϔϾޣ㙹䅵ߦǄ↣䖯㸠ԧ㚆䬏⚐ˈമᣕ䭓䎥Ǆ↣ᔧᯁ
᮹ϰछⱘᯊˈཌྷᘏᰃ......Ǆぎ⇨कߚ⏙ᮄˈ㸫Ϟᑆᑆˈޔޔकߚᅝ䴭Ǆཌྷ⊓ⴔ
ヨⳈⱘᇣ䘧......Ǆᖗᚙᛝᖿˈ䴶ᏺᖂュǄϡԚ......ˈ㗠Ϩ䖬......ˈᑊ.......Ǆཌྷᬍব
њ佂亳дᛃˈ⊼ᛣ⫳⌏ⱘ㾘ᕟᗻˈৗ⏙⎵㗠عᒋⱘ亳⠽ˈ ڣ...... ҔМⱘǄ䱣
ⴔ......,ཌྷ⏤⏤ഄ......,䑿ᴤϔ↨ϔ㢫ᴵњˈ㒜Ѣব៤њϔϾ......Ǆ
THIRD PARAGRAPH: Conclude the story. The following words, phrases, idioms,
and proverbs can be used:
[Traditional-character version]
נრறΔ᧫ΔஙհൣΔ।ࠐנΔቃறհխΔڕᣋאᚍΔ᧯ૹՀ૾
ԱΔګຶࠃृݳڶ

[Simplified-character version]
ߎТᛣ᭭ˈ୰ˈ୰ᙺПᚙˈ㸼䴆ߎᴹˈ乘᭭ПЁˈབᜓҹٓˈԧ䞡ϟ䰡
њˈ᳝ᖫ㗙џコ៤
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E-mail Response
Read this e-mail from a friend and then type a response.
[Traditional-character version]
࿇ٙԳΚᏥݦ
ၡٙᠲΚسֱڤ
ڶऱԳᤚΔუڶԫଡൈऱسֱڤΔଈ٣ڶ৳سװچΔڶૠ
ቤװچᖂΖڶऱԳᎁ㻽Δঅᢞߩךऱጕఠࡉ݁ᘝऱᛜ塄ֺչ䈥ຟૹΖ܃ᤚ
ኙ࣍խᖂࠐسᎅΔչ䈥ਢൈऱسֱڤΛ܃ਢ৻䈥ऱΛΜ

[Simplified-character version]
থӊҎ˖߬Ꮰ
䚂ӊЏ乬˖⫳⌏ᮍᓣ
᳝ⱘҎ㾝ᕫˈ㽕ᛇ᳝ϔϾعᒋⱘ⫳⌏ᮍᓣˈ佪ܜ㽕᳝㾘ᕟഄএ⫳⌏ˈ᳝䅵
ߦഄএᄺдǄ᳝ⱘҎ䅸Ўˈֱ䆕ܙ䎇ⱘⴵഛ㸵ⱘ㧹↨ݏҔМ䛑䞡㽕ǄԴ㾝
ᕫᇍѢЁᄺ⫳ᴹ䇈ˈҔМᰃعᒋⱘ⫳⌏ᮍᓣ˛ԴᰃᗢМ˛ⱘخ䇶䇶ʽ

SUGGESTIONS FOR WRITING AN E-MAIL RESPONSE
This e-mail is mainly about what teenagers should do to stay happy and healthy.
In the response, keep this outline in mind:
1. Briefly repeat the sender’s main points. For example:
[Traditional-character version]
ᏥݦΔ܃ࠩگऱࠐॾݺৰᘋΖॾڇ܃խᓫࠩԱسֱڤംᠲΔݺუᓫᓫ
۞աኙຍଡംᠲऱऄΖ

[Simplified-character version]
㣄ݦΔ܃ࠩگऱ䝢ॾݺৰ䤥Ζॾڇ܃խ冚ࠩԱسֱڤ向咩Δݺუ冚冚
۞ա㢑㪤㠺向咩ऱऄΖ

2. Respond to any and all questions from the sender in detail. Find solutions
for these questions. For example:
[Traditional-character version]
չ䈥ਢൈऱسֱڤΛಾኙຍଡംᠲΔլٵऱԳױ౨ڶլԫᑌऱூΖ
ॾڇ܃խ༼ࠩΔڶԳᎁ㻽ڶ৳سچࡉڶૠቤچᖂৰૹΔݺৰٵრຍጟ
ᨠរΖڂ㻽უൈسچΔԳଚଈ٣//////Δࠡڻᝫᚨᇠ//////Δ
؆//////Ոؘլ֟ױΖ۟࣍܃ᎅࠩऱߩךऱጕఠࡉ݁ᘝऱᛜ塄չ䈥ऱΔݺऱ
ऄਢ! ///////Ζࠠ᧯ࠩኙݺଚխᖂࠐسᎅΔൈऱسֱڤᚨᅝਢ//////Ζᅝ
ྥΔسխऱৰࠃڍຟਢᎅದࠐ୲࣐ದࠐᣄΔլመڇຍֱ૿ݺᝫਢլᙑ
ऱΖೈԱॾ܃խ༼ࠩऱ//////ࡉ//////Δؓݺழֺለࣹრ//////-Δኙ////Ոৰ
ࣹრΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ҔМᰃعᒋⱘ⫳⌏ᮍᓣ˛䩜ᇍ䖭Ͼ䯂乬ˈϡৠⱘҎৃ㛑᳝ϡϔḋⱘㄨḜǄ
ԴֵЁᦤࠄˈ᳝Ҏ䅸Ў᳝㾘ᕟഄ⫳⌏᳝䅵ߦഄᄺдᕜ䞡㽕ˈ៥ᕜৠᛣ䖭⾡
㾖⚍ǄЎ㽕ᛇعᒋഄ⫳⌏ˈҎӀ佪ܜ㽕......ˈ݊䖬ᑨ䆹......ˈ......гᖙϡ
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ৃᇥǄ㟇ѢԴ䇈ࠄⱘܙ䎇ⱘⴵഛ㸵ⱘ㧹ݏҔМⱘˈ៥ⱘⳟ⊩ᰃ .......Ǆԧ
ࠄᇍ៥ӀЁᄺ⫳ᴹ䇈ˈعᒋⱘ⫳⌏ᮍᓣᑨᔧᰃ......Ǆᔧ✊ˈ⫳⌏Ёⱘᕜџ䛑ᰃ
䇈䍋ᴹᆍᯧخ䍋ᴹ䲒ˈϡ䖛䖭ᮍ䴶៥خᕫ䖬ᰃϡ䫭ⱘǄ䰸њԴֵЁᦤࠄⱘ......
......ˈ៥ᑇᯊ↨䕗⊼ᛣ......,ˈᇍ....гᕜ⊼ᛣǄ

3. Give personal advice. The following phrases can be used:
[Traditional-character version]
ݺ৬ᤜ܃///////Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
៥ᓎ䆂Դ.......Ǆ

Topic Four: Entertainment
Story Narration
The following pictures present a sequence of events. Write a complete story based on these pictures.
1.

2.

3.

4.
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REMINDERS
Write a complete narration according to the pictures. Be sure to include some of
the characters’ facial expressions, and what some of the changes are from one picture
to the other.
OUTLINE
FIRST PARAGRAPH: Introduce characters, setting, and plot. The following
phrases and sentences may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
ሽᐙၲࡨհছΔࠟଡڣ᎘ऱߊ݄ڇሽᐙೃ㠪Ζהଚ༭چݶ//////Ζ݄
הڇଚலᢰऱਢԫኙॹߊڣՖΖ߷ଡՖߪՂઠထ//////Δ߷ଡߊᜭՂ
ᚮထ//////ΔߪՂઠထ//////Δ֫㠪ஞထ//////Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
⬉ᕅᓔྟПࠡˈϸϾᑈ䕏ⱘ⬋ᄽᄤത⬉ᕅ䰶䞠ǄҪӀᛝᖿഄ......ǄതҪ
Ӏ ᮕ 䖍 ⱘ ᰃ ϔ ᇍ 䴦 ᑈ ⬋ ཇ Ǆ 䙷 Ͼ ཇ ᄽ ᄤ 䑿 Ϟ こ ⴔ ...... ˈ 䙷 Ͼ ⬋ ᄽ ᄤ 㜌 Ϟ ᠈
ⴔ......ˈ䑿Ϟこⴔ......ˈ䞠ᣓⴔ......Ǆ

SECOND PARAGRAPH: Describe how the story progresses, focusing on the
characters’ expressions. The following phrases and sentences may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
إᅝהଚ//////ऱழଢΔࠐԱ؆ԫኙॹߊڣՖΖຍኙߊՖ-!
ޢԳ֫Ղ
ຟ//////Ζ݄הڇଚ৵૿ऱ//////ৰထ৺Δڂ㻽////////Ζլጥ৻䈥//////Δ
ᝫਢլߠΖ༉ڇຍழΔᚮณᢴऱ߷ߊۯՓీԱದࠐΔ֖چړኙ//////
ᎅ///////ΖՊਢהଚᇿலᢰऱ߷ኙߊՖٌངԱஆۯΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ℷᔧҪӀ......ⱘᯊˈᴹњϔᇍ䴦ᑈ⬋ཇǄ䖭ᇍ⬋ཇ, ↣ҎϞ䛑......Ǆ
തҪӀৢ䴶ⱘ ......ᕜⴔᗹˈЎ ........ǄϡㅵᗢМ ......ˈ䖬ᰃⳟϡ㾕Ǆህ䖭
ᯊˈ᠈ⴐ䬰ⱘ䙷ԡ⬋キњ䍋ᴹˈটདഄᇍ......䇈.......ǄѢᰃҪӀ䎳ᮕ䖍ⱘ䙷ᇍ
⬋ཇѸᤶњᑻԡǄ

THIRD PARAGRAPH: Conclude the story. The following phrases and idioms
can be used:
[Traditional-character version]
ܗԳ㻽ᑗΔტᖿլጐΔઃՕᦟΔ৫መԱԫଡ༭ݶऱ࡙ඡ

[Simplified-character version]
ࡽҎЎФˈᛳ▔ϡሑˈⱚ୰ˈᑺ䖛њϔϾᛝᖿⱘᰮ

E-mail Response
Read this e-mail from a friend and then type a response.
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[Traditional-character version]
࿇ٙԳΚᄘԺႂ
ၡٙᠲΚୡᑗ೯
ݺհࢬאუףᖂீऱٽഀၷࡉ՛༼ྶᑗၷΔೈԱᦟא؆Δᝫڂ㻽່ݺ
ړऱࠟଡ֖ࣛ։ܑڇຍࠟଡၷ㠪Ζױਢٽഀၷࡉ՛༼ྶၷٵڇԫழၴ㠪೯Δ
ݺ౨ףԫଡԱΖຍᑌऱᇩΔࠟଡ֖ࣛړխ᜔ᄎڶԫଡլ֜ᘋΖ܃ᎅݺᚨ
ᇠףୌଡၷΛᚨᇠ৻䈥ᇿהଚᇞᤩΛ܃ሖࠩመຍᑌऱൣउႯΛᓮᓫᓫ܃ऱᆖ
᧭ࢨृऄΖΜ

[Simplified-character version]
থӊҎ˖ᴼ䲘
䚂ӊЏ乬˖စФ⌏ࡼ
៥П᠔ҹᛇখࡴᄺ᷵ⱘড়ଅ䯳ᇣᦤ⨈Ф䯳ˈ䰸њ୰ҹˈ䖬Ў៥᳔
དⱘϸϾ᳟টߚ߿䖭ϸϾ䯳䞠Ǆৃᰃড়ଅ䯳ᇣᦤ⨈䯳ৠϔᯊ䯈䞠⌏ࡼˈ
៥া㛑খࡴϔϾњǄ䖭ḋⱘ䆱ˈϸϾད᳟টЁᘏӮ᳝ϔϾϡ催݈ǄԴ䇈៥ᑨ
䆹খࡴાϾ䯳˛ᑨ䆹ᗢМ䎳ҪӀ㾷䞞˛Դ䘛ࠄ䖛䖭ḋⱘᚙމ৫˛䇋䇜䇜Դⱘ㒣
偠㗙ⳟ⊩Ǆ䇶䇶ʽ

SUGGESTIONS FOR WRITING AN E-MAIL RESPONSE
This e-mail is mainly about a friend who needs help choosing between joining the
choir or the orchestra. When responding, keep this outline in mind:
1. Briefly repeat the sender’s main points. For example:
[Traditional-character version]
ԺႂΔॾ܃խ༼ࠩףᖂீऱᢌ֮षቸΔݺటਢ║ᐠ܃Δڂ㻽߷ڶ܃䈥᠆
༄ऱᄐ塒֮֏سΖ

[Simplified-character version]
䲘ˈԴֵЁᦤࠄখࡴᄺ᷵ⱘ㡎᭛⼒ಶˈ៥ⳳᰃ㕵ᜩԴˈЎԴ᳝䙷МЄ
ᆠⱘϮԭ᭛࣪⫳⌏Ǆ

2. Respond to any and all questions from the sender in detail. Find solutions
for these questions. For example:
[Traditional-character version]
ࠟଡषቸऱ೯ழၴڶᓢડΔ܃౨ᙇᖗԫଡΔۖຍଡᙇᖗኙࠐ܃ᎅৰ
ᣄΔڂ㻽//////ΖᣂՊຍଡംᠲΔݺᤚᚨᇠ//////Δࠀ//////ΖݺՈམᆖ
ڶመຍᑌऱᆖᖵΔᨃ׳ؐݺ㻽ᣄΖಖ߷ਢ//////Ζݺਢ//////ऱΔ່৵ࠟ
֖ࣛۯՈຟ//////Ζࢬא-ݺᎁ㻽܃Ոᚨᇠ//////ΖᅝྥΔ࣠ڕ౨㴥//////Δ!߷
༉ޓ//////Ζ᜔ۖߢհ-! //////

[Simplified-character version]
ϸϾ⼒ಶⱘ⌏ࡼᯊ䯈᳝ކさˈԴা㛑䗝ᢽϔϾˈ㗠䖭Ͼ䗝ᢽᇍԴᴹ䇈ᕜ
䲒ˈЎ......Ǆ݇Ѣ䖭Ͼ䯂乬ˈ៥㾝ᕫᑨ䆹......, ᑋϨ......Ǆ៥г᳒㒣᳝䖛䖭ḋⱘ
㒣ग़ˈ䅽៥ᎺেЎ䲒Ǆ䆄ᕫ䙷ᰃ......Ǆ៥ᰃ......ˈⱘخ᳔ৢϸԡ᳟টг䛑......Ǆ᠔
ҹ,៥䅸ЎԴгᑨ䆹......Ǆᔧ✊ˈབᵰ㛑......ˈ 䙷ህ......Ǆᘏ㗠㿔П, ......
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3. Any closing statements should be sincere. For example:
[Traditional-character version]
ݦඨݺऱᆖ᧭ፖऄ౨ኙڶ܃ԫࠄᚥܗΖݺઌॾΔլጥ່܃৵ףԱୌଡ
षቸΔ܃ऱ֖ࠟࣛۯຟᄎ㻽܃ᘋऱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Ꮰᳯ៥ⱘ㒣偠Ϣⳟ⊩㛑ᇍԴ᳝ϔѯᐂࡽǄ៥ⳌֵˈϡㅵԴ᳔ৢখࡴњાϾ
⼒ಶˈԴⱘϸԡ᳟ট䛑ӮЎԴ催݈ⱘǄ

Topic Five: Jobs
Story Narration
The following pictures present a sequence of events. Write a complete story based
on these pictures.
1.

2.

3.

4.
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REMINDERS
Write a complete narration. Be sure to take note of the girl’s facial expressions.
OUTLINE
FIRST PARAGRAPH: Introduce characters, setting, and plot. The following
words, phrases, and idiom may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
Գࠃຝ॰Δ૿ᇢΔڣ᎘ՖࠝΔৱΔᠨፒࠓᡚΔྡྷ৺ৱΔ༬எլڜ

[Simplified-character version]
Ҏџ䚼䮼ˈ䴶䆩ˈᑈ䕏ཇᄽˈܓㄝᕙˈঠ㝓ᑊᢶˈ⛺ᗹㄝᕙˈᛊᘤϡᅝ

SECOND PARAGRAPH: Describe how the story progresses, focusing on the
characters’ expressions (as there are no changes in setting, and no major actions are
made). You can elaborate on the story by talking about why the girl is looking for
a job, details of the job, and so on. The following words, phrases, and idiom may
be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
խڣഡՖΔ।ൣᣤΔ݄ጤጤإإΔኙੌڕΔኴՀณᢴΔ૿პూΔ
࣋ᠾΔ۞ྥ

[Simplified-character version]
Ёᑈཛཇˈ㸼ᚙϹ㙗ˈതᕫッッℷℷˈᇍㄨབ⌕ˈᨬϟⴐ䬰ˈ䴶ᏺᖂュˈ
ᬒᵒˈ㞾✊

THIRD PARAGRAPH: Conclude the story. The following phrases and idiom can
be used:
[Traditional-character version]
ీದࠐΔᎠመࠐΔᠨ֫൷መװΔᖿ೯Δڕᣋאᚍ

[Simplified-character version]
キ䍋ᴹˈ䗦䖛ᴹˈঠ䖛এˈ▔ࡼˈབᜓҹٓ

E-mail Response
Read this e-mail from a Chinese friend and then type a response.
[Traditional-character version]
࿇ٙԳΚ୪՛ॸ
ၡٙᠲΚუऱՠ܂
టڶუࠩΔݺԫՀࠟࠩބٝՠ܂Ζԫଡਢڇᖂீॵ२ऱԫ୮ຽᅝՠ
܂Δᜲֽլ֜ړΔլመՠ܂ৰ១Δ༉ਢᔄᔄຒଇΖԫٝՠ܂ਢڇᠦᖂீֺ
ለऱԫ୮ࢋᅝཱིگΖהଚבऱᙒֺለڍΔ܀ਢՠ܂լਢ֜୲࣐Δ٦ᎅ
ຂٚՈՕΖ܃ᤚݺᚨᇠᙇᖗୌԫٝՠֺ܂ለუΛᓮᓫᓫ܃ऱऄΖॺൄტ
Μ
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[Simplified-character version]
থӊҎ˖ᄭᇣ䲼
䚂ӊЏ乬˖⧚ᛇⱘᎹ
ⳳ≵᳝ᛇࠄˈ៥ϔϟᄤᡒࠄϸӑᎹǄϔϾᰃᄺ᷵䰘䖥ⱘϔᆊ呺ᔧࢇᎹ
ˈ㭾∈ϡདˈϡ䖛Ꮉᕜㅔऩˈህᰃपपᖿ令ǄϔӑᎹᰃ⾏ᄺ᷵↨
䕗䖰ⱘϔᆊкᑫᔧᬊℒਬǄҪӀҬⱘ䪅↨䕗ˈԚᰃᎹϡᰃᆍᯧݡˈخ䇈
䋷ӏгǄԴ㾝ᕫ៥ᑨ䆹䗝ᢽાϔӑᎹ↨䕗⧚ᛇ˛䇋䇜䇜Դⱘⳟ⊩Ǆ䴲ᐌᛳ
䇶ʽ

SUGGESTIONS FOR WRITING AN E-MAIL RESPONSE
This e-mail is from a friend who is having a hard time choosing between two jobs.
When responding, keep this outline in mind:
1. Briefly repeat the sender’s main points and congratulate your friend for
being hired. For example:
[Traditional-character version]
՛ॸΔ܃ऱሎటլᙑΔԫՀࠩބԱࠟٝՠ܂Δݺట║ᐠ܃Δڇຍ㠪ఴ
၅܃Μ

[Simplified-character version]
ᇣ䲼ˈԴⱘ䖤⇨ⳳϡ䫭ˈϔϟᄤᡒࠄњϸӑᎹˈ៥ⳳ㕵ᜩԴˈ䖭䞠⼱
䌎Դʽ

2. Respond to any and all questions from the sender in detail. Find solutions
for these questions. For example:
[Traditional-character version]
ݺᤚڇ܃נ㢾ࡳհছ//////ΔՈ//////Ζֺ܃࣠ڕለڇ
//////Δאױ܃ᙇᖗຽᅝऱ߷ٝՠ܂Ζ࣠ڕ//////ኙ܃ৰૹΔ߷༉װ
ࢋՠ܂Ζຍ༉//////Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
៥㾝ᕫԴއߎخᅮПࠡ㽕ⳟ.......ˈг㽕ⳟ.......ǄབᵰԴ↨䕗Т......ˈԴ
ৃҹ䗝ᢽ呺ᔧࢇⱘ䙷ӑᎹǄབᵰ ......ᇍԴᕜ䞡㽕ˈ䙷ህএкᑫᎹǄ䖭ህ㽕
ⳟ......Ǆ

3. Give direct advice on which job your friend should take. For example:
[Traditional-character version]
ݺ࣠ڕਢ܃Δݺ༉ᄎᙇᖗࢋऱ߷ٝՠ܂ΔೈԱඅऱᙒֺለאڍ؆ΔՈױ
אଗڼᖲᄎഛ塄ഛ塄۞աऱຂٚ֨Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
བᵰ៥ᰃԴˈ៥ህӮ䗝ᢽкᑫⱘ䙷ӑᎹˈ䰸њⱘ䪅↨䕗ҹˈгৃ
ҹ׳ℸᴎӮݏݏ㞾Ꮕⱘ䋷ӏᖗǄ
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Topic Six: Friendship
Story Narration
The following pictures present a sequence of events. Write a complete story based on these pictures.
1.

2.

3.

4.

REMINDERS
Write a complete narration, including each character’s actions in each picture. Pay
attention to the setting as well. Make sure to clarify the sequence of events.
OUTLINE
FIRST PARAGRAPH: Introduce characters, setting, and plot. The following
words, phrases, and idioms may be helpful:
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[Traditional-character version]
್Ղ༉࣋ᖂԱΔԫۯაა߫ނೖڇᖂீ॰ছΖაა݄ڇᕏᕍஆՂΔߪՂ
ߓထڜ٤Ζڔԫᄎࠝ//////Δԫᄎࠝ//////Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
偀Ϟህ㽕ᬒᄺњˈϔԡཛྷཛྷᡞ䔺ذᄺ᷵䮼ࠡǄཛྷཛྷത偒偊ᑻϞˈ䑿Ϟ
㋏ⴔᅝܼᏺǄཌྷϔӮܓ......ˈϔӮܓ.......Ǆ

SECOND PARAGRAPH: Describe how the story progresses, focusing on the
characters’ actions and expressions; use proper transitional elements. The following
words, phrases, sentences, and idioms may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
ડྥΔڔߠ߫࿗؆ᢰ//////ኵଙԱΔՖࠝ؛ՀץΔޡݶၒመ
װΔ//////Δ٣ނ//////ݿದࠐΔ٦ނ//////ݿՂ߫ΖࠃլࡵᙈΔ್Ղ
ނ//////ಬࠩ᠔ೃΔڇ৺်㠪Δ//////Δ݄ڇᔚཡՂΔ//////Δ᜔ጩ࣪Աԫ
Ց

[Simplified-character version]
さ✊ˈཌྷⳟ㾕䔺に䖍......ᨨצњˈཇܓᠨϟкࣙˈᖿℹ䎥䖛এˈ......ˈܜ
ᡞ ......ᡊ䍋ᴹˈݡᡞ ......ᡊϞ䔺Ǆџϡᅰ䖳ˈ偀Ϟᡞ ......䗕ࠄए䰶ˈᗹ䆞ᅸ
䞠ˈ......ˈത䕂ộϞˈ......ˈᘏㅫᵒњϔষ⇨
THIRD PARAGRAPH: Conclude the story. The following phrases and idiom can
be used:
[Traditional-character version]
߫ࠩڃ㠪א৵Δაა//////ؚሽᇩΔܗԳᑗऱભᐚଖᖂ

[Simplified-character version]
ಲࠄ䔺䞠ҹৢˈཛྷཛྷ㒭......ᠧ⬉䆱ˈࡽҎЎФⱘ㕢ᖋؐᕫᄺд
E-mail Response
Read this e-mail from a classmate and then type a response.
[Traditional-character version]
࿇ٙԳΚࣥ
ၡٙᠲΚ֖ࣛᣂএ
່२Δݺऱԫ֖ࣛۯᇿݺऱ؆ԫڂ֖ࣛۯ㻽ԫٙৰ՛ऱࠃൣܰԱದࠐΔ
ࠟڇଡԳڼլ٦ࠐԱΔ܀ਢהଚኙݺ㤪ຟֺאছړޓԱΖຍጟᣂএᨃݺ
ৰ㻽ᣄΔլवሐᇠ৻ᑌᇿהଚઌΖ܃ሖࠩመઌۿऱൣ㤝ႯΛᓮᓫᓫ܃ऱᆖ᧭
ࡉऄΖΜ

[Simplified-character version]
থӊҎ˖䆌ᵫ
䚂ӊЏ乬˖໘⧚᳟ট݇㋏
᳔䖥ˈ៥ⱘϔԡ᳟ট䎳៥ⱘϔԡ᳟টЎϔӊᕜᇣⱘџᚙਉњ䍋ᴹˈ
⦄ϸϾҎᕐℸϡݡᴹᕔњˈԚᰃҪӀᇍ៥ै䛑↨ҹࠡདњǄ䖭⾡݇㋏䅽៥
ᕜЎ䲒ˈϡⶹ䘧䆹ᗢḋ䎳ҪӀⳌ໘ǄԴ䘛ࠄ䖛ⳌԐⱘᚙމ৫˛䇋䇜䇜Դⱘ㒣偠
ⳟ⊩Ǆ䇶䇶ʽ
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SUGGESTIONS FOR WRITING AN E-MAIL RESPONSE
This e-mail is mainly about a conflict between friends. When responding, keep this
outline in mind:
1. Briefly repeat the sender’s main points. For example:
[Traditional-character version]
ࣥΚԱ܃ऱࠐॾΔݺৰٵൣ܃ڇቼΔՈܑ౨ᇞڼ܃ழࠥڼऱ
֨ൣΖڕ۶܃ᇿࠟଡ֖ࣛऱᣂএΔᒔኔլ֜୲࣐Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
䆌ᵫ˖ⳟњԴⱘᴹֵˈ៥ᕜৠᚙԴ⦄໘๗ˈг⡍߿㛑⧚㾷Դℸᯊℸࠏⱘ
ᖗᚙǄབԩ໘⧚Դ䎳ϸϾ᳟টⱘ݇㋏ˈ⹂ᅲϡᆍᯧǄ

2. Respond to any and all questions from the sender in detail. Find answers
to these questions. For example:
[Traditional-character version]
㽬ࢬࡌवΔԿߡڇݮ༓۶ቹݮխਢ່ࡐऱΔױਢԿԳऱ֖ൣ㤪ਢ່լ
ࡳऱტൣΖڼڂΔڇՂΔ܃ԫࡳ՛֨Ζڕ۶ᇞ㢾ړຍଡംᠲࡋΛݺᎁ
㻽Δଈ٣უუ܃ᇿהଚਢչ䈥ᣂএΔٵழᝫ܃ऱࠟଡ֖ࣛਢչ䈥࿓৫
ՂऱᣂএΖڂ㻽//////Δࢬא//////Ζ؆Δהଚ㻽չ䈥ܰਮΛॾ܃խᎅ
ਢϘৰ՛ऱࠃൣϙΔᛵᇞהଚܰਮऱࠠ᧯ڂᇿመ࿓ՈৰૹΖਢה
ଚ//////܃༉່ړլ//////Δܡঞᄎ//////Ζݺ༉ሖࠩመᣊۿऱࠃൣΔՈམ
ݫݺނ//////Ζ߷ਢ//////Δהଚڂ㻽//////ۖڼլ٦ࠐԱΔהڇ݈ݺ
ଚխၴܑ༼ڍᣄ࠹ԱΖଶၲࡨऱழଢΔ//////Δ!
৵ࠐΔݺ//////Δኬኬچ
༉//////ԱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ӫ᠔਼ⶹˈϝ㾦ᔶԩᔶЁᰃ᳔〇ⱘˈৃᰃϝҎⱘটᚙैᰃ᳔ϡ〇
ᅮⱘᛳᚙǄℸˈ໘⧚ϞˈԴϔᅮ㽕ᇣᖗǄབԩ㾷އད䖭Ͼ䯂乬ਸ਼˛៥䅸
Ўˈ佪ܜ㽕ᛇᛇԴ䎳ҪӀᰃҔМ݇㋏ˈৠᯊ䖬㽕ⳟⳟԴⱘϸϾ᳟টᰃҔМᑺ
Ϟⱘ݇㋏ǄЎ......ˈ᠔ҹ......ǄˈҪӀЎҔМਉᶊ˛ԴֵЁ䇈ᰃ“ᕜᇣⱘџ
ᚙ ” ˈњ㾷ҪӀਉᶊⱘԧॳ䎳䖛гᕜ䞡㽕Ǆ㽕ᰃҪӀ ...... Դህ᳔དϡ
㽕......ˈ৺߭Ӯ......Ǆ៥ህ䘛ࠄ䖛㉏Ԑⱘџᚙˈг᳒ᡞ៥ᓘᕫ......Ǆ䙷ᰃ......ˈҪ
ӀЎ ...... 㗠ᕐℸϡݡᴹᕔњˈ៥།ҪӀЁ䯈߿ᦤ䲒ফњǄ߮ᓔྟⱘᯊ
ˈ......ˈ ৢᴹˈ៥......ˈ᜶᜶ഄህ......њǄ

3. Give your friend advice about how to resolve the conflict. For example:
[Traditional-character version]
ᇞ㢾ംᠲऱᣂ࣍ڇኙՀᢐΔݺ৬ᤜ܃//////Ζה࣠ڕଚਢటإऱࣛ
֖Δݺუ່৵ԫࡳᄎڼᓪᇞΔૹᄅࡉړऱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
㾷އ䯂乬ⱘ݇䬂Ѣᇍ⮛ϟ㥃ˈ៥ᓎ䆂Դ......ǄབᵰҪӀᰃⳳℷⱘ᳟টˈ៥
ᛇ᳔ৢϔᅮӮᕐℸ䇙㾷ˈ䞡ᮄདⱘǄ
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Topic Seven: Clothing
Story Narration
The following pictures present a sequence of events. Write a complete story based
on these pictures.
1.

2.

3.

4.

REMINDERS
Write a complete narration, including each character’s facial expressions and gestures. Also be aware of the setting.
OUTLINE
FIRST PARAGRAPH: Introduce characters, setting, and plot. The following
words and phrases may be helpful:
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[Traditional-character version]
ࣚᇘࢋΔড়ࣚ೭խ֨Δ឵ឺΔഇຄΔড়ΔࢶॊᕓΔᒌᕓΔׄגᘟΔ
ಯΔངΔࢮ᠙Δၲ䆬Δᔆၦംᠲ

[Simplified-character version]
᳡㺙ᑫˈ乒ᅶ᳡ࡵЁᖗˈᶰৄˈଂ䋻ਬˈ乒ᅶˈ㙽থˈⲬথˈ⠯Ҩ㺸ˈ
䗔ˈᤶˈᢝ䫕ˈᓔ㒓ˈ䋼䞣䯂乬

SECOND PARAGRAPH: Describe each character’s actions and expressions; use
proper transitional elements. The following phrases, sentences, and proverb may
be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
ᄀᙰΔឭ֫ΔࢴԳՏߺհ؆ΔஞگנᖕΔਐထ㠫ՂऱಯངයࠏΔྤᇩױ
ᎅΔսྥࢴಯང

[Simplified-character version]
ᨛ༈ˈᨚˈᢦҎग䞠ПˈᣓߎᬊˈᣛⴔϞⱘ䗔ᤶᴵ՟ˈ᮴䆱ৃ
䇈ˈҡ✊ᢦ㒱䗔ᤶ

THIRD PARAGRAPH: Conclude the story. The following words and phrases can
be used:
[Traditional-character version]
ᆖΔߪઠ۫ᇘΔ૿ూ୲Δᅃີᙄࠃ-! ݔᇞ㢾

[Simplified-character version]
㒣⧚ˈ䑿こ㽓㺙ˈ䴶ᏺュᆍˈ✻ゴࡲџˈཹ㾷އ

E-mail Response
Read this e-mail from a Chinese exchange student and then type a response.
[Traditional-character version]
࿇ٙԳΚ࿓
ၡٙᠲΚ၇۪ࣚ
ڇݺጻՂ۪ࠩࠟٙࣚຟৰᦟΔՈຟݺڶઠऱᇆᒘࡉᦟऱᠱۥΖԫٙ
ਢྨټऱΔᑌړΔᔆՈړΔ༉ਢ֜၆ԱΔԶԼڍჇᙒԫٙΖԫٙՈৰ
ዦॽΔᏝᙒথঁࡵڍΔլࠩԿԼჇΖլመΔ߷۪ٙࣚऱྨൕࠐᦫᎅመΔ
ۖൕቹׂՂದࠐΔᔆ߷ڶᏖړΖԫՀ၇ࠟٙΔڶݺរࠝඍլΖ܃
ᎅݺ၇ୌԫٙࡋړΛݺवሐ܃ৰᄎ၇۪ࣚΔᓮᓫᓫ܃၇۪ࣚऱᆖ᧭ࢨृᑑᄷΖ
Ζ
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[Simplified-character version]
থӊҎ˖ӳ
䚂ӊЏ乬˖ф㸷᳡
៥㔥Ϟⳟࠄϸӊ㸷᳡䛑ᕜ୰ˈг䛑᳝៥こⱘোⷕ୰ⱘ买㡆Ǆϔӊ
ᰃৡ⠠ⱘˈḋᄤདⳟˈ䋼䞣гདˈህᰃ䌉њˈܿकഫ䪅ϔӊǄϔӊгᕜ
ⓖ҂ˈӋ䪅ै֓ᅰᕫˈϡࠄϝकഫǄϡ䖛ˈ䙷ӊ㸷᳡ⱘ⠠ᄤҢᴹ≵䇈䖛ˈ
㗠ϨҢ⠛Ϟⳟ䍋ᴹˈ䋼䞣≵᳝䙷МདǄϔϟᄤфϸӊˈ៥᳝⚍ܓ㟡ϡᕫǄԴ
䇈៥фાϔӊདਸ਼˛៥ⶹ䘧ԴᕜӮф㸷᳡ˈ䇋䇜䇜Դф㸷᳡ⱘ㒣偠㗙ᷛޚǄ
䇶䇶Ǆ

SUGGESTIONS FOR WRITING AN E-MAIL RESPONSE
This e-mail is mainly about choosing between two items of clothing. When responding, keep this outline in mind:
1. Briefly repeat the sender’s main points. For example:
[Traditional-character version]
՛Κॾ܃խ༼ࠩڇጻՂٵழխ۪ࠟٙࣚΔ܃ৰᣄ࣋ඵࠡխऱԫٙΔԾ
լ౨ࠟٙຟ၇ԱΖൕॾխڇإ܃נຍࠃᅀ༪Ζܑ࿇ღԱΔࠐݺ܃ᘩ
ᘩܣΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ᇣӳ˖ԴֵЁᦤࠄ㔥ϞৠᯊⳟЁϸӊ㸷᳡ˈԴᕜ䲒ᬒᓗ݊Ёⱘϔӊˈজ
ϡ㛑ϸӊ䛑фњǄҢֵЁⳟߎԴℷЎ䖭џ⚺ᙐǄ߿থᛕњˈ៥ᴹ㒭Դখ䇟খ
䇟৻Ǆ

2. Respond to any and all questions from the sender in detail. Find solutions
for these questions. For example:
[Traditional-character version]
۟࣍܃၇ୌٙΔ༉܃၇۪ࣚऱᑑᄷਢչ䈥ԱΖڂ㻽//////Δࢬ
א//////Ζ؆ΔݺՈუवሐΔ܃Ղऱ߷ؚ۪ࠟٙࣚ܃ጩڇչ䈥ٽઠΛԫ
ࠐᎅΔԳଚՂᓰࢨृՂఄऱழଢઠֺለڤإΔۖڇ୮㠪ऱழଢ༉ઠֺለ
ᙟრΕငࣚΖ࣠ڕਢ㻽Աנ॰ઠΔݺኑᣋڍक़រࠝᙒ၇߷ٙྨټऱΖݺհࢬא
ຍᑌΔਢڂ㻽ԫਢ//////ΙԲਢ//////Ζ࣠ڕਢڇ୮㠪ઠΔ၇߷ٙঁࡵऱ
༉㴥ԱΔڂ㻽ؘڶ܃//////ΖᅝྥΔਢ܃୮㠪૿ᣊۿรԲٙऱৰڍΔ߷
܃༉ᚨᇠ၇ྨټऱ߷ٙΔฅຶ//////Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
㟇ѢԴфાӊˈህ㽕ⳟԴф㸷᳡ⱘᷛޚᰃҔМњǄЎ......ˈ᠔ҹ......Ǆ
ˈ៥гᛇⶹ䘧ˈԴⳟϞⱘ䙷ϸӊ㸷᳡ԴᠧㅫҔМഎড়こ˛ϔ㠀ᴹ䇈ˈҎӀ
Ϟ䇒㗙Ϟ⧁ⱘᯊこᕫ↨䕗ℷᓣˈ㗠ᆊ䞠ⱘᯊህこᕫ↨䕗䱣ᛣǃ㟦᳡Ǆ
བᵰᰃЎњߎ䮼こˈ៥ᅕᜓ㢅⚍ܓ䪅ф䙷ӊৡ⠠ⱘǄ៥П᠔ҹ䖭ḋˈخᰃ
Ўϔᰃ......˗Ѡᰃ......Ǆབᵰাᰃᆊ䞠こˈф䙷ӊ֓ᅰⱘህњˈЎԴ≵᳝
ᖙ㽕......Ǆᔧ✊ˈ㽕ᰃԴᆊ䞠䴶㉏ԐѠӊⱘᕜˈ䙷Դህᑨ䆹фৡ⠠ⱘ䙷ӊˈ
↩コ......Ǆ
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3. Give advice as to which item of clothing you would personally choose. For
example:
[Traditional-character version]
ᖕࢬݺवΔ܃ऱ۪ࣚࠀլ֟Δਢྨټऱ۪ࣚ֟ڍڶΖݺ࣠ڕਢ܃ऱ
ᇩΔݺ༉߷ނٙྨټऱ၇ࠐڃΔࢨृࠟٙຟ၇ԱΔ່ڍຍଡִլ٦၇֏݉
ᒽԱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
៥᠔ⶹˈԴⱘ㸷᳡ᑊϡᇥˈাᰃৡ⠠ⱘ㸷᳡≵᳝ᇥǄབᵰ៥ᰃԴⱘ
䆱ˈ៥ህᡞ䙷ӊৡ⠠ⱘфಲᴹˈ㗙ᑆ㛚ϸӊ䛑фњˈ᳔䖭Ͼ᳜ϡݡф࣪ཚ
ક㔶њǄ

Topic Eight: Food
Story Narration
The following pictures present a sequence of events. Write a complete story based on these pictures.
1.

2.

3.

4.
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REMINDERS
Write a complete narration. Include the characters, setting, and plot. Be sure to
explain the relationships between the characters, and describe their physical appearances, feelings, and facial expressions.
OUTLINE
FIRST PARAGRAPH: Introduce characters, setting, and plot. The following
words and phrases may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
խഏ塊塢Δᎏড়የஆΔࣚ೭ڦڦᅻᅻΔΔࣔॽΔێΔလΔរလ

[Simplified-character version]
Ё令佚ˈᆒᅶ⒵ᑻˈ᳡ࡵਬᖭᖭˈᑆˈޔᯢ҂ˈネᄤˈ㦰ऩˈ⚍㦰

SECOND PARAGRAPH: Describe how the story progresses, focusing on the
characters’ actions and expressions. Pay attention to the setting. Add descriptions
of the décor of the restaurant, what people are eating, and so forth. The following
phrases and proverb may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
᠆ฐऱඡ塊Δඒ//////شᆎΔ݈լ۰Δڶર֨Δ֘༚ᒭΔ֛פլڶ
֨ԳΔึՊ݈۰Ա//////Δየᡖஙհൣ

[Simplified-character version]
Єⲯⱘᰮ令ˈᬭ ......⫼ㅋᄤˈ།ϡԣˈ᳝㗤ᖗˈড㒗дˈࡳϡ䋳᳝ᖗ
Ҏˈ㒜ᮐ།ԣњ......ˈ⒵ᗔ୰ᙺПᚙ
THIRD PARAGRAPH: Conclude the story. The following sentences can be
used:
[Traditional-character version]
ؚၲࢉሎ堿Δ堚ཐچᐊထ;! ϘრቝԫᑌΔ᜔ਢ۞աऱ່ړΖϙ

[Simplified-character version]
ᠧᓔᑌ䖤佐ˈ⏙᱄ഄ˖ⴔݭĀЏᛣڣᄽᄤϔḋˈᘏᰃ㞾Ꮕⱘ᳔དǄā

E-mail Response
Read this e-mail from a Chinese exchange student and then type a response.
[Traditional-character version]
࿇ٙԳΚ്Ժ૨
ၡٙᠲΚᓮԳپ堩
ݺᄷໂڇ堩塢ᓮࠟپ֖ࣛۯ堩Δױਢլवሐᚨᇠ৻Ꮦᙇᖗ堩塢ΔՈլ֜ᛵ
ᇞהଚᦟپչᏖଅ࠺ऱလΖ؆Δה࣠ڕଚକऱՑ࠺լٵΔݺᚨᇠ৻Ꮦរလ
թ౨ᨃ֖ࠟࣛۯຟየრΛݺवሐ܃ਢԫଡϘભଇറ୮ϙΔᓮᓫᓫ܃ᓮড়ऱᆖ᧭
ࡉរလऱֱऄΖ
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[Simplified-character version]
থӊҎ˖ᓴݯ
䚂ӊЏ乬˖䇋Ҏৗ佁
៥ޚ佁佚䇋ϸԡ᳟টৗ佁ˈৃᰃϡⶹ䘧ᑨ䆹ᗢМ䗝ᢽ佁佚ˈгϡњ
㾷ҪӀ୰ৗҔМ亢ੇⱘ㦰ǄˈབᵰҪӀֽⱘষੇϡৠˈ៥ᑨ䆹ᗢМ⚍㦰
ᠡ㛑䅽ϸԡ᳟ট䛑⒵ᛣ˛៥ⶹ䘧ԴᰃϔϾ“㕢亳ϧᆊ”ˈ䇋䇜䇜Դ䇋ᅶⱘ㒣偠⚍
㦰ⱘᮍ⊩Ǆ

SUGGESTIONS FOR WRITING AN E-MAIL RESPONSE
This e-mail is mainly about inviting two friends to dinner, but the writer is having
a hard time choosing a restaurant because he is not sure about the kind of food
each may like. When responding, keep this outline in mind:
1. Briefly repeat the sender’s main points.
2. Respond to any and all questions from the sender in detail. Find solutions
for these questions.
3. Tell your friend what you would do if you were in this situation.
The following is a sample:
[Traditional character version]
Ժ૨Κ
ړ܃Μॾڇ܃խጠݺਢϘભଇറ୮ϙΖࠡኔΔݺୌਢչ䈥Ϙറ୮ϙΔ
լመਢܑپړᒽԱΖ
܃ᄷໂᓮ֖ࣛپ堩Δױਢլवሐװୌ୮塊塢ΔՈլवሐ৻䈥រလթ౨ᨃࣛ
֖የრΖᖕݺऱᆖ᧭Δ܃۶լऴ൷ംംהଚᦟչᏖᑌऱလࡋΛࢨृᓮהଚ
ࠐᙇଡ塊塢-!ᎅլࡳޓઊࠃΖរလऱழଢΔࠟଡԳऱՑ࠺ጐױ౨ຟᅃࠩΖᎅࠩ
រလΔݺᤚᝫࣹრ༓រΚԫਢᓮ܃ऱড়Գ٣រΔ࣠ڕড়ԳᝐᨃΔ܃Ոլ
ؘ֜ড়Δฅຶਢࣟ܂܃ΙԲਢរڶՑ࠺ऱလאছΔᚨᇠംԫՀড়Գਢܡ
ᦟΖլរ֜ࢨृ֜ईᘈऱလΔڂ㻽ࠄڶԳլپऱΔࠄڶՖڂ㻽ࢢ
ΔԫរࠝईᘈऱຟլپΙԿਢរလছ٣უԫՀរ༓ଡလֺለٽᔞΔլٵ
ԫᣊীऱလٵழរՂړ༓ሐΖ
אՂਢݺኙᓮড়Εរလऱԫរࠝᆖ᧭ࡉऄΖݦඨኙࢬڶ܃ᚥܗΖ

[Simplified-character version]
˖ݯ
Դདʽ䇶䇶ԴֵЁ⿄៥ᰃ“㕢亳ϧᆊ”Ǆ݊ᅲˈ៥ાᰃҔМ“ϧᆊ”ˈϡ䖛ᰃ
⡍߿དৗ㔶њǄ
Դޚ䇋᳟টৗ佁ˈৃᰃϡⶹ䘧এાᆊ令佚ˈгϡⶹ䘧ᗢМ⚍㦰ᠡ㛑䅽᳟
ট⒵ᛣǄḍ៥ⱘ㒣偠ˈԴԩϡⳈ䯂䯂ҪӀ୰ҔМḋⱘ㦰ਸ਼˛㗙䇋ҪӀ
ᴹ䗝Ͼ令佚, 䇈ϡᅮⳕџǄ⚍㦰ⱘᯊˈϸϾҎⱘষੇሑৃ㛑䛑✻乒ࠄǄ䇈ࠄ
⚍㦰ˈ៥㾝ᕫ䖬㽕⊼ᛣ⚍˖ϔᰃ㽕䇋ԴⱘᅶҎˈ⚍ܜབᵰᅶҎ䇺䅽ˈԴгϡ
ᖙᅶ⇨ˈ↩コᰃԴϰ˗Ѡᰃ⚍᳝⡍⅞ষੇⱘ㦰ҹࠡˈᑨ䆹䯂ϔϟᅶҎᰃ৺
୰Ǆϡ㽕⚍䕷㗙⊍㝏ⱘ㦰ˈЎ᳝ѯҎϡৗ䕷ⱘˈ᳝ѯཇᄽᄤЎᗩ
㚪ˈϔ⚍⊍ܓ㝏ⱘ䛑ϡৗ˗ϝᰃ⚍㦰ࠡ㽕ܜᛇϔϟ⚍Ͼ㦰↨䕗ড়䗖ˈϡ㽕ৠ
ϔ㉏ൟⱘ㦰ৠᯊ⚍Ϟད䘧Ǆ
ҹϞᰃ៥ᇍ䇋ᅶǃ⚍㦰ⱘϔ⚍ܓ㒣偠ⳟ⊩ǄᏠᳯᇍԴ᳝᠔ᐂࡽǄ
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Topic Nine: Housing
Story Narration
The following pictures present a sequence of events. Write a complete story based
on these pictures.
1.

2.

3.

4.

REMINDERS
Write a complete narration including the characters, setting, and plot. Explain the
relationships between the characters; also describe their physical appearances, feelings, and facial expressions. Make sure to clarify the sequence of events. Use proper
complements.
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OUTLINE
FIRST PARAGRAPH: Introduce characters, setting, and plot. The following
words, phrases, and idioms may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
ֆ༅Δԫኙ֛ഡΔள۩Δנ࿇Δ۩ޕᒣΔ֫༼ץΔᖲปΔ݉ឺΔᢴΔ
֏݉ฏΔ֏݉Δ֏݉ࠧΔ壄าΔլરᅀΔྤױ۶Δ

[Simplified-character version]
݀ᆧˈϔᇍཛˈᮙ㸠ˈߎথˈ㸠ᴢㆅˈᦤࣙˈᴎ⼼ˈẇཚৄˈ䬰ᄤˈ
࣪ཚⲦˈ࣪ཚકˈ࣪ཚࠋˈ㊒㒚ˈϡ㗤⚺ˈ᮴ৃ༜ԩˈ

SECOND PARAGRAPH: Describe how the story progresses, focusing on the
characters’ actions and expressions; use proper transitional elements. Include each
person’s facial expressions and their inner thoughts. The following words and
phrases may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
್ሁՂΔ߫נΔࢵ֫ΔᅃᢴΔሎᛜཚΔڦΔങ߫Δ۩ᕍᒷ
ኬΔ

[Simplified-character version]
偀䏃Ϟˈߎ⾳≑䔺ˈˈ✻䬰ᄤˈ䖤㧹催ዄᳳˈ㐕ᖭˈฉ䔺ˈ㸠偊㓧
᜶ˈ

THIRD PARAGRAPH: Conclude the story. The following words, phrases, and
sentences can be used:
[Traditional-character version]
ଆᖲΔ࿆ᖲՑΔඡរΔದଆΔյઌୖৼΔյઌਐຂΔܰਮ

[Simplified-character version]
亲ᴎഎˈⱏᴎষˈᰮ⚍ˈ䍋亲ˈѦⳌඟᗼˈѦⳌᣛ䋷ˈਉᶊ

E-mail Response
Read this e-mail from a Chinese friend and then type a response.
[Traditional-character version]
࿇ٙԳΚٻᙩ
ၡٙᠲΚ۰ڇୌԴΛ
ݺટࡱᖂཚ༉ࠩભഏᦰװՕᖂԱΔೈԱ۰മംᠲᝫڶᇞ㢾א؆Δࠡ֫ה
ᥛຟᙄړԱΖൕભഏՕᖂ߷ᢰബࠐऱᇷறխवሐΔعאױݺᓮᖂீऱᄅسമ
ॐΔࢨृعᓮ۰ڇભഏԳ୮அ㠪Ζݺլवሐᙇᖗୌጟ۰മֺڤݮለړΖא܃৵
ՂՕᖂऱழଢΔ܃ᄎ۰ڇୌࠝΛ܃ኙભഏՕᖂऱᛵᇞֺڍݺΔᓮᓫᓫ܃ऱ
ऄΖΜ
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[Simplified-character version]
থӊҎ˖䴭
䚂ӊЏ乬˖ԣા˛ܓ
៥⾟ᄷᄺᳳህࠄ㕢এ䇏ᄺњˈ䰸њԣᆓ䯂乬䖬≵᳝㾷އҹˈ݊Ҫ
㓁䛑ࡲདњǄҢ㕢ᄺ䙷䖍ᆘᴹⱘ䌘᭭Ёⶹ䘧ˈ៥ৃҹ⬇䇋ᄺ᷵ⱘᮄ⫳ᆓ
㟡ˈ㗙⬇䇋ԣ㕢Ҏᆊᒁ䞠Ǆ៥ϡⶹ䘧䗝ᢽા⾡ԣᆓᔶᓣ↨䕗དǄԴҹৢ
ϞᄺⱘᯊˈԴӮԣા˛ܓԴᇍ㕢ᄺⱘњ㾷↨៥ˈ䇋䇜䇜Դⱘⳟ
⊩Ǆ䇶䇶ʽ

SUGGESTIONS FOR WRITING AN E-MAIL RESPONSE
This e-mail is from a friend who needs help choosing between two places to live.
When responding, keep this outline in mind:
1. Briefly repeat the sender’s main points.
2. Respond to any and all questions from the sender in detail. Find solutions
for these questions.
3. Tell your friend what you would do if you were in her situation.
The following is a sample:
[Traditional-character version]
ٻᙩ;
ړ܃Μᦫࠩ܃ࠐભഏՂՕᖂऱஒΔݺటᘋΖ۟࣍ࠩભഏא৵۰ڇୌ
ֺࠝለړΔຍᝫటਢଡࠟᣄᙇᖗऱംᠲΖ
۰ڇᖂீࡉ۰ڇભഏԳ୮㠪ܓڶٺኤΖ۰ڇᄅسമॐΔਝֱঁԾڜ٤Δᝫ
אױᎁᢝৰ֖ࣛڍΔኙᑵ൜ீႼᛩቼڶᚥܗΖլመΔ۰ڇമॐֺለ၆ΔՈլ֜
۞طΖ۰ڇભഏԳ୮㠪ΔឈྥࢪᄎঁࡵԫࠄΔՈৰڜ٤Δ܀ਢسլֱ֜
ঁΔܑਢ݄֚ޢֆ٥߫ՂᖂৰᅀΖլመΔ۰ڇભഏԳ୮㠪Δኙᛵᇞભഏ
Գऱ֮֏ړڶΖ܃ംאݺ৵Ղᖂ۰ڇୌߺΔຍݺऱՕᖂڇୌࠝԱΖ࣠ڕ
ᝫڇຍଡৄؑΔݺუ٣۰ڇ୮㠪Δڂ㻽ݺუئ׀ઊរࠝᙒΖਢᠦၲຍଡৄ
ؑΔܑࠩऱᦰװֱچΔ߷ݺਝլუ۰ڇᄅسമॐΔՈլᄎ۰ܑڇԳ୮㠪Δݺ
ױ౨ᄎࠟބଡৢٵΔٽԫֆ༅ΖᅝྥΔݺ࣠ڕਢ܃Δݺᄎ٣۰ڇᄅسമ
ॐΔᑵ൜Աᛩቼא৵Δ٦۰ࠩભഏԳ୮㠪Ζ
אՂਢݺଡԳऱԫរࠝऄΔݦඨ౨ኙࢬڶ܃ᚥܗΖ

[Simplified-character version]
䴭:
ԴདʽࠄԴ㽕ᴹ㕢Ϟᄺⱘ⍜ᙃˈ៥ⳳ催݈Ǆ㟇Ѣࠄ㕢ҹৢԣા
↨ܓ䕗དˈ䖭䖬ⳳᰃϾϸ䲒䗝ᢽⱘ䯂乬Ǆ
ԣᄺ᷵ԣ㕢Ҏᆊ䞠᳝߽ᓞǄԣᮄ⫳ᆓ㟡ˈ᮶ᮍ֓জᅝܼˈ䖬
ৃҹ䅸䆚ᕜ᳟টˈᇍ❳ᙝ᷵ು⦃๗᳝ᐂࡽǄϡ䖛ˈԣᆓ㟡↨䕗䌉ˈгϡ
㞾⬅Ǆԣ㕢Ҏᆊ䞠ˈ㱑✊᠓⾳Ӯ֓ᅰϔѯˈгᕜᅝܼˈԚᰃ⫳⌏ϡᮍ
֓ˈ⡍߿ᰃ↣ത݀݅≑䔺Ϟᄺᕜ咏⚺Ǆϡ䖛ˈԣ㕢Ҏᆊ䞠ˈᇍњ㾷㕢
Ҏⱘ᭛᳝࣪ད໘ǄԴ䯂៥ҹৢϞᄺԣા䞠ˈ䖭㽕ⳟ៥ⱘᄺાܓњǄབᵰ
䖬䖭ϾජᏖˈ៥ᛇܜԣᆊ䞠ˈЎ៥ᛇ㒭⠊↡ⳕ⚍ܓ䪅Ǆ㽕ᰃ⾏ᓔ䖭Ͼජ
Ꮦˈࠄ߿ⱘഄᮍএ䇏кˈ䙷៥᮶ϡᛇԣᮄ⫳ᆓ㟡ˈгϡӮԣ߿Ҏᆊ䞠ˈ៥
ৃ㛑ӮᡒϸϾৠሟˈড়⾳ϔ༫݀ᆧǄᔧ✊ˈབᵰ៥ᰃԴˈ៥Ӯܜԣᮄ⫳ᆓ
㟡ˈㄝ❳ᙝњ⦃๗ҹৢˈݡԣࠄ㕢Ҏᆊ䞠Ǆ
ҹϞাᰃ៥ϾҎⱘϔ⚍ˈ⊩ⳟܓᏠᳯ㛑ᇍԴ᳝᠔ᐂࡽǄ
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Topic Ten: Transportation
Story Narration
The following pictures present a sequence of events. Write a complete story based on these pictures.
1.

2.

3.

4.

REMINDERS
Write a complete narration, including the characters, the setting, and the plot.
Explain the relationships between the characters; describe their physical appearances, and also their feelings and facial expressions. Make sure to clarify the
sequence of events. Use proper complements.
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OUTLINE
FIRST PARAGRAPH: Introduce characters, setting, and plot. The following
words and phrases may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
ൕॹڣֆႼ㠪ࠐנΔԼڗሁՑΔ۩ԳΔԳ۩ᖩሐΔࢶॊᕓΔߪՂ᷋ထץ

[Simplified-character version]
Ң䴦ᑈ݀ು䞠ߎᴹˈकᄫ䏃ষˈ㸠ҎˈҎ㸠῾䘧ˈ㙽থˈ䑿Ϟᣢⴔࣙ

SECOND PARAGRAPH: Describe how the story progresses, focusing on the
characters’ actions and expressions; use proper transitional elements. The following
phrases, sentences, and idiom may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
ડྥԫᔖ႕ۥऱ՛߫ఏᕍۖࠐΔᐳଙΔࣖಮመװΔլೖ߫Δሔີၲ߫Δಲ
ၒΔԫ߫ጞ࿇سԱΔ᧫ჩ؈ൻΔᅝᖲمឰΔඉ֫נᖲΔᐸؚ:22

[Simplified-character version]
さ✊ϔ䕚咥㡆ⱘᇣ䔺⮒偊㗠ᴹˈᩲˈצᯣ䗋䖛এˈϡذ䔺ˈ䖱ゴᓔ䔺ˈ䗗
䎥ˈϔഎ䔺⽌থ⫳њˈᜠ༅ˈᔧᴎゟᮁˈᥣߎᴎˈᢼᠧ

THIRD PARAGRAPH: Conclude the story. The following words, phrases,
sentences, and idiom can be used:
[Traditional-character version]
එᥨ߫ΔࣖಮլᙌΔ䑞ࠩᖜਮՂΔ᠔ೃ৺်Δ֗ழჿඑΔܗԳ㻽ᑗ

[Simplified-character version]
ᬥᡸ䔺ˈᯣ䗋ϡ䝦ˈᢀࠄᢙᶊϞˈए䰶ᗹ䆞ᅸˈঞᯊᡶᬥˈࡽҎЎФ

E-mail Response
Read this e-mail from a Chinese exchange student and then type a response.
[Traditional-character version]
࿇ٙԳΚ᎓ॽ
ၡٙᠲΚਢܡ၇߫Λ
܂ݺ㻽ԫٌټངᖂسՀଡᖂཚࠩ܃ଚऱৄؑՕᖂᖂԫڣΔݺլवሐ۞
աڇຍԫڣխᚨլᚨᇠ၇߫Ζᓮ܃ࠎ༼ݺԫࠄ߷ଡৄٌؑຏֱ૿ऱᇷಛΖᣂ
࣍၇߫ऱംᠲΔݺუᦫᦫ܃ऱऄΖΜ

[Simplified-character version]
থӊҎ˖䍉҂
䚂ӊЏ乬˖ᰃ৺ф䔺˛
៥ЎϔৡѸᤶᄺ⫳ϟϾᄺᳳ㽕ࠄԴӀⱘජᏖᄺᄺдϔᑈˈ៥ϡⶹ䘧㞾
Ꮕ䖭ϔᑈЁᑨϡᑨ䆹ф䔺Ǆ䇋Դ㒭៥ᦤկϔѯ䙷ϾජᏖѸ䗮ᮍ䴶ⱘֵᙃǄ݇
Ѣф䔺ⱘ䯂乬ˈ៥ᛇԴⱘⳟ⊩Ǆ䇶䇶ʽ
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SUGGESTIONS FOR WRITING AN E-MAIL RESPONSE
This e-mail is mainly about whether or not to buy a car in the city, when the sender
will only stay there for one year. When responding, keep this outline in mind:
1. Briefly recap the sender’s main points.
2. Respond to any and all questions from the sender in detail. Find solutions
for these questions.
3. Directly give advice on what you would do if you were in the sender’s
situation.
The following is a sample:
[Traditional-character version]
᎓ॽΚ
ړ܃Μवሐ܃ല܂㻽ٌངᖂݺࠐسଚৄؑΔݺৰᘋΖᦟ०ࠐֲࠩڰ܃Ζ
ॾࠐڇ܃խ༼ࠩ၇߫ംᠲΔ߷ࠐݺᓫᓫຍଡৄؑऱٌຏण㤝ݺ֗אኙ၇߫ംᠲ
ऱऄΖ
ݺଚৄؑਢԫଡխৄؑΔֆ٥ٌຏֺለ࿇ሒΖֆ٥߫ࡉچᥳਢৄؑ㠪
່ऱٌຏՠࠠΔࠡխԫයچᥳ䆬ࡉԿයֆ٥߫䆬ຟᆖመՕᖂΔኙᖂࠐس
ᎅॺൄֱঁΖۖΔլጥਢֆ٥߫ᝫਢچᥳΔ߫ปऱᏝຟլ၆Δᖂسปޓ
ঁࡵΖ܂܃㻽ٌངᖂسΔࠐຍଡৄؑԫڣΔݺᤚؘڶ܃၇߫Ζڇભ
ഏऱईৰ၆Δೖ߫၄Ո၆Δ܃լ݄ڕֆ٥߫ࢨچᥳװᖂீړԱΔਝڜ٤Δ
ԾֱঁΖ
אՂਢݺଡԳऱრߠΔࠎ܃ەΖࠡኔ܃լؘ৺ထެࡳΔࠐԱא
৵Δ٣ᘣณຍ㠪ऱൣ㤝Δ٦ࠐ㢾ࡳਢլਢᏁ၇ᔖ߫Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
䍉҂˖
Դདʽⶹ䘧ԴᇚЎѸᤶᄺ⫳ᴹ៥ӀජᏖˈ៥ᕜ催݈Ǆ䖢Դᮽ᮹ࠄᴹǄ
ԴᴹֵЁᦤࠄф䔺䯂乬ˈ䙷៥ᴹ䇜䇜䖭ϾජᏖⱘѸ䗮⢊މҹঞ៥ᇍф䔺䯂乬
ⱘⳟ⊩Ǆ
៥ӀජᏖᰃϔϾЁㄝජᏖˈ݀݅Ѹ䗮↨䕗থ䖒Ǆ݀݅≑䔺ഄ䪕ᰃජᏖ䞠
᳔Џ㽕ⱘѸ䗮Ꮉ݊ˈЁϔᴵഄ䪕㒓ϝᴵ݀݅≑䔺㒓䛑㒣䖛ᄺˈᇍᄺ⫳ᴹ
䇈䴲ᐌᮍ֓Ǆ㗠Ϩˈϡㅵᰃ݀݅≑䔺䖬ᰃഄ䪕ˈ䔺⼼ⱘӋḐ䛑ϡ䌉ˈᄺ⫳⼼
֓ᅰǄԴЎѸᤶᄺ⫳ˈাᴹ䖭ϾජᏖϔᑈˈ៥㾝ᕫԴ≵᳝ᖙ㽕ф䔺Ǆ⦄㕢
ⱘ≑⊍ᕜ䌉ˈذ䔺䌍г䌉ˈԴϡབത݀݅≑䔺ഄ䪕এᄺ᷵དњˈ᮶ᅝܼˈ
জᮍ֓Ǆ
ҹϞাᰃ៥ϾҎⱘᛣ㾕ˈկԴখ㗗Ǆ݊ᅲԴϡᖙᗹⴔއخᅮˈㄝᴹњҹ
ৢˈⳟⳟⴐ҆ܜ䖭䞠ⱘᚙݡˈމᴹއᅮᰃϡᰃ䳔㽕ф䕚䔺Ǆ
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Topic Eleven: Family
Story Narration
The following pictures present a sequence of events. Write a complete story based
on these pictures.
1.

2.

3.

4.

REMINDERS
Write a complete narration, to include the characters, the setting, and the plot.
Explain the relationships between the characters; describe their physical appearances, as well as their feelings and facial expressions. Make sure to clarify the
sequence of events. Use proper complements.
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OUTLINE
FIRST PARAGRAPH: Introduce characters, setting, and plot. The following
words, phrases, and idioms may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
ΔנቃறΔሂࠐנΔᦟࡅΔΞΞ᧫Δֲسඡᄎ

[Simplified-character version]
⇨⧗ˈߎТ乘᭭ˈ䏇ߎᴹˈˈ㒭ĂĂ୰ˈ⫳᮹ᰮӮ

SECOND PARAGRAPH: Describe how the story progresses, focusing on the
characters’ actions and expressions; use proper transitional elements. Include each
character’s inner thoughts. The following words, phrases, sentences, and idioms
may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
ࡉᤐױᘣऱ׀ᘣΔ៖ฏΔ࣓၆ऱૠጩᕴᖲΔྤ೯ՊΔࠀڶტ೯Δ
ڣ᎘ዦॽऱئᘣΔץྨټΔࣲհൣڇᜭՂ

[Simplified-character version]
㬐ৃ҆ⱘ⠊҆ˈ⼐કⲦˈᯖ䌉ⱘ䅵ㅫ఼ᴎˈ᮴ࡼѢ㹋ˈᑊ≵᳝㹿ᛳࡼˈ
ᑈ䕏ⓖ҂ⱘ↡҆ˈৡ⠠ࣙˈ୰Пᚙᣖ㜌Ϟ

THIRD PARAGRAPH: Conclude the story. The following words and phrases can
be used:
[Traditional-character version]
ᖿ௺ञܰΔᓢડΔ୮அඒߛֱڤ

[Simplified-character version]
▔⚜ѝਉˈކさˈᆊᒁᬭ㚆ᮍᓣ

E-mail Response
Read this e-mail and then type a response.
[Traditional-character version]
࿇ٙԳΚڜኑ
ၡٙᠲΚݺᇠ৻䈥ᙄΛ
ݺऱئ׀ԫऴტൣլࡉΔ່२הଚऱᣂএ᧢။ࠐ။ᜊᗶΖছ༓֚Δئ׀
הݺ္ܫଚᄷໂᠦദΔംݺኙຍٙࠃൣऱऄΖٵრהଚᠦദܣΔݺല؈װԫ
ଡݙᖞऱ୮ΙլٵრܣΔהଚᖞ֚ܰਮΔإൄऱ୮அس࠹ࠩԱᐙΔݺՈྤ
ऄറ֨ᖂΖ܃ᎅݺᇠ৻䈥ᙄΛ

[Simplified-character version]
থӊҎ˖ᅝᅕ
䚂ӊЏ乬˖៥䆹ᗢМࡲ˛
៥ⱘ⠊↡ϔⳈᛳᚙϡˈ᳔䖥ҪӀⱘ݇㋏বᕫ䍞ᴹ䍞㊳㊩Ǆࠡˈ⠊↡
ਞ䆝៥ҪӀޚ⾏ီˈ䯂៥ᇍ䖭ӊџᚙⱘⳟ⊩ǄৠᛣҪӀ⾏ီ৻ˈ៥ᇚ༅এϔ
Ͼᅠᭈⱘᆊ˗ϡৠᛣ৻ˈҪӀᭈਉᶊˈℷᐌⱘᆊᒁ⫳⌏ফࠄњᕅડˈ៥г᮴
⊩ϧᖗᄺдǄԴ䇈៥䆹ᗢМࡲ˛
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SUGGESTIONS FOR WRITING AN E-MAIL RESPONSE
This e-mail is mainly about a girl whose parents are going through a divorce. When
responding, keep this outline in mind:
1. Briefly repeat the sender’s main points, and empathize with your friend.
2. Respond to any and all questions from the sender in detail. Discuss the
possible pros and cons of divorce.
3. Tell a personal story about you or a friend who has gone through a similar
situation, and give advice on what you think your friend should do.
4. Comfort your friend and wish her luck.
The following is a sample:
[Traditional-character version]
ڜኑΚ
ړ܃Μव܃ऱئ׀ᠦദԱΔݺՈ܃ტࠩᣄመΖݺڇئ׀ݺৰ՛ऱழ
ଢ༉ᠦദԱΔࢬݺאৰᇞ܃ڇऱ֨ൣΖ
ئ׀ᠦദኙՖࠐᎅᒔኔਢԫٙਝ࿀ેԾᣄᙄऱࠃൣΖڶԳݦඨຍᄎ࿇
۞ڇسաऱ୮㠪ΖױਢΔࠃൣբᆖ࿇୶ګຍᑌΔ܃༉ᚨᇠᖂᄎ૿ኙኔԱΖ܃
ઌॾئ׀ԫࡳਢᆖመᎁటەᐞթ༼נᠦദऱΔݺᤚ܃ᚨᇠ༇ૹהଚऱᙇ
ᖗΔڂլਢسئ׀ऱ٤ຝΔՕԳૹڶᄅᙇᖗسऱᦞܓΖउΔהଚ
ᖞ֚ञܰΔ܃Ոྤऄ֨ڜᖂΖឈྥຍֲ㠪܃ᄎլ֜࠹ړΔ܀ຍਢᑉழ
ऱΖݺઌॾΔئ׀ຟਢფ܃ऱΔהଚԫࡳᄎא܃ނ৵ऱسڜඈړΖ
ݺڇᇿထააࡉᤉ׀۰ΔၜأΕᆏֲऱழଢ༉ඨटटࡉהऱࡠΖ
܃ݺسڇՈৰၲ֨Ζࠩބ۞ٺئ׀Աࢉ壂ΔլՈਢԫٙחԳᘋऱ
ࠃൣႯΛᓮڍڍঅૹ۞աΜ

[Simplified-character version]
ᅝᅕ˖
ԴདʽᕫⶹԴⱘ⠊↡㽕⾏ီњˈ៥гЎԴᛳࠄ䲒䖛Ǆ៥⠊↡៥ᕜᇣⱘᯊ
ህ⾏ီњˈ᠔ҹ៥ᕜ⧚㾷Դ⦄ⱘᖗᚙǄ
⠊↡⾏ီᇍᄤཇᴹ䇈⹂ᅲᰃϔӊ᮶⮯㢺জ䲒ࡲⱘџᚙǄ≵᳝ҎᏠᳯ䖭Ӯথ
⫳㞾Ꮕⱘᆊ䞠ǄৃᰃˈџᚙᏆ㒣থሩ៤䖭ḋˈԴህᑨ䆹ᄺӮ䴶ᇍ⦄ᅲњǄԴ
㽕Ⳍֵ⠊↡ϔᅮᰃ㒣䖛䅸ⳳ㗗㰥ᠡᦤߎ⾏ီⱘˈ៥㾝ᕫԴᑨ䆹ᇞ䞡ҪӀⱘ䗝
ᢽˈЎᄽᄤϡᰃ⠊↡⫳⌏ⱘܼ䚼ˈҎ᳝䞡ᮄ䗝ᢽ⫳⌏ⱘᴗ߽ǄމϨˈҪӀ
ᭈѝਉˈԴг᮴⊩ᅝᖗᄺдǄ㱑✊䖭↉᮹ᄤ䞠ԴӮϡདফˈԚ䖭াᰃ᱖ᯊ
ⱘǄ៥Ⳍֵˈ⠊↡䛑ᰃ⠅ԴⱘˈҪӀϔᅮӮᡞԴҹৢⱘ⫳⌏ᅝᥦདǄ
៥⦄䎳ⴔཛྷཛྷ㒻⠊ԣˈ਼ǃ㡖؛᮹ⱘᯊህⳟᳯ⠌⠌ҪⱘྏᄤǄ
Դⳟ៥⦄⫳⌏ᕫгᕜᓔᖗଞǄ⠊↡㞾ᡒࠄњᑌ⽣ˈϡгᰃϔӊҸҎ催݈ⱘ
џᚙ৫˛䇋ֱ䞡㞾Ꮕʽ
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Topic Twelve: Education
Story Narration
The following pictures present a sequence of events. Write a complete story based on these pictures.
1.

2.

3.

4.

REMINDERS
Write a complete narration to include the characters, the setting, and the plot.
Explain the relationships between the characters; describe their physical appearances, and also their feelings and facial expressions. Use proper complements.
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OUTLINE
FIRST PARAGRAPH: Introduce characters, setting, and plot. The following
words and phrases may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
ᕓΔػΔक़ᇕΔᙓྶΔᅮআΞΞᒭྶΔᣤᏩΔ壄壀ᚘԺ

[Simplified-character version]
ⷁথˈⱑ㹀㸿ˈ㢅Ḑⷁ㺭ˈ䩶⨈ˈⴷ֗ĂĂ㒗⨈ˈϹढ़ˈ㊒⼲य़

SECOND PARAGRAPH: Describe how the story progresses, focusing on characters’ actions and expressions. Be sure to include the inner thoughts and ideas of
each character. The following words, phrases, and idioms may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
࣋ᠾΔ૰լ֗ৱΔ༚Δ᎘ᠾΔլݙऱ܂ᄐΔሂፘΔګթΔڍթڍ
ᢌΔګټګ୮Δᨠ࢚Δૠऱࠐآ

[Simplified-character version]
ᬒᵒˈ䖿ϡঞᕙˈдкˈ䕏ᵒˈخϡᅠⱘϮˈ䏇㟲ˈ៤ᠡˈᠡ
㡎ˈ៤ৡ៤ᆊˈ㾖ᗉˈ䆒䅵ᄽᄤⱘᴹ

THIRD PARAGRAPH: Conclude the story. The following words, phrases, and
idiom can be used:
[Traditional-character version]
ጥඒᣤΔૻࠫΔषᄎٌΔ᎘ᠾΔݶᑗΔႉࠡ۞ྥΔᑗᔊΔߪ֨ګ९Δࣹ
ૹ۞ط࿇୶

[Simplified-character version]
ㅵᬭϹˈ䰤ࠊˈ⼒ӮѸᕔˈ䕏ᵒˈᖿФˈ乎݊㞾✊ˈФ䍷ˈ䑿ᖗ៤䭓ˈ⊼
䞡㞾⬅থሩ

E-mail Response
Read this e-mail from a Chinese friend and then type a response.
[Traditional-character version]
࿇ٙԳΚࡌᄅ
ၡٙᠲΚᓴᇠΛ
່२ڇᙇᖗՕᖂറᄐऱംᠲՂݺᇿئ׀࿇سԱԫࠄᓢડΖݺᦟ֮ઝΔᄷ
ໂەՕᖂᖵߓΔױਢݺऱॺئ׀ᨃݺᖂՠઝլױΖݺլ౨൷࠹ئ׀㻽ݺ
ૠऱࠐآΔױਢݺԾլ౨֜႞הଚऱ֨Δڂ㻽܂㻽ئ׀Δהଚ㻽ݺԱৰڍΖ
ݺլवሐᚨᇠ৻䈥ຍٙࠃΖڶ܃መᣊۿऱᆖᖵႯΛᓮᓫᓫ܃ऱऄΖ
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[Simplified-character version]
থӊҎ˖਼ᮄ
䚂ӊЏ乬˖䇕䆹خЏ˛
᳔䖥䗝ᢽᄺϧϮⱘ䯂乬Ϟ៥䎳⠊↡থ⫳њϔѯކさǄ៥୰᭛⾥ˈޚ
㗗ᄺग़㋏ˈৃᰃ៥ⱘ⠊↡䴲䅽៥ᄺᎹ⾥ϡৃǄ៥ϡ㛑ফ⠊↡Ў៥䆒
䅵ⱘᴹˈৃᰃ៥জϡ㛑ӸҪӀⱘᖗˈЎЎ⠊↡ˈҪӀЎ៥خњᕜǄ
៥ϡⶹ䘧ᑨ䆹ᗢМ໘⧚䖭ӊџǄԴ᳝䖛㉏Ԑⱘ㒣ग़৫˛䇋䇜䇜Դⱘⳟ⊩Ǆ

SUGGESTIONS FOR WRITING AN E-MAIL RESPONSE
This e-mail is about the sender’s parents interfering with choosing majors. When
responding, keep this outline in mind:
1. Briefly repeat the sender’s main points. For example:
[Traditional-character version]
ڇ܃ᙇᖗറᄐംᠲՂᇿئ׀㶷سԱؿએΔݺवሐ܃֨ڇ㠪ԫࡳৰᣄመΖ
ຍٙࠃൣऱᒔլ֜ړᙄΔլړᣄ܍ᐙ܃ᇿئ׀ऱᣂএࡉტൣΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Դ䗝ᢽϧϮ䯂乬Ϟ䎳⠊↡ѻ⫳њⳒˈ៥ⶹ䘧Դ⦄ᖗ䞠ϔᅮᕜ䲒䖛Ǆ
䖭ӊџᚙⱘ⹂ϡདࡲˈ໘⧚ϡད䲒ܡᕅડԴ䎳⠊↡ⱘ݇㋏ᛳᚙǄ

2. Respond to any and all questions from the sender in detail. Relate a personal
experience about such issues. For example:
[Traditional-character version]
ݺᤚუړຍٙࠃൣΔᏁΞΞΖঠ㺞൷࠹ئ׀ऱڜඈΔᖂԱ۞ա
ڶᘋᔊऱറᄐΔא৵ױ౨ᄎ۞ଇࠡ࣠Ζݙ٤լᦫൕئ׀ऱრߠΔԫ࠺
چΞΞΔ्ࡳᄎ႞୭ئ׀ऱტൣΖუࠩࠟ٤ࠡભΔړ່܃ΞΞΖݺឈྥ
ڶᆖᖵመຍᑌऱࠃൣΔ܀ਢߪݺᢰऱ֖ࣛଚ㤪ᆖᖵመΖ༉ஞ്ԿࠐᎅܣΔהუ
ᦰΞΞറᄐΔױਢئ׀הᤚᖂΞΞലࠐլބړՠ܂ΔॺᨃהᖂΞΞլױΔ࣍
ਢᦫהൕԱئ׀ऱڜඈΔ࣠ΞΞΖઌֺհՀΔݺऱԫଡ֖ࣛޕ༉
լᙑΖᇿ്Կऱئ׀ԫᑌΔޕऱݦئ׀ඨהΞΞΔۖޕტᘋᔊऱ㤪
ਢΞΞΖ㻽Աᎅࣚئ׀Δה٣ΞΞΔྥ৵ΞΞΖהᝫΞΞΖ֛פլ֨ڶԳΔ
הऱ࣍ึئ׀ΞΞΖ܃ΔኙٵԫࠃൣऱֱऄլٵΔ،ଚऱ࣠ՈՕլԫ
ᑌΖ

[Simplified-character version]
៥㾝ᕫ㽕ᛇ໘⧚ད䖭ӊџᚙˈ䳔㽕ĂĂǄ࢝ᔎফ⠊↡ⱘᅝᥦˈᄺњ㞾Ꮕ
≵᳝݈䍷ⱘϧϮˈҹৢৃ㛑Ӯ㞾亳݊ᵰǄᅠܼϡҢ⠊↡ⱘᛣ㾕ˈϔੇ
ഄĂĂˈ㚃ᅮӮӸᆇ⠊↡ⱘᛳᚙǄ㽕ᛇࠄخϸܼ݊㕢ˈԴ᳔དĂĂǄ៥㱑✊≵
᳝㒣ग़䖛䖭ḋⱘџᚙˈԚᰃ៥䑿䖍ⱘ᳟টӀै㒣ग़䖛Ǆህᣓᓴϝᴹ䇈৻ˈҪᛇ
䇏ĂĂϧϮˈৃᰃҪ⠊↡㾝ᕫᄺĂĂᇚᴹϡདᡒᎹˈ䴲䅽ҪᄺĂĂϡৃˈѢ
ᰃҪҢњ⠊↡ⱘᅝᥦˈ㒧ᵰĂĂǄⳌ↨Пϟˈ៥ⱘϔϾ᳟টᴢಯህ໘⧚ᕫ
ϡ䫭Ǆ䎳ᓴϝⱘ⠊↡ϔḋˈᴢಯⱘ⠊↡ᏠᳯҪĂĂˈ㗠ᴢಯᛳ݈䍷ⱘै
ᰃĂĂǄЎњ䇈᳡⠊↡ˈҪܜĂĂˈ✊ৢĂĂǄҪ䖬ĂĂǄࡳϡ䋳᳝ᖗҎˈ
Ҫⱘ⠊↡㒜ѢĂĂǄԴⳟˈᇍৠϔџᚙⱘ໘⧚ᮍ⊩ϡৠˈᅗӀⱘ㒧ᵰгϡϔ
ḋǄ
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3. Give advice as to what you think your friend should do. For example:
[Traditional-character version]
ྤڇᣂጹऱ՛ࠃՂΔݺଚᚨᇠᦫൕՕԳऱڜඈΔڇ܀ᙇറᄐຍᑌऱംᠲ
ՂΔᚨᇠഒ۞ݺΔ۞ڶաऱߠΔլ౨᜔ਢߨئ׀ऱሁΖࢬאΔݺ৬ᤜ
܃ΞΞΖ

[Simplified-character version]
᮴݇㋻㽕ⱘᇣџϞˈ៥Ӏᑨ䆹ҢҎⱘᅝᥦˈԚ䗝ϧϮ䖭ḋⱘ䯂乬
Ϟˈᑨ䆹മᣕ㞾៥ˈ᳝㞾ᏅⱘЏ㾕ˈϡ㛑ᘏᰃ䍄⠊↡㒭ⱘ䏃Ǆ᠔ҹˈ៥ᓎ䆂
ԴĂĂǄ

Topic Thirteen: Festivities
Story Narration
The following pictures present a sequence of events. Write a complete story based
on these pictures.
1.

2.

3.

4.
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REMINDERS
Write a complete narration, including characters, setting, and plot. Explain the
relationships between the characters; describe their physical appearances, and also
their feelings and facial expressions. Make sure to clarify the sequence of events.
Use proper complements.
OUTLINE
FIRST PARAGRAPH: Introduce characters, setting, and plot. The following
words and phrases may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
ڣ᎘ԳΔԾԾ১Δ֫㠪൹ထԫଡฏΔߨޡݶၞၡݝ

[Simplified-character version]
ᑈ䕏Ҏˈজ催জᏙˈ䞠᤻ⴔϔϾⲦᄤˈᖿℹ䍄䖯䚂ሔ

SECOND PARAGRAPH: Describe how the story progresses, focusing on the
characters’ actions and expressions; use proper transitional elements. Include the
characters’ personal thoughts. The following words, phrases, and idioms may be
helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
ၞၞננΔඈၷऱԳৰڍΔߊՖؔ۔ΔബΔץ፷ΔၡปΔᇆॾΔࣔॾ
ׂΔԱ֚תթᔚࠩΞΞ/Δ឵ឺΔՠ܂ԳΔڦΔئᘣᆏΔΞΞബ៖ढΔ
।ሒ֨რ

[Simplified-character version]
䖯䖯ߎߎˈᥦ䯳ⱘҎᕜˈ⬋ཇ㗕ᑐˈᆘˈࣙ㻍ˈ䚂⼼ˈᣖোֵˈᯢֵ
⠛ˈㄝњञᠡ䕂ࠄĂĂˈᶰৄˈᎹҎਬˈ㐕ᖭˈ↡҆㡖ˈ㒭ĂĂᆘ⼐⠽ˈ
㸼䖒ᖗᛣ

THIRD PARAGRAPH: Conclude the story. The following words and idioms can
be used:
[Traditional-character version]
᧫چ࿇ΔࠐΔษ֨Օრ

[Simplified-character version]
䆊ഄথ⦄ˈॳᴹˈ㉫ᖗᛣ

E-mail Response
Read this e-mail from a Chinese exchange student and then type a response.
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[Traditional-character version]
࿇ٙԳΚࣟٻޕ
ၡٙᠲΚᇠ൷࠹ᓴऱᝮᓮΛ
ڂ㻽୮֜Δࢬאᆣᓭᆏݺ༉լװڃԱΖਤ֚ࠟٵۯᖂຟ࿇ࠐԱሽၡ
ٙΔᝮᓮݺᇿהଚऱ୮ԳԫದመᆏΖהଚକຟਢݺऱٵᖂΔԾຟਢݺऱࣛړ
֖ΔؓழઌຟլᙑΖݺᖜ֨൷࠹ԫֱऱᝮᓮΔࢴऱ߷ԫֱᄎլᘋΔ
ࢬאլवሐ৻ᑌڃ༚הଚऱሽॾΖ܃ሖࠩመຍᑌऱࠃൣႯΛᓫᓫ܃ऱᆖ᧭ፖ
ऄΖ

[Simplified-character version]
থӊҎ˖ᴢϰ
䚂ӊЏ乬˖䆹ফ䇕ⱘ䙔䇋˛
Ўᆊ䖰ˈ᠔ҹ䆲㡖៥ህϡಲএњǄ᯼ϸԡৠᄺ䛑থᴹњ⬉ᄤ䚂
ӊˈ䙔䇋៥䎳ҪӀⱘᆊҎϔ䍋䖛㡖ǄҪӀֽ䛑ᰃ៥ⱘৠᄺˈজ䛑ᰃ៥ⱘད᳟
টˈᑇᯊⳌ໘ᕫ䛑ϡ䫭Ǆ៥ᢙᖗফϔᮍⱘ䙔䇋ˈ㹿ᢦ㒱ⱘ䙷ϔᮍӮϡ催݈ˈ
᠔ҹϡⶹ䘧ᗢḋಲҪӀⱘ⬉ᄤֵǄԴ䘛ࠄ䖛䖭ḋⱘџᚙ৫˛䇜䇜Դⱘ㒣偠Ϣ
ⳟ⊩Ǆ

SUGGESTIONS FOR WRITING AN E-MAIL RESPONSE
This e-mail is mainly about having to choose between two invitations for Christmas
Eve. When responding, keep this outline in mind:
1. Greet your friend and briefly repeat the sender’s main points. For
example:
[Traditional-character version]
ᆣᓭᆏ༉ࠩԱΔ٣܃ٻ।قᆏֲऱംଢΖ֖ࠟࣛۯຟਢ֨ړΔ܃լუၙ
Գ୮ऱԫׂ֨რΔᤚৰᣄࢴࠡխऱԫֱΔຍጟ֨ൣݺৰᇞΖ

[Simplified-character version]
䆲㡖ህ㽕ࠄњˈܜԴ㸼⼎㡖᮹ⱘ䯂Ǆϸԡ᳟ট䛑ᰃདᖗˈԴϡᛇ䕰
䋳Ҏᆊⱘϔ⠛ᖗᛣˈ㾝ᕫᕜ䲒ᢦ㒱݊Ёⱘϔᮍˈ䖭⾡ᖗᚙ៥ᕜ⧚㾷Ǆ

2. Respond to any and all questions from the sender in detail. Find solutions
for these questions. You can also tell a story about a similar experience you
or someone else had. For example:
[Traditional-character version]
㻽Աࠩބԫଡࠟ٤ࠡભऱᇞ㢾ֱڤΔଈ٣Δ܃ᚨᇠەᐞΞΞΖࠡڻΔ܃
הଚΞΞΖ؆ՈΞΞΖᝫڶΞΞైڂՈەᐞࠩΖڇୂୂݺխഏఎᖂऱ
ழଢΔړإ᎔ՂԱ܃ଚխഏऱਞᆏΖړ༓ଡխഏ֖ࣛຟᝮᓮהΞΞΖୂୂݺ
༉ΞΞΔ່৵Օ୮ຟመԱԫଡ༭ݶऱᄅڣΖឈྥመࠟװΕԿڣԱΔ۟ୂୂݺվ
սಖᖋྫᄅΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ЎњᡒࠄϔϾϸܼ݊㕢ⱘ㾷އᮍᓣˈ佪ˈܜԴᑨ䆹㗗㰥ĂĂǄ݊ˈԴⳟ
ⳟҪӀĂĂǄг㽕ĂĂǄ䖬᳝ĂĂ㋴г㽕㗗㰥ࠄǄ៥હહЁ⬭ᄺⱘ
ᯊˈℷད䍊ϞњԴӀЁⱘ㡖ǄདϾЁ᳟ট䛑䙔䇋ҪĂĂǄ៥હહ
ህĂĂˈ᳔ৢᆊ䛑䖛њϔϾᛝᖿⱘᮄᑈǄ㱑✊䖛এϸǃϝᑈњˈ៥હહ㟇Ҟ
ҡ䆄ᖚ⢍ᮄǄ
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3. Give direct advice as to what you think your friend should do. For
example:
[Traditional-character version]
֖ࠩࣛۯࠟނאױ܃ԫದΔᇿהଚԫದၦΔנބԫଡᇞ㢾ᙄऄΖݺઌ
ॾΔהଚຟਢᇞԳრऱ֖ࣛΔլጥ܃נչ䈥㢾ࡳΔהଚຟᄎᇞ܃ऱΖᎅ
լࡳ່ࠩ৵܃࿇Δࠐ۞աऱᐞਢڍ塒ऱࡋΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Դৃҹᡞϸԡ᳟টিࠄϔ䍋ˈ䎳ҪӀϔ䍋ଚ䞣ˈᡒߎϔϾ㾷⊩ࡲއǄ៥Ⳍ
ֵˈҪӀ䛑ᰃ㾷Ҏᛣⱘ᳟টˈϡㅵԴߎخҔМއᅮˈҪӀ䛑Ӯ⧚㾷ԴⱘǄ䇈
ϡᅮࠄ᳔ৢԴথ⦄ˈॳᴹ㞾Ꮕⱘ乒㰥ᰃԭⱘਸ਼Ǆ

Topic Fourteen: Travel
Story Narration
The following pictures present a sequence of events. Write a complete story based on these pictures.
1.

2.

3.

4.
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REMINDERS
Write a complete narration, including characters, setting, and plot. Pay special
attention to the setting. Explain the relationships between the characters; describe
their physical appearances, and also their feelings and facial expressions. Make sure
to clarify the sequence of events. Use proper complements.
OUTLINE
FIRST PARAGRAPH: Introduce characters, setting, and plot. The following
phrases and idioms may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
׀Δሏᥦ९ৄΔᘋ७௺Δᖿ೯ሂԱದࠐ

[Simplified-character version]
⠊ᄤˈ␌㾜䭓ජˈ݈催䞛⚜ˈ▔ࡼᕫ䏇њ䍋ᴹ

SECOND PARAGRAPH: Describe how the story progresses, focusing on the
characters’ actions and expressions; use proper transitional elements. Include what
each character might be saying and thinking. The following words, phrases, and
idioms may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
ᆄߺ९ৄΔႂΔ݇ᨠΔזײԳ໌اທऱ࡛᠌Δ૰լ֗ৱΔझΔีΔլࠩ
९ৄॺړዧΔףईΔؚದ壄壀ΔᤉᥛՂझ

[Simplified-character version]
ϛ䞠䭓ජˈ䲘ӳˈໂ㾖ˈসҷҎ⇥߯䗴ⱘ༛䗍ˈ䖿ϡঞᕙˈ⠀ˈ㌃ˈϡࠄ
䭓ජ䴲ད∝ˈࡴ⊍ˈᠧ䍋㊒⼲ˈ㒻㓁ᕔϞ⠀

THIRD PARAGRAPH: Conclude the story. The following phrase and proverb
can be used:
[Traditional-character version]
ഒࠩࢍ༉ਢܓΔტࠩྤֺᘋࡉ۞ᎌ

[Simplified-character version]
മᣕࠄᑩህᰃ㚰߽ˈᛳࠄ᮴↨催݈㞾䈾

E-mail Response
Read this e-mail from a friend and then type a response.
[Traditional-character version]
࿇ٙԳΚ՛ຳ
ၡٙᠲΚளሏ
ݺല܂㻽ٌངᖂ܃װسଚᖂீᖂΖڇຍԫڣխΔೈԱᖂא؆Δݺᝫუ
ڇભഏளሏΖݺਢรԫװڻભഏΔኙભഏளሏֱ૿ऱൣउլ֜ᛵᇞΔᓮ܃ݺ
ԫࠄ৬ᤜΔֺ৻ڕ䈥ளሏ່ઊᙒΛୌࠄࡱᆏװୌࠄளሏནរֺለٽᔞΛளሏழ
ࣹრࠄչ䈥Λ
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[Simplified-character version]
থӊҎ˖ᇣ䲾
䚂ӊЏ乬˖ᮙ␌
៥ᇚЎѸᤶᄺ⫳এԴӀᄺ᷵ᄺдǄ䖭ϔᑈЁˈ䰸њᄺдҹˈ៥䖬ᛇ
㕢ᮙ␌Ǆ៥ᰃϔএ㕢ˈᇍ㕢ᮙ␌ᮍ䴶ⱘᚙމϡњ㾷ˈ䇋Դ㒭៥
ϔѯᓎ䆂ˈ↨བᗢМᮙ␌᳔ⳕ䪅˛ાѯᄷ㡖এાѯᮙ␌᱃⚍↨䕗ড়䗖˛ᮙ␌ᯊ
⊼ᛣѯҔМ˛

SUGGESTIONS FOR WRITING AN E-MAIL RESPONSE
This e-mail is mainly about a friend who wants to travel in America while being
an exchange student. When responding, keep this outline in mind:
1. Greet your friend and repeat the sender’s main points. For example:
[Traditional-character version]
ᦫࠩ܃ݺଚᖂீᖂటᘋΖ܃უᛵᇞભഏளሏֱ૿ऱൣ㤝ΔݺՕᄗ
܃տฯտฯܣΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ࠄԴ㽕៥Ӏᄺ᷵ᄺдⳳ催݈ǄԴᛇњ㾷㕢ᮙ␌ᮍ䴶ⱘᚙˈމ៥ὖ㒭
Դҟ㒡ҟ㒡৻Ǆ

2. Respond to any and all questions from the sender in detail. Tell your friend
about experiences you have had traveling in the States. For example:
[Traditional-character version]
ڇભഏளሏٺڶጟٺᑌऱֱڤΔ۟Պୌጟளሏֱ່ڤઊᙒΔ༉ΞΞ
ԱΖ࣠ڕΞΞΔ߷אױ܃ףԫଡள۩षΔطᖄሏڜඈ܃ऱ۩࿓Ζຍᑌऱړ
ਢΞΞΔۖՈΞΞΖᅝྥլܓऱਢΞΞΖ࣠ڕΞΞΔ܃լ۞ա݄ଆᖲࢨ
ृװ߫־ΖլႛאױΞΞΔۖᝫ౨ΞΞΖאױᎅਢԫᜰࠟΖլመΔΞΞΖ
ᝫڶ༉ਢ۞աၲ߫ள۩ΖਝઊᙒΔԾ۞طΖ܀ਢၲ߫Ոڶၲ߫ऱΞΞΔΞΞऱ
ழଢ༉լֱঁԱΖ۟Պչ䈥ࡱᆏװչ䈥ֱچΔኙࠐݺᎅΔ֚מऱழଢݺᄎ
װΞΞΔཔࡋΔݺ༉װΞΞΖਞ֚ழ່װړΞΞΔટ֚ऱழଢΔΞΞਢ
ॺװլױऱΖݺຍଡԳΔளሏऱழଢլਢ֜ᝑߒΔլመΔݺᄎܑࣹრઠՂٽ
ᔞऱᕀΔլྥߨ९ሁऱழଢᄎᤚีΖᝫڶΔࠄൄشᢐՈؘڶΖ່ړ
Ղԫຝ֫ᖲΔᙟழٻ୮ԳΕ֖ړ۩ܫ࿓Δ܍הଚ㻽܃ᖜ֨Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
㕢ᮙ␌᳝⾡ḋⱘᮍᓣˈ㟇Ѣા⾡ᮙ␌ᮍᓣ᳔ⳕ䪅ˈህ㽕ⳟĂĂ
њǄབᵰĂĂˈ䙷ԴৃҹখࡴϔϾᮙ㸠⼒ˈ⬅ᇐ␌ᅝᥦԴⱘ㸠Ǆ䖭ḋⱘخད
໘ᰃĂĂˈ㗠ϨгĂĂǄᔧ✊ϡ߽ⱘᰃĂĂǄབᵰĂĂˈԴϡོ㞾Ꮕത亲ᴎ
㗙☿䔺এǄϡҙৃҹĂĂˈ㗠Ϩ䖬㛑ĂĂǄৃҹ䇈ᰃϔВϸᕫǄϡ䖛ˈĂĂǄ
䖬᳝ህᰃ㞾Ꮕᓔ䔺ᮙ㸠Ǆ᮶ⳕ䪅ˈজ㞾⬅ǄԚᰃᓔ䔺г᳝ᓔ䔺ⱘĂĂˈĂĂⱘ
ᯊህϡᮍ֓њǄ㟇ѢҔМᄷ㡖এҔМഄᮍˈᇍ៥ᴹ䇈ˈހⱘᯊ៥Ӯ
এĂĂˈᱥ؛ਸ਼ˈ៥ህএĂĂǄᯊ᳔དএĂĂⳟⳟˈ⾟ⱘᯊˈĂĂᰃ
䴲এϡৃⱘǄ៥䖭ϾҎˈᮙ␌ⱘᯊϡᰃ䆆おˈϡ䖛ˈ៥Ӯ⡍߿⊼ᛣこϞড়
䗖ⱘ䵟ˈ㽕ϡ✊䍄䭓䏃ⱘᯊӮ㾝ᕫ㌃Ǆ䖬᳝ˈᏺѯᐌ⫼㥃г᳝ᖙ㽕Ǆ᳔དᏺ
Ϟϔ䚼ᴎˈ䱣ᯊᆊҎǃདটਞ㸠ˈܡᕫҪӀЎԴᢙᖗǄ
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3. List places that you think she should visit. Add some general advice about
traveling. For example:
[Traditional-character version]
ᖕ܃ऱൣउΔݺՕᄗ܃Աԫଡள۩ૠቤΔࠎ܃ەΖࠩ܃ભഏא
৵ΔՈאױ٣ΞΞ٦ެࡳΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ḍԴⱘᚙˈމ៥ὖ㒭ԴخњϔϾᮙ㸠䅵ߦˈկԴখ㗗ǄԴࠄ㕢ҹ
ৢˈгৃҹܜĂĂއخݡᅮǄ

Topic Fifteen: Art
Story Narration
The following pictures present a sequence of events. Write a complete story based
on these pictures.
1.

2.

3.

4.
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REMINDERS
Write a complete narration, including characters, setting, and plot. Describe the
physical appearances of characters, and their feelings and facial expressions. Make
sure to clarify the sequence of events. Use proper complements.
OUTLINE
FIRST PARAGRAPH: Introduce characters, setting, and plot. The following
words, phrases, and idioms may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
ሽီৠኟΔࣳפΔኙΞΞტᘋᔊΔ֛פሽᐙΔ֟ࣥࣳפΔቖԳΔሎ೯Δ
ፋ壄ᄎ壀

[Simplified-character version]
⬉㾚ሣᐩˈ℺ࡳˈᇍĂĂᛳ݈䍷ˈࡳ⬉ᕅˈᇥᵫ℺ࡳˈڻҎˈ䖤ࡼਬˈ
㘮㊒Ӯ⼲ˈ

SECOND PARAGRAPH: Describe how the story progresses, focusing on the
characters’ actions and expressions; use proper transitional elements. The following
words, phrases, and proverbs may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
ࣳᠧΔᔹᦰΔᐖ㻽ੌႚऱߪֱऄΔࣳფृړΔࣳᖂீΔಝᒭ
ఄΔඒᒭΔඒᖂᆖ᧭᠆༄ΔؚஜΔᒭࣳΔஜΔԸΔפΔٺጟ೯܂ΔႧᖂ
ેᒭΔൎߪ᧯Δ֛פΔᥳ࣬ᗣګಾΔפګ

[Simplified-character version]
℺ᴃᴖᖫˈ䯙䇏ˈᑓЎ⌕Ӵⱘع䑿ᮍ⊩ˈ℺ᴃ⠅ད㗙ˈ℺ᴃᄺ᷵ˈ䆁㒗
⧁ˈᬭ㒗ˈᬭᄺ㒣偠Єᆠˈᠧᣇˈ㒗℺ˈᣇᴃˈߔᴃˈ⇨ࡳˈ⾡ࡼˈࢸᄺ
㢺㒗ˈᔎ䑿عԧˈা㽕ࡳ⏅ˈ䪕ᵉ⺼៤䩜ˈ៤ࡳ

THIRD PARAGRAPH: Conclude the story. The following phrases and proverb
can be used:
[Traditional-character version]
Հެ֨Δԫ։ౙౘԫ։گᡸΔࣳ塢ΔࣳሽᐙᆏΔࣳףֺΔኔ
ؾᑑΔ֛פሽᐙࣔਣ

[Simplified-character version]
ϟއᖗˈϔߚ㗩㗬ϔߚᬊ㦋ˈ℺ᴃ佚ˈ℺ᴃ⬉ᕅ㡖ˈখࡴ℺ᴃ↨䌯ˈᅲ⦄
Ⳃᷛˈࡳ⬉ᕅᯢ᯳

E-mail Response
Read this e-mail from a friend and then type a response.
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[Traditional-character version]
࿇ٙԳΚାႆ
ၡٙᠲΚᙇୌ॰ᢌᓰ࿓Λ
ݺৰᦟՂᢌᓰΔܑਢईࡉᢌΖؚࠐءݺጩՀᖂཚނຍࠟ॰ᓰ
ຟᙇՂΔױਢݺऱඒᖄඒஃᎅΔݺ౨ᙇࠡխऱԫ॰Δڂ㻽ڶԫ॰ᑇᖂᓰΔՀ
ᖂཚԫࡳᙇΔܡঞڶᅀΖईࡉᢌຟਢݺᦟऱᓰΔ࣋ඵୌԫ॰Δݺ
ຟඍլΖ࣠ڕਢ܃Δ܃ᄎ৻䈥ᙇΛ

[Simplified-character version]
থӊҎ˖ѥ
䚂ӊЏ乬˖䗝ા䮼㡎ᴃ䇒˛
៥ᕜ୰Ϟ㡎ᴃ䇒ˈ⡍߿ᰃ⊍⬏㡎ᴃǄ៥ᴀᴹᠧㅫϟᄺᳳᡞ䖭ϸ䮼䇒
䛑䗝Ϟˈৃᰃ៥ⱘᬭᇐᬭᏜ䇈ˈ៥া㛑䗝݊Ёⱘϔ䮼ˈЎ᳝ϔ䮼᭄ᄺ䇒ˈϟ
ᄺᳳϔᅮ㽕䗝ˈ৺᳝߭咏⚺Ǆ⊍⬏㡎ᴃ䛑ᰃ៥୰ⱘ䇒ˈᬒᓗાϔ䮼ˈ៥
䛑㟡ϡᕫǄབᵰᰃԴˈԴӮᗢМ䗝˛

SUGGESTIONS FOR WRITING AN E-MAIL RESPONSE
This e-mail is mainly about your friend who is having a hard time deciding which
arts class to drop. When responding, keep this outline in mind:
1. Repeat the sender’s main points.
2. Respond to any and all questions from the sender in detail. Tell a story
about yourself or a friend who has gone through a similar situation.
3. Tell what you would do if you were in her situation.
The following is a sample:
[Traditional-character version]
ାႆΚ
ݺუԳଚኙ۞ա֨ფऱ᜔ࣟ۫ਢৰᣄ໊ඍऱΔࢬ܃אڇऱ֨ൣݺ౨
ᇞΖ
ࠡኔΔࠃൣࠀ܃ڶუ߷䈥ᣄᙄΖ܃ءլਢչ䈥࣋ඵΔլመਢৱ
ԫڣቪΖ܃վڣ٣ᙇԫ॰ईࢨृᢌΔࣔڣ٦ނԫ॰ᓰᙇԱΖ۟࣍٣ᙇ
չ䈥Δ৵ᙇչ䈥ΔݺଙᤚڶរࠝᖂംΖᖕࢬݺवΔईᓰᏁՕၦऱᓰ৵ᒭ
ΔۖᢌᏁಖᖋৰ۫ࣟڍΖࢬאΔڇ܃ᙇᓰհছΔຍࠄైڂຟᚨᇠەᐞ
ၞװΖڣװݺऱᓰ༉ᙇլ֜ړΔࠡխࠟڶ॰ᓰΔឈྥຟլ֜ᣄΔ܀ਢ܂ᄐ
ڍΔەᇢՈլ֟ΔຟਢᏁक़ৰڍழၴװಖᖋऱ߷ጟᓰΖ࣠ΔԫᖂཚՀࠐΔ
ݺఒᖉլΔۖګᜎՈլ֜უΖ
ݦݺඨ܃౨൷࠹ݺऱඒಝΔጐױ౨ەᐞ٤૿ԫࠄΖݺਢ܃ऱᇩΔݺ༉
٣ᙇईᓰΔނᢌఎࠩࣔڣ٦ՂΖᦫݺᎅΔহଚᖂீৰڍᖂسᄎشܓཔ
װषՕᖂՂᢌΔՈਢԫଡլᙑऱᙇᖗܴΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ѥ˖
៥ᛇҎӀᇍ㞾Ꮕᖗ⠅ⱘϰ㽓ᘏᰃᕜ䲒ࡆ㟡ⱘˈ᠔ҹԴ⦄ⱘᖗᚙ៥㛑⧚
㾷Ǆ
݊ᅲˈџᚙᑊ≵᳝Դᛇᕫ䙷М䲒ࡲǄԴḍᴀϡᰃҔМᬒᓗˈাϡ䖛ᰃㄝᕙ
ϔᑈ௯ǄԴҞᑈܜ䗝ϔ䮼⊍⬏㗙㡎ᴃˈᯢᑈݡᡞϔ䮼䇒䗝њǄ㟇Ѣܜ䗝
ҔМˈৢ䗝ҔМˈ៥צ㾝ᕫ᳝⚍ܓᄺ䯂Ǆ៥᠔ⶹˈ⊍⬏䇒䳔㽕䞣ⱘ䇒ৢ㒗
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дˈ㗠㡎ᴃ䳔㽕䆄ᖚᕜϰ㽓Ǆ᠔ҹˈԴ䗝䇒Пࠡˈ䖭ѯ㋴䛑ᑨ䆹㗗㰥
䖯এǄ៥এᑈⱘ䇒ህ䗝ᕫϡདˈ݊Ё᳝ϸ䮼䇒ˈ㱑✊䛑ϡ䲒ˈԚᰃϮ
ˈ㗗䆩гϡᇥˈ䛑ᰃ䳔㽕㢅ᕜᯊ䯈এ䆄ᖚⱘ䙷⾡䇒Ǆ㒧ᵰˈϔᄺᳳϟᴹˈ
៥⮆ᚿϡˈ㗠៤㒽гϡ⧚ᛇǄ
៥ᏠᳯԴ㛑ফ៥ⱘᬭ䆁ˈሑৃ㛑㗗㰥ᕫܼ䴶ϔѯǄ៥㽕ᰃԴⱘ䆱ˈ៥ህ
ܜ䗝⊍⬏䇒ˈᡞ㡎ᴃ⬭ࠄᯢᑈݡϞǄ៥䇈ˈઅӀᄺ᷵ᕜᄺ⫳Ӯ߽⫼ᱥ؛
এ⼒ऎᄺϞ㡎ᴃˈгᰃϔϾϡ䫭ⱘ䗝ᢽਔǄ

Topic Sixteen: Literature & History
Story Narration
The following pictures present a sequence of events. Write a complete story based on these pictures.
1.

2.

3.

4.
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REMINDERS
Write a complete narration, including characters, setting, and plot. Describe the
physical appearances of the characters, and also their feelings and facial expressions.
Make sure to clarify the sequence of events.
OUTLINE
FIRST PARAGRAPH: Introduce characters, setting, and plot. The following
words, phrases, and idioms may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
ࢋΔቹΔྱᅓየؾΔ։ᣊΔٺጟᦰढΔᔞٽլٵᔹᦰֽؓऱᦰृΔᖂ
ەΔ՛ᎅ

[Simplified-character version]
кᑫˈкˈ⨇⧙⒵Ⳃˈߚ㉏ˈ⾡䇏⠽ˈ䗖ড়ϡৠ䯙䇏∈ᑇⱘ䇏㗙ˈᄺ
дখ㗗кˈᇣ䇈

SECOND PARAGRAPH: Describe how the story progresses, focusing on the
characters’ actions and expressions. Describe what each character is thinking. The
following words, phrases, idioms, and proverb may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
֮ࠢײᖂ܂Δრ؆چ࿇Δኄ༆ޣאऱ՛ᎅΔՂઍණΔࣲૉ߆Δట
ਢᔏధᥳᕀྤΔࠐ٤լ၄֛פΔཱིگΔٌཱིΔᙒץ㠪़़ऱ

[Simplified-character version]
স᭛ᄺકˈᛣഄথ⦄ˈṺᆤҹ∖ⱘᇣ䇈ˈ୰ϞⳝṶˈ୰㢹⢖ˈⳳ
ᰃ䏣⸈䪕䵟᮴㾙໘ˈᕫᴹܼϡ䌍ࡳˈᬊℒৄˈѸℒˈ䪅ࣙ䞠ぎぎⱘ

THIRD PARAGRAPH: Conclude the story. The following words, phrases, and
sentences can be used:
[Traditional-character version]
ྤױ۶Δᡖထ᧐᧐լඍऱ֨ൣΔ࣋ڃΔ壄ؚ७Δღઍેᜭ

[Simplified-character version]
᮴ৃ༜ԩˈᗔⴔᘟᘟϡ㟡ⱘᖗᚙˈᬒಲॳ໘ˈ≵㊒ᠧ䞛ˈᛕⳝ㢺㜌

E-mail Response
Read this e-mail from a friend and then type a response.
[Traditional-character version]
࿇ٙԳΚ᎓ࣛࣛ
ၡٙᠲΚࣚ堸֮֏ᢌ
ԫڣԫ৫ऱீႼ֮֏ᆏ༉ၲࡨԱΔࠩழല᠆ڶ༄ڍऱ֮֏ᢌ೯Ζ
ݺᄷໂࠡףխऱႚอࣚᇘᢌ।ዝᆏؾΔუຏመࣚ堸ᢌ୶ݺଚऱ୮அ֮
֏ۥΖݺլवሐᇠᙇᖗչ䈥ᑌऱࣚᇘթ౨ሒࠩຍԫؾऱΔᓮݺԫࠄ৬ᤜΖ
Μ
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[Simplified-character version]
থӊҎ˖䍉᳟᳟
䚂ӊЏ乬˖᳡佄᭛࣪㡎ᴃ
ϔᑈϔᑺⱘ᷵ು᭛࣪㡖ህ㽕ᓔྟњˈࠄᯊᇚ᳝Єᆠᔽⱘ᭛࣪㡎ᴃ⌏ࡼǄ
៥ޚখࡴ݊ЁⱘӴ㒳᳡㺙㡎ᴃ㸼ⓨ㡖Ⳃˈᛇ䗮䖛᳡佄㡎ᴃሩ⦄៥Ӏⱘᆊᒁ᭛
࣪⡍㡆Ǆ៥ϡⶹ䘧䆹䗝ᢽҔМḋⱘ᳡㺙ᠡ㛑䖒ࠄ䖭ϔⳂⱘˈ䇋㒭៥ϔѯᓎ䆂Ǆ
䇶䇶ʽ

SUGGESTIONS FOR WRITING AN E-MAIL RESPONSE
This e-mail is mainly about choosing between two costumes for a cultural festival.
When responding, keep this outline in mind:
1. Repeat the sender’s main points.
2. Respond to any and all questions from the sender in detail.
3. Give your friend some advice on this topic.
The following is a sample:
[Traditional-character version]
ࣛࣛ;
ట║ᐠܴ܃Δאױףຍ䈥ڶრᆠऱ֮֏ᢌ।ዝΖ܃वሐႯΔݺԫऴຟ
ݦඨ౨ڶᖲᄎףຍᣊ೯Δױ൦ڶΖ
ݺუᖂீᜰᙄႚอࣚᇘᢌ।ዝֺΔؾऱլመਢᏺ㺞ᖂسኙլ֏֮ٵऱ
ᘋᔊΔᖂࠎ༼سԫଡڍጟ֮֏ٌੌऱᛩቼΖऱࣚᇘ౨㴥᧯اග֮
֏ۥ༉㴥ԱΖ۟࣍܃ऱࣚᇘΔݺᤚނאױ܃܂㻽ֺףऱࣚᇘΖݺ
հࢬאຍᑌ৬ᤜΔԫࠐਢڂ㻽܃टटਢխഏԳΔਢխഏࠢীऱႚอࣚᇘհ
ԫΔਢխഏႚอ֮֏ऱԫଡૹิګຝ։ΙԲࠐਢ܃ऱߪޗৰᔞٽઠΖ܃
܃ΔߪޗਗΔլլᒇΔۚጠΖאױუွࠐנΔ܃ઠՂԫࡳᄎ
ԳભᣝΕᚌႁऱભٱړွΖᅝྥΔᙇᖗ۫ࣚڤᇘנՈৰլᙑΔኙ܃ᑷൣ࡞
࣋ऱᔆৰٽᔞΖ
ݦඨݺऱ৬ᤜ౨ኙࢬڶ܃ᚥܗΖܑݱԱڇࣁࠄᅃׂΔബݺ։ࠆܴΜ

[Simplified-character version]
᳟᳟
ⳳ㕵ᜩԴਔˈৃҹখࡴ䖭М᳝ᛣНⱘ᭛࣪㡎ᴃ㸼ⓨ↨䌯ǄԴⶹ䘧৫ˈ៥ϔ
Ⳉ䛑Ꮰᳯ㛑᳝ᴎӮখࡴ䖭㉏⌏ࡼˈৃᚰ≵᳝Ǆ
៥ᛇᄺ᷵ВࡲӴ㒳᳡㺙㡎ᴃ㸼ⓨ↨䌯ˈⳂⱘϡ䖛ᰃᔎᄺ⫳ᇍϡৠ᭛࣪ⱘ
݈䍷ˈ㒭ᄺ⫳ᦤկϔϾ⾡᭛࣪Ѹ⌕ⱘ⦃๗Ǆা㽕খ䌯ⱘ᳡㺙㛑ԧ⦄⇥ᮣ᭛
࣪⡍㡆ህњǄ㟇ѢԴⱘ᳡㺙ˈ៥㾝ᕫԴৃҹᡞ᮫㹡Ўখࡴ↨䌯ⱘ᳡㺙Ǆ៥
П᠔ҹ䖭ḋᓎ䆂ˈϔᴹᰃЎԴ⠌⠌ᰃЁҎˈ᮫㹡ᰃЁൟⱘӴ㒳᳡㺙П
ϔˈᰃЁӴ㒳᭛࣪ⱘϔϾ䞡㽕㒘៤䚼ߚ˗ѠᴹᰃԴⱘ䑿ᴤᕜ䗖ড়こ᮫㹡ǄԴ
ⳟԴˈ䑿ᴤ催ᣥˈϡ㚪ϡ⯺ˈ偼㙝ࣔ⿄Ǆৃҹᛇ䈵ᕫߎᴹˈԴこϞ᮫㹡ϔᅮӮ
㒭Ҏ㕢БǃӬ䲙ⱘ㕢དॄ䈵Ǆᔧ✊ˈ䗝ᢽ㽓ᓣ᳡㺙ߎഎгᕜϡ䫭ˈᇍԴ⛁ᚙ༨
ᬒⱘ⇨䋼ᕜড়䗖Ǆ
Ꮰᳯ៥ⱘᓎ䆂㛑ᇍԴ᳝᠔ᐂࡽǄ߿ᖬњ⦄എᢡѯ✻⠛ˈᆘ㒭៥ߚѿਔʽ
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Topic Seventeen: Society
Story Narration
The following pictures present a sequence of events. Write a complete story based on these pictures.
Although this set of pictures was used to explain the scoring guidelines earlier in the book, students
are advised to compose their own story here.
1.

3.

2.

4.

REMINDERS
Write a complete narration. Remember to include the characters, the setting, and
the plot. Explain the relationships between the characters; describe their physical
appearances, as well as their feelings and facial expressions. Make sure to clarify the
sequence of events. Use proper complements.
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OUTLINE
FIRST PARAGRAPH: Introduce characters, setting, and plot. The following
phrases may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
၌్ؑΔড়ࣚ೭ຝΔᦫ࠷ড়რߠΔຂಯངΔ֘墅ॾஒΔՠ܂
ڦ

[Simplified-character version]
䍙㑻Ꮦഎˈ乒ᅶ᳡ࡵ䚼ˈপ乒ᅶᛣ㾕ˈ䋳䋷ଚક䗔ᤶˈড作ֵᙃˈᎹ
㐕ᖭ

SECOND PARAGRAPH: Describe how the story progresses, focusing on the
characters’ actions and expressions; use proper transitional elements. Be sure to
include what each character is thinking. The following words, phrases, and idioms
may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
֭ปΔೝྥ࿇ΔۯઌٵΔᜲֽ㤪լԫᑌΔנრறΔլֆؓΔࣴီഡ
ՖΔፂᥨ۞աऱᦞ墿Δᇞ㢾ംᠲΔ৳ஃࠃ೭ࢬΔದ္

[Simplified-character version]
ᬃ⼼ˈ✊يথ⦄ˈ㘠ԡⳌৠˈ㭾∈ैϡϔḋˈߎТᛣ᭭ˈϡ݀ᑇˈ℻㾚ཛ
ཇˈ㓈ᡸ㞾ᏅⱘᴗⲞˈ㾷އ䯂乬ˈᕟᏜџࡵ᠔ˈ䍋䆝

THIRD PARAGRAPH: Conclude the story. The following words, phrases, and
idioms can be used:
[Traditional-character version]
ٵޣՠٵሟΔܒ㢾ΔՕᛧ٤ΔࡴᤢԱΔፂᥨߊՖؓ

[Simplified-character version]
㽕∖ৠᎹৠ䝀ˈ߸ˈއ㦋ܼ㚰ˈᅬৌ䌶њˈ㓈ᡸ⬋ཇᑇㄝ

E-mail Response
Read this e-mail from a friend from China and then type a response.
[Traditional-character version]
࿇ٙԳΚࣔ
ၡٙᠲΚ᧐ࢤٵ౨ܡദ
᧐ࢤٵਢԫଡᑷ॰ᇩᠲΖؾছՂڶৰृ᧐ࢤٵڍΔ܀ਢڇषᄎࡉሐᐚ
ᨠ࢚ՂΔԳଚᝫݙڶ٤൷࠹᧐ࢤٵຍԫᆢ᧯Δڇऄ৳ՂՈਢڶٺլٵΖ܃ଚ
ഏ୮ऱԳኙ৻᧐ࢤٵ䈥Λ᧐ࢤٵദ܃ڇଚഏ୮ਢٽܡऄΛΜ

[Simplified-character version]
থӊҎ˖䇶ᯢ
䚂ӊЏ乬˖ৠᗻᘟ㛑৺㒧ီ
ৠᗻᘟᰃϔϾ⛁䮼䆱乬ǄⳂࠡϪ⬠Ϟ᳝ᕜৠᗻᘟ㗙ˈԚᰃ⼒Ӯ䘧ᖋ
㾖ᗉϞˈҎӀ䖬≵᳝ᅠܼফৠᗻᘟ䖭ϔ㕸ԧˈ⊩ᕟϞгᰃ᳝ϡৠǄԴӀ
ᆊⱘҎᇍৠᗻᘟᗢМⳟ˛ৠᗻᘟ㒧ီԴӀᆊᰃ৺ড়⊩˛䇶䇶ʽ
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SUGGESTIONS FOR WRITING AN E-MAIL RESPONSE
This e-mail asks about the status of same-sex marriage in the United States, and
solicits opinions on this matter in general. When responding, keep this outline in
mind:
1. Repeat the sender’s main points. For example:
[Traditional-character version]
Դ՚ֵЁᦤࠄৠᗻ។ଣ丠ˈᅗ⺎ᆺᰃⳂࠡϪ⬠ⱘ➅䭔䁅丠Пϔˈ㕢
гϡ՟Ǆ

[Simplified-character version]
ԴᴹֵЁᦤࠄৠᗻᘟ䯂乬ˈᅗ⹂ᅲᰃⳂࠡϪ⬠ⱘ⛁䮼䆱乬Пϔˈ㕢
гϡ՟Ǆ

2. Respond to any and all questions addressed by the sender in detail. Discuss
both sides of the argument and then choose your own position on this topic.
For example:
[Traditional-character version]
㕢ৠᗻ។㛑৺㌤ီˈןഄᮍϡϔῷǄ᳝ѯᎲᏆ㍧ড়⊩࣪њˈབᮄ╸
㽓Ꮂࡴ߽⽣ሐѲᎲㄝǄП᠔ҹ᳝䗭ῷⱘϡৠˈᰃ⠆㕢Ҏᇡৠᗻ។ⱘⳟ⊩
⭄Ǆ᳝ѯҎ㾎ᕫ……ˈϔѯै䁡⠆……Ǆ៥ןҎ䁡⠆ˈৠᗻ។ឝ䁆᳝㌤
ီⱘ⃞߽Ǆ⠆ϔˈ……ˈѠˈ……Ǆˈ⠆݀⇥ˈҪץাϡ䘢ᰃ⫳
⧚Ϟ䎳߹Ҏϡϔῷˈ݀⇥ⱘᑇㄝ⃞Ҫץ⠆Ҕ咑ϡ㛑᳝ਸ਼˛⭊✊ˈৠᗻ។㌤
ီˈг᳗㌺……ᐊ՚䉴䴶ⱘᕅ䷓ˈ⠆……Ǆ᠔ҹ⊩ᕟϞᇡৠᗻ។㌤ီᜢ䞡ϔ
ѯгᰃឝ䁆ⱘǄ

[Simplified-character version]
㕢ৠᗻᘟ㛑৺㒧ီˈϾഄᮍϡϔḋǄ᳝ѯᎲᏆ㒣ড়⊩࣪њˈབᮄ⋑
㽓Ꮂࡴ߽⽣ሐѮᎲㄝǄП᠔ҹ᳝䖭ḋⱘϡৠˈᰃЎ㕢Ҏᇍৠᗻᘟⱘⳟ⊩
ᓖǄ᳝ѯҎ㾝ᕫ……ˈϔѯै䅸Ў……Ǆ៥ϾҎ䅸Ўˈৠᗻᘟᑨ䆹᳝㒧
ီⱘᴗ߽ǄЎϔˈ……ˈѠˈ……ǄˈЎ݀⇥ˈҪӀাϡ䖛ᰃ⫳
⧚Ϟ䎳߿Ҏϡϔḋˈ݀⇥ⱘᑇㄝᴗҪӀЎҔМϡ㛑᳝ਸ਼˛ᔧ✊ˈৠᗻᘟ㒧
ီˈгӮ㒭……ᏺᴹ䋳䴶ⱘᕅડˈЎ……Ǆ᠔ҹ⊩ᕟϞᇍৠᗻᘟ㒧ီᜢ䞡ϔ
ѯгᰃᑨ䆹ⱘǄ

3. Give any additional thoughts you may have on this topic.
[Traditional-character version]
ℸˈ៥ᛇԴ㭺 …… ˈ䛑ᰃ䮰Ѣ㕢ৠᗻ។ˈᰃⳂ᳔ࠡ⌕㸠ⱘܽᴀ
Ǆ㙑䁾Ёгৃҹ䊋ࠄ㗙೪仼ࠄ׳Ǆབᵰᡒϡࠄˈህਞ䀈៥ˈ៥㌺
ԴᆘএǄ

[Simplified-character version]
ℸˈ៥ᛇԴ㤤 …… ˈ䛑ᰃ݇Ѣ㕢ৠᗻᘟˈᰃⳂ᳔ࠡ⌕㸠ⱘϸᴀ
кǄ䇈Ёгৃҹфࠄ㗙к佚ࠄ׳Ǆབᵰᡒϡࠄˈህਞ䆝៥ˈ៥㒭
ԴᆘএǄ
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Topic Eighteen: Geography & Climate
Story Narration
The following pictures present a sequence of events. Write a complete story based on these pictures.
1.

2.

3.

4.

REMINDERS
Write a complete narration. Be sure to include the characters, the setting, and the
plot. Explain the relationships between the characters; describe their physical appearances as well as their feelings and facial expressions. Make sure to clarify the
sequence of events. Use proper complements.
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OUTLINE
FIRST PARAGRAPH: Introduce characters, setting, and plot. The following
words, phrases, and idioms may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
ሁ࣐ཎ߷ڜΔ৩ᙩऱ௧ࡾΔ௧૿ՂଅؓᙩΔዦॽऱܑኀΔڞڞऱৢືڇ
ၺ٠Հ؆ᙌؾΔᚌભऱᛩቼΔၢޘଅൣΔᨃԳ֨ᡛ壀ࢣ

[Simplified-character version]
䏃ᯧᮃᅝ䙷ˈᑑ䴭ⱘ⍋ኌˈ⍋䴶Ϟ亢ᑇ⌾䴭ˈⓖ҂ⱘ߿๙ˈᇪᇪⱘሟ乊
䰇ܝϟḐ䝦ⳂˈӬ㕢ⱘ⦃๗ˈеᴥ亢ᚙˈ䅽Ҏᖗᯋ⼲ᗵ

SECOND PARAGRAPH: Describe how the story progresses, focusing on the
characters’ actions and expressions; use proper transitional elements. Be sure to
describe what each person is thinking. Give detailed descriptions of the weather
and setting. The following words, phrases, and idioms can be used:
[Traditional-character version]
Օ۫ΔႜઇՕॸΔੋֽΔሽೂሼᏓΔᑫྔྂΔᚰΔ৬ᗰढΕࢪৢ
ኻᄤΔܖ৵塒سΔஎ᥈Δ༨༨լڜΔᐡ֨᭜᭜ΔᠦΔಲᣄ

[Simplified-character version]
㽓⋟ˈؒⲚ䲼ˈ⋾∈ˈ⬉䮾䳋号ˈ╢␗≍⍠ˈ㺁ߏˈᓎㄥ⠽ǃ᠓ሟ㹿
ᨻ↕ˈࡿৢԭ⫳ˈᘤᚻˈᛈᛈϡᅝˈᖻᖗᖵᖵˈ᩸⾏ˈ䗗䲒

THIRD PARAGRAPH: Conclude the story. The following words and phrases can
be used:
[Traditional-character version]
ᘣ൯ΔᑷൣࢵৱΔյઌᚥܗ

[Simplified-character version]
҆ˈ⛁ᚙᕙˈѦⳌᐂࡽ

E-mail Response
Read this e-mail from a friend from China and then type a response.
[Traditional-character version]
࿇ٙԳΚᏥࣟ
ၡٙᠲΚչ䈥ழଢװֺڎለړΛ
ڎլႛਢભഏԳऱளሏནរΔՈਢ່ထټऱளሏچհԫΖؚݺ
ጩڇشܓભഏᖂऱຍԫڣխװڎளሏΖኙࠐݺᎅΔڎհ۩౨ڜඈ
ڇ༃ࢨृཔ㠪Ζ܃ᤚݺୌԫଡࡱᆏֺװለړΛᓮݺԫࠄ৬ᤜΖΜ
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[Simplified-character version]
থӊҎ˖߬ϰ
䚂ӊЏ乬˖ҔМᯊএ࿕་↨䕗ད˛
࿕་ϡҙᰃ㕢Ҏⱘᮙ␌᱃⚍ˈгᰃϪ⬠᳔㨫ৡⱘᮙ␌㚰ഄПϔǄ៥ᠧ
ㅫ߽⫼㕢ᄺдⱘ䖭ϔᑈЁএ࿕་ᮙ␌Ǆᇍ៥ᴹ䇈ˈ࿕་П㸠া㛑ᅝᥦ
ᆦ؛㗙ᱥ؛䞠ǄԴ㾝ᕫ៥ાϔϾᄷ㡖এ↨䕗ད˛䇋㒭៥ϔѯᓎ䆂Ǆ䇶䇶ʽ

SUGGESTIONS FOR WRITING AN E-MAIL RESPONSE
This e-mail is mainly about a trip to Hawaii. When responding, keep this outline
in mind:
1. Repeat the sender’s main points.
2. Respond to any and all questions from the sender in detail. If you have
been to Hawaii before, discuss your experience there.
3. Say what you would do if you were in your friend’s position.
The following is a sample:
[Traditional-character version]
ᏥࣟΚ
ຍటਢԫଡլᙑऱளሏૠቤΔݺઌॾڎհ۩ᄎᨃسึ܃ᣄݱऱΖ
ڎऱଢ֚ᗑদΔԼ։ࡵԳΖ٤ڣऱᄵ᧢֏լՕΔמᄵڇ᥊ּ36৫ࠩ
41৫ؐ׳ΖൕԼִࠩรԲڣऱִॸֺለڍΖ܃ࠩ༼܃࣍ط౨ڇ༃པװΔ
߷ݺ܃္ܫΔڎளሏऱ࣎ࡱإਢ߷ழၴΔ堩ࢋ۰മ၄ֺለ၆Δױ܃
༼ছނள၄ᄷໂܴړΖ
אݺছװڎਢڇਞཚၴװऱΔ߷ଡழၴሏড়ֺለ֟Δઌᚨऱ၄ش༉
܅ڍΔᝫޓאױట֊چტ࠹ࠩᅝاچଅΖ܃࣠ڕՈڶਞΔڜඈڇਞٽޓ
ᔞΖ

[Simplified-character version]
߬ϰ˖
䖭ⳳᰃϔϾϡ䫭ⱘᮙ␌䅵ߦˈ៥Ⳍֵ࿕་П㸠Ӯ䅽Դ㒜⫳䲒ᖬⱘǄ࿕
་ⱘ⇨ᕫ⣀८ˈकߚᅰҎǄܼᑈⱘ⇨⏽ব࣪ϡˈހ⇨⏽ᨘ⇣ᑺࠄ
ᑺᎺেǄҢक᳜ࠄѠᑈⱘಯ᳜䲼↨䕗Ǆ⬅ѢԴᦤࠄԴা㛑ᆦᱥ؛এˈ
䙷៥ᕫਞ䆝Դˈ࿕་ᮙ␌ⱘᯎᄷℷᰃ䙷↉ᯊ䯈ˈ佁ᑫԣᆓ䌍↨䕗䌉ˈԴৃ㽕
ᦤࠡᡞᮙ䌍ޚདਔǄ
៥ҹࠡএ࿕་ᰃ؛ᳳ䯈এⱘˈ䙷Ͼᯊ䯈␌ᅶ↨䕗ᇥˈⳌᑨⱘ䌍⫼ህ
Ԣᕫˈ䖬ৃҹⳳߛഄᛳফࠄᔧഄ⇥亢ǄབᵰԴг᳝ˈ؛ᅝᥦ؛ড়
䗖Ǆ
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Topic Nineteen: Science & Technology
Story Narration
The following pictures present a sequence of events. Write a complete story based
on these pictures.
1.

2.

3.

4.

REMINDERS
Write a complete narration. Be sure to include the characters, the setting, and the
plot. Describe the physical appearances of characters as well as their feelings and
facial expressions. Make sure to clarify the sequence of events. Using proper complements will make the narration livelier.
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OUTLINE
FIRST PARAGRAPH: Introduce characters, setting, and plot. The following
words, phrases, and idioms may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
֏ᖂᓰΔኔ᧭Δኔ᧭Δኔ᧭՛ิΔᇢጥΔᗈࣦΔኔ᧭Δፋ壄ᄎ壀

[Simplified-character version]
࣪ᄺ䇒ˈᅲ偠ᅸˈᅲ偠ৄˈᅲ偠ᇣ㒘ˈ䆩ㅵˈ⚻ᵃˈخᅲ偠ˈ㘮㊒Ӯ⼲

SECOND PARAGRAPH: Describe how the story progresses, focusing on the
characters’ actions and expressions; use proper transitional elements. You can elaborate by giving extra information—for example, explaining why the explosion
occurred or why they are not wearing safety goggles. The following words, phrases,
and idioms may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
᧯ΔނΞΞଙԵᗈࣦΔլਊޣΔڜ٤ᢴΔٲᙠΔ᧫ჩ؈ൻΔᚕנԫ
ߪۀܐΔࠃਚ

[Simplified-character version]
⎆ԧˈᡞĂĂ⚻ܹצᵃˈϡᣝ㽕∖ˈخᅝܼ䬰ˈॅ䰽ˈᜠ༅ˈ১ߎϔ
䑿ˈ∫ދџᬙ

THIRD PARAGRAPH: Conclude the story. The following words, phrases, and
sentences can be used:
[Traditional-character version]
࿇سᡨ੦Δጹ৺ΔᐜࢉΔᣤᏩޅچေΔຍଡඒಝึسᣄݱ

[Simplified-character version]
থ⫳⟚⚌ˈ㋻ᗹ໘⧚ˈᑚᑌˈϹढ़ഄᡍ䆘ˈ䖭Ͼᬭ䆁㒜⫳䲒ᖬ

E-mail Response
Read this e-mail from a friend and then type a response.
[Traditional-character version]
࿇ٙԳΚພᗊ
ၡٙᠲΚչ䈥ਢઝᖂऱᖂֱऄΛ
ᖂֱऄৰૹΔڶ༳༽ԱઝᖂऱᖂֱऄΔթ౨༼ᖂயΖֱऄ
լٵΔᖂய࣠ՈլԫᑌΖݺԫऴᤚ۞աऱᖂֱऄլᙑΔ܀ਢࠀڶሒࠩ
ቃཚऱய࣠Ζ।૿Ղ܃ᖂેࠥݺڶΔױਢ܃ऱګᜎ㤪ԫऴຟֺړݺΔڶ܃
չ䈥ړऱᖂֱऄΛΜ
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[Simplified-character version]
থӊҎ˖䛁➩
䚂ӊЏ乬˖ҔМᰃ⾥ᄺⱘᄺдᮍ⊩˛
ᄺдᮍ⊩ᕜ䞡㽕ˈা᳝ᥠᦵњ⾥ᄺⱘᄺдᮍ⊩ˈᠡ㛑ᦤ催ᄺдᬜ⥛Ǆᮍ⊩
ϡৠˈᄺдᬜᵰгϡϔḋǄ៥ϔⳈ㾝ᕫ㞾Ꮕⱘᄺдᮍ⊩ϡ䫭ˈԚᰃᑊ≵᳝䖒ࠄ
乘ᳳⱘᬜᵰǄ㸼䴶ϞԴᄺд≵᳝៥ࠏ㢺ˈৃᰃԴⱘ៤㒽ैϔⳈ䛑↨៥དˈԴ᳝
ҔМདⱘᄺдᮍ⊩˛䇶䇶ʽ

SUGGESTIONS FOR WRITING AN E-MAIL RESPONSE
This e-mail is mainly about different methods of learning. When responding, keep
this outline in mind:
1. Repeat the sender’s main points.
2. Respond to any and all questions from the sender in detail.
3. Choose which learning method you prefer.
The following is a sample:
[Traditional-character version]
ພᗊ;
ړ܃Μৰᘋ౨ॾڇխፖ܃ಘᓵᖂֱऄऱംᠲΖ
ݺᤚઝᖂऱᖂֱऄ༉ਢᖕ۞աऱଡࢤរᙇᖗᖂழၴࡉᖂֱ
ڤΖֺڕΔᖕ۞աऱཕԺរࡉࢤᐛࠫࡳԫଡઌᚨऱᖂૠቤΔࠀޣ
۞աԫࡳਊᅃૠቤװΖຍᑌΔլႛ༼ԱᖂயΔᝫ౨ך։࿇ཀ۞աऱ
९Ζუ༼ᖂயΔ༉ࣹრઝᖂچሎشழၴΖྤᓵਢڇᖂீऱإൄᖂ
ᝫਢڇ୮ऱ۞ᖂΔຟլࠏ؆ΖኙࠐݺᎅΔݺऱᙰᆰ່堚ᙌऱழଢਢՂ֑:រؐ
ࡉ׳Հ֑4រছ৵Δ߷ਢݺᖂய່ऱழଢΔݺᄎތጹᖂΖ܃ᎅ܃ڶݺ
ࠥેΔګᜎֺړ܃ԫࠄΔݺუױ౨ਢڂ㻽ݺ༳༽ԱԫࠄشᆰऱᢌܣΖݺൕլ
ᨃՕᆰመ৫ఒΔีԱ༉ٖஒΔܡঞᖂڶய࣠ΖࢬאᎅΔإᒔऱᖂֱऄ
אױࠩࠃפתऱش܂Ζ
չ䈥ਢઝᖂऱᖂֱऄΔຍଡംᠲڂԳۖฆΖኙࠐݺᎅΔᔞ۞ٽաऱֱऄ
༉ਢઝᖂऱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
䛁➩
Դདʽᕜ催݈㛑ֵЁϢԴ䅼䆎ᄺдᮍ⊩ⱘ䯂乬Ǆ
៥㾝ᕫ⾥ᄺⱘᄺдᮍ⊩ህᰃḍ㞾ᏅⱘϾᗻ⡍⚍䗝ᢽᄺдᯊ䯈ᄺдᮍ
ᓣǄ↨བˈḍ㞾Ꮕⱘᱎ⡍⚍ᗻḐ⡍ᕕࠊᅮϔϾⳌᑨⱘᄺд䅵ߦˈᑊ㽕∖
㞾Ꮕϔᅮᣝ✻䅵ߦএخǄ䖭ḋˈخϡҙᦤ催њᄺдᬜ⥛ˈ䖬㛑ߚܙথ㞾Ꮕⱘ
⡍䭓Ǆ㽕ᛇᦤ催ᄺдᬜ⥛ˈህ㽕⊼ᛣ⾥ᄺഄ䖤⫼ᯊ䯈Ǆ᮴䆎ᰃᄺ᷵ⱘℷᐌᄺ
д䖬ᰃᆊⱘ㞾ᄺˈ䛑ϡ՟Ǆᇍ៥ᴹ䇈ˈ៥ⱘ༈㛥᳔⏙䝦ⱘᯊᰃϞज⚍Ꮊ
েϟज⚍ࠡৢˈ䙷ᰃ៥ᄺдᬜ⥛᳔催ⱘᯊˈ៥Ӯᡧ㋻ᄺдǄԴ䇈៥≵᳝Դ
ࠏ㢺ˈ៤㒽↨Դདϔѯˈ៥ᛇৃ㛑ᰃЎ៥ᥠᦵњϔѯ⫼㛥ⱘ㡎ᴃ৻Ǆ៥Ңϡ
䅽㛥䖛ᑺ⮆ࢇˈ㌃њህӥᙃˈ৺߭ᄺд≵᳝ᬜᵰǄ᠔ҹ䇈ˈℷ⹂ⱘᄺдᮍ⊩
ৃҹᕫࠄџञࡳⱘס⫼Ǆ
ҔМᰃ⾥ᄺⱘᄺдᮍ⊩ˈ䖭Ͼ䯂乬Ҏ㗠ᓖǄᇍ៥ᴹ䇈ˈ䗖ড়㞾Ꮕⱘᮍ⊩
ህᰃ⾥ᄺⱘǄ
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Topic Twenty: Humans & Nature
Story Narration
The following pictures present a sequence of events. Write a complete story based on these pictures.
1.

2.

3.

4.

REMINDERS
Write a complete narration. Be sure to include the characters, the setting, and the
plot. Explain the relationships between the characters; describe their physical appearances as well as their feelings and facial expressions. Make sure to clarify the
sequence of events. Use proper complements.
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OUTLINE
FIRST PARAGRAPH: Introduce characters, setting, and plot. The following
words and phrases may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
ՠᐗΔᄿܹΔඈ࣋ᐒΔۆ़֚ΔՕ۞ྥΔᖫֵΔԳᣊΔଆߨ

[Simplified-character version]
Ꮉॖˈ⚳ˈᥦᬒᑳ⇨ˈ∵ᶧぎˈ㞾✊ˈᷥˈҎ㉏ˈ亲䍄

SECOND PARAGRAPH: Describe how the story progresses, focusing on the
characters’ actions and expressions; use proper transitional elements. Personify the
birds and give them thoughts and personalities. The following words, phrases, and
sentences may be helpful:
[Traditional-character version]
ᛩቼۆֲᣤૹΔ़ژسၴ။ࠐ။՛Δ༟ΔྤΔ༈ބᄅऱ୮Ⴜ

[Simplified-character version]
⦃๗∵ᶧ᮹䍟Ϲ䞡ˈ⫳ᄬぎ䯈䍞ᴹ䍞ᇣˈᚆઔˈ᮴༜ˈᇏᡒᮄⱘᆊು

THIRD PARAGRAPH: Conclude the story. The following words, phrases, and
sentences can be used:
[Traditional-character version]
ᠦԳᣊΔ៴ۥऱ़֚Δ೯ढऱᑗႼ

[Simplified-character version]
䖰⾏Ҏ㉏ˈ㪱㡆ⱘぎˈࡼ⠽ⱘФು

E-mail Response
Read this e-mail from a friend and then type a response.
[Traditional-character version]
࿇ٙԳΚמޕ
ၡٙᠲΚᇠլᇠش೯ढኔ᧭Λ
ڂ㻽ش೯ढኔ᧭ऱംᠲΔୂୂࡉݺञᓵԱৰ९ழၴΔ܀ਢᓴຟᎅࣚլԱ
ᓴΖୂୂݺᎁ㻽ΔԳᣊऱૹ່ࡎسΔ㻽Ա᠔एԳᣊऱఐ࿀Δઝᖂ୮ش೯ढ
ኔ᧭ྤױদॺΖݺ㤪ᎁ㻽Δຍਢৱ೯ढऱ।Δਢԫጟມ᨟ऱ۩㻽Ζݺৰუ
वሐΔኙຍଡംᠲΔ܃ਢ৻䈥ऱΛ

[Simplified-character version]
থӊҎ˖ᴢހ
䚂ӊЏ乬˖䆹ϡ䆹⫼ࡼ⠽خᅲ偠˛
Ў⫼ࡼ⠽خᅲ偠ⱘ䯂乬ˈ៥હહѝ䆎њᕜ䭓ᯊ䯈ˈԚᰃ䇕䛑䇈᳡ϡњ
䇕Ǆ៥હહ䅸ЎˈҎ㉏ⱘ⫳ੑ᳔䞡㽕ˈЎњए⊏Ҏ㉏ⱘ⮙⮯ˈ⾥ᄺᆊ⫼ࡼ⠽خ
ᅲ偠᮴ৃ८䴲Ǆ៥ै䅸Ўˈ䖭ᰃ㰤ᕙࡼ⠽ⱘ㸼⦄ˈᰃϔ⾡䞢㳂ⱘ㸠ЎǄ៥ᕜᛇ
ⶹ䘧ˈᇍ䖭Ͼ䯂乬ˈԴᰃᗢМⳟⱘ˛
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SUGGESTIONS FOR WRITING AN E-MAIL RESPONSE
This e-mail is mainly about using animals in the lab for testing. When responding,
keep this outline in mind:
1. Repeat the sender’s main points.
2. Respond to any and all questions from the sender in detail. Discuss the pros
and cons of animal testing.
3. Make a suggestion.
The following is a sample:
[Traditional-character version]
מޕΚ
ຍଡംᠲԫऴࠐאຟਢԫଡڶञᤜऱᇩᠲΔৰᣄࣔࠩބᒔऱூΖ
ݺଡԳኙ೯ढኔ᧭ऱംᠲΔՈԫऴຟৰؿએΖԫֱ૿ΔݺᤚԳᣊᚨᇠঅ
ᥨ೯ढΔۖլᚨᇠஞהଚװኔ᧭Ζᦰݺመԫᒧ֮ີΔՂ૿ᎅՂڣޢᄎش
ګՏՂᆄऱ೯ढࠐኔ᧭Δ֧ದ೯ढঅᥨิ៣ऱݼᤜΖٵݺრԳᣊኙ೯ढᚨᇠ
ᝑԳሐΔᚨᇠ༇ૹ،ଚऱࡎسΖԫֱ૿ΔݺՈࣔػৰڍᢐຟਢຏመԱڻڍऱ
೯ढኔ᧭ΔթঅᢞԱԳଚشᢐऱڜ٤Ζ࣠ڕլش೯ढΔৰࡎسڍઝᖂऱઔߒ༉
ྤऄၞ۩Ζ
إਢڂ㻽Ղ૿ऱ߷ࠄەᐞΔ܃ଚࠟଡԳऱऄݺຟٵრΖݺ౨৬ᤜΔઝ
ᖂ୮شڇ೯ढኔ᧭ऱழଢΔᚨᇠᕣၦ㴈֟ࢬش೯ढऱᑇၦΔࠀ྇֟೯ढऱ壄
壀ጹ്ࡉ࿀ેΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ᴢ˖ހ
䖭Ͼ䯂乬ϔⳈҹᴹ䛑ᰃϔϾ᳝ѝ䆂ⱘ䆱乬ˈᕜ䲒ᡒࠄᯢ⹂ⱘㄨḜǄ
៥ϾҎᇍࡼ⠽ᅲ偠ⱘ䯂乬ˈгϔⳈ䛑ᕜⳒǄϔᮍ䴶ˈ៥㾝ᕫҎ㉏ᑨ䆹ֱ
ᡸࡼ⠽ˈ㗠ϡᑨ䆹ᣓҪӀএخᅲ偠Ǆ៥䇏䖛ϔ㆛᭛ゴˈϞ䴶䇈Ϫ⬠Ϟ↣ᑈӮ⫼
៤गϞϛⱘࡼ⠽ᴹخᅲ偠ˈᓩ䍋ࡼ⠽ֱᡸ㒘㒛ⱘᡫ䆂Ǆ៥ৠᛣҎ㉏ᇍࡼ⠽ᑨ䆹
䆆Ҏ䘧ˈᑨ䆹ᇞ䞡ᅗӀⱘ⫳ੑǄϔᮍ䴶ˈ៥гᯢⱑᕜ㥃䛑ᰃ䗮䖛њⱘ
ࡼ⠽ᅲ偠ˈᠡֱ䆕њҎӀ⫼㥃ⱘᅝܼǄབᵰϡ⫼ࡼ⠽ˈᕜ⫳ੑ⾥ᄺⱘⷨおህ
᮴⊩䖯㸠Ǆ
ℷᰃЎϞ䴶ⱘ䙷ѯ㗗㰥ˈԴӀϸϾҎⱘⳟ⊩៥䛑ৠᛣǄ៥া㛑ᓎ䆂ˈ⾥
ᄺᆊ⫼ࡼ⠽خᅲ偠ⱘᯊˈᑨ䆹ሑ䞣ޣᇥᅲ偠Ё᠔⫼ࡼ⠽ⱘ᭄䞣ˈᑊޣᇥࡼ
⠽ⱘ㊒⼲㋻ᓴ⮯㢺Ǆ
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5

GENERAL INFORMATION
The Speaking portion of the AP Chinese exam evaluates students’ ability to participate in conversations and their mastery of interpersonal and interpretive communication skills. Students are expected to understand the scenario established by
the spoken or written prompts, and to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

communicate information and ideas to an audience on a variety of topics;
express their feelings and emotions, and exchange personal opinions;
demonstrate an understanding of Chinese culture;
apply appropriate grammatical structures to express ideas; and
exhibit a considerably broad range of vocabulary that allows them to speak
fluently and accurately.

Speaking skills are tested last on the AP Chinese exam. By the final section of the
exam, emotional and psychological factors may be weighing on students. For
example:
• If students feel that they performed poorly on the earlier sections, they may
put more pressure on themselves to do better in this section, or they may
give up altogether.
• After working on the earlier sections for about two hours, students may be
fatigued when they get to this section. This may have a negative effect on
their concentration and reaction time.
These situations are not uncommon, and students should prepare themselves mentally and physically for testing. Practice is the best way to build confidence. Students
should also have realistic expectations of the exam.
There are two tasks in the Speaking portion of the AP Chinese exam:
Conversation is interpersonal speaking. Students will participate in a simulated
conversation according to six prompts. Each student will have 20 seconds to record
his or her response for each prompt. Students should respond as completely as
possible, and in a culturally appropriate manner.
The Cultural Presentation is presentational speaking. Students will be asked to
make a presentation to an audience about a Chinese cultural practice, tradition, or
331
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product. After reading and hearing the topic for this presentation, students will be
given 4 minutes to prepare and another 2 minutes to deliver the presentation.
To help students improve their speaking skills and exam scores, this chapter
includes important test information, evaluation criteria, and practice tests. The
sample topics in this chapter are carefully chosen so that students can practice
expressing their views and opinions on a variety of subjects. During the Conversation tasks, students should not only address the prompts but aim for fluency,
accuracy, and cultural appropriateness. During the Speaking free-response, students
should draw on their personal experiences and be creative. The more they elaborate
with rich vocabulary and sentence structures, the higher the score they will
achieve.
The selected topics are generally related to students’ daily lives and to the cultural
knowledge that students have probably learned. Students should find these topics
interesting and relevant; after all, most people are more motivated to communicate
in another language if the topics are of interest to them.
Chapter 7 provides additional cultural information to better prepare students
to describe and explain the importance of each Chinese cultural practice or
product.
All passages in this chapter are presented in both traditional and simplified characters. Phrases in the Answer Explanation and Vocabulary List sections are first
written in traditional characters and immediately followed by the simplified counterpart in parentheses. If there is no parenthesized phrase, the presented characters
are common in both traditional and simplified versions.

EVALUATION CRITERIA
The Speaking free-response part of the exam will be evaluated according to the
College Board’s scoring guidelines. As students prepare for this section, they should
familiarize themselves with the scoring criteria described in this chapter.
The evaluation criteria include three main factors: task completion, delivery, and
language use. It is important for students to understand the task at hand and to
state their responses correctly. Incomplete or incorrect answers lower their task
completion ratings, even if they manage to deliver a perfect presentational or interpersonal speaking performance using advanced language.
While evaluating students’ performances, the exam scorers check for specific
details within each of the main categories.

Task Completion
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1.
2.

Completeness: Is the prompt fully addressed and the content on topic?

3.

Organization: Is the response properly organized, coherent, and logically
connected by appropriate transitional elements?

4.

Cultural content: Does the cultural element contain correct and sufficient
detail?

Elaboration: Is the main idea clearly communicated with enough supporting
details?
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Delivery

1.

Rhythm: Does the speaker have a natural rhythm? Does the speaker stop
frequently or repeat? Does the speaker express emotions appropriately?

2.

Pronunciation: Does the speaker pronounce words correctly, with the right
intonation?

3.

Style of language: Does the speaker choose style appropriate to the context?
Is this style consistently demonstrated throughout the response?

Language Use
This is where students can showcase their advanced knowledge of grammar, sentence structure, vocabulary, and idioms. Adequate use of language enhances the
overall effectiveness of the response, and will be rewarded with high marks.

SCORING GUIDELINES
Based on the student’s performance in task completion, delivery, and language use,
scores will be awarded at 7 levels, level 0 to level 6. At the end of the following
scoring descriptions, an example of each level is provided for both Conversation
and Cultural Presentation.

Level 6—EXCELLENT
Demonstrates excellence in presentational and interpersonal speaking and cultural
knowledge.
Task Completion
• Speaking responses address all aspects of the tasks thoroughly.
Conversation—includes elaboration and detail.
Cultural Presentation—includes ample, accurate, and detailed
information.
• The responses present ideas completely and logically, by providing facts or
examples if necessary.
• The responses are well organized and coherent; exhibit the student’s ability
to use appropriate transitional words and cohesive devices to connect
different paragraphs smoothly.
䊊
䊊

Delivery
• The responses are delivered at a natural pace and intonation, with accurate
pronunciation and tones, and exhibit consistent use of vocabulary
appropriate to the situation; minimal errors, hesitation, or repetition are
acceptable.
Language Use
• The responses demonstrate a rich and appropriate vocabulary and idioms,
including a wide range of grammatical structures; minimal errors are
acceptable.
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Level 5—VERY GOOD
Suggests excellence in presentational and interpersonal speaking and cultural
knowledge.
Task Completion
• Speaking responses address all aspects of the tasks given.
Conversation—includes some elaboration and detail.
Cultural Presentation—includes ample, accurate, and detailed
information.
Event plan—reflects insightful awareness of cultural elements.
• The responses generally present a good development of ideas, providing facts
or examples if necessary.
• The responses are well organized and coherent; they exhibit the student’s
ability to use transitional words and cohesive devices to connect different
paragraphs.
䊊
䊊

䊊

Delivery
• The responses are delivered at a smooth pace and intonation, and exhibit
consistent use of vocabulary appropriate to the situation, with infrequent
errors in pronunciation and tones; occasional hesitation and repetition are
acceptable.
Language Use
• The responses demonstrate appropriate vocabulary and idioms, including a
variety of grammatical structures; infrequent errors are acceptable.

Level 4—GOOD
Demonstrates competence in presentational and interpersonal speaking and cultural
knowledge.
Task Completion
• Speaking responses address all aspects of the tasks given; may lack detail or
elaboration; may contain minor inconsistencies in development.
• The responses are generally organized and coherent; the student’s use of
transitional elements may be inconsistent; paragraphs are somewhat
cohesive.
Delivery
• The responses are delivered at a generally consistent pace and intonation,
with sporadic hesitation and repetition; may have several errors in
pronunciation and tones; may include several lapses in otherwise consistent
use of vocabulary appropriate to the situation.
Language Use
• The responses demonstrate mostly appropriate vocabulary and idioms, as
well as mostly appropriate grammatical structures; may include some errors
that do not generally obscure meaning.
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Level 3—ADEQUATE
Suggests competence in presentational and interpersonal speaking and cultural
knowledge.
Task Completion
• Speaking responses address most aspects of prompt; may contain
inconsistencies in development.
• The responses may lack organization or coherence; the student infrequently
uses transitional elements and cohesive devices; the sentences may be
disconnected.
Delivery
• The responses are delivered at an inconsistent pace and intonation, with
hesitation and repetition that interfere with comprehension; may have some
errors in pronunciation and tones; may include inconsistent use of
appropriate vocabulary, or many errors.
Language Use
• The responses demonstrate limited appropriate vocabulary and idioms,
including intermittent interference from another language; simple
grammatical structures; frequent errors sometimes obscure meaning.

Level 2—WEAK
Suggests lack of competence in presentational and interpersonal speaking and cultural knowledge.
Task Completion
• Speaking responses address only some aspects of the task; generally lack
organization and coherence; the student exhibits minimal or no use of
transitional elements in mosly incoherent, fragmented sentences.
Delivery
• The responses are delivered at a labored pace and intonation, with frequent
hesitation and repetition; frequent errors in pronunciation and tones; and
frequent use of vocabulary inappropriate to the situation.
Language Use
• The responses demonstrate minimal appropriate vocabulary; repeated
interference from another language; limited grammatical structures; frequent
errors that obscure meaning.

Level 1—VERY WEAK
Demonstrates lack of competence in presentational and interpersonal speaking and
cultural knowledge.
Task Completion
• Speaking responses barely address the task; lack organization and coherence;
consist of very disjointed sentences or isolated words.
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Delivery
• The responses are delivered at a very labored pace and intonation, with
constant hesitation and repetition; frequent errors in pronunciation and
tones; constant use of vocabulary inappropriate to the situation.
Language Use
• The responses demonstrate insufficient, inappropriate vocabulary; constant
interference from another language; little or no control of grammatical
structures; frequent errors that significantly obscure meaning.

Level 0—UNACCEPTABLE
Contains nothing that earns credit.
Task Completion
• Speaking responses may:
repeat the task prompt,
be completely irrelevant to the topic,
be in a language or dialect other than Mandarin Chinese,
not be attempted at all.
䊊
䊊
䊊
䊊

CONVERSATION SAMPLES AND SCORES
The Conversation samples below are based on the following prompt.
You will have a conversation with Zhang Jian, the manager of a Chinese arts and
crafts shop in Chinatown, about a part-time job. The questions will be spoken
during the test. For illustration, both the questions and the responses are printed
here for reference. Some words in the samples are intentionally left incorrect to
illustrate mispronunciations and incorrect tone.
A response that earns the highest mark does not necessarily mean it is perfect or
error-free. On the contrary, some samples are deliberately chosen to illustrate that
they may still deserve a high mark, as a whole, regardless of some minimal errors,
infrequent hesitation, or occasional repetition.
Comments are provided after most samples to further explain how the evaluation
is conducted. Some samples may be self-explanatory, and therefore comments are
not needed.

{Conversation Question 1}
[Traditional-character version]
܃㻽չ䈥უعᓮຍଡՠ@܂

[Simplified-character version]
ԴЎҔМᛇ⬇䇋䖭ϾᎹ"
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Sample Response for Level 6—Excellent
[Traditional-character version]
ݺհࢬאعᓮຍٝՠ܂Δԫֱ૿ਢڂ㻽ݺኙխഏऱႚอՠᢌڶᘋᔊΔՈ
ڶԫࡳऱઔߒΖঋᇩᎅΔᖂאીشΔݦݺඨ౨ຏመຍՠ܂Δٻড়տฯխഏՠ
ᢌΔٻભഏԳႚᐾխഏऱՠᢌ֮֏Ζ؆ΔݺᏁشܓᓰ塒ழၴඅԫࠄᙒΔ
㴈᎘ئ׀ݺऱᆖᛎᖜΖ

[Simplified-character version]
៥П᠔ҹ㽕⬇䇋䖭ӑᎹˈϔᮍ䴶ᰃЎ៥ᇍЁⱘӴ㒳Ꮉ㡎᳝݈䍷ˈг
᳝ϔᅮⱘⷨおǄ֫䆱䇈ˈᄺҹ㟈⫼ˈ៥Ꮰᳯ㛑䗮䖛䖭Ꮉˈ乒ᅶҟ㒡ЁᎹ
㡎કˈ㕢ҎӴ᪁ЁⱘᎹ㡎᭛࣪Ǆˈ៥䳔㽕߽⫼䇒ԭᯊ䯈ϔѯ䪅ˈ
ޣ䕏៥⠊↡ⱘ㒣⌢䋳ᢙǄ

COMMENTS: This response addresses the question directly and completely. It
provides thorough details in connected sentences. The pace is smooth with no
noticeable errors or hesitation. It exhibits excellent language skills in choosing rich
vocabulary, idioms, and transitional conjunctions and a variety of grammar structures, such as “П᠔ҹ” (“հࢬ)”א, “ঋᇩᎅ” (“֫䆱䇈”)ˈ”ᖂאી“( ”شᄺҹ㟈
⫼”), “”, and “ϔᮍ䴶”, “ᆖᛎᖜ” (“㒣⌢䋳ᢙ”).
Sample Response for Level 5—Very Good
[Traditional-character version]
ݺუଊᖂլਢ৻䈥ބڦԫଡՠ܂Δאױ᠏ԫࠄᙒΔړإԫଡ֖ࣛᎅΔ܃
ଚބڇԫଡԳΖݺԫऴຟړᦟᢌΔܑਢխഏऱᢌऱࣟ۫Ζࢬݺאᤚ
܃ऱՠ܂ԫࡳٽᔞݺΔຍਢԫᜰࠟऱࠃΖݦݺඨ്۔ចΔ܃౨ݺԫଡՠ
܂ऱᖲᄎΖ

[Simplified-character version]
៥ᛇЬᄺдϡᰃᗢМᖭᡒϔϾᎹˈৃҹ䕀ϔѯ䪅ˈℷདϔϾ᳟ট䇈ˈԴ
ӀᡒϔϾҎǄ៥ϔⳈ䛑ད୰㡎ᴃકˈ⡍߿ᰃЁⱘ㡎ᴃⱘϰ㽓Ǆ᠔ҹ៥㾝
ᕫԴⱘᎹϔᅮড়䗖៥ˈ䖭ᰃϔВϸᕫⱘџǄ៥Ꮰᳯᓴ㗕ᵓˈԴ㛑㒭៥ϔϾᎹ
ⱘᴎӮǄ

COMMENTS: The response addresses the question directly and completely. It is
delivered in connected sentences, with a steady pace and infrequent errors in pronunciation. It exhibits very good language skills: very good vocabulary, transitional
conjunctions, and a variety of grammar structures, such as!“Ь”-!“ℷད”-!“⡍߹
ᰃ”-! “ԫᜰࠟ”! (“ϔВϸᕫ”)-! and “᠔ҹ”/! Although there are some minor
awkward phrases—“խഏऱᢌऱࣟ۫” (“Ёⱘ㡎ᴃⱘϰ㽓”)-!“ބԫଡԳ” (“ᡒ
ϔϾҎ”)-! “᠏ԫࠄᙒ” (“䕀ϔѯ䪅”)—they do not interfere with understanding
the response.
Sample Response for Level 4—Good
[Traditional-character version]
ݺᦟ܃ऱࢋՠ܂ΔႵΔᔄऱࣟ۫ڶრ৸Δৰڶრ৸ऱࣟ۫Ζࢋࠩݺ
୮ࢪլΔݺऱრ৸Δ߷ڶ䈥ऱሁΔאױݺլၲ߫ࠐ܃ऱࢋΖᝫڶΔ
ݺᆖ᧭ຍᑌऱࠃΔਢৰړऱࠃኙݺΖ
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[Simplified-character version]
៥୰ԴⱘଚᑫᎹˈˈपⱘϰ㽓᳝ᛣᗱˈᕜ᳝ᛣᗱⱘϰ㽓Ǆଚᑫࠄ៥
ᆊ᠓ᄤϡ䖰ˈ៥ⱘᛣᗱˈ≵᳝䙷М䖰ⱘ䏃ˈ៥ৃҹϡ㽕ᓔ䔺ᴹԴⱘᑫǄ䖬᳝ˈ
៥㽕㒣偠䖭ḋⱘџˈᰃᕜདⱘџᇍ៥Ǆ

COMMENTS: The response addresses all aspects of the question. It is delivered
at a generally consistent pace with sporadic hesitation and repetition. It includes
several errors in the use of vocabulary, such as “߷ڶᏖऱሁ” (“≵᳝䙷М䖰ⱘ
䏃”) “լၲ߫ࠐ” (“ϡ㽕ᓔ䔺ᴹ”), “ਢৰړऱࠃኙ“( ”ݺᰃᕜདⱘџᇍ៥”).
Sample Response for Level 3—Adequate
[Traditional-character version]
ړ܃Δ܃ऱՠڶإ܂რ৸Ζ܃ਢԫଡboss 㻽ຍଡࢋႯΛ߷ਢ֜ࠃړൣΖ!
(a long pause) ࡉ܃ऱԫଡࢋإਢৰՕࢋΖױݺ࣠ڕլ܃ڇאױࢋԫଡՠ܂Ζ
ᓮઌॾݺᄎՠ܂ৰړΔֺܑऱԳΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ԴདˈԴⱘᎹℷ᳝ᛣᗱǄԴᰃϔϾboss, Ў䖭Ͼᑫ৫˛䙷ᰃདџᚙǄ (a
long pause) ԴⱘϔϾᑫℷᰃᕜᑫǄབᵰ៥ৃϡৃҹԴଚᑫخϔϾᎹǄ
䇋Ⳍֵ៥ӮᎹᕜདˈ↨߿ⱘҎǄ

COMMENTS: The response provides a basic answer to the question. It is delivered
at an inconsistent pace with frequent hesitation and repetition. It includes several
errors in the use of vocabulary and grammar, such as “܃ਢԫଡbossˈ㻽ຍଡࢋ”
(“ԴᰃϔϾbossˈ㻽㪤㠺ࢋ”), “ࡉ܃ऱԫଡࢋإਢৰՕࢋ” (“ԴⱘϔϾᑫℷᰃᕜ
ᑫ”), “བᵰ៥ৃϡৃҹ,” “ℷ᳝,” “ℷᰃ,” “↨߹ⱘҎ” The limited appropriate
vocabulary, the misuse of “,” and other intermittent interference from another
language sometimes obscure meaning.
Sample Response for Level 2—Weak
[Traditional-character version]
܃ڶৰڍᙒΔ༉ਢԫଡৰՕࢋΔᙒৰڍΖAnd-ݺਢᦟԫ୮interestingࠃΖᝫᎅչՇΛݺਢԫଡᖂسΔᎁᢝ܃ΔڇԫଡࢋΔݺਢᘋΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Դ㽕᳝ᕜ䪅ˈህᰃϔϾᕜଚᑫˈ䪅ᕜΖAndˈ៥ᰃ୰خϔᆊinterestingџǄ䖬䇈ҔМ˛៥ᰃϔϾᄺ⫳ˈ䅸䆚ԴˈϔϾଚᑫˈ៥ᰃ催݈Ǆ

COMMENTS: The response only addresses some aspects of the question, and it
lacks organization and coherence. There are fragmented sentences, and it lacks
transitional elements. It exhibits minimal appropriate vocabulary and repeated
interference from another language. Frequent grammatical errors and frequent
errors in pronunciation and tone obscure meaning.
Sample Response for Level 1—Very Weak
[Traditional-character version]
܃ਢլਢړΛسᓮԫٙՠ܂ΔlikeຍଡΔԫٙՠ܂Ζࣟ۫ڇຍ㠪ৰڍΔ܃ऱ
Ղ۫ࣟچԫࠄڍΖ
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[Simplified-character version]
Դᰃϡᰃད˛⫳䇋ϔӊᎹˈlike䖭ϾˈϔӊᎹǄϰ㽓䖭䞠ᕜˈԴⱘ
Ϟഄϰ㽓ϔѯǄ

COMMENTS: The response barely addresses the question. The pace of delivery
is very labored, with lots of hesitation. The response is delivered in very disjointed
sentences that are not comprehensible. It is characterized by insufficient vocabulary
and inadequate control of grammatical structures.
Sample Response for Level 0—Unacceptable
I don’t understand.
COMMENTS: The response is completely irrelevant. It is not in the targeted test
language, Mandarin Chinese.

{Conversation Question 2}
[Traditional-character version]
܃౨ᓫᓫ܃ኙխഏՠᢌڶչ䈥ᛵᇞႯΛ

[Simplified-character version]
Դ㛑䇜䇜ԴᇍЁᎹ㡎ક᳝ҔМњ㾷৫˛

Sample Response for Level 6—Excellent
[Traditional-character version]
խഏऱՠᢌΔጟᣊৰڍΔࠡխན៴ᜰፊټΖݺࠩԱΔ܃ऱࢋ㠪
ᔄԱৰڍན៴ΖאݺছवሐԱΔན៴ਢش८ࡉᎬ߷ᑌ८᥆ࠐנΖՠ
Գຏመࠄ߷ނ८᥆٣ᗈ៴ԱΔ٦ᗣړԫࠄΔྥ৵ګԱՠᢌΔՈڶᢄ
ࡉᙡࠥݾᢌڇ㠪૿ΖխഏԳᦟشຍࠄጟࣟ۫ފؚ୮அΔటਢዦॽᄕԱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ЁⱘᎹ㡎કˈ⾡㉏ᕜˈ݊Ё᱃⋄㪱ВϪ䯏ৡǄ៥ⳟࠄњˈԴⱘଚᑫ䞠
पњᕜ᱃⋄㪱Ǆ៥ҹࠡⳟкⶹ䘧њˈ᱃⋄㪱ᰃ⫼䞥䫊䙷ḋ䞥ሲߎخᴹǄᎹ
Ҏ䗮䖛ᡞ䙷ѯ䞥ሲ⚻ܜ㪱њˈ⺼ݡᕫདⳟϔѯˈ✊ৢخ៤њᎹ㡎કˈг᳝㒬⬏
䲩ࠏᡔ㡎䞠䴶ǄЁҎ୰⫼䖭ѯ⾡ϰ㽓ᠧᡂᆊᒁˈⳳᰃⓖ҂ᵕњǄ

COMMENTS: This response addresses the question directly, completely, and with
lots of elaboration to demonstrate knowledge of this cultural product. The pace is
smooth. It exhibits excellent language skills in choosing rich vocabulary, idioms,
and transitional conjunctions and a variety of grammar structures, such as “݊Ё”,
“ᜰፊ“( ”ټВϪ䯏ৡ”), “ҹࠡ”, “ܜњ”, “”ݡ, “ྥ৵” (“✊ৢ”).
Sample Response for Level 5—Very Good
[Traditional-character version]
ݺৰᦟխഏՠᢌΔڂ㻽ᄎࠌݺऱࢪၴದࠐڶ..֮֏ΔֺࢪݺڕၴᛥՂ
ထԫଡ..uh..ଅെΖ࣋ଅെਢխഏႚอऱ..नऱ..ࠃൣΔ୮֪ᖠΖᖕᎅխഏԳ
ଚ࣋ଅെΔuh.. 㻽ऱਢسࠐԫଡܓٳΖԳނଅെfa.., ..fang..࣋Δ
،ଆՂ֚ৰԱΔ༉ᨃଅെଆߨԱΔuh..౨ނլړऱࠃൣߨԱΖ
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[Simplified-character version]
៥ᕜ୰ЁᎹ㡎કˈЎӮՓ៥ⱘ᠓䯈ⳟ䍋ᴹ᳝᭛࣪ˈ↨བ៥᠓䯈
ϞᣖⴔϔϾ..uh..亢ᏤǄᬒ亢ᏤᰃЁӴ㒳ⱘ..⥽ⱘ..џᚙˈᆊஏ᠋ᰧǄ䇈Ё
ҎӀᬒ亢Ꮴˈuh..Ўⱘᰃ㒭⫳⌏ᏺᴹϔϾঢ়߽ǄҎᡞ亢Ꮴfa..ᕫ ..fang..ᬒᕫ催ˈ
ㄝᅗ亲Ϟᕜ催њˈህ䅽亢Ꮴ亲䍄њˈuh..㛑ᡞϡདⱘџᚙᏺ䍄њǄ

COMMENTS: The response addresses the prompt directly and appropriately. It
tells the legend of flying the kites. The delivery is generally smooth with occasional
hesitation. The language used is adequately rich, including proverbs and transitional
words such as “ڂ㻽” (“Ў”), “↨བ”, “୮֪ᖠ” (“ᆊஏ᠋ᰧ”), “ᖕᎅ” (“䇈”),
“㻽ऱਢ” (“Ўⱘᰃ”), and “༉ᨃ” (“ህ䅽”). The pronunciation is generally accurate,
although “ଅጬ” (“亢ㄱ”) was mispronounced as “ଅെ” (“亢Ꮴ”).
Sample Response for Level 4—Good
[Traditional-character version]
ৰڍխഏԳΔՈભഏԳΔᦟ၇߷ࠄՠᢌΖԫଡխഏ֖ࣛΔਢ֨ᨋ֫؏
ऱՖΔڔ೪ৰړΔݺৰڍΖ߷֖ࣛᎅΔ೪ਢխഏੌ۩Ζشאױ܃೪
dăoΔࡉՈشאױ՛ԸdàoΖאছڇխഏልޘ㠪ΔଡଡऱՖᄎຍskillΖխഏ
Գނ೪࣋ڇᛥࡉ॰Δ..ࡉ࿗֪Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
ᕜЁҎˈг㕢Ҏˈ୰ф䙷ѯᎹ㡎કǄϔϾЁ᳟টˈᰃᖗ♉Ꮋ
ⱘཇᄽᄤˈཌྷ࠾㒌ᕜདˈ㒭៥ᕜǄ䙷᳟ট䇈ˈ࠾㒌ᰃЁ⌕㸠ǄԴৃҹ⫼࠾
GăRˈгৃҹ⫼ᇣߔdàoǄҹࠡЁݰᴥ䞠ˈϾϾⱘཇᄽᄤᕫӮ䖭skillǄЁ
Ҏᡞ࠾㒌ᬒ䮼ˈ..に᠋Ǆ

COMMENTS: The response addresses the prompt with an appropriate cultural
product. It contains several errors in grammar and pronunciation, but these do not
obscure meaning, e.g., “ՈભഏԳ” (“г㕢Ҏ”), “ཌྷ࠾㒌ᕜད”, “ଡଡऱՖ”
(“ϾϾⱘཇᄽᄤ”), and “dăo” or “dào” instead of “ߔ” “dāo”.
Sample Response for Level 3—Adequate
[Traditional-character version]
ՠᢌࣟ۫ৰڍ, ...խഏΕչ䈥ऱΔuh ...ৰړऱࣟ۫Δݺუ...ਢړ
Ζ...ᝫڶչ䈥Λ...ݺՈৰ۫ࣟڍΔڇሽီΔݺ...ৰᦟΖݺլवሐ܃ऱ
ࢋڶڶ...ຍᑌࣟ۫ႯΛ
[Simplified-character version]
Ꮉ㡎કϰ㽓ᕜЁ㒧ǃᄤҔМⱘˈuh ...ᕜདⳟⱘϰ㽓ˈ៥ᛇᰃ
དⳟǄ䖬᳝ҔМ˛៥гⳟᕜϰ㽓ˈ⬉㾚ⳟˈ៥ᕜ୰ⳟǄ៥ϡ
ⶹ䘧Դⱘଚᑫ᳝≵᳝䖭ḋϰ㽓৫˛

COMMENTS: The response provides a basic answer to the question, including a
list of some cultural products, but without elaboration. The delivery is uneven; the
vocabulary and grammatical structures seem limited.
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Sample Response for Level 2—Weak
[Traditional-character version]
܃ംݺՠᢌչ䈥ΖݺუΔ..܃ऱࢋৰړΔՈࣟ۫..ՠᢌਢৰړΔ..ৰڍ
ࣟ۫Ζ܃ਢԫଡৰ۔ړចΔݺუ..܃Ոਢԫଡ..ৰړԳΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Դ䯂៥Ꮉ㡎કҔМǄ៥ᛇˈԴⱘଚᑫᕜདˈгϰ㽓Ꮉ㡎કᰃᕜདˈ
ᕜϰ㽓ǄԴᰃϔϾᕜད㗕ᵓˈ៥ᛇԴгᰃϔϾᕜདҎǄ

COMMENTS: The response attempts to address the question, by mentioning the
products in the store, but it is incomplete. It contains minimal vocabulary and
limited grammatical structures.
Sample Response for Level 1—Very Weak
[Traditional-character version]
ݺܭ܃Δ//! ݺԫរ! //ԫរ//! वሐΔ//ՠᢌ////ՠᢌ////ᖵழΔԫ
រ//९//ڇխഏΖݺᦟ///ړԱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Դਏ៥ˈ៥ϔ⚍ϔ⚍ⶹ䘧ˈᎹ㡎⫊Ꮉ㡎⫊ग़ᯊˈϔ
⚍䭓ЁǄ៥୰དњǄ

COMMENTS: The response minimally addresses the question with disjointed
sentences. The delivery is labored, with constant hesitation and repetition. It uses
insufficient vocabulary and grammatical structures that seriously affect the
meaning.
Sample Response for Level 0—Unacceptable
Blank
COMMENTS: No response.

{Conversation Question 3}
[Traditional-character version]
࣠ڕড়၇ՠᢌ܂㻽៖ढಬԳΔ܃ᄎהଚչ䈥৬ᤜΛ

[Simplified-character version]
བᵰ乒ᅶфᎹ㡎કЎ⼐⠽䗕ҎˈԴӮ㒭ҪӀҔМᓎ䆂˛

Sample Response for Level 6—Excellent
[Traditional-character version]
္ܫݺড়ಬ៖ढڂԳۖฆΖಬᓴࡉಬ៖ऱڂΔ堚ᄑΖ֮֏હན
ࡉფړՈᚨᇠᛵᇞԫՀΖᝫڶΔࡡഠچംড়ؚጩक़չ䈥ᙒ၇ࣟ۫Δֱঁᚥ
הڦਗᙇΖਢ၇ദ៖ढಬ֖ࣛΔݺᄎ৬ᤜה၇ຍࠟଡ֫ՠ៧ऱࣞᙰΖ܃
Δຍࠄદक़ᏺڍףᄅࢪऱᐜ-Ղ૿ऱϘٽړڣۍϙଡڗΔਢړڍఴ壂Ζ
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[Simplified-character version]
៥ਞ䆝乒ᅶ䗕⼐⠽㽕Ҏ㗠ᓖǄ䗕㒭䇕䗕⼐ⱘॳˈ㽕⏙ἮǄ᭛࣪㚠᱃
⠅དгᑨ䆹њ㾷ϔϟǄ䖬᳝ˈ㽕ྨဝഄ䯂乒ᅶᠧㅫ㢅ҔМ䪅фϰ㽓ˈᮍ֓ᐂ
ᖭҪᣥ䗝Ǆ㽕ᰃф㒧ီ⼐⠽䗕᳟টˈ៥Ӯᓎ䆂Ҫф䖭ϸϾᎹ㒷ⱘᵩ༈ǄԴ
ⳟˈ䖭ѯ㑶㢅ࡴᮄ᠓ᄤⱘ୰ᑚϞ䴶ⱘĀⱒᑈདড়āಯϾᄫˈᰃད⼱⽣Ǆ

COMMENTS: The response directly addresses the question with detailed and
culturally appropriate elaboration. The pace is natural with connected sentences
and correct pronunciation. It displays excellent use of vocabulary, such as “ڂԳۖ
ฆ” (“Ҏ㗠ᓖ”) “֫ՠ៧ऱ” (“Ꮉ㒷ⱘ”), “ⱒ“( ”ٽړڣۍᑈདড়”), and grammatical structures with minimal errors such as “ࡡഠ“ ”چࡴ”, “ᰃད⼱
⽣”
Sample Response for Level 5—Very Good
[Traditional-character version]
ݺլᄎײড়ԫଡრΔה܍אլየრݺΖ܀ਢΔݺהᎅᎅݺଚࢋऱ
ՠᢌΔՈᎅᎅຍ㠪૿ऱխഏ֮֏ऱਐࠌΖᝫ္ܫড়Δչ䈥ࣟ۫הլ၇Ζ
ړቝᎅΔլ౨၇ԫଡᤪಬԫଡ۔ԳΔהመֲسΔڂ㻽!Ϙಬึϙ!լړრ৸Δ
۔ԳسΖ܃Ոլ၇ԫଡ८៴՛ԸΔ܃ऱխഏՖ֖ࣛΔڔუ܃! Ϙԫ
ԸࠟឰϙΔڔୈڽΖ

[Simplified-character version]
៥ϡӮ㒭সᅶϔϾ⾳ᛣˈҹܡҪϡ⒵ᛣ៥ǄԚᰃˈ៥㒭Ҫ䇈䇈៥Ӏଚᑫⱘ
Ꮉ㡎કˈг䇈䇈䖭䞠䴶ⱘЁ᭛࣪ⱘᣛՓǄ䖬ਞ䆝乒ᅶˈҔМϰ㽓Ҫϡ㽕фǄ
དڣ䇈ˈϡ㛑фϔϾ䩳䗕㒭ϔϾ㗕Ҏˈ㒭Ҫ䖛⫳᮹ˈЎĀ䗕㒜āϡདᛣᗱˈ
㗕Ҏ㽕⫳⇨ǄԴгϡᕫфϔϾ䞥⋄㪱ᇣߔˈ㒭ԴⱘЁཇ᳟টˈཌྷᛇԴ㽕Āϔ
ߔϸᮁāˈཌྷ㽕ુ⅏Ǆ

COMMENTS: The response provides a thorough and appropriate answer in connected sentences. The pace of delivery is smooth with few pronunciation errors.
The vocabulary and grammatical structures are mostly appropriate with sporadic
errors, such as “সᅶ” instead of “ড়” (“乒ᅶ”), “რ” instead of “Џᛣ”, and
“८៴” (“䞥⋄㪱”) instead of “ན៴” (“᱃⋄㪱”).
Sample Response for Level 4—Good
[Traditional-character version]
ᙇऱࣟ۫ᚨᇠᨃ֖ࣛ౨ᘋΖݺᨃড়ࢋ㠪ऱٺଡړࣟ۫Ζݺംം
ড়Δუक़ৰڍᙒ၇֖ࣟ۫ࣛΖਢהৰڶᙒΔࡉ֖ࣛהᦟଃᑗΔݺᓮה၇
ຍࠄړቝזײऱᐘྶΖਢהԫរࠝڶᙒΔ၇ԫଡಁࡉࣦΔ༉אױΖ

[Simplified-character version]
䗝ⱘϰ㽓ᑨ䆹䅽᳟ট㛑催݈Ǆ៥䅽乒ᅶⳟᑫ䞠Ͼདⳟϰ㽓Ǆ៥䯂䯂乒
ᅶˈᛇ㢅ᕜ䪅фϰ㽓㒭᳟টǄ㽕ᰃҪᕜ᳝䪅ˈҪ᳟ট୰䷇Фˈ៥䇋Ҫф
䖭ѯདڣসҷⱘᔍ⨈Ǆ㽕ᰃҪϔ⚍ܓ᳝䪅ˈфϔϾ㤊໊ᵃᄤˈህৃҹǄ
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Sample Response for Level 3—Adequate
[Traditional-character version]
ຍਢૹऱࣟ۫Ζ၇ࣟ۫ಬᓴԳΔৰૹऱࣟ۫Ζ܃უ৬ᤜչ䈥Δ܃ऱ
ড়၇ᦟࣟ۫ΔՈהଚլუक़ڍᙒΔ၇ऱࣟ۫ৰ၆ΔהଚسৰΖ܃ᚨᇠה
ଚᎅᎅΔਢה၇ࣟ۫Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
䖭ᰃ䞡㽕ⱘϰ㽓Ǆфϰ㽓䗕䇕Ҏˈᕜ䞡㽕ⱘϰ㽓ǄԴᛇᓎ䆂ҔМˈԴⱘ乒
ᅶф୰ϰ㽓ˈгҪӀϡᛇ㢅䪅ˈфⱘϰ㽓ᕜ䌉ˈҪӀ⫳⇨ᕜǄԴᑨ䆹㒭Ҫ
Ӏ䇈䇈ˈ㽕ᰃҪфϰ㽓Ǆ

COMMENTS: The response provides a basic answer but with disconnected sentences. It is delivered with very limited appropriate vocabulary and grammatical
structures that are difficult to understand.
Sample Response for Level 2—Weak
[Traditional-character version]
࣠ڕ၇ࣟ۫Δಬຍ㠪ऱࣟ۫ԳΔ৬ᤜԫរࠝΖႵΔࣟ۫ৰړΔՈࣟ
۫၆ԫរࠝΖ܃უլ۫ࣟݺΔݺլᚨᇠΔݺਢՠ܂ԳΖլጥΔݺຟৰ
܃Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
བᵰфϰ㽓ˈ䗕䖭䞠ⱘϰ㽓㒭Ҏˈ㽕ᓎ䆂ϔ⚍ܓǄˈϰ㽓ᕜདⳟˈгϰ
㽓䌉ϔ⚍ܓǄԴᛇ㒭ϡ㒭៥ϰ㽓ˈ៥ϡᑨ䆹㽕ˈ៥ᰃᎹҎǄϡㅵˈ៥䛑ᕜ䇶
䇶ԴǄ

Sample Response for Level 1—Very Weak
[Traditional-character version]
ݺڶ৬ᏚΔ،ਢৰړऱࣟ۫Ζݺ္ܫאױ܃չ䈥ऱ৬ᏚΔ܃ਢৰړԳΖ

[Simplified-character version]
៥㽕᳝ᓎҾˈᅗᰃᕜདⱘϰ㽓ǄԴৃҹਞ䆝៥ҔМⱘᓎҾˈԴᰃᕜདҎǄ

COMMENTS: The response marginally addresses the question with fragmented
sentences. Although the delivery pace is smooth, and the pronunciation is mostly
correct, the use of vocabulary and grammatical structures is insufficient.
Sample Response for Level 0—Unacceptable
[Traditional-character version]
܃౨լ౨٦ᎅԫڻႯΛ

[Simplified-character version]
Դ㛑ϡ㛑ݡ䇈ϔ৫˛

COMMENTS: No response.
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{Conversation Question 4}
[Traditional-character version]
܃ᎁ㻽ړຍٝՠ܂ࣹრչ䈥Λ

[Simplified-character version]
Դ䅸Ўخད䖭ӑᎹ㽕⊼ᛣҔМ˛

Sample Response for Level 6—Excellent
[Traditional-character version]
ԫڶറᄐ֮֏वᢝΔ༉ਢᎅΔኙխഏՠᢌⶁ㾷Δ߷ᑌΔאױլ؈ழᖲچ
ড়տฯΔᨃڍড়၇ݺଚऱࣟ۫ΖԲਢՠ܂ழଢৰ՛֨Ζ၆ૹࣟ۫Δᚨᇠ
᎘ஞࡉ᎘࣋ΖլྥΔ༉ధᡏԱΖףՂΔ܃ऱࣚ೭ৰૹΖࣚ೭ړԱΔড়
ᄎൄࠐ၇Ζ᜔հΔᔾ܃ऱवᢝΕᑷൣࡉࣚړ೭Δݺଚࢋ㠪ࠐڍऱڃᙰড়Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
ϔ᳝ϧϮ᭛࣪ⶹ䆚ˈህᰃ䇈ˈᇍЁᎹ㡎કњ㾷ˈ䙷ḋˈৃҹϡ༅ᯊᴎഄ
㒭乒ᅶҟ㒡ˈ䅽乒ᅶф៥Ӏⱘϰ㽓ǄѠᰃᎹᯊᕜᇣᖗǄ䌉䞡ϰ㽓ˈᑨ䆹
䕏ᣓ䕏ᬒǄ㽕ϡ✊ˈህ⸈ണњǄࡴϞˈԴⱘ᳡ࡵᕜ䞡㽕Ǆ᳡ࡵخདњˈ乒ᅶ
ӮᐌᴹфǄᘏПˈ䴴Դⱘⶹ䆚ǃ⛁ᚙད᳡ࡵˈ㒭៥Ӏᑫ䞠ᏺᴹⱘಲ༈ᅶǄ

Sample Response for Level 5—Very Good
[Traditional-character version]
່ૹऱࣟ۫ਢ܃ኪ৫ړΖ܃ऱኪ৫ᘣ֊ΔᜭՂూΔຍᑌΔড়אױငࣚ
چ၇ࣟ۫Ζ܃شԫଡ֨ړൣኙৱࠐ၇ࣟ۫ऱԳΔլጥהऱ֮֏ړլړΔՈה
ದࠐਢլਢڶᙒԳΖড়৵ࠐ၇ࣟ۫Δ܃ՈኙהᑷൣԫࠄΖਢ܃ऱॵ
೭ኪ৫ᨃߗה೯Δהᄎה္ܫऱ֖ࣛࠐ၇ࣟ۫Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
᳔䞡㽕ⱘϰ㽓ᰃԴᗕᑺདǄԴⱘᗕᑺ҆ߛˈ㜌Ϟュˈ䖭ḋˈ乒ᅶৃҹ㟦᳡
ഄфϰ㽓ǄԴ㽕⫼ϔϾདᖗᚙᇍᕙᴹфϰ㽓ⱘҎˈϡㅵҪⱘ᭛࣪དϡདˈгҪ
ⳟ䍋ᴹᰃϡᰃ᳝䪅ҎǄ乒ᅶৢᴹ≵фϰ㽓ˈԴг㽕ᇍҪ⛁ᚙϔѯǄ㽕ᰃԴⱘ䰘
ࡵᗕᑺ䅽Ҫ㙱ࡼˈҪӮਞ䆝Ҫⱘ᳟টᴹфϰ㽓Ǆ

COMMENTS: The response directly addresses the question with a thorough and
appropriate answer. The pace is appropriate, with occasional errors in pronunciation, such as “܃ऱॵ೭ኪ৫ᨃߗה೯” (“Դⱘ䰘ࡵᗕᑺ䅽Ҫ㙱ࡼ”).
Sample Response for Level 4—Good
[Traditional-character version]
वሐࢋࣟ۫ࢪڇऱֱچΖઝ၇ԫଡࣟ۫Δהࠩ߷ଡࣟ۫Δױ܃
אஞݶԫរࠝהΖ܃ኙऱᙒᚨᇠ堚ᄑΖઝუᇿމؚ܃Δ߷܃ଡࣟ۫ױ
אΔ߷ଡࣟ۫ᚨᇠ۔ចΔ܃वሐΖ܃լ౨ᔄᙑԱࣟ۫ऱᙒΖլ౨
۔ចڍᙒΖ
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[Simplified-character version]
㽕ⶹ䘧ଚᑫϰ㽓᠓ⱘഄᮍǄ偼⾥фϔϾϰ㽓ˈҪ≵ⳟࠄ䙷Ͼϰ㽓ˈԴৃ
ҹᣓᖿϔ⚍ܓ㒭ҪǄԴᇍଚકⱘ䪅ᑨ䆹⏙ἮǄ偼⾥ᛇ䎳ԴᠧᡬˈԴ䙷Ͼϰ㽓ৃ
ҹخЏˈ䙷Ͼϰ㽓ᑨ䆹㗕ᵓخЏˈԴ㽕ⶹ䘧ǄԴϡ㛑प䫭њϰ㽓ⱘ䪅Ǆϡ㛑㒭
㗕ᵓ䌮䪅Ǆ

COMMENTS: The response directly addresses the question with sufficient details.
It contains errors that do not interfere with the meaning, such as “ઝ” (“偼⾥”)
instead of “ড়” (“乒ᅶ”).
Sample Response for Level 3—Adequate
[Traditional-character version]
ࣹრࣟ۫ৰڍΔৰڍᅀࠃΔᚨᇠ՛֨ԫរࠝຟΖՠ܂ழଢΔࠐݺඡΔ۔
ច৻䈥ᙄΛլ౨ߨΖܑऱࠡהԳՈլ౨ڃ୮Δᝫਢլ౨װՕᖂՂᓰΖ߷ழৰ
ᅀࠃΔటऱᅀΖ۔ចݺسΔՈݺլ౨keepԫଡՠ܂Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
⊼ᛣϰ㽓ᕜˈᕜ咏⚺џˈᑨ䆹ᇣᖗϔ⚍ܓ䛑ǄᎹᯊˈ៥ᴹᰮˈ㗕
ᵓᗢМࡲ˛ϡ㛑䍄Ǆ߿ⱘ݊ҪҎгϡ㛑ಲᆊˈ䖬ᰃϡ㛑এᄺϞ䇒Ǆ䙷ᯊᕜ咏
⚺џˈⳳⱘ咏⚺Ǆ㗕ᵓ⫳៥⇨ˈг៥ϡ㛑keepϔϾᎹǄ

COMMENTS: The response provides a basic answer. However, limited vocabulary
and grammatical structures sometimes get in the way of understanding what is
being said.
Sample Response for Level 2—Weak
[Traditional-character version]
܃ംݺᆠչ䈥ΔຍਢړऱࠃΖ܃ࢋৰ۫ࣟڍΔਢڶԫ۫ࣟڽΖݺᦟ
ຍࠄଡࣟ۫ΔሽီԫᑌऱΔխഏԳᦟΔࡉભഏԳᦟΖLikeݺՖ֖ࣛΖݺუ
၇չ䈥Δ㻽ڔΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Դ䯂៥ЏНҔМˈ䖭ᰃདⱘџǄԴଚᑫᕜϰ㽓ˈᰃ᳝ϔ⅏ϰ㽓Ǆ៥୰
䖭ѯϾϰ㽓ˈ⬉㾚ⳟϔḋⱘˈЁҎ୰ˈ㕢Ҏ୰Ǆ/LNH៥ཇ᳟টǄ៥
ᛇфҔМˈЎཌྷǄ

Sample Response for Level 1—Very Weak
[Traditional-character version]
ԫଡՠݺ܂უΖ܃ਢৰړԳΔՈֱ܃㠪ࣟ۫ړΖݺუװխഏΔՂՕᖂඡ
ԱΔᇘᙒאڍ৵ΔװխഏनԫՀΖݺpracticeխ֮Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
ϔϾᎹ៥ᛇ㽕ǄԴᰃᕜདҎˈгԴᮍ䞠ϰ㽓དǄ៥ᛇএЁˈϞᄺᰮ
њˈ㺙䪅ҹৢˈএЁ⥽ϔϟǄ៥practiceЁ᭛Ǆ

COMMENTS: The response minimally addresses the question in very disconnected sentences. The speaker focuses on self-development and one’s own goals
instead of interaction with the customer or one’s job responsibilities. Use of vocabulary and grammatical structures are insufficient. The speaker mistakenly uses “ᇘ
ᙒ” (“㺙䪅”) instead of “ᙒ” (“䌮䪅”).
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Sample Response for Level 0—Unacceptable
To my opinion, as waiters, they can’t do the bad things to the guest. I think to be
a waiter, you should do your best to make your customers happy, and control
yourself not to show the angry out when feel upset about things.
COMMENTS: Not in Chinese.

{Conversation Question 5}
[Traditional-character version]
܃ᤚᖂᦰسཚၴؚՠ, ᄎլᄎᐙᖂΛ

[Simplified-character version]
Դ㾝ᕫᄺ⫳䇏кᳳ䯈ᠧᎹ ӮϡӮᕅડᄺд˛

Sample Response for Level 6—Excellent
[Traditional-character version]
ᣂՊຍଡംᠲΔԳଚऄլٵΖ౨ٽڜඈړழၴΔլᄎᐙݺᖂ
Ζ܃ࠐݺຍࠝՠ܂ΔೈԱუԫࠄሿक़ᙒࡉ㴈᎘ئ׀ᆖᛎᖜ؆Δޓݺუ
ᅂ۞աऱ౨ԺΔړޓאױᔞᚨषᄎΖݺუΔؚՠᆖᖵԫࡳᄎᨃ࠹ݺ墿ॺΔՈ
ኙאݺ৵ၞڕषᄎڶᚥܗΖ؆ΔᆖᖵլࠃٵൣΔݺᤚسৰךਢΖ

[Simplified-character version]
݇Ѣ䖭Ͼ䯂乬ˈҎӀⳟ⊩ϡৠǄা㽕㛑ড়⧚ᅝᥦདᯊ䯈ˈϡӮᕅડ៥ᄺ
дǄ៥ᴹԴ䖭ܓᎹˈ䰸њᛇ䌮ϔѯ䳊㢅䪅ޣ䕏⠊↡㒣⌢䋳ᢙˈ៥ᛇ䬏
⚐㞾Ꮕⱘ㛑ˈৃҹད䗖ᑨ⼒ӮǄ៥ᛇˈᠧᎹ㒣ग़ϔᅮӮ䅽៥ফⲞ䴲⌙ˈг
ᇍ៥ҹৢ䖯བ⼒Ӯ᳝ᐂࡽǄˈ㒣ग़ϡৠџᚙˈ៥㾝ᕫ⫳⌏ᕜܙᰃǄ

Sample Response for Level 5—Very Good
[Traditional-character version]
լᄎΖਢᐙࠩᖂΔ߷ئ׀ݺԫࡳլٵრݺΖהଚ..ئ׀ݺ..ኙݺऱ
ᖂޣৰᣤऱ (a long pause) ܀ਢݺৰᜣࣔΔەᇢەຟৰړΔޢԫଡەᇢ
ຟAΔהଚ༉ᨃݺᙟঁ৻䈥ԱΖ..ݺਢৰᜣࣔᖂسΔߪ᧯ՈਢৰΔլࢢีΖ..
܃լشᖜ֨ΔڶݺᙄऄࠟړଡࠃΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ϡӮଞǄ㽕ᰃᕅડࠄᄺдˈ䙷៥⠊↡ϔᅮϡৠᛣ៥ǄҪӀ៥⠊↡ᇍ៥
ⱘᄺд㽕∖ᕜϹḐⱘ (a long pause) Ԛᰃ៥ᕜ㘾ᯢˈ㗗䆩㗗ᕫ䛑ᕜདˈ↣ϔϾ㗗
䆩䛑ᕫ$ˈҪӀህ䅽៥䱣֓ᗢМњǄ៥ᰃᕜ㘾ᯢᄺ⫳ˈ䑿ԧгᰃᕜ㚪ˈϡᗩ
㌃ǄԴϡ⫼ᢙᖗˈ៥᳝ࡲ⊩خདϸϾџǄ

COMMENTS: The response addresses the question directly and provides a thorough and appropriate answer in connected sentences. The pace of delivery is generally consistent. Vocabulary is appropriate but with sporadic errors: “ϔᅮϡৠᛣ៥”
instead of “ԫࡳլᄎٵრݺᤉᥛՠ“( ”܂ϔᅮϡӮৠᛣ៥㒻㓁Ꮉ”), “༉ᨃݺᙟঁ
৻䈥Ա” (“ህ䅽៥䱣֓ᗢМњ”) instead of “༉ᙟঁ৻ݺ䈥ڜඈݺऱழၴԱ” (“ህ䱣
֓៥ᗢМᅝᥦ៥ⱘᯊ䯈њ”) , “ߪ᧯Ոਢৰ” (“䑿ԧгᰃᕜ㚪”) instead of “ߪ᧯
Ոৰ݇” (“䑿ԧгᕜໂ”), and “ࠟଡࠃ” (“ϸϾџ”) instead of “ࠟٙࠃ”. The student
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uses a variety of grammatical structures and cohesive devices: “㽕ᰃ”, “䙷”, “Ԛ
ᰃ”.
Sample Response for Level 4—Good
[Traditional-character version]
ؚՠኙᗑړمΖݺ՛ழଢئ׀ᅃΖݺ९ՕழଢΔլ౨ຟئ׀ᚥڦ
ԱΖխݶᖂݙΔݺᄎװՕᖂΖݺຟਢڇᖂீܤΔषᄎऱᑌΖԳאױᖂ
ΔՈᚨᇠᖂषᄎΖؚՠլਢᙒΔਢᨃ܃ᖂܑࠩऱषᄎࣟ۫Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
ᠧᎹᇍ⣀ゟདǄ៥ᇣᄽᄤᯊ㽕⠊↡✻乒Ǆ៥䭓ᯊˈϡ㛑䛑⠊↡ᐂᖭ
њǄ催Ёᖿᄺᅠˈ៥ӮএᄺǄ៥䛑ᰃᄺ᷵ਚˈ≵ⳟ⼒ӮⱘḋᄤǄҎৃҹᄺ
кˈгᑨ䆹ᄺ⼒ӮǄᠧᎹϡᰃ䪅ˈᰃ䅽Դᄺࠄ߿ⱘ⼒Ӯϰ㽓Ǆ

Sample Response for Level 3—Adequate
[Traditional-character version]
ԫঁᦰΔԫঁؚՠΔਢړᙄऄΖUh..ݺᖂխ֮Δ..אױᇿԫࠄऱԳΔԫࠄ
Գpractice ݺऱխ֮.. ᖂխ֮Ζ..၇ࣟ۫ԳਢຟխഏԳΔਢຟਢխഏԳ , լਢ הଚ
ᎅৰړխ֮Ζ..խ֮difficultΔݺ..լ౨ᦫ.. ᦫᚩΖ.. ܃ᎅխ֮ৰړΔݺᚩৰڍΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ϔ֓䇏кˈϔ֓ᠧᎹˈᰃདࡲ⊩ǄUh..៥ᄺЁ᭛ˈৃҹ䎳ϔѯⱘҎˈϔ
ѯҎpractice ៥ⱘЁ᭛ᄺЁ᭛Ǆфϰ㽓Ҏᰃ䛑ЁҎˈᰃ䛑ᰃЁҎϡᰃ
ҪӀ䇈ᕜདЁ᭛ǄЁ᭛difficultˈ៥ϡ㛑ពǄԴ䇈Ё᭛ᕜདˈ៥ព
ᕜǄ

COMMENTS: The response provides a basic answer with disconnected sentences.
Frequent hesitation and repetition interfere and prevent the speaker from completing sentences smoothly. Pronunciation is generally good with the exception of “ϔ
֓” instead of “ԫᢰ” (“ϔ䖍”).Vocabulary and grammatical structures are mostly
appropriate but limited and fragmented because of frequent repetition.
Sample Response for Level 2—Weak
[Traditional-character version]
܃լشᖜ֨Ζ܃ؚՠլีΔٱڶွݺΖ܃ऱࢋࠩݺ୮ڶΔאױݺ
լၲ߫ࠐΔ߷ழৰࠃړΖݺࢋऱ॰ᢰΔৰᅀऱtrafficΖਢຍ㠪ৰᑪΔড়
լᘋΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Դϡ⫼ᢙᖗǄᠧԴᎹϡ㌃ˈ≵᳝ॄ䈵៥ǄԴⱘᑫࠄ៥ᆊ≵᳝䖰ˈ៥ৃҹ
ϡᓔ䔺ᴹˈ䙷ᯊᕜདџǄ៥ⳟᑫⱘ䮼䖍ˈᕜ咏⚺ⱘWUDIILFǄ㽕ᰃ䖭䞠ᕜ╂ˈ乒
ᅶϡ催݈Ǆ

Sample Response for Level 1—Very Weak
[Traditional-character version]
܃Ζ..ᦰᑇլᣄΔᦰᑇ..ழၴuh ..լଃΖ..ݺuh..լ౨ᦫᚩ..uhᚥڦ
ݺΖ(a long pause) ؚՠৰړΖ
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[Simplified-character version]
䇶䇶ԴǄ䇏᭄ϡ䲒ˈ䇏᭄ᯊ䯈uh ..ϡ䷇ડǄ៥uh..ϡ㛑ព..uh䇶䇶
ᐂᖭ៥Ǆ(a long pause) ᠧᎹᕜདǄ

COMMENTS: The response addresses the question only minimally in fragmented
sentences. The pace is very labored, with frequent hesitation. It suffers from insufficient vocabulary and very limited control of grammatical structures.
Sample Response for Level 0—Unacceptable
[Traditional-character version]
ݺլ౨ᦫᚩ܃ऱquestion. Sorry about that.
[Simplified-character version]
៥ϡ㛑ពԴⱘquestion. Sorry about that.
COMMENTS: No response.

{Conversation Question 6}
[Traditional-character version]
㻽Աڜඈՠ܂ΔᓮംΔ܃ԫਣཚխऱୌ༓֚Δ༓រࠩ༓រאױՠ܂Λ

[Simplified-character version]
ЎњᅝᥦᎹˈ䇋䯂ˈԴϔ᯳ᳳЁⱘાˈ⚍ࠄ⚍ৃҹᎹ˛

Sample Response for Level 6—Excellent
[Traditional-character version]
່ݺ२ԫរࠝຟլڦΔழၴՂֺለ۞طΖਣཚԫࠩਣཚնΔ֚ޢݺऱՂᓰ
ऱழၴਢΔڰՂԶរࠩՀ֑ࠟរתΖൕᖂீࠩຍࠝΔԼ։ᤪΖ۔ចΔױ܃
אᖕຍࠄൣ㤝Δ۞ڜطඈݺऱՠ܂Ζݙ܃٤אױਊᅃኙঁֱ܃ऱழၴࠐڜඈ
ݺऱՠ܂Δլጥڜ܃ඈ৻䈥ΔݺຟߢᦫૠൕΖ

[Simplified-character version]
៥᳔䖥ϔ⚍ܓ䛑ϡᖭˈᯊ䯈Ϟ↨䕗㞾⬅Ǆ᯳ᳳϔࠄ᯳ᳳѨˈ៥↣ⱘϞ䇒
ⱘᯊ䯈ᰃˈᮽϞܿ⚍ࠄϟजϸ⚍ञǄҢᄺ᷵ࠄ䖭ˈܓা㽕कߚ䩳Ǆ㗕ᵓˈԴৃ
ҹḍ䖭ѯᚙˈމ㞾⬅ᅝᥦ៥ⱘᎹǄԴᅠܼৃҹᣝ✻ᇍԴᮍ֓ⱘᯊ䯈ᴹᅝᥦ
៥ⱘᎹˈϡㅵԴᅝᥦᗢМˈ៥䛑㿔䅵ҢǄ

COMMENTS: The response addresses the question thoroughly and completely. It
deserves a high score in spite of an occasional error of “ڜඈ৻䈥” (“ᅝᥦᗢМ”)
instead of “৻䈥ڜඈ” (“ᗢМᅝᥦ”).
Sample Response for Level 5—Very Good
[Traditional-character version]
ຍଡംᠲڶԫរᣄΖ֚ޢݺऱᓰڍԫរࠝΔᝫڶΔݺەᇢԱΔݺ༚
ڍΖ..ຍਢ㻽չ䈥ݺլط۞ڶழၴΔݺუवሐΔڜ܃ඈݺऱՠ܂Ζאױլאױ
أࡌڇΛࡌأՠڶ֚ࠟ܂ᣂএΖຍᑌᄎኙݺऱᖂऱٱွ֟Ζ
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[Simplified-character version]
䖭Ͼ䯂乬᳝ϔ⚍䲒Ǆ៥↣ⱘ䇒ϔ⚍ˈܓ䖬᳝ˈ៥㽕㗗䆩њˈ៥ᕫд
Ǆ䖭ᰃЎҔМ៥ϡ᳝㞾⬅ᯊ䯈ˈ៥ᛇⶹ䘧Դᅝᥦ៥ⱘᎹǄৃҹϡৃҹা
਼˛਼Ꮉϸ≵᳝݇㋏Ǆ䖭ḋӮᇍ៥ⱘᄺдⱘॄ䈵ᇥǄ

COMMENTS: The response addresses the question directly. The delivery is generally smooth, and vocabulary is appropriate. It demonstrates good control over
grammar, although with sporadic errors that do not interfere with the meaning,
such as “֚ޢݺऱᓰڍԫរࠝ” (“៥↣ⱘ䇒ϔ⚍ )”ܓinstead of “່ݺ२ऱפᓰ
ڶԫរࠝ“( ”ڍ៥᳔䖥ⱘࡳ䇒᳝ϔ⚍ܓ”), “ݺ༚“( ”ڍ៥ᕫд”) instead
of “ݺڍ༚” (“៥ᕫд”), “լط۞ڶழၴ” (“ϡ᳝㞾⬅ᯊ䯈”) instead of “
ڶৰ़ڍᚾ” (“≵᳝ᕜぎḷ”), and “ຍᑌᄎኙݺऱᖂऱٱွ֟” (“䖭ḋӮᇍ៥
ⱘᄺдⱘॄ䈵ᇥ”) instead of “ຍᑌኙݺऱᖂࠐᎅ-ֺለڶᐙ” (“䖭ḋᇍ៥ⱘ
ᄺдᴹ䇈↨䕗≵᳝ᕅડ”).
Sample Response for Level 4—Good
[Traditional-character version]
܃ຍଡൣ৻䈥Δᙟঁ༉ړԱΖݺຟڶᣂΔݺਢᙟঁΔڂ㻽ݺழၴ
ਢ۞طৰΖᙟঁழၴΔؚࠐݺאױ܃ՠΖట߷ڶ䈥ڍᣂΔ܃ᦟ㢾ࡳ
ԫଡழၴΔؚሽᇩܣݺΖ܃ݺԫଡՠ܂Ζݺటᦟԫଡՠ܂Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
Դⳟ䖭ϾᚙᗢМˈخ䱣֓ህདњǄ៥䛑≵᳝݇дˈ៥ᰃ䱣֓ˈЎ៥ᯊ䯈
ᰃ㞾⬅ᕫᕜǄ䱣֓ᯊ䯈ˈԴৃҹি៥ᴹᠧᎹǄⳳ≵᳝䙷М݇дˈԴ୰އᅮ
ϔϾᯊ䯈ˈᠧ⬉䆱㒭៥৻Ǆ䇶䇶Դ㒭៥ϔϾᎹǄ៥ⳳ୰خϔϾᎹǄ

Sample Response for Level 3—Adequate
[Traditional-character version]
ਣཚԫ, լړ..ਢ..ਣཚ..uh..ᇿਣཚքΔՂ֑ᝫڶՀ֑Δጥา..ݺৰfreeΖ
܃ਢ۔ចΔ܃ᙟঁΖ

[Simplified-character version]
᯳ᳳϔϡདᰃ᯳ᳳಯ ..uh.. 䎳᯳ᳳ݁ˈϞज䖬᳝ϟज .. ≵ㅵ㒚 .. ៥ᕜ
freeΖԴᰃ㗕ᵓˈԴ䱣֓Ǆ

COMMENTS: The response provides a basic answer with disconnected sentences.
Frequent hesitation necessitates special listener effort, and pronunciation and
grammar errors sometimes obscure the meaning, e.g., “Ղ֑ᝫڶՀ֑.. 㦠ጥ伟”
(“Ϟज䖬᳝ϟज..≵ㅵ㒚”) is probably intended to mean “Ղ֑ࢨृՀ֑ຟᣂএ”
(“Ϟज㗙ϟज䛑≵݇㋏”).
Sample Response for Level 2—Weak
[Traditional-character version]
ݺழၴլਢڍΔਣཚ..uh....uh..ڶழၴ..ਣཚਢ..ਢ່ړΖ(a long pause) 
܃Ζ
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[Simplified-character version]
៥ᯊ䯈ϡᰃˈ᯳ᳳ..uh...uh..᳝ᯊ䯈..᯳ᳳᰃ..ᰃ᳔དΖ(a long pause) 䇶䇶
ԴǄ

COMMENTS: The response directly answers the question, but it is difficult to
understand. It is not clear if “ਣཚ..uh....uh..ڶழၴ” (“᯳ᳳ..uh...uh..᳝ᯊ䯈”) is
intended for “ਣཚԲڶழၴ” (“᯳ᳳѠ᳝ᯊ䯈”); or whether “ਣཚਢ..ਢ່ ”ړis
intended for “᯳ᳳಯ᳔ད”.
Sample Response for Level 1—Very Weak
[Traditional-character version]
..uh..ࠃٙ..լᣄ..uh..ڶݺৰࠃڍٙ..uh..ৰڦ..whenever
[Simplified-character version]
..uh..џӊ..ϡ䲒..uh..៥᳝ᕜџӊ..uh..ᕜᖭ..whenever
COMMENTS: The response seems to start and stop abruptly at a very labored
pace. Pronunciation errors and very limited vocabulary make it very difficult to
understand, e.g. “џӊ” seems to mean “ழၴ” (“ᯊ䯈”), but it contradicts “ᕜ
ᖭ”.
Sample Response for Level 0—Unacceptable
[Traditional-character version]
אױݺ၇܃ऱࣟ۫ΔਢৰړΖΜ

[Simplified-character version]
៥ৃҹфԴⱘϰ㽓ˈᰃᕜདǄ䇶䇶ʽ

COMMENTS: The response does not answer the question.

CULTURAL PRESENTATION SAMPLES AND SCORES
Choose ONE famous place in mainland China or Taiwan (for example, The
Museum of Terracotta Warriors and Horses, the Great Wall, the Sun Moon Lake,
and so on). In your presentation, describe this place and explain its significance.
The Cultural Presentation samples are based on the following prompt.
Similar to the conversation samples described earlier, a presentation that earns
the highest mark does not necessarily mean it is perfect or error-free. On the contrary, some samples are deliberately chosen to illustrate that they may still deserve
a high mark, as a whole, regardless of some minimal errors, infrequent hesitation,
or occasional repetition.
Comments are provided after most samples to further explain how the evaluation
is conducted. Some samples may be self-explanatory, and therefore comments are
not needed.
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Sample Presentation for Level 6—Excellent
[Traditional-character version]
Օ୮ݺ"ړუଗຍଡᖲᄎՕ୮տฯԫՀ۫ڜऱ್ঃ(bìngmā

yǒng)໑ढ

塢Ζ
ԮԼזڣऱழଢΔڇխഏ۫ॵڜ२ऱڶଡል (nōng)ا࿇ԱᇿటԳΕట್
լڍՕऱຯऱՓࡉ್Δ! ࠐຍ༉ਢรԫଡ০ࡨຩᆻऱ್ঃΖ
א৵Δຍࠝ༉ګԱᜰፊټऱࡨ್ঃ໑ढ塢Ζຍଡ໑ढ塢ڶԿଡՕ՛լ
ٵऱܾΔᇙ૿ګڶՏՂᆄଡຩᆻऱ್ঃΔඈᖞᖞᏘᏘΔటऱቝԫଡৰՕऱ
૨ၷΖᖕ(jǔ)ᎅྤᓵהଚߪՂઠऱ۪ࣚΔᝫਢᜭՂऱ।ൣΔຟٺլઌٵΔՏৎۍ
ኪΖ್ঃ໑ढ塢ೈԱ֧ܮԱྤᑇࠐ۞٤ऱᨠ٠ড়Δ್ঃᝫࠩՂԲ
Լڍଡഏ୮ࡉچ୶נΔᦫᎅՈࠩመભഏΖᙊᖌऱਢΔ۟ݺվᝫᨠ
(cánguān)መ್ঃ(bìngmā yǒng)໑ढ塢Ζݺ܀ઌॾΔݺԫࡳڶᖲᄎװխഏ
ऱ್ঃΔװტ࠹ԫՀ್ঃ᠆༄ڍऱᖵ֏֮ᙊขΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ᆊད៥ᛇ׳䖭ϾᴎӮ㒭ᆊҟ㒡ϔϟ㽓ᅝⱘ݉偀֥(bìngmā

yǒng)म⠽

佚Ǆ
ϗकᑈҷⱘᯊˈЁ㽓ᅝ䰘䖥ⱘ᳝Ͼ( ݰnōng)⇥থ⦄њ䎳ⳳҎǃⳳ偀
Ꮒϡⱘ䱊⫋ⱘخ݉偀ˈॳᴹ䖭ህᰃϔϾⱛᏱ⾺ྟⱛ䰾㩀ⱘ݉偀֥Ǆ
ҹৢˈ䖭ܓህ៤њВϪ䯏ৡⱘ⾺ྟⱛ݉偀֥म⠽佚Ǆ䖭Ͼम⠽佚᳝ϝϾᇣϡ
ৠⱘഥˈ䞠䴶᳝៤गϞϛϾ䰾㩀ⱘ݉偀֥ˈᥦᕫᭈᭈ唤唤ˈⳳⱘڣϔϾᕜⱘ
ݯ䯳Ǆ(jǔ)䇈᮴䆎ҪӀ䑿Ϟこⱘ㸷᳡ˈ䖬ᰃ㜌Ϟⱘ㸼ᚙˈ䛑ϡⳌৠˈग࿓ⱒ
ᗕǄ݉偀֥म⠽佚䰸њᓩњ᮴᭄ᴹ㞾ܼϪ⬠ⱘ㾖ܝᅶˈ݉偀֥䖬ࠄϪ⬠ϞѠ
कϾᆊഄऎሩߎˈ䇈гࠄ䖛㕢Ǆ䘫ធⱘᰃˈ៥㟇Ҟ䖬≵খ㾖
(cánguān)䖛݉偀֥(bìngmā yǒng)म⠽佚ǄԚ៥Ⳍֵˈ៥ϔᅮ᳝ᴎӮএⳟⳟЁ
ⱘ݉偀֥ˈএᛳফϔϟ݉偀֥Єᆠᔽⱘग़᭛࣪䘫ѻǄ

COMMENTS: The response addresses all aspects of the task, describing the place
and explaining its significance thoroughly and in great cultural detail. It is organized
logically with appropriate conjunctions like “ऱழଢ” (“ⱘᯊ)”, “ࠐ” (“ॳᴹ”),
“א৵” (“ҹৢ”), “ྤᓵ..ຟ” (“᮴䆎..䛑”), 䰸њ, and 䙎ធⱘᰃ”. The delivery is
natural and smooth with accurate pronunciation and minimal errors—“ᨠ” (“খ
㾖”) is incorrectly pronounced “cánguān” instead of “cānguān”, “್ঃ” (“݉偀
֥”) “bìng mā yǒng” instead of “bīng mǎ yǒng”, “ል“ )”⇥ݰ“( ”اnōng mín” instead
of “nóng mín”, “ᖕᎅ” (“䇈”) “jǔ shuō” instead of “jù shuō”. The use of vocabulary, idioms, and grammatical structures is rich and appropriate, e.g., “䰾㩀”, “ᜰ
ፊ“( ”ټВϪ䯏ৡ”), “ګՏՂᆄ” (“៤गϞϛ”), “᠆༄ڍ” (“Єᆠᔽ”), “֮֏
ᙊข” (“᭛࣪䘫ѻ”).
It is noteworthy that the speaker makes an excellent effort to present the “್
ঃ໑ढ塢” (“݉偀֥म⠽佚”), the museum, which is the place that the task prompt
asks for. Had the speaker chosen to present the “್ঃ” (“݉偀֥”) instead, it
would have been considered off-topic because “್ঃ” (“݉偀֥”) is a product/artifact, not a place. Any off-topic presentation, regardless how fluent the delivery or
perfect the language use, will be awarded a score below 3 for failing to address the
prompt directly or completely. Therefore, it is very important to understand what
the task prompt is asking for. It may be a place, a product, a practice, or a person.
Focus the presentation to address the requirement accordingly.
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Sample Presentation for Level 5—Very Good
[Traditional-character version]
վ֚ݺუᓫᓫխഏऱ९ৄΖ९ৄڇխഏऱֱקΔuh..९ৄൕࣟࠩ۫Δڶԫᆄ
ߺڍΔࢬאխഏԳՈ،ᆄߺ९ৄΖৰՆאছΔڶԳࠐؚխഏΔࡨᨃګ
ՏՂᆄऱװࡩۍ۔።९ৄΖ܃वሐ።९ৄৰᣄΔ߷ழڶ..uh..ᖲᕴΖ٤ຝຟਢ
ᔾ֫شჺΖהଚړլ୲࣐።ݙԱ९ৄΖຍଡ९ৄৰشړΔ אױ..אױஞࠐ ..uh..
ᚥ..uh..অᥨ..ᇙ૿ऱԳΔ܀ਢ..ᡏԳ..ৰᣄ౨ؚၞࠐΖຍ༉ਢ“ԫ֛ᅝᣂΔᆄ֛
๕ၲ”ऱਚࠃΖխഏԳᝫൄᎅ..ڶԫᇩ..ൄ..ᎅΚլࠩ९ৄլਢړዧΖڶ࣠ڕᖲ
ᄎऱᇩΔݺଚԫࡳװխഏऱᆄߺ९ৄΔଡړዧΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Ҟ៥ᛇ䇜䇜Ёⱘ䭓ජǄ䭓ජЁⱘ࣫ᮍˈuh..䭓ජҢϰࠄ㽓ˈ᳝ϔϛ
䞠ˈ᠔ҹЁҎгিᅗϛ䞠䭓ජǄᕜЙҹࠡˈ᳝Ҏ㽕ᴹᠧЁˈ⾺ྟⱛ䅽៤
गϞϛⱘ㗕ⱒྦྷএⲪ䭓ජǄԴⶹ䘧Ⲫ䭓ජᕜ䲒ˈ䙷ᯊ≵᳝..uh..ᴎ఼Ǆܼ䚼䛑ᰃ
䴴⫼ᨀǄҪӀདϡᆍᯧⲪᅠњ䭓ජǄ䖭Ͼ䭓ජᕜད⫼ˈৃҹ ..ৃҹᣓᴹ ..uh..
ᐂ..uh..ֱᡸ..䞠䴶ⱘҎˈԚᰃ..ണҎ..ᕜ䲒㛑ᠧᕫ䖯ᴹǄ䖭ህᰃ“ϔᔧ݇ˈϛ
㥿ᓔ”ⱘᬙџǄЁҎ䖬ᐌ䇈..᳝ϔহ䆱..ᐌ..䇈˖ϡࠄ䭓ජϡᰃད∝Ǆབᵰ᳝ᴎ
Ӯⱘ䆱ˈ៥Ӏϔᅮ㽕এⳟⳟЁⱘϛ䞠䭓ජˈخϾད∝Ǆ

COMMENTS: The response addresses all aspects of the task, starting with the
objective of the Great Wall, then the significance or value that it represents. Despite
some intermittent hesitation, the pace of delivery is generally smooth, and the
speaker uses appropriate conjunctions such as “བᵰ”, “߷ழ” (“䙷ᯊ”), “ຍ༉ਢ”
(“䖭ህᰃ”), “ᕜЙҹࠡ”. The presentation includes appropriate vocabulary,
idioms—like “ԫ֛ᅝᣂΔᆄ֛๕ၲ” (“ϔᔧ݇ˈϛ㥿ᓔ”), “լࠩ९ৄլਢړ
ዧ” (“ϡࠄ䭓ජϡᰃད∝”), “དϡᆍᯧ”, “ګՏՂᆄ” (“៤गϞϛ”)—and a variety
of grammatical structures, with only sporadic errors that do not obscure
meaning.
Sample Presentation for Level 4—Good
[Traditional-character version]
ݺუ܃ଚᝑᝑᇙټڶऱଅནֱֲִچᑧΖֲִᑧਢԫଡྋΔᦫᎅਢ
ڇ່ՕऱྋΖֲִᑧऱֽৰՕΔՈৰΔֽՂॺൄړΖֲִᑧխၴڶԫ
ଡ՛Δ՛ऱתקᢰದࠐቝԫଡ֜ၺΔ՛ऱতתᢰړቝԫଡִॽΔࢬא
Օ୮߷ଡྋऱڗټਢֲִᑧΖֲִᑧऱֽৰ៴ΔԳଚڇאױᇙ૿٪ํΖֲִ
ᑧ૿ৰዦॽΔ߷ڇଡዦॽऱֱچΔڶԫଡዦॽऱႚᎅΚৰՆאছΔڶԳڇ՞
ᇙԱԫೋՕຼΔ༉װಳ߷ೋՕຼΔຼৰݶ༉ၒߨԱΖՕ୮ڇ՞ᇙބԱބΔބ
ৰ९ழၴΖהଚߠԫଡྋֽΔ..uh..ֽᇙڶ՛ΔނՕྋ։ࠟתΔԫתቝ֜
ၺΔԫתቝִॽΖຍਢչᏖ،ֲִ“ᑧ”Ζֲִᑧऱԫڣࡱࡉڰඡऱནۥຟ
լԫᑌΖ່ݺᦟॸא৵ऱֲִᑧΖॸא৵ऱֲִᑧऱྋֽࡉ૿ऱ՞ದ
ࠐܑΕױფΖ৻ᏖᑌΔݺտฯݙԱֲִᑧΔ܃ਢլਢՈუװԱΛ

[Simplified-character version]
៥ᛇ㒭ԴӀ䆆䆆ৄ䞠᳝ৡⱘ亢᱃ഄᮍ᮹᳜╁Ǆ᮹᳜╁ᰃϔϾˈ䇈ᰃ
ৄ᳔ⱘǄ᮹᳜╁ⱘ∈ᕜˈгᕜ⏅ˈ∈Ϟ䴲ᐌདⳟǄ᮹᳜╁Ё䯈᳝ϔ
Ͼᇣቯˈᇣቯⱘ࣫ञ䖍ⳟ䍋ᴹڣϔϾ䰇ˈᇣቯⱘफञ䖍དڣϔϾ᳜҂ˈ᠔ҹ
ᆊি䙷Ͼⱘৡᄫᰃ᮹᳜╁Ǆ᮹᳜╁ⱘ∈ᕜ㪱ˈҎӀৃҹ䞠䴶ߦ㠍Ǆ᮹᳜
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╁ಯ䴶ᕜⓖ҂ˈ䙷Ͼⓖ҂ⱘഄᮍˈ᳝ϔϾⓖ҂ⱘӴ䇈˖ᕜЙҹࠡˈ᳝Ҏቅ
䞠ⳟњϔা呓ˈህএ䗑䙷া呓ˈ呓ᕜᖿህ䎥䍄њǄᆊቅ䞠ᡒњᡒˈᡒ
ᕜ䭓ᯊ䯈ǄҪӀⳟ㾕ϔϾ∈ˈ..uh..∈䞠᳝ᇣቯˈᡞߚЎϸञˈϔञڣ
䰇ˈϔञڣ᳜҂Ǆ䖭ᰃЎҔМᅗি“᮹᳜╁”Ǆ᮹᳜╁ⱘϔᑈಯᄷᮽᰮⱘ᱃㡆䛑
ϡϔḋǄ៥᳔୰ⳟ䲼ҹৢⱘ᮹᳜╁Ǆ䲼ҹৢⱘ᮹᳜╁ⱘ∈ಯ䴶ⱘቅⳟ䍋
ᴹ⡍߿ᑆޔǃৃ⠅ǄᗢМḋˈ៥ҟ㒡ᅠњ᮹᳜╁ˈԴᰃϡᰃгᛇএⳟⳟњ˛

COMMENTS: The presentation addresses all aspects of the task prompt with some
elaboration. It contains some, although inconsistent, transitional elements, and
some sentences are loosely connected. The overall structure is tainted by a repeated
description of the name origin, suggesting a lack of organization and logic. The
quoted legend may be a creative fabrication, or the student may have confused it
with some other place. There is no such legend associated with “᮹᳜╁”. The language use is appropriate and adequate, with errors that do not obscure meaning.
For example, in “ᇙټڶऱ” (“ৄ䞠᳝ৡⱘ”), the “ᇙ” (“䞠”) is unnecessary;
“Օ୮߷ଡྋऱ“( ”ڗټᆊি䙷Ͼⱘৡᄫ”) should be either “Օ୮߷ଡྋ”
(“ᆊি䙷Ͼ”) or “߷ଡྋऱ“( ”ڗټ䙷Ͼⱘৡᄫি”), “ॸא৵ऱ” (“䲼ҹ
ৢⱘ”) should be just “ॸ৵ऱ” (“䲼ৢⱘ”).
Sample Presentation for Level 3—Adequate
[Traditional-character version]
֟ࣥڝৰټڶΔ֟ࣥڇڝԫଡ℈ՂΔڂ㻽ԫଡխഏऱ০ܑټڶԱΖ֟
ࣥࣳפਢխഏऱԫଡࣳΔ߷ଡࣳΔৰ९ᖵԱΔਢխഏऱႚอࣳऱԫଡ
ֱ૿Ζ֟ࣥऱࣳڶլٵऱᑌΔڶહऱ֟ࣥΔࡉՈڶnánऱ֟ࣥΖխഏԳଚॺ
ൄ..ऄᖏ..֟ࣥࣳΔڶৰࣳڍᖂீ..ੁഏԳࠐᖂΔᝫܑࠩऱੁഏ।ዝࣳפΖ
ܑऱ ..ੁഏ ..ܑऱԳ ..ᘋᔊ ..ܑऱԳ ..ኙ֟ࣥऱ ֛פ..ࠐᎅΔ؆ഏԳऱܑԳຟტᘋ
ᔊΔݺՈਢტᘋᔊΖݺუᖂ֟ࣥऱ֛פ..ڶ..ړ..ኙߪ᧯..ړڶΔᝫ᧢אױ
cŏngࣔΖڶԫଡխഏऱሽᐙਢ֟ࣥڝΔݺᖂ֟ࣥڝൕሽᐙΔՈਢݺᦟ֟ࣥ
ڝΖݺუᖂ֛֟ࣥפڝΔঁक़ԫଡټڶऱ֛פԳΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ᇥᵫᇎᕜ᳝ৡˈᇥᵫᇎϔϾ䰩ϞˈЎϔϾЁⱘⱛᏱ⡍߿᳝ৡњǄᇥ
ᵫ℺ࡳᰃЁⱘϔϾ℺ᴃˈ䙷Ͼ℺ᴃˈᕜ䭓ग़њˈᰃЁⱘӴ㒳℺ᴃⱘϔϾ
ᮍ䴶Ǆᇥᵫⱘ℺ᴃ᳝ϡৠⱘḋᄤˈ᳝㚠ⱘᇥᵫˈг᳝nànⱘᇥᵫǄЁҎӀ䴲
ᐌ...⊩..ᇥᵫ℺ᴃˈ᳝ᕜ℺ᴃᄺ᷵..ℾҎᴹᄺдˈ䖬ࠄ߿ⱘℾ㸼ⓨ℺ࡳǄ
߿ⱘ ..ℾ ..߿ⱘҎ ..݈䍷 ..߿ⱘҎ ..ᇍᇥᵫⱘࡳ ..ᴹ䇈ˈҎⱘ߿Ҏ䛑ᛳ݈
䍷ˈ៥гᰃᛳ݈䍷Ǆ៥ᛇᄺдᇥᵫⱘࡳ..᳝..ད໘..ᇍ䑿ԧ..᳝ད໘ˈ䖬ৃҹব
cŏngᯢǄ᳝ϔϾЁⱘ⬉ᕅᰃᇥᵫᇎˈ៥ᄺᇥᵫᇎҢ⬉ᕅˈгᰃ៥୰ᇥᵫ
ᇎǄ៥ᛇᄺᇥᵫᇎࡳˈ֓㢅ϔϾ᳝ৡⱘࡳҎǄ

COMMENTS: The presentation addresses the prompt directly, mentioning the
long history of “ᇥᵫᇎ”, and the variety of “֟ࣥࣳ” (“ᇥᵫ℺ᴃ”). The presentation consists of disconnected sentences that demonstrate the lack of coherence
and organization. The delivery pace is inconsistent. It contains frequent pronunciation errors that necessitate listener’s efforts. e.g., “℈Ղ” (“䰩Ϟ”) instead of “ቅϞ”,
“㚠” instead of “࣫”, “nànⱘā instead of “फⱘ”, “ऄᖏ” (“⊩”) instead of “࿇
୶” (“থሩ”), “ੁഏ” (“ℾ”) instead of “؆ഏ” (“”), “cŏng ᯢā instead of
“cōngᯢāĀᜣࣔ” (“㘾ᯢ”), “֓㢅” instead of “᧢֏” (“ব࣪”).
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Limited vocabulary, idioms, and simple grammatical structures with frequent
errors interrupt the flow and sometimes obscure meaning, such as: “ਢխഏऱႚอ
ࣳऱԫଡֱ૿” (“ᰃЁⱘӴ㒳℺ᴃⱘϔϾᮍ䴶”) may be rephrased to “ਢխഏ
ऱႚอࣳऱԫጟ” (“ᰃЁⱘӴ㒳℺ᴃⱘϔ⾡”), “᳝㚠ⱘᇥᵫˈг᳝nánⱘᇥ
ᵫ” may be rephrased to “֟ࣥࣳ։তΕࠟק” (“ᇥᵫ℺ᴃߚफǃ࣫ϸ⌒”), the
labored effort about “ტᘋᔊ” (“ᛳ݈䍷”) may be restructured to “ڶڍ؆ഏԳኙ
֛֟ࣥפৰტᘋᔊ, ݺՈਢࠡխԫଡ” (“᳝䆌Ҏᇍᇥᵫࡳᕜᛳ݈䍷, ៥г
ᰃ݊ЁϔϾ”), “֓㢅ϔן᳝ৡⱘࡳҎ” may be rephrased to “ګԫଡۥנऱࣳ
റᄐԳ” (“៤ЎϔϾߎ㡆ⱘ℺ᴃϧϮҎਬ”).
Sample Presentation for Level 2—Weak
[Traditional-character version]
ݺᎅፕק101Ζ،ਢԫଡፕק..ᑔΔאױ܃..݄ሽඪ...౨ڇ..uh..૿ΔՂװ
ݶԱΖ֮ऱڗټ, ৰڶڍრ৸ΔՈڶৰړრΖ(a long pause) װ..101ῧ..ړ
ԱΔࡉ߷ଡֱچ..10։ᤪ..װߨΖ101ᑔڶᗉΔڇඡՂΔࡉ֚֚ऱᗉլԫᑌऱ
ΰa long pauseαቝદऱΕ៴ऱΔࡉᖨऱΖݺ،ଚΔ୰ℵὉњΖ៥ᅠњΖ
[Simplified-character version]
៥㽕䇈ৄ࣫101ǄᅗᰃϔϾৄ࣫..催ὐˈԴৃҹ..ത⬉ẃ...㛑..uh..䴶ˈϞএ
ᖿњǄ㣅᭛ⱘৡᄫ, ᕜ᳝ᛣᗱˈг᳝ᕜདᛣǄ(a long pause) এ..101催ὐ..ད
њˈ䙷Ͼഄᮍ..10ߚ䩳..া䍄এǄ101催ὐ᳝♃ˈᰮϞˈⱘ♃ϡϔḋⱘ
˄a long pause˅ڣ㑶ⱘǃ㪱ⱘˈⱘǄ៥ⳟᅗӀˈ୰ᵕњǄ៥ᅠњǄ
COMMENTS: This presentation illustrates a lack of competence in presentational
speaking and cultural knowledge. It minimally addresses the prompt with scattered
information in fragmented sentences, such as “Ϟএᖿњ”, “г᳝ᕜདᛣ”, “ࡉ߷ଡ
“( ”ֱچ䙷Ͼഄᮍ”). The delivery is labored with frequent hesitation, and seems
to lose track of the thought. It is hampered by minimal appropriate vocabulary and
limited grammatical structures that obscure meaning, e.g., “݄ሽඪ”(“ത⬉ẃ”), “㛑
”, “ࡉ߷ଡ“( ”ֱچ䙷Ͼഄᮍ”).
Sample Presentation for Level 1—Very Weak
[Traditional-character version]
ਚ୰..ࠇקڇΖࠇק..ৰ۔ڍ..ऱڶৡ..okay..ڇխഏΖਚ୰ਢৰ..ᛥΔࡉৰ
९Ζ(a long pause) խഏԳൄൄװৗΔپړ堩Δࡉܑऱ (inaudible pronunciation)..Ζ(a long pause) ڇࣥ܌Δৰܑڍऱ..؆ഏ..no..ሎ೯ԳΞ
[Simplified-character version]
ᬙᅿ..࣫ҀǄ࣫Ҁ..ᕜ㗕..ⱘ᳝ৡ..okay..ЁǄᬙᅿᰃᕜ催..ຏˈᕜ
䭓Ǆ(a long pause) ЁҎᐌᐌ এৗ, དৗ佁ˈ߿ⱘ(inaudible pronunciation)..Ǆ
(a long pause) ༹ᵫऍˈܟᕜ߿ⱘ....no..䖤ࡼҎĂ
COMMENTS: This presentation addresses the prompt very minimally with isolated
words and disjointed sentences. The delivery is labored, and significantly lacks
organization and structure. The language competency is weak, with insufficient
vocabulary and grammatical structures that hinder the meaning. It goes from
describing the “ᛥ” (“”) to “پړ堩” (“དৗ佁”) and “༻ᵫऍ”ܟ. The last sentence seems to be incomplete.
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Sample Presentation for Level 0—Unacceptable
[Traditional-character version]
ભഏֆႼৰڍΔ႓فഏ୮ֆႼਢ່ՕΔࡉ່ټڶΖ႓فֆႼ۫ڇᢰקᢰऱ
ભഏΔৰዦॽΔࡉৰڍऱ೯ढࡉளሏԳଚΖ

[Simplified-character version]
㕢݀ುᕜˈ咘ᆊ݀ುᰃ᳔ˈ᳔᳝ৡǄ咘݀ು㽓䖍࣫䖍ⱘ
㕢ˈᕜⓖ҂ˈᕜⱘࡼ⠽ᮙ␌ҎӀǄ

COMMENTS: This presentation misses the prompt altogether by describing
Yellowstone National Park in the United States instead of a place in China or
Taiwan.

SPEAKING TIPS
1. The key to the Speaking test is to address the prompt directly and completely.
Therefore it is extremely important to listen to the prompt carefully and
understand exactly what the requirements are.
2. To “be fluent” does not mean that students have to speak at a fast pace. It
means that the pace should be steady and the flow should be smooth.
Students should aim to speak at a natural rate of speech. Words, phrases,
sentences, and paragraphs should be connected in a logical way. If students
can respond appropriately with minimum hesitation, they are likely to
receive a high score. If students don’t know how to answer a certain question, they should at least address the prompt or topic in a general sense.
3. Students should prepare themselves with as much vocabulary as possible on
theme topics. For example, if students are to talk about the Mid-Autumn
Festival, it helps to know words like “ִ堿” (“᳜佐”) and “ቸႽ” (“ಶ”).
If they are planning an event for a trip, it helps to know words like “ནរ”
(“᱃⚍”) and “㸠.” If students don’t know enough vocabulary, their
speaking responses will likely be compromised. We can’t emphasize enough
how important it is for students to use appropriate words and phrases to
express what they need to say correctly. Incorporating a couple of idioms
and/or proverbs enhances the overall impression.
4. Students should pay attention to grammar. The grammar and linguistic
structures that students use to communicate should be accurate. If students
do not have good syntactic control, it will be very difficult for them to
communicate effectively.
5. If students are not native Mandarin Chinese speakers, it is likely that they
will have an accent when speaking Mandarin, but their speech should still
be understandable. If students have trouble pronouncing certain words in
Chinese, they should practice these words often. For example, if they cannot
pronounce the third tones, they should find methods to fix their
pronunciation.
The more students listen critically and the more they practice, the better
fluency, intonation, and pronunciation they will achieve. For words that
students find particularly challenging, even after practicing repeatedly,
students may want to avoid using them or find appropriate substitutions
for them.
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VOCABULARY TIPS
Students can use the following tips to expand their vocabulary:
1. Reading is the best way to learn vocabulary. Reading a variety of materials
not only helps with learning new words and phrases, but also improves
language skills overall.
2. Make sentences while learning a new word. Using a new word in sentences
will help students memorize the meaning and usage of the word.
3. Apply new words as much as possible in daily life.
4. Study radicals. Learning just one radical often helps students understand
many new words.
5. Expand vocabulary by learning synonyms and antonyms. This is very effective
for memorizing new words.
6. Group theme-based words. Keep practicing and memorizing based on a
selected theme or topic.

SPEAKING PREPARATION
Conversation
A conversation differs from simply answering questions. The latter is easy to do as
long as one understands the question, but conversation consists of more than just a
response. It requires students to elaborate on a topic to make the conversation
interesting. In the Conversation part of the Speaking section, students must keep
their responses within 20 seconds. The recording stops after 20 seconds. Anything
said after 20 seconds will not be recorded. Students are expected to:
•
•
•
•

address the prompt directly, appropriately, and thoroughly;
keep a natural pace and avoid stumbling;
demonstrate accurate pronunciation and tones; and
use a wide range of grammatical structures, vocabulary, and idioms.

Here are some useful hints for participating in conversations. Students should:
1. Understand the prompt without having to translate it in their heads.
2. Include as much information pertaining to the prompt as they can. Avoid
any silent moments while responding to the prompt, as silence may indicate
that they do not understand the prompt or they lack the words to express
themselves.
3. Talk about one word that they do understand if they fail to understand the
prompt. Delivering an incomplete answer is much better than saying, “I
don’t understand,” or leaving the recording blank.
4. Keep in mind that their response to the topic should not be too brief.
Responding to the prompt means providing enough information to show
they can carry on a conversation with someone.
5. Forget about being truthful in the response. The purpose of the question
is to elicit a speech sample in Chinese. Sometimes, there might not be an
absolute correct or incorrect answer. Saying something in Chinese, instead
of keeping silent, is highly recommended.
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6. Correct any mistake right away if recognized.
7. Practice having spontaneous conversations for added fluency.
Sample Questions
You have a conversation with your friend, Zhang Liping, about learning Chinese.
1. ܃ᖂխ֮ᖂԱڍ९ழၴΛ
ԴᄺЁ᭛ᄺњ䭓ᯊ䯈˛

2. ܃㻽չ䈥ᖂխ֮Λ
ԴЎҔМᄺЁ᭛˛

3. ܃ଚऱխ֮۔ஃਢભഏԳᝫਢխഏԳΛ
ԴӀⱘЁ᭛㗕Ꮬᰃ㕢Ҏ䖬ᰃЁҎ˛

4. ڇᖂխ֮መ࿓խΔ܃ᤚ່ڶრ৸ऱࠃൣਢչ䈥Λ
ᄺдЁ᭛䖛ЁˈԴ㾝ᕫ᳔᳝ᛣᗱⱘџᚙᰃҔМ˛

5. ڇ܃ᖂխ່Օऱܺᣄਢչ䈥Λ
ԴᄺдЁ᳔ⱘೄ䲒ᰃҔМ˛

6. ܃խฅᄐא৵ᝫᖂխ֮ႯΛ
Դ催Ё↩Ϯҹৢ䖬ᄺЁ᭛৫˛

Suggested Responses
Students should answer the questions directly first and then elaborate on the
topic.
1. ܃ᖂխ֮ᖂԱڍ९ழၴΛ
ԴᄺЁ᭛ᄺњ䭓ᯊ䯈˛

[Traditional-character version]
First answer directly: ݺᖂխ֮բᆖᖂԱࠟڣԱΖ
Then elaborate: ݺಖࠟڣছΔݺଚषၲԱԫࢬխ֮ᖂீΔݺऱ֖ࣛխৰ
ڍԳຟװԱΔݺՈװԱΖՂխא৵Δݺ࿇ᖂீՈڶխ֮ᓰΔ࣍ਢ༉ᙇԱຍ
॰ᓰΖ

[Simplified-character version]
First answer directly: ៥ᄺЁ᭛Ꮖ㒣ᄺњϸᑈњǄ
Then elaborate: ៥䆄ᕫϸᑈࠡˈ៥Ӏ⼒ऎᓔњϔ᠔Ё᭛ᄺ᷵ˈ៥ⱘ᳟টЁᕜ
Ҏ䛑এњˈ៥гএњǄϞ催Ёҹৢˈ៥থ⦄ᄺ᷵г᳝Ё᭛䇒ˈѢᰃህ䗝њ䖭
䮼䇒Ǆ

2. ܃㻽չ䈥ᖂխ֮Λ
ԴЎҔМᄺЁ᭛˛

[Traditional-character version]
First answer directly: ଶၲࡨᖂխ֮ݙ٤ਢڂ㻽װ֖ࣛړԱΔݺՈ༉ᇿڔԫ
ದװԱΖ

Then elaborate: ଶᖂऱழଢᤚړनࠝΔ৵ࠐ။ࠐ။ᦟᖂΖݺᤚᖂխ
֮ৰڶਗᖏࢤΖ
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[Simplified-character version]
First answer directly: ߮ᓔྟᄺЁ᭛ᅠܼᰃЎད᳟টএњˈ៥гህ䎳ཌྷϔ
䍋এњǄ

Then elaborate: ߮ᄺⱘᯊ㾝ᕫᤎད⥽ৢˈܓᴹ䍞ᴹ䍞୰ᄺǄ៥㾝ᕫᄺЁ
᭛ᕜ᳝ᣥᗻǄ

3. ܃ଚऱխ֮۔ஃਢભഏԳᝫਢխഏԳΛ
ԴӀⱘЁ᭛㗕Ꮬᰃ㕢Ҏ䖬ᰃЁҎ˛

[Traditional-character version]
First answer directly: խ֮ᖂீऱ۔ஃਢڇભഏ९ՕऱխഏԳΔړቝਢ՛ᖂ
్ڣऱழଢൕፕࠐऱΖ
Then elaborate: ڇऱ۔ஃਢൕՕຬࠐऱΖڔଚඒຟৰړΔԳՈຟৰ֖
ړΔܑᣂ֨ݺଚऱᖂΖ

[Simplified-character version]
First answer directly: Ё᭛ᄺ᷵ⱘ㗕Ꮬᰃ㕢䭓ⱘЁҎˈདڣᰃᇣᄺ
ಯᑈ㑻ⱘᯊҢৄᴹⱘǄ
Then elaborate: ⦄ⱘ㗕ᏜᰃҢ䰚ᴹⱘǄཌྷӀᬭᕫ䛑ᕜདˈҎг䛑ᕜট
དˈ⡍߿݇ᖗ៥ӀⱘᄺдǄ

4. ڇᖂխ֮መ࿓խΔ܃ᤚ່ڶრ৸ऱࠃൣਢչ䈥Λ
ᄺдЁ᭛䖛ЁˈԴ㾝ᕫ᳔᳝ᛣᗱⱘџᚙᰃҔМ˛

[Traditional-character version]
First answer directly: ᳝ᕜ᳝ᛣᗱⱘџᚙΔ↨བΔḍ䚼佪⣰ᄫ㕽ਔΔ㸼
ⓨ៤䁲ᬙџਔҔ咑ⱘΖ
Then elaborate: լመΔݺᤚ່ڶრ৸ऱࠃൣਢሏᚭΔڇݺխ֮ᖂீऱ߷
ۯፕ۔ஃ༉ܑᄎထᖂسሏᚭΖ

[Simplified-character version]
First answer directly: ᳝ᕜ᳝ᛣᗱⱘџᚙˈ↨བˈḍ䚼佪⣰ᄫНਔˈ㸼
ⓨ៤䇁ᬙџਔҔМⱘǄ
Then elaborate: ϡ䖛ˈ៥㾝ᕫ᳔᳝ᛣᗱⱘџᚙᰃ␌خ៣ˈ៥Ё᭛ᄺ᷵ⱘ䙷
ԡৄ㗕Ꮬህ⡍߿Ӯᏺⴔᄺ⫳␌خ៣Ǆ

5. ڇ܃ᖂխ່Օऱܺᣄਢչ䈥Λ
ԴᄺдЁ᳔ⱘೄ䲒ᰃҔМ˛

[Traditional-character version]
First answer directly: ᇡ៥՚䁾ΔЁ᭛ⱘ㙑᳔䲷Ζ
Then elaborate: ଶၲࡨऱழଢΔᦫԺܑᜊᗶΔ۔ஃᎅऱᇩݺᦫءլᚩΖ
ڻࠟڶᝫڂ㻽టᦫᚩۖנݫԱూᇩΖ৵ࠐΔݺ༉ᦫڍᙕଃΔڍխഏሽᐙΔ
ڍᇿխഏԳเ֚ࠝΔᦫڇԺڍړԱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
First answer directly: ᇍ៥ᴹ䇈ˈЁ᭛ⱘ᳔䲒Ǆ
Then elaborate: ߮ᓔྟⱘᯊˈ⡍߿㊳㊩ˈ㗕Ꮬ䇈ⱘ䆱៥ḍᴀϡពǄ
᳝ϸ䖬Ў≵ⳳព㗠ᓘߎњュ䆱Ǆৢᴹˈ៥ህᔩ䷇ˈⳟЁ⬉ᕅˈ
䎳ЁҎ㘞⦄ˈܓདњǄ
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6. ܃խฅᄐא৵ᝫᖂխ֮ႯΛ
Դ催Ё↩Ϯҹৢ䖬ᄺЁ᭛৫˛

[Traditional-character version]
First answer directly: խฅᄐࡳ्ݺٿᄎᤉᥛᖂխ֮ऱΖ
Then elaborate: ݺवሐڇભഏڶৰڍՕᖂຟၲխ֮ᓰ࿓ΖعݺᓮՕᖂழ
ՈᄎەᐞຍԫរऱΖݺᦟᖂխ֮ΔݺլᄎתຜۖᐒऱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
First answer directly: 催Ё↩Ϯৢ៥㚃ᅮӮ㒻㓁ᄺЁ᭛ⱘǄ
Then elaborate: ៥ⶹ䘧⦄㕢᳝ᕜᄺ䛑ᓔ䆒Ё᭛䇒Ǆ៥⬇䇋ᄺᯊ
гӮ㗗㰥䖭ϔ⚍ⱘǄ៥୰ᄺЁ᭛ˈ៥ϡӮञ䗨㗠ᑳⱘǄ

PRESENTATION
After Conversation, the next task is the Cultural Presentation. The directions will
include a topic prompt and a description of the requirements for the presentation.
Read the directions carefully. Students should make every effort to address all
aspects of the prompt thoroughly and accurately. The presentation should be cohesive and well organized. Any information related to Chinese culture should be
accurate and comprehensive.
Generally speaking, a good presentation has the following qualities.

1.

Captivating. To successfully intrigue the audience, students should keep
their descriptions and explanations crisp, clear, and adequately detailed.
They should be sure to quote relevant facts and examples to support their
ideas. The topic prompt typically includes cultural requirements. Students
should pay close attention to the requirements and present the related cultural content in a comprehensible manner.

2.

Purposeful. Students should practice stating the purpose, scope, and objectives of the presentation in a clear, concise manner. They should consider
how to organize the presentation, including length, key ideas, transitions,
and any related stories, including both qualitative and quantitative facts.
Students will be given only 2 minutes to record their presentations. Prior to
taking the test, they should practice using the time wisely to deliver a wellstated and purposeful presentation.

3.

Organized. Students are encouraged to make their presentations well organized and coherent, develop clear ideas, and use appropriate transitional
words and phrases. Both this chapter and the Writing chapter provide lists
of frequently used Chinese transition words and phrases. During the presentation, the structure should be apparent to the listener.

4.

Cultural. When addressing the requirements for the Cultural Presentation,
students will be able to choose a specific aspect based on a very broad prompt.
They should be sure that any cultural information included in their presentations is accurate. It is highly advised that they pick a main focus that they
are confident with and know well.
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5.

Appropriate. Students should look for clues in the prompt, especially if the
prompt seems to be asking something that they know nothing about. Students should leverage these clues to address the topic and express their own
opinions on it. Remember: Don’t give up.

6.

Accurate. During the presentation, students should use language that is
accurate, concise but meaningful, diverse, and easy to understand. The last
chapter, Cultural Notes, provides cultural information that is specifically
designed for written language. When preparing for oral presentations, students need to shift their communication style from written to spoken.

As mentioned above, for the Cultural Presentation, students may pick a specific
subject from a broad topic that they are familiar with. Compared with the written
parts of the AP Chinese exam, in the Cultural Presentation, students have more
freedom to be expressive and creative. For example, as an opening line, they might
start with:
• a phrase relevant to the topic—“վ֚ᇿՕ୮ᓫऱਢ..” (“Ҟ㽕䎳ᆊ䇜
ⱘᰃ..”)
• a quote from a famous poem to establish a frame of reference—“ޢນࠋᆏ
৸ᘣ” (“↣䗶Շ㡖סᗱ҆”), or
• a simple question—“խટᆏਢ৻䈥ࠐऱ@” (“Ё⾟㡖ᰃᗢМᴹⱘ?”).
A well-organized Cultural Presentation contains an introduction, a main body, and
a conclusion.
The introduction is the most important part of the presentation; it consists of
a greeting and a thesis. Students should include an appropriate greeting and a thesis
that captures the audience’s attention. A good introduction will notify the audience
of the topic right away and stimulate their curiosity about the topic.
The main body of the presentation has to be coherent. It should contain sufficient transitions for the audience to distinguish what is primary information and
what is secondary.
The conclusion should be short. It should restate the main points and also what
the student wants the audience to walk away with. A conclusion may include
recommendations; for example, if the presentation is about a famous author, recommend one of his/her books.
The presentation must be no more than 2 minutes long. When recording, students should make sure to keep a naturally steady pace. Students should not finish
long before the recording time ends, nor should they continue after the recording
stops. The latter tends to happen more frequently during classroom practice.
In the classroom, a teacher might give a student more time if his presentation
goes beyond 2 minutes. During the actual Speaking test, however, a computer is
used for the recording. It will not allow for over-time recording. If the presentation
is longer than 2 minutes, the conclusion, which might be the most elaborate and
clever part of the presentation, will be cut off. Losing the opportunity to present
the conclusion seriously affects the final score.
Here are some common opening remarks and commonly used words in the main
body and summary/conclusion, as well as two samples.
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Common Opening Remarks
ݺუᓫᓫ…
៥ᛇ䇜䇜…
ݺዝᝑऱᠲؾਢ...
៥ⓨ䆆ⱘ乬Ⳃᰃ...
ݺᓫᇩऱᠲਢ...
៥䇜䆱ⱘЏ乬ᰃ...
ݺუ៶ຍଡᖲᄎՕ୮១տฯԫՀ...
៥ᛇ׳䖭ϾᴎӮ㒭ᆊㅔऩҟ㒡ϔϟ...

I’m going to talk about…
The title of my presentation is…
The topic of my talk is…

I’d like to take this opportunity to give
you an overview of …

Main Body and Summary/Conclusion Words
ݺዝᝑऱփ୲։㻽Կଡຝ։
៥ⓨ䆆ⱘݙᆍߚЎϝϾ䚼ߚ
ݺലൕԿଡֱ૿ᓫᓫ

I’ve divided my talk into (three) parts.
I’m going to divide my talk into three parts to
talk about ...

៥ᇚҢϝϾᮍ䴶䇜䇜
佪ܜ
First
݊
Second
ϝ
Third
່৵ (᳔ৢ)
Finally
ϔ䚼ߚ
In the first part
Ѡ䚼ߚ
Then, in the second part
Հ૿Δݺᓫᓫรԫଡຝ։!
!Let’s move to the first part of my talk, which is

about ...
ϟ䴶ˈ៥䇜䇜ϔϾ䚼ߚ
່৵Δݺ٦ൎᓳԫՀݺऱរ I’d like to end by emphasizing the main points.
᳔ৢˈ៥ݡᔎ䇗ϔϟ៥ⱘ㽕⚍
ݺუشΞࠐݺޔऱዝᝑ
I’d like to end with…
៥ᛇ⫼…ᴹ㒧ᴳ៥ⱘⓨ䆆

Cultural Presentation Sample
There are many ancient Chinese stories. Choose one to present. The presentation
needs to summarize the story and give your own opinion on the story.
[Traditional-character version]
ٵۯٺᖂ:
܃ଚړΜݺዝᝑऱᠲؾਢ “᜶Ֆୈ९ৄ ”ΖཛழଢΔڶԫଡߜΕભᣝ
ऱՖ᜶ՖΖ᜶Ֆᦟԫଡᒤߜऱ՛ّΖהଚࠟԳൣދრٽΔ
լՆ༉ദԱΖദ߷֚ΔࠐԱৰڍড়ԳΖࠩԱඡՂΔ໘ऱԳຟߨԱΔᄅ
ΕᄅՈԵࢪԱΖડྥࠐԱ༓ଡᅝऱΔނᒤߜװߨތଥ९ৄΖൕ߷
א৵Δ᜶ՖԫଡԳ़़ڇښऱࢪ㠪৸࢚Ձ֛Ζ৵ࠐΔ᜶ՖહՂ۩ᇘΔ
ՂپऱΔࠩބԱ९ৄՠچΖڇՠچՂΔࠩބڶڔՁ֛ΔথᅸࠩԱԫଡ۔ၢΖ
۔ၢڔ္ܫΔᒤߜբᆖڽԱΔৡ᧯բᆖୖڇԱ९ৄऱՀ૿ΖᦫࠩຍଡஒΔ
᜶ՖՕୈದࠐΖڔୈΔୈΔୈ֚ࣖچᄆΖડྥΔᦫࠩ“Ᏸ”ԫᜢΔ९ৄ
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ଙԱΔᒤߜऱৡ᧯ࠐנΖ᜶Ֆึ࣍ߠࠩԱ֨ფऱՁ֛Δ܀Ձ֛থةՈ
լࠩࡠԱΔڂ㻽הբᆖྲྀᑊऱࡨ୭ڽԱΖຍଡਚࠃݺ္ܫଚΔឈྥ
९ৄਢԳᣊ່Օऱՠ࿓հԫΔਢխဎاගऱᧀ႙Δ܀ਢΔ९ৄՈᕩፋထխഏ
זײ೯ԳاऱۨፖۀΖݺऱਚࠃᝑݙԱΔՕ୮Μ

[Simplified-character version]
ԡৠᄺ:
ԴӀདʽ៥ⓨ䆆ⱘ乬Ⳃᰃ “ᄳྰཇુ䭓ජ ”Ǆ⾺ᳱᯊˈ᳝ϔϾ㡃ǃ㕢Б
ⱘཇᄽᄤিᄳྰཇǄᄳྰཇ୰ϔϾি㣗୰㡃ⱘᇣӭᄤǄҪӀϸҎᚙᡩᛣড়ˈ
ϡЙህ㒧ီњǄ㒧ီ䙷ˈᴹњᕜᅶҎǄࠄњᰮϞˈୱ୰䜦ⱘҎ䛑䍄њˈᮄ
䚢ǃᮄг㽕ܹ⋲᠓њǄさ✊ᴹњϾᔧ݉ⱘˈᡞ㣗୰㡃ᡧ䍄এׂ䭓ජǄҢ䙷
ҹৢˈᄳྰཇϔϾҎᅜぎぎⱘ᠓ᄤ䞠ᗱᗉϜǄৢᴹˈᄳྰཇ㚠Ϟ㸠㺙ˈᏺ
Ϟৗⱘˈᡒࠄњ䭓ජᎹഄǄᎹഄϞˈཌྷ≵᳝ᡒࠄϜˈै⺄ࠄњϔϾ㗕еǄ
㗕еਞ䆝ཌྷˈ㣗୰㡃Ꮖ㒣⅏њˈሌԧᏆ㒣ඟњ䭓ජⱘϟ䴶Ǆࠄ䖭Ͼ⍜ᙃˈ
ᄳྰཇુ䍋ᴹǄཌྷુଞˈુଞˈુᕫᯣഄᱫǄさ✊ˈࠄ“ફ”ϔໄˈ䭓ජ
צњˈ㣗୰㡃ⱘሌԧ䴆ߎᴹǄᄳྰཇ㒜Ѣ㾕ࠄњᖗ⠅ⱘϜˈԚϜै∌䖰г
ⳟϡࠄྏᄤњˈЎҪᏆ㒣㹿⅟ᲈⱘ⾺ྟⱛᆇ⅏њǄ䖭Ͼᬙџਞ䆝៥Ӏˈ㱑✊
䭓ජᰃҎ㉏᳔ӳⱘᎹПϔˈᰃЁढ⇥ᮣⱘ偘ˈچԚᰃˈ䭓ජгޱ㘮ⴔЁ
সҷࢇࡼҎ⇥ⱘ㸔Ϣ∫Ǆ៥ⱘᬙџ䆆ᅠњˈ䇶䇶ᆊʽ

SPEAKING PRACTICE POINTERS
1. Do jot down idea words and phrases, but do not write out a whole presentation
before recording. Students will be given only 4 minutes to determine a topic
and to prepare for their presentations. They will not have enough time to write
down the full presentation.
2. Do not translate. Some students may be tempted to first compose the presentation in English and then translate it into Chinese. This is not recommended.
Not only is it not a productive use of time, but translations do not generally
yield the best results. Students should practice thinking and speaking in
Chinese to achieve a smooth, natural flow in their speech.
3. Do learn as much vocabulary as possible to cover as many topics as
possible.
4. Do use the best vocabulary/idioms as possible. Using a more sophisticated
phrase or idiom has a definite advantage over using a single word, or a
tediously long and drawn-out description.
5. Do correct a mistake immediately. Self-correction shows that students have
mastered the correct grammar.
6. Do practice recording presentations with a variety of topics before taking the
exam. This way, students can compare what they think with what they actually
speak. Listening to their own voice often helps students become more confident
in their abilities. Keep in mind that students will be given 2 minutes to deliver
their presentations. They may need to adjust their pace to ensure that they
complete their presentations within 2 minutes.
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FREE-RESPONSE SECTION: SPEAKING
Type: Free-Response—Speaking
Number of problems: 7
Weight: 25%
Duration: approx. 10 minutes
Directions: You will be asked to present the following two Speaking tasks.
1. Conversation: There will be 6 related questions. For each question you hear,
you will have 20 seconds to respond.
2. Cultural Presentation: You will hear and see the topic for your presentation.
You will have 4 minutes to prepare, and 2 minutes to present.
Important Notes:
1. You cannot move back and forth between the two tasks.
2. After finishing the last oral question from the first task, you will be moved automatically to the second task.
Knowledge & Skills:
1. Presentation, interpersonal, and interpretive communication.
2. Application of basic cultural knowledge.
3. Speaking.
Strategies:
1. Be focused, and stay on topic.
2. Conversation—be courteous, address your interviewer in the beginning, and
thank him/her at the end.
3. Cultural presentation—address the topic, usually a cultural practice, product,
place, or person, in detail.
4. Use the displayed clock to gauge the remaining time.
5. Maintain a steady pace and a natural tone.
Fig. 5-1 Speaking Task Breakdown
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Speaking Skills Practice
This section contains 20 practice topics. The suggested test prompts are not a
definitive list, but they will help students get used to the test format, learn related
vocabulary, develop presentation strategies, and build confidence.
The prompts may ask about personal opinions, past experiences, future plans,
and so on. Students should keep in mind that these questions will be based on one
topic. The topics typically deal with general subjects that high school students are
familiar with.
Additional Useful Words are provided for each of the selected topics.
The following practice sections are presented in an order similar to the practice
sections in the Writing chapter. Students will participate in a simulated conversation and make a cultural presentation.
In the Conversation section, students will be given 20 seconds to record their
response for each question. Students should respond as fully and as appropriately
as possible. The questions will be centered around one topic.
In the Cultural Presentation section, students will be asked to address a suite of
prompts based on a topic in Chinese. Students should imagine the scenario of
making an oral presentation in a Chinese class. First, students will read and hear
the topic for the presentation. Students will have 4 minutes to prepare for the
presentation and another 2 minutes to record the presentation. The presentation
should be as complete as possible.
Useful words are given for each topic and can be used in both conversations and
cultural presentations. The question prompts for the Conversation section are
scripted, for your reference.

Topic One: School
USEFUL WORDS
ᓰ࿓
(䇒)
ؘଥᓰ
(ᖙׂ䇒)
ᙇଥᓰ
(䗝ׂ䇒)
ഗ៕ᓰ
(⸔䇒)
ᓰ؆೯ (䇒⌏ࡼ)
܂ᄐ
(Ϯ)
ګᜎ
(៤㒽)
ᖂ։
(ᄺߚ)
ᐊ܂
(ݭ)
᧯ߛ
(ԧ㚆)
֮ᖂ (Ϫ⬠᭛ᄺ)
ഏ֮ᖂ (㣅᭛ᄺ)
षᄎᖂઝ (⼒Ӯᄺ⾥)
ᖵ
(ग़)
Ϫ⬠
ᑛ
ભഏ
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(⌆)
(㕢)

kèchéng
bìxiūkè
xuǎnxiūkè
jīchǔkè
kèwài huódòng
zuòyè
chéngjì
xuéfēn
xiězuò
tǐyù
shìjiè wénxué
Yīngguó wénxué
shèhuì xuékē
lìshǐ
shìjièshǐ
Ōuzhōushǐ
Měiguóshǐ

curriculum; course
core course
elective course
basic course
extracurricular activities
assignment
grade; score
credit
writing; composition
sport
world literature
English literature
social studies
history
world history
European history
U.S. history
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ᬓᑰ
ᆖᛎᖂ
षᄎᖂ
֨ᖂ
ᢌ
ᓵᖂ
ᑗၷ
⠉
ጥᑗၷ
ᚭᏣ
㟲䐜
ݮွᢌ

ᦹڣ
ᑇᖂ
זᑇᖂ
༓۶ᖂ
ᑇᖂ։࣫
อૠᖂ
პᗨ։
ઝᖂ
سढᖂ
֏ᖂ
ढᖂ
ᛩቼઝᖂ
ᇞଳᖂ
سᖂ
᧯ߛඒߛ
ૠጩᖲᖂ
ሽᆰ
᠔ᖂ


(㒣⌢ᄺ)
(⼒Ӯᄺ)
(ᖗ⧚ᄺ)
(㡎ᴃ)
(䕽䆎ᄺ)
(Ф䯳)

(ㅵᓺФ䯳)
(៣࠻)

(ᔶ䈵㡎ᴃ)
(㒌)
(ᑈ䡈)
(᭄ᄺ)
(ҷ᭄ᄺ)
(ԩᄺ)
(᭄ᄺߚᵤ)
(㒳䅵ᄺ)
(ᖂ⿃ߚ)
(⾥ᄺ)
(⫳⠽ᄺ)
(࣪ᄺ)
(⠽⧚ᄺ)
(⦃๗⾥ᄺ)
(㾷ࠪᄺ)
(⫳⧚ᄺ)
(ԧ㚆ᬭ㚆)
(䅵ㅫᴎᄺ)
(⬉㛥)
(एᄺ)

zhèngfǔ
jīngjìxué
shèhuìxué
xīnlǐxué
yìshù
biànlùnxué
yuěduì
juéshì
guǎnxián yuèduì
xìjù
wǔdǎo
xíngxiàng yìshù
bàozhǐ
niánjiàn
shùxué
dàishùxué
jǐhéxué
shùxué fēnxī
tŏngjìxué
wēijīfēn
kēxué
shēngwùxué
huàxué
wùlǐxué
huánjìng kēxué
jiěpōuxué
shēnglǐxué
tǐyùjiàoyù
jìsuànjīxué
diàn nǎo
yīxué

365

government
economics
sociology
psychology
arts
forensics
band
jazz
orchestra
drama
dance
graphic arts
newspaper
yearbook
mathematics
algebra
geometry
math analysis
statistics
calculus
science
biology
chemistry
physics
environmental science
anatomy
physiology
physical education
computer science
computer science
medicine

Conversation Prompt
CD 3
Track
1

You will have a conversation with a new student about the extracurricular activities
offered at your school. She will ask you six questions.
Cultural Presentation Prompt
Chinese is a unique language. Choose one characteristic of Chinese characters to
present. In your presentation, describe why this aspect of Chinese characters is
significant.
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Topic Two: Sports
USEFUL WORDS
䎥ℹ

᧯ᖙ
(ԧ᪡)
ሀ᥏
(䎼ᷣ)
ᥳ堿
(䪕佐)
ᨨ䎸

⒥ބ
䎇⧗

ឤ
(൦⧗)
ጻ
(㔥⧗)
ᥦ⧗

Ầ⧗

ᯅބ

⧗

ሩ
(䪙⧗)
ᤃ
(㇂⧗)
ᖬᨛ
(‘⧗)
㖑↯⧗

᳆ạ⧗

ЦЧ⧗

ዿ֛ (催ᇨ⧗)
ֺ
(↨䌯)
ඒᒭ
(ᬭ㒗)
ሎ೯
(䖤ࡼਬ)
ၷ
(䯳)
ᙁ
(䕧)
ᤢ
(䌶)

pǎobù
tǐcāo
kuàlán
tiěbǐng
shuāijiāo
huábīng
zúqiú
lěiqiú
wǎngqiú
páiqiú
bàngqiú
hànbīng
shǒuqiú
qiānqiú
lánqiú
gǎnlǎnqiú
yǔmáoqiú
qǔgùnqiú
pīngpāngqiú
gāo’ěrfūqiú
bǐsài
jiàoliàn
yùndòngyuán
duì
shū
yíng

running
gymnastics
hurdle race
discus
wrestling
skating
soccer
softball
tennis
volleyball
baseball
roller skating
handball
shot put
basketball
rugby; football
badminton
hockey
ping-pong
golf
competition
coach
athlete
team
lose
win

Conversation Prompt
CD 3
Track
2

You will have a conversation with Yu Pingping, a reporter from your school newspaper, who is interviewing you about your opinion on sports. She will ask you six
questions.
Cultural Presentation Prompt
There are many Chinese martial arts. Choose one art you know (Qigong, Taijiquan,
Shaolin Kung Fu, etc.) and describe the particular demographic that is associated
with this sport, and any other necessary details, in your presentation.
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Topic Three: Lifestyle
USEFUL WORDS
⫳⌏ᮍᓣ
ଅ
(亢Ḑ)
ತ༄
(䋶ᆠ)
ഄԡ

عᒋ

᭛ᯢ

⮒⮙

ᖗᚙ

ᐈ୲
(ᆑᆍ)
ࣷ
(⇨⇯)
⚳

ୱ䜦

↦ક

↦

堬ଇ
(佂亳)
ᓡس
(ि⫳)
ክ
(дᛃ)

(д⇨)
ⴵ

≯ܙ

ܙ䎇

༅

㊒

㊒⼲

۩㻽
(㸠Ў)
ॅᆇ

৳
(㾘ᕟ)
ঞ
(㾘߭)
ጹ്
(㋻ᓴ)
ᬜ⥛

ี
(ࢇ㌃)
ఒᖉ
(⮆ᚿ)
⮆

መ৫
(䖛ᑺ)
ኪ৫
(ᗕᑺ)
۞ᤚ
(㞾㾝)
ᇷᄭ
(䌘⑤)
ᆏપ
(㡖㑺)
၄
(⌾䌍)
ຂٚ (䋳䋷ӏ)
Ҏ⫳

ؾᑑ
(Ⳃᷛ)
䙉ᅜ


shēnghuó fāngshì
fēnggé
cáifù
dìwèi
jiànkāng
wénmíng
jíbìng
xīnqíng
kuānróng
qìfēn
xīyān
hējiǔ
dúpǐn
xīdú
yǐnshí
wèishēng
xíguàn
xíqì
shuìmián
chōngpèi
chōngzú
shīmián
jīnglì
jīngshén
xíngwéi
wēihài
guīlǜ
guīzé
jǐnzhāng
xiàolǜ
láolèi
píbèi
píjuàn
guòdù
tàidù
zìjué
zīyuán
jiéyuē
làngfèi
fù zérèn
rénshēng
mùbiāo
zūnshǒu

݀ᖋ
ښழ

gōngdé
shǒu shí
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(ᅜᯊ)

lifestyle
style
wealth; valuable things
position; status
health; healthy
civilization; civilized
disease
mood
tolerance; broad-mindedness
atmosphere
smoke
alcoholic drink
narcotic drugs; narcotics
drug-taking
food and beverage; diet
hygiene; health; sanitation
habit; custom; be used to
bad habit; bad practice
sleep
full of (energy); abundant
abundant; quite sufficient; enough
suffer from insomnia
energy; vigor
spirits
behavior; conduct; act
harm; danger
regular pattern
rule; regulation
nervous; tense
efficiency
tired; exhausted; fatigued
exhausted
tired; weary; fatigued
over; excessive
attitude; approach
conscious; aware; conscientious
natural resources
save; conserve
waste
take responsibility
life
target
observe (rules, regulations,
discipline)
social morality
be punctual
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Conversation Prompt
CD 3
Track
3

You will have a conversation with your Chinese teacher about students’ lifestyles
in the United States. She will ask you six questions.
Cultural Presentation Prompt
There are many Chinese idioms and proverbs about health. Choose one to present.
Describe the meaning of this expression and explain its relevance in a presentation.
Explain how it affects people in everyday life.

Topic Four: Entertainment
USEFUL WORDS
ᆏؾ
(㡖Ⳃ)
ᄅፊ
(ᮄ䯏)
ᄐׂ
(ଚϮ⠛)
ᢌׂ
(㡎ᴃ⠛)
ધᙕׂ
(㑾ᔩ⠛)
व䗮⠛
⾥ᑏ⠛
ᘤᗪ⠛
༟Ꮳׂ
Ꮳׂ
ࡳ⠛
᧫ᙠׂ
ຑᥛᏣ
ॅߌᏣ
ๅՑߐ
ࠢײଃᑗ
ᄀዞᑗ
ᛤՓᑗ
ሽᐙೃ
៖ഘ
ᖄዝ
ᢌԳ
ዝ
ⓨᡔ



(ᚆ࠻⠛)
(୰࠻⠛)

(䰽⠛)
(䖲㓁࠻)
(㙹ⱖ࠻)
(㜅ষ⾔)
(স䷇Ф)
(ᨛ⒮Ф)
(⠉Ф)
(⬉ᕅ䰶)
(⼐ූ)
(ᇐⓨ)
(㡎Ҏ)
(ⓨਬ)


jiémù
xīnwén
shāngyè piàn
yìshù piàn
jìlù piàn
kǎtōng piàn
kēhuàn piàn
kǒngbù piàn
bēijù piàn
xǐjù piàn
gōngfupiàn
jīngxiǎnpiàn
liánxùjù
féizàojù
tuōkǒuxiù
gǔdiǎn yīnyuè
yáogǔnyuè
juéshìyuè
diànyǐngyuàn
lǐtáng
dǎoyǎn
yìrén
yǎnyuán
yǎnjì

program
news
commercial
art film
documentary
cartoon
science fiction film
horror movie
tragedy film
comedy film
kungfu movie
adventure film
series drama
soap opera
talk show
classical music
rock
jazz
movie theatre
auditorium
director
actor; artist
actor; actress; performer
acting skill

Conversation Prompt
CD 3
Track
4

You will have a conversation with Zhang Lin, a school news reporter, about your
hobbies and interests. She will ask you six questions.
Cultural Presentation Prompt
There are many Chinese traditional arts. Choose one (such as Peking opera, crosstalk, lion dance, etc.). In your presentation, describe this art and give your own
opinion on it.
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Topic Five: Jobs
USEFUL WORDS
߽
ᓞ
൷ᤛ
ᓤᠧ
ᗨี

(㾺)
(ᴖ)
(⿃㌃)

lì
bì
jiēchù
fùzá
jīlěi

ᆖ᧭
ᆖᖵ
ᅂ
ኔᔌ
ᣪ၆
ߚᬷ
㊒
ᙒ
㴈᎘
ᖜ
։ᐡ

(㒣偠)
(㒣ग़)
(䬏⚐)
(ᅲ䏉)
(ᅱ䌉)

(䌮䪅)
(ޣ䕏)
(䋳ᢙ)
(ߚᖻ)

jīngyàn
jīnglì
duànliàn
shíjiàn
bǎoguì
fēnsàn
jīnglì
zhuànqián
jiǎnqīng
fùdān
fēnyōu

ᖂ၄
س၄
ሿشᙒ
᠆༄
᧯᧭

(ᄺ䌍)
(⫳⌏䌍)
(䳊⫼䪅)
(Єᆠ)
(ԧ偠)

xuéfèi
shēnghuófèi
língyòngqián
fēngfù
tǐyàn

᧭ە
ᨠኘ
ߠᢝ
ഗ៕
ᗑم
ᎄ
Ղᅝ࠹ᣑ
࠰ᓳ

(㗗偠)
(㾖ᆳ)
(㾕䆚)
(⸔)
(⣀ゟ)
(㘑䇃)
(Ϟᔧফ偫)
(ण䇗)

kǎoyàn
guānchá
jiànshi
jīchǔ
dúlì
dānwù
shàngdàng shòupiàn
xiétiáo

ᅝᥦ

ānpái

advantage; benefit
disadvantage
have contact with
complicated
accumulate; build up
(knowledge, experience)
experience
experience; undergo
temper; toughen; take exercise
practice
valuable; precious
disperse
energy; vigor
make money
lighten; ease; reduce
burden; load
share someone’s cares or
burdens
tuition fee
living expenses
allowance
rich; enrich
learn through practice or
experience
test; testing
observe
experience; knowledge
foundation
be independent; independent
delay; hold up; waste
be fooled and tricked
coordinate; concert; bring
into line
arrange

Conversation Prompt
CD 3
Track
5

You will have a conversation with Gu Wei, a reporter from a radio station, who is
interviewing people about high school students with part-time jobs. He will ask
you six questions.
Cultural Presentation Prompt
There are many social customs. Choose one aspect (being a guest in someone’s
home, the use of address terms, small talk, etc.). In your presentation, describe this
social custom and give your own opinion on it.
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Topic Six: Friendship
USEFUL WORDS
ฆࢤ
(ᓖᗻ)
㋴
᧐ფ
ᑌ⽣
ᕐℸ
ᛵᇞ
ֵӏ
⌾⓿
ᛳᚙ
ߚѿ
ᚌߐ
ᗻḐ

ܻ
က
䭟ᳫ
টད
ᗹ䑕
᧯၀
ᄵਫ
ᄵࡉ
৩ᚈ
୭ฺ
Ⴇᕿ
ڣ
९ઌ
䑿ᴤ
ᘋᔊ
ክ
៤❳
Ѹᕔ
᭛࣪
㚠᱃
ᬭ㚆
ᑺ
ϡৠ
ઌۿ
ᄮຏ
ᓢડ
ञച
ਉᶊ
ߚ
ᕕ
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(ᘟ⠅)


(њ㾷)




(Ӭ⾔)



(㜒⇨)
(ᓔᳫ)


(ԧ䌈)

(⏽ᶨ)
(⏽)
(ᑑ咬)
(ࢸ༟)
(ᑈ啘)
(䭓Ⳍ)
(݈䍷)
(дᛃ)







(≳䗮)
(ކさ)
(ѝᠻ)


(䯍㗏)

yìxìng
yīnsù
liàn’ài
xìngfú
bǐcǐ
liáojiě
xìnrèn
làngmàn
gǎnqíng
fēnxiǎng
yōuxiù
xìnggé
wàixiàng
nèixiàng
píqi
kāilǎng
yǒuhǎo
jízào
tǐtiē
wēnróu
wēnhé
yōumò
hàixiū
qínfèn
niánlíng
zhǎngxiàng
shēncái
xìngqù
xíguàn
chéngshú
jiāowǎng
wénhuà
bèijǐng
jiàoyù
chéngdù
bùtóng
xiāngsì
gōutōng
chōngtū
zhēngzhí
chǎojià
fēn shǒu
nào fān

the opposite sex
factor; element
be in love
happy; happiness; well-being
each other
understand; know
trust; have confidence in
romantic
feelings; emotions; sentiments
share (joy, rights, etc.)
outstanding; excellent
personality
extroverted
introverted
temper; temperament
outgoing; cheerful
friendly; amicable
impetuous; impatient
be sensitive to someone’s mood or plight;
show great care and consideration
gentle and soft
gentle
humorous
shy
diligent; industrious
age
looks; appearance
stature; figure
hobbies
habit
mature
socialize; have dealings with
culture
background
education
degree; level (of education, ability)
different; difference
resemble; be similar; be alike
communicate
conflict
argue; disagree
quarrel
break up
have a falling out (with somebody)
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ᐙ
(ᕅડ)
ႚอ
(Ӵ㒳)
ֱᅜ

ຂٚ֨ (䋷ӏᖗ)

yǐngxiǎng
chuántǒng
bǎoshǒu
zérènxīn
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influence; affect
tradition; traditional
conservative
sense of responsibility (or duty)

Conversation Prompt
CD 3
Track
6

You will have a conversation with a Chinese teacher, Lu Xiaomin, about friendships
and relationships in high school. She will ask you six questions.
Cultural Presentation Prompt
1. There are many Chinese idioms and proverbs about friendship. Choose one
to present. In your presentation, describe the meaning of this expression
and explain when this idiom or proverb is applicable. Also explain how this
expression has helped you with friends.
2. There are many taboo topics in Chinese social rites. Choose one aspect
(colors, entertaining guests, private matters, etc.) to present. Describe this
taboo and give your own opinion on it.

Topic Seven: Clothing
USEFUL WORDS
㸷᳡

ᘟ
ׄגᘟ
㺭ᄤ
㸷
݈܌
༫
ܻ㸷
۫ᇘ
ሎ೯ࣚ
↯㸷
T-ᘸ㸿
ᐑᄤ
դ
䵟
ᥤ
Ꮖ
ӊ


(㹀㸿)
(㺸ᄤ)
(⠯Ҩ㺸)


(།)ܟ


(㽓㺙)
(䖤ࡼ᳡)



(ೈᏒ)

(㹰ᄤ)
(乚ᏺ)


yīfu
chènshān
kùzi
niúzǎikù
qúnzi
dàyī
jiákè
wàitào
nèiyī
xīzhuāng
yùndòngfú
máoyī
tìxùshān
màozi
wéijīn
xié
wàzi
lǐngdài
jiàn

ය

(ᴵ)

tiáo

༫



tào
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clothes
shirt
pants
jeans; cowboy pants
skirt
overcoat
jacket
coat; jacket
underwear
suit
sportswear; sports clothes
sweater
T-shirt
hat
scarf
shoes
socks; stockings
necktie
a measure word, typically for garments
above the waist, such as shirts,
blouses, dresses
a measure word, typically for garments
below the waist, such as pants,
skirts
suite; set
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ᠨ
ື
ᇣ
९
८㭘
ᑌڤ
ٽᔞ
こ
᠈
䕪ۥ
咗
ጸ
㋙
៴
♄
㋿
咥
ⱑ
㉝㋙
੪ଵ㡆
⠠ᄤ
ৡ⠠
ᔆၦ
ᠧᡬ
ढભᏝკ

(ঠ)
(乊)

(䭓ⷁ)

(ḋᓣ)
(ড়䗖)


(买㡆)

(㓓)

(㪱)








(䋼䞣)

(⠽㕢Ӌᒝ)

shuāng
dǐng
dàxiǎo
chángduǎn
hòubó
shìyàng
héshì
chuān
dài
yánsè
huáng
lǜ
hóng
lán
huī
zǐ
hēi
bái
fěnhóng
kāfēisè
páizi
míngpái
zhìliàng
dǎzhé
wùměi jiàlián

a pair
a measure for hats
size
length
thickness
style
suitable
to wear (essentials, e.g., shirt, shoes)
to wear (accessories, e.g., hat, jewelry)
color
yellow
green
red
blue
grey
purple
black
white
pink
coffee color
brand
name brand
quality
discount
attractive goods at inexpensive prices

Conversation Prompt
CD 3
Track
7

You will have a conversation with Wang Yang, a new student at your school, about
fashion styles for high school students, and the standard for buying clothes.
Cultural Presentation Prompt
In China, different colors may be associated with different things or events. In your
presentation, choose one color (white, red, black, yellow, etc.), describe what the
color represents, and introduce related idioms, proverbs, and symbolism.

Topic Eight: Food
USEFUL WORDS
Ё令
㽓令
㋴㦰
ᆴလ
䴦㦰
㙝
ᠪ
⠯㙝
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(㤸㦰)


(叵)


zhōngcān
xīcān
sùcài
hūncài
qīngcài
ròu
jī
niúròu

Chinese food
Western food
vegetarian; vegetable dishes
meat or fish dishes
green leafy vegetable
meat
chicken
beef
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⣾㙝

㕞㙝

儮

௸ᚅ
(⚸吁)
ᆊᐌ䈚㜤
㊪䝟儮 
Ꭸྏ (䝌䕷∸)
ۏ堩
(㉇佁)
堽
(低ᄤ)
᤺ץ
(䴶ࣙ)
᤺ය
(䴶ᴵ)
ֺ៳堿 (↨㧼佐)
ぎᖗ㉝ 
ዧ∝( ץࣙ)
ϝᯢ⊏ 
⊍

呑
(Ⲥ)
㊪

䝟

᠕ई
(䝅⊍)
ੇ㊒

ੇ䘧

䝌

⫰
㢺

䕷

佭

ᘈ
(㝏)
⎵

᤹
(ઌ)
⏙⎵

ᄅធ
(ᮄ剰)
Ⴝ

㗕

塍
(体)
␈

དৗ

ᣄپ
(䲒ৗ)
⠯ཊ

䝌ཊ

堬ற
(佂᭭)
ੈֽ (ⷓ⊝∈)
≑∈

ొֽ (㒃)∈ޔ
ጸಁ
(㓓㤊)
㋙㤊

ބ㤊
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zhūròu
yángròu
yú
kǎoyā
jiācháng dòufu
tángcùyú
suānlàtāng
mǐfàn
jiǎozi
miànbāo
miàntiáo
bǐsàbǐng
kōngxīnfěn
hànbǎobāo
sānmíngzhì
yóu
yán
táng
cù
jiàngyóu
wèijīng
wèidào
suān
tián
kǔ
là
xiāng
nì
dàn
xián
qīngdàn
xīnxiān
nèn
lǎo
è
kě
hǎochī
nánchī
niúnǎi
suānnǎi
yǐnliào
kuàngquánshuǐ
qìshuǐ
chúnjìngshuǐ
lǜchá
hóngchá
bīngchá
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pork
lamb; mutton
fish
roast duck
home-style tofu
fish in sweet-and-sour sauce
hot-and-sour soup
cooked rice
dumplings
bread
noodles
pizza
spaghetti
hamburger
sandwich
oil; oily
salt
sugar
vinegar
soy sauce
monosodium glutamate (MSG)
taste; flavor
sour
sweet
bitter
spicy
fragrant; nice-smelling
greasy (food)
bland
salty
light in flavor
fresh
tender
tough
hungry
thirsty
delicious
taste bad
milk
yogurt
beverage
mineral water
soda
spring water
green tea
black tea
ice tea
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(ᶴ₀㤊)




(佭ᾳ䜦)

(㣍ᵰ∕)


ិ឴ಁ
䜦
ⱑ䜦
㨵㧘䜦
ସ䜦
ଉឳ
ᵰ∕
ᤔ࣠ت
∕

níngméngchá
jiǔ
báijiǔ
pútáojiǔ
píjiǔ
xiāngbīnjiǔ
guǒzhī
píngguǒzhī
chéngzhī

lemon tea
liquor
alcohol
wine
beer
champagne
juice
apple juice
orange juice

Conversation Prompt
CD 3
Track
8

You will have a conversation with your friend Li Haixia about Chinese food. She
will ask you six questions.
Cultural Presentation Prompt
1. Food is an important part of Chinese culture. Choose one well-known dish
(Beijing duck, boiled dumplings, sweet-and-sour pork, etc.). In your presentation, describe this dish, including the ingredients, the taste, the history
behind it, and any other necessary information. If you have sampled this
food before, describe your experience.
2. Chinese food is divided into categories by region and ethnic group. Choose
one cuisine (Sichuan cuisine, Shanghai cuisine, Guangdong cuisine, etc.).
In your presentation, describe this cuisine, including the ingredients, the
tastes, the history behind it, and any other necessary information. If you
have sampled this food before, describe your experience.

Topic Nine: Housing
USEFUL WORDS
ජᏖ
ၢޘ

ᅝܼ
ڜᙩ

ਉ
⧚ᛇ
ԡ㕂

۰ڛ
ؑ

ᴥ
ֆႼ
᧯ߛ塢
ढխ֨
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(еᴥ)
(䬛)

(ᅝ䴭)
(ᑆ)ޔ



(ऎඳ)
(ԣᅙऎ)
(Ꮦऎ)
(䚞ऎ)

(݀ು)
(ԧ㚆佚)
(䌁⠽Ёᖗ)

chéngshì
xiāngcūn
zhèn
ānquán
ānjìng
gānjìng
chǎo
lǐxiǎng
wèizhi
qūyù
zhùzháiqū
shìqū
jiāoqū
cūn
gōngyuán
tǐyùguǎn
gòuwù zhōngxīn

city
countryside
town
safe; safety
quiet
clean
noisy
ideal
location
area; district
residential area
urban
outskirts; suburb
village
park
gymnasium
shopping center
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ቹ塢
᠔ೃ
ؔᆇႼ
塄۔ೃ
ᖂீ
ᬭූ
್ሁ
催䗳݀䏃
Ѹ䗮
ᮍ֓
ଅན
ᛩቼ
ᚌભ
ໂ
ਜ
݀ᆧ
ᆓ㟡
ؑ
Ꮳೃ
໑ढ塢
೯ढႼ
䱨ຕ
ᔣࡺ
৬ᗰ
ᖫࣥ
⊇

⍋
௧ᛍ
ቅ

(к佚)
(ए䰶)
(ᑐು)
(ݏ㗕䰶)
(ᄺ᷵)

(偀䏃)



(亢᱃)
(⦃๗)
(Ӭ㕢)
(䆒)
(䆒ᮑ)


(Ꮦഎ)
(࠻䰶)
(म⠽佚)
(ࡼ⠽ು)

(䚏ሙ)
(ᓎㄥ)
(ᷥᵫ)



(⍋Ⓖ)


túshūguǎn
yīyuàn
yòuzhìyuán
yǎnglǎoyuàn
xuéxiào
jiàotáng
mǎlù
gāosù gōnglù
jiāotōng
fāngbiàn
fēngjǐng
huánjìng
yōuměi
shèbèi
shèshī
gōngyù
sùshè
shìchǎng
jùyuàn
bówùguǎn
dòngwùyuán
gébì
línjū
jiànzhù
shùlín
hé
hú
hǎi
hǎibīn
shān
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library
hospital
kindergarten
senior citizens’ home
school
church
road
freeway
transportation
convenient
scenery
environment; surroundings
beautiful
facilities; equipment
installations; facilities
apartment
dorm
market
theatre
museum
zoological garden
next door
neighbor
architecture
woods
river
lake
ocean
seashore; seaside
mountain; hill

Conversation Prompt
CD 3
Track
9

You will have a conversation with your friend about your living situation and environment. He will ask you six questions.
Cultural Presentation Prompt
Ancient Chinese architecture established a unique system with highly developed
styles. Choose one aspect to present. In your presentation, give a brief history and
geography of the architectural work, and describe its characteristics. If you have
been to the place, please talk about your own experience.
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Topic Ten: Transportation
USEFUL WORDS
ٌຏ
ٌຏጥ
ٌຏঞ
ٌຏࠃਚ
ֆ٥߫
ሽ߫
߫נ
ૠ࿓߫
߫
چᥳ
߫־
ଆᖲ
ํ
۞۩߫
ᐰ߫ڮ
ೖ߫
߫ీ
ᒘᙰ
ཽՑ
ᖲ
ףईీ
Գ۩ሐ
ຒ৫ૻࠫ
ٌຏങႾ
ዃຏྤॴ
ֽइլຏ
ழၴ
ဩሐ
䆬ሁ
ֆ٥
ޏ
णउ
යٙ
ሐሁ
ڶய
౨ᄭ
㴈֟
ۆ

(Ѹ䗮㾘߭)
(݀݅≑䔺)
(⬉䔺)
(ߎ⾳≑䔺)
(䅵䔺)
(व䔺)
(ഄ䪕)
(☿䔺)
(亲ᴎ)
(㞾㸠䔺)
(ᨽᠬ䔺)
(ذ䔺എ)
(䔺キ)
(ⷕ༈)
(ᴎഎ)

(⬙䗮᮴䰏)
(催ዄᯊ䯈)
(㒓䏃)

(⢊)މ
(ᴵӊ)

jiāotōng
jiāotōng guǎnlǐ
jiāotōng guīzé
jiāotōng shìgù
gōnggòng qìchē
diànchē
chūzū qìchē
jìchéngchē
kǎchē
dìtiě
huǒchē
fēijī
chuán
zìxíngchē
mótuōchē
tíngchēchǎng
chēzhàn
mǎtóu
gǎngkǒu
jīchǎng
jiāyóuzhàn
rénxíngdào
sùdù xiànzhì
jiāotōng dǔsè
chàngtōng wúzǔ
shuǐxiè bùtōng
gāofēng shíjiān
jiēdào
xiànlù
gōnggòng
gǎishàn
zhuàngkuàng
tiáojiàn
dàolù
yǒuxiào
néngyuán
jiǎnshǎo
wūrǎn

transportation
traffic control
traffic regulation
accident
bus
cable car; trolley bus; tram
taxi
taxi
truck
subway
train
airplane
boat; ship
bicycle
motorcycle
parking lot
stop (of bus, train, etc.)
wharf; dock
port; harbor
airport
gas station
sidewalk
speed limit
traffic jam
unobstructed; unimpeded
overwhelm
rush hour
street
route
public
improve
state; situation
condition
road
efficient
energy
reduce
pollution

Conversation Prompt
CD 3
Track
10
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You will have a conversation with a Chinese friend about the transportation system
in your city. She will ask you six questions.
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Cultural Presentation Prompt
Bicycles, as well as motorcycles, are very important for many people in their daily
lives. Choose one aspect of this topic to present. In your presentation, discuss why
these vehicles are important to people, and also the pros and cons of bicycles and
motorcycles versus other transportation methods.

Topic Eleven: Family
USEFUL WORDS
୮அس
ז
ߪנ
৵ז
ۨᒴ
ګ
ల׀
లئ
؆ల׀
؆లئ
ئ׀
׀ᘣ
ئᘣ
ᤉ׀
ᤉئ
塄׀
塄ئ
ୂୂ
ࡦࡦ
ݬݬ
ࡢࡢ
ᘣ᥆
ᘣ൯
ࡤئ
ა
Օ܄
࠸࠸
ᆱᆱ
Ֆ
༇ᄃ
९ᔘ
ඡᔘ
ؓᔘ
ؓ
ཚඨ
ᘣ
֛ഡ
ദৗ
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(ৢҷ)
(㸔㓬)
(៤ਬ)

(⠊҆)
(↡҆)
(㒻⠊)
(㒻↡)
(ݏ⠊)
()↡ݏ

(҆ሲ)
(҆)
(ྼཛྷ)

(䭓䕜)
(ᰮ䕜)
(ᑇ䕜)

(ऩ҆)
(ཛ)

jiātíng shēnghuó
dài
chūshēn
hòudài
xuèyuán
chéngyuán
zǔfù
zǔmǔ
wàizǔfù
wàizǔmǔ
fùmǔ
fùqīn
mǔqīn
jìfù
jìmǔ
yǎngfù
yǎngmǔ
gēge
jiějie
dìdi
mèimei
qīnshǔ
qīnqi
gūmǔ
yímā
dàbó
shūshu
jiùjiu
zǐnǚ
zūnjìng
zhǎngbèi
wǎnbèi
píngbèi
píngděng
qīwàng
dānqīn
fūfù
hūnyīn

family life
generation
origin
descendants; later generations
consanguinity; blood relationship
member
father’s father
father’s mother
mother’s father
mother’s mother
parent
father
mother
stepfather
stepmother
adopted father
adopted mother
elder brother
elder sister
younger brother
younger sister
relations; relatives
relatives
father’s sister
mother’s sister
father’s elder brother
father’s younger brother
mother’s brother
children
respect
elder member of a family
the younger generation
person of the same generation
equality
hope for and expect
single parent
husband and wife
marriage
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ദ
ᠦദ
ࡺٵ

(㒧ီ)
(⾏ီ)

jiéhūn
líhūn
tóngjū

ᣂএ
ᘜ
ጹ്
ᣤ
୮ඒ

(݇㋏)

guānxì
róngqià
jǐnzhāng
yángé
jiājiào

ጥ
ᣂფ
ᄴფ
ࡉᅬ
ᄵᄊ
ݶᑗ
ࡳ
ᖙ֨
։ᖜ
୮೭
୮அഡ
ᄐഡՖ
CD 3
Track
11

(㋻ᓴ)
(ϹḐ)

guǎn
guān’ài
nì’ài
hémù
wēnnuǎn
kuàilè
wěndìng
cāoxīn
fēndān
jiāwù
jiātíng zhǔfù
zhíyè fùnǚ

(݇⠅)
(⒎⠅)
(ⴺ)
(⏽ᱪ)
(ᖿФ)
(〇ᅮ)
(ߚᢙ)
(ᆊࡵ)
(ᆊᒁЏཛ)
(㘠Ϯཛཇ)

get married
divorce
cohabit; live together in common
law
relation; relationship
harmonious; on friendly terms
strained
strict
family upbringing; family
instruction
care about
care and concern
pamper (a child)
harmony
warm
happy; pleased
stable
trouble and worry about
share (burden)
household duties
housewife
working wife

Conversation Prompt
You will have a conversation with your friend about common issues in today’s
families. She will ask you six questions.
Cultural Presentation Prompt
The average Chinese family has experienced many changes from traditional to
modern lifestyles. In your presentation, choose one family issue (family planning,
nuclear families, single-parent families, adopted children, etc.), describe this issue
and the changes that led to it, and explain how you feel about this topic.

Topic Twelve: Education
USEFUL WORDS
ཏ֗ඒߛ
ᆠ೭ඒߛ (Нࡵᬭ㚆)
ᚌរ
(Ӭ⚍)
រ
(㔎⚍)
ֱڤ
Ⴤᚅڤ
(฿吁ᓣ)
㴕࿇ڤ
(ਃথᓣ)
೯ࢤ
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(Џࡼᗻ)

pǔjí jiàoyù
yìwù jiàoyù
yōudiǎn
quēdiǎn
fāngshì
tiányāshì
qǐfāshì
zhǔdòngxìng

universal education
compulsory education
strong point; strengths
shortcomings
method
cramming method (in teaching)
elicitation method (in teaching);
heuristic method
initiative
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ؚഗ៕
Ղၞ֨
ᅮআ
ቔᚐ
ૹီ
࿇ཀ

(ᠧ⸔)
(Ϟ䖯ᖗ)
(哧ࢅ)
(䞡㾚)
(থ)

dǎ jīchǔ
shàngjìnxīn
dūcù
gǔlì
zhòngshì
fāhuī

უွԺ
໌ທԺ
(߯䗴)
ڽಖ࿏હ (⅏䆄⹀㚠)
ᦰ
(䇏к)
ءᏆ
(ᴀ乚)
ᤁञ
(ゲѝ)
ኪ৫
(ᗕᑺ)
ᎁట
(䅸ⳳ)
۞ᤚ
(㞾㾝)
ᚘԺ
(य़)
ᖜ
(䋳ᢙ)
ෟޮ
ޣ
ؾᑑ
(Ⳃᷛ)
ᇖఄ
(㸹д⧁)
᎖ᖄ
(䕙ᇐ)
ඨګᚊ (ᳯᄤ៤啭)

xiǎngxiànglì
chuàngzàolì
sǐjì yìngbèi
dúshū
běnlǐng
jìngzhēng
tàidu
rènzhēn
zìjué
yālì
fùdān
táotài
yāoqiú
mùbiāo
bǔxíbān
fǔdǎo
wàngzǐ chénglóng

ેߜ֨ش

yòngxīn liángkǔ

379

establish a foundation
the desire to be better; aspiration
supervise and urge
encourage
take seriously; view as important
bring one’s (initiative, etc.) into
full play
imagination
creativity
mechanical memorizing
study; read
skill; capability
compete
attitude
earnest; serious
self-aware; self-motivated
pressure
burden; load
eliminate through competition
demand; require
goal; target
“cram” school
tutor
hope for one’s child to be very
successful
have really given much thought
to the matter; well-meaning

Conversation Prompt
CD 3
Track
12

You will have a conversation with an exchange student from China about your
opinions on the pros and cons of the American education system. He will ask you
six questions.
Cultural Presentation Prompt
1. There are many traditional Chinese stories about learning. Choose one to
present. In your presentation, explain the meaning of the proverb or idiom
and tell an analogous narrative. Then, talk about the effect of this story on
yourself.
2. Choose one feature specific to Chinese education to present. Describe the
feature in general and explain how it affects students. Give your opinions
on this topic.
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Topic Thirteen: Festivities
USEFUL WORDS
ঋ
(д֫)
ۥ
ᐜ
ఴᣋ
ࣷ
ਞᆏ
ೈՔ
ᠮ੧
ਈڣ
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(୰ᑚ)
(⼱ᜓ)
(⇨⇯)
(㡖)

xísú
tèsè
xǐqìng
zhùyuàn
qìfēn
Chūnjié
chúxī
biānpào
bài nián

ᚘᄣᙒ

(य़ቕ䪅)

yāsuìqián

દץ

(㑶ࣙ)

hóngbāo

ቸႽ堩
ڣᗶ
ցୱᆏ
ցୱ

(ಶ佁)

tuányuánfàn
niángāo
Yuánxiāojié
yuánxiāo

क़ᗉ
ᗉᝎ
ጤ֑ᆏ
ጱ

(㢅♃)
(♃䇰)
(ッज㡖)

ᚊۣ
խટᆏ
ִ堿
ᓾִ
უ࢚
ਚၢ
ᠢ୮ቸႽ
ᜤᦟ
ඡᄎ

(啭㟳)
(Ё⾟㡖)
(᳜佐)
(䌣᳜)

೪
ڣ
ፘᅐ
ፘᚊ
ᆣᓭᆏ
ഗᅮඒ
࡙ؓڜ
៖ਈ
ᦟᑗ

(࠾㒌)
(ᑈ⬏)
(㟲⣂)
(㟲啭)
(䆲㡖)

(ܗᆉ㡖)

huādēng
dēngmí
Duānwǔjié
zòngzi

lóngzhōu
Zhōngqiūjié
yuèbǐng
shǎng yuè
xiǎngniàn
(ᬙе)
gùxiāng
(ড়ᆊಶ) héjiā tuányuán
(㘨)
liánhuān
(ᰮӮ)
wǎnhuì

(⼐ᢰ)
(Ф)

jiǎnzhǐ
niánhuà
wǔ shī
wǔ lóng
Shèngdànjié
Jīdūjiào
Píng’ānyè
lǐbài
huānlè

custom
special feature
auspicious occasion
wish
atmosphere
Spring Festival
Chinese New Year’s Eve
firecracker
pay someone a visit during Chinese
New Year
money given to children as a gift
during Chinese New Year
a traditional Chinese red packet with
money inside
family reunion dinner
Chinese New Year cake
the Lantern Festival
sweet dumplings made of glutinous
rice
festive lantern
lantern riddle
Dragon Boat Festival
a kind of dumpling wrapped in
bamboo leaves eaten during the
Dragon Boat Festival
dragon boat
the Mid-Autumn Festival
moon cake
enjoy looking at the moon
miss
hometown
family reunion
have a get-together; have a party
a party that takes place in the
evening
paper-cuts
New Year paintings
lion dance
dragon dance
Christmas
Christianity
Christmas Eve
religious service
happy; joyful
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៖ढ
ტᆏ
۔ײ
᠆ฐ
ભ࠺ࠋो
־嘬
তذ堿
ᆄᆣᆏ
ࣚ堸
ն䕪քۥ
Տ࡛ࢡۍ
૿ࠠ
ᗷ࣠
ൣԳᆏ
؏܌Ժ
ធक़
ئᘣᆏ
׀ᘣᆏ

(⼐⠽)
(ᛳᘽ㡖)

lǐwù
gǎn’ēnjié
gǔlǎo
(Єⲯ)
fēngshèng
měiwèi jiāyáo
(☿叵)
huǒjī
(फ⪰佐)
nánguābǐng
(ϛ㡖)
wànshèngjié
(᳡佄)
fúshì
(Ѩ买݁㡆) wǔyán liùsè
qiānqí bǎiguài

(ᚙҎ㡖)
(剰㢅)
(↡҆㡖)
(⠊҆㡖)

miànjù
tángguǒ
Qíngrénjié
qiǎokèlì
xiānhuā
Mǔqīnjié
Fùqīnjié

381

present
Thanksgiving
ancient
rich; sumptuous
delicious food
turkey
pumpkin pie
Halloween
dress and personal adornment
colorful
all kinds of strange sights and
happenings
mask
sweets; candies
Valentine’s Day
chocolate
fresh flowers
Mother’s Day
Father’s Day

Conversation Prompt
CD 3
Track
13

You will have a conversation with an exchange student about holidays in America
and China. She will ask you six questions.
Cultural Presentation Prompt
China has many ethnic groups, all of which have different holidays. In your presentation, choose a traditional Chinese holiday (the Spring Festival, the Lantern
Festival, the Mid-Autumn Festival, etc.), and describe the history behind this
holiday, traditional customs, related cultural myths, and how the Chinese people
celebrate it.

Topic Fourteen: Travel
USEFUL WORDS
ᥨᅃ
(ᡸ✻)
ᢞ
(ㅒ䆕
Ꮖࠃ塢
(乚џ佚)
ሏড়
(␌ᅶ)
ሏᥦ
(␌㾜ऎ)
ளሏནរ (ᮙ␌᱃⚍)
۞ྥནᨠ (㞾✊᱃㾖)
ધ࢚
(㑾ᗉક)
ഏ୮ֆႼ (ᆊ݀ು)
ள۩ष
ᖄሏ
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(ᇐ␌)

hùzhào
qiānzhèng
lǐngshìguǎn
yóukè
yóulǎnqū
lǚyóu jǐngdiǎn
zìrán jǐngguān
jìniànpǐn
guójiā gōngyuán
lǚxíngshè
dǎoyóu

passport
visa
consulate
tourist
sightseeing district
tourist attraction
natural splendor
souvenir
national park
travel agency
tour guide
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ૡ
ᖲป
ഏᎾఄ
ഏփఄ
ఄᇆ
۩ޕ
१ள۩
࿓ள۩
ଆ۩
ದଆ
ࠩሒ
ߩ
൶ᙠ
ள塢
߫ள塢
߫ݶ
࿆ಖ
െ
Գࢪ
ᠨԳࢪ
ᗑٰࠠ֨

(䅶)
(ᴎ⼼)
(䰙㟾⧁)
(ݙ㟾⧁)
(㟾⧁ো)

(ऩᮙ㸠)
(亲㸠)
(䍋亲)
(ࠄ䖒)
(䖰䎇)
(䰽)
(ᮙ佚)
(≑䔺ᮙ佚)
(⡍ᖿ䔺)
(ⱏ䆄)
(㒧Ꮴ)
(ऩҎ᠓)
(ঠҎ᠓)
(⣀ࣴᖗ)

dìng
jīpiào
guójì hángbān
guónèi hángbān
hángbānhào
xíngli
wǎngfǎn lǚxíng
dānchéng lǚxíng
fēixíng
qǐfēi
dàodá
yuǎnzú
tànxiǎn
lǚguǎn
qìchē lǚguǎn
tèkuàichē
dēngjì
jiézhàng
dānrénfáng
shuāngrénfáng
dújù jiàngxīn

ྋ٠՞ۥ
ࠉ՞ເֽ

húguāng shānsè
yīshān bàngshuǐ

ནڕۥ (᱃㡆བ⬏)
՞堚ֽߐ

jǐngsè rúhuà
shānqīng shuǐxiù

reserve
plane ticket
international flight
domestic flight
flight number
luggage
round-trip
outbound-journey
flight; flying
take off
arrive
excursion; outing
expedition
hotel
motel
express train
check-in
check-out
single room
double room
exquisite workmanship with an
ingenious design
landscape of lakes and hills
surrounded by hills on one side
and water on the other
picturesque views
beautiful mountains and clear
waters

Conversation Prompt
CD 3
Track
14

You will have a conversation with your roommate about travel. He will ask you six
questions.
Cultural Presentation Prompt
There are many famous places and landmarks in China that are UNESCO World
Heritage sites. Choose one place (Sichuan Giant Panda Sanctuaries, Mount Huangshan, the Landscape of Guilin, etc.). In your presentation, describe the location,
the physical characteristics, and the history behind this place. If you have been there
before, include your personal experience as well.

Topic Fifteen: Art
USEFUL WORDS
ᢌ
(㡎ᴃ)
ᢌ܂ (㡎ᴃક
ᢌ୮
(㡎ᴃᆊ)
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yìshù
yìshù zuòpǐn
yìshùjiā

art
work of art
artist
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ᢄ
(㒬⬏)
ଃᑗ
(䷇Ф)
ፘᝢ
৬ᗰ
(ᓎㄥ)
೯
(ࡼ⬏)
ደ
(⓿⬏)
᥊ᐙ
(ᨘᕅ)
୮
(⬏ᆊ)
ᑓ
ቝ
(⬏)ڣ
ई
(⊍⬏)
ଅན
(亢᱃⬏)
ՠᢌ
(Ꮉ㡎ક)
Ⴜࣥ
(ುᵫ)
֮ࢪᣪ (᭛᠓ಯᅱ)

huìhuà
yīnyuè
wǔdǎo
jiànzhù
dònghuà
mànhuà
shèyǐng
huàjiā
mótè
huàxiàng
yóuhuà
fēngjǐnghuà
gōngyìpǐn
yuánlín
wénfáng sìbǎo

(⨈ẟк⬏)

qín qí shū huà

ऄ
(к⊩)
೪
(࠾㒌)
ଅጬ
(亢ㄱ)
ኙᜤ
(ᇍ㘨)
ࠨ៧
(ࠎ㒷)
խഏ
(Ё㒧)
ຯᕴ
ᕴ
ࣳ
(℺ᴃ)
ࠇᏣ
(Ҁ࠻)
᠆༄ڍ (Єᆠᔽ)
ᣪ၆
(ᅱ䌉)
ತ༄
(䋶ᆠ)
ფ
(୰⠅)
ᆖࠢ
(㒣)
ዝנ
ࣲᓾ
(䌣)
໑ढ塢
(म⠽佚)
ભ塢
(㕢ᴃ佚)

shūfǎ
jiǎnzhǐ
fēngzheng
duìlián
cìxiù
Zhōngguójié
táoqì
cíqì
wǔshù
Jīngjù
fēngfù duōcǎi
bǎoguì
cáifù
xǐ’ài
jīngdiǎn
yǎnchū
xīnshǎng
bówùguǎn
měishùguǎn

ྶཪ

383

painting; drawing
music
dance
building
cartoon
caricature
photography
painter
model
portrait
Chinese painting
landscape
craftwork
garden
the four treasures of the study:
writing brush, ink stick, ink slab,
paper
the four subjects traditionally
studied by educated people: a
traditional musical instrument,
chess, calligraphy, painting
calligraphy
paper-cut
kites
antithetical couplet
embroidery
Chinese knot
ceramics
porcelain
martial art
Beijing opera
rich and colorful
valuable
wealth; fortune
like; favor
classics
performance
enjoy
museum
pinacotheca

Conversation Prompt
CD 3
Track
15

You will have a conversation with your roommate about different types of art. He
will ask you six questions.
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Cultural Presentation Prompt
There are many traditional Chinese art forms. In your presentation, choose one
specific form of art (kites, Chinese calligraphy, Chinese embroidery, Chinese ceramics, etc.) and describe and explain the basics of this art, its history, and its significance in Chinese culture. If possible, explain your personal experience with this
type of art.

Topic Sixteen: Literature & History
USEFUL WORDS
֮ᖂ
(᭛ᄺ)
ໃ܂
(ᵄ)
֮ࠢײᖂ (স᭛ᄺ)
֮זᖂ (⦄ҷ᭛ᄺ)
Օ㽬֮ᖂ (ӫ᭛ᄺ)
اၴ֮ᖂ (⇥䯈᭛ᄺ)
ጻ֮ᖂ (㔥㒰᭛ᄺ)
໑ড়
՛ᎅ
(ᇣ䇈)
ფൣ՛ᎅ (⠅ᚙᇣ䇈)
ೠ൶՛ᎅ (պᇣ䇈)
৩ᚈ՛ᎅ (ᑑ咬ᇣ䇈)
ᖵ՛ᎅ (ग़ᇣ䇈)
ཋ֮
(ᬷ᭛)
ᇣዚ
(䆫℠)
Ꮳء
(࠻ᴀ)
ᙟ
(䱣ヨ)
ሏಖ
(␌䆄)
ႚಖ
(Ӵ䆄)
֮ܫᖂ (ਞ᭛ᄺ)
༅ߢ
(ᆧ㿔)
܂୮
ृ܂
ᇣԳ
(䆫Ҏ)
ټԳ
ᦰृ
(䇏㗙)
ᨠ㽬
(㾖ӫ)
ࠥ
(ࠏ⬏)
༴૪
Գढ
س೯
(⫳ࡼ)
֘ਠ
ኔ
(⦄ᅲ)

(к)
ዃᔭ
(⬙䫔к)
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wénxué
jiézuò
gǔdiǎn wénxué
xiàndài wénxué
dàzhòng wénxué
mínjiān wénxué
wǎngluò wénxué
bókè
xiǎoshuō
àiqíng xiǎoshuō
zhēntàn xiǎoshuō
yōumò xiǎoshuō
lìshǐ xiǎoshuō
sǎnwén
shīgē
jùběn
suíbǐ
yóujì
zhuànjì
bàogào wénxué
yùyán
zuòjiā
zuòzhě
shīrén
míngrén
dúzhě
guānzhòng
kèhuà
miáoshù
rénwù
shēngdòng
fǎnyìng
xiànshí
shǐshū
chàngxiāoshū

literature
masterpiece
classical literature
contemporary literature
popular literature
folklore
Internet literature
blog
novel
love story
detective story
humorous story
historical novel
prose
poetry
play; drama; script
essay
book of travels
biography
reportage
fables; allegory
writer
author
poet
famous people
reader
spectator; audience
characterize
describe
character; literary figure
vividly
reflect
reality; actuality
historical records
best seller
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Conversation Prompt
CD 3
Track
16

You will have a conversation with your friend about your favorite piece of literature
and the history behind it. She will ask you six questions.
Cultural Presentation Prompt
1. There are many famous Chinese literary works. In your presentation, choose
one work (a novel, poem, screenplay, etc.), introduce the author, give a
brief summary, and state your own opinion of this work.
2. There were many famous people in ancient China. In your presentation,
choose one person (Confucius, Qin Shi Huang, Qu Yuan, etc.) and give a
brief biography, including important things this person accomplished and
how they have affected you in your life.

Topic Seventeen: Society
USEFUL WORDS
षᄎ
(⼒Ӯ)
ਙࢌ
ഏ୮
ᑷ॰ᇩᠲ
᧢֏
ွ
ᖲᄎ
ຆ༄լ݁

(ᆊ)
(⛁䮼䆱乬)
(ব࣪)
(⦄䈵)
(ᴎӮ)
(䋿ᆠϡഛ)

shèhuì
zhèngfǔ
guójiā
rèmén huàtí
biànhuà
xiànxiàng
jīhuì
pínfù bùjūn

ጟග
ࣴီ
ഡՖ
ૹߊ᎘Ֆ

(⾡ᮣ)
(℻㾚)
(ཛཇ)
(䞡⬋䕏ཇ)

zǒngzú
qíshì
fùnǚ
zhòngnán qīngnǚ

ٵՠٵሟ
؈ᄐ
ࡲඒ
ؓ
ֆؓ
ዓ֭
ᖆऄ
ߏԳ
حᆞ
ᆞح
වԳ
ڽ٩

ᔂ໑
ᏽ઼
ೢ᧗
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(༅Ϯ)

(ᵾᬃ)
(ᅾ⊩)

(ᴔҎ)

(䌠म)
(෩㚢)
(ًし)

tónggōng tóngchóu
shīyè
zōngjiào
píngděng
gōngpíng
qiāngzhī
xiànfǎ
sīrén
fànzuì
zuìfàn
shārén
sǐxíng
dúpǐn
dǔbó
duòtāi
tōuqiè

society
government
country
hot topic
change
phenomenon
opportunity
unequal distribution of
wealth
race
discriminate against
woman; women in general
regard males as superior to
females
equal pay for equal work
lose one’s job
religion
equal
fair
firearms
constitution
private individual
commit a crime
criminal
kill someone
death penalty
narcotic drugs
gamble
abortion
steal; pilfer
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ჿܖ
ᣤૹ
ٲᙠ
ᇞ㢾
ᙄऄ
༼
ۯچ
ቃ
ऄ৳
অᥨ
অᎽ
ᦞܓ
٤

(ᡶࡿ)
(Ϲ䞡)
(ॅ䰽)
(ࡲ⊩)

(乘䰆)
(ֱᡸ)
(ᴗ߽)

qiǎngjié
yánzhòng
wēixiǎn
jiějué
bànfǎ
tígāo
dìwèi
yùfáng
fǎlǜ
bǎohù
bǎozhàng
quánlì
jiànquán
lǐxiǎng

უ

rob; loot
serious
dangerous; danger
resolve
method; way (to solve a
problem)
improve
status
prevention
the law
protect
ensure; safeguard
right
well-developed (of laws,
institutions)
ideal

Conversation Prompt
CD 3
Track
17

You will have a conversation with an exchange student about problems in American
society today. He will ask you six questions.
Cultural Presentation Prompt
There are 56 ethnic groups in China, each of which has developed individual
customs. Choose one of these groups, and make a presentation about how these
people live. If possible, tell a related story.

Topic Eighteen: Geography & Climate
USEFUL WORDS
چ
ഏ୮
૿ᗨ
ԳՑ
ഏ
ڠ
ઊ
ᗼ
ؑ

ଈຟ
௧
ཤࣥ
ޥዣ
՞㮚
ࣾੌ
ؓ
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(ᆊ)
(䴶⿃)
(᮫)

(ও)
(ऎ)

dìlǐ
guójiā
miànjī
rénkǒu
guóqí
zhōu
shěng
xiàn
shì
qū
shǒudū
hǎiyáng
sēnlín
shāmò
shānmài
héliú
píngyuán

geography
country
area
population
national flag
state
province
county
city
district
capital
ocean
forest
desert
mountain
river
plain; flatlands
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՞ߣ
ଢ
֚
ࡱᆏ
រ
ؓ݁
ᄵ৫
ᛟ
ᛘᑮ
ଅ
ॸ
ႆ
٤᧢ᄊ
ᄵயᚨ
۞ྥ߀ᣄ
ੋֽ
߀ޒ
߀־
چᔼ

(⇨)
(⇨)
(ᄷ㡖)
(⡍⚍)
(⏽ᑺ)
(ᑆ➹)
(⍺)
(亢)
(ѥ)
(ܼ⧗বᱪ)
(⏽ᅸᬜᑨ)
(㞾✊♒䲒)
(ᯅ♒)
(☿♒)

gāoyuán
shāngǔ
qìhòu
tiānqì
jìjié
tèdiǎn
píngjūn
wēndù
gānzào
shīrùn
fēng
yǔ
yún
quánqiú biànnuǎn
wēnshì xiàoyìng
zìrán zāinàn
hóngshuǐ
hànzāi
huǒzāi
dìzhèn

387

plateau; highland
valley
climate
weather
season
feature; special characteristic
average
temperature
dry
wet
wind
rain
cloud
global warming
greenhouse effect
natural disaster
flood
drought
fire (as a disaster)
earthquake

Conversation Prompt
CD 3
Track
18

You will have a conversation with your friend about the geography of a country of
your choice. He will ask you six questions.
Cultural Presentation Prompt
1. Choose one place (Beijing, Taipei, Xi’an, Hong Kong, Singapore, etc.) to
present. In your presentation, give a report on this place. If you have been
there, describe your experience there.
2. There are many unique natural landmarks in China. Choose one natural
tourist attraction. In your presentation, describe this place. If you have been
there, describe your experience there.

Topic Nineteen: Science & Technology
USEFUL WORDS
ઝᖂ
(⾥ᄺ)
ઝᖂ୮ (⾥ᄺᆊ)
ሽ
(⬉ᄤ)
ઝ( ݾ催⾥ᡔ)
ᖲᕴԳ (ᴎ఼Ҏ)
ሽᆰ
(⬉㛥)
ጻ
(㔥㒰)
ሽॾ (⬉ᄤֵ)
֫ᖲ
(ᴎ)
࿇ࣔ
(থᯢ)
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kēxué
kēxuéjiā
diànzǐ
gāokējì
jīqìrén
diànnǎo
wǎngluò
diànzǐxìn
shǒujī
fāmíng

science
scientist
electronics
high technology
robot
computer
Internet
e-mail
cell phone
invention
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܌ၼ
֜ၺ౨
߫
ኔ
ኄუ
ޏ
᧢ޏ
༼
ய
ᗨᄕ૿
ᄕ૿

(䰇㛑)
(≑䔺)
(ᅲ⦄)
(Ṻᛇ)
(ᬍব)

(⿃ᵕ䴶)
(⍜ᵕ䴶)

kèlóng
tàiyángnéng
qìchē
shíxiàn
mèngxiǎng
gǎishàn
gǎibiàn
tígāo
xiàolǜ
jījímiàn
xiāojímiàn

cloning
solar energy
automobile
realize
dream
improve
changed
raise; heighten; advance
efficiency
positive side
negative side

Conversation Prompt
CD 3
Track
19

You will have a conversation with your teacher about how technology affects people’s daily lives. He will ask you six questions.
Cultural Presentation Prompt
1. Traditional Chinese medicine is an important part of Chinese culture.
Choose one aspect of Chinese medicine and elaborate on this subject.
2. Many inventions of ancient China affect people to this day. Choose one
invention (gunpowder, paper, fireworks, compass, etc.), give a brief history
of it, and explain its historical significance.

Topic Twenty: Humans & Nature
USEFUL WORDS
Գᣊ
(Ҏ㉏)
۞ྥ
೯ढ
سढ
ཬढ
ᛩቼ
অᥨ
ۆ
ᇷᄭ
౨ᄭ
سኪ
ؓᘝ
ՠᄐ
֏ᖂ
ᐒढ
ࡑ݃
ඈ࣋
ᐒ
ᐒ྆
ᐒֽ
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(ࡼ⠽)

(⦃๗)
(ֱᡸ)
(䌘⑤)
(⫳ᗕ)
(ᎹϮ)
(࣪ᄺ)
(ᑳ⠽)

(ᑳ⇨)
(ᑳ⏷)
(ᑳ∈)

rénlèi
zìrán
dòngwù
shēngwù
zhíwù
huánjìng
bǎohù
wūrǎn
zīyuán
néngyuán
shēngtài
pínghéng
gōngyè
huàxué
fèiwù
lājī
páifàng
fèiqì
fèizhā
fèishuǐ

humanity
nature
animal
biology
plant
environment
protection
pollution; pollute
resource
energy resources
ecology
balance; balanced
industry
chemistry
wastes
trash
discharge
waste gas or steam
waste residue; solid waste
waste water
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ᕳଃ
౬ᐋ
(㟁⇻ሖ)
Ꭸॸ
ए
گڃ
ᐒढ( شܓᑳ⠽߽⫼)
ኔ᧭
(ᅲ偠)
ᇞଳ
Գሐ
ྲྀݴ
(⅟ᖡ)
࢙ฃ
რᢝ
(ᛣ䆚)
ᜳஇ
ৱ
ມ᨟
(䞢㳂)
ధᡏ
(⸈ണ)
ᑷॸࣥ (⛁ᏺ䲼ᵫ)
࿕ڶ
ੴ၆
(⦡䌉)
૿ᜯ
(䴶Ј)
ᡦᜯ
(▦Ј)
ᄰ
(♁㒱)
ݼᤜ
(ᡫ䆂)
ᝩ܍
ආ࠷
(䞛প)

zàoyīn
chòuyǎngcéng
suānyǔ
zhìlǐ
huíshōu
fèiwù lìyòng
shíyàn
jiěpōu
réndào
cánrěn
hūlüè
yìshí
bóruò
nüèdài
yěmán
pòhuài
rèdài yǔlín
xīyǒu
zhēnguì
miànlín
bīnlín
mièjué
kàngyì
bìmiǎn
cǎiqǔ

ൻਜ
অᥨ

cuòshī
bǎohùqū

(ֱᡸऎ)

389

noise
ozone layer; ozonosphere
acid rain
bring under control; manage
recycle
waste use
experiment
dissect
humanitarianism; humane
brutal; cruel
overlook; ignore
consciousness
weak; frail
abuse
barbarous; uncivilized
destroy
tropical rain forest
rare
valuable; precious
face; be confronted with
be on the verge of
exterminate; become extinct
protest; protection
avoid
take; adopt (measures, methods,
steps)
measure; step
protected area

Conversation Prompt
CD 3
Track
20

You will have a conversation with a Chinese student about the environment. She
will ask you six questions.
Cultural Presentation Prompt
There are 12 zodiac signs in Chinese, which are used to symbolize the year in which
a person is born. In your presentation, talk about your own sign and explain the
meaning of your sign in Chinese culture. If possible, tell a related story.
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SPEAKING SKILLS
The Conversation scripts are presented in traditional characters first, followed by
the simplified version, without labels.

CD 3
Track
1

You will participate in several conversations. Each conversation is about a
specific topic. After listening to each question, pause your CD player and
respond to that question. Allow yourself 20 seconds to respond. Then press
the play button to continue on to the next question.

Topic One
You will have a conversation with a new student about the extracurricular activities
offered at your school. She will ask you six questions.
1. ړ܃Δݺ୪ߜΖᓮം܃ຍଡᖂཚԫ٥Ղ༓॰ᓰΛ
Դདˈ៥িᄭ㡃Ǆ䇋䯂Դ䖭Ͼᄺᳳϔ݅Ϟ䮼䇒˛

2. ֚ޢ܃չ䈥ழၴՂᓰΛ
 Դ↣ҔМᯊ䯈Ϟ䇒˛

3. ່܃ᦟऱᓰਢୌԫ॰Λ່լᦟऱࡋΛ
Դ᳔୰ⱘ䇒ᰃાϔ䮼˛᳔ϡ୰ⱘਸ਼˛

4. ܃ଚᖂீڶୌࠄᓰ؆೯Λ
ԴӀᄺ᳝᷵ાѯ䇒⌏ࡼ˛

5. ܃ଚᖂீڶୌࠄଟᑗຝΛ
ԴӀᄺ᳝᷵ાѯׅФ䚼˛

6. ףԵଟᑗຝᚨᇠ৻䈥عᓮΛ
ࡴܹׅФ䚼ᑨ䆹ᗢМ⬇䇋˛
CD 3
Track
2

Topic Two
You will have a conversation with Yu Pingping, a reporter from your school newspaper, who is interviewing you about your opinion on sports. She will ask you six
questions.
1. ړ܃ΔݺਢՊؓؓΖᓮംΔ܃ଚ֚ޢຟՂ᧯ߛᓰႯΛ
Դདˈ៥ᰃѢᑇᑇǄ䇋䯂ˈԴӀ↣䛑Ϟԧ㚆䇒৫˛

2. ܃ଚߛ᧯ڇᓰՂչ䈥Λ
ԴӀԧ㚆䇒ϞخҔМ˛

3. ່܃ᦟऱ᧯ߛႈؾਢչ䈥Λ
Դ᳔୰ⱘԧ㚆乍ⳂᰃҔМ˛

4. ܃ଚᖂீڶୌࠄ᧯ߛଟᑗຝΛ܃ףԱႯΛ
ԴӀᄺ᳝᷵ાѯԧ㚆ׅФ䚼˛Դখࡴњ৫˛

5. ܃౨ᓫᓫ່ڶრ৸ऱԫߛ᧯ڻᓰႯΛ
Դ㛑䇜䇜᳔᳝ᛣᗱⱘϔԧ㚆䇒৫˛
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6. ᖂீऱୌԫ᧯ߛֺ܃ऱٱွ່Λ
ᄺ᷵ⱘાϔഎԧ㚆↨䌯㒭Դⱘॄ䈵᳔⏅˛
CD 3
Track
3

Topic Three
You will have a conversation with your Chinese teacher about students’ lifestyles
in the United States. She will ask you six questions.
1. ܃ᤚչ䈥ਢ!ϘسֱڤϙΛ
Դ㾝ᕫҔМᰃĀ⫳⌏ᮍᓣā˛

2. ኙࠐ܃ᎅൈऱسֱڤਢչ䈥Λ
ᇍԴᴹ䇈عᒋⱘ⫳⌏ᮍᓣᰃҔМ˛

3. խᖂسխڶୌࠄլൈऱسֱڤΛ
Ёᄺ⫳Ё᳝ાѯϡعᒋⱘ⫳⌏ᮍᓣ˛

4. ܃ኙ۞աऱسֱڤየრႯΛ
Դᇍ㞾Ꮕⱘ⫳⌏ᮍᓣ⒵ᛣ৫˛

5. ܃ᎁ㻽سֱڤᇿᖂڶᣂএႯΛ
Դ䅸Ў⫳⌏ᮍᓣ䎳ᄺд᳝݇㋏৫˛

6. ᣂ࣍խᖂسऱسֱڤΔڶ܃չ䈥৬ᤜΛ
݇ѢЁᄺ⫳ⱘ⫳⌏ᮍᓣˈԴ᳝ҔМᓎ䆂˛
CD 3
Track
4

Topic Four
You will have a conversation with Zhang Lin, a school news reporter, about your
hobbies and interests. She will ask you six questions.
1. ړ܃Δݺਢ്ࣥΖᓮംΔ່܃ᦟऱሽီᆏؾਢչ䈥Λ
Դདˈ៥ᰃᓴᵫǄ䇋䯂ˈԴ᳔୰ⳟⱘ⬉㾚㡖ⳂᰃҔМ˛

2. ່܃ᦟୌֱ૿ऱሽᐙΛ
Դ᳔୰ⳟાᮍ䴶ⱘ⬉ᕅ˛

3. ܃ൄሽᐙႯΛᆖൄਢᇿᓴԫದऱΛ
Դᐌⳟ⬉ᕅ৫˛㒣ᐌᰃ䎳䇕ϔ䍋ⳟⱘ˛

4. ٱ܃ွ່ऱሽᐙਢୌԫຝΛ
㒭Դॄ䈵᳔⏅ⱘ⬉ᕅᰃાϔ䚼˛

5. ܃ᦟᦫଃᑗႯΛԫਢչ䈥ழଢᦫΛ
Դ୰䷇Ф৫˛ϔ㠀ᰃҔМᯊ˛

6. ່܃ᦟऱᢌԳਢᓴΛ㻽չ䈥ᦟה0ڔΛ
Դ᳔୰ⱘ㡎Ҏᰃ䇕˛ЎҔМ୰Ҫཌྷ˛
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CD 3
Track
5

Topic Five
You will have a conversation with Gu Wei, a reporter from a radio station, who is
interviewing people about high school students with part-time jobs. He will ask
you six questions.
1. ړ܃ΔݺΖݺუം܃ԫଡംᠲΔؚ܃መՠႯΛ
Դདˈ៥ি乒ӳǄ៥ᛇ䯂ԴϔϾ䯂乬ˈԴᠧ䖛Ꮉ৫˛

2. ٵᖂխؚՠऱڍႯΛ! խᖂسຏመչ䈥ֱބڤՠ܂Λ
ৠᄺЁᠧᎹⱘ৫˛ Ёᄺ⫳䗮䖛ҔМᮍᓣᡒᎹ˛

3. ԫਢࠄչ䈥ՠ܂Λ
ϔ㠀ᰃخѯҔМᎹ˛

4. ؚՠඅऱᙒ৻䈥क़ࡋΛ
ᠧᎹⱘ䪅ᗢМ㢅ਸ਼˛

5. ୮९ٵრ܃ଚؚՠႯΛהଚ৻䈥ৱຍଡംᠲΛ
ᆊ䭓ৠᛣԴӀᠧᎹ৫˛ҪӀᗢМⳟᕙ䖭Ͼ䯂乬˛

6. Գऱ壄ԺࡉழၴຟਢૻڶऱΔ৻܃䈥ՠࡉ܂ᖂऱᣂএΛ
Ҏⱘ㊒ᯊ䯈䛑ᰃ᳝䰤ⱘˈԴᗢМ໘⧚Ꮉᄺдⱘ݇㋏˛
CD 3
Track
6

Topic Six
You will have a conversation with a Chinese teacher, Lu Xiaomin, about friendships
and relationships in high school. She will ask you six questions.
1. ړ܃Δݺਢຬ՛۔اஃΖړ່܃ऱ֖ࣛਢᓴܴΛ܃ଚਢ৻䈥ᎁᢝऱΛ
Դདˈ៥ᰃ䰚ᇣ⇥㗕ᏜǄԴ᳔དⱘ᳟টᰃ䇕ਔ˛ԴӀᰃᗢМ䅸䆚ⱘ˛

2. ৻܃䈥ᇿ֖ࣛঅᜤᢀΛ
 ԴᗢМ䎳᳟টֱᣕ㘨㋏˛

3. 㻽չ䈥ᎅԳᚨᇠ֖ࣛڶΛ
ЎҔМ䇈Ҏᑨ䆹᳝᳟ট˛

4. ֖ࣛބ܃ऱᑑᄷਢչ䈥Λ
Դᡒ᳟টⱘᷛޚᰃҔМ˛

5. չ䈥ਢటإऱ֖ࣛΛ
ҔМᰃⳳℷⱘ᳟ট˛

6. ܃ਢ৻䈥ৱጻՂٌ֖ࣛຍଡംᠲऱΛ
ԴᰃᗢМⳟᕙ㔥ϞѸ᳟ট䖭Ͼ䯂乬ⱘ˛
CD 3
Track
7

Topic Seven
You will have a conversation with Wang Yang, a new student at your school, about
fashion styles for high school students, and the standard for buying clothes. She
will ask you six questions.
1. ړ܃Μݺਢ׆ၺΖݺუം܃༓ଡംᠲΔ܃ᦟ၇۪ࣚႯΛ
Դདʽ៥ᰃ⥟䰇Ǆ៥ᛇ䯂ԴϾ䯂乬ˈԴ୰ф㸷᳡৫˛
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2. ܃ԫᇿᓴԫದ၇۪ࣚΛ
Դϔ㠀䎳䇕ϔ䍋ф㸷᳡˛

3. ܃ᦟչ䈥䕪ۥऱ۪ࣚΛ
Դ୰ҔМ买㡆ⱘ㸷᳡˛

4. ܃ᦟչ䈥ᑌڤऱ۪ࣚΛ
Դ୰ҔМḋᓣⱘ㸷᳡˛

5. ܃၇۪ࣚऱᑑᄷਢչ䈥Λ
Դф㸷᳡ⱘᷛޚᰃҔМ˛

6. ܃၇۪ࣚྨټႯΛ
Դфৡ⠠㸷᳡৫˛
CD 3
Track
8

Topic Eight
You will have a conversation with your friend Li Haixia about food. She will ask
you six questions.
1. ່܃ᦟپऱလਢչ䈥Λ
Դ᳔୰ৗⱘ㦰ᰃҔМ˛

2. ܃ააչ䈥လ່ஞ֫Λ
ԴཛྷཛྷخҔМ㦰᳔ᣓ˛

3. ່܃ᦟऱ塊塢ਢୌԫ୮Λ
Դ᳔୰ⱘ令佚ᰃાϔᆊ˛

4. ܃ᦟپխഏလႯΛ
Դ୰ৗЁ㦰৫˛

5. ڶԳᎅխഏလլൈΔ৻܃䈥Λ
᳝Ҏ䇈Ё㦰ϡعᒋˈԴᗢМⳟ˛

6. խഏԳࡉભഏԳ堬ଇክڶչ䈥լٵΛ
ЁҎ㕢Ҏ佂亳дᛃ᳝ҔМϡৠ˛

CD 3
Track
9

Topic Nine
You will have a conversation with your friend about your living situation and environment. He will ask you six questions.
1. ܃۰ऱֱچᛩቼ৻䈥ᑌΛ
Դԣⱘഄᮍ⦃๗ᗢМḋ˛

2. ܃۰ऱֱچՕլՕΛڜլڜᙩΛ
Դԣⱘഄᮍϡ˛ᅝϡᅝ䴭˛

3. ܃ਢԫଡԳ۰ᝫਢᇿܑԳԫದ۰Λ
ԴᰃϔϾҎԣ䖬ᰃ䎳߿Ҏϔ䍋ԣ˛

4. ܃ऱࢪၴ㠪ڶୌࠄ୮ࠠΛ
Դⱘ᠓䯈䞠᳝ાѯᆊ˛
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5. ܃ᦟչ䈥ᑌऱࢪၴΛ
Դ୰ҔМḋⱘ᠓䯈˛

6. ՂՕᖂא৵Δ܃უ۞ա۰ᝫਢބଡৢٵԫದ۰Λ
ϞᄺҹৢˈԴᛇ㞾Ꮕԣ䖬ᰃᡒϾৠሟϔ䍋ԣ˛
CD 3
Track
10

Topic Ten
You will have a conversation with a Chinese friend about the transportation system
in your city. She will ask you six questions.
1. ৻֚ޢ܃䈥װᖂீΛ
Դ↣ᗢМএᄺ᷵˛

2. ܃ଚৄؑऱֆ٥ٌຏՠࠠڶୌࠄΛ
ԴӀජᏖⱘ݀݅Ѹ䗮Ꮉ᳝ાѯ˛

3. ߫ป၆լ၆Λ
 䔺⼼䌉ϡ䌉˛

4. ܃ଚৄؑऱٌຏणउ৻䈥ᑌΛ
ԴӀජᏖⱘѸ䗮⢊މᗢМḋ˛

5. ٌຏࠃਚڍႯΛ
Ѹ䗮џᬙ৫˛

6. ܃ኙޏٌຏයٙڶչ䈥৬ᤜႯΛ
ԴᇍᬍѸ䗮ᴵӊ᳝ҔМᓎ䆂৫˛
CD 3
Track
11

Topic Eleven
You will have a conversation with your friend about common issues in today’s
families. She will ask you six questions.
1. ܃୮ڶ༓ՑԳΛ
Դᆊ᳝ষҎ˛

2. ܃ऱ୮Գڶչ䈥ٖၳ೯Λ
ԴⱘᆊҎ᳝ҔМӥ䯆⌏ࡼ˛

3. ڇ୮㠪Δ່ၲ֨ऱࠃਢչ䈥Λ
 ᆊ䞠ˈ᳔ᓔᖗⱘџᰃҔМ˛
4. ኙࠐ܃ᎅࢉ壂ऱ୮அਢչ䈥Λ
ᇍԴᴹ䇈ᑌ⽣ⱘᆊᒁᰃҔМ˛

5. ୮㠪ڶڶ࿇سመչ䈥լ༭ݶऱࠃൣΛ
ᆊ䞠᳝≵᳝থ⫳䖛ҔМϡᛝᖿⱘџᚙ˛

6. ܃ᤚ܃ऱ୮அᇿܑऱભഏ୮அڶչ䈥լԫᑌႯΛ
Դ㾝ᕫԴⱘᆊᒁ䎳߿ⱘ㕢ᆊᒁ᳝ҔМϡϔḋ৫˛
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Topic Twelve
You will have a conversation with an exchange student from China about your
opinions on the pros and cons of the American education system. He will ask you
six questions.
1. ړ܃ΖݺਢᄅࠐऱٌངᖂسΖ܃౨ݺտฯԫՀᖂீ۔ஃऱൣ㤝ႯΛ
ԴདǄ៥ᰃᮄᴹⱘѸᤶᄺ⫳ǄԴ㛑㒭៥ҟ㒡ϔϟᄺ᷵㗕Ꮬⱘᚙމ৫˛

2. ່܃ᦟୌ۔ۯஃऱඒᖂֱऄΛ
Դ᳔୰ાԡ㗕Ꮬⱘᬭᄺᮍ⊩˛

3. ୌ۔ۯஃኙ܃ऱᐙ່ՕΛ
ાԡ㗕ᏜᇍԴⱘᕅડ᳔˛

4. ܃ᄷໂᙇୌԫࢬՕᖂΛ
Դޚ䗝ાϔ᠔ᄺ˛

5. ܃ᙇᖗՕᖂऱᑑᄷਢչ䈥Λ
Դ䗝ᢽᄺⱘᷛޚᰃҔМ˛

6. ભഏՕᖂࢵسەᐞୌࠄైڂΛ
㕢ᄺ⫳㽕㗗㰥ાѯ㋴˛
CD 3
Track
13

Topic Thirteen
You will have a conversation with an exchange student about holidays in America
and in China. She will ask you six questions.
1. ܃ଚഏ୮ڶୌࠄႚอᆏֲΛ
ԴӀᆊ᳝ાѯӴ㒳㡖᮹˛

2. ܃ଚഏ୮ڶୌࠄધ࢚ᆏֲΛ
ԴӀᆊ᳝ાѯ㑾ᗉ㡖᮹˛

3. ່܃ᦟऱᆏֲਢୌԫଡΛ
Դ᳔୰ⱘ㡖᮹ᰃાϔϾ˛

4. ܃ڇଚഏ୮Δୌࠄᆏֲਢ୮ԳቸႽऱֲΛ
ԴӀᆊˈાѯ㡖᮹ᰃᆊҎಶⱘ᮹ᄤ˛

5. ܃ऱ୮Գመᆏऱழଢյઌಬ៖ढႯΛ
ԴⱘᆊҎ䖛㡖ⱘᯊѦⳌ䗕⼐⠽৫˛

6. ୌԫڻᆏֲ܃ఎՀऱٱွ່Λ
 ાϔ㡖᮹㒭Դ⬭ϟⱘॄ䈵᳔⏅˛
CD 3
Track
14

Topic Fourteen
You will have a conversation with your roommate about travel. He will ask you six
questions.
1. ݺړ܃ቝৰᦟளሏΔਢլਢΛ
៥ⳟԴདڣᕜ୰ᮙ␌ˈᰃϡᰃ˛

2. ܃ຟװመୌࠄֱچளሏΛ
Դ䛑এ䖛ાѯഄᮍᮙ␌˛
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3. ୌԫڻளሏ܃ऱٱွ່Λ
ાϔᮙ␌㒭Դⱘॄ䈵᳔⏅˛

4. ݺᤚᇿᓴԫದװளሏৰૹΔ່܃ᦟᇿᓴࡋװΛ
៥㾝ᕫ䎳䇕ϔ䍋এᮙ␌ᕜ䞡㽕ˈԴ᳔୰䎳䇕এਸ਼˛

5. ڶڶୌڻளሏᨃ܃ᤚৰڶრ৸Λ
᳝≵᳝ાᮙ␌䅽Դ㾝ᕫᕜ≵᳝ᛣᗱ˛

6. ܃ଚഏ୮ऱԳԫᙇᖗչ䈥ֱڤளሏ@! נ࣠ڕഏ-! ൄװୌࠄഏ୮ࡋΛ
ԴӀᆊⱘҎϔ㠀䗝ᢽҔМᮍᓣᮙ␌˛བᵰߎ ᐌএાѯᆊਸ਼˛
CD 3
Track
15

Topic Fifteen
You will have a conversation with your roommate about different types of art. He
will ask you six questions.
1. ᖂீၲԱԫࠄᢌᓰ࿓Δ܃ᙇԱႯΛ
ᄺ᷵ᓔ䆒њϔѯ㡎ᴃ䇒ˈԴ䗝њ৫˛

2. ڶ܃չ䈥ᢌ९ႯΛ
Դ᳝ҔМ㡎ᴃ⡍䭓৫˛

3. ່܃ᦟऱᢌ୮ਢୌԫۯΛ
Դ᳔୰ⱘ㡎ᴃᆊᰃાϔԡ˛

4. ୌԫຝᢌ܂ٱ܃ွ່ࠥΛ
ાϔ䚼㡎ᴃક㒭Դॄ䈵᳔⏅ࠏ˛

5. ԳଚᎅΔᢌ୮ದࠐࡉཏຏԳլ֜ԫᑌΔਢຍᑌႯΛ
ҎӀ䇈ˈ㡎ᴃᆊⳟ䍋ᴹ᱂䗮Ҏϡϔḋˈᰃ䖭ḋ৫˛

6. سᠦլၲᢌΔٵ܃რຍጟᎅऄႯΛ
⫳⌏⾏ϡᓔ㡎ᴃˈԴৠᛣ䖭⾡䇈⊩৫˛
CD 3
Track
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Topic Sixteen
You will have a conversation with your friend about your favorite piece of literature
and the history behind it. She will ask you six questions.
1. ່܃ᦟऱ֮ᖂ܂ਢչ䈥@! ᓴᐊऱΛ
Դ᳔୰ⱘ᭛ᄺકᰃҔМ˛䇕˛ⱘݭ

2. ܂ᓫᓵԱչ䈥ംᠲΛ
 કЏ㽕䇜䆎њҔМ䯂乬˛
3. խٱ܃ွ່ऱਢୌԫຝ։Λ
кЁ㒭Դॄ䈵᳔⏅ⱘᰃાϔ䚼ߚ˛

4. ܃უᅝ֮ᖂ୮ႯΛ
Դᛇᔧ᭛ᄺᆊ৫˛

5. ୌԫ֮ۯᖂ୮ኙ܃ऱګ९່ڶᐙΛ
ાϔԡ᭛ᄺᆊᇍԴⱘ៤䭓᳔᳝ᕅડ˛

6. ܃ᖂԱભഏᖵΔՈᖂԱᖵΔ່܃ᦟୌۯᖵԳढΛ
Դᄺњ㕢ग़ˈгᄺњϪ⬠ग़ˈԴ᳔୰ાԡग़Ҏ⠽˛
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Topic Seventeen
You will have a conversation with an exchange student about problems in
American society today. He will ask you six questions.
1. ݺଶࠐભഏΔኙભഏլ֜ᛵᇞΖݺუवሐભഏᅝছषᄎڇژୌࠄംᠲΛ
៥߮ᴹ㕢ˈᇍ㕢ϡњ㾷Ǆ៥ᛇⶹ䘧㕢ᔧࠡ⼒Ӯᄬાѯ䯂乬˛

2. ݺሽီՂൄൄಘᓵዓ֭ംᠲΔᝫࡉᖆऄڶᣂএΔਢ৻䈥ࠃڃΛ
៥ⳟ⬉㾚Ϟᐌᐌ䅼䆎ᵾᬃ䯂乬ˈ䖬ᅾ⊩᳝݇㋏ˈᰃᗢМಲџ˛

3. ᣂ࣍ڽ٩ംᠲΔ৻܃䈥Λ
݇Ѣ⅏ߥ䯂乬ˈԴᗢМⳟ˛

4. ࡌ܃ڇऱխᖂسխΔڶԳܮႯΛ
Դ਼ೈⱘЁᄺ⫳Ёˈ᳝Ҏ↦৫˛

5. ৻܃䈥ৱᏽ઼ംᠲΛ
ԴᗢМⳟᕙ෩㚢䯂乬˛

6. ؾ֨܃խऱუषᄎਢչ䈥ᑌऱΛ
ԴᖗⳂЁⱘ⧚ᛇ⼒ӮᰃҔМḋᄤⱘ˛
CD 3
Track
18

Topic Eighteen
You will have a conversation with your friend about the geography of a country of
your choice. He will ask you six questions.
1. ܃ଚഏ୮֟ڍڶଡृࢨڠઊΛڶୌࠄՕৄؑΛ
ԴӀᆊ᳝ᇥϾᎲ㗙ⳕ˛᳝ાѯජᏖ˛

2. ܃ଚऱഏਢչ䈥ᑌऱΛ
ԴӀⱘ᮫ᰃҔМḋᄤⱘ˛

3. ܃۰ऱړֱچլړΛ
 Դԣⱘഄᮍདϡད˛
4. ߷㠪ऱଢڶչ䈥រΛ
䙷䞠ⱘ⇨᳝ҔМ⡍⚍˛

5. ᓫᓫଢኙ܃ଚسऱᐙΖ
䇜䇜⇨ᇍԴӀ⫳⌏ⱘᕅડǄ

6. ܃ᤚ܃ଚऱഏ୮չ䈥ֱ່چᔞٽԳଚࡺ۰Λ
Դ㾝ᕫԴӀⱘᆊҔМഄᮍ᳔䗖ড়ҎӀሙԣ˛
CD 3
Track
19

Topic Nineteen
You will have a conversation with your teacher about how technology affects people’s daily lives. He will ask you six questions.
1. ઝᖂᓰՂᖂऱփ୲Δ່܃ᦟୌຝ։Λ
⾥ᄺ䇒ϞᄺⱘݙᆍˈԴ᳔୰ા䚼ߚ˛

2. ኙ܃ᐙ່ऱઝݾሽᐙਢୌԫຝΛ
ᇍԴᕅડ᳔⏅ⱘ⾥ᡔ⬉ᕅᰃાϔ䚼˛
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3. ᖵՂڶৰڍထټऱઝᖂ୮Δ߷䈥່܃ფऱઝᖂ୮ਢᓴΛ
ग़Ϟ᳝ᕜ㨫ৡⱘ⾥ᄺᆊˈ䙷МԴ᳔୰⠅ⱘ⾥ᄺᆊᰃ䇕˛

4. ܃უᅝઝᖂ୮ႯΛ
Դᛇᔧ⾥ᄺᆊ৫˛

5. سխਢઝᖂΔᓫᓫ܃ኙຍଡംᠲऱऄΖ
⫳⌏Ё໘໘ᰃ⾥ᄺˈ䇜䇜Դᇍ䖭Ͼ䯂乬ⱘⳟ⊩Ǆ

6. ڶԳᎅઝᖂ࿇୶መ࿓խΔ᜔ᄎڶլړऱࣟ۫ᙟထנΔᓫᓫ܃ऱऄΖ
᳝Ҏ䇈⾥ᄺথሩ䖛ЁˈᘏӮ᳝ϡདⱘϰ㽓䱣ⴔߎ⦄ˈ䇜䇜Դⱘⳟ⊩Ǆ
CD 3
Track
20

Topic Twenty
You will have a conversation with a Chinese student about the environment. She
will ask you six questions.
1. ؾছڶୌࠄֺለᣤૹऱᛩቼۆംᠲΛ
Ⳃ᳝ࠡાѯ↨䕗Ϲ䞡ⱘ⦃๗∵ᶧ䯂乬˛

2. ୌࠄۆኙԳ᧯ൈທٲګ୭Λ
 ાѯ∵ᶧᇍҎԧعᒋ䗴៤ॅᆇ˛

3. ܃ኙᇞ㢾ᛩቼۆംᠲڶչ䈥৬ᤜΛ
Դᇍ㾷⦃އ๗∵ᶧ䯂乬᳝ҔМᓎ䆂˛

4. ۞܃ա౨㻽অᥨᛩቼչ䈥Λ
Դ㞾Ꮕ㛑Ўֱᡸ⦃๗خҔМ˛

5. Գଚᎅ೯ढਢԳᣊऱ֖ࣛΔٵ܃რႯΛ
ҎӀ䇈ࡼ⠽ᰃҎ㉏ⱘ᳟টˈԴৠᛣ৫˛

6. ৻܃䈥ৱઝᖂ୮ش೯ढኔ᧭ऱംᠲΛ
 ԴᗢМⳟᕙ⾥ᄺᆊ⫼ࡼ⠽خᅲ偠ⱘ䯂乬˛
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CHAPTER

6

This chapter reviews a wide range of Chinese grammar, aiming to help students
enhance their grammar proficiency in preparation for the AP Chinese exam. The
grammar tips in this chapter focus on strengthening students’ skills for the Speaking
and Writing free-response parts of the AP Chinese test; the chapter also provides
100 examples of common sentence patterns in spoken Chinese. By studying this
section, students will not only learn a variety of grammatical structures but also
enrich their vocabulary. As we have emphasized throughout this book, the more
elaborate students’ grammar and vocabulary are, the better prepared they will be
for the Listening, Reading, Writing, and Speaking portions of the exam.
All grammar examples presented in this chapter are printed in traditional characters first, followed by simplified characters. The answer explanations will be in
traditional characters, followed by simplified characters in parentheses.

COMPLEMENTS
Resultative Complements
In Chinese, a verb can be followed by an adjective or another verb to indicate the
result of an action. The adjective or the second verb is called a resultative complement. For example:
پݺ堷ԱΖ
៥ৗ佅њǄ
լጥݺऱৢٵլᦟݺΔݺຟլᄎჺװנΖ
ϡㅵ៥ⱘৠሟ୰ϡ୰៥ˈ៥䛑ϡӮᨀߎএǄ

Some verbs can only take certain other verbs or adjectives as their resultative complements. Students should remember that each verb and its resultative complements
must be viewed as one word: Also note that only verbs and adjectives, because they
are able to convey a sense of result, can serve as resultative complements.
Such verbs include: “ᄎ” (“Ӯ”)ˈĀᅠāˈĀߠ” (“㾕”)ˈĀពāˈĀၲ”
(“ᓔ”)ˈĀԣāˈĀ㌺ā (“㒭”)ˈĀצāˈĀᥝāˈĀ⅏āˈetc.

399
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Such adjectives include: “ኙ” (“ᇍ”)ˈĀᙑ”
(“ണ”)ˈĀᮽāˈĀᰮāˈĀ⏙Ἦā, etc.

(“䫭”)ˈĀདāˈĀᡏ”

Again, a resultative complement indicates the result or completion of an action.
For example:
վ֚ऱ܂ᄐԫࡳݙΖ
ҞⱘϮϔᅮ㽕خᅠǄ
ݺऱᖂسᢞهԱΔބݺԱ֚תՈࠩބΖ
៥ⱘᄺ⫳䆕϶њˈ៥ᡒњञг≵ᡒࠄǄ

A resultative complement can also clarify an action or a state. For example:
܃ଚຟᦫᚩԱႯΛ
ԴӀ䛑ពњ৫˛
پהԱԿଡዧץᝫپ堷Ζ
ҪৗњϝϾ∝ࣙ䖬≵ৗ佅Ǆ

Some resultative complements that appear after adjectives or verbs denote psychological state of an extreme degree. For example:
ڔऱ֫༼ሽᆰهԱΔݶڔ৺ڽԱΖ
ཌྷⱘᦤ⬉㛥϶њˈཌྷᖿᗹ⅏њǄ
ەהՂԱশ۵-! ױئ׀הᑗᡏԱΖ
Ҫ㗗Ϟњજԯ, Ҫ⠊↡ৃФണњǄ

Directional Complements (Indicating Direction)
The simplest directional complements are formed from direction verbs and either
“ࠐ” (“ᴹ”) or “এ” to indicate motion toward or away from the speaker. There are
six basic direction verbs: “Ϟ”, “ϟ”, “ၞ” (“䖯”), “ߎ”, “ಲ”, “መ” (“䖛”). When
combined with “ࠐ”(“ᴹ”) and “এ”ˈthey yield twelve different complements: “Ղ
ࠐ” (“Ϟᴹ”), “Ϟএ”, “Հࠐ” (“ϟᴹ”), “ϟএ”, “ၞࠐ” (“䖯ᴹ”), “ၞ“( ”װ䖯এ”),
“ߎ“( ࠐנᴹ”), “ߎএ”, ““( ”ࠐڃಲᴹ”), “ಲএ”, “መࠐ” (“䖛ᴹ”), “መ“( ”װ䖛এ”).
These twelve directional complements can serve as compound directional complements when attached to other verbs, such as “ߨၞࠐ” (“䍄䖯ᴹ”), “ీመ“( ”װキ
䖛এ”), “݄Հࠐ” (“തϟᴹ”), etc. The main verb expresses the action, while the
complement describes the direction in which the action is carried out. Any action
verb that involves directional movement may become a compound directional
complement.
main verb

directional complement

䍄
キ
ത

ၞࠐ (䖯ᴹ)
መ( װ䖛এ)
Հࠐ (ϟᴹ)

If the directional complement is followed by an object, the object (noun) can be
placed either before or after the main verb, or it can be inserted between the main
verb and the direction verb. For example:
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ྍྍ 
ྍྍ ᏺ

∧
|
MV

ྍྍ 
ྍྍ ᏺ

∧
|
MV

ྍྍ 
ྍྍ ᏺ

∧
|
MV

ࠐڃ
ಲᴹ

∧
|
DC

ԫଡ֖ࣛΖ
ϔϾ᳟টǄ

401

KEY

∧
|
object

MV—main verb
DC—directional complement
DV—direction verb

ԫଡ֖ࣛ ࠐڃΖ
ϔϾ᳟ট ಲᴹǄ

∧
|
object

∧
|
DC

ಲ
ಲ

ԫଡ֖ࣛ ࠐΖ
ϔϾ᳟ট ᴹǄ

∧
|
DV

∧
|
object

∧
|

ࠐ! (ᴹ)

If the object signifies a place, it is usually inserted after the direction verb, or between
the main verb and the direction verb. For example:
Ҫᯢᑈ ಲ
Ҫᯢᑈ ಲ

խഏ
Ё

ࠐΖ
ᴹǄ

ᓮ܃ଚ ᨀ
䇋ԴӀ ᨀ

ၞ
䖯

ᆓ㟡
ᆓ㟡

∧
|
DV

∧
|
MV

∧
|
place

∧
|
DV

∧
| |
ࠐ (ᴹ)

∧
|
object

এǄ
এǄ

∧
|

এ

Directional complements can also be used with a ᡞ-sentence. For example:
ᓮ܃
䇋Դ

הଚ
ҪӀ

ᡞ
ᡞ

∧
|

ᝫ
䖬

ᡞ

∧
|
object

∧
|
MV

ᡞ
ᡞ

ộᄤ
ộᄤ

ᨀ
ᨀ

∧
|

ᡞ
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ଗऱ
ⱘ׳к

∧
|
object

∧
|
MV

ಲ
ಲ

∧
|
DV

ၞ
䖯

∧
|
DV

ቹ塢
к佚

∧
|
object

ড়ᨚ㠪
ᅶख़䞠

∧
|
object

এǄ
এǄ

∧
|

এ
ࠐԱΖ
ᴹњǄ

∧
|

ࠐ! (ᴹ)
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Directional Complements (Indicating State)
When the directional complement “ದࠐ” (“䍋ᴹ”) is used with a verb, it indicates
that another action is starting. It can also indicate a change from one action to
another. For example:
ئ׀ԫܰਮΔ༉ୈದࠐԱΖ
⠊↡ϔਉᶊˈᄽᄤህુ䍋ᴹњǄ
ࠟଡ֖ࣛ۔ԫ݄Հ༉เದ֚ࠝࠐΖ
ϸϾ㗕᳟টϔതϟህ㘞䍋ܓᴹǄ
הԫದሽီࠐނչ䈥ຟݱԱΖ
Ҫϔⳟ䍋⬉㾚ᴹᡞҔМ䛑ᖬњǄ
ࠄ߷ނݶ܃گದࠐܣΖ
Դᖿᡞ䙷ѯкᬊ䍋ᴹ৻Ǆ

When used with an adjective, “ದࠐ” (“ದࠐ”) can indicate a change in quality or
state, such as speed, light, temperature, or weight. For example:
ֽࢬאದࠐਢڂ㻽ՀՕॸԱΖ
∈᠔ҹ⏅䍋ᴹᰃЎϟ䲼њǄ
ભഏईऱᏝൕՂଡִದࠐԱΖ
㕢≑⊍ⱘӋḐҢϞϾ᳜催䍋ᴹњǄ
ຍࠟڣᖂխ֮ऱԳԫՀڍದࠐԱΖ
䖭ϸᑈᄺЁ᭛ⱘҎϔϟᄤ䍋ᴹњǄ

When the directional complement “Հࠐ” (“ϟᴹ”) is used with an adjective, it
indicates the decrease of a quality to a lesser state, such as a gradual change from
bright to dark, strong to weak, motion to stillness, and so on. For example:
֚ኬኬ႕ՀࠐԱΖ
֚ኬኬ႕ՀࠐԱΖ
ააسΔڔऱᜢଃ༉ᄎ܅ՀࠐΖ
া㽕ཛྷཛྷ⫳⇨ˈཌྷⱘໄ䷇ህӮԢϟᴹǄ
ᗉᣂԱΔࢪၴ㠪႕ԱՀࠐΖ
♃݇њˈ᠓䯈䞠咥њϟᴹǄ
܃ᒇՀࠐԱΔݺথದࠐԱΖ
Դ⯺ϟᴹњˈ៥ै㚪䍋ᴹњǄ

When “Հࠐ” (“ϟᴹ”) is used with a verb, it indicates that something has become
settled or fixed as the result of an action. For example:
ݶהئ׀រࠝނറᄐࡳՀࠐΖ
⠊↡িҪᖿ⚍ܓᡞϧϮᅮϟᴹǄ
ڔუోڇપ۰ՀࠐΖ
ཌྷᛇ㒑㑺ԣϟᴹǄ
۔ஃᝑऱऄ܃ຟಖՀࠐԱႯΛ
㗕Ꮬ䆆ⱘ䇁⊩Դ䛑䆄ϟᴹњ৫˛
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The directional complement “ϟএ” indicates the continuation of a state or an
action. When “ϟএ” is used with an adjective, it may indicate not just the continuation of a state but its intensification as well. For example:
ᎅՀװΜ
䇈ϟএʽ
ຍຝሽᐙݺլՀװΖ
䖭䚼⬉ᕅ៥ⳟϡϟএǄ
ದࠐ֚ᄎܐՀװΖ
ⳟ䍋ᴹ⇨ӮދϟএǄ

Directional Complements (Indicating Result)
A directional complement used with “V + “( ”ࠐנV + ߎᴹ”) signifies a change
in status. When there is an object, one can often leave out the word “ࠐ” (“ᴹ”).
Ҫ
Ҫ

ᛇ
ᛇ

ࠐנ
ߎᴹ

∧
∧
|
|
MV DC

ԫଡړᙄऄΖ
ϔϾདࡲ⊩Ǆ

∧
|
object

This can be rewritten as:
Ҫ
Ҫ

ᛇ
ᛇ

ߎ
ߎ

ԫଡړᙄऄΖ
ϔϾདࡲ⊩Ǆ

When the directional complement occurs at the end of a sentence, however, one
must use the full complement.
ཌྷᰃ᮹ᴀҎˈ ױਢאছݺԫរࠝຟ
ཌྷᰃ᮹ᴀҎˈ ৃᰃҹࠡ៥ϔ⚍ܓ䛑≵ⳟ

ࠐנΖ
ߎᴹǄ

䗭ܽৄ⋫㸷″᳝Ҕ咑ϡৠ,
䖭ϸৄ⋫㸷ᴎ᳝ҔМϡৠ,

ࠐנΖ
ߎᴹǄ

៥ḍᴀⳟϡ
៥ḍᴀⳟϡ

∧
∧
|
|
MV DC

A directional complement with “V + ದࠐ” (“V + 䍋ᴹ”) means “seem.” For
example:
ຍፕሽီᖲದࠐਢֲسء㶷ऱΖ
䖭ৄ⬉㾚ᴎⳟ䍋ᴹᰃ᮹ᴀ⫳ѻⱘǄ
ຍଈዚᦫದࠐլਢڔഀऱΖ
䖭佪℠䍋ᴹϡᰃཌྷଅⱘǄ
ຍଡလپದࠐ्ࡳլਢ܃ऱΔਢ܃ააऱܣΛ
䖭Ͼ㦰ৗ䍋ᴹ㚃ᅮϡᰃԴˈⱘخᰃԴཛྷཛྷ˛৻ⱘخ
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Complements of State
A complement of state is usually placed after a verb or an adjective, with the structural particle “ᕫ.” It expresses a degree, an evaluation, a judgment, or a description
related to a verb, an adjective, or a noun preceding “ᕫ.” For example:
ڔᘋሂದࠐΖ
ཌྷ催݈ᕫ䏇䍋ᴹǄ
ݺऱפᓰڍৰΖ
៥ⱘࡳ䇒ᕫᕜǄ

In a negative form, the word “ϡ” or “≵“( ”ڶ᳝”) is placed after a verb or an
adjective, preceding the complement. For example:
֚ᑷپݺլՀ堩Ζ
⇨⛁ᕫ៥ৗϡϟ佁Ǆ

To use a complement of state in a sentence with a direct object, the verb is
repeated.
ݺվ֚ەᇢەլ֜უΖ
៥Ҟ㗗䆩㗗ᕫϡ⧚ᛇǄ

If the verb is not repeated, the object must be placed before the subject or the
verb.
ຍຝሽᐙݶݺጕထԱΖ
䖭䚼⬉ᕅⳟᕫ៥ᖿⴵⴔњǄ

Potential Complements
Potential complements are formed by inserting “ᕫ” or “ϡ” between a verb and a
resultative complement. For example:
վ֚ऱ܂ᄐת܃ଡ՛ழݙႯΛ
ҞⱘϮԴञϾᇣᯊخᕫᅠ৫˛

Or, they may appear between a verb and a directional complement to indicate
whether a certain result will be realized or not.
ၲ߫֜ᣄԱΔݺᖂլՀװΖ
ᓔ䔺䲒њˈ៥ᄺϡϟএǄ

The complements can be constructed as the equivalent of “㛑” and “ϡ㛑.” Consider
an example using #1 from above:
վ֚ऱ܂ᄐת܃ଡ՛ழ౨ݙႯΛ
ҞⱘϮԴञϾᇣᯊ㛑خᅠ৫˛

Potential complements appear primarily in negative sentences, or in questions.
The complements that appear in affirmative sentences become the resultative
complements discussed earlier. The affirmative form of the resultative complement
and the negative form of a potential complement can be put together to form a
question. For example˖
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Q: 䙷ᴀЁ᭛ᄫԴ
䙷ᴀЁ᭛ᄫԴ

၇ࠩ
фᕫࠄ

∧
|
RC
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၇լࠩΛ
фϡࠄ˛

∧
|
PC

A: ၇ࠩΖ(a resultative complement)
фᕫࠄǄ

A: ၇լࠩΖ(a potential complement)
фϡࠄǄ

Potential complements have a unique function that cannot be fulfilled by the “ϡ
㛑 + verb + complement” construction. A potential complement cannot be used
in a “ᡞ”—sentence, either. The following sentences are incorrect.
۔ஃᎅ֜ݶԱΔݺլ౨ᦫ堚ᄑΖ
㗕Ꮬ䇈ᕫᖿњˈ៥ϡ㛑⏙ἮǄ
֜߫܃՛ԱΔݺଚնଡԳլ౨ຟ݄ՀΖ
Դ䔺ᇣњˈ៥ӀѨϾҎϡ㛑䛑തϟǄ
ݺ୮֟ڍڶᙒΔݺլ౨ՂԱ߷䈥၆ऱՕᖂΖ
៥ᆊ≵᳝ᇥ䪅ˈ៥ϡ㛑Ϟњ䙷М䌉ⱘᄺǄ
ނݺվ֚ऱפᓰլݙΖ
៥ᡞҞⱘࡳ䇒خϡᅠǄ

The following sentences are correct.
۔ஃᎅ֜ݶԱΔᦫݺլ堚ᄑΖ
㗕Ꮬ䇈ᕫᖿњˈ៥ϡ⏙ἮǄ
֜߫܃՛ԱΔݺଚնଡԳ݄լՀΖ
Դ䔺ᇣњˈ៥ӀѨϾҎതϡϟǄ
ݺ୮֟ڍڶᙒΔݺՂլԱ߷䈥၆ऱՕᖂΖ
៥ᆊ≵᳝ᇥ䪅ˈ៥Ϟϡњ䙷М䌉ⱘᄺǄ
ݺվ֚ऱפᓰլݙΖ
៥Ҟⱘࡳ䇒خϡᅠǄ

SENTENCES WITH SPECIAL PREDICATES
The “௦”—Sentences
Sentences with “ᰃ” as the predicate are known as “ᰃ”—sentences. The negative
form of a“ᰃ”—sentence is formed by adding the negative adverb “ϡ” before “ᰃ.”
The subject of the “ᰃ”—sentence may be a noun:
ဎฐቅؑਢભഏऱଈຟΖ
ढⲯ乓Ꮦᰃ㕢ⱘ佪䛑Ǆ
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a pronoun:
ݺਢխԲ్ڣऱᖂسΖ
៥ᰃ催ЁѠᑈ㑻ⱘᄺ⫳Ǆ

a verb:
ٖஒՈਢԫጟՠ܂Ζ
ӥᙃгᰃϔ⾡ᎹǄ

an adjective:
ᑷൣਢ່ڔՕऱរΖ
⛁ᚙᰃཌྷ᳔ⱘ⡍⚍Ǆ

a numeral–measure word phrase:
ԲԼԫរ༉ਢඡՂរΖ
Ѡकϔ⚍ህᰃᰮϞб⚍Ǆ

a verb-object phrase:
ᖂխ֮ਢԫႈᜱ؎ऱٚ೭Ζ
ᄺЁ᭛ᰃϔ乍㡄ᎼⱘӏࡵǄ

a complementary phrase:
ܘԺՠ܂ਢפګऱයٙΖ
ࡾᎹᰃ៤ࡳⱘᴵӊǄ

or a ⱘ-phrase:
ઠ႕۪ࣚۥऱլਢݺଚऱᖵ۔ஃΔઠ۪ࣚػऱਢΖ
こ咥㡆㸷᳡ⱘϡᰃ៥Ӏⱘग़㗕Ꮬˈこⱑ㸷᳡ⱘᰃǄ

The object following the predicate verb “ᰃ” may include a noun:
ݺटटਢ᠔سΔააਢ۔ஃΖ
៥⠌⠌ᰃए⫳ˈཛྷཛྷᰃ㗕ᏜǄ

a pronoun:
ނຍٙࠃ۔္ܫஃऱԳਢڔΔլਢݺΖ
ᡞ䖭ӊџਞ䆝㗕ᏜⱘҎᰃཌྷˈϡᰃ៥Ǆ

a verb phrase:
୮அഡՖՈਢՠ܂Ζ
خᆊᒁཛཇгᰃᎹǄ

an adjective:
߷ଡ۔ஃऱរਢᣤΖ
䙷Ͼ㗕Ꮬⱘ⡍⚍ᰃϹḐǄ

a numeral-measure word phrase:
վ່֚ᄵਢ:9৫Ζ
Ҟ᳔催⇨⏽ᰃ98ᑺǄ
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a ⱘ-phrase:
߷ଡ১ୂਢଡؚᤃऱΖ
䙷ϾᏙહᰃϾᠧ㇂⧗ⱘǄ

a verb-object phrase:
टट່լᦟऱࠃൣਢປࢋΖ
⠌⠌᳔ϡ୰ⱘџᚙᰃ䗯ଚᑫǄ

a complementary phrase
܃վ֚ऱٚ೭༉ਢٖஒړΖ
ԴҞⱘӏࡵህᰃӥᙃདǄ

a subject-predicate phrase:
ຍ܂ڻᄐऱڜඈਢՕ୮ڇᓰഘՂԫದΖ
䖭Ϯⱘᅝᥦᰃᆊ䇒ූϞϔ䍋خǄ

Note that the verb “ᰃ” remains unchanged in this form in all situations. It can
signify any time, place, person, or thing, and requires no conjugation for tense or
gender.

THE PASSIVE VOICE
A sentence whose subject is the receiver of an action is called a passive sentence.
Sentences with the Passive Marker “ᜁ”
Pattern: “Subject +㹿+ object + verb + other element”
Examples˖
ݺऱၡݝബهԱΖ
៥ⱘк㹿䚂ሔᆘ϶њǄ
߷ଡ՛ߊהटट䐨ԱԫቅΖ
䙷Ͼᇣ⬋ᄽ㹿Ҫ⠌⠌偖њϔ乓Ǆ
ݺ୮ऱ㼆ԫೋ۔ቕন႞ԱΖ
៥ᆊⱘ⣿㹿ϔা㗕哴ӸњǄ

Note that in a sentence with the passive marker “㹿,” the “doer” may be implicit.
For example:
ה۔ࠩஃऱᙄֆװԱΖ
Ҫ㹿িࠄ㗕Ꮬⱘࡲ݀ᅸএњǄ
ᑻԡܼ䛑㹿തњǄ
߷ጟגׄྨټᘟ၇٠ԱΖ
䙷⾡ৡ⠠⠯Ҩ㺸㹿фܝњǄ

A sentence with the passive marker “㹿” sometimes refers to unpleasant or undesired
situations. For example:
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Ҫ㹿ཇ᳟ট⫽њǄ
ݺፆཱིԱΖ
៥㹿㔮ℒњǄ

An adverb must be placed before the word “㹿.” For example:
᜔הਢޅေΖ
Ҫᘏᰃ㹿ᡍ䆘Ǆ
߷ଡՖৰࠁΔൄൄՕԳᇥᑻΖ
䙷ϾཇᄽᄤᕜЪˈᐌᐌ㹿Ҏ༌༪Ǆ

The passive markers can also be “ি,” “ᨃ” (“䅽”), or “” (“㒭”). For example:
ੑ۪ᖲᨃԳଥړԱΖ
⋫㸷ᴎ䅽ҎׂདњǄ
ݺऱ߫ᓴၲߨԱΛ
៥ⱘ䔺ি䇕ᓔ䍄њ˛
ຟה໘ݙԱΖ
䜦䛑㒭ҪୱᅠњǄ

Unmarked Passive Sentences
Some sentences have no special marker words to indicate the passive voice but
nevertheless are notionally passive (passive in meaning). For example˖
ֽ࣠ݙپԱΔᚨᇠװ၇ԱΖ
∈ᵰৗᅠњˈᑨ䆹এфњǄ
᠓ᄤ⾳དњˈᯢᨀᆊ৻Ǆ
ᥨᅃԱႯΛ
ᡸ✻ᏺњ৫˛
ຍ܂ڻᄐլᙑΖ
䖭Ϯخᕫϡ䫭Ǆ

THE“Ґ”—SENTENCES
The “ᡞ” sentence is used with actions that change the state of a definite object.
For example:
۔ஃݺނऱ܂ᄐهԱΖ
㗕Ꮬᡞ៥ⱘϮ϶њǄ
ᓮ৵ᢰऱٵᖂނ࿗֪ᣂՂΖ
䇋ৢ䖍ⱘৠᄺᡞに᠋݇ϞǄ

There must be another element following the verb, such as:
a complement of result:
ཌྷᡞ㸷᳡⋫њǄ
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a complement of manner:
۪ࣚނڔੑৰΖ
ཌྷᡞ㸷᳡⋫ᕫᕜᑆޔǄ

a directional complement:
۪ࣚނڔஞࠐڃԱΖ
ཌྷᡞ㸷᳡ᣓಲ՚њǄ

an aspect particle “њ”:
ཌྷᡞ㸷᳡ϳњǄ

The object in a ᡞ—sentence is usually definite. The speaker is referring to a particular item or items in the real world, which are presumably known to both the
speaker and addressee. For example:
߷ނ܃॰ؚၲΖ
Դᡞ䙷䮼ᠧᓔǄ
؆૿ՀॸࡋΔݺނ܃ऱॸໆՂܣΖ
䴶ϟ䲼ਸ਼ˈԴᡞ៥ⱘ䲼ӲᏺϞ৻Ǆ

The main verb in a “ᡞ”—sentence must be an action verb, such as “ᠧ”, “こ”,
“ᢝ”, “ᄷໂ” (“ޚ”), “܉ᆜ” (“Ꮧ㕂”), etc. For example:
վ֚؆૿ৰܐΔנ॰ऱழଢ߷ނٙՕ۪ઠՂΖ
Ҟ䴶ᕜߎˈދ䮼ⱘᯊᡞ䙷ӊ㸷こϞǄ
֜ٲᙠԱΔނݶࢮࠐڃΖ
ॅ䰽њˈᖿᡞᄽᄤᢝಲᴹǄ
ᓮՕ୮ނࡉᄷໂړΔݺଚၲࡨᦫᐊΖ
䇋ᆊᡞヨ㒌ޚདˈ៥ӀᓔྟݭǄ

Note that in a “ᡞ”—sentence, negative adverbs and modal verbs can be placed
before “ᡞ.” For example:
܃լނխ֮פᓰݙ༉լ౨װሽᐙΖ
ԴϡᡞЁ᭛ࡳ䇒خᅠህϡ㛑এⳟ⬉ᕅǄ
ݺუ֖ࣛߊނಬݺऱᄅ۪ࣚઠՂΖ
៥ᛇᡞ⬋᳟ট䗕㒭៥ⱘᮄ㸷᳡こϞǄ

Note also, if the object is too long (e.g., contains one or more modifiers), using the
“ᡞ” pattern may result in a smoother, more natural phrasing than if the long object
were to follow the verb. For example:
ࡢࡢئ׀ݺڣװނൕխഏڔ၇ऱխ֮ଗٵᖂԱΖ
ྍྍᡞএᑈ៥⠊↡ҢЁ㒭ཌྷфⱘЁ᭛к׳㒭ৠᄺњǄ
ڇނהխீႼ㠪ᦫࠩऱ߷ଡࢢױऱஒ္ܫԱݺΖ
Ҫᡞ催Ё᷵ು䞠ࠄⱘ䙷Ͼৃᗩⱘ⍜ᙃਞ䆝њ៥Ǆ
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EXISTENTIAL SENTENCES
Existential sentences indicate the existence of some thing(s) at some location(s), such
as, “There is some thing at some location,” in English. The word order of an existential sentence is rather different from that of other Chinese sentences.
Existential Sentences with “థ”
Pattern: “Place word + location + ᳝ + (numerals + measure word) + noun”
Examples:
ඒऱலᢰڶԫଡቹ塢Ζ
ᬭᅸⱘᮕ䖍᳝ϔϾк佚Ǆ
ᛥՂڶԫࠄխ֮ڗΖ
Ϟ᳝ϔѯЁ᭛ᄫǄ

Existential Sentences with “௦”
Pattern: “Place word + location + ᰃ + (numerals + measure word) + noun”
Examples:
ݩՂਢԫයཹΖ
ᑞϞᰃϔᴵ⇃ᄤǄ
ՕᖂீႼऱலᢰਢԫයຒֆሁΖ
ᄺ᷵ುⱘᮕ䖍ᰃϔᴵ催䗳݀䏃Ǆ

Existential Sentences with “ട”(“ᅋ”)
This pattern describes where an object is specifically located. Only verbs that leave
an object in an ongoing state can be used in this pattern. For inanimate objects,
the verbs that can be used in this pattern include: “ᬒ”, “” (“ᣖ”), “၀” (“䌈”),
“ឭ” (“ᨚ”), “”ذ, “ᐊ” (“)”ݭ, etc.
Pattern: “Place word + verb-“ထ”(“ⴔ”) + (numerals + measure word) + object”
Examples:
ோՂ࣋ထԫࠢڗءΖ
ḠᄤϞᬒⴔϔᴀᄫǄ
۪឵㠪ထৰ۪ࣚڍΖ
㸷ᶰ䞠ᣖⴔᕜ㸷᳡Ǆ
ඒ㠪݄ထৰڍᖂسΖ
ᬭᅸ䞠തⴔᕜᄺ⫳Ǆ
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Existential Sentences in Describing People
Pattern: “Person + place on body + verb-“ထ”(“ⴔ”)+ (numerals + measure word)
+ object”
Examples:
הᙰՂᚮထԫື༐ΔߪՂઠထԫֻ۪ٙΔᆬՂઠထԫᠨؼᕀΖ
Ҫ༈Ϟ᠈ⴔϔ乊ᐑᄤˈ䑿Ϟこ㨫ϔӊ↯㸷ˈ㛮Ϟこ㨫ϔঠⲂ䵟Ǆ
ࡤใՂᚮထԫයႈᢸΔ֫ՂᚮထԫჇ֫ྨټᙎΔॊՂথહထԫଡॺൄ
ᣄऱץΖ
ྥ㛪ᄤϞ᠈ⴔϔᴵ乍䫒ˈϞ᠈ⴔϔഫৡ⠠㸼ˈ㙽Ϟै㚠ⴔϔϾ䴲ᐌ
䲒ⳟⱘࣙǄ

Existential Sentences in Expressing People’s Appearance or
Disappearance
Pattern: “Place word/Time word + verbal phrase + (numerals + measure word) +
noun”
Examples:
ਤ֚ݺ୮ࠐԱԫۯড়ԳΖ
᯼៥ᆊᴹњϔԡᅶҎǄ
߷ᢰၒࠐԫଡ՛ߊΖ
䙷䖍䎥ᴹϔϾᇣ⬋ᄽǄ
ᑔՂߨՀࠐ༓ଡݺլᎁᢝऱԳΖ
ὐϞ䍄ϟᴹϾ៥ϡ䅸䆚ⱘҎǄ

SENTENCES WITH VERBAL CONSTRUCTIONS
IN A SERIES
This kind of sentence has two or more verbs or verbal structures that are used as
the predicate of the same subject.
װݺቹ塢ଗΖ
៥এк佚׳кǄ

The negative form is usually made by adding the negative adverb “ϡ” or “”ڶ
before the first predicate verb.
խᖂڶسழၴؚՠΖ
催Ёᄺ⫳≵᳝ᯊ䯈ᠧᎹǄ
הଚլࠐݺଚᖂீֺԱΖ
ҪӀϡᴹ៥Ӏᄺ᷵↨䌯њǄ

If the sentence needs an adverbial adjunct, it is normally placed between the subject
and the first predicate verb. For example:
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ݺװቹ塢ଗ༓ءΖ
៥ᕫএк佚׳ᴀкǄ
ݺຍᖂཚڶழၴᖂխ֮Ζ
៥䖭ᄺᳳ᳝ᯊ䯈ᄺЁ᭛Ǆ

Usually the second verb indicates the purpose of the first verb, or the first verbobject phrase explains the means for achieving the second. For example:
۔ஃݺބᓫᓫ՛ەऱࠃൣΖ
㗕Ꮬ㽕ᡒ៥䇜䇜ᇣ㗗ⱘџᚙǄ
װ߫ீ݄֚ޢݺᖂீΖ
៥↣ത᷵䔺এᄺ᷵Ǆ

When the second verb indicates the purpose of the first, both verbs typically share
a common object; therefore, the second verb usually omits the object. For
example:
ئ׀شڔऱᙒ! ၇  ۪ࣚྨټઠΖ
ཌྷ⫼⠊↡㒭ⱘ䪅 ф ৡ⠠㸷᳡ こǄ

v1 object

v2

៥  ׳ԴⱘЁ᭛ᄫ⫼⫼Ǆ

v1 object

v2

PIVOTAL SENTENCES
A pivotal sentence has two predicates. Of the two predicates in the sentence, the
object of the first predicate (verb) is at the same time the subject of the second one.
This part is called the pivot, and sentences with verb predicates of this sort are
identified as pivotal sentences. The basic pattern of pivotal sentences is:
Subject + predicate (verb) + pivot + predicate of the pivot
ააᎅݺᡗڽԱΖ
ཛྷཛྷ䇈៥ឦ⅏њǄ
ࢪࣟႝࢪٌݺΖ
᠓ϰڀ៥Ѹ᠓⾳Ǆ
ᑔሐ㠪ڶԳՕ໗ՕΖ
ὐ䘧䞠᳝ҎিǄ
۔ஃݺޣଚᐊԫᒧᣂՊᛩቼঅᥨऱ֮܂Ζ
㗕Ꮬ㽕∖៥Ӏݭϔ㆛݇Ѣ⦃๗ֱᡸⱘ᭛Ǆ

In the negative form of a pivotal sentence, the adverbs “ϡ” or “ ”ڶare usually
placed between the subject and the first predicate. For example:
ڶئ׀ᨃה၇߷䈥၆ऱ߫Ζ
⠊↡≵᳝䅽Ҫф䙷М䌉ⱘ䔺Ǆ
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In general, verbs indicating a request or a command are used in first predicate; for
example: “ᓮ” (“䇋”), “ᨃ” (“䅽”), “ি,” “Փ,” “ੑҸ,” “⽕ℶ,” etc. In this case, the
pivotal predicate may either be a verbal predicate or an adjectival predicate. For
example:
ݺᓮڇהፕ၇ءխ֮ࠢڗΖ
៥䇋ҪৄфᴀЁ᭛ᄫǄ
ᦰݺॺئ׀ݺ᠔ઝՕᖂլױΔהଚլᨃݺᖂ֮ઝΖ
៥⠊↡䴲ি៥䇏ए⾥ᄺϡৃˈҪӀϡ䅽៥ᄺ᭛⾥Ǆ
֖ࣛᠦၲऱࠃൣࠌݺᣄመԱړ༓֚Ζ
᳟ট⾏ᓔⱘџᚙՓ៥䲒䖛њདǄ
टटࡎࠝחނᄿ؛ԱΖ
⠌⠌ੑҸܓᄤᡞ⚳ᠨњǄ
۔ஃᓮᖂس୮९ଚࠐԫᔉᖂீΖ
㗕Ꮬ䇋ᄺ⫳ᆊ䭓Ӏᴹϔ䍳ᄺ᷵Ǆ

Students should note that no other words are allowed to be inserted between the
first predicate (verb) and the pivot.

COMPARISON
Expressing Difference
Pattern: “A↨B + (adverb) + adjective/verb + (numeral + measure word +
noun)”
Examples:
ݺଚᖂீֺ܃ଚᖂீټڶΖ
៥Ӏᄺ᷵↨ԴӀᄺ᳝᷵ৡǄ
ݺଚఄֺ܃ଚఄ֟ࠟଡᖂسΖ
៥Ӏ⧁↨ԴӀ⧁ᇥϸϾᄺ⫳Ǆ
ڍהֺ܃ᖂԱԫڣխ֮Ζ
Դ↨ҪᄺњϔᑈЁ᭛Ǆ
ޓהֺݺᦟᤃֺΖ
៥↨Ҫ୰ⳟ㇂⧗↨䌯Ǆ

The negative version of this structure can take one of the following forms:
• adding “ϡ” or “ ”ڶbefore “↨.” For example:
! ݺଚᖂீլֺ܃ଚᖂீټڶΖ
 ៥Ӏᄺ᷵ϡ↨ԴӀᄺ᳝᷵ৡǄ
! վֺ֚ڶਤ֚ᑷΖ
 Ҟ≦᳝↨᯼⛁Ǆ
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• replacing “↨” with ““ ”ڶϡབ.” For example:
! הଚऱխݺڶଚऱټڶΖ
 ҪӀⱘ催Ё≵᳝៥Ӏⱘ᳝ৡǄ
! ోપऱ֚լڠףڕऱړΖ
 㒑㑺ⱘ⇨ϡབࡴᎲⱘདǄ

Adverbs such as “ᕜ,” “䴲ᐌ,” “कߚ” “⡍߹,” “ⳳ,” and “᳔” cannot be used in this
type of sentence. Words such as “ԫរࠝ”(“ϔ⚍)”ܓ, “ϔѯ,” “ᕫ,” and “њ”
should be used instead. For example:
ୂୂֺݬݬԫរࠝΖ
હહ↨ᓳᓳ催ϔ⚍ܓǄ
վֺ֚ਤ֚ᑷڍԱΖ
Ҟ↨᯼⛁њǄ
ྍྍ↨ྤྤⓖ҂ᕫǄ
ྍྍ↨ྤྤⓖ҂ᕫǄ
ݺଚఄऱ۔ஃֺ܃ଚऱ۔ஃڣ᎘ԫࠄΖ
៥Ӏ⧁ⱘ㗕Ꮬ↨ԴӀⱘ㗕Ꮬᑈ䕏ϔѯǄ

If a verb has an object, the verb should be reduplicated. For example:
ݺၲֺ߫ڔၲڍړԱΖ
៥ᓔ䔺↨ཌྷᓔᕫདњǄ
܃ᖂխֺ֮ݺᖂᎁటڍΖ
ԴᄺЁ᭛↨៥ᄺᕫ䅸ⳳᕫǄ

Modal verbs like “ᄎ” (“Ӯ”), and “ᚨᇠ” (“ᑨ䆹”) can be placed before the action
verb in this type of sentence. For example:
ୂୂֺݬݬᄎؚᤃΖ
ᓳᓳ↨હહӮᠧ㇂⧗Ǆ
ڣ۔Գֺڣ᎘Գޓᚨᇠࣹრߪ᧯Ζ
㗕ᑈҎ↨ᑈ䕏Ҏᑨ䆹⊼ᛣ䑿ԧǄ

The “A↨B” structure can be used adverbially. In this case, it can be added between
the subject and the adjective or verb. For example:
ݺଚຍଡਣཚֺՂଡਣཚڦΖ
៥Ӏ䖭Ͼ᯳ᳳ↨ϞϾ᯳ᳳᖭǄ
ڇהᖂீֺڇ୮㠪ᘋڍԱΖ
Ҫᄺ᷵↨ᆊ䞠催݈њǄ
ᄽᄤϔ↨ϔњˈ⠊↡ϔᑈ↨ϔᑈ㗕њǄ
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Expressing Similarity
Pattern 1: A䎳B + ԫᑌ (ḋ)
A䎳B + ϡ + ԫᑌ (ḋ)
Examples:
ݺऱׄגᘟᇿ܃ऱׄגᘟԫᑌΖ
៥ⱘ⠯Ҩ㺸䎳Դⱘ⠯Ҩ㺸ϔḋǄ
ࣟࡾᇿ۫ࡾݙ٤լԫᑌΖ
ϰኌ䎳㽓ኌᅠܼϡϔḋǄ
הᇿܑऱխഏԳڶរࠝլԫᑌΖ
Ҫ䎳߿ⱘЁҎ᳝⚍ܓϡϔḋǄ

Pattern 2: A + ڣ+ B + (other element)
A + ϡڣ+ B + (other element)
Examples:
ה९ৰቝהटटΖ
Ҫ䭓ᕫᕜڣҪ⠌⠌Ǆ
۔ஃլቝԼᄣऱԳΔቝԿԼᄣऱΖ
㣅䇁㗕ᏜϡڣಯकቕⱘҎˈڣϝकቕⱘǄ
վڣ֚Δోપቝޜ߷䈥ᑷΖ
Ҟᑈˈ㒑㑺⋯ڣᴝⷊ䙷М⛁Ǆ
ݺլቝ߷܃䈥ᦟઠྨټऱ۪ࣚΖ
៥ϡڣԴ䙷М୰こৡ⠠ⱘ㸷᳡Ǆ

Pattern 3: A䎳B + Ꮒϡ/ⳌԐ
Examples:
ה၇ऱ۪ࣚᇿ܃ऱઌۿΖ
Ҫфⱘ㸷᳡䎳ԴⱘⳌԐǄ
՛്९ᇿ՛׆լڍΔࢬݺאൄᙑԳΖ
ᇣᔉ䭋ᕫ䎳ᇣ⥟Ꮒϡˈ᠔ҹ៥ᐌⳟ䤃ҎǄ

Expressing Similarity with “᳝”
Pattern: A᳝B + ߷䈥/ຍ䈥 (䙷М/䖭М) + adjective
Examples:
ݺऱࢪၴ܃ڶऱࢪၴ߷䈥ՕΖ
៥ⱘ᠓䯈᳝Դⱘ᠓䯈䙷МǄ
הၒ߷߫ڶ䈥ݶΖ
Ҫ䎥ᕫ᳝≑䔺䙷МᖿǄ
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EXPRESSING EMPHASIS
Using the “ᰃĂⱘ” Construction
To emphasize a past action or a past event, one should use the structure “ᰃ…ⱘ”
to indicate the time, place, manner, or purpose of the occurrence or the agent of
the action. “ⱘ,” which often follows the verb, may be placed either before or after
the object.
Patterns: “Subject + ᰃ + time/place + verb + object + ⱘ”
“Subject + ᰃ + time/place + verb + ⱘ + object”
Examples:
܃ਢ༓រڰپ堩ऱΛ
Դᰃ⚍ৗᮽ佁ⱘ˛
܃ਢ༓រپऱڰ堩Λ
Դᰃ⚍ৗⱘᮽ佁˛
܃ਢڇչ䈥ֱچᖂऱխ֮Λ
ԴᰃҔМഄᮍᄺⱘЁ᭛˛
܃ਢڇչ䈥ֱچᖂխ֮ऱΛ
ԴᰃҔМഄᮍᄺЁ᭛ⱘ˛

Using Rhetorical Questions with “ᗒ༞” (“ᬱ᥊”)
A rhetorical question with “ᣄሐ” (“䲒䘧”) is much more emphatic than a nonrhetorical question. For example:
ᣄሐאױኙ۞աऱ۩㻽լຂٚႯΛ
䲒䘧ৃҹᇍ㞾Ꮕⱘ㸠Ўϡ䋳䋷ӏ৫˛
ᣄሐئ׀ऱᇩຟኙႯΛ
䲒䘧⠊↡ⱘ䆱䛑ᇍ৫˛
ᣄሐ܃լᄎᐊ۞աऱխ֮ڗټႯΛ
䲒䘧ԴϡӮݭ㞾ᏅⱘЁ᭛ৡᄫ৫˛
ᣄሐվ֚ەڶᇢႯΛ
䲒䘧Ҟ≵᳝㗗䆩৫˛

Using Double-Negative Sentences
A double-negative is often used in a sentence to indicate affirmation. Common
patterns of emphasizing affirmation with double negatives are “ϡ…ϡ…,” “
…ڶϡ…,” “ϡ…ڶ,” and “ڶϡĂ .”
Examples:
ᖂسլᚨᇠլפᓰΖ
ᄺ⫳ϡᑨ䆹ϡࡳخ䇒Ǆ
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ݺଚຍەڻᇢڶԳլ֗Ζ
៥Ӏ䖭㗗䆩≵᳝ҎϡঞḐǄ
टटլ౨ڶՠ܂Ζ
⠌⠌ϡ㛑≵᳝ᎹǄ
ୂୂڶլᦟऱ᧯ߛሎ೯Ζ
હહ≵᳝ϡ୰ⱘԧ㚆䖤ࡼǄ

COMPLEX SENTENCES
Complex sentences consist of two or more simple sentences called clauses. Complex
sentences are used to express a complete thought and are spoken with a certain
intonation. For example:
՛׆ଶߨΔࠐ്۔ԱΖ
ᇣ⥟߮䍄ˈ㗕ᓴᴹњǄ
ଅೖԱΔॸՈլՀԱΖ
亢ذњˈ䲼гϡϟњǄ
࣠ڕխ֮֜ᣄΔݺ༉լᖂԱΖ
བᵰЁ᭛䲒ˈ៥ህϡᄺњǄ
ڔऱ۪ࣚৰዦॽΔݺऱլړΖ
ཌྷⱘ㸷᳡ᕜⓖ҂ˈ៥ⱘϡདⳟǄ

Two or more clauses in a complex sentence are separated by a pause when spoken,
and indicated by a comma or a semicolon in writing. The sentence is spoken as
one entity. If the clauses share a common subject, then the subject does not have
to be repeated. For example:
್܌ᄎ֮Δ್܌ᄎ۫ఄ֮׃Δ್܌լᄎऄ֮Ζ
偀ܟӮ㣅᭛ˈ偀ܟӮ㽓⧁⠭᭛ˈ偀ܟϡӮ⊩᭛Ǆ
ݺუઊ匷Δݺլუ၇֜၆ऱሽᆰΖ
៥ᛇⳕ䪅ˈ៥ϡᛇф䌉ⱘ⬉㛥Ǆ

In a complex sentence, clauses have various relationships that are often denoted by
conjunctions. For instance:
ڂ㻽ڶ၇ࠩ߫־ปΔ ࢬהאଚڇள塢۰ԫ֚Ζ
Ў≵᳝фࠄ☿䔺⼼ˈ ᠔ҹҪӀᕫᮙ佚ԣϔǄ
լݺ܀ଚᦟ߷ଡዚਣΔۖݺააՈৰᦟהΖ
ϡԚ៥Ӏ୰䙷Ͼ℠᯳ˈ㗠Ϩ៥ཛྷཛྷгᕜ୰ҪǄ
ਝྥ܃ᤚढ֜ᣄԱΔ܃վڣ༉ܑᙇຍ॰ᓰԱΖ
᮶✊Դ㾝ᕫ⠽⧚䲒њˈԴҞᑈህ߿䗝䖭䮼䇒њǄ
ݺਢᣂ֨ۖڔլਢფڔΖ
៥ᰃ݇ᖗཌྷ㗠ϡᰃ⠅ཌྷǄ
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Instead of conjunctions, some adverbs may also connect clauses. Conjunctions or
adverbs can be placed either in the first or second clause, depending on the relationship between the clauses. Some conjunction words are used before the subject, and
some are used after. For example:
ݺऱ֖ࣛԾᖂխ֮ΔԾᖂֲ֮Ζ
៥ⱘ᳟টজᄺЁ᭛ˈজᄺ᮹᭛Ǆ
ਢ܃ଚڶழၴΔ܃ଚ༉ຍຝሽᐙܣΖ
㽕ᰃԴӀ᳝ᯊ䯈ˈԴӀህⳟ䖭䚼⬉ᕅ৻Ǆ
ፖࠡၲ߫ຍ䈥ᅀΔլ݄ڕֆ٥߫ړΖ
Ϣ݊ᓔ䔺䖭М咏⚺ˈϡབത݀݅≑䔺དǄ
ឈྥվ֚܂ڶᄐΔݺՈړړ༚༚Ζ
㱑✊Ҟ≵᳝Ϯˈ៥г㽕དདддǄ

Clauses in a complex sentence may have various types of predicates. For example:
Ҟ᯳ᳳϔˈᯢ᯳ᳳѠǄ (sentence with predicate)
ڶ㢾֨Δ༉ڶᖂړխ֮ऱݦඨΖ(sentence with verbal predicate)
া㽕᳝އᖗˈህ᳝ᄺདЁ᭛ⱘᏠᳯǄ
ྤᓵխ֮ڍ䈥ᣄΔݺຟᖂړΖ(sentence with adjectival predicate)
᮴䆎Ё᭛М䲒ˈ៥䛑㽕ᄺདǄ

In a complex sentence, relationships between the clauses can be very complicated.
Complex sentences can be roughly divided into two groups: coordinate complex
sentences and subordinate complex sentences. These two groups can be further
divided into subclasses based on their clauses’ relationships.

Coordinate Complex Sentences
Complex sentences indicating coordinate relations are called coordinate sentences.
In a coordinate complex sentence, the clauses are equivalent in content and weight.
For example:
ຍۯਢޕ՛ࡦΔ߷ۯਢ്٣سΖ
䖭ԡᰃᴢᇣྤˈ䙷ԡᰃᓴ⫳ܜǄ
܃ᦟپխഏ堩ᝫਢऄഏ堩Λ
Դ୰ৗЁ佁䖬ᰃ⊩佁˛

The relationships between the clauses in a coordinate complex sentence are: coordinative, successive, progressive, and alternative.
The clauses with the coordinative relationship explain or describe several things
respectively or explain the different aspects of one thing. For example:
הൕፕࠐऱΔݺਢൕᄅࠐࡕףऱΖ
ҪҢৄᴹⱘˈ៥ᰃҢᮄࡴവᴹⱘǄ
ڔԫᢰՠ܂ΔԫᢰؚՠΖ
ཌྷϔ䖍Ꮉˈϔ䖍ᠧᎹǄ
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The clauses with the successive relationship are arranged according to the sequence
of actions or events. The meanings of the clauses are coherent. For example:
הՖ֖ࣛᇿהԫ։֫Δה༉ᠦၲભഏԱΖ
Ҫཇ᳟ট䎳ҪϔߚˈҪህ⾏ᓔ㕢њǄ
܃ଚᚨᇠ٣ԫଡዝᝑΔ٦ᐊԫᒧᦰܫΖ
ԴӀᑨ䆹خܜϔϾⓨ䆆ˈݭݡϔ㆛䇏кਞǄ

The clauses with the progressive relationship use the second clause to further express
the context described in the first one. For example:
ڔլ܀ᄎᎅխ֮ΔۖᝫᎅৰړΖ
ཌྷϡԚӮ䇈Ё᭛ˈ㗠Ϩ䖬䇈ᕫᕜདǄ
הլڇ܀ભഏऱՕᖂᖂመΔ۟ຑભഏຟࠐመΖ
ҪϡԚ≵㕢ⱘᄺᄺд䖛ˈ⫮㟇䖲㕢䛑≵ᴹ䖛Ǆ

The clauses with the alternative relationship state alternative options. For
example:
ࢨृᇿააԫದسΔࢨृᇿटटڇԫದΔኙࠐݺᎅຟԫᑌΖ
㗙䎳ཛྷཛྷϔ䍋⫳⌏ˈ㗙䎳⠌⠌ϔ䍋ˈᇍ៥ᴹ䇈䛑ϔḋǄ
ݺլਢՂ᠔ᖂೃ༉ਢᦰऄ৳ᖂೃΖ
៥ϡᰃϞएᄺ䰶ህᰃ䇏⊩ᕟᄺ䰶Ǆ

Generally speaking, the order of the clauses in the coordinative relationship or
alternative relationship can be changed without affecting the meaning. But the order
of the other clauses, successive and progressive, cannot be reversed at will. For
instance:
ݺԾᦟሽီΔԾᦟᦫଃᑗΖ (coordinative )
៥জ୰ⳟ⬉㾚ˈজ୰䷇ФǄ
܃ଚࢨृپխ塊Δࢨृ۫پ塊Ζ(alternative )
ԴӀ㗙ৗЁ令ˈ㗙ৗ㽓令Ǆ
ݺլ܀ᄎၲ߫Δۖᄎଥ߫Ζ(progressive )
៥ϡԚӮᓔ䔺ˈ㗠ϨӮׂ䔺Ǆ
ࡢࡢݺԫᘋ༉ഀዚΖ (successive )
៥ྍྍϔ催݈ህଅ℠Ǆ

Normally, progressive and alternative clauses should be connected by conjunctions.
On the other hand, conjunctions are not always necessary for coordinative and
successive clauses. For example:
լה܀ᦟཾࣺΔݺՈᦟΖ(progressive)
ϡԚҪ୰␌⋇ˈ៥г୰Ǆ
ຍ֮܂ڻᐊ400ڗᝫਢ500ڗΛ(alternative )
䖭᭛ݭ400ᄫ䖬ᰃ500ᄫΛ
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הԫᎅݙΔ༉ߨԱΖ(successive )
Ҫϔ䇈ᅠˈህ䍄њǄ
ݺᎅΔ܃ଚᐊΖ(successive )
៥䇈ˈԴӀݭǄ

When the subjects of the two clauses are identical, the second occurrence is usually
omitted, and the first is positioned at the beginning of the entire sentence. The
conjunctions “ϡԚ”, “ᝫਢ” (“䖬ᰃ”), and “㗙” should be placed after the subjects. When the subjects of the two clauses are different, the conjunctions should
be placed before the subject. For example:
՛ࡉ׆՛്լ܀ਢխٵᖂΔۖਢ֖ࣛړΖ
ᇣ⥟ᇣᓴϡԚᰃ催Ёৠᄺˈ㗠Ϩᰃད᳟টǄ
ݺଚຍਣཚەᇢΔᝫਢՀਣཚەᇢΛ
៥Ӏ䖭᯳ᳳ㗗䆩ˈ䖬ᰃϟ᯳ᳳ㗗䆩˛
լ܀՛ࡉ׆՛്ਢխٵᖂ, ۖ՛ޕՈᇿהଚਢٵᖂΖ
ϡԚᇣ⥟ᇣᓴᰃ催Ёৠᄺ 㗠Ϩᇣᴢг䎳ҪӀᰃৠᄺǄ
܃ଚ٣ٖஒԫՀΔՀ֑٦ᖂΖ
ԴӀܜӥᙃϔϟˈϟजݡᄺǄ
ݺଚԫࠩඒΔ۔ஃ༉ࠐԱΖ
៥Ӏϔࠄᬭᅸˈ㗕ᏜህᴹњǄ

The conjunctions that are used to identify the coordinative and alternative relationships, such as “Ծ,” “ԫᢰ” (“ϔ䖍”), “ϔ䴶,” “ϔᮍ䴶,” “ϡᰃ,” “ᝫਢ” (“䖬ᰃ”),
and “㗙,” can all be used in more than two clauses in a sentence. For example:
᜔ڔਢԫᢰ۫ࣟپΔԫᢰᦫଃᑗΔԫᢰפᓰΖ
ཌྷᘏᰃϔ䖍ৗϰ㽓ˈϔ䖍䷇Фˈϔ䖍ࡳخ䇒Ǆ
ृࢨݺ၇៴ۥऱΔࢨृ၇႕ۥऱΔࢨृ၇႓ۥΔ्ࡳլ၇દۥऱΖ
៥㗙ф㪱㡆ⱘˈ㗙ф咥㡆ⱘˈ㗙ф咘㡆ˈ㚃ᅮϡф㑶㡆ⱘǄ

When the relationships between the clauses are fairly clear, conjunctions are not
necessary, and the conjunction “” should never be used between the clauses. For
example:
ݺਢൕဎฐቅࠐऱΔהਢൕ॒ࠐୂףऱΖ
៥ᰃҢढⲯ乓ᴹⱘˈҪᰃҢ㡱ࡴહ՚ⱘǄ
܃ଚᎅΔᦫݺΖ
ԴӀ䇈ˈ៥Ǆ

The order of the clauses introduced by “ϡᰃ...㗠ᰃ...” cannot be switched without
altering the meaning. For example:
լਢהᦟ߷ۯ՛ࡦΔۖਢୂୂהᦟڔΖ
ϡᰃҪ୰䙷ԡᇣྤˈ㗠ᰃҪહહ୰ཌྷǄ
լਢݺუᖂխ֮ΔۖਢݺაᨃݺᖂऱΖ
ϡᰃ៥ᛇᄺЁ᭛ˈ㗠ᰃ៥ཛྷ䅽៥ᄺⱘǄ
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Listed below are some conjunctions frequently used in coordinate complex sentences. Quiz yourself to see if you can construct a sentence with each of them.
IN A COORDINATIVE
জ..., জ...
᮶..., জ...
᮶..., г...
г..., г...
ԫᄎࠝ..., ԫᄎࠝ...
ԫᢰ..., ԫᢰ...
ϔ䴶..., ϔ䴶...
ϔᮍ䴶..., ϔᮍ䴶...
ϡᰃ...,㗠ᰃ...
ԫࠐ..., Բࠐ...
ڶழ..., ڶழ...
᳝ⱘ..., ᳝ⱘ...

RELATIONSHIP

(ϔӮܓ..., ϔӮܓ...)
(ϔ䖍..., ϔ䖍...)

(ϔᴹ..., Ѡᴹ...)
(᳝ᯊ..., ᳝ᯊ...)

IN A SUCCESSIVE RELATIONSHIP
..., ህ...
ϔ..., ህ...
ܜ..., ݡ...
ܜ..., জ...
..., ...ྥ৵... (..., ...✊ৢ...)
..., ህ...
(..., Ѣᰃ...)
..., ࣍ਢ...
(..., 䖭ᠡ...)
..., ຍթ...
(..., ℸৢ...)
..., ڼ৵...
IN A PROGRESSIVE RELATIONSHIP
..., ᝫ...
(..., 䖬...)
ϡԚ..., 㗠Ϩ...
լႛ...,ۖ... (ϡҙ..., 㗠Ϩ...)
ϡԚ..., ড㗠...
ܑᎅ..., ༉ຑ... (߿䇈..., ህ䖲...)
ຑ...ຟ...
(䖲...䛑...)
..., ԩމ...
..., ۟...
լႛլ..., ᝫ... (ϡҙϡ..., 䖬...)
IN AN ALTERNATIVE RELATIONSHIP
ਢ..., ᝫਢ...
(ᰃ..., 䖬ᰃ...)
㗙..., 㗙...
ϡᰃ..., ህᰃ...
ϡᰃ..., 㗠ᰃ...
ኑᣋ..., Ոլ... (ᅕᜓ..., гϡ...)
ኑױ...
(ᅕৃ...)
..., 㽕ϡ✊...
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䈥..., 䈥... (㽕М..., 㽕М...)
ᰃ..., ϡᰃ...

Subordinate Complex Sentences
Complex sentences formed by clauses in a subordinate relationship are called subordinate complex sentences. In a subordinate complex sentence, the clauses are not
equally important in terms of their content.
The main clause carries the main idea while the subordinate clause only helps to
complete the sentence. For example:
լጥ܃ᦟլᦟ߷ࠄᓰΔ܃ຟՂΖ
ϡㅵԴ୰ϡ୰䙷ѯ䇒ˈԴ䛑ᕫϞǄ
ڂ㻽ݺटटࡉააຟլ౨ࠐ൷ݺΔࢬװݺאԱ֖ࣛ୮Ζ
Ў៥⠌⠌ཛྷཛྷ䛑ϡ㛑ᴹ៥ˈ᠔ҹ៥এњ᳟টᆊǄ

The clauses in a subordinate complex sentence may have different relationships.
Case 1: Adversative—The second clause is the main clause, which may oppose or
stand in contrast to the first clause (the subordinate clause).
ឈྥ֟ڍڶהᙒΔ܀ਢהᝫਢء߷ނৰ၆ऱ၇ࠐڃԱΖ
㱑✊Ҫ≵᳝ᇥ䪅ˈԚᰃҪ䖬ᰃᡞ䙷ᴀᕜ䌉ⱘкфಲᴹњǄ
ەהᇢړەڶΔ㤪ՂԱԫଡլᙑऱՕᖂΖ
Ҫ㗗䆩≵᳝㗗དˈैϞњϔϾϡ䫭ⱘᄺǄ

Case 2: Causative—One clause (the subordinate clause) states the reason or
premise while the other clause (the main clause) states the result or inference drawn
from the premise.
܃ਝྥఐԱΔ֚ࣔ༉ܑࠐՂᓰԱΖ
Դ᮶✊⮙њˈᯢህ߿ᴹϞ䇒њǄ
طՊהଚڶ၇ࠩଆᖲปΔ༉ڇᖲலᢰ۰ՀࠐԱΖ
⬅ѢҪӀ≵᳝фࠄ亲ᴎ⼼ˈህᴎഎᮕ䖍ԣϟᴹњǄ

Case 3: Conditional—One clause (the subordinate clause) may put forward a
condition while the other clause (the main clause) states the resulting action.
܃ଚܘԺᖂΔ༉౨ᖂړխ֮Ζ
া㽕ԴӀࡾᄺдˈህ㛑ᄺདЁ᭛Ǆ
լጥააٵრլٵრΔݺຟუװளሏΖ
ϡㅵཛྷཛྷৠᛣϡৠᛣˈ៥䛑ᛇএᮙ␌Ǆ

Case 4: Hypothetical—One clause (the subordinate clause) puts forward an
assumption while the other clause (the main clause) states the result or inference
drawn from the assumption.
ਢ܃ଚᖂՂڶംᠲΔ༉ݺބΖ
㽕ᰃԴӀᄺдϞ᳝䯂乬ˈህᡒ៥Ǆ
הࠌܛఐԱΔՈࠐՂᓰΖ
ेՓҪ⮙њˈгᴹϞ䇒Ǆ
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Case 5: Purposive—One clause (the subordinate clause) indicates an action for a
purpose that is expressed by the other clause (the main clause).
ݺᖂխ֮Δ㻽ऱਢא৵װխഏՠ܂Ζ
៥ᄺЁ᭛ˈЎⱘᰃҹৢএЁᎹǄ
टटԱݺৰڍᙒΔঁאᨃװݺፕఎᖂΖ
⠌⠌㒭њ៥ᕜ䪅ˈҹ֓䅽៥এৄ⬭ᄺǄ

Case 6: Preferential—One clause (the subordinate clause) puts forward an extreme
course of action while the other clause (the main clause) indicates another course
of action that will be adopted after comparison, i.e., to prefer one course to the
other.
ݺኑױլጕᤚΔՈ߷ᤃֺΖ
៥ᅕৃϡⴵ㾝ˈг㽕ⳟ䙷എ㇂⧗↨䌯Ǆ
ࡢࡢኑᣋ塍ڽΔՈլپटटऱ堩Ζ
ྍྍᅕᜓ体⅏ˈгϡৗ⠌⠌ⱘخ佁Ǆ

Subordinate complex sentences are generally made up of two clauses. The order of
the clauses normally has the subordinate clause preceding the main clause, but
sometimes the main clause comes first, followed by the subordinate clause. In the
latter case, it suggests additional explanation. For example:
ឈྥխ֮ৰᣄΔ܀ਢᖂऱԳৰڍΖ
㱑✊Ё᭛ᕜ䲒ˈԚᰃᄺⱘҎᕜǄ
ڂ㻽߷ࢬՕᖂਢֆمՕᖂΔࢬאլ֜၆Ζ
Ў䙷᠔ᄺᰃ݀ゟᄺˈ᠔ҹϡ䌉Ǆ
ݺუᦰࡾࣟװ, ٵئ׀࣠ڕრऱᇩΖ
៥ᛇএϰኌ䇏кˈབᵰ⠊↡ৠᛣⱘ䆱Ǆ
ڔ円॒ୂףਢԫଡܑዦॽऱৄؑΔ㮯ྥڔൕ㦠װመΖ
ཌྷ䇈㡱ࡴહᰃϔϾ⡍߿ⓖ҂ⱘජᏖˈ㱑✊ཌྷҢ≵এ䖛Ǆ

Generally speaking, conjunctions are necessary in a subordinate complex sentence.
Listed below are some conjunctions commonly used in subordinate complex
sentences.
IN AN ADVERSATIVE RELATIONSHIP
ឈྥ.., ܀ਢ... (㱑✊.., Ԛᰃ...)
ᕣጥ..., ܀ਢ... (ሑㅵ..., Ԛᰃ...)
(..., ݊ᅲ...)
..., ࠡኔ...
..., ড㗠...
..., ै...
ᰃ..., 㗠ϡᰃ...
ϡᰃ..., 㗠ᰃ...
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IN A CAUSATIVE RELATIONSHIP
࣍ط
(⬅Ѣ)
..., ℸ...
(...ΔѢᰃ...)
..., ࣍ਢ...
᮶✊..., ህ...
ڂ㻽..., ࢬא... (Ў..., ᠔ҹ...)
ࢬא..., ਢڂ㻽 (᠔ҹ..., ᰃЎ)
(..., 䙷М...)
..., ߷䈥...
(..., ৃ㾕...)
..., ߠױ...
(..., 䲒ܡ...)
..., ᣄ܍...
IN A CONDITIONAL RELATIONSHIP
া㽕..., ህ...
া᳝..., ᠡ...
䰸䴲..., ᠡ...
ϔ..., ህ...
լጥ..., ຟ... (ϡㅵ..., 䛑...)
ྤᓵ..., Ո... (᮴䆎..., г...)
լᓵ..., Ո... (ϡ䆎..., г...)
IN A HYPOTHETICAL RELATIONSHIP
㽕ᰃ..., ህ...
བᵰ..., ህ...
؛བ..., ህ...
؛Փ..., ህ...
ेՓ..., г...
IN A PURPOSIVE RELATIONSHIP
..., ད...
..., 㻽ऱਢ... (..., Ўⱘᰃ...)
㻽Ա..., ...
(Ўњ..., ... )
..., ҹ֓
IN A PREFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP
ኑױ..., Ո...
(ᅕৃ..., г...)
ፖࠡ..., լڕ... (Ϣ݊..., ϡབ...)
When the subjects of the two clauses are identical, conjunctions are often put at
the beginning of the sentence. When the subjects of the two clauses are different,
conjunctions are normally put before the subject of the first clause.
طՊڶהᢞٙΔၡݝऱՠ܂Գլץה፷Ζ
⬅ѢҪ≵᳝ᏺ䆕ӊˈ䚂ሔⱘᎹҎਬϡ㒭Ҫࣙ㻍Ǆ
ݺ֚ࣔڕլࠐՂᓰΔ܃༉ᇿ۔ஃᎅݺఐԱΖ
؛བᯢ៥ϡᴹϞ䇒ˈԴህ䎳㗕Ꮬ䇈៥⮙њǄ

When the relationship between the clauses is fairly clear, the corrective in the first
clause is often omitted. However, the conjunction in the second clause normally
cannot be omitted.
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(ឈྥ) վ֚ՀຳΔ܀ਢ֚լ֜ܐΖ
(㱑✊) Ҟϟ䲾ˈԚᰃ⇨ϡދǄ
(༉ਢ) ຍଡࡌڶأழၴΔݺՈᄎ֖ࣛףऱֲسඡᄎΖ
(ህᰃ) 䖭Ͼ਼≵᳝ᯊ䯈ˈ៥гӮখࡴ᳟টⱘ⫳᮹ᰮӮǄ

Contracted Sentences
A contracted sentence is a special form of complex sentence that has the structure
of a simple sentence. The contracted sentence can express what a complex sentence
normally states. For example:
܃լუپՈپΖ
ԴϡᛇৗгᕫৗǄ
ॺୂୂݺ၇߷ᔖᣄऱ߫լױΖ
៥હહ䴲㽕ф䙷䕚䲒ⳟⱘ≑䔺ϡৃǄ

In a contracted sentence, the two predicates share one subject. For example:
؆ഏԳᖂխ֮ॺक़ৰڍழၴլױΖ
ҎᄺЁ᭛䴲㢅ᕜᯊ䯈ϡৃǄ
ה䣙ԫܸ円ڶᄅ䶣ᐙ༉ৰװݶԱ䶣ᐙೃΖ
ҪӀϔ䇈᳝ᮄ⬉ᕅህᕜᖿএњ⬉ᕅ䰶Ǆ

The relationship between the two predicates of the contracted sentence may be
coordinative, alternative, progressive, hypothetical, causative, conditional, or successive.
The predicate function in contracted complex sentences are often performed by
verbs, V-O phrases, V-C phrases, verbal endocentric phrases, or adjectives. Both
the predicate elements in a contracted complex sentence are brief and compact.
This kind of structure is often used in speaking without any pause in between
clauses. Generally, no comma or semicolon is used. Conjunctions are needed
in some of contracted complex sentences, while in others they may not be
necessary.
הଚ။ᓫ။ᘋΖ
ҪӀ䍞䇜䍞催݈Ǆ
֚ࣔ܃ଚॺפݙᓰլױΖ
ᯢԴӀ䴲خᅠࡳ䇒ϡৃǄ
ڔਤ֚ఐԱࠐՂᓰΖ
ཌྷ᯼⮙њ≵ᴹϞ䇒Ǆ

The Conjunctive Adverb “ᡔ... ᡔ...”
The adverb “။” comes before each predicate (a verb or an adjective) as an adverbial
adjunct to show that the degree or the state of the second action changes proportionally to the change in the first. The first predicate is normally a verb and the
second an adjective or a gradational verb. For example:
ڇה୮㠪။ܤ။ᤚڶრ৸Ζ
Ҫᆊ䞠䍞ਚ䍞㾝ᕫ≵᳝ᛣᗱǄ
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הଚຟᤚխ֮။ᖂ။୲࣐Δױਢ৻ݺ䈥။ᖂ။ᣄΖ
ҪӀ䛑㾝ᕫЁ᭛䍞ᄺ䍞ᆍᯧˈৃᰃ៥ᗢМ䍞ᄺ䍞䲒Ǆ
܃ଚऱխ֮။ᖂ။ړΔ။ᎅ။ੌܓΖ
ԴӀⱘЁ᭛䍞ᄺ䍞དˈ䍞䇈䍞⌕߽Ǆ
ڇݺຒֆሁՂၲ߫။ၲ။ኬΖ
៥催䗳݀䏃Ϟᓔ䔺䍞ᓔ䍞᜶Ǆ

The Conjunctive Adverb “ʶ...ࡂ ...”
When the adverbs “ϔ” and “ህ” are used as adverbial adjuncts before predicates,
they may denote the successive relationship of actions.
܃ଚԫၞຍଡඒ༉ᎅխ֮Ζ
ԴӀϔ䖯䖭Ͼᬭᅸህᕫ䇈Ё᭛Ǆ

The predicates following “ϔ” and “ህ” are mainly verbs; however, the predicate
after “ϔ” denotes a condition and may be an adjective.
ࠄڶխ֮ڗԫլ՛֨༉ᐊᙑΖ
᳝ѯЁ᭛ᄫϔϡᇣᖗህݭ䫭Ǆ
ݺڇଚ߷ଡৄؑΔ֚ԫܐ༉ৰᣄၲ߫Ζ
៥Ӏ䙷ϾජᏖˈϔދህᕜ䲒ᓔ䔺Ǆ

The Conjunction “᭣...ʿ...”
“䴲...ϡ...” is a double-negative, emphasizing the meaning “བᵰϡ...ህϡ㸠”, “ϔ
ᅮ㽕..., ᠡ... .” For example:
ᖂړխ֮ॺڍՀ֛פլױΖ
ᄺདЁ᭛䴲ϟࡳϡৃǄ
ॺ֚ࣔ܃᠔سլױΖ
Դᯢ䴲ⳟए⫳ϡৃǄ

The predicate following “䴲” may be a verb, a noun, a pronoun, or a phrase, and
the predicate following “ϡ” is often a monosyllabic “ৃ,” or “㸠.”
ڠףڇΔॺ߫ڶլױΖ
ࡴᎲˈ䴲᳝䔺ϡৃǄ
ݺააॺپխ塊լױΖ
៥ཛྷཛྷ䴲ৗЁ令ϡৃǄ

COMMON SENTENCE PATTERNS IN SPOKEN CHINESE
1. ...թ᧯ᄎࠩչ䈥... (only then did I realize...)
...ᠡԧӮࠄҔМি...
indicates that a certain event caused a realization.
Example: ࠩԱ႓فֆႼΔݺթ᧯ᄎࠩչ䈥ྥ۞ଅནΖ
ࠄњ咘݀ುˈ៥ᠡԧӮࠄҔМি㞾✊亢᱃Ǆ
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2. ...ᕫϡᕫњ (...so much)
is usually placed after an adjective; it used to mean to a great extent.
Example: ᦫᎅئ׀ה၇ԫᔖ߫ΔהᘋլԱΖ
䇈⠊↡㽕㒭Ҫфϔ䕚≑䔺ˈҪ催݈ᕫϡᕫњǄ

3. ...ऱᇩ, ༉...( if... then...)
...ⱘ䆱, ህ...
is used in a conditional statement.
Example: (㽕ᰃ) վڣཔڶݺழၴऱᇩΔݺ༉װननΖ
(ਢ) վڣཔڶݺ㦍吗ऱ兯Δݺ༉װ㻨ननΖ
4. ...༉...រࠝܣΔ... (even if...)
...ህ...⚍ˈ৻ܓ...
is an adjective indicating that even though something has a flaw, there are
more pros than cons.
Example: ߷۪ٙࣚΔՕ༉ՕរࠝܣΔ᜔ֺړڶΖ
䙷ӊ㸷᳡ˈህ⚍ˈ৻ܓᘏ↨≵᳝དǄ

5. ...ࠐ...( װ...here ...there)
...ᴹ...এ
signifies a repetitive action; it indicates that an action is preformed over and
over, without attaining the anticipated result.
Example: ڇݺጻՂװބࠐބΔՈ܃ࠩބڶᎅऱ߷යᄅፊΖ
៥㔥Ϟᡒᴹᡒএˈг≵᳝ᡒࠄԴ䇈ⱘ䙷ᴵᮄ䯏Ǆ

6. ...Ա༉...ԱΔ... (what’s done is done)
Example: ᙒक़Ա༉क़ԱΔڶչ䈥֨ױకऱΖ
䪅㢅њህ㢅њˈ᳝ҔМৃᖗ⮐ⱘǄ

7. ..., ݊Ё... (among them)
is used to refer to a subgroup of a category or of a larger group previously
mentioned.
Example: խഏਢଡ౨ᄭՕഏΔڶᅁΕفईΕ֚ྥ, ࠡխᅁ່ঁࡵΖ
ЁᰃϾ㛑⑤ˈ᳝✸ǃ⊍ǃ✊⇨ㄝ ݊Ё✸᳔֓ᅰǄ

8. ...ᰃᖙϡৃᇥⱘ (... is obliterable)
Example: უᖂړխ֮ΔڍᇿխഏԳᒭਢؘլ֟ױऱΖ
㽕ᛇᄺདЁ᭛ˈ䎳ЁҎ㒗дᰃᖙϡৃᇥⱘǄ

9. ...гᕫ..., ϡ...гᕫ... (if... or... have to)
indicates in the first clause that whatever one’s opinions may be, the situation
in the second clause is unavoidable.
Example: ຍਢؘႊՂऱᓰΔ܃ᦟՂՈՂΔլᦟՂՈՂΖ
䖭ᰃᖙ乏Ϟⱘ䇒ˈԴ୰ϞгᕫϞˈϡ୰ϞгᕫϞǄ
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10. ڶչ䈥ړ...ऱ, ... (what is there to...)
᳝ҔМད...ⱘ, ...
is a rhetorical expression indicating that there is nothing worthy of a certain
action.
Example: ຍࠝڶչ䈥ړनऱΔݺଚ߷װᢰپ՛ܣپΖ
䖭ܓ᳝ҔМད⥽ⱘˈ៥Ӏএ䙷䖍ৗᇣৗ৻Ǆ

11. ...່ړլመԱ (cannot be better)
...᳔དϡ䖛њ
indicates that something is the best; it is used as a rather advisory
expression.
Example: უᛵᇞխഏऱזײ৬ᗰଅΔװᨠᤕڠႼ່ࣥړլመԱΖ
㽕ᛇњ㾷Ёⱘসҷᓎㄥ亢Ḑˈএখ㾖㢣Ꮂುᵫ᳔དϡ䖛њǄ

12. A ᰃ A, BᰃB (A is A, B is B)
indicates that two entities should be kept separate.
Example: ֖ࣛਢ֖ࣛΔՠ܂ਢՠ܂Δլ౨㻽ԫᓫΖ
᳟টᰃ᳟টˈᎹᰃᎹˈϡ㛑⏋Ўϔ䇜Ǆ

13. given A, լᣄუቝB (... not hard to believe...)
given A, ϡ䲒ᛇ䈵B (... not hard to believe...)
is used to describe a hypothetical situation.
Example: ڇᆖᛎ߷䈥լړΔլᣄუቝΔݺฅᄐழ्ࡳބլࠩړՠ܂Ζ
⦄㒣⌢䙷Мϡདˈϡ䲒ᛇ䈵ˈ៥↩Ϯᯊ㚃ᅮᡒϡࠄདᎹǄ

14. given A, ངᇩᎅ, B (..., in other words...)
given A, ᤶহ䆱䇈, B
Example: ࣍ڇࡎسሎ೯ΔངᇩᎅΔڍሎ೯ኙൈړڶΖ
⫳ੑѢ䖤ࡼˈᤶহ䆱䇈ˈ䖤ࡼᇍعᒋ᳝ད໘Ǆ

15. given A, ߠױB
given A, ৃ㾕B
indicates that something can be inferred from the first clause.
Example: ຍ䈥ړऱଃᑗᄎΔה౨ጕထΔהߠױኙଃᑗڶչ䈥ᘋᔊΖ
䖭Мདⱘ䷇ФӮˈҪ㛑ⴵⴔˈৃ㾕Ҫᇍ䷇Ф≵᳝ҔМ݈䍷Ǆ

16. given A, उB
given A, މϨB
means that B elaborates a reason that supports the A assessment.
Example: ່ݺ२ৰڦΔउڰݺୂף॒༉װመԱΔࢬאլუᇿ܃ଚ߷װ
ࠝள۩ԱΖ
៥᳔䖥ᕜᖭˈމϨ㡱ࡴહ៥ᮽህএ䖛њˈ᠔ҹϡᛇ䎳ԴӀএ䙷
ܓᮙ㸠њǄ
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17. given A, ᧯ڼطᄎࠩԱB (by..., realized... )
given A, ⬅ℸԧӮࠄњB
indicates realization B by doing A.
Example: ݺᚥࠃٵᅃԱ֚ࠟΔ᧯ڼطᄎࠩԱᅝააऱ߬ેΖ
៥ᐂৠџ✻乒њϸᄽᄤˈ⬅ℸԧӮࠄњᔧཛྷཛྷⱘ䕯㢺Ǆ

18. AܣΰαΔ...
is used to open a conversation; “৻” should be preceded by a subject whereas
“ଞ” may not need one.
Example: ܣݺΔ༉լფປࢋΖ
៥৻ˈህϡ⠅䗯ଚᑫǄ

19. Aܣ, X; Bܣ, Y (on one hand..., on the other hand...)
is used to weigh two alternatives when the speaker is indecisive. The two
alternatives, A and B, are usually contradictory efforts, and the results of those
alternatives, X and Y, are usually both undesirable.
Example: ݄ֆ٥߫ܣΔ֜ኬΙၲ߫ܣΔೖ߫ৰᣄބΖ
ത݀݅≑䔺৻ˈ᜶˗ᓔ䔺৻ˈذ䔺എᕜ䲒ᡒǄ

20. AኙB ړڶ (A not good for B)
AᇍB ≵᳝ད໘
Example: ܮᄿኙߪ᧯ړڶΖ
⚳ᇍ䑿ԧ≵᳝ད໘Ǆ

21. AᣂএࠩB (...relating to/affects...)
A݇㋏ࠄB
Example: ຍ૿ڻᇢᣂএࠩݺ౨լ౨ࠩ߷ଡՠ܂ᖲᄎΖ
䖭䴶䆩݇㋏ࠄ៥㛑ϡ㛑ᕫࠄ䙷ϾᎹᴎӮǄ

22. AࡉBլྤᣂএ (... and ... are not unrelated)
ABϡ᮴݇㋏
indicates that two things are related using a double-negative.
Example: ԫଡԳऱࡎሎࡉהऱࢤլྤᣂএΔངᇩᎅΔࢤެࡳࡎ
ሎΖ
ϔϾҎⱘੑ䖤ҪⱘᗻḐϡ᮴݇㋏ˈᤶহ䆱䇈ˈᗻḐއᅮੑ
䖤Ǆ

23. A௫֗B (A is an element that influences the bigger B)
Example: ढᏝ௫֗ࡩۍ۔ऱֲൄسֽؓΖ
ढ᪔௫֗ࡩۍ۔ऱֲൄسֽؓΖ

24. Aгϡᰃ, Bгϡᰃ (not... not...)
indicates that neither choice is appropriate.
Example: הಬऱ៖ढኔ֜ڇ၆ૹԱΔݺ൷࠹ՈլਢΔࢴՈլਢΖ
Ҫ䗕ⱘ⼐⠽ᅲ䌉䞡њˈ៥ফгϡᰃˈᢦ㒱гϡᰃǄ
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25. Aгϡᰃ, ϡAгϡᰃ (not... or...)
is used to weigh two undesirable options.
Example: ڔಬݺԫ۪ٙࣚ܂㻽ֲس៖ढΔױਢݺటऱլᦟ߷ጟᑌڤ
ऱΖઠՈլਢΔլઠՈլਢΔటլवሐ৻䈥ᙄթړΖ
ཌྷ䗕៥ϔӊ㸷᳡Ў⫳᮹⼐⠽ˈৃᰃ៥ⳳⱘϡ୰䙷⾡ḋᓣ
ⱘǄこгϡᰃˈϡこгϡᰃˈⳳϡⶹ䘧ᗢМࡲᠡདǄ

26. Aгད, Bгད (both...)
is used to weigh two choices that share something in common.
Example: ڇભഏΔࣟࡾՈړΔ۫ࡾՈړΔࢪຟ၆ᄕԱΖ
㕢ˈϰኌгདˈ㽓ኌгདˈ᠓ᄤ䛑䌉ᵕњǄ

27. AထՈਢAထ, լڕ... (should you... might as well)
AⴔгᰃAⴔ, ϡབ...
indicates that there is a better alternative.
Example: ڇ܃୮ၳထՈਢၳထΔլބڕଡᖂீᦰᦰΖ
Դᆊ䯆ⴔгᰃ䯆ⴔˈϡབᡒϾᄺ᷵䇏䇏кǄ

28. ܑᎅ...ԱΔ༉ຑ...ຟ... (can’t even..., let alone)
߿䇈...њˈህ䖲...䛑...
is used to belittle one thing in order to emphasize that something else shares
a similar consequence.
Example: ܑᎅሽီԱΔ༉ຑپ堩ऱழၴຟڶΖ
߿䇈ⳟ⬉㾚њˈህ䖲ৗ佁ⱘᯊ䯈䛑≵᳝Ǆ

29. ܑ༼...Ա... (without saying...)
is used in an exclamatory sentence to emphasize an extreme.
Example: խഏ۫ڜऱ್ঃܑ༼݇ڍᨠԱΖ
Ё㽓ᅝⱘ݉偀֥߿ᦤໂ㾖њǄ

30. ࠀլ... or ࠀ... (absolutely not, certainly not, indeed not)
ᑊϡ... or ᑊ≵...
appears before negative verbs to assert something contrary to expectation or
assumption.
Example: Օ୮ຟᎅਣ֣࠼܌࠺ሐړΔࠀݺլᤚړ໘Ζ
ᆊ䛑䇈᯳Ꮘܟ੪ଵੇ䘧དˈ៥ᑊϡ㾝ᕫདୱǄ

31. լՕ...ױਢ (not very...but)
is an adverb used to express the idea that the outcome does not necessarily
reflect the situation.
Example: הլՕᦟᖂՠઝΔױਢݦئ׀הඨהᖂΖ
Ҫϡ୰ᄺᎹ⾥ˈৃᰃҪ⠊↡ᏠᳯҪᄺǄ
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32. լመᇩԾᎅࠐڃ, ... (Having said that, ...)
ϡ䖛䆱জ䇈ಲᴹ, ...
Example: ܃ᎅኙΖլመᇩԾᎅࠐڃΔהᎅऱՈլਢԫរࠝሐຟ
ڶΖ
Դ䇈ᕫᇍǄϡ䖛䆱জ䇈ಲᴹˈҪ䇈ⱘгϡᰃϔ⚍ܓ䘧⧚䛑≵
᳝Ǆ

33. լߠ (not necessarily)
ϡ㾕ᕫ

is often preceded in colloquial speech by “ຟ” or “Ո,” especially when
contradicting someone else’s statement or assumption.
Example: խഏԳՈլߠຟᄎᎅխ֮Ζ
ЁҎгϡ㾕ᕫ䛑Ӯ䇈Ё᭛Ǆ

34. լ༉ਢ...ႯΛ (Isn’t it just...? )
ϡህᰃ...৫˛ (Isn’t it just...? )
is a rhetorical pattern used to express surprise that something is not in accord
with the speaker’s assumptions.
Example: լ༉ਢԫଡ՛ەႯΛ܃㻽չ䈥ຍ䈥ጹ്Λ
ϡህᰃϔϾᇣ㗗৫˛ԴЎҔМ䖭М㋻ᓴ˛

35. լਢA༉ਢ B (if not A then B; it’s either A or B)
Example: ݺຍᖂཚᙇऱᓰຟլړΖլਢ֜ᣄΔ༉ਢ܂ᄐ֜ڍΖ
៥䖭ᄺᳳ䗝ⱘ䇒䛑ϡདǄϡᰃ䲒ˈህᰃϮǄ

36. ... լጩΔᝫ... (...not only, but also... )
....ϡㅫˈ䖬...
Example: هݺԱᙒլጩΔᝫ߫ނᨤೲهԱΖ
៥϶њ䪅ϡㅫˈ䖬ᡞ䔺䩹࣭϶њǄ

37. լ..., ᝫ... (not only... but also)
ϡা..., 䖬...
Example: ౨լ౨ՂړՕᖂΔլSATګᜎΔᝫषՠ૿ֱ܂৻
䈥ᑌΖ
㛑ϡ㛑Ϟདᄺˈϡাⳟ6$7៤㒽ˈ䖬㽕ⳟ⼒ऎᎹᮍ䴶خᕫᗢ
МḋǄ

38. ೈॺ (unless)
indicates that only when a condition is met does the թ- clause occur.
Example: ೈॺٵئ׀ݺრΔݺթ߷ףଡ᧯ߛଟᑗຝΔլྥݺ༉չ䈥
ຟլףΖ
䰸䴲៥⠊↡ৠᛣˈ៥ᠡখࡴ䙷Ͼԧ㚆ׅФ䚼ˈ㽕ϡ✊៥ህҔМ
䛑ϡখࡴǄ
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39. ೈԱAא؆, ຟ... (except for)
Example: ݺऱٵᖂೈԱ՛א׆؆ΔຟװመխഏΖ
៥ⱘৠᄺ䰸њᇣ⥟ҹˈ䛑এ䖛ЁǄ

40. ೈԱAא؆, ᝫB (in addition to; also; either)
䰸њAҹ, 䖬B
Example: ݺೈԱڶଡאݬݬ؆ΔᝫࠟڶଡࡢࡢΖ
៥䰸њ᳝Ͼᓳᓳҹˈ䖬᳝ϸϾྍྍǄ

41. ൕ...ֱ૿ࠐΔᝫਢ...( ړlooking at this from... it is... better)
㡘...ᮍ䴶ᴹⳟˈ䖬ᰃ...ད
indicates that something may be better when viewed from a different
perspective.
Example: ൕঅᥨᛩቼֱ૿ࠐΔᝫਢ֟ၲ߫ړΖ
Ңֱᡸ⦃๗ᮍ䴶ᴹⳟˈ䖬ᰃᇥᓔ䔺དǄ

42. ൕAऱߡ৫ࠐ,... (looking from ...’s point of view)
ҢAⱘ㾦ᑺᴹⳟ,...
indicates an opinion from someone else other than the speaker.
Example: ຍٙࠃΔൕߊԳऱߡ৫ࠐΔਢ՛ࠃԫٙΖൕՖԳऱߡ৫ࠐ
Δথਢ֚ՕऱࠃΖ
䖭ӊџˈҢ⬋Ҏⱘ㾦ᑺᴹⳟˈᰃᇣџϔӊǄҢཇҎⱘ㾦ᑺᴹ
ⳟˈैᰃⱘџǄ

43. ൕᖞ᧯Ղࠐᎅ,... (overall...)
ҢᭈԧϞᴹ䇈,...
Example: ൕᖞ᧯Ղࠐᎅ-խഏຍ༓ڣ࿇୶ৰݶΖ
ҢᭈԧϞᴹ䇈Ё䖭ᑈথሩᕫᕜᖿǄ

44. ࠩ...㻽ַ...(until; up to)
ࠄ...Ўℶ...
is used to indicate the duration of an action or event.
Example: ࠩਤ֚㻽ַΔݺԫऴ߷ڦڇٙࠃΖ
ࠄ᯼Ўℶˈ៥ϔⳈᖭ䙷ӊџǄ

45. ೯լ೯༉... (easily; at every turn)
ࡼϡࡼህ...
is used to describe how often something unfavorable happens.
Example: ڇהᖂՂլ৻䈥ܘԺΔ೯լ೯༉լࠐՂᓰԱΖ
ҪᄺдϞϡᗢМࡾˈࡼϡࡼህϡᴹϞ䇒њǄ
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46. ኙ...ऱٱွ (impression of...)
ᇍ...ⱘॄ䈵
is used to indicate one’s impression about someone or some event.
Example: ݺኙהऱٱွৰլړΖ
៥ᇍҪⱘॄ䈵ᕜϡདǄ

47. ኙ...ࠐᎅ (to...)
ᇍ...ᴹ䇈
indicates an opinion that is directed toward a certain person or thing.
Example: ኙࠐݺᎅΔՂԫଡټڶऱՕᖂਢ່ૹऱΖ
ᇍ៥ᴹ䇈ˈϞϔϾ᳝ৡⱘᄺᰃ᳔䞡㽕ⱘǄ

48. ࣋ထ...լ... (prefer the latter)
ᬒⴔ...ϡ...
is used in the first clause of a sentence with two or more clauses; expresses
that one chooses a less desirable option over a more superior one.
Example: ࣋ထ୮㠪ऱՕࢪլ۰Δהೣ۰ࠩᖂسമॐ㠪װΖ
ᬒⴔᆊ䞠ⱘ᠓ᄤϡԣˈҪأ㽕ԣࠄᄺ⫳ᆓ㟡䞠এǄ

49. 䴲...ϡৃ (have to, must)
is used to indicate an action that one must take.
Example: ៥⠌⠌⮙њˈ៥䴲ಲᆊϡৃǄ
50. ...ٱွ (give...impression)
㒭...ॄ䈵
is used to indicate an impression that is left with someone.
Examples: הݺԱԫଡৰլړऱٱွΖ
Ҫ㒭៥њϔϾᕜϡདⱘॄ䈵Ǆ

51. ጥ...... (called)
indicates the name of something.
Example: ڇխഏΔֱچࠄڶጥՖദנ“ ॰”Ζ
Ёˈ᳝ѯഄᮍㅵཇᄤ㒧ီিĀߎ䮼ᄤāǄ

52. ᆇᕫ... (causing such harm that...)
is used to indicate an event that contributes directly to a harmful result.
Example: ݺނݬݬऱ߫ၲߨԱΔ୭ߨݺሁװՂᖂΖ
ᓳᓳᡞ៥ⱘ䔺ᓔ䍄њˈᆇᕫ៥䍄䏃এϞᄺǄ

53. ད (ϡ) ᆍᯧ... (with great difficulty)
indicates that something was difficult to accomplish; “དϡᆍᯧ” and “དᆍ
ᯧ” both mean the same thing.
Example: ߷ءৰᣄ၇ΔݺၒԱৰڍࢋΔړլ୲࣐թ၇ࠩΖ
䙷ᴀкᕜ䲒фˈ៥䎥њᕜкᑫˈདϡᆍᯧᠡфࠄǄ
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54. ᝫAࡋ, ... (It is also..., and even...)
䖬Aਸ਼, ...
uses a rhetorical predicate to express something which is not satisfactory.
Example: ᝫભഏԳࡋ, ຑోપڇୌࠝຟլवሐ"
䖬㕢Ҏਸ਼ 䖲㒑㑺ાܓ䛑ϡⶹ䘧

55. ᝫਢ...( ܣIt’s better if...)
䖬ᰃ...৻
suggests the best of several alternative actions; it is gentler and more polite
than “᳔ད.”
Example: ᖂ֮ઝބլࠩړՠ܂Δ܃ᝫਢᖂሽᆰࢨृ᠔ᖂܣΖ
ᄺ᭛⾥ᡒϡࠄདᎹˈԴ䖬ᰃᄺ⬉㛥㗙एᄺ৻Ǆ

56. ᝫਢ...ऱ, ༉ਢ...(it may be..., it’s just...)
䖬ᰃ...ⱘ, ህᰃ...
concedes that the subject has a positive quality, but there is also something
negative.
Example: ޜຍଡৄؑᝫਢլᙑऱΔ༉ਢ߷ࠝऱ़ۆ֜ᣤૹԱΖ
⋯ᴝⷊ䖭ϾජᏖ䖬ᰃϡ䫭ⱘˈህᰃ䙷ⱘܓぎ⇨∵ᶧϹ䞡њǄ

57. ༉ஞ...ࠐᎅ (take... for example)
ህᣓ...ᴹ䇈
is used to illustrate a general statement with a specific example.
Example: ڇભഏΔߊՖٵՠլٵሟऱွୌࠝຟڶΖ༉ஞߊڔࡉࡦࡦݺ
֖ࣛࠐᎅ, הଚઌٵऱՠ܂Δࡦࡦऱᜲֽথ֟ڍΖ
㕢ˈ⬋ཇৠᎹϡৠ䝀ⱘ⦄䈵ાܓ䛑᳝Ǆህᣓ៥ྤྤཌྷ⬋
᳟টᴹ䇈 ҪӀⳌخৠⱘᎹˈྤྤⱘ㭾∈ैᇥᕫǄ

58. ህ (ㅫ) ᰃ...,г...(even if..., still...)
expresses supposition; it usually comes at the beginning of a sentence, but
will sometimes come directly before the verb; the clause that follows “ህ
(ㅫ)ᰃ” may be either a sentence or a noun phrase.
Example: ݺվܑ֚ีΔլუװሽᐙΖ༉(ጩ)ਢሽᐙปլᙒΔݺՈլ
װΖ
៥Ҟ⡍߿㌃ˈϡᛇএⳟ⬉ᕅǄህ ㅫ ᰃ⬉ᕅ⼼ϡ㽕䪅ˈ៥г
ϡএǄ

59. ⳟᡞ...ⱘΖ(see how...)
describes to a greater extent.
Example: ֺࠝԱগ૨ΔނटटააᘋऱΖ
ܓᄤ↨䌯ᕫњⳟˈݯݴᡞ⠌⠌ཛྷཛྷ催݈ⱘǄ
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60. ৃ...њ/ৃ...ਸ਼ (very...)
is an adverb that describes to a greater extent.
Examples: ݺଚᖂீऱՖᤃၷټڶױԱΖ
៥Ӏᄺ᷵ⱘཇᄤ㇂⧗䯳ৃ᳝ৡњǄ
܃Δ՛ᣪᣪጕױଉࡋΖ
Դⳟˈᇣᅱᅱⴵᕫৃ佭ਸ਼Ǆ

61. אױᎅ... (one may say...)
ৃҹ䇈...
is used to summarize the thought leading to a conclusion.
Example: խഏזײऱઝᖂݾאױᎅڇᅝழਢᑇԫᑇԲऱΖ
Ёসҷⱘ⾥ᄺᡔᴃৃҹ䇈ᔧᯊᰃ᭄ϔ᭄ѠⱘǄ

62. ຑ...Ո0ຟ... (even)
䖲...г䛑...
is used to indicate that something surprising or unexpected is about to
happen.
Example: ߷ֺటਢ֜壄ԱΔຑ؊؊ຟᇿထݺଚԫದՕ໗ՕΖ
䙷എ↨䌯ⳳᰃ㊒ᔽњˈ䖲ཊཊ䛑䎳ⴔ៥Ӏϔ䍋িǄ

63. ޢᅝ...ऱழଢ (whenever...)
↣ᔧ...ⱘᯊ
is used to indicate that something always happens during a certain event or
time.
Examples: ޢᅝխટᆏऱழଢΔ୮㠪ऱԳຟጐױ౨ڃچ୮ቸႽΖ
↣ᔧЁ⾟㡖ⱘᯊˈᆊ䞠ⱘҎ䛑ሑৃ㛑ഄಲᆊಶǄ

64. Դ...Դⱘ৻ (you do what you’re doing)
Example: ԴৗԴⱘ৻ˈ៥തതህ䍄Ǆ
65. ܃ᎅչ䈥Ո... (whatever you say, you have to...)
Դ䇈ҔМгᕫ...
indicates one’s obligations.
Example: ܃༉ਢլݺڇຍࠝپ堩Δ܃ᎅչ䈥Ո໘Աֽ٦ߨΖ
Դህᰃϡ៥䖭ܓৗ佁ˈԴ䇈ҔМгᕫୱњ∈ݡ䍄Ǆ

66. ࿑პڶԫរࠝ... (a bit too...)
ᖂ᳝ϔ⚍ܓ...
is a euphemism used to point out a flaw or problem.
Example: ۰ڇᖂسമॐৰֱঁΔ༉ਢ࿑პڶរࠝլ۞طΖ
ԣᄺ⫳ᆓ㟡ᕜᮍ֓ˈህᰃᖂ᳝⚍ܓϡ㞾⬅Ǆ
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67. ኔᇩᇿ܃ᎅܣ,... / ۔ኔ( ܣ܃္ܫto tell you the truth...)
ᅲ䆱䎳Դ䇈৻,... / 㗕ᅲਞ䆝Դ৻
Example;!ኔᇩᇿ܃ᎅܣΔ܃ຍᑌՀװৰᅀΖ
ᅲ䆱䎳Դ䇈৻ˈԴ䖭ḋϟএᕜ咏⚺Ǆ

68. ᎅ ...༉ ... (whenever)
䇈 ...ህ ...
indicates that a certain action or event happens unexpectedly.
Example: ააကৰլړΔᎅ࿇־༉࿇־Ζ
ཛྷཛྷ㜒⇨ᕜϡདˈ䇈থ☿ህথ☿Ǆ

69. ᎅլՂ... (...cannot really count for)
䇈ϡϞ...
indicates that something is not up to a certain standard.
Example: ݺਢೝዿᦫᦫଃᑗΔᎅլՂڍᦟΖ
៥াᰃيᇨ䷇Фˈ䇈ϡϞ୰Ǆ

70. ࢬא...ਢڂ㻽... (the reason that... is because ...)
᠔ҹ...ᰃЎ...
is used to give the reason for a situation that is already known to the speaker
and listener.
Example: אࢬݺᆖൄװխഏৄΔਢڂ㻽ݺუᇿ߷ࠝऱխഏԳᒭխ֮Ζ
៥᠔ҹ㒣ᐌএЁජˈᰃЎ៥ᛇ䎳䙷ⱘܓЁҎ㒗дЁ᭛Ǆ

71. ⡍߹ᰃ... (especially)
when followed by a noun phrase, extends the meaning of the preceding
sentence.
Example: ݺऱৢٵլᦟದݩΔܑਢ֚ܐऱழଢΖ
៥ⱘৠሟϡ୰䍋ᑞˈ⡍߿ᰃⱘދᯊǄ

72. ݺᎅ܃... (I’ll say...you...)
៥䇈Դ...
indicates that someone is able to point out some flaws about the other
person.
Example: ݺᎅ৻܃䈥۔ሽီܴΖ
៥䇈ԴᗢМ㗕ⳟ⬉㾚ਔǄ

73. ྤࢬᘯAլA (doesn’t matter if...)
᮴᠔䇧AϡA
Example: ݺ塍ᄕԱΔپڶऱ༉۩ΔྤࢬᘯپړլپړΖ
៥体ᵕњˈ᳝ৗⱘህ㸠ˈ᮴᠔䇧དৗϡདৗǄ
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74. ডП... (conversely...)
is used to indicate an assessment from two sides.
Example: ܃ᣋრᚥܑܗԳΔܑԳՈᄎᚥ܃ܗΖ֘հΔ܃լᇿԳ୮ࠐΔ
Գ୮Ոᠦ܃ऱΖ
Դᜓᛣᐂࡽ߿Ҏˈ߿ҎгӮᐂࡽԴǄডПˈԴϡ䎳Ҏᆊᴹᕔˈ
Ҏᆊг⾏Դ䖰䖰ⱘǄ

75. უቝլנ...ࠩչ䈥࿓৫ (couldn’t imagine how (+ adjective)....)
ᛇ䈵ϡߎ...ࠄҔМᑺ
expresses that a situation is at an unbelievable degree.
Example: ܃უቝլנխഏऱԳࠩڍչ䈥࿓৫Ζ
Դᛇ䈵ϡߎЁⱘҎࠄҔМᑺǄ

76. AA, BB (there isn’t... nor...)
㽕A≵A, 㽕B≵B
indicates that neither A nor B is available to someone or something.
Example: ܃ݺຍଡԳΔࢪࢪΔ߫߫ΔᓴᄎᦟܴݺΖ
Դⳟ៥䖭ϾҎˈ㽕᠓≵᠓ˈ㽕䔺≵䔺ˈ䇕Ӯ୰៥ਔǄ

77. 㽕A᳝A, 㽕B᳝B (there is... and...)
indicates that both A and B are available to someone or something.
Example: ߷ଡߊΔଡڶଡΔᖂംڶᖂംΖ
䙷Ͼ⬋ᄽᄤˈ㽕Ͼᄤ᳝Ͼᄤˈ㽕ᄺ䯂᳝ᄺ䯂Ǆ

78. 㽕ϡᰃ...ህ...(if not for..., ...probably...)
is used to express a hypothetical situation; it is a conditional statement.
Example: լਢ㻽Աᅃݺଚຍଡ୮Δააڰ༉װנՠ܂ԱΖ
㽕ϡᰃЎњ✻乒៥Ӏ䖭ϾᆊˈཛྷཛྷᮽህߎএᎹњǄ

79. 䈥...䈥... (either... or...)
㽕М...㽕М...
is a selective conjunction, used before two predicates or clauses to indicate a
choice between two or more possibilities.
Example: վ֚Հ֑Δݺ䈥װሽᐙΔ䈥֖ࣛװ୮नΖ
Ҟϟजˈ៥㽕Мএⳟ⬉ᕅˈ㽕Мএ᳟টᆊ⥽Ǆ

80. 㽕ᰃ..., ⳟԴ...˛ (if... let’s see ...)
indicates a possible unsatisfactory outcome.
Example: ܃ਢەլՂՕᖂΔא܃৵৻䈥ᙄΛ
Դ㽕ᰃ㗗ϡϞᄺˈⳟԴҹৢᗢМࡲ˛
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81. ϔ ... ህ... (as soon as )
indicates a quick succession of related actions
Example: ਤ֚ݺԫנ॰ΔՖ֖ࣛ༉ؚݺሽᇩԱΖ
᯼៥ϔߎ䮼ˈཇ᳟টህ㒭៥ᠧ⬉䆱њǄ

82. ԫࠐ...Բࠐ...(first of all... second of all)
is used to list causes, reasons, goals, etc.
Example: ࡦࡦڶ၇߷۪ٙࣚΔԫࠐ䕪ۥլ֜ړΔԲࠐ֜၆ԱΖ
ྤྤ≵᳝ф䙷ӊ㸷᳡ˈϔᴹ买㡆ϡདˈѠᴹ䌉њǄ

83. א...ऱֱ)ࠐ( ڤ... (via...)
ҹ...ⱘᮍᓣ (ᴹ)...
indicates how or by what means something is done.
Example: הᇿ֖ࣛଚൄאՂጻเ֚ऱֱڤၞ۩ٌੌΖ
Ҫ䎳᳟টӀᐌҹϞ㔥㘞ⱘᮍᓣ䖯㸠Ѹ⌕Ǆ

84. ᚨᇠᎅࣔऱਢ, ... (it should be made clear that...)
ᑨ䆹䇈ᯢⱘᰃ, ...
is used to clarify a point.
Example: ᚨᇠᎅࣔऱਢΔխഏڇᛩቼֱ૿ᝫڇژৰڍംᠲΖ
ᑨ䆹䇈ᯢⱘᰃˈЁ⦃๗ᮍ䴶䖬ᄬᕜ䯂乬Ǆ

85. ᳝ⱘ...᳝ⱘ... (some... some...)
links two or more clauses to indicate differences.
Example: ڶऱԳᦟᑷᕕΔڶऱԳᦟڜᙩΖ
᳝ⱘҎ୰⛁䯍ˈ᳝ⱘҎ୰ᅝ䴭Ǆ

86. জ Aজ B (not only... but also...)
can be used to indicate two concurrent situations or actions; A and B can be
verbs or adjectives.
Example: ຍଡၜڽڦݺأԱΔԾᄷໂՀࡌऱەᇢΔԾؚՠΖ
䖭Ͼ਼៥ᖭ⅏њˈজᕫޚϟ਼ⱘ㗗䆩ˈজᕫᠧᎹǄ

87. ڇ...ڶຍᑌԫጟᎅऄΚ... (in... there is a saying...)
...᳝䖭ḋϔ⾡䇈⊩˖...
is used to open a conversation.
Example: ڇխഏڶຍᑌԫጟᎅऄΚԵၢᙟঋΖࠩԱຍࠝ༉ክຍ㠪ऱ
سֱڤΖ
Ё᳝䖭ḋϔ⾡䇈⊩˖ܹе䱣֫Ǆࠄњ䖭ܓህ㽕дᛃ䖭䞠ⱘ
⫳⌏ᮍᓣǄ
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88. ڇ...ऱٵழΔՈ/ᝫ... (at the same time... there is still...)
...ⱘৠᯊˈг䖬...
indicates that there are two actions happening at the same time.
Example: ڇݺՂሽᆰᓰऱٵழΔᝫՂԫ॰ᢌᓰΖ
៥Ϟ⬉㛥䇒ⱘৠᯊˈ䖬Ϟϔ䮼㡎ᴃ䇒Ǆ

89. ...Ϟ (in terms of...)
can be used after abstract nouns; it is commonly used with “ᗻḐ,” “ᘋᔊ”
(“݈䍷,”) “Ꮉ”Ε“ᖂ” (“ᄺд,”) “ᆖᛎ” (“㒣⌢”).
Example: ڇᙇᖗറᄐՂΔئ׀ࡉݺऱऄݙ٤լԫᑌΖ
䗝ᢽϧϮϞˈ៥⠊↡ⱘⳟ⊩ᅠܼϡϔḋǄ

90. ڰՈլ..., ඡՈլ..., ೣೣ...(not then... or now...)
indicates that something will not happen.
Example: ڰ܃ՈլࠐඡՈլࠐΔೣೣڦ່ݺڇऱழଢࠐԱΖ
Դᮽгϡᴹᰮгϡᴹˈأأ៥᳔ᖭⱘᯊᴹњǄ

91. ຍ༉... (it depends on)
䖭ህ㽕ⳟ...
is always followed by a question, which may be a “verb-not-verb” or
“adjective-not-adjective” structure or a question word, but never a “Ⴏquestion.”
Example: Q: ؚ܃ጩլؚጩװխഏள۩Λ
ԴᠧㅫϡᠧㅫএЁᮙ㸠˛

A: ຍ༉ئ׀ݺլݺᙒԱΖ
䖭ህ㽕ⳟ៥⠊↡㒭ϡ㒭៥䪅њǄ

92. ຍՈլ...߷Ոլ... (neither... nor...)
䖭гϡ...䙷гϡ...
Example: ࠩԱࢋΔຍՈլᨃ၇Δ߷Ոլᨃ၇Δ߷ݺނ܃ࠩࢋࠐ
չ䈥?
ࠄњଚᑫˈ䖭гϡ䅽фˈ䙷гϡ䅽фˈ䙷Դᡞ៥ᏺࠄଚᑫᴹخ
ҔМ"

93. ڕإ...ࢬᎅ, ... (just as he/she said ...)
ℷབ...᠔䇈, ...
is used to quote someone to make a conclusion.
Example: ݺڕإଚ۔ஃࢬᎅΔխऱᓰ࿓࣐୲ڶՂऱΔݺຍᖂཚᙇऱ
ᓰΔ॰॰ᓰຟᖂլ৻䈥ᑌΖ
ℷབ៥Ӏ㗕Ꮬ᠔䇈ˈ催Ёⱘ䇒≵᳝ᆍᯧϞⱘˈ៥䖭ᄺᳳ䗝ⱘ
䇒ˈ䮼䮼䇒䛑ᄺᕫϡᗢМḋǄ

94. া䴴...ϡ㸠 (just... is not enough)
Example: უ྇ॅΔᔾߨߨሁլ۩Δ܃ᝫၒၒޡΔཾཾࣺչ䈥ऱΖ
㽕ᛇޣ㙹ˈা䴴䍄䍄䏃ϡ㸠ˈԴ䖬ᕫ䎥䎥ℹˈ␌␌⋇ҔМⱘǄ
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95. ਢ... (it’s just that...)
is a conjunctive used to connect two clauses, similar to “but”; it appears in
the second clause, and is used to introduce a qualification, problem, or exception to the preceding statement.
Example: ݺᒔኔუ၇߷ֻ۪ٙΔਢݺଶଶ၇ԱයׄגᘟΔլ౨٦क़ᙒ
ԱΖ
៥⹂ᅲᛇф䙷ӊ↯㸷ˈাᰃ៥߮߮фњᴵ⠯Ҩ㺸ˈϡ㛑ݡ㢅䪅
њǄ

96. 㽬ࢬࡌव, ... (as we all know...)
ӫ᠔਼ⶹ, ...
is used to start conversations.
Example: 㽬ࢬࡌवΔભഏऱईᏝይৰᏩ୭Ζ
ӫ᠔਼ⶹˈ㕢ⱘ≑⊍ӋḐ⍼ᕫᕜढ़ᆇǄ

97. ۞ൕ...( ࠐאever since...)
㞾Ң...ҹᴹ
indicates the duration of time since an event or action occurred; it always
refers to the past.
Example: ۞ൕՂխࠐא, ݺԫऴຟڇᙇଥխ֮ᓰΖ
㞾ҢϞ催Ёҹᴹ ៥ϔⳈ䛑䗝ׂЁ᭛䇒Ǆ

98. ...., 㞾✊ህ... (naturally, over the course of time)
is used to indicate that an outcome comes about naturally after a period of
time; the first clause describes an action or process, which is the condition
for the second clause.
Example: ᦫڍ܃ΕڍᎅΕڍᐊΔ۞ྥ༉౨ᖂړխ֮Ζ
া㽕Դǃ䇈ǃˈݭ㞾✊ህ㛑ᄺདЁ᭛Ǆ

99. ጵՂࢬ૪, ... (to sum it up)
㓐Ϟ᠔䗄, ...
is used to indicate that the following will be a summary.
Example: ጵՂࢬ૪Δݺᎁ㻽ᙇറᄐᝫਢᚨᇠئ׀ᦫᦫڍऱ৬ᤜֺለړΖ
㓐Ϟ᠔䗄ˈ៥䅸Ў䗝ϧϮ䖬ᰃᑨ䆹⠊↡ⱘᓎ䆂↨䕗དǄ

100. ܂㻽..., ... (being...)
Ў..., ...
indicates that a certain status results in a certain action or opinion.
Example: ܂㻽խഏԳΔݺ㻽3119ڣሎᄎ״ࠇקڇၲტࠩᧀ႙Ζ
ЎЁҎˈ៥Ўᑈ༹䖤Ӯ࣫Ҁীᓔᛳࠄ偘چǄ
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Chinese culture makes up a large part of the AP Chinese Language and Culture
exam. The materials in this chapter have been selected to help students review
Chinese culture, including social practices and products. This chapter also covers
some topics that may be relevant to the Writing and Speaking sections of the AP
Chinese exam.
For example, both the Writing and Speaking sections evaluate students’ mastery
of Chinese idioms. The last section of this chapter provides 50 idioms and 25
proverbs that are commonly used and suitable for the level of the AP Chinese
course. Students who practice these idioms will be more confident applying them
on the AP Chinese exam.
Whenever Chinese characters are used in this chapter, the traditional version is
presented first, followed by the simplified in parentheses. If there are no parentheses, it is an indication that the characters in both versions are identical. Other texts
in Chinese are clearly labeled as “Traditional” or “Simplified.”

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY OF CHINA
[Traditional-character version]
Δଉ
խഏΔ٤ټխဎԳا٥ࡉഏΔۯՊࠅࣟຝΔ֜ؓ۫ࡾΖխഏຬچऱ᜔
૿ᗨਢ960ᆄֱؓֆߺΔਢࠅ૿ᗨ່Օऱഏ୮ΔࡺรԿۯΖխഏՕຬऱऎ
௧ڶྊ௧Ε႓௧Εࣟ௧ࡉত௧Ζ
խഏچႨऱរਢ۫ࣟ܅Ζ៲ॹא㻽ऱ່ԫ్ၸඪΔ௧ࢸՕڍ
ڇ4000אۏՂΔڶϘৢ౩ϙऱጠᇆΖխഏ՞㮚㽬ڍΔထټऱՕ՞㮚ڶጆ
ࢮႁ՞Ε࣒ࠗ՞Ε֚՞ΕᚢΕՕᘋڜᚢΕ֜۩՞Δࠡխ։ؒڇխഏፖٱ৫
ഏᢰቼՂऱ್ࢮႁ՞㮚ऱఇᗪிጆ௧ࢸ8848ۏΔਢऱ່Ζ
խഏࣾੌ㽬ڍΔՕڍᑇࣾੌੌࣟٻ۫طԵ֜ؓΖ९ۂ٤९6300ֆߺΔੌ
૿ᗨ180.9ᆄֱؓֆߺΔխഏรԫՕࣾΔรԿ९ࣾΖ९ۂխՀཾچΔ
ଢᄵᄊΕᛘᑮΔॸၦߩךΔՒॅچΔਢխഏૹऱልᄐΔֽڇՂٌຏֱ
૿ՈದԱૹش܂ΖխഏऱรԲՕࣾਢ႓ࣾΔ٤९5464ֆߺΔੌ૿ᗨ75.2ᆄ
ֱؓֆߺΖ႓ࣾੌਢխഏ֮ࣔזײऱ࿇ᄭچհԫΖ؆Δխഏᝫڶԫයקط
ࠩতऱԳՠࣾੌΔܛՕሎࣾΖՕሎࣾൕࠇקၲࡨΔԫऴࠩ௨ۂऱࣜڠΔ٤९
1800ֆߺΔਢՂ່ڰΕ່९ऱԳՠࣾੌΖխഏᝫڶৰڍྋऒΔထټऱྋऒ
֜ڶྋΕᔦၺྋΕஅྋࡉੋᖻྋΖ
441
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[Simplified-character version]
ူڠ
ЁˈܼৡЁढҎ⇥݅ˈԡѢѮ⌆ϰ䚼ˈᑇ⋟㽓ኌǄЁ䰚ഄⱘᘏ
䴶⿃ᰃ960ϛᑇᮍ݀䞠ˈᰃѮ⌆䴶⿃᳔ⱘᆊˈሙϪ⬠ϝԡǄЁ䰚ⱘ⊓
⍋᳝⏸⍋ǃ咘⍋ǃϰ⍋फ⍋Ǆ
Ёഄⱘ⡍⚍ᰃ㽓催ϰԢǄҹ䴦㮣催ॳЎЏⱘ᳔催ϔ㑻䰊ẃˈ⍋ᢨ
4000㉇ҹϞˈ᳝ĀϪ⬠ሟ㛞āⱘ⿄োǄЁቅ㛝ӫˈ㨫ৡⱘቅ㛝᳝୰⥯
ᢝ䲙ቅǃᯚҥቅǃቅǃ⾺ኁǃ݈ᅝኁǃ㸠ቅㄝˈ݊ЁߚᏗЁϢॄᑺ
ㄝ䖍๗Ϟⱘ୰偀ᢝ䲙ቅ㛝ⱘЏዄ⦴〚ᳫ⥯ዄ⍋ᢨ8848㉇ˈᰃϪ⬠ⱘ᳔催ዄǄ
Ё⊇⌕ӫˈ᭄⊇⌕⬅㽓ϰ⌕ܹᑇ⋟Ǆ䭓∳ܼ䭓6300݀䞠ˈ⌕
ඳ䴶⿃180.9ϛᑇᮍ݀䞠ˈЎЁϔ⊇ˈϪ⬠ϝ䭓⊇Ǆ䭓∳Ёϟ␌ഄऎˈ
⇨⏽ᱪǃ⍺ˈ䲼䞣ܙ䎇ˈഄ㙹≗ˈᰃЁ䞡㽕ⱘݰϮऎˈ∈ϞѸ䗮ᮍ
䴶г䍋њ䞡㽕⫼ǄЁⱘѠ⊇ᰃ咘⊇ˈܼ䭓5464݀䞠ˈ⌕ඳ䴶⿃75.2ϛ
ᑇᮍ݀䞠Ǆ咘⊇⌕ඳᰃЁসҷ᭛ᯢⱘথ⑤ഄПϔǄˈЁ䖬᳝ϔᴵ⬅࣫
ࠄफⱘҎᎹ⊇⌕ˈे䖤⊇Ǆ䖤⊇Ң࣫ҀᓔྟˈϔⳈࠄ⌭∳ⱘᵁᎲˈܼ䭓
1800݀䞠ˈᰃϪ⬠Ϟ᳔ᮽǃ᳔䭓ⱘҎᎹ⊇⌕ǄЁ䖬᳝ᕜ⊞ˈ㨫ৡⱘ⊞
᳝ǃ䜅䰇ǃ⋲ᒁ⋾⋑ㄝǄ

[Traditional-character version]
ࣩ࠰
խഏ᜔ऱଢਢՕຬࡱଅࢤଢΔࡱ։ࣔΖࡱङᑷΔڍֽॸΔࡱמ
༃ۖܐᛟΖ۫ࣟ܅ऱچႨរګݮԱխഏለ㻽ᓤᠧऱଢᐛΖ
խഏতֱࡉֱקऱᄵܑৰՕΔࠏڕΔԫִٝؓ݁ᄵઌ२50°CΔԮ
ִٝؓ݁ᄵઌڇ20°CאՂΖխഏֽܑ૾چٺՈլݙ٤ԫᑌΖࣟতऎ௧ऱ
ֽ૾ڣၦՕڇڍ1600ශאۏՂΔۖ۫קऱՕׂچֽ૾ڣၦথլࠩ50ශۏΖ

[Simplified-character version]
චϊ
Ёᘏⱘ⇨ᰃ䰚ᄷ亢ᗻ⇨ˈಯᄷߚᯢǄᄷ♢⛁ˈϨ䲼∈ˈހᄷ
ᆦދ㗠ᑆ➹Ǆ㽓催ϰԢⱘഄ⡍⚍ᔶ៤њЁ䕗Ўᴖⱘ⇨⡍ᕕǄ
Ёफᮍ࣫ᮍⱘ⇨⏽Ꮒ߿ᕜˈ՟བˈϔ᳜ӑᑇഛ⇨⏽ⳌᏂ䖥50°Cˈϗ
᳜ӑᑇഛ⇨⏽ⳌᏂ20°CҹϞǄЁഄ䰡∈Ꮒ߿гϡᅠܼϔḋǄϰफ⊓⍋ⱘ
ᑈ䰡∈䞣1600↿㉇ҹϞˈ㗠㽓࣫ⱘ⠛ഄऎᑈ䰡∈䞣ैϡࠄ50↿㉇Ǆ

[Traditional-character version]
Ϭಳ༅
խഏऱ۞ྥᇷᄭॺൄ᠆༄ΔڍᇷᄭڇՂૹڶ۾ऱۯچΖ܀ਢΔط
࣍խഏԳՑ㽬ڍΔؓ݁۞ྥᇷᄭᝫৰ֟Ζ
խഏขᇷᄭ᠆༄Ζխഏᖑ᠆ڶ༄ऱᅁΕᥳΕفईΕ֚ྥ౨ᄭΖխഏ
ऱفईᇷᄭ᠆༄Δفई㶷ၦᏺ९ৰݶΖխഏऱልᄐس㶷ᖵ൝ՆΔል܂ढጟᣊ
ৰڍΖխഏՒچឈྥᇷᄭ᠆༄Δ܀ਢٺᣊՒࢬچऱֺࠏլ݁ᘝΔౙچࣥࡉچ
֟ΔৰڍՒشܓچլದࠐΖౙچႃխؓקࣟڇΕဎؓקΕ९ۂխՀཾ
ؓچΔতֱچऱౙضֽאچ㻽Δچֱקچޒא㻽Ζ
խഏཤࣥ።㻽 18.21%Δร 5ۯΖ֚ྥࣥ։۫ࡉקࣟڇ܉ত
چΖ
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խഏֽᇷᄭ᜔ၦࡺۯร6ۯΔ܀Գֽ݁ᇷᄭႛ㻽ֽؓ݁ؓऱ1/4Ζ
ֽणउڇ٤ഏᒤփཏሙڇژΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ᒬཨᠪຸ
Ёⱘ㞾✊䌘⑤䴲ᐌЄᆠˈ䆌䌘⑤Ϫ⬠Ϟऴ᳝䞡㽕ⱘഄԡǄԚᰃˈ⬅
ѢЁҎষӫˈᑇഛ㞾✊䌘⑤䖬ᕜᇥǄ
Ёⷓѻ䌘⑤ЄᆠǄЁᢹ᳝Єᆠⱘ✸ǃ䪕ǃ⊍ǃ✊⇨ㄝ㛑⑤ǄЁ
ⱘ⊍䌘⑤Єᆠˈ⊍ѻ䞣䭓ᕜᖿǄЁⱘݰϮ⫳ѻग़ᙴЙˈݰ⠽⾡㉏
ᕜǄЁഄ㱑✊䌘⑤ЄᆠˈԚᰃ㉏ഄ᠔ऴⱘ↨՟ϡഛ㸵ˈ㗩ഄᵫഄ
ᇥˈᕜഄ߽⫼ϡ䍋ᴹǄ㗩ഄЏ㽕䲚Ёϰ࣫ᑇॳǃढ࣫ᑇॳǃ䭓∳Ёϟ␌
ᑇॳㄝഄऎˈफᮍഄऎⱘ㗩ഄҹ∈⬄ЎЏˈ࣫ᮍഄऎҹᯅഄЎЏǄ
ЁỂᵫ㽚Ⲫ⥛Ў 18.21%ˈऴϪ⬠ 5ԡǄ✊ᵫЏ㽕ߚᏗϰ࣫㽓फ
ഄऎǄ
Ё∈䌘⑤ᘏ䞣ԡሙϪ⬠6ԡˈԚҎഛ∈䌘⑤ҙЎϪ⬠ᑇഛ∈ᑇⱘ1/4Ǆ
㔎∈⢊މܼ㣗ೈݙ᱂䘡ᄬǄ

[Traditional-character version]
ய́৽ذ౺ذ
խഏچᙉខΔچᎎᓤᠧΔࣾੌ㽬ڍΔଢڍᑌΔຍࠄ֚ྥයٙ㻽ٺጟມ
س೯ཬढ༼ࠎԱᚌ။ऱژسᛩቼΔൕۖګ㻽Ղມس೯ཬढጟᣊ່ڍऱഏ୮
հԫΖ
խഏ౩೯ढપጟᣊ᜔ᑇऱ10%Δ༓ۍጟຬཨ౩೯ढ㻽խഏࢬ
ڶΔڕՕዼᘷΕ८ྭΕဎতॡΖխഏֵཬءढڍΔਢऱรԿۯΔࠡ
խֵڶ2000ጟאՂΖֽޜΕᎬޜΕᎬޖᖫຟਢխഏڶऱཬढΖ
㻽অᥨ۞ྥᛩቼࡉ۞ྥᇷᄭ-խഏਙࢌኙࠠזڶ।ࢤऱլچྥ۞ٵऱᛩቼ
ࡉੴ࿕೯ढ۞ྥᾫஒૹ֗אچֽᄭچቤאףૻנঅᥨΖխഏ՟ॎ
ᚊΕ壂৬ࣳڎ՞Εࣥٳ९ػ՞Εྋק壀ልਮຟਢ۞ྥঅᥨΖ

[Simplified-character version]
᧘ၶҮྫྷ֖ೱྫྷ
Ёഄඳ䖑䯨ˈഄ䉠ᴖˈ⊇⌕ӫˈ⇨ḋˈ䖭ѯ✊ᴵӊЎ⾡䞢
⫳ࡼỡ⠽ᦤկњӬ䍞ⱘ⫳ᄬ⦃๗ˈҢ㗠៤ЎϪ⬠Ϟ䞢⫳ࡼỡ⠽⾡㉏᳔ⱘᆊ
ПϔǄ
Ё㛞Ợࡼ⠽㑺ऴϪ⬠⾡㉏ᘏ᭄ⱘ10%ˈⱒ⾡䰚ᷪ㛞Ợࡼ⠽ЎЁ᠔⡍
᳝ˈབ❞⣿ǃ䞥ϱ⤈ǃढफ㰢ㄝǄЁᴀỡ⠽㐕ˈᰃϪ⬠ⱘϝԡˈ݊
ЁШ᳝2000⾡ҹϞǄ∈ᴝǃ䫊ᴝǃ䫊ᴣᷥㄝ䛑ᰃЁ⡍᳝ⱘỡ⠽Ǆ
Ўֱᡸ㞾✊⦃๗㞾✊䌘⑤Ёᬓᑰᇍ᳝ҷ㸼ᗻⱘϡৠ㞾✊ഄᏺⱘ⦃๗
⦡⿔ࡼ⠽㞾✊ᷪᙃഄҹঞ䞡㽕∈⑤ഄߦߎ⬠䰤ࡴҹ⡍⅞ֱᡸǄЁಯᎱऻ
啭ǃ⽣ᓎ℺་ቅǃঢ়ᵫ䭓ⱑቅǃ࣫⼲ݰᶊㄝ䛑ᰃ㞾✊ֱᡸऎǄ

[Traditional-character version]
Ϸਂܧਟིʗ
խഏऱ۩ਙቤ᧯ߓᆖመڣڍऱᓳᖞດݙޡΔګݮԱઌյᗑمԾઌյᣂ
ᜤऱ᧯ߓΖؾছΔխഏऱ۩ਙቤ։ઊΕऴᝤؑΕاග۞एࡉܑ۩ਙ
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ΖխഏקࣾڶΕࣾতΕ՞۫ΕᙉኑԲԼ༓ଡઊΔࠡխࣾতਢԳՑ່ڍऱ
ઊΖխഏڶ4ଡऴᝤؑ)ࠇקΕ੍֚ΕՂ௧Εૹᐜ*ࡉ5ଡاග۞ए)ᐖ۫݇ග۞
एΕփ፞۞ײएΕ۫៲۞ए!Εኑڃග۞एΕᄅᡲፂܠዿ۞ए*Ζ
؆Δխഏᝫڶ2ଡܑ۩ਙΔܛଉܑཽ۩ਙࡉᖾ॰ܑ۩ਙΖխഏऱ
ଈຟਢࠇקΖࠇקਢ٤ഏऱਙएΕᆖᛎΕ֮֏Εඒߛऱխ֨ΔՈਢထټऱᖵ
֮֏ৄײΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ᛠஊӜ۪Ѳѫ
Ёⱘ㸠ᬓऎߦԧ㋏㒣䖛ᑈⱘ䇗ᭈ䗤ℹᅠˈᔶ៤њⳌѦ⣀ゟজⳌѦ݇
㘨ⱘԧ㋏ǄⳂࠡˈЁⱘ㸠ᬓऎඳߦߚЎⳕǃⳈ䕪Ꮦǃ⇥ᮣ㞾⊏ऎ⡍߿㸠ᬓ
ऎǄЁ᳝⊇࣫ǃ⊇फǃቅ㽓ǃ䖑ᅕㄝѠकϾⳕˈ݊Ё⊇फᰃҎষ᳔ⱘ
ⳕǄЁ᳝4ϾⳈ䕪Ꮦ ࣫Ҁǃ⋹ǃϞ⍋ǃ䞡ᑚ 5Ͼ⇥ᮣ㞾⊏ऎ ᑓ㽓ໂᮣ㞾
⊏ऎǃݙ㩭স㞾⊏ऎǃ㽓㮣㞾⊏ऎǃᅕಲᮣ㞾⊏ऎǃᮄ⭚㓈ᇨ㞾⊏ऎ Ǆ
ˈЁ䖬᳝2Ͼ⡍߿㸠ᬓऎˈे佭␃⡍߿㸠ᬓऎ▇䮼⡍߿㸠ᬓऎǄЁⱘ佪
䛑ᰃ࣫ҀǄ࣫Ҁᰃܼⱘᬓ⊏ǃ㒣⌢ǃ᭛࣪ǃᬭ㚆ⱘЁᖗˈгᰃ㨫ৡⱘग़᭛
࣪সජǄ

[Traditional-character version]
Ɂɟ
խഏਢՂԳՑ່ڍऱഏ୮Ζᖕ٤ഏ1%ԳՑࢼᑌᓳऱ࣠᧩قΔኲ
۟ࠩ2007ڣ11ִ1ֲሿழΔխഏ᜔ԳՑ㻽140628ᆄԳΖፖ2000ڣऱ٤ഏԳՑཏ
ऱ᜔ԳՑઌֺΔᏺףԱ14045ᆄԳΖ
ڇխഏԳՑխΔࡺ۰ৄڇऱԳՑ᜔ԳՑऱ 42.99%Δࡺ۰ڇၢޘऱ
57.01%Ιߊࢤ᜔ԳՑऱ51.53%ΙՖࢤ48.47%Ι60ᄣ֗אՂऱԳՑ᜔Գ
Ցऱ11.03%Ζڇ٤ഏԳՑխΔዧගԳՑ90.56%Δ֟ٺᑇاගԳՑ9.44%Ζ
խဎԳا٥ࡉഏمګ৵ΔطՊषᄎࡳڜΔᓡسයٙޏΔԳساֽؓ༼
ΔףՂ९ཚࠐאኙԳՑᏺ९ऱᔞᅝ൳ࠫΔխഏԳՑᑇၦᏺ९߰ຒΖ㻽Ա
ڶயچ൳ࠫԳՑᑇၦऱመݶᏺ९Δխഏڇ20ધ70זڣၲࡨ٤૿ං۩ૠቤߛس
ਙΔ80ࡳॣזڣ㻽ഗءഏΖං۩ૠቤߛسਙࠐאΔխഏԳՑऱسנࡉ
۞ྥᏺ९ࣔ᧩Հ૾Ζ20ࠐڣڍΔխഏ֟سԱ2ᏙڍԳΖ܀ਢΔ࣍طխഏԳՑഗ
ᑇՕΔڣޢᏺԳՑᑇၦսྥৰՕΖڼڂΔૠቤߛسലਢխഏԫႈ९ཚऱഗء
ഏΖ

[Simplified-character version]
̠ԯ
ЁᰃϪ⬠ϞҎষ᳔ⱘᆊǄḍܼ1%Ҏষᢑḋ䇗ᶹⱘ㒧ᵰᰒ⼎ˈ
㟇ࠄ2007ᑈ11᳜1᮹䳊ᯊˈЁᘏҎষЎ140628ϛҎǄϢ2000ᑈⱘܼҎষ᱂
ᶹⱘᘏҎষⳌ↨ˈࡴњ14045ϛҎǄ
ЁҎষЁˈሙԣජ䬛ⱘҎষऴᘏҎষⱘ 42.99%ˈሙԣеᴥⱘऴ
57.01%˗⬋ᗻऴᘏҎষⱘ51.53%˗ཇᗻऴ48.47%˗60ቕঞҹϞⱘҎষऴᘏҎ
ষⱘ11.03%ǄܼҎষЁˈ∝ᮣҎষऴ90.56%ˈᇥ᭄⇥ᮣҎষऴ9.44%Ǆ
ЁढҎ⇥݅៤ゟৢˈ⬅Ѣ⼒Ӯᅝᅮˈि⫳ᴵӊᬍˈҎ⇥⫳⌏∈ᑇᦤ
催ˈࡴϞ䭓ᳳҹᴹ㔎УᇍҎষ䭓ⱘ䗖ᔧࠊˈЁҎষ᭄䞣䭓䖙䗳ǄЎњ
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᳝ᬜഄࠊҎষ᭄䞣ⱘ䖛ᖿ䭓ˈЁ20Ϫ㑾70ᑈҷᓔྟܼ䴶㸠䅵ߦ⫳㚆
ᬓㄪˈ80ᑈҷ߱ᅮЎᴀㄪǄ㸠䅵ߦ⫳㚆ᬓㄪҹᴹˈЁҎষⱘߎ⫳⥛
㞾✊䭓⥛ᯢᰒϟ䰡Ǆ20ᑈᴹˈЁᇥ⫳њ2ғҎǄԚᰃˈ⬅ѢЁҎষ
᭄ˈ↣ᑈޔҎষ᭄䞣ҡ✊ᕜǄℸˈ䅵ߦ⫳㚆ᇚᰃЁϔ乍䭓ᳳⱘᴀ
ㄪǄ

[Traditional-character version]
̵પ
խഏਢԫଡอԫऱاڍගഏ୮Δ ط56 ଡاගิګΖዧගԳՑ່ڍΔࠡה
55ଡاගԳՑለ֟ΔࢬאԳՑለ֟ऱاගጠ㻽֟ᑇاගΖխഏاගऱ։܉
ਢϘՕᠧࡺΔ՛ፋࡺϙΔຍԫ։ؒរاٺ࣍ܓڶගհၴऱઌյٌࡉቸٽ
܂Ζխഏᖕᖵ࿇୶Ε֮֏រΕاගᣂএࡉاග։ؒࠠ᧯ൣ㤝اٺ֗א
ගԳاऱ٥ܓٵ墿ࡉ࿇୶ޣ७اشග۞एऱਙएࠫ৫Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
ඞி
ЁᰃϔϾ㒳ϔⱘ⇥ᮣᆊˈ⬅ 56 Ͼ⇥ᮣ㒘៤Ǆ∝ᮣҎষ᳔ˈ݊Ҫ
55Ͼ⇥ᮣҎষ䕗ᇥˈ᠔ҹҎষ䕗ᇥⱘ⇥ᮣ㹿⿄Ўᇥ᭄⇥ᮣǄЁ⇥ᮣⱘߚᏗ
ᰃĀᴖሙˈᇣ㘮ሙāˈ䖭ϔߚᏗ⡍⚍᳝߽Ѣ⇥ᮣП䯈ⱘⳌѦѸᕔಶ㒧ড়
ǄЁḍग़থሩǃ᭛࣪⡍⚍ǃ⇥ᮣ݇㋏⇥ᮣߚᏗㄝԧᚙމҹঞ⇥
ᮣҎ⇥ⱘ݅ৠ߽Ⲟথሩ㽕∖䞛⫼⇥ᮣऎඳ㞾⊏ⱘᬓ⊏ࠊᑺǄ

SURVEY OF MODERN HISTORY
[Traditional-character version]
Ӻ͜ࠎ՜
1911ڣਢ៱ᖟَ߬ڣΔڇຍԫڣΔխഏᇷขၸ్ਙ᤻Ꮖ୪խ՞࿇ದԱא
ං堚ཛอएΕञ࠷ഏ୮ऱᗑمΕࡉا༄㺞㻽ؾऱऱᇷขၸ్اऱࡎΔ
ຍ༉ਢϘَ߬ࡎϙΔຍࡎڻ৬مԱխဎاഏΖϘَ߬ࡎϙڇਙएՂΕ৸
უՂխഏԳاࠐԱᇞ࣋ش܂Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
ᣬ̔᭨

1911ᑈᰃᮻग़䕯ѹᑈˈ䖭ϔᑈˈЁ䌘ѻ䰊㑻ᬓܮ乚㹪ᄭЁቅথ䍋њҹ
㗏⏙ᳱ㒳⊏ǃѝপᆊⱘ⣀ゟǃ⇥ЏᆠᔎЎⳂⱘⱘ䌘ѻ䰊㑻⇥Џⱘ䴽ੑˈ
䖭ህᰃĀ䕯ѹ䴽ੑāˈ䖭䴽ੑᓎゟњЁढ⇥ǄĀ䕯ѹ䴽ੑāᬓ⊏Ϟǃᗱ
ᛇϞ㒭ЁҎ⇥ᏺᴹњ㾷ᬒ⫼Ǆ

[Traditional-character version]
ʄ̒༜৽
1919ڣऱϘնფഏሎ೯ϙᑑထᇷขၸ్Ꮖᖄऱ៱اᆠࡎऱޔ
ࡉྤขၸ్ᏆᖄऱᄅاᆠࡎऱၲࡨΖ1921ڣΔֻאᖻࣟ㻽ז।ऱچٺऱ
٥㶷ᆠ՛ิڇՂ௧ᜰ۩Աรԫڻ٤ഏז।ՕᄎΔمګԱխഏ٥ข᤻Ζ
1924ڣΔഏࡉ᤻ا٥ข᤻ၞ۩รԫ܂ٽΔຍ܂ٽڻං೯Աഏࡎاሎ೯ऱ࿇
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୶Ζഏ٥܂ٽ؈ඓא৵Δ1927ڣΔխഏ٥ข᤻㻽֘ݼഏ᤻اอएΔၞ۩Աՠል
ࣳᇘࡎΔ৬مԱࡎᖕࡉچխഏՠልદ૨Ζ1931ڣΔֲءኙխഏ࿇೯Աॿ
ฃᖏञΔխဎاග૿ᜯٲᖲΖ1937ڣΔֲء০ഏᆠ࿇೯ϘԮԮࠃ᧢ϙΔխဎ
اග٤૿ݼᖏൕڼၲࡨΖխഏԳاᆖመԶڣᕿᖏΔึ࣍࠷Աֲݼᖏञऱኧࢍ
ܓΖڼ৵Δխഏ٥ข᤻ԾᆖመԿڣऱᇞ࣋ᖏञΔ࣍1949مګڣԱխဎԳا٥
ࡉഏΖ

[Simplified-character version]
̊ٽᤁҮ

1919ᑈⱘĀѨಯ⠅䖤ࡼāᷛᖫⴔ䌘ѻ䰊㑻乚ᇐⱘᮻ⇥ЏЏН䴽ੑⱘ㒧ᴳ
᮴ѻ䰊㑻乚ᇐⱘᮄ⇥ЏЏН䴽ੑⱘᓔྟǄ1921ᑈˈҹ↯⋑ϰЎҷ㸼ⱘഄⱘ
݅ѻЏНᇣ㒘Ϟ⍋В㸠њϔܼҷ㸼Ӯˈ៤ゟњЁ݅ѻܮǄ
1924ᑈˈ⇥ܮ݅ѻܮ䖯㸠ϔড়ˈ䖭ড়ࡼњ⇥䴽ੑ䖤ࡼⱘথ
ሩǄ݅ড়༅䋹ҹৢˈ1927ᑈˈЁ݅ѻܮЎডᡫ⇥ܮ㒳⊏ˈ䖯㸠њᎹݰ
℺㺙䴽ੑˈᓎゟњ䴽ੑḍഄЁᎹݰ㑶ݯǄ1931ᑈˈ᮹ᴀᇍЁথࡼњ։
⬹ѝˈЁढ⇥ᮣ䴶ЈॅᴎǄ1937ᑈˈ᮹ᴀᏱЏНথࡼĀϗϗџবāˈЁढ
⇥ᮣܼ䴶ᡫҢℸᓔྟǄЁҎ⇥㒣䖛ܿᑈ༟ˈ㒜Ѣপᕫњᡫ᮹ѝⱘᕏᑩ
㚰߽ǄℸৢˈЁ݅ѻܮজ㒣䖛ϝᑈⱘ㾷ᬒѝˈѢ1949ᑈ៤ゟњЁढҎ⇥݅
Ǆ
[Traditional-character version]
ɻജɁ̵ͳਝ
խဎԳا٥ࡉഏॣཚΔխഏਙࢌၞ۩ԱՒޏچΔኔਜԱխഏรԫଡնڣ
ૠቤΔ࠷Ա؎Օऱګ༉Δࠌഏگ݁ڣاԵ߰ຒᏺ९Δ㨦৬مԱԫޅഗ៕ՠ
ᄐΖ1957ࠩڣ1966ڣΔխഏၲ୶ԱՕᑓऱषᄎᆠ৬Ζՠᄐ࿇୶߰ຒΔՠ
ᄐ㶷ၦ༼ΔഏگاԵᏺףΖልᄐऱഗء৬ࡉݾऱޏທՈՕᑓ୶ၲΖ
1966ࠩڣ1976ڣխഏᆖᖵԱᜰᨫؾऱϘ֮֏ՕࡎϙΔࠌഏ୮ࡉԳ࠹اԱᣤ
ૹऱࡉމჾ؈Δࠌխഏऱᆖᛎ৬ՕՕଙಯΖ 1976  ڣ10 ִΔխ٥խ؇ృ
ᅷϘԳᚥϙ֘ࡎႃቸΖϘ֮֏ՕࡎϙޔΔխഏၞԵᄅऱᖵழཚΖ
1978ڣΔאᔥ՛ؓ㻽Ꮖᖄऱ᤻ࡉഏ୮ᏆᖄԳᒔمԱޏၲ࣋ऱֱಾΔ༼נԱނ
ՠૹ܂រ࣋ࠩ֏ז৬Ղऱ㢾Ζޏၲ࣋ࠐאΔխഏऱ૿ᎎ࿇سԱ؎Օ᧢
֏Δᆖᛎଆݶ࿇୶ΔԳساֽؓࣔ᧩༼Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
˖ӧ̠ඞР֖ڍ
ЁढҎ⇥݅߱ᳳˈЁᬓᑰ䖯㸠њഄᬍ䴽ˈᅲᮑњЁϔϾѨᑈ
䅵ߦˈপᕫњᎼⱘ៤ህˈՓ⇥ᑈഛᬊܹ䖙䗳䭓ˈᑊϨᓎゟњϔᡍ⸔Ꮉ
ϮǄ1957ᑈࠄ1966ᑈˈЁᓔሩњ㾘ⱘ⼒ӮЏНᓎ䆒ǄᎹϮথሩ䖙䗳ˈᎹ
Ϯѻ䞣ᦤ催ˈ⇥ᬊܹࡴǄݰϮⱘᴀᓎ䆒ᡔᴃⱘᬍ䗴г㾘ሩᓔǄ
1966ᑈࠄ1976ᑈЁ㒣ग़њВϪⳂⱘĀ᭛࣪䴽ੑāˈՓᆊҎ⇥ফњϹ
䞡ⱘᡬᤳ༅ˈՓЁⱘ㒣⌢ᓎ䆒צ䗔Ǆ 1976 ᑈ 10 ᳜ˈЁ݅Ё༂㉝
ĀಯҎᐂāড䴽ੑ䲚ಶǄĀ᭛࣪䴽ੑā㒧ᴳˈЁ䖯ܹᮄⱘग़ᯊᳳǄ
1978ᑈˈҹ䙧ᇣᑇЎ乚ᇐⱘܮᆊ乚ᇐҎ⹂ゟњᬍ䴽ᓔᬒⱘᮍ䩜ˈᦤߎњᡞ
Ꮉ䞡⚍ᬒࠄ⦄ҷ࣪ᓎ䆒ϞⱘއㄪǄᬍ䴽ᓔᬒҹᴹˈЁⱘ䴶䉠থ⫳њᎼব
࣪ˈ㒣⌢亲ᖿথሩˈҎ⇥⫳⌏∈ᑇᯢᰒᦤ催Ǆ
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FESTIVALS AND CUSTOMS
[Traditional-character version]
ܬຝ
ਞᆏਢխഏ່ૹऱႚอᆏֲΖਞᆏՈᄅڣΕՕڣΔՑխՈᎅመڣΖ
זײऱழଢΔխഏԳࠌشልᖟΔਞᆏམᆖਢਐᆏխऱمਞΔልᖟऱᄅڣ
Ϙց؟ϙΔ༉ਢԫڣխऱรԫ֚ऱრ৸ΖϘَ߬ࡎϙא৵ΔխഏආشԱֆ
ᖟΖ㻽ԱܑልᖟࡉֆᖟऱᄅڣΔԳଚނልᖟऱᄅڣϘਞᆏϙΔۖނֆᖟऱ
ᄅڣϘց؟ϙΖᖕᎅΔխഏԳመਞᆏբڶՏڣڍऱᖵΖطՊխഏਢاڍ
ගऱഏ୮ΔاٺගመᄅڣऱڶٺڤݮլٵΖዧගΕየගመਞᆏऱଅঋክֺ
ለઌۿΖመਞᆏऱழଢΔ٤୮ቸႽΖԳଚڣپᗶΕ堽ٺ֗אጟ᠆ฐऱ堩လΖ
ਞᆏཚၴऱᐜఴ೯ৰ᠆༄Δ࣋ᠮ੧ΕፘᅐΕ၀ਞᜤΕਘڣΕᚊᗉΕਈ
ڣ၅ঋ۟վੌ۩Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
ᓫ
㡖ᰃЁ᳔䞡㽕ⱘӴ㒳㡖᮹Ǆ㡖гিᮄᑈǃᑈˈষ䇁Ёг䇈䖛ᑈǄ
সҷⱘᯊˈЁҎՓ⫼ݰग़ˈ㡖᳒㒣ᰃᣛ㡖⇨Ёⱘゟˈݰग़ⱘᮄᑈ
িĀܗᮺāˈህᰃϔᑈЁⱘϔⱘᛣᗱǄĀ䕯ѹ䴽ੑāҹৢˈЁ䞛⫼њ݀
ग़ǄЎњऎ߿ݰग़݀ग़ⱘᮄᑈˈҎӀᡞݰग़ⱘᮄᑈিĀ㡖āˈ㗠ᡞ݀ग़ⱘ
ᮄᑈিĀܗᮺāǄ䇈ˈЁҎ䖛㡖Ꮖ᳝ಯगᑈⱘग़Ǆ⬅ѢЁᰃ⇥
ᮣⱘᆊˈ⇥ᮣ䖛ᮄᑈⱘᔶᓣ᳝ϡৠǄ∝ᮣǃ⒵ᮣㄝ䖛㡖ⱘ亢֫дᛃ↨
䕗ⳌԐǄ䖛㡖ⱘᯊܼˈᆊಶǄҎӀৗᑈ㊩ǃ低ᄤҹঞ⾡Єⲯⱘ佁㦰Ǆ
㡖ᳳ䯈ⱘᑚ⼱⌏ࡼᕜЄᆠˈᬒ䶁⚂ǃ㟲⣂ᄤǃ䌈㘨ǃᣖᑈ⬏ǃ㗡啭♃ǃᢰ
ᑈ䌎୰ㄝд֫㟇Ҟ⌕㸠Ǆ

[Traditional-character version]
ʏࡿຝ
ցୱᆏڇልᖟऱִإԼնֲΖִإਢልᖟऱցִΔײԳނ،ϘୱϙΖ
ִإԼնֲਢԫڣխऱรԫଡִႽհ࡙ΔࢬאԳଚጠ،㻽ϘցୱᆏϙΖցୱᆏ
ՈᗉᆏΕՂցᆏΔਢਞᆏհ৵ऱรԫଡૹᆏֲΔՈᑑထਞᆏ೯ऱ
ޔΖցୱᆏբᆖࠟڶՏڣڍऱᖵΖցୱᆏऱૹঋਢپցୱΖցୱਢԫጟ
شᤅۏృګऱႽႽऱଇΔွᐛထϘቸႽϙΖೈԱپցୱΔխഏԳᝫڶᓾक़
ᗉΕෲᗉᝎΕፘᚊΕፘᅐᆏֲঋΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Њࠐᓫ
ܗᆉ㡖ݰग़ⱘℷ᳜कѨ᮹Ǆℷ᳜ᰃݰग़ⱘܗ᳜ˈসҎᡞᅗিخĀᆉāǄ
ℷ᳜कѨ᮹ᰃϔᑈЁⱘϔϾ᳜Пˈ᠔ҹҎӀ⿄ᅗЎĀܗᆉ㡖āǄܗᆉ㡖
гি♃㡖ǃϞܗ㡖ˈᰃ㡖ПৢⱘϔϾ䞡㽕㡖᮹ˈгᷛᖫⴔ㡖⌏ࡼⱘ㒧
ᴳǄܗᆉ㡖Ꮖ㒣᳝ϸगᑈⱘग़Ǆܗᆉ㡖ⱘ䞡㽕д֫ᰃৗܗᆉǄܗᆉᰃϔ⾡
⫼㋃㉇㉝خ៤ⱘⱘ亳કˈ䈵ᕕⴔĀಶāǄ䰸њৗܗᆉˈЁҎ䖬᳝䌣㢅
♃ǃ⣰♃䇰ǃ㟲啭ǃ㟲⣂ㄝ㡖᮹д֫Ǆ
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[Traditional-character version]
עຝ
堚ࣔᆏڇၺᖵڣޢऱ4ִ5ֲছ৵Δਢผसల٣ࡉൿችऱֲΖዧගࡉԫࠄ
֟ᑇاගՕڍຟڶ堚ࣔᆏൿችऱঋΖਊᅃ៱ऱঋΔൿችழΔԳଚࡉ
ଇ֗אᙒढࠩችچΔނଇढ࣋װڽڇऱᘣԳችছΔ٦ނᙒᗈൾΔ㻽
ᏻችഛՂᄅՒΔ༺༓ࣤᄅᖫࣤڇᏻՂΔྥ৵ᙰΕผਈΖೈԱผस୮Գא؆Δ
ڇԳଚՈڇ堚ࣔᆏ൧࢚௺ՓΖ堚ࣔᆏբᆖڶԲՏڣڍऱᖵΖ堚ࣔழᆏإਢ
ਞౙΕਞጟऱՕړழᆏΔࢬאխഏڶϘ堚ࣔছ৵ΔጟذጟߤϙऱঋΖ堚ࣔᆏ
ऱழଢΔ֚ၲࡨ᧢ᄊΔԳଚၲࡨᔏॹΕᘒટՏΕ࣋ଅጬΔࢬא堚ࣔᆏՈ
ϘᔏॹᆏϙΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ຌᓫ
⏙ᯢ㡖䰇ग़↣ᑈⱘ4᳜5᮹ࠡৢˈᰃ⽁⼔⼪ܜᠿⱘ᮹ᄤǄ∝ᮣϔѯ
ᇥ᭄⇥ᮣ䛑᳝⏙ᯢ㡖ᠿⱘд֫Ǆᣝ✻ᮻⱘд֫ˈᠿᯊˈҎӀ㽕ᏺ䜦
亳કҹঞ㒌䪅ㄝ⠽કࠄഄˈᡞ亳⠽ᬒ⅏এⱘ҆Ҏࠡˈݡᡞ㒌䪅⚻ᥝˈЎ
ളϞᮄˈᦦᵱᮄᷥᵱളϞˈ✊ৢঽ༈ǃ⽁ᢰǄ䰸њ⽁⼔ᆊҎҹˈ
⦄ҎӀг⏙ᯢ㡖ᚐᗉ⚜Ǆ⏙ᯢ㡖Ꮖ㒣᳝Ѡगᑈⱘग़Ǆ⏙ᯢᯊ㡖ℷᰃ
㗩ǃ⾡ⱘདᯊ㡖ˈ᠔ҹЁ᳝Ā⏙ᯢࠡৢˈ⾡⪰⾡䈚āⱘ֫䇁Ǆ⏙ᯢ㡖
ⱘᯊˈ⇨ᓔྟবᱪˈҎӀᓔྟ䏣䴦ǃ㤵⾟गǃᬒ亢ㄱㄝˈ᠔ҹ⏙ᯢ㡖г
িĀ䏣䴦㡖āǄ

[Traditional-character version]
ဲʟຝ
ጤ֑ᆏਢխഏऱႚอᆏֲΔڇልᖟնִॣնΔࢬאϘጤ֑ᆏϙΖᣂՊጤ
֑ᆏऱࠐطΔڶৰڍႚᎅΔࠡխֺለੌ۩ऱᎅऄਢጤ֑ᆏਢધ࢚ࡹऱᆏֲΖ
ࡹਢᖏഏழཚᄑഏऱՕΖࡹᐡഏᐡاΔݦඨഏ୮༄㺞ΔݦඨԳթ
ࠩૹشΖࡹᄑנ༼׆Աৰٽڍऱ৬ᤜΔথᔡࠩԫࠄ၆ගऱ֘ኙΔڼڂ
᎔נຟৄΔੌܑ࣋ࠩΖࡹ࣋ੌڇխᐊՀԱထټऱფഏᇣዚπᠦᤵρΕπ
ዚρΖ৵ࠐΔഏؚඓԱᄑഏΖࡹณထ۞աऱలഏॿฃΔ֨ڕԸ໊Δ
ڇնִնֲ߷ԫ֚۞ۂދවΔࡎسش।ሒ۞աऱფഏᑷൣΖႚᎅΔࡹڽ৵Δ
ᄑഏऱॺࡩۍ۔ൄᣄመΔՕ୮ቤထᚊۣࠐࠩۂᢰΔ༈ࡹބऱৡ᧯Ζڶԫ
ۯድ֛ஞנ㻽ࡹᄷໂऱ堩ቸΕ嘬ଇΔނ،ଚهၞۂ㠪Δֽխऱູᓚ
پΔࠌא،ଚլ٦װনࡹऱߪ᧯Ζ৵ࠐΔ堩ቸ᧢ګԱվ֚ऱཝΔՊਢ༉ڶ
Աጤ֑ᆏᚊۣΕپጱऱاၴଅঋΖچ࣍طᐖՕΔاග㽬ڍΔխഏԳመጤ
֑ᆏऱঋլݙ٤ԫᑌΖۖΔࠄڶ೯ऱრᆠբᆖ࿇֏᧢سΔڕᚊۣຍԫ
ঋΔբᆖڶԱᄅऱ࿇୶Δ،ડధԱழၴΕچऱ䆬Δګ㻽ഏᎾࢤऱ᧯ߛ
ࠃԱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ቪӤᓫ
ッज㡖ᰃЁⱘӴ㒳㡖᮹ˈݰग़Ѩ᳜߱Ѩˈ᠔ҹিĀッज㡖āǄ݇Ѣッ
ज㡖ⱘ⬅ᴹˈ᳝ᕜӴ䇈ˈ݊Ё↨䕗⌕㸠ⱘ䇈⊩ᰃッज㡖ᰃ㑾ᗉሜॳⱘ㡖᮹Ǆ
ሜॳᰃᯊᳳἮⱘ㞷Ǆሜॳᖻᖻ⇥ˈᏠᳯᆊᆠᔎˈᏠᳯҎᠡᕫ
ࠄ䞡⫼Ǆሜॳ㒭Ἦ⥟ᦤߎњᕜড়⧚ⱘᓎ䆂ˈै䙁ࠄϔѯ䌉ᮣⱘডᇍˈℸ㹿
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䍊ߎ䛑ජˈ⌕ᬒࠄ߿໘Ǆሜॳ⌕ᬒЁݭϟњ㨫ৡⱘ⠅䆫℠ǉ⾏偮Ǌǃǉб
℠ǊㄝǄৢᴹˈ⾺ᠧ䋹њἮǄሜॳⴐⳟⴔ㞾Ꮕⱘ⼪㹿։⬹ˈᖗབߔࡆˈ
Ѩ᳜Ѩ᮹䙷ϔᡩ∳㞾ᴔˈ⫼⫳ੑ㸼䖒㞾Ꮕⱘ⠅⛁ᚙǄӴ䇈ˈሜॳ⅏ৢˈ
Ἦⱘ㗕ⱒྦྷ䴲ᐌ䲒䖛ˈᆊ㒋㒋ߦⴔ啭㟳ᴹࠄ∳䖍ˈᇏᡒሜॳⱘሌԧǄ᳝ϔ
ԡ⏨ᣓߎЎሜॳޚⱘ佁ಶǃ叵㲟ㄝ亳કˈᡞᅗӀ϶䖯∳䞠ˈ㒭∈Ёⱘ剐㱒
ৗˈҹՓᅗӀϡݡএሜॳⱘ䑿ԧǄৢᴹˈ佁ಶব៤њҞⱘẩᄤˈѢᰃህ᳝
њッज㡖䌯啭㟳ǃৗ㊑ᄤⱘ⇥䯈亢֫Ǆ⬅Ѣഄඳᑓˈ⇥ᮣӫˈЁҎ䖛ッ
ज㡖ⱘд֫ϡᅠܼϔḋǄ㗠Ϩˈ᳝ѯ⌏ࡼⱘᛣНᏆ㒣থ⫳ব࣪ˈབ䌯啭㟳䖭ϔ
д֫ˈᏆ㒣᳝њᮄⱘথሩˈᅗさ⸈њᯊ䯈ǃഄඳⱘ⬠㒓ˈ៤Ў䰙ᗻⱘԧ㚆䌯
џњǄ

[Traditional-character version]
ɻޭຝ
ڣޢልᖟԶִԼնֲΔਢႚอऱխટᆏΖڇխഏऱልᖟ㠪Δԫڣ։㻽
ࡱΔࡱޢԾ։㻽Ε٘ΕࡱԿຝ։ΔۖڂխટՈ٘ટΖԶִԼնຍԫ֚ऱִ
ॽ່ႽΕ່ॽΖຍ࡙֚ඡΔԫ୮Գ݄ڇೃ㠪Δԫᢰִپ堿ΔԫᢰᓾִΖڇ
؆૿ՠ܂ΕᖂऱᘣԳՈᄎᕣၦ᎔ڃ୮Δፖ୮ԳቸႽΔࢬאխટԾጠϘቸႽ
ᆏϙΖխટᆏऱঋৰڍΔٺڤݮլઌٵΔ܀ຟബڮထԳଚኙسྤૻऱᑷფ
ࡉኙભسړऱྤૻٻΖ

[Simplified-character version]
˖ሖᓫ
↣ᑈݰग़᳜ܿकѨ᮹ˈᰃӴ㒳ⱘЁ⾟㡖ǄЁⱘݰग़䞠ˈϔᑈߚЎಯ
ᄷˈ↣ᄷজߚЎᄳǃӆǃᄷϝ䚼ߚˈ㗠Ё⾟гিӆ⾟Ǆ᳜ܿकѨ䖭ϔⱘ᳜
҂᳔ǃ᳔҂Ǆ䖭ᰮˈϔᆊҎೈത䰶ᄤ䞠ˈϔ䖍ৗ᳜佐ˈϔ䖍䌣᳜Ǆ
䴶Ꮉǃᄺдⱘ҆ҎгӮሑ䞣䍊ಲᆊˈϢᆊҎಶˈ᠔ҹЁ⾟জ⿄Āಶ
㡖āǄЁ⾟㡖ⱘд֫ᕜˈᔶᓣϡⳌৠˈԚ䛑ᆘᠬⴔҎӀᇍ⫳⌏᮴䰤ⱘ⛁⠅
ᇍ㕢ད⫳⌏ⱘ᮴䰤ᕔǄ

[Traditional-character version]
ࠇඈຝ
ልᖟֲִਢխഏႚอऱૹၺᆏΖਊᅃխഏऱ۔ײႚᎅΔਢၺᑇΔ
ֲִΔࠟଡઌૹΔࢬૹאၺΔՈૹΖխഏײԳᎁ㻽Δૹၺਢଡٳ壁
ऱֲΔࢬאΔխഏԳৰڰ༉ၲࡨመૹၺᆏԱΖᐜఴૹၺᆏऱ೯᠆༄ڍΔ
ԫץਔנሏᓾནΕ࿆ถΕᨠᓾဘक़ΕૹپၺᗶΕ堬೯Ζڂ㻽Ϙ
ϙᇿϘՆՆϙٵଃΔڇᑇۯխԾਢ່ՕऱᑇΔࢬאΔૹၺᝫڶϘ९
Ն-ϙΕϘ९ኂϙऱრ৸Ζ1989ڣΔխഏڣޢނऱֲִࡳ㻽Ϙ۔ԳᆏϙΔނ
ႚอፖזٽದࠐΔګ㻽༇۔Εფ۔Ε۔ܗऱڣ۔ԳᆏֲΖ

[Simplified-character version]
᧗ᓫ
ݰग़б᳜б᮹ᰃЁӴ㒳ⱘ䞡䰇㡖Ǆᣝ✻Ёⱘস㗕Ӵ䇈ˈбᰃ䰇᭄ˈб
᳜б᮹ˈϸϾбⳌ䞡ˈ᠔ҹি䞡䰇ˈгি䞡бǄЁসҎ䅸Ўˈ䞡䰇ᰃϾঢ়⼹
ⱘ᮹ᄤˈ᠔ҹˈЁҎᕜᮽህᓔྟ䖛䞡䰇㡖њǄᑚ⼱䞡䰇㡖ⱘ⌏ࡼЄᆠᔽˈ
ϔ㠀ࣙᣀߎ␌䌣᱃ǃⱏ催䖰ⴎǃ㾖䌣㦞㢅ǃৗ䞡䰇㊩ǃ佂䜦ㄝ⌏ࡼǄЎĀб
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бā䎳ĀЙЙāৠ䷇ˈб᭄ԡЁজᰃ᳔ⱘ᭄ˈ᠔ҹˈ䞡䰇䖬᳝Ā䭓
ЙāǃĀ䭓ᇓā ⱘᛣᗱǄ1989ᑈˈЁᡞ↣ᑈⱘб᳜б᮹ᅮЎĀ㗕Ҏ㡖āˈ
ᡞӴ㒳Ϣ⦄ҷ㒧ড়䍋ᴹˈ៤Ўᇞ㗕ǃ⠅㗕ǃࡽ㗕ⱘ㗕ᑈҎ㡖᮹Ǆ

CHINESE MYTHOLOGY
[Traditional-character version]
ɤఎʨ
Ֆༀਢխഏߛ֏זײᆄढΕທ壂ԳᣊऱՖ壀ΖᖕᎅΔڶԱ֚אچ৵ΔՕچ
Ղڶ՞՟ྋऒΕक़౻຺ᡬΔۖڶԳᣊΖ㻽ԱທԳΔՖༀތದ႓ՒΔُᅃ۞
աਠֽڇխऱᑌΔګ՛ԳऱݮणΖຍଡࣽԳԫ࣋ࠩ૿چՂΔ༉ڶԱࡎسΖ
ՊਢՖༀ༉ᤉᥛԱߊߊՖՖऱԳΖ֫ش࣍ط֜ኬΔՖༀ༉ஞದԫ౻
ᢃΔ᧓ࢯ႓ࣽΔ㦆ԱװנΔ࣠ࣽរࠩऱֱچΔຟ᧢ګԱԫଡଡسسऱԳΖ
א৵ΔՖༀᨃ߷ࠄߊՖߛس৵זΔۼՀװΖ৵ࠐΔࡶڙ࿇سԱՕ᧢೯Δתᢰ
֚ჅԱՀࠐΔנԫଡଡࢢױऱ႕ΖچՂՈנԱԫሐሐՕါՑΖ՞ࣥထ
־Δנੌ૿چৰֽڍΖມᡬଚՈຟٲࠐנ୭ԳᣊΖՖༀࠩԳᣊ࠹ຍᑌऱ㦥
ጞΔ༉٤Ժᇖଥ֚چΖڔ٣شն֚ނفՂऱՕᇖړΔԾවԱԫೋՕᚋΔش
ᚋऱೋ㷰Δ࣋ڇՕچऱଡߡՂΔ़֭֚ނԱದࠐΖ৵ࠐΔڔᝫවԱ႕ᚊΔ
᎔ߨԱມᡬΔങ۰ੋֽΖൕڼΔ㦥ᣄؓஒԱΔԳᣊࠩԱਓඑΔԳၴԾڶ
ԱࣲࣲٻዊऱནွΖՖༀᇖ֚ऱ壀ᇩ֘ਠԱխഏזײ೯ԳاኙԳᣊದᄭࡉ۞
ྥွऱ່ॣᎁᢝΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ޡݘᛩܸ
ཇဆᰃЁসҷ࣪㚆ϛ⠽ǃ䗴⽣Ҏ㉏ⱘཇ⼲Ǆ䇈ˈ᳝њഄҹৢˈഄ
Ϟা᳝ቅᎱ⊞ǃ㢅㤝右ˈݑ㗠≵᳝Ҏ㉏ǄЎњ䗴Ҏˈཇဆᡧ䍋咘ˈӓ✻㞾
Ꮕ∈Ёⱘḋᄤˈᤣ៤ᇣҎⱘᔶ⢊Ǆ䖭Ͼ⊹Ҏϔᬒࠄഄ䴶Ϟˈህ᳝њ⫳ੑǄ
Ѣᰃཇဆህ㒻㓁ᤣњ⬋⬋ཇཇⱘҎǄ⬅Ѣ⫼ᤣᕫ᜶ˈཇဆህᣓ䍋ϔḍ㤝
㓇ˈ᧙ᢠ咘⊹ˈᡯњߎএˈ㒧ᵰ⊹⚍ࠄⱘഄᮍˈ䛑ব៤њϔϾϾ⌏⫳⫳ⱘҎǄ
ҹৢˈཇဆ䅽䙷ѯ⬋ཇ⫳㚆ৢҷˈᓊԌϟএǄৢᴹˈᅛᅭথ⫳њবࡼˈञ䖍
ภњϟᴹˈߎ⦄ϔϾϾৃᗩⱘ咥⋲ǄഄϞгߎ⦄њϔ䘧䘧㺖ষǄቅᵫⴔ
☿ˈഄ䴶⌕ߎᕜ∈Ǆ䞢ݑӀг䛑ߎᴹॅᆇҎ㉏ǄཇဆⳟࠄҎ㉏ফ䖭ḋⱘ♒
⽌ˈህܼ㸹ׂഄǄཌྷ⫼ܜѨᔽᡞϞⱘ⋲㸹དˈজᴔњϔা啳ˈ⫼
啳ⱘಯা㛮ˈᬒഄⱘಯϾ㾦Ϟˈᡞぎᬃњ䍋ᴹǄৢᴹˈཌྷ䖬ᴔњ咥啭ˈ
䍊䍄њ䞢ˈݑฉԣ⋾∈ǄҢℸˈ♒䲒㹿ᑇᙃњˈҎ㉏ᕫࠄњᣃᬥˈҎϪ䯈জ᳝
њ㤷ⱘ᱃䈵Ǆཇဆ㸹ⱘ⼲䆱ডњЁসҷࢇࡼҎ⇥ᇍҎ㉏䍋⑤㞾
✊⦄䈵ⱘ᳔߱䅸䆚Ǆ

[Traditional-character version]
၀ᇯිࣵ
֜ၺ壀ङ০ऱՖࠝࣟװ௧ᢰनΔլ՛֨ൾࠩՕ௧㠪ڽԱΖڽڔԱא৵᧢
ګԫೋ՛຺Δ壄ᓡΖ壄ᓡ຺լႛ९ᑣΕױფΔ֨چᝫৰߜΖ㻽Ալ
ᨃܑԳՈൾࠩՕ௧㠪Δ壄ᓡ຺լឰچൕ۫՞ࠐԫऱᖫࣤΕԫឍឍऱف
ᙰΔهၞ௧㠪ΔუނՕ௧ჄؓΖڔԫࠥլೖ۫ڇچ՞ࡉࣟ௧հၴଆࠐଆװΖ
壄ᓡߜऱᣋඨࡉݛऱࠩ࠹ٻݳԳଚऱ༇ᄃΖխഏᖵ֮זᖂ܂խຟڶᇣ֮
ᢥཆ壄ᓡཊ࣍ٻՕ௧ݼञऱ壄壀Ζ
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[Simplified-character version]
ዴӻ܌๑
䰇⼲♢Ᏹⱘཇܓএϰ⍋䖍⥽ˈϡᇣᖗᥝࠄ⍋䞠⏍⅏њǄཌྷ⅏њҹৢব
៤ϔাᇣ右ˈিخ㊒िǄ㊒ि右ϡҙ䭓ᕫ⌏⋐ǃৃ⠅ˈᖗഄ䖬ᕜ㡃ǄЎњϡ
䅽߿Ҏгᥝࠄ⍋䞠ˈ㊒ि右ϡᮁഄҢ㽓ቅᴹϔḍḍⱘᷥᵱǃϔ乫乫ⱘ
༈ˈ϶䖯⍋䞠ˈᛇ㽕ᡞ⍋฿ᑇǄཌྷϔࠏϡذഄ㽓ቅϰ⍋П䯈亲ᴹ亲এǄ
㊒ि㡃ⱘᜓᳯᅣӳⱘᖫফࠄҎӀⱘᇞᭀǄЁग़ҷ᭛ᄺકЁ䛑᳝䆫᭛
䌲ᡀ㊒िᬶѢ⍋ᡫѝⱘ㊒⼲Ǆ

[Traditional-character version]
ࢂˀ
ٿમਢႚᎅխᖐ९୴ᒢऱ֚壀Ζᅝ০ऱழଢΔ֚ՂڶԼଡ֜ၺΖ֜ၺ
્كނຟ᧔ڽԱΔມᡬՈၒࠐנ႞୭ԳᣊΔԳᣊࠐԱᣤૹऱ㦥ᣄΖ࣍ਢΔ
০ٿમࠩԳၴװᇞඑԳاΖٿમࠩԱԳၴΔ࠹ࠩԳاऱᦟ०Ζהஞದը
ᒢΔኙᄷ֚Ղऱ־୴װΔመԱԫᄎΔ־ᡨ੦Δԫቸࣟ۫ᆵ૿چڇՂΖԳଚ
ၒװᨠΔࠐਢ֜ၺ壄ᏒΖ֚Ղऱ֜ၺ֟ԱԫଡΔ़Ո㯛෯ԱΔԳଚᏘᜢ
ᦟࡅΖٿમ࠹ࠩቔፘ৵Ծၲࡨ୴ֲΔ़֚խ־ԫଡଡధါԱΔየ֚ਢ־Ζ
უࠩԳଚլ౨֜ڶၺΔ༉ࡎٿחમఎՀԫଡ֜ၺΔ㻽Գᣊທ壂Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
ՐᏎ࠰
ৢ㖓ᰃӴ䇈Ё᪙䭓ᇘㆁⱘ⼲ǄᇻᔧⱛᏱⱘᯊˈϞ᳝कϾ䰇Ǆ䰇
ᡞ⾒㢫䛑ᰦ⅏њˈ䞢ݑг䎥ߎᴹӸᆇҎ㉏ˈ㒭Ҏ㉏ᏺᴹњϹ䞡ⱘ♒䲒ǄѢᰃˈ
ⱛᏱিৢ㖓ࠄҎ䯈এ㾷ᬥҎ⇥Ǆৢ㖓ࠄњҎ䯈ˈফࠄҎ⇥ⱘ䖢ǄҪᣓ䍋ᓧ
ㆁˈᇍޚϞⱘ☿⧗ᇘএˈ䖛њϔӮˈ☿⧗⟚⚌ˈϔಶϰ㽓㨑ഄ䴶ϞǄҎӀ
䎥এ㾖ⳟˈॳᴹᰃ䰇㊒儖ǄϞⱘ䰇ᇥњϔϾˈぎ⇨гޝ⠑њˈҎӀ唤ໄ
Ǆৢ㖓ফࠄ哧㟲ৢজᓔྟᇘ᮹ˈぎЁ☿⧗ϔϾϾ⸈㺖њˈ⒵ᰃ☿Ǆᇻ
ᛇࠄҎӀϡ㛑≵᳝䰇ˈህੑҸৢ㖓⬭ϟϔϾ䰇ˈЎҎ㉏䗴⽣Ǆ

[Traditional-character version]
ྗࡵլ˂
୧ਢ֚ՂऱՖ壀ΔਢٿમऱࡠΖڶԫ֚Δٿમڃ୮ԫጟ९سլڽऱ
ᨋᢐΖٿમނᢐٌ୧Δࠀڔ္ܫΔຍጟᢐࠟ࣠ڕԳԫದپΔ༉אױ९سլ
ڽΖ࣠ڕԫԳᗑپΔ༉౨᧢ګ壀Ζٿમࡠ္ܫᎅΔࠩԫଡٳ壁ऱֲהଚ
ࠟଡԳԫದپΖױਢڇԫଡඡՂΔ୧၍ٿમլڇ୮Δᗑ۞ނᨋᢐپԱΖᢐԫ
پՀװΔ୧ऱߪ᧯༉լچ۞طנ࿗֪Δଆ़֚ٻΔଆִࠩ୰㠪ԱΖִڇ
୰㠪Δ୧ৰഭነΔڶԫೋࠜػຩ۴ထڔΖ୧ॺൄ৸࢚۞աऱՁ֛ٿમΖ
৵ࠐΔ֚০ٿમ㻽֚ലΔڇխટᆏऱழଢᨃהଚࠟଡԳૹນΕቸႽΖൕڼΔ
୧ࡉٿમ֚ڇՂመದԱࢉ壂ΕભየऱسΖ֚০ᝫࡳΔִॽִޢԼնֲႽ
ԫڻΔࠐشఴᣋक़ִړႽ࡙Δ֚ՀڶൣԳګฑ᥆Ζ
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[Simplified-character version]
߉ݏޞత
ႺᰃϞⱘཇ⼲ˈᰃৢ㖓ⱘྏᄤǄ᳝ϔˈৢ㖓ᏺಲᆊϔ⾡䭓⫳ϡ⅏ⱘ
♉㥃Ǆৢ㖓ᡞ㥃Ѹ㒭Ⴚˈᑊਞ䆝ཌྷˈ䖭⾡㥃བᵰϸҎϔ䍋ৗˈህৃҹ䭓⫳ϡ
⅏ǄབᵰϔҎ⣀ৗˈህ㛑ব៤⼲Ǆৢ㖓ਞ䆝ྏᄤ䇈ˈㄝࠄϔϾঢ়⼹ⱘ᮹ᄤҪӀ
ϸϾҎϔ䍋ৗǄৃᰃϔϾᰮϞˈႺ䍕ৢ㖓ϡᆊˈ⣀㞾ᡞ♉㥃ৗњǄ㥃ϔ
ৗϟএˈႺⱘ䑿ԧህϡ⬅㞾Џഄ京ߎに᠋ˈ亲ぎˈ亲ࠄ᳜ᅿ䞠њǄ᳜
ᅿ䞠ˈႺᕜᆖᆲˈা᳝ϔাⱑܨ䰾ԈⴔཌྷǄႺ䴲ᐌᗱᗉ㞾ᏅⱘϜৢ㖓Ǆ
ৢᴹˈᏱᇕৢ㖓ЎᇚˈЁ⾟㡖ⱘᯊ䅽ҪӀϸϾҎ䞡䗶ǃಶǄҢℸˈ
Ⴚৢ㖓Ϟ䖛䍋њᑌ⽣ǃ㕢⒵ⱘ⫳⌏ǄᏱ䖬㾘ᅮˈ᳜҂↣᳜कѨ᮹
ϔˈ⫼ᴹ⼱ᜓ㢅ད᳜ˈϟ᳝ᚙҎ៤ⴋሲǄ

[Traditional-character version]
ɣީˋ؝
זײऱழଢΔՕچՂԫׂޫΔԳଚࡺڶ۰ऱֱچΔ࣍ਢ༉ڶԳࠩ՞Ղ
༈ބࡺل۰ΔᝫڶऱԳڇᖫՂ຺شጢࠐ៲ߪΖ৵ࠐΔ֚חࡎچՕછװएੋ
ֽΔனඑԳᣊΖՕછଈ٣Ꮖԫᆢ壀᎔ߨֽ壀Δྥ৵ش壀Ւഔᗨګԫଡ՞ഔ
ࠝΔ٦ਉࣾנሐΔۂֽ֧ࠩੋނ௧㠪װΖછڂ㻽एֽॺൄڦΔԿڻሁመ୮॰Ց
ຟڶၞװΖᆖመᜱેऱ೯ΔՕછึ࣍एړԱੋֽΖ֚Հ֜ؓԱΔԳࡺڜا
ᑗᄐԱΔછԱ֚Ζછԫس㻽Գᣊᘩࢉޣ壂ΕڜኑΔ࠹ࠩԱԳଚऱ༇ᄃΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ܷሌ෴ප
সҷⱘᯊˈഄϞϔ⠛∾⋟ˈҎӀ≵᳝ሙԣⱘഄᮍˈѢᰃህ᳝ҎࠄቅϞ
ᇏᡒ⋲えሙԣˈ䖬᳝ⱘҎᷥϞ⫼右ぱᴹ㮣䑿ǄৢᴹˈഄੑҸ⾍এ⊏⧚⋾
∈ˈᤑᬥҎ㉏Ǆ⾍佪ܜᏺ乚ϔ㕸⼲䍊䍄∈⼲ˈ✊ৢ⫼⼲ේ⿃៤ϔϾቅේ
ݡˈܓᣪߎ⊇䘧ˈᡞ⋾∈ᓩࠄ∳⍋䞠এǄ⾍Ў⊏∈䴲ᐌᖭˈϝ䏃䖛ᆊ䮼ষ
䛑≵᳝䖯এǄ㒣䖛㡄㢺ⱘࢇࡼˈ⾍㒜Ѣ⊏དњ⋾∈ǄϟᑇњˈҎ⇥ᅝሙ
ФϮњˈ⾍خњᄤǄ⾍ϔ⫳ЎҎ㉏䇟∖ᑌ⽣ǃᅝᅕˈফࠄњҎӀⱘᇞᭀǄ

IDIOM STORY
[Traditional-character version]
ᗺષԶٖ
୪ᄃਢխഏࣟዧழཚထټऱਙए୮Ζ୪ᄃڣ᎘ழႧᕿړᖂΔᦰದࠐᐒኖ
ݱଇΖᦰ࣍طழၴ९ԾඍլٖஒΔڶழה༉ีؚᒏጕΖ᜔ؚᒏጕΔլ܀
၄ԱழၴΔՈᐙᦰऱய࣠Δ୪ᄃ㻽ڼৰထ৺Ζ৵ࠐΔ࣍ึהუנԱԫଡ
ړᙄऄΖխഏזײऱழଢΔߊᇿՖԳԫᑌఎထ९ᕓΔ୪ᄃࠐބԫᢃΔނ
ᢃऱԫᙰ߂߂چᆙࢪڇඩՂΔԫᙰᆙ۞ڇաऱᙰᕓՂΖؚהԫՀᒏጕΔ༉
܅ԫڻᙰΔᢃ༉ࢮԫՀᙰᕓΔຍᑌᙰؼ༉ᢃࢮకԱΔ࣍ਢה༉堚ᙌԱΖ
୪ᄃ༉ਢشຍଡᙄऄᦰऱΖ
խഏᖏഏழཚڶԫۯထټऱਙए୮ΔᤕΖᤕڣ᎘ऱழଢڶչ䈥ᖂ
ംΔչ䈥ຟլૹီΔ୮ԳՈլದהΖ࣍ਢΔᤕެ֨ࠥેᦰΔא৵ი
ԫ྾ՕࠃᄐΖޢᅝᤕᦰᦰ࡙ࠩऱழଢΔ᜔הਢؚܺઋΖ৵ࠐΔה༉ڇ
۞աؚઋऱழଢΔشᙗՕፒՂࠨԫՀΔᨃ۞ա堚ᙌΖ
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୪ᄃࡉᤕऱϘᣬඩࠨैϙਚࠃᨃ৵Գৰტ೯Δהଚࠥેᦰऱ壄壀اڇ
ၴੌႚՀࠐΖ

[Simplified-character version]
১ષԶٖ
ᄭᭀᰃЁϰ∝ᯊᳳ㨫ৡⱘᬓ⊏ᆊǄᄭᭀᑈ䕏ᯊࢸ༟དᄺˈ䇏䍋кᴹᑳᆱ
ᖬ亳Ǆ⬅Ѣ䇏кᯊ䯈䭓জ㟡ϡᕫӥᙃˈ᳝ᯊҪህ㌃ᕫᠧⵠⴵǄᘏᠧⵠⴵˈϡԚ
⌾䌍њᯊ䯈ˈгᕅડ䇏кⱘᬜᵰˈᄭᭀЎℸᕜⴔᗹǄৢᴹˈҪ㒜ѢᛇߎњϔϾ
དࡲ⊩ǄЁসҷⱘᯊ⬋ˈᄤ䎳ཇҎϔḋ⬭ⴔ䭓থˈᄭᭀᡒᴹϔḍ㓇ᄤˈᡞ
㓇ᄤⱘϔ༈⠶⠶ഄ㒥᠓ṕϞˈϔ༈㒥㞾Ꮕⱘ༈থϞǄҪᠧϔϟⵠⴵˈህ
Ԣϔ༈ˈ㓇ᄤህᢝϔϟ༈থˈ䖭ḋ༈Ⲃህ㹿㓇ᄤᢝ⮐њˈѢᰃҪህ⏙䝦њǄ
ᄭᭀህᰃ⫼䖭Ͼࡲ⊩䇏кⱘǄ
Ёᯊᳳ᳝ϔԡ㨫ৡⱘᬓ⊏ᆊˈি㢣⾺Ǆ㢣⾺ᑈ䕏ⱘᯊ≵᳝ҔМᄺ
䯂ˈخҔМ䛑ϡ㹿䞡㾚ˈᆊҎгⳟϡ䍋ҪǄѢᰃˈ㢣⾺އᖗࠏ㢺䇏кˈҹৢᑆ
ϔ⬾џϮǄ↣ᔧ㢣⾺䇏к䇏ࠄ⏅ⱘᯊˈҪᘏᰃೄᕫᠧⳍǄৢᴹˈҪህ
㞾Ꮕᠧⳍⱘᯊ⫼ˈ䫹ᄤᕔ㝓Ϟࠎϔϟˈ䅽㞾Ꮕ⏙䝦Ǆ
ᄭᭀ㢣⾺ⱘĀ ṕࠎ㙵āᬙџ䅽ৢҎᕜᛳࡼˈҪӀࠏ㢺䇏кⱘ㊒⼲⇥
䯈⌕ӴϟᴹǄ

[Traditional-character version]
ᝊৰͮ
۫ዧڶଡٯᘝऱԳܑᦟᦰΔ܀ਢהऱ୮㠪ॺൄᒡΔء၇լದᥣ
ᛠΖඡՂৢ㠪֜႕ΔٯᘝڶᙄऄᦰΖٯᘝऱᔣࡺ୮ΔֲመլᙑΔរထ
ᥣᛠऱৢ᜔ਢॽഘഘऱΖٯᘝৰუࠩᔣࡺ୮ᦰװΔױਢࢢԳ୮լٵრΖ৵
ࠐΔהუנԫଡړრΔڇה㠫ՂᨼԱԫଡ՛ΔຍᑌΔᔣࡺ୮ऱ٠༉መࠐ
ԱΔٯᘝނኙထ٠ᦰದࠐΖٯᘝᦰऱყࠐყڍΔױਢڂ㻽ڶᙒΔլ౨
၇Δ৻䈥ᙄࡋΛהუದڶଡڶᙒԳ୮Δ୮㠪ऱৰڍΔ࣍ਢΔה༉װᚥ߷୮
ԳიΔ܀ਢլᙒΖԳ୮ৰ࡛ࢡΔ༉ംה㻽չ䈥ΖٯᘝᎅΚϘݺᚥ܃იΔ
ࠡኔਢუଗ܃୮ऱΔլव܃ᚨլᚨΛϙԳ୮ॺൄᘋΔ༉ނଗ
הΖ৵ࠐΔٯᘝګԱԫଡڶᖂംऱԳΖϘᨼᕻೢ٠ϙຍଡګՈੌۖڼڂႚ
ՀࠐΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ѦܝϦЏ
㽓∝᳝Ͼিࣵ㸵ⱘҎ⡍߿୰䇏кˈԚᰃҪⱘᆊ䞠䴲ᐌかˈḍᴀфϡ䍋㳵
⚯ǄᰮϞሟ䞠咥ˈࣵ㸵≵᳝ࡲ⊩䇏кǄࣵ㸵ⱘ䚏ሙᆊˈ᮹ᄤ䖛ᕫϡ䫭ˈ⚍ⴔ
㳵⚯ⱘሟᄤᘏᰃ҂ූූⱘǄࣵ㸵ᕜᛇࠄ䚏ሙᆊএ䇏кˈৃᰃᗩҎᆊϡৠᛣǄৢ
ᴹˈҪᛇߎϔϾདЏᛣˈҪϞߓњϔϾᇣ⋲ˈ䖭ḋˈ䚏ሙᆊⱘܝህ䖛ᴹ
њˈࣵ㸵ᡞкᇍⴔܝ䇏䍋кᴹǄࣵ㸵䇏ⱘкᛜᴹᛜˈৃᰃЎ≵᳝䪅ˈϡ㛑
фкˈᗢМࡲਸ਼˛Ҫᛇ䍋᳝Ͼ᳝䪅Ҏᆊˈᆊ䞠ⱘкᕜˈѢᰃˈҪህএᐂ䙷ᆊ
Ҏᑆ⌏ˈԚᰃϡ㽕䪅ǄҎᆊᕜ༛ᗾˈህ䯂ҪЎҔМǄࣵ㸵䇈˖Ā៥ᐂԴᑆ⌏ˈ
݊ᅲᰃᛇ׳ԴᆊⱘкⳟⳟˈϡⶹԴㄨᑨϡㄨᑨ˛āҎᆊ䴲ᐌ催݈ˈህᡞк׳㒭
ҪⳟǄৢᴹˈࣵ㸵៤њϔϾ᳝ᄺ䯂ⱘҎǄĀߓຕًܝā䖭Ͼ៤䇁гℸ㗠⌕Ӵ
ϟᴹǄ
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FOUR GRAND WORKS IN CHINESE LITERATURE
[Traditional-character version]
ᅢྒ
πદᑔኄρऱृ܂ਢ堚ཛՕऱ֮ᖂ୮ඦຳॗΖπદᑔኄρຏመኙԫଡ
৬၆ගՕ୮அऱ᧢֏ऱ༴ᐊΔ༿Ախഏ৬षᄎأཚऱ႕ᄆ֗ؿએΔൕۖ୶
נق৬षᄎٻߨྥؘᄰՋऱᖵࡎሎΖ܂ዌᑓݛՕΕփ୲᠆༄Δז।
Ախഏࠢײ՛ᎅᢌऱ່ګ༉Ζπદᑔኄρኙ৵ऱᐙΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Ǒጙǒ
ǉ㑶ὐṺǊⱘ㗙ᰃ⏙ᳱӳⱘ᭛ᄺᆊ䲾㢍Ǆǉ㑶ὐṺǊ䗮䖛ᇍϔϾᇕ
ᓎ䌉ᮣᆊᒁⱘব࣪ⱘᦣᧁˈݭ䴆њЁᇕᓎ⼒Ӯᳳⱘ咥ᱫঞⳒˈҢ㗠ሩ
⼎ߎᇕᓎ⼒Ӯᖙ✊䍄♁ѵⱘग़ੑ䖤Ǆક㒧ᵘ㾘ᅣǃݙᆍЄᆠˈҷ㸼
њЁসᇣ䇈㡎ᴃⱘ᳔催៤ህǄǉ㑶ὐṺǊᇍৢϪⱘᕅડ⏅䖰Ǆ

[Traditional-character version]
ɍਝຮ
ࣔזຏঋ՛ᎅ୮ᢅխऱπԿഏዝᆠρ༴ᐊԱൕࣟዧࠩ۫㱋ऱᖵਚࠃΔ
֠ࠡႃխ༴ᐊԱᠿΕᇋΕܦԿഏऱञΔ㻽Գଚ༼ࠎԱԫ༏᠆༄ڍऱᖵԳ
ढऱݮွቹΖ՛ᎅխ壆ᆼॽऱݮွ່㻽ડנΔڇխഏԳ֨اխఎՀԱࠥٱ
ွΔ壆ᆼॽՈګԱཕᐝऱဲټזΖࠡהԳढΔڕඦᖙΕᏥໂΕᣂ壅ΔՈຟ
ԳଚఎՀԱࠥऱٱွΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Ǒʻڍ˦ǒ
ᯢҷ䗮֫ᇣ䇈ᆊ㔫䌃ЁⱘǉϝⓨНǊᦣݭњҢϰ∝ࠄ㽓ᰟⱘग़ᬙџˈ
ᇸ݊䲚Ёᦣݭњ儣ǃ㳔ǃਈϝⱘ᭫ѝˈЎҎӀᦤկњϔᐙЄᆠᔽⱘग़Ҏ
⠽ⱘᔶ䈵Ǆᇣ䇈Ё䇌㨯҂ⱘᔶ䈵᳔ЎさߎˈЁҎ⇥ᖗЁ⬭ϟњ⏅ࠏॄ
䈵ˈ䇌㨯҂г៤њᱎⱘҷৡ䆡Ǆ݊ҪҎ⠽ˈབ᪡ǃ߬ǃ݇㖑ㄝˈг䛑㒭
ҎӀ⬭ϟњ⏅ࠏⱘॄ䈵Ǆ

[Traditional-character version]
ˋ⡰ඨ
سڇցॣࣔأऱ֮ᖂ୮ਜરോᐊऱπֽ⧊ႚρᎁ㻽ਢխഏႂႚ࡛܂
խऱࠢᒤΔՈਢխഏรԫຝ֘ਠا㽬֘ݼञऱ९ᒧ՛ᎅΖπֽ⧊ႚρࠡא
ᗑڶऱᢌऱڤݮటኔ֘چਠԱ৬षᄎऱ႕ᄆΔ༿قԱࡴሓ֘اऱषᄎ
ኔΖπֽ⧊ႚρאՑ㻽ഗ៕ߢΔ᧩قԱᖺদऱسஒΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Ǒපโ͛ǒ
⫳⌏ܗᯢ߱ⱘ᭛ᄺᆊᮑ㗤ᒉⱘݭǉ∈⌦ӴǊ㹿䅸ЎᰃЁ㣅䲘Ӵ༛
કЁⱘ㣗ˈгᰃЁϔ䚼ড⇥ӫডᡫ᭫ѝⱘ䭓㆛ᇣ䇈Ǆǉ∈⌦ӴǊҹ݊
⣀᳝ⱘ㡎ᴃⱘᔶᓣⳳᅲഄডњᇕᓎ⼒Ӯⱘ咥ᱫˈᧁ⼎њᅬ䘐⇥ডⱘ⼒Ӯ⦄
ᅲǄǉ∈⌦ӴǊҹষ䇁Ў⸔䇁㿔ˈᰒ⼎њ⌧८ⱘ⫳⌏⇨ᙃǄ
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[Traditional-character version]
Ϲ༝ত
π۫ሏಖρऱृ܂ਢࣔזऱࢭܦΖ՛ᎅᖕାخזࡉࡸ࠷ᆖऱਚࠃΔ
ش壀ࢤΕԳࢤࡉढࢤԿृٽԫऱֱڤᝑ૪ਚࠃΔႿທݮွΖ՛ᎅຏመ᠆༄ऱᢌ
უቝΔႿທԱԫଡ壀࡛ऱ壀ᇩࡉԫଡଡைைسڕऱ֮ᖂݮွΖ՛ᎅऱ
ߢਢڇՑऱഗ៕ՂףՠۖګऱΔ༄࣍।ԺΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Ǒ᜴ຣǊ
ǉ㽓␌䆄Ǌⱘ㗙ᰃᯢҷⱘਈᡓᘽǄᇣ䇈ḍҷ⥘༬ᇮপ㒣ⱘᬙџˈ
⫼⼲ᗻǃҎᗻ⠽ᗻϝ㗙ড়ϔⱘᮍᓣ䆆䗄ᬙџˈล䗴ᔶ䈵Ǆᇣ䇈䗮䖛Єᆠⱘ㡎
ᴃᛇ䈵ˈล䗴њϔϾ⼲༛ⱘ⼲䆱Ϫ⬠ϔϾϾ᷽᷽བ⫳ⱘ᭛ᄺᔶ䈵Ǆᇣ䇈ⱘ䇁
㿔ᰃষ䇁ⱘ⸔ϞࡴᎹ㗠៤ⱘˈᆠѢ㸼⦄Ǆ

CHINESE CHARACTERS
[Traditional-character version]
ዧڗਢಖᙕዧऱ֮ڗΔՈਢՂ່۔ײऱ֮ڗհԫΖዧאڗွڗݮ㻽
ഗ៕ΔݮΕଃΕᆠ࣍ٽԫ᧯Δګ㻽ԫጟᗑऱֱჇݮऱ।რ᧯ߓ֮ڗΖڇ
࿇ऱ່ڰΕ່ګᑵऱዧڗਢխഏזऱظ֮Ζൕظ֮࿇୶ࠩվ֚ࠌشऱ
ዧڗΔԾᆖᖵԱՕᒦΕ՛ᒦΕជΕᄒΕ౻Ε۩ዝ᧢መ࿓Ζ᧯ݮڇ
ՂΔዧڗດዬطቹ᧢㻽Δطွ᧢ݮ㻽ွᐛΔطᓤᠧ᧢㻽១Ζ
ዧڗऱທֱڗऄڶϘွݮϙΕϘਐࠃϙΕϘᄎრϙΕϘݮᜢϙΖᖕխഏ
זײϘքϙऱᎅऄΔທڗऄᝫץਔϘ᠏ࣹϙࡉϘଗϙΖϘွݮऄϙਢਐش
֮ڗऱ䆬යࢨΔނ।ሒढ᧯ऱ؆ݮᐛࠐנΖࠏڕϘִϙቝԫଡִࣔ
ऱݮणΖϘਐࠃڗϙਢࢼڶܶނွխऱࣟ۫ቤࠐנΔڕϘՍϙڗਢڇϘԸϙՂ
ףՂԫរΖϘݮᜢڗϙݮطலࡉᜢலࠟຝٝิګΖݮலਢڗऱრ৸Δᜢல।ق
ڗऱ࿇ଃΖࠏڕϘᄘϙڗΔݮலਢϘֵϙΔ।ق،ਢԫጟᖫֵΔᜢல
ਢϘᷢϙΔ।ق،ऱ࿇ଃፖϘᷢϙڗԫᑌΖϘᄎრڗϙਢࠟطଡࢨڍଡᗑ᧯ڗ
ิګऱΔࠀٽದࠐ।ሒڗऱრ৸ΖࠏڕϘٖϙڗΔطϘԳϙࡉϘֵϙࠀٽದ
ࠐΔ।قԳᔾڇᖫՂٖஒΖ᠏ࣹࡉଗኔᎾՂຟਢڗشऱֱऄΖ
ዧڗऱ່՛ዌګۯਢΖᐊዧڗழਊᅃ٣৵ݧڻᐊΔܛႉΖႉ
ऱഗءঞਢ٣ᖩ৵ᓻΔ٣ኳ৵ඎΔൕՂࠩՀΔൕؐࠩ׳Δ٣؆৵փΔ٦
ՑΔ٣խၴ৵ࠟᢰΖ
࣍طԫଡዧڗԫࠠڍڶጟܶᆠΔՈڶৰൎऱิဲ౨ԺΔຍࠌዧڶڗᄕ
ऱࠌشயΖ2000ؐ׳ऱൄڗش༉ױ።98&אՂऱ૿।ሒֱڤΖ
ߢਢ֮֏ऱሉ᧯ΔዧڇڗᖵՂኙխഏ֮֏ऱႚᐾದࠩԱૹش܂Ζڇ
ዧڗ࿇୶መ࿓խΔఎՀԱՕၦऱ֮ᖂΕ֮֏܂ΔࠀګݮԱᗑऱዧڗऄᢌ
Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
∝ᄫᰃ䆄ᔩ∝䇁ⱘ᭛ᄫˈгᰃϪ⬠Ϟ᳔স㗕ⱘ᭛ᄫПϔǄ∝ᄫҹ䈵ᔶᄫЎ
⸔ˈᔶǃ䷇ǃᛣ㒧ড়Ѣϔԧˈ៤Ўϔ⾡⣀⡍ⱘᮍഫᔶⱘ㸼ᛣԧ㋏᭛ᄫǄ⦄
থ⦄ⱘ᳔ᮽǃ᳔៤❳ⱘ∝ᄫᰃЁଚҷⱘ⬆偼᭛ǄҢ⬆偼᭛থሩࠄҞՓ⫼ⱘ
∝ᄫˈজ㒣ग़њ㆚ǃᇣ㆚ǃ䲊кǃὋкǃ㤝кǃ㸠кㄝⓨব䖛Ǆᔶԧ
Ϟˈ∝ᄫ䗤⏤⬅⬏বЎヨ⬏ˈ⬅䈵ᔶবЎ䈵ᕕˈ⬅ᴖবЎㅔऩǄ
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∝ᄫⱘ䗴ᄫᮍ⊩᳝Ā䈵ᔶāǃĀᣛџāǃĀӮᛣāǃĀᔶໄāǄḍЁ
সҷĀ݁кāⱘ䇈⊩ˈ䗴ᄫ⊩䖬ࣙᣀĀ䕀⊼āĀ׳؛āǄĀ䈵ᔶ⊩āᰃᣛ⫼
᭛ᄫⱘ㒓ᴵヨ⬏ˈᡞ㽕㸼䖒⠽ԧⱘᔶ⡍ᕕ⬏ߎᴹǄ՟བĀ᳜āڣϔϾᯢ᳜
ⱘᔶ⢊ǄĀᣛџᄫāᰃᡞ᳝ᢑ䈵Ёⱘϰ㽓ߦߎᴹˈབĀߗāᄫᰃĀߔāϞ
ࡴϞϔ⚍ǄĀᔶໄᄫā⬅ᔶᮕໄᮕϸ䚼ӑ㒘៤Ǆᔶᮕᰃᄫⱘᛣᗱˈໄᮕ㸼⼎
ᄫⱘথ䷇Ǆ՟བĀᴼāᄫˈᔶᮕᰃĀāˈ㸼⼎ᅗᰃϔ⾡ᷥˈໄᮕ
ᰃĀᯰāˈ㸼⼎ᅗⱘথ䷇ϢĀᯰāᄫϔḋǄĀӮᛣᄫāᰃ⬅ϸϾϾ⣀ԧᄫ
㒘៤ⱘˈড়ᑊ䍋ᴹ㸼䖒ᄫⱘᛣᗱǄ՟བĀӥāᄫˈ⬅ĀҎāĀāড়ᑊ䍋
ᴹˈ㸼⼎Ҏ䴴ᷥϞӥᙃǄ䕀⊼׳؛ᅲ䰙Ϟ䛑ᰃ⫼ᄫⱘᮍ⊩Ǆ
∝ᄫⱘ᳔ᇣᵘ៤ऩԡᰃヨ⬏Ǆ∝ݭᄫᯊ㽕ᣝ✻ৢܜᑣेˈݭヨ乎Ǆヨ乎
ⱘᴀ㾘߭ᰃৢ῾ܜオˈܜᩛৢ᥎ˈҢϞࠄϟˈҢᎺࠄেˈܜৢݡˈݙᇕ
ষˈܜЁ䯈ৢϸ䖍Ǆ
⬅ѢϔϾ∝ᄫϔ㠀᳝⾡Нˈг᳝ᕜᔎⱘ㒘䆡㛑ˈ䖭Փᕫ∝ᄫ᳝ᵕ
催ⱘՓ⫼ᬜ⥛Ǆ2000Ꮊেⱘᐌ⫼ᄫህৃ㽚Ⲫ98ҹϞⱘк䴶㸼䖒ᮍᓣǄ
䇁㿔ᰃ᭛࣪ⱘ䕑ԧˈ∝ᄫग़ϞᇍЁ᭛࣪ⱘӴ᪁䍋ࠄњ䞡㽕⫼Ǆ
∝ᄫথሩ䖛Ёˈ⬭ϟњ䞣ⱘ᭛ᄺǃ᭛࣪કˈᑊᔶ៤њ⣀⡍ⱘ∝ᄫк⊩㡎
ᴃǄ

CALLIGRAPHY
[Traditional-character version]
ऄਢዧڗऱᐊᢌΔਢዧڇڗደ९ऱዝ᧢࿇୶መ࿓խګݮऱᗑऱທ
ীᢌΖխഏऱऄᢌᖵ൝ՆΔᄭੌ९ΔᐙΖխഏऄਢԫ॰ײ
۔ऱᢌΔൕظ֮Ε८֮ዝ᧢ۖ㻽ՕᒦΕ՛ᒦΕជΔࠩࡳীՊࣟዧΕᠿΕ
வऱ౻ΕᄒΕ۩ٺጟᐊ᧯Δऄԫऴཋ࿇ထᢌऱᕖԺΖխഏऄऱ
ՠࠠࡉޗறഗءՂਢطΕᕠΕΕ࿐ዌګऱΔԳଚጠհ㻽Ϙ֮ࢪᣪϙΖ
Δ༉ਢֻΔਢխഏڶऱᐊࠠشΖؾছΔ່ړऱֻਢྋΔ㶷࣍௨ۂ
ྋڠΖᕠਢᐊΕᢄࢬشऱ႕ۥ䕪றΔ㶷࣍ڜᚧᚧڠऱᚧᕠ່ټڶΖାཛॣ
ڣΔڜᚧسڠ㶷נԫጟ్شΔ༉ਢټڶऱΖຍጟΔۖػਫ
ຌΔᆖՆլ᧢Ζ࿐ਢࠐشઔᗣऱՠࠠΔڇխഏڶ5000ڣऱᖵΔࠡխጤ࿐ਢխ
ഏ່ټڶऱ࿐Ζ
ऄᢌऱᐉભైՕ᧯אطՀ༓ଡֱ૿ዌګΚ
ԫਢڗऱዌΖٺጟ᧯Εੌຟ۞ڶաᗑऱዌΖऄቝ৬ທࢪৢԫ
ᑌΔ᧯ᝑߒ़ၴભΖ
Բਢऄ܂ऱᖞ᧯ؒݝΔຍਢऄ୮ಳޣऱ່ቼΖ
Կਢ۩ऱֱڤΕֱऄΖԫᎅࠐֱڶΕႽΕڞΖ۩ڶޣԺ
৫ࡉᔆტΔ༄࣍ڴ䆬ભࡉݮွભΖ
ਢᕠऱထۥ࿓৫Ζ
նਢᣉ৳-Ո༉ਢΕᒵයऱ೯ᙩΕದٗ᧢֏ڶᆏΖ
քਢଅΖຍਢط᧯ΕີऄΕشΕشᕠΕ䃟৳٥ګิٵऱ᜔ऱᢌ
ய࣠Ζ
ऄᢌऱᐉભᐛՕ᧯ՂڶՀ૿༓ଡֱ૿Κ
ԫਢທীࢤΖऄᢌਢຏመរ䆬ิࠐٽၞ۩ભऱທীऱᢌΖ
ԲਢࢼွࢤΖऄᢌኙኔભऱ֘ਠΔਢᔾរᒵࡉݮڗዌࠐګݙऱΖ
،լቝᢄ߷ᑌࠠ᧯װچ༴ᢄਬԫጟࠃढΖ
Կਢ।ൣࢤΖऄᢌ௦ຘထऄ୮ऱ৸უტൣΔ֘ਠृ܂ऱൣᔊΔ
ਢԫጟ।ൣऱᢌΖ
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[Simplified-character version]
к⊩ᰃ∝ᄫⱘкݭ㡎ᴃˈᰃ∝ᄫ⓿䭓ⱘⓨবথሩ䖛Ёᔶ៤ⱘ⣀⡍ⱘ䗴
ൟ㡎ᴃǄЁⱘк⊩㡎ᴃग़ᙴЙˈ⑤䖰⌕䭓ˈᕅડ⏅䖰ǄЁк⊩ᰃϔ䮼স
㗕ⱘ㡎ᴃˈҢ⬆偼᭛ǃ䞥᭛ⓨব㗠Ў㆚ǃᇣ㆚ǃ䲊кˈࠄᅮൟѢϰ∝ǃ儣ǃ
ᰟⱘ㤝кǃὋкǃ㸠к⾡кݭԧˈк⊩ϔⳈᬷথⴔ㡎ᴃⱘ儙ǄЁк⊩ⱘ
Ꮉᴤ᭭ᴀϞᰃ⬅ヨǃǃ㒌ǃⷮᵘ៤ⱘˈҎӀ⿄ПЎĀ᭛᠓ಯᅱāǄ
ヨˈህᰃ↯ヨˈᰃЁ⡍᳝ⱘк⫼ݭǄⳂࠡˈ᳔དⱘ↯ヨᰃヨˈѻѢ⌭∳
ᎲǄᰃкݭǃ㒬⬏᠔⫼ⱘ咥㡆买᭭ˈѻѢᅝᖑᖑᎲⱘᖑ᳔᳝ৡǄᳱ߱
ᑈˈᅝᖑᅷᎲ⫳ѻߎϔ⾡催㑻к⬏⫼㒌ˈህᰃ᳝ৡⱘᅷ㒌Ǆ䖭⾡㒌ˈⱑ㗠ᶨ
䕃ˈ㒣ЙϡবǄⷮᰃ⫼ᴹⷨ⺼ⱘᎹˈЁ᳝5000ᑈⱘग़ˈ݊ЁッⷮᰃЁ
᳔᳝ৡⱘⷮǄ
к⊩㡎ᴃⱘᅵ㕢㽕㋴ԧ⬅ҹϟϾᮍ䴶ᵘ៤˖
ϔᰃᄫⱘ㒧ᵘǄ⾡кԧǃ⌕⌒䛑᳝㞾Ꮕ⣀⡍ⱘ㒧ᵘǄк⊩ڣᓎ䗴᠓ሟϔ
ḋˈ㒧ԧ䆆おぎ䯈㕢Ǆ
Ѡᰃк⊩કⱘᭈԧᏗሔˈ䖭ᰃк⊩ᆊ䗑∖ⱘ᳔催๗⬠Ǆ
ϝᰃ㸠ヨⱘᮍᓣᮍ⊩Ǆϔ㠀䇈ᴹ᳝ᮍヨǃヨǃᇪヨㄝǄ㸠ヨ㽕∖᳝ᑺ
䋼ᛳˈᆠѢ᳆㒓㕢ᔶ䈵㕢Ǆ
ಯᰃⱘⴔ㡆ᑺǄ
Ѩᰃ䷉ᕟгህᰃヨ⬏ǃ㒓ᴵⱘࡼ䴭ǃ䍋ӣㄝব᳝࣪㡖༣Ǆ
݁ᰃ亢ḐǄ䖭ᰃ⬅㒧ԧǃゴ⊩ǃ⫼ヨǃ⫼ǃ䷉ᕟㄝ݅ৠ㒘៤ⱘᘏⱘ㡎ᴃ
ᬜᵰǄ
к⊩㡎ᴃⱘᅵ㕢⡍ᕕԧϞ᳝ϟ䴶Ͼᮍ䴶˖
ϔᰃ䗴ൟᗻǄк⊩㡎ᴃᰃ䗮䖛⚍㒓㒘ড়ᴹ䖯㸠㕢ⱘ䗴ൟⱘ㡎ᴃǄ
Ѡᰃᢑ䈵ᗻǄк⊩㡎ᴃᇍ⦄ᅲ㕢ⱘডˈᰃ䴴⚍㒓ᄫᔶ㒧ᵘᴹᅠ៤ⱘǄ
ᅗϡڣ㒬⬏䙷ḋԧഄএᦣ㒬ᶤϔ⾡џ⠽Ǆ
ϝᰃ㸼ᚙᗻǄк⊩㡎ᴃ⍌䗣ⴔк⊩ᆊⱘᗱᛇᛳᚙˈড㗙ⱘકḐᚙ䍷ˈ
ᰃϔ⾡㸼ᚙⱘ㡎ᴃǄ

CHINESE ARTS AND CRAFTS
[Traditional-character version]
ౡ࣮ᔂ
ན៴ਢխഏထټऱႚอ֫ՠᢌΔբڶ600ڣڍऱᖵΖན៴ਢط८Ꭼ
Ꭽ၆ૹ८᥆Δຏመᗈ෬Εᗈ៴Εᗣ٠Εᝳ८ڍጟՠᢌ壄፹ۖګऱΔٵழԾ
֧ၞԱႚอᢄࡉᙡࠥݾᢌΔױਢᎅٽԱխഏऱᖵΕ֮֏Εᢌႚอऱ
壄ဎΖན៴ՠᢌΔײᖦࠢႁΔ壄ભဎ၆Δڰ່ژऱན៴ਢցזऱ㶷
Ζࠇקਢན៴ݾऱ࿇ᄭچΔࠇקԳᦟشན៴ՠᢌᇘ堸ࡺΖན
៴㶷ਝࣲڶᓾᏝଖΔٵழᝫ܂ױ㻽ֲൄسشࠐࠌشΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ฐᗯ
᱃⋄㪱ᰃЁ㨫ৡⱘӴ㒳Ꮉ㡎કˈᏆ᳝600ᑈⱘग़Ǆ᱃⋄㪱ᰃ⬅䞥䫊
䪰ㄝ䌉䞡䞥ሲˈ䗮䖛⚻⛞ǃ⚻㪱ǃ⺼ܝǃ䬔䞥ㄝ⾡Ꮉ㡎㊒ࠊ㗠៤ⱘˈৠᯊজ
ᓩ䖯њӴ㒳㒬⬏䲩ࠏᡔ㡎ˈৃᰃ䇈㒧ড়њЁⱘग़ǃ᭛࣪ǃ㡎ᴃㄝӴ㒳ⱘ
㊒ढǄ᱃⋄㪱Ꮉ㡎કˈসᴈ䲙ˈ㊒㕢ढ䌉ˈ⦄ᄬ᳔ᮽⱘ᱃⋄㪱ᰃܗҷⱘѻ
કǄ࣫Ҁᰃ᱃⋄㪱ᡔᴃⱘথ⑤ഄˈ࣫ҀҎ୰⫼᱃⋄㪱Ꮉ㡎ક㺙佄ሙᅸǄ᱃⋄
㪱ѻક᮶᳝䌣Ӌؐˈৠᯊ䖬ৃЎ᮹ᐌ⫳⌏⫼કᴹՓ⫼Ǆ
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[Traditional-character version]
৸फ़
೪ਢխഏੌ۩ऱاၴᢌΖ೪ൄشऱֱऄڶ೪Ը೪ࡉԸ೪Ζছृଗܗ
࣍೪ԸΔ೪ݙ৵ނ༓്೪၀ದࠐΔ٦ش೪Ըኙቹூၞ۩ףՠΙ৵ृਢ٣ނ
്ګމ༓ᦤΔ࣋ڇᠾຌऱࣟ۫ՂΔش՛ԸኬኬࠥΖڇխഏልޘΔ೪མਢޢଡ
Ֆؘႊ༳༽ऱ֫ՠᢌΔ܀ਢᄐऱ೪ᢌԳൄൄਢߊԳΖ೪ൄࡲ࣍شඒ
ᏚڤΕᇘ堸ࡉທীᢌֱ૿ΖመװΔԳଚᆖൄشګլݮٵኪऱԳࡉढΔ
ፖृڽԫದՀᆻࢨڇᆻ៖ՂᗏᗈΔߠױΔ೪ᢌਢڶွᐛრᆠऱΖվ֚Δ೪
چڍޓਢ࣍شᇘ堸ᛥᕻΕ॰࿗ΕᢴΔՈ܂ױ㻽៖ಬהԳΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Ҝጭ
࠾㒌ᰃЁ⌕㸠ⱘ⇥䯈㡎ᴃǄ࠾㒌ᐌ⫼ⱘᮍ⊩᳝࠾ߔ࠾ߔ࠾Ǆࠡ㗙ࡽ׳
Ѣ࠾ߔˈ࠾ᅠৢᡞᓴ࠾㒌䌈䍋ᴹˈߔ࠾⫼ݡᇍḜ䖯㸠ࡴᎹ˗ৢ㗙ᰃܜᡞ㒌
ᓴᡬ៤ˈᬒᵒ䕃ⱘϰ㽓Ϟˈ⫼ᇣߔ᜶᜶ࠏǄЁݰᴥˈ࠾㒌᳒ᰃ↣Ͼ
ཇᄽᖙ乏ᥠᦵⱘᎹ㡎ᴃˈԚᰃ㘠Ϯⱘ࠾㒌㡎Ҏᐌᐌᰃ⬋ҎǄ࠾㒌ᐌ⫼Ѣᅫᬭ
Ҿᓣǃ㺙佄䗴ൟ㡎ᴃㄝᮍ䴶Ǆ䖛এˈҎӀ㒣ᐌ⫼㒌خ៤ϡৠᔶᗕⱘҎ⠽ˈ
Ϣ⅏㗙ϔ䍋ϟ㩀㩀⼐Ϟ➗⚻ˈৃ㾕ˈ࠾㒌㡎ᴃᰃ᳝䈵ᕕᛣНⱘǄҞˈ࠾
㒌ഄᰃ⫼Ѣ㺙佄ຕǃ䮼にǃ䬰ᄤㄝˈгৃЎ⼐ક䗕㒭ҪҎǄ

[Traditional-character version]
ࠓ်
ଅጬਢխഏ۔ײऱԫጟاၴᢌΔ࣋ଅጬਢխഏႚอऱԫጟٖၵ೯Ζઌ
ႚΔڇਞટᖏഏழཚΔᕠ༉ֵࣨش፹ګଅጬΖࣟዧᓐ࿇ࣔທ৵Δاၴ
թၲࡨشଅጬΖ
ᖕᎅΔխഏԳ࣋ଅጬ່ڰਢ㻽ԱቹܓٳΖԳଚނଅጬ࣋ऱΔ،ݶ
ᨵၞႆ㠪ऱழଢΔ༉ނଅጬ䆬೪ឰΔଅጬ༉ଆߨԱΔ।ނقլړऱࠃൣՈ
ߨԱΖᖕಖሉΔࠇקԳ࣋ଅጬբڶৰ९ழၴऱᖵԱΖࣔ堚ழࠇקԳऱଅጬ፹
ݾ܂բᆖઌᅝګᑵΔᝫګݮԱլٵऱଅጬੌΖվ֚Δ࣋ଅጬբᆖګ㻽ԫႈ
ٖၵ೯Ζ࣋ଅጬऱړ࣍ڇਝ౨ڇ२ᨠᓾΔԾ౨ڇᓾनΔۖ٤ߪሎ
೯Δ࣍ܓ塄ࢤൎߪΖ

[Simplified-character version]
᮲ኙ
亢ㄱᰃЁস㗕ⱘϔ⾡⇥䯈㡎ᴃˈᬒ亢ㄱᰃЁӴ㒳ⱘϔ⾡ӥ䯆⌏ࡼǄⳌ
Ӵˈ⾟ᯊᳳˈᄤህ⫼ᵓࠊ៤亢ㄱǄϰ∝㫵Ӻথᯢ䗴㒌ᴃৢˈ⇥䯈
ᠡᓔྟ⫼㒌خ亢ㄱǄ
䇈ˈЁҎᬒ亢ㄱ᳔ᮽᰃЎњঢ়߽ǄҎӀᡞ亢ㄱᬒᕫ催催ⱘˈㄝᅗᖿ
㽕䪏䖯ѥ䞠ⱘᯊˈህᡞ亢ㄱ㒓࠾ᮁˈ亢ㄱህ亲䍄њˈ㸼⼎ᡞϡདⱘџᚙгᏺ
䍄њǄ䆄䕑ˈ࣫ҀҎᬒ亢ㄱᏆ᳝ᕜ䭓ᯊ䯈ⱘग़њǄᯢ⏙ᯊ࣫ҀҎⱘ亢ㄱࠊ
ᡔᴃᏆ㒣Ⳍᔧ៤❳ˈ䖬ᔶ៤њϡৠⱘ亢ㄱ⌕⌒ǄҞˈᬒ亢ㄱᏆ㒣៤Ўϔ乍
ӥ䯆⌏ࡼǄᬒ亢ㄱⱘད໘Ѣ᮶㛑䖥໘㾖䌣ˈজ㛑䖰໘䌣⥽ˈ㗠Ϩܼ䑿䖤
ࡼˈ߽Ѣݏᗻᔎ䑿Ǆ
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FOUR GREAT INVENTIONS OF ANCIENT CHINA
[Traditional-character version]
ڲܞৌ
ᖏഏழཚΔխഏײԳྥ֚شܓᥳࡉᕡᔚ፹ທԱ౨ਐٻֱقऱਐত߫Ζݚ
ཛழזΔխഏԳ࿇ࣔԱԳՠᥳΔ፹ທנಾΔՈ፹܂ԱਐতಾΖ৵ࠐΔԾނ
ಾࡉֱۯᒌٽದࠐΔ፹ທנԱᢅᒌಾΖਐতಾऱ࿇ࣔፖሎشኙ࿇୶௧ࠃ
ᄐࡉᆖᛎ֮֏ऱٌੌದԱං೯ش܂Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
ૈӮ᧪
ᯊᳳˈЁসҎ߽⫼✊⺕䪕啓䕂ࠊ䗴њ㛑ᣛ⼎ᮍⱘᣛफ䔺Ǆᅟ
ᳱᯊҷˈЁҎথᯢњҎᎹ⺕䪕ˈࠊ䗴ߎ⺕䩜ˈгࠊњᣛफ䩜Ǆৢᴹˈজᡞ
⺕䩜ᮍԡⲬ㒧ড়䍋ᴹˈࠊ䗴ߎњ㔫Ⲭ䩜Ǆᣛफ䩜ⱘথᯢϢ䖤⫼ᇍথሩ㟾⍋џ
Ϯ㒣⌢᭛࣪ⱘѸ⌕䍋њࡼ⫼Ǆ

[Traditional-character version]
फ़
ڶڇ࿇ࣔאছΔشࠌچٺլٵऱֱڤಖࠃΔٱײڕ৫ԳشᖫᆺΔ
ֺ֣ײԳࣽشᗤΔײᢅ್ԳشᥣࣨΖխഏཛظڇࠥڗ֮ނࡉॹᎭᕴ
ՂΖࠩԱࣟዧழཚΔᓐ᜔ڇছԳᆖ᧭ऱഗ៕Ղ࿇ࣔԱທΖشהᖫؼΕ
ᙰΕధؒΕ៱ູጻற፹ګԱፂΖᓐ࿇ࣔऱΔޗறڍΔءګ
܅ΔᔆၦΔ࠹ᦟ०Ζऱ࿇ࣔࡉᚨشΔڇषᄎᖵऱಖᙕፖঅژΕ֮֏৸
უऱٌੌፖႚᐾֱ૿ຟ࿇ཀԱૹش܂ΔኙԳᣊ֮ࣔנԱ؎ՕऱಥΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ᤴጭశ
㒌≵᳝থᯢҹࠡˈϪ⬠ഄՓ⫼ϡৠⱘᮍᓣ䆄џˈབসॄᑺҎ⫼ᷥˈ
সᏈ↨ӺҎ⫼⊹ⷪˈস㔫偀Ҏ⫼㳵ᵓㄝǄЁଚᳱᡞ᭛ᄫࠏ⬆偼䴦䪰఼
ϞǄࠄњϰ∝ᯊᳳˈ㫵Ӻᘏ㒧ࠡҎ㒣偠ⱘ⸔Ϟথᯢњ䗴㒌ᴃǄҪ⫼ᷥⲂǃ
咏༈ǃ⸈Ꮧǃᮻ剐㔥ㄝॳ᭭ࠊ៤њ㑸㓈㒌Ǆ㫵Ӻথᯢⱘ㒌ˈॳᴤ᭭ˈ៤ᴀ
Ԣˈ䋼䞣催ˈ⏅ফ䖢Ǆ㒌ⱘথᯢᑨ⫼ˈ⼒Ӯग़ⱘ䆄ᔩϢֱᄬǃ᭛࣪ᗱ
ᛇⱘѸ⌕ϢӴ᪁ᮍ䴶䛑থњ䞡㽕⫼ˈᇍҎ㉏᭛ᯢߎخњᎼⱘ䋵⤂Ǆ

[Traditional-character version]
ˌᖞ
־ᢐਢطխഏײԳ࿇ࣔऱΖխഏזײऱ০׆၆ගຟݦඨ۞ա९سլ۔Δ࣍
ਢᨃԫࠄሐՓᅂטկΔᅂ፹טկऱመ࿓խ㶷سԱ־ᢐऱֱΖזײᅂկ୮ଚܓ
ڇڰشዧז༉բ༳༽ऱ࿎ࡉفทᛸΔᆖመ९ཚऱᅂկኔᔌΔڇାཛழঁ࿇ࣔԱ
־ᢐΖࠩԱାཛڣأΔ־ᢐբᆖڇ૨ࠃՂࠌشΖ৵ࠐΔ־ᢐࡉ־ᢐࣳᕴႚࠩॳ
ࢮ܄ഏ୮Δྥ৵Ծႚࠩᑛऱԫࠄഏ୮Ζ־ᢐऱ࿇ࣔኙխഏፖઝݾऱ࿇୶
ದԱૹش܂Ζ
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[Simplified-character version]
༡ᕱ
☿㥃ᰃ⬅ЁসҎথᯢⱘǄЁসҷⱘᏱ⥟䌉ᮣ䛑Ꮰᳯ㞾Ꮕ䭓⫳ϡ㗕ˈѢ
ᰃ䅽ϔѯ䘧⚐ҭЍˈ⚐ࠊҭЍⱘ䖛Ёѻ⫳њ☿㥃ⱘ䜡ᮍǄসҷ⚐ЍᆊӀ߽
⫼ᮽ∝ҷህᏆᥠᦵⱘ⸱⸿⻎ˈ㒣䖛䭓ᳳⱘ⚐Ѝᅲ䏉ˈᳱᯊ֓থᯢњ
☿㥃Ǆࠄњᳱᑈˈ☿㥃Ꮖ㒣ݯџϞՓ⫼Ǆৢᴹˈ☿㥃☿㥃℺఼Ӵࠄ䰓
ᢝԃᆊˈ✊ৢজӴࠄ⌆ⱘϔѯᆊǄ☿㥃ⱘথᯢᇍЁϢϪ⬠⾥ᡔⱘথሩ
䍋њ䞡㽕⫼Ǆ

[Traditional-character version]
ͿԵ
խഏڇାཛॣڣ༉բנආشᙡठࠧٱٱ፹ऱΔπ८ଶᆖρਢՂ
ڰ່ژऱΕٱࠥڶழၴऱࠧٱΖݚཛԳฅ֒ڇᙡठࠧٱऱഗ៕Ղ࿇ࣔԱ
ࠧٱڗΖ،ਢشᓄࣽࠥڗΔڗޢԫଡٱΔᗈړ৵፹ٱڗګΖނԫଡଡٱڗඈ
٨ڇᥳࣨհՂΔᆖመᗈ௸Εᚘؓՠᢌ፹ٱګठΔࠧٱࠐشΖٱڗठऱٱڗ
֘אױ༚ࠌشऱរբᆖࠠໂԱࠧٱזऱഗءመ࿓Ζࠧٱऱ࿇ࣔΔআၞԱ
Գᣊ֮ࣔऱ࿇୶ࡉႚᐾΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Ӿ҄శ
Ёᳱ߱ᑈህᏆߎ⦄䞛⫼䲩⠜ॄࠋᴃॄࠊⱘкˈǉ䞥߮㒣ǊᰃϪ⬠Ϟ
⦄ᄬ᳔ᮽⱘǃ᳝ࠏॄᯊ䯈ⱘॄࠋકǄᅟᳱҎ↩छ䲩⠜ॄࠋⱘ⸔Ϟথᯢњ⌏
ᄫॄࠋᴃǄᅗᰃ⫼㛊⊹ࠏᄫˈ↣ᄫϔϾॄˈ⚻དৢࠊ៤ᄫॄǄᡞϔϾϾᄫॄᥦ
߫䪕ᵓПϞˈ㒣䖛⚻⚸ǃय़ᑇㄝᎹ㡎ࠊ៤ॄ⠜ˈ⫼ᴹॄࠋǄ⌏ᄫॄ⠜ⱘᄫॄ
ৃҹডՓ⫼ⱘ⡍⚍Ꮖ㒣њ⦄ҷॄࠋⱘᴀ䖛Ǆॄࠋᴃⱘথᯢˈ֗䖯њ
Ҏ㉏᭛ᯢⱘথሩӴ᪁Ǆ

TRADITIONAL CHINESE MEDICINE
[Traditional-character version]
ඨᔢነ
խഏႚอ᠔ᖂऱᖵբڶ༓ՏڣΖխഏऱႚอ᠔ᖂطխ᠔ᖂΕاග᠔ᖂࡉ
խᢐᖂԿຝ։ิګΔࠡխΔխ᠔ᖂਢխഏႚอ᠔ᖂऱז।Ζխഏႚอ᠔ᖂނອ
ၺն۩ᖂᎅ܂㻽ᓵऱഗ៕ΔຏመϘඨϙΕϘፊϙΕϘംϙΕϘ֊ϙጟ်ኘ
ֱऄ։࣫ࡉܒឰԳ᧯ऱسण㤝֗ఐ᧢֏Δኙఏఐנ်ឰΔࠀආ࠷ઌᚨऱ
ए᛭ൻਜΔࠌԳ᧯ࠩൈ༚ΖϘඨϙਢኙఐԳऱ壀ΕۥΕݮΕኪ༓ଡֱ૿ၞ
۩ؾڶऱऱᨠኘΔࠐܒឰփऱఐ᧢ΖϘፊϙ༉ਢᦫ൛ृߢஒऱ܅Εൎ
இΕᒷ৺᧢֏ࠐ։ᙃఐൣΖϘംϙਢຏመᇬം൛ृΔᛵᇞఐൣΖϘ֊ϙਢ᠔
سሎشਐጤऱᤛᤚΔڇఐԳऱԫࡳຝۯၞ۩ᤛΕΕਊΕᚘΔᛵᇞఐൣऱֱ
ऄΖ

[Simplified-character version]
͛ፑӝߥ
ЁӴ㒳एᄺⱘग़Ꮖ᳝गᑈǄЁⱘӴ㒳एᄺ⬅Ёएᄺǃ⇥ᮣएᄺ
Ё㥃ᄺϝ䚼ߚ㒘៤ˈ݊ЁˈЁएᄺᰃЁӴ㒳एᄺⱘҷ㸼ǄЁӴ㒳एᄺᡞ䰈
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䰇Ѩ㸠ᄺ䇈Ў⧚䆎ⱘ⸔ˈ䗮䖛ĀᳯāǃĀ䯏āǃĀ䯂āǃĀߛāಯ⾡䆞ᆳ
ᮍ⊩ߚᵤ߸ᮁҎԧⱘ⫳⧚⢊މঞ⮙⧚ব࣪ˈᇍ⮒⮙ߎخ䆞ᮁˈᑊ䞛পⳌᑨⱘ
⊏⭫ᮑˈՓҎԧᕫࠄᒋǄĀᳯāᰃᇍ⮙Ҏⱘ⼲ǃ㡆ǃᔶǃᗕㄝϾᮍ䴶䖯
㸠᳝Ⳃⱘⱘ㾖ᆳˈᴹ߸ᮁݙ㛣ⱘ⮙বǄĀ䯏āህᰃᙷ㗙䇁㿔⇨ᙃⱘ催Ԣǃᔎ
ᔅǃ㓧ᗹㄝব࣪ᴹߚ䕼⮙ᚙǄĀ䯂āᰃ䗮䖛䆶䯂ᙷ㗙ˈњ㾷⮙ᚙǄĀߛāᰃए
⫳䖤⫼ᣛッⱘ㾺㾝ˈ⮙Ҏⱘϔᅮ䚼ԡ䖯㸠㾺ǃᩌǃᣝǃय़ˈњ㾷⮙ᚙⱘᮍ
⊩Ǆ

[Traditional-character version]
̀ˤΊᔢ
ႚᎅਇᣙਢ႓০ழזऱټ᠔Δਢխഏႚอ᠔ᖂऱల٣Ζਇᣙڣ᎘ழဠ֨ړ
ᖂΔࠥેᨵઔ᠔Ζ᜔ڇছԳ᠔᛭ᆖ᧭ऱഗ៕ՂΔم໌ה
ԱϘඨϙΕϘፊϙΕϘംϙΕϘ֊ϙ်ឰఏఐऱֱऄΖਇᣙሙሏ۩چٺ᠔Δᖐ
९ٺઝΔ᠔၌Δټཆ֚ՀΖ
ဎ۲ਢዧཛऱ᠔ᖂ୮Ζဎ۲سऱழזΔ૨Ꮊ႖Δֽ߀ګޒΔఐੌ
۩ΔԳاֽ࣍־ᑷհխΖဎ۲ॺൄٵൣ࠹ᚘ૰Ε࠹ଷচऱ೯ԳاΔᑷ֨
㻽ԳاᇞๅఏેΖဎ۲ڇ൷࠹זײऱ᠔᛭ᆖ᧭؆ΔᝫৰچړᚨشԱاၴऱ᠔᛭
ᆖ᧭ΖהԫسሏᖵԱլֱ֟چΔࠩආႃ౻ᢐΔᖂ᠔ᢐवᢝΖ᜔ڇছԳᆖ
᧭ऱഗ៕ՂΔဎ۲࿇ࣔԱᔨΔ༼Ա؆ઝ֫ऱݾࡉ᛭யΔឩՕԱ֫
ए᛭ऱᒤΖဎ۲ᝫ໌مԱԫࠌ٤ߪۜۚࡉᣂᆏຟ౨ࠩင୶ऱ᠔᛭᧯
ᖙϘնᆅհᚭϙΖ
ڇխഏ᠆זײ༄ऱ᠔ᢐᖂᙊ㶷խΔڶڍထټऱઝᖂထ܂Δࠡխπء౻ጼ
ؾρ༉ਢԫຝፊټऱᢐढᖂ؎ထΖπء౻ጼؾρऱृ܂ਢࣔז᠔ᢐᖂ୮ޕ
ழੴΖޕழੴڇسנԫଡ۩ז᠔ऱ୮அΔהऱల׀Ε׀ᘣຟਢᅝټچ᠔Ζޕ
ழੴൕ՛ᇿᙟ׀ᘣࠩఐԳ୮ఐΔՂ՞ආႃ౻ᢐΔኙ᠔ᖂ㶷سԱᖺদऱᘋᔊΖ
ڇ९ཚऱ᠔᛭ኔᔌխΔޕழੴएړԱլ֟ጊᣄఐΔีᗨԱ᠆༄ऱ᠔ᢐवᢝΖڇ
۩᠔መ࿓խΔޕழੴᦰԱڍ᠔ᢐထ܂Δტࠩᖵזऱᢐढᖂထڶژ܂լ֟
រΔה㢾֨ᒳထԫຝᢐढᖂထ܂Ζ㻽ԱᒳΔߨהԱৰֱچڍΔဠ֨הٻԳ
ᓮඒΔආႃᢐढᑑءΔگႃاၴ᧭ֱΖהक़ԱԲԼԮڣՠ֛ΔەԱԶڍۍጟ
ᤄΔึ࣍ᐊګԱԫຝᄅऱᢐढᖂ؎ထπء౻ጼؾρΖπء౻ጼؾρಖሉԱ२
ࠟՏጟᢐढΔޢԫጟᢐढຟኙ،ऱ㶷چΕݮणΕ䕪ۥΕאףشפᎅࣔΖ㠪ᝫ
ॵԱԫՏڍ༏ᢐढቹΔಖሉԱԫᆄڍଡ᠔ֱΖຍຝኙᢐढᖂऱ࿇୶ದԱৰՕ
ऱش܂Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
̼Տӝ
Ӵ䇈᠕吞ᰃ咘ᏱᯊҷⱘৡएˈᰃЁӴ㒳एᄺⱘ⼪ܜǄ᠕吞ᑈ䕏ᯊ㰮ᖗད
ᄺˈࠏ㢺䪏ⷨएᴃǄᘏ㒧ࠡҎए⭫㒣偠ⱘ⸔ϞˈҪ߯ゟ
њĀᳯāǃĀ䯏āǃĀ䯂āǃĀߛā䆞ᮁ⮒⮙ⱘᮍ⊩Ǆ᠕吞䘡␌ഄ㸠एˈ᪙
䭓⾥ˈएᴃ催䍙ˈৡᡀϟǄ
ढԫᰃ∝ᳱⱘएᄺᆊǄढԫ⫳⌏ⱘᯊҷˈݯ䯔⏋хˈ∈ᯅ៤♒ˈ⭿⮙⌕
㸠ˈҎ⇥໘Ѣ∈⏅☿⛁ПЁǄढԫ䴲ᐌৠᚙফय़䖿ǃফ࠹ࠞⱘࢇࡼҎ⇥ˈ⛁ᖗ
ЎҎ⇥㾷㜅⮒㢺Ǆढԫফসҷⱘए⭫㒣偠ˈ䖬ᕜདഄᑨ⫼њ⇥䯈ⱘए⭫
㒣偠ǄҪϔ⫳␌ग़њϡᇥഄᮍˈࠄ໘䞛䲚㤝㥃ˈᄺдए㥃ⶹ䆚Ǆᘏ㒧ࠡҎ㒣
偠ⱘ⸔Ϟˈढԫথᯢњ咏䝝ᴃˈᦤ催њ⾥ᴃⱘᡔᴃ⭫ᬜˈᠽњᴃ
⊏⭫ⱘ㣗ೈǄढԫ䖬߯ゟњϔ༫Փܼ䑿㙠㙝݇㡖䛑㛑ᕫࠄ㟦ሩⱘए⭫ԧ
᪡ĀѨ⾑П៣āǄ
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ЁসҷЄᆠⱘए㥃ᄺ䘫ѻЁˈ᳝䆌㨫ৡⱘ⾥ᄺ㨫ˈ݊Ёǉᴀ㤝㒆
ⳂǊህᰃϔ䚼䯏ৡϪ⬠ⱘ㥃⠽ᄺᎼ㨫Ǆǉᴀ㤝㒆ⳂǊⱘ㗙ᰃᯢҷए㥃ᄺᆊᴢ
ᯊ⦡Ǆᴢᯊ⦡ߎ⫳ϔϾϪҷ㸠एⱘᆊᒁˈҪⱘ⼪⠊ǃ⠊҆䛑ᰃᔧഄৡएǄᴢ
ᯊ⦡Ңᇣ䎳䱣⠊҆ࠄ⮙Ҏᆊⳟ⮙ˈϞቅ䞛䲚㤝㥃ˈᇍएᄺѻ⫳њ⌧८ⱘ݈䍷Ǆ
䭓ᳳⱘए⭫ᅲ䏉Ёˈᴢᯊ⦡⊏དњϡᇥ⭥䲒⮙ˈ㌃⿃њЄᆠⱘए㥃ⶹ䆚Ǆ
㸠ए䖛Ёˈᴢᯊ⦡䇏њ䆌ए㥃㨫ˈᛳࠄग़ҷⱘ㥃⠽ᄺ㨫ᄬ᳝ϡᇥ㔎
⚍ˈҪއᖗ㓪㨫ϔ䚼㥃⠽ᄺ㨫ǄЎњ㓪кˈҪ䍄䆓њᕜഄᮍˈ㰮ᖗҪҎ
䇋ᬭˈ䞛䲚㥃⠽ᷛᴀˈᬊ䲚⇥䯈偠ᮍǄҪ㢅њѠकϗᑈᎹˈখ㗗њܿⱒ⾡
к㈡ˈ㒜Ѣݭ៤њϔ䚼ᮄⱘ㥃⠽ᄺᎼ㨫ǉᴀ㤝㒆ⳂǊǄǉᴀ㤝㒆ⳂǊ䆄䕑њ䖥
ϸग⾡㥃⠽ˈ↣ϔ⾡㥃⠽䛑ᇍᅗⱘѻഄǃᔶ⢊ǃ买㡆ǃࡳ⫼ࡴҹ䇈ᯢǄк䞠䖬
䰘њϔगᐙ㥃⠽ˈ䆄䕑њϔϛϾएᮍǄ䖭䚼кᇍ㥃⠽ᄺⱘথሩ䍋њᕜ
ⱘ⫼Ǆ

TRADITIONAL CHINESE ARCHITECTURE
[Traditional-character version]
ඨۺዾࠓࣟ
խഏ৬ᗰբڶքΕԮՏڣऱᖵΖխഏ৬ᗰऱᢌរਢ૿ֱڍऱΖଈ
٣Δխഏ৬ᗰࠌֵشਪΕֵඩዌৢࢪګऱਮΔৢືፖࢪᛆऱૹၦຏመඩਮႚ
ᎠࠩمਪՂΔ㠫ᕻࢭ࠹լԱࢪৢऱૹၦΖࠡڻΔխഏ৬ᗰࠠڶஅೃڤऱิᆢ܉
ݝΖխഏႚอऱ۰ڛΕ୰ᄥΕࡴᇒΕڝᐔຟਢطૉեஆ৬ᗰࡉԫࠄ༔Ε
ᛥհᣊᛩ៥ګԫଡଡஅೃۖิګऱΖஅೃڤऱิᆢፖዌࠌ݁شᘝኙጠऱֱ
ڤၞ۩ૠΔࠇקڕਚ୰ࡉֱקऱٽೃΖຍጟዌࡉխഏ৬षᄎऱࡲऄࡉ
៖ඒࠫ৫ڶയ֊ᣂএΖխഏႚอ৬ᗰլႛૹီ৬ᗰݾઝᖂΔٵழՈ᧩قԱ৬
ᗰृऱᢌֽᄷΖխഏזײ৬ᗰگܮԱխഏᢄΕᙡࠥΕՠᢌભᢌ
រΔ໌ທԱ᠆༄ڍऱᢌݮွΔࠀ۞ګݮաऱរΔڕ༄ڶᇘ堸ࢤऱৢືΔ
ࢤڮ৬ᗰऱᚨشΰ୰ᄥإ॰ছऱဎ।ΕفᅐαࡉۥऱሎشΖ

[Simplified-character version]
͛ፑतኒ᮲ಪ
ЁᓎㄥᏆ᳝݁ǃϗगᑈⱘग़ǄЁᓎㄥⱘ㡎ᴃ⡍⚍ᰃᮍ䴶ⱘǄ佪
ˈܜЁᓎㄥՓ⫼᷅ǃṕᵘ៤᠓ሟⱘḚᶊˈሟ乊Ϣ᠓ⱘ䞡䞣䗮䖛ṕᶊӴ
䗦ࠄゟ᷅Ϟˈຕᡓফϡњ᠓ሟⱘ䞡䞣Ǆ݊ˈЁᓎㄥ᳝ᒁ䰶ᓣⱘ㒘㕸Ꮧ
ሔǄЁӴ㒳ⱘԣᅙǃᅿ↓ǃᅬ㸭ǃᇎᑭㄝ䛑ᰃ⬅㢹ᑆऩᑻᓎㄥϔѯೈᒞǃ
ೈП㉏⦃㒩៤ϔϾϾᒁ䰶㗠㒘៤ⱘǄᒁ䰶ᓣⱘ㒘㕸Ϣ㒧ᵘՓ⫼ഛ㸵ᇍ⿄ⱘᮍ
ᓣ䖯㸠䆒䅵ˈབ࣫Ҁᬙᅿ࣫ᮍⱘಯড়䰶Ǆ䖭⾡㒧ᵘЁᇕᓎ⼒Ӯⱘᅫ⊩
⼐ᬭࠊᑺ᳝ᆚߛ݇㋏ǄЁӴ㒳ᓎㄥϡҙ䞡㾚ᓎㄥᡔᴃ⾥ᄺˈৠᯊгᰒ⼎њᓎ
ㄥ㗙ⱘ㡎ᴃ∈ᑇǄЁসҷᓎㄥᬊњЁ㒬⬏ǃ䲩ࠏǃᎹ㡎㕢ᴃㄝ㡎ᴃ⡍
⚍ˈ߯䗴њЄᆠᔽⱘ㡎ᴃᔶ䈵ˈᑊᔶ៤㞾Ꮕⱘ⡍⚍ˈབᆠ᳝㺙佄ᗻⱘሟ乊ˈ
㹀ᠬᗻᓎㄥⱘᑨ⫼˄ᅿ↓ℷ䮼ࠡⱘढ㸼ǃ⣂˅㡆ᔽⱘ䖤⫼Ǆ

[Traditional-character version]
ࡾܨ
ਚ୰ԾᆃৄΔਢխഏࣔΕ堚ࠟזऱ୰ΔՈਢխഏ່ژՕΕ່ݙᖞ
ऱײ৬ᗰᆢΖਚ୰چ72ᆄۏֱؓڍΔ٥ڶ୰ᄥ9000ڍၴΔຟਢֵዌΕ႓అ
ᑿືرΕॹࢍفػஆΔࠀشאףᇘ堸Ζਚ୰ऱ૿ਢৄᛥΔߡڶٺԫଡ
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ߡᑔΔৄᛥ؆૿طᐈ52ۏऱᥨৄࣾᛩ៥Ζਚ୰୰ᄥऱ৬ᗰ։؆ཛࡉփݪΔ،ଚ
ऱ৬ᗰࣷՈݙ٤լٵΖ؆ཛਢ৬০۩ࠌᦞԺΕᜰ۩ฐࠢऱֱچΖփݪਢ
০׆ፖ୮Գࡺ۰ऱֱچΖਚ୰৬ᗰႨႂΕᎌဎ݇ᣝΔਢխഏזײ৬ᗰᢌ
ऱ壄ဎΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ࠌ
ᬙᅿজি㋿⽕ජˈᰃЁᯢǃ⏙ϸҷⱘⱛᅿˈгᰃЁ⦄ᄬ᳔ǃ᳔ᅠᭈ
ⱘসᓎㄥ㕸Ǆᬙᅿऴഄ72ϛᑇᮍ㉇ˈ᳝݅ᅿ↓9000䯈ˈ䛑ᰃ㒧ᵘǃ咘⧝
⩗⪺乊ǃ䴦ⱑᑩᑻˈᑊ⫼ᔽ⬏ࡴҹ㺙佄Ǆᬙᅿⱘಯ䴶ᰃජˈಯ㾦᳝ϔϾ
㾦ὐˈජ䴶⬅ᆑ52㉇ⱘᡸජ⊇⦃㒩Ǆᬙᅿᅿ↓ⱘᓎㄥߚᳱݙᓋˈᅗӀ
ⱘᓎㄥ⇨⇯гᅠܼϡৠǄᳱᰃᇕᓎⱛᏱ㸠ՓᴗǃВ㸠ⲯⱘഄᮍǄݙᓋᰃ
Ᏹ⥟ϢᆊҎሙԣⱘഄᮍǄᬙᅿᓎㄥ⇨䲘ӳǃ䈾ढໂБˈᰃЁসҷᓎㄥ㡎ᴃ
ⱘ㊒ढǄ

[Traditional-character version]
̒
ٽೃਢխഏऱԫጟႚอࡺا৬ᗰڤݮΖ،ऱೃऱ૿ຟ৬ৢࢪڶΔൕ
૿ނஅೃڇխၴΔڼڂጠ㻽ϘٽೃϙΖٽೃᖵ൝ՆΔ৬ທᐖऑΖ
່ڰऱٽೃנ ڇ3000ڣڍছऱ۫ࡌΖဎچק۫ࡉק৬ທऱٽೃֺለ
ڍΖٽೃऱᐛਢ؆ᨠఢΔխ䆬ኙጠΖՕऱٽೃאױ৬ګ୰Εࢌ׆Δ
՛ऱٽೃ༉ਢࡩۍ۔ऱཏຏ۰ڛΔࠇקאऱٽೃ㻽ז।Ζ
ٽೃࢬټڶאΔଈ٣ਢڂ㻽،ᖵ൝ՆΔࠡ࣍ڇڻ،ऱዌڶګᗑհ
Ζٽೃᤖܶထࠥऱ֮֏փොΔڇԳଚ֨խఎՀԱࠥऱٱွΖ܀ਢΔط
࣍ႚอऱٽೃڶഗءऱᓡسਜΔ़ڶޓᓳΕ߫֏זऱໂΔৰ
ᣄየߩسזऱᏁΖ؆Δႚอऱ༓ٵזഘऱՕ୮அ။ࠐ။֟Δזऱڣ
᎘Գݦඨس۞ڇաᗑمऱس़ၴΔኑࠩױ၇ٌຏֱঁऱܑኀΔՈլ
ᣋრᤉᥛسڇᖑᚲऱؑփΖڼڂΔ܂㻽ࡩۍ۔ཏຏࡺڛऱٽೃਢܡᝫژڶ
ڇᏝଖΔਢԫଡञᓵऱംᠲΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ٽՋᬒ
ಯড়䰶ᰃЁⱘϔ⾡Ӵ㒳⇥ሙᓎㄥᔶᓣǄᅗⱘ䰶ᄤⱘಯ䴶䛑ᓎ᳝᠓ሟˈҢ
ಯ䴶ᡞᒁ䰶ೈЁ䯈ˈℸ㹿⿄ЎĀಯড়䰶āǄಯড়䰶ग़ᙴЙˈᓎ䗴ᑓ⊯Ǆ
᳔ᮽⱘಯড়䰶ߎ⦄ 3000ᑈࠡⱘ㽓਼Ǆढ࣫㽓࣫ഄऎᓎ䗴ⱘಯড়䰶↨䕗
Ǆಯড়䰶ⱘ⡍ᕕᰃ㾖㾘ⶽˈЁ㒓ᇍ⿄Ǆⱘಯড়䰶ৃҹᓎ៤ⱛᅿǃ⥟ᑰˈ
ᇣⱘಯড়䰶ህᰃ㗕ⱒྦྷⱘ᱂䗮ԣᅙˈҹ࣫Ҁⱘಯড়䰶Ўҷ㸼Ǆ
ಯড়䰶᠔ҹ᳝ৡˈ佪ܜᰃЎᅗग़ᙴЙˈ݊Ѣᅗⱘᵘ៤᳝⣀⡍П
໘Ǆಯড়䰶㭈ⴔ⏅ࠏⱘ᭛࣪ˈ⎉ݙҎӀᖗЁ⬭ϟњ⏅ࠏⱘॄ䈵ǄԚᰃˈ⬅
ѢӴ㒳ⱘಯড়䰶≵᳝ᴀⱘि⫳䆒ᮑˈ≵᳝ぎ䇗ǃ䔺ᑧㄝ⦄ҷ࣪ⱘ䆒ˈᕜ
䲒⒵䎇⦄ҷ⫳⌏ⱘ䳔㽕ǄˈӴ㒳ⱘҷৠූⱘᆊᒁ䍞ᴹ䍞ᇥˈ⦄ҷⱘᑈ
䕏ҎᏠᳯ⫳⌏㞾Ꮕ⣀ゟⱘ⫳⌏ぎ䯈Ǆᅕৃࠄ䚞ऎ䌁фѸ䗮ᮍ֓ⱘ߿๙ˈгϡ
ᜓᛣ㒻㓁⫳⌏ᢹⱘᏖݙǄℸˈЎ㗕ⱒྦྷ᱂䗮ᅙሙⱘಯড়䰶ᰃ৺䖬᳝ᄬ
ӋؐˈᰃϔϾѝ䆎ⱘ䯂乬Ǆ
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CLASSICAL GARDENS
[Traditional-character version]
්̀ࣟࠓ׳
խഏࠢײႼࣥאױ։㻽୮Ⴜࣥࡉߏ୮ႼࣥΖ୮Ⴜࣥਢࠎ০ٖ׆ஒ
ࠆᑗऱႼࣥΔࠡរਢᑓݛՕΔట՞ΕటֽለڍΔႼխ৬ᗰۥ༄ᣝഘΔ
৬ᗰ᧯ীՕΖထټऱ୮ႼࣥࠇקڶऱᙲࡉႼࡉࣾࢭקᐚऱᝩཔ՞๗Ζߏ୮
Ⴜࣥਢࠎᎌ॰୮ٖၳऱႼࣥΔࠡរਢᑓለ՛Δൄش՞ΕֽΔ৬ᗰ՛
؏ੳΔۥႁΖژऱߏ୮Ⴜࣥࠇקڕऱஐࢌ׆ΕᤕڠऱࢿਙႼΕՂ௧ऱ
ᘵႼΖႼࣥࢬچۯᆜլٵΔ৬ᗰଅՈլԫᑌΖֱקႼࣥ৬ᗰ༄ᣝഘ
Δ܀լജߐભΔֱקႼࣥऱז।ՕڍႃխࠇקڇΕ۫ڜΕၺΕၲچΔ
ࠡխࠇקא㻽ଈΖতֱԳՑለയႃΔࢬאႼࣥچᒤ՛ΖԾڂ㻽ࣾྋΕൄጸ
ᖫለڍΔࢬאႼࣥ壄ᒯΕาᘈΖতֱႼࣥऱז।ՕڍႃխڇতࠇΕՂ௧Εᤕ
ڠΕཆڠچΔܑਢᤕڠႼࣥᜰፊټΔ່ࠠۥΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Цچౣ᮲ಪ
ЁসುᵫৃҹߚЎⱛᆊುᵫ⾕ᆊುᵫǄⱛᆊುᵫЏ㽕ᰃկᏱ⥟ӥᙃ
ѿФⱘುᵫˈ݊⡍⚍ᰃ㾘ᅣˈⳳቅǃⳳ∈䕗ˈುЁᓎㄥ㡆ᔽᆠБූⱛˈ
ᓎㄥԧൟ催Ǆ㨫ৡⱘⱛᆊುᵫ᳝࣫Ҁⱘ乤ು⊇࣫ᡓᖋⱘ䙓ᱥቅᑘǄ⾕ᆊ
ುᵫᰃկ䈾䮼Ϫᆊӥ䯆ⱘುᵫˈ݊⡍⚍ᰃ㾘䕗ᇣˈᐌ⫼؛ቅǃˈ∈؛ᓎㄥᇣ
Ꮋ⦆⦥ˈ㡆ᔽ⎵䲙Ǆ⦄ᄬⱘ⾕ᆊುᵫབ࣫Ҁⱘᙁ⥟ᑰǃ㢣ᎲⱘᬓುǃϞ⍋ⱘ
䈿ುㄝǄುᵫ᠔໘ഄ⧚ԡ㕂ϡৠˈᓎㄥ亢ḐгϡϔḋǄ࣫ᮍುᵫᓎㄥᆠБූ
ⱛˈԚϡ⾔㕢ˈ࣫ᮍುᵫⱘҷ㸼䲚Ё࣫Ҁǃ㽓ᅝǃ⋯䰇ǃᓔᇕㄝഄˈ
݊Ёҹ࣫ҀЎ佪ǄफᮍҎষ䕗ᆚ䲚ˈ᠔ҹುᵫഄඳ㣗ೈᇣǄজЎ⊇ǃᐌ㓓
ᷥ䕗ˈ᠔ҹುᵫ㊒㟈ǃ㒚㝏Ǆफᮍುᵫⱘҷ㸼䲚ЁफҀǃϞ⍋ǃ㢣
ᎲǃᡀᎲㄝഄˈ⡍߿ᰃ㢣ᎲುᵫВϪ䯏ৡˈ᳔⡍㡆Ǆ

[Traditional-character version]
ᎀ්
ᙲࡉႼ۫ࠇק࣍ۯΔਢထټႼࣥհԫΖᙲࡉႼਢط堚ཛს֜ٿப
ش௧૨ᆖ၄৬ທऱ୮ႼࣥΖᙲࡉႼطᆄኂ՞Ε࣒ࣔྋࡉᛩ៥ڇ՞ྋհၴऱԫ
ิ壄ભऱ৬ᗰढᆢิګΔࠡխץਔਙए೯Εس᧯ࡉᆄኂ՞Ε࣒ࣔྋ
ิګऱଅནሏᥦΖᙲࡉႼ٤Ⴜऱહནਢ۫՞ᆢΔ৬ᗰᆢፖႼփ՞ྋᘜ㻽ԫ
᧯Δࠌནۥ༄࣍᧢֏Ζᆄኂ՞ऱ۵ଉᎹਢᙲࡉႼऱွᐛΖאඈႆᄥ㻽խ֨ऱ୰
ᄥڤ৬ᗰᆢਢᅝڣს֜ٿመֲسऱֱچΖᆄኂ՞Հਢ࣒ࣔྋΔ࣒ࣔྋఊڶ
273ၴࢪΔᝫڶ٤९728ۏऱ९༔Δނਙए೯Εسࡉሏᥦڇٽԫ
ದΖ९༔ᢄ壄ભྤֺΔאϘՂ່९ऱ९༔ϙ٨Ե؍ٳཎհ່Ζᙲࡉ
ႼਝႃխԱխഏࠢײ৬ᗰऱ壄ဎΔԾ୲ԱլچٵऱႼࣥଅΔጠ㻽ϘႼ
ࣥ৬ᗰ໑ढ塢ϙΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ᮞ֖چ
乤ುԡѢ࣫Ҁ㽓䚞ˈᰃϪ⬠㨫ৡುᵫПϔǄ乤ುᰃ⬅⏙ᳱ⽻ৢ
⫼⍋ݯ㒣䌍ᓎ䗴ⱘⱛᆊುᵫǄ乤ು⬅ϛᇓቅǃᯚᯢ⦃㒩ቅП䯈ⱘϔ
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㒘㊒㕢ⱘᓎㄥ⠽㕸㒘៤ˈ݊Ёࣙᣀᬓ⊏⌏ࡼऎǃЏԧ⫳⌏ऎϛᇓቅǃᯚᯢ
㒘៤ⱘ亢᱃␌㾜ऎǄ乤ುܼುⱘ㚠᱃ᰃ㽓ቅ㕸ዄˈᓎㄥ㕸Ϣುݙቅ㵡Ўϔ
ԧˈՓ᱃㡆ᆠѢব࣪Ǆϛᇓቅⱘԯ佭䯕ᰃ乤ುⱘ䈵ᕕǄҹᥦѥ↓ЎЁᖗⱘᅿ
↓ᓣᓎㄥ㕸ᰃᔧᑈ⽻ৢ䖛⫳᮹ⱘഄᮍǄϛᇓቅϟᰃᯚᯢˈᯚᯢ⬨᳝
273䯈᠓ᄤˈ䖬᳝ܼ䭓728㉇ⱘ䭓ᒞˈᡞᬓ⊏⌏ࡼऎǃ⫳⌏ऎ␌㾜ऎ㒧ড়ϔ
䍋Ǆ䭓ᒞ㒬⬏㊒㕢᮴↨ˈҹĀϪ⬠Ϟ᳔䭓ⱘ䭓ᒞāܹ߫ঢ়ሐᮃϪ⬠П᳔Ǆ乤
ು᮶䲚ЁњЁসᓎㄥⱘ㊒ढˈজᆍ㒇њϡৠഄऎⱘುᵫ亢Ḑˈ㹿⿄ЎĀು
ᵫᓎㄥम⠽佚āǄ

TRADITIONAL PERFORMING ARTS
[Traditional-character version]
ԕჱ
խഏࠇᏣբ ڶ200ڣऱᖵΖ堚ཛऱழଢΔڜᚧՕထټऱᚭఄࠐࠩק
ࠇΔהଚऱڴᢌፖࠇקऱ࣒ڴΕዧᏣᏣጟᆖመԱ༓ԼڣऱᘜٽΔດዬዝ᧢ګ
㻽խഏ່ՕऱᚭڴᏣጟΫࠇᏣΖ
ࠇᏣਢԫጟጵࢤٽऱ।ዝᢌΖࠇᏣނഀΕ࢚ΕΕؚΕፘڇٽԫ᧯Δ
ຏመ࿓֏ڤऱ।ዝ֫㫔ዝਚࠃΔࠥԳढΔ।ሒ৸უΖࠇᏣऱߡױۥ։
㻽ϘسϙΰߊԳαΕϘ؟ϙΰՖԳαΕϘϙ! ΰߊԳαΕϘᝲϙΰߊΕՖԳຟ
ڶαΖࠇᏣխऱԳढڶભΕᝲΕΕ༞հ։Ζ
խഏࠇᏣऱᜭᢜਢԫ॰ႚอᢌΔਢዝ૿ຝ֏݉ऱԫጟ࿓ڤΖࠇᏣխऱ
ٺጟԳढຟڶࡳऱᑌۥࡉڤΔડנլٵऱԳढࢤΖᜭᢜऱዝ᧢ࡉ࿇୶ਢ
ᢌ୮ଚڇ९ཚᢌኔᔌխΔኙسွऱᨠኘΕ᧯᧭Εጵ֗אٽኙᏣխߡۥ
ऱլឰ։࣫ΕܒឰΔດګݮޡऱݙᖞऱᢌ֫ऄΖ
խഏࠇᏣڶՕ؟ټऱᎅऄΖ1927ڣΔࠇקऱԫٝᜰᙄေᙇϘଈࡻࠇ
Ꮳࠋ່ߡ؟ዝϙ೯Δමᥞ॑Ε࿓࿐ટΕࡸ՛ႆΕಃᐝسᙇ㻽ࠇᏣϘՕ
؟ټϙΖමᥞ॑ΰ1894Ϋ1961αΔۂᤕԳΔ!ࠇ࣍سנᏣ୮Ζז।ڶ܂π׆
ܑୣρΕπ၆ڒᔨρΖהམࠇᏣቸڻڍֲΕભഏዝנΔਢࠆڶഏᎾ
ᜢᥩऱᚭڴ।ዝᢌ୮Ζ࿓࿐ટΰ1904Ϋ1958αΔࠇקԳΔൕ՛༉ᇿᙟමᥞ॑
ᖂࠇᏣΖהऱז।܂ڶπݼദρΕπᤀ୧ବρᚭΔᏣൣՕڍ।
৬षᄎഡՖऱ༟ኰࡎሎΖࡸ՛ႆΰ1900Ϋ1976αΔ!ࣾקԳΔ14ᄣ༉ጠ㻽Ϙร
ԫ࿙܆ϙΖהऱז।܂ڶπԲၞ୰ρΕπਟנܩႾρΔڇᏣխΔהႿທԱ
ԫޅՖႂݮွΖಃᐝسΰ1900Ϋ1968αΔࣾקԳΔᖐ९ފዝ֚టΕᑣΕᄵ
ਫऱഡՖߡۥΔאዝπદρΕπદᑔԲ֠ρᏣထټΖ

[Simplified-character version]
̚Қ
ЁҀ࠻Ꮖ᳝ 200ᑈⱘग़Ǆ⏙ᳱⱘᯊˈᅝᖑಯ㨫ৡⱘ៣⧁ᄤᴹࠄ࣫
ҀˈҪӀⱘ᳆㡎Ϣ࣫Ҁⱘᯚ᳆ǃ∝࠻ㄝ࠻⾡㒣䖛њकᑈⱘ㵡ড়ˈ䗤⏤ⓨব៤
ЎЁ᳔ⱘ៣᳆࠻⾡üҀ࠻Ǆ
Ҁ࠻ᰃϔ⾡㓐ড়ᗻⱘ㸼ⓨ㡎ᴃǄҀ࠻ᡞଅǃᗉǃخǃᠧǃ㟲㒧ড়ϔԧˈ
䗮䖛ᓣ࣪ⱘ㸼ⓨ↉ভⓨᬙџˈࠏ⬏Ҏ⠽ˈ㸼䖒ᗱᛇǄҀ࠻ⱘ㾦㡆ৃߚ
ЎĀ⫳ā˄⬋Ҏ˅ǃĀᮺā˄ཇҎ˅ǃĀޔā ˄⬋Ҏ˅ǃĀϥā˄⬋ǃཇҎ䛑
᳝˅ǄҀ࠻ЁⱘҎ⠽᳝㕢ǃϥǃǃᙊПߚǄ
ЁҀ࠻ⱘ㜌䈅ᰃϔ䮼Ӵ㒳㡎ᴃˈᰃⓨਬ䴶䚼࣪ཚⱘϔ⾡ᓣǄҀ࠻Ёⱘ
⾡Ҏ⠽䛑᳝⡍ᅮⱘḋᓣ㡆ᔽˈさߎϡৠⱘҎ⠽ᗻḐǄ㜌䈅ⱘⓨবথሩᰃ
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㡎ᴃᆊӀ䭓ᳳ㡎ᴃᅲ䏉Ёˈᇍ⫳⌏⦄䈵ⱘ㾖ᆳǃԧ偠ǃ㓐ড়ҹঞᇍ࠻Ё㾦㡆
ⱘϡᮁߚᵤǃ߸ᮁˈ䗤ℹᔶ៤ⱘᅠᭈⱘ㡎ᴃ⊩Ǆ
ЁҀ࠻᳝ಯৡᮺⱘ䇈⊩Ǆ1927ᑈˈ࣫Ҁⱘϔӑ㒌Вࡲ䆘䗝Ā佪ሞҀ
࠻ᮺ㾦᳔Շⓨਬā⌏ࡼˈṙ݄㢇ǃⷮ⾟ǃᇮᇣѥǃ㤔⫳㹿䗝ЎҀ࠻Āಯ
ৡᮺāǄṙ݄㢇˄1894ü1961˅ˈ∳㢣Ҏˈߎ⫳ѢҀ࠻ϪᆊǄҷ㸼᳝ǉ䴌⥟
߿࿀Ǌǃǉ䌉བྷ䝝䜦ǊㄝǄҪ᳒⥛Ҁ࠻ಶ䍈᮹ǃ㕢ㄝⓨߎˈᰃѿ᳝䰙
ໄ䁝ⱘ៣᳆㸼ⓨ㡎ᴃᆊǄⷮ⾟˄1904ü1958˅ˈ࣫ҀҎˈҢᇣህ䎳䱣ṙ݄㢇
ᄺдҀ࠻ǄҪⱘҷ㸼ક᳝ǉ㣅ৄᡫီǊǃǉぺݸǊㄝ៣ˈ࠻ᚙ㸼⦄ᇕ
ᓎ⼒Ӯཛཇⱘᚆᚼੑ䖤Ǆᇮᇣѥ˄1900ü1976˅ˈ⊇࣫Ҏˈ14ቕህ㹿⿄ЎĀ
ϔスԊāǄҪⱘҷ㸼ક᳝ǉѠ䖯ᅿǊǃǉᰁ৯ߎาǊㄝˈ࠻ЁˈҪล䗴њ
ϔᡍཇ㣅䲘ᔶ䈵Ǆ㤔⫳˄1900ü1968˅ˈ⊇࣫Ҏˈ᪙䭓ᡂⓨⳳǃ⌏⋐ǃ⏽
ᶨⱘཛཇ㾦㡆ˈҹⓨǉ㑶Ǌǃǉ㑶ὐѠᇸǊㄝ࠻㨫ৡǄ

[Traditional-character version]
ޚᐰ
ઌᜢਢխഏႚอऱڴᢌ।ዝᢌΔದᄭ࣍ဎچקऱاၴᎅഀڴᢌΔࣔڇ
ཛழբᆖฐ۩Ζઌᜢਊփ୲։ᣊΔױ։㻽ᘰࠨীΕዚቈীࡉୡᑗীΖਊ।ዝ
ڤݮ։ΔઌᜢڶՑઌᜢΕኙՑઌᜢࡉᆢՑઌᜢΔࠡխΔኙՑઌᜢਢ່࠹ᨠ㽬
ფऱڤݮΖϘᎅϙΕϘᖂϙΕϘຐϙΕϘഀϙਢઌᜢዝऱଡഗء
פΖϘᎅϙΔ༉ਢᝑਚࠃΖϘᖂϙΔ༉ਢᑓُسխऱٺጟԳढΕֱߢࡉ۞ྥ
խऱٺጟᜢଃΖϘຐϙΔ༉ਢ፹ທూறΔ֧Գ࿇ూΖϘഀϙΔൄᎁ㻽ਢഀ
ᚭࡉഀዚΔኔᎾՂਢࠇקऱԫጟاၴ՛ڴΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ᄰܥ
ⳌໄᰃЁӴ㒳ⱘ᳆㡎㸼ⓨ㡎ᴃˈ䍋⑤Ѣढ࣫ഄऎⱘ⇥䯈䇈ଅ᳆㡎ˈᯢ
ᳱᯊᏆ㒣ⲯ㸠ǄⳌໄᣝݙᆍߚ㉏ˈৃߚЎ䆑ࠎൟǃ℠乖ൟစФൟㄝǄᣝ㸼ⓨ
ᔶᓣߚˈⳌໄ᳝ऩষⳌໄǃᇍষⳌໄ㕸ষⳌໄˈ݊ЁˈᇍষⳌໄᰃ᳔ফ㾖ӫ
୰⠅ⱘᔶᓣǄĀ䇈āǃĀᄺāǃĀ䗫āǃĀଅāᰃⳌໄⓨਬⱘಯϾᴀ
ࡳǄĀ䇈āˈህᰃ䆆ᬙџǄĀᄺāˈህᰃӓ⫳⌏Ёⱘ⾡Ҏ⠽ǃᮍ㿔㞾✊
⬠Ёⱘ⾡ໄ䷇ǄĀ䗫āˈህᰃࠊ䗴ュ᭭ˈᓩҎথュǄĀଅāˈᐌ㹿䅸Ўᰃଅ
៣ଅ℠ˈᅲ䰙Ϟᰃ࣫Ҁⱘϔ⾡⇥䯈ᇣ᳆Ǆ

EDUCATION
[Traditional-character version]
ӝྉ
խഏזײऱϘߏቻϙඒߛਢխഏ৬षᄎऱඒߛ᧯ߓΖൕዧཛၲࡨΔ
խഏڶԱഛ塄ᙇࢸࡴٴऱϘࡴᖂϙΔאזݚ৵ထ֮ټԳᙄϘೃϙၲࡨᏺڍΖ
堚ཛڣأΔխഏၲࡨנԱזඒߛֱڤऱᖂீΖזඒߛ᧯ߓڇ20ધլឰ
ݙΖၞԵ90זڣΔխഏऱඒߛ᧯ߓԾڶԱৰՕऱ᧢֏ΔߏԳᙄᖂွૹᄅၲ
ࡨנΖ
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[Simplified-character version]
ሒ
ЁসҷⱘĀ⾕๒āᬭ㚆ᰃЁᇕᓎ⼒ӮⱘЏ㽕ᬭ㚆ԧ㋏ǄҢ∝ᳱᓔྟˈ
Ё᳝њݏ䗝ᢨᅬৣⱘĀᅬᄺāˈᅟҷҹৢ㨫ৡ᭛ҎࡲĀк䰶āᓔྟǄ
⏙ᳱᑈˈЁᓔྟߎ⦄њ⦄ҷᬭ㚆ᮍᓣⱘᄺ᷵Ǆ⦄ҷᬭ㚆ԧ㋏20Ϫ㑾ϡᮁ
ᅠǄ䖯ܹ90ᑈҷˈЁⱘᬭ㚆ԧ㋏জ᳝њᕜⱘব࣪ˈ⾕Ҏࡲᄺ⦄䈵䞡ᮄᓔ
ྟߎ⦄Ǆ

[Traditional-character version]
ޫᐾԹ۹
ઝᜰਢխഏזײ৬षᄎᦰڇԳխᙇࢸࡴٴऱԫጟەᇢࠫ৫Ζڂ㻽ආش
։ઝ࠷ՓऱᙄऄΔࢬאઝᜰΖխഏઝᜰࠫ৫່ڰದᄭ࣍ၹཛΔڇାཛၞԫ
ݙޡΔݚཛழၞ۩ԱޏΔࣔཛਢઝᜰࠫ৫ऱቓฐழཚΔࠩԱ堚זΔຍԫײ
זઝᜰࠫ৫ߨٻᄰՋΔᖵᆖԫՏԿڣڍۍΖ
ࣔ堚ࠟזऱઝᜰەᇢ։㻽ၢᇢΕᄎᇢΕᄥᇢԿ్ΖၢᇢਢەֱچᇢΔᄎᇢ
ਢ٤ഏەᇢΖຍࠟጟەᇢەԶै֮ࡉᇣΖᄥᇢڇᄎᇢ৵ᅝڣᜰ۩-ط০
ەΖઝᜰەᇢऱփ୲ਢԶै֮ΔՈ༉ਢൕπᇣρπρπ៖ρπ࣐ρ
πਞટρ㠪ᙇᖗᠲؾၞ۩ᐊ܂Ζᠲࡉؾᐊڤֱ܂ຟڶԫࡳڤΖᄎᇢऱֱچਢ
ಥೃΖچٺᜰԳࠐڼᚨᇢΔٻٵڕ০ಥټ㶷ΔࢬאಥೃΖ
ઝᜰࠫ৫ኙխഏࠅࣟ֗אΕຟ㶷سԱᗨᄕऱᐙΖઝᜰࠐؾऱਢൕ
اၴ㻽ਙࢌ༼ࢸԳޗΔઌኙࠐᎅਢԫጟֆؓΕֆၲ֗ֆإऱֱऄΖ່ॣֲءΕ
ឌഏΕ။তഏՈຟᑓُխഏऱઝᜰەᇢΖႚඒՓᝫނխഏઝᜰࠫ৫Δຏመה
ଚऱሏಖտฯࠩᑛഏ୮Ζઝᜰࠫ৫ऱᄕᐙڇ،ऱەᇢփ୲ࡉڤݮ
ՂΖەᇢփ୲Ꮬ֏ΔૻࠫԱسەऱ໌ທ౨Ժࡉᗑم৸ە౨ԺΖឈྥઝᜰࠫ৫բ
ᐒೈΔ܀،սྥڇխഏषᄎխఎՀլ֟ฉ㳩Ζվ֚ऱەᇢࠫ৫ڇԫࡳ࿓৫Ղ
սਢઝᜰࠫ৫ऱᥛΖ

[Simplified-character version]
መˠ҃ऎ
⾥ВᰃЁসҷᇕᓎ⼒Ӯ䇏кҎЁ䗝ᢨᅬৣⱘϔ⾡㗗䆩ࠊᑺǄЎ䞛⫼
ߚ⾥পⱘࡲ⊩ˈ᠔ҹি⾥خВǄЁ⾥Вࠊᑺ᳔ᮽ䍋⑤Ѣ䱟ᳱˈᳱ䖯ϔ
ℹᅠˈᅟᳱᯊ䖯㸠њᬍ䴽ˈᯢᳱᰃ⾥Вࠊᑺⱘ哢ⲯᯊᳳˈࠄњ⏙ҷˈ䖭ϔস
ҷ⾥Вࠊᑺ䍄♁ѵˈग़㒣ϔगϝⱒᑈǄ
ᯢ⏙ϸҷⱘ⾥В㗗䆩ߚЎе䆩ǃӮ䆩ǃ↓䆩ϝ㑻Ǆе䆩ᰃഄᮍ㗗䆩ˈӮ䆩
ᰃܼ㗗䆩Ǆ䖭ϸ⾡㗗䆩Џ㽕㗗ܿ㙵᭛䆫ㄝǄ↓䆩Ӯ䆩ৢᔧᑈВ㸠⬅ⱛᏱ
Џ㗗Ǆ⾥В㗗䆩ⱘЏ㽕ݙᆍᰃܿ㙵᭛ˈгህᰃҢǉ䆫ǊǉкǊǉ⼐ǊǉᯧǊ
ǉ⾟Ǌ䞠䗝ᢽ乬Ⳃ䖯㸠ݭǄ乬Ⳃݭᮍᓣ䛑᳝ϔᅮḐᓣǄӮ䆩ⱘഄᮍᰃ
䋵䰶ǄഄВҎᴹℸᑨ䆩ˈབৠⱛᏱ䋵⤂ৡѻˈ᠔ҹি䋵䰶Ǆ
⾥ВࠊᑺᇍЁҹঞϰѮǃϪ⬠䛑ѻ⫳њ⿃ᵕⱘᕅડǄ⾥ВॳᴹⳂⱘᰃҢ
⇥䯈ЎᬓᑰᦤᢨҎᴤˈⳌᇍᴹ䇈ᰃϔ⾡݀ᑇǃ݀ᓔঞ݀ℷⱘᮍ⊩Ǆ᳔߱᮹ᴀǃ
䶽ǃ䍞फㄝг䛑ӓЁⱘ⾥В㗗䆩ǄӴᬭ䖬ᡞЁ⾥Вࠊᑺˈ䗮䖛Ҫ
Ӏⱘ␌䆄ҟ㒡ࠄ⌆ᆊǄ⾥Вࠊᑺⱘ⍜ᵕᕅડЏ㽕ᅗⱘ㗗䆩ݙᆍᔶᓣ
ϞǄ㗗䆩ݙᆍˈ࣪ۉ䰤ࠊњ㗗⫳ⱘ߯䗴㛑⣀ゟᗱ㗗㛑Ǆ㱑✊⾥ВࠊᑺᏆ
㹿ᑳ䰸ˈԚᅗҡ✊Ё⼒ӮЁ⬭ϟϡᇥ⮩䗍ǄҞⱘ㗗䆩ࠊᑺϔᅮᑺϞ
ҡᰃ⾥Вࠊᑺⱘᓊ㓁Ǆ
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[Traditional-character version]

ಥೃਢխഏזײഏ୮ᜰ۩ઝᜰەᇢऱֱچΖ㻽չ䈥ϘಥೃϙࡋΛࠐ
ނຏመຍଡەᇢᙇࢸࠐנऱԳթಥ০ࢨഏ୮Ζࠇקऱႉ֚ಥೃࡉতࠇऱ
ۂতಥೃਢᅝழᑓ່ՕऱەΖਊᅃࣔ堚ழऱઝᜰࠫ৫Δەᇢ։Կ్ΔՈ༉
ਢၢᇢΕᄎᇢࡉᄥᇢΖၢᇢޢԿەڣԫڻΔەڻޢᇢຑᥛەԿΔޢԿ֚Ζ
ၢᇢڇልᖟԶִᜰ۩ΖຏመၢᇢऱԳᜰԳΔᜰԳڇאױรԲڣԿִৄࠇף
ऱᄎᇢࡉᄥᇢΖᄎᇢڇಥೃᜰ۩ΔՈਢຑەԿΔޢԿ֚ΖຏመᄎᇢऱԳ
ಥՓΖࠩಥՓᇷऱԳאױڣٵףִऱᄥᇢΖಥೃەᇢৰᣤΖسەၞ
Եە৵Δނ॰᠙ՂΖԿ֚ەཚޔছسەլᠦၲەΔپΕ໘Εጕຟ
ڇ㠪૿Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
᠇ᬒ
䋵䰶ᰃЁসҷᆊВ㸠⾥В㗗䆩ⱘഄᮍǄЎҔМিĀ䋵䰶āਸ਼˛ॳᴹ㽕
ᡞ䗮䖛䖭Ͼ㗗䆩䗝ᢨߎᴹⱘҎᠡ䋵⤂㒭ⱛᏱᆊǄ࣫Ҁⱘ乎䋵䰶फҀⱘ
∳फ䋵䰶ᰃᔧᯊ㾘᳔ⱘ㗗എǄᣝ✻ᯢ⏙ᯊⱘ⾥Вࠊᑺˈ㗗䆩ߚϝ㑻ˈгህ
ᰃе䆩ǃӮ䆩↓䆩Ǆе䆩↣ϝᑈ㗗ϔˈ↣㗗䆩䖲㓁㗗ϝഎˈ↣എϝǄ
е䆩ݰग़᳜ܿВ㸠Ǆ䗮䖛е䆩ⱘҎিВҎˈВҎৃҹѠᑈϝ᳜খࡴҀජ
ⱘӮ䆩↓䆩ǄӮ䆩䋵䰶В㸠ˈгᰃ䖲㗗ϝഎˈ↣എϝǄ䗮䖛Ӯ䆩ⱘҎি
䋵Ǆᕫࠄ䋵䌘ḐⱘҎৃҹখࡴৠᑈಯ᳜ⱘ↓䆩Ǆ䋵䰶㗗䆩ᕜϹḐǄ㗗⫳䖯
ܹ㗗എৢˈ㽕ᡞ䮼䫕ϞǄϝ㗗ᳳ㒧ᴳࠡ㗗⫳ϡ䆌⾏ᓔ㗗എˈৗǃୱǃⴵ䛑ᕫ
䞠䴶Ǆ

[Traditional-character version]
Ⱦαຮ৻ઠө
խഏኔ۩ൕ՛ᖂࠩॣխऱڣᆠ೭ඒߛΔൕऄ৳Ղঅᥨᖂس൷࠹ᆠ೭ඒߛ
ऱᦞܓΖխഏऱ՛ᖂ։㻽քڣΖ՛ᖂၲऱᓰ࿓㻽֮ΰխ֮αΕᑇᖂΕ
Ε᧯ߛΕषᄎΰܶچΕᖵࡉਙएൄᢝαΕ۞ྥΰܶढΕ֏ᖂࡉسढൄ
ᢝαΕଃᑗΕભࡉሽᆰΖխᖂ։㻽ॣխࡉխࠟଡၸΖॣխၸᏁᖂ
ऱᓰ࿓ڶ֮ΕᑇᖂΕΕ᧯ߛΕढΕ֏ᖂΕسढΕچΕᖵΕ৸უਙ
एΔයٙړऱᖂீᝫၲሽᆰᓰ࿓ΖॣڇԿ్ڣޔழΔᖂڶسԫଡ֒ᖂە
ᇢΔܛխەΖխەऱઝؾ㻽֮ΕᑇᖂΕΕढΕ֏ᖂࡉ᧯ߛΖᖂॣسխ
ฅᄐ৵֒אױԵխᤉᥛᖂΔ㻽ՂՕᖂᄷໂΔՈאױՂխറᄐᖂீࡉ
ᄐխᖂΖڇխΔᖂسᏁᖂ֮ΕᑇᖂΕΕढΕ֏ᖂΕسढΕچ
ΕᖵΕਙएΕ᧯ߛࡉሽᆰΖԫൣ㤝ՀΔڇԫᖂޔ৵Δᖂس༉ᒔ
مվ৵ऱᖂֱٻਢઝᝫਢ֮ઝΖࠩԱԲΔ࣠ڕᙇᖗઝΔലᖂ֮Ε
ᑇᖂΕΕढΕ֏ᖂΕسढΕਙएࡉ᧯ߛΖ࣠ڕᙇᖗ֮ઝΔ༉ᖂ
֮ΕΕᖵઝؾΖԲᏁຏመԫࡳઝؾऱฅᄐەᇢΔԿհ৵ᖂسല
㻽ՕᖂەᇢᄷໂΖ

[Simplified-character version]
˴ࣱ˦ҫஓᐱ
Ёᅲ㸠Ңᇣᄺࠄ߱ЁⱘбᑈНࡵᬭ㚆ˈҢ⊩ᕟϞֱᡸᄺ⫳ফНࡵᬭ㚆
ⱘᴗ߽ǄЁⱘᇣᄺߚЎ݁ᑈǄᇣᄺᓔ䆒ⱘ䇒Ў䇁᭛˄Ё᭛˅ǃ᭄ᄺǃ㣅
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䇁ǃԧ㚆ǃ⼒Ӯ˄ഄ⧚ǃग़ᬓ⊏ᐌ䆚˅ǃ㞾✊˄⠽⧚ǃ࣪ᄺ⫳⠽ᐌ
䆚˅ǃ䷇Фǃ㕢ᴃ⬉㛥ǄЁᄺߚЎ߱Ё催ЁϸϾ䰊↉Ǆ߱Ё䰊↉䳔㽕ᄺд
ⱘ䇒᳝䇁᭛ǃ᭄ᄺǃ㣅䇁ǃԧ㚆ǃ⠽⧚ǃ࣪ᄺǃ⫳⠽ǃഄ⧚ǃग़ǃᗱᛇᬓ
⊏ˈᴵӊདⱘᄺ᷵䖬ᓔ䆒⬉㛥䇒Ǆ߱ϝᑈ㑻㒧ᴳᯊˈᄺ⫳᳝ϔϾछᄺ㗗
䆩ˈेЁ㗗ǄЁ㗗ⱘ⾥ⳂЎ䇁᭛ǃ᭄ᄺǃ㣅䇁ǃ⠽⧚ǃ࣪ᄺԧ㚆Ǆᄺ⫳߱Ё
↩Ϯৢৃҹछܹ催Ё㒻㓁ᄺдˈЎϞᄺޚخˈгৃҹϞЁㄝϧϮᄺ᷵㘠
ϮЁᄺǄ催Ёˈᄺ⫳䳔㽕ᄺд䇁᭛ǃ᭄ᄺǃ㣅䇁ǃ⠽⧚ǃ࣪ᄺǃ⫳⠽ǃഄ
⧚ǃग़ǃᬓ⊏ǃԧ㚆⬉㛥Ǆϔ㠀ᚙމϟˈ催ϔᄺд㒧ᴳৢˈᄺ⫳ህ㽕⹂
ゟҞৢⱘᄺдᮍᰃ⧚⾥䖬ᰃ᭛⾥Ǆࠄњ催Ѡˈབᵰ䗝ᢽ⧚⾥ˈᇚᄺд䇁᭛ǃ
᭄ᄺǃ㣅䇁ǃ⠽⧚ǃ࣪ᄺǃ⫳⠽ǃᬓ⊏ԧ㚆Ǆབᵰ䗝ᢽ᭛⾥ˈህ㽕ᄺд䇁
᭛ǃ㣅䇁ǃग़ㄝ⾥ⳂǄ催Ѡ䳔㽕䗮䖛ϔᅮ⾥Ⳃⱘ↩Ϯ㗗䆩ˈ催ϝПৢᄺ⫳ᇚ
Ўᄺ㗗䆩ޚخǄ

[Traditional-character version]
ঢ়೩ઠө
խ ഏ   ඒ ߛ  ץਔ    ᄐ ᖂ ீ Δ Օ ᖂ റ ઝ ΰ 2-3 ڣα ࡉ Օ ᖂ  ءઝ
ΰ4ڣαΖࡉՕറฅᄐڶᖂۯΔءઝฅᄐאױᛧᖂՓᖂۯΖءઝฅᄐױ
ەאઔߒࢬΖԫࠐᎅΔઔߒس3ڣฅᄐᛧጚՓᖂۯΔא৵ਢ໑ՓᖂۯΖ
խഏऱඒߛߓ٨ՈץਔګԳඒߛΖխഏګԳඒߛਢኙբᆖڶՠ܂ऱԳࡉ
ৱᄐԳၞ۩֮֏वᢝΕറᄐݾ౨ऱඒߛࡉഛಝΔ㻽റᄐݾԳࡉጥԳ
༼ࠎᤉᥛඒߛऱᖲᄎΖګԳඒߛऱᙄᖂڤݮਢڍጟڍᑌऱΔګԳඒߛऱᖂீբ
ګ㻽ؾছխഏऱૹඒߛᇷᄭհԫΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ᰳኍஓᐱ
Ё  催 ㄝ ᬭ 㚆 ࣙ ᣀ 催 ㄝ 㘠 Ϯ ᄺ ᷵ ˈ  ᄺ ϧ ⾥ ˄ 2 3ᑈ ˅   ᄺ ᴀ ⾥
˄4ᑈ˅Ǆ㘠催ϧ↩Ϯ≵᳝ᄺԡˈᴀ⾥↩Ϯৃҹ㦋ᕫᄺᄺԡǄᴀ⾥↩Ϯৃ
ҹ㗗ⷨお᠔Ǆϔ㠀ᴹ䇈ˈⷨお⫳3ᑈ↩Ϯ㦋ᕫ⸩ᄺԡˈҹৢᰃमᄺԡǄ
Ёⱘᬭ㚆㋏߫гࣙᣀ៤Ҏᬭ㚆ǄЁ៤Ҏᬭ㚆ᰃᇍᏆ㒣᳝ᎹⱘҎਬ
ᕙϮҎਬ䖯㸠᭛࣪ⶹ䆚ǃϧϮᡔ㛑ⱘᬭ㚆䆁ˈЎϧϮᡔᴃҎਬㅵ⧚Ҏਬ
ᦤկ㒻㓁ᬭ㚆ⱘᴎӮǄ៤Ҏᬭ㚆ⱘࡲᄺᔶᓣᰃ⾡ḋⱘˈ៤Ҏᬭ㚆ⱘᄺ᷵Ꮖ
៤ЎⳂࠡЁⱘ䞡㽕ᬭ㚆䌘⑤ПϔǄ

CHINESE MARTIAL ARTS
[Traditional-character version]

ࣳΔՈ֛פΔਢխဎاගڇ९ཚᖵ᧢խګݮऱԫଡሎ೯ႈؾΖխ
ഏࣳದᄭ࣍ࡨषᄎΖ߷ழΔԳᣊཫشཧՠࠠፖມᡬ჻ΔດዬᗨีԱԫ
ࠄސऱᆖ᧭ΖխഏতچקଢࡉԳ᧯ݮኪऱլګݮۖٵԱխഏլٵऱࣳ
ੌΖֱקԳߪޗՕΔֱ֚ק༃ܐΔࢬֱࣳקאڶႨႂঢऱរΖত
ֱֽڍΔতֱԳߪޗᅶ՛ΔګݮতֱࣳาᘈऱଅΖ
խഏࣳऱੌڶอԫऱࡎֱټऄΖڶऱਊ՞౧ࡎټΔࣳڕᅝΖڶऱ
ਊࡲஃࡩּࡎټΔڕᄘּ֜ᄕஜΖխഏࣳ॰ଥᅂֱऄլٵΔ܀Օ᧯Ղຟץ
ਔഗפءΕሁࡉփ؆פऱଥᅂΖᒭփפኙߪ᧯ᕴࡴ֗ᓳᖞߪ᧯ຝ։ړڶΖ
խഏࡩۍ۔բᆖނᒭ܂פ㻽ൎߪ᧯ऱԫጟֱऄΖࣳሁሎ೯ࡉ჻ሎ
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೯Δݾאᚰ㻽խ֨փ୲ΔದࠩԱᏺ㺞᧯ᔆऱش܂ΔՈ౨༼Գଚߪ۞ᓡऱ౨
ԺΖ९ཚᒭഗפءΔኙഛ塄ԳଚႧᕿΕࠥેΕቄ㺞ΕটՊၞ࠷ऱრݳᐚڶ
ᚥܗΖ
վ֚Δࣳګ㻽ႚᐾխഏ֮֏ऱᖯඩΔٺഏࣳფृړຏመᒭࣳՈᛵᇞԱ
խഏ֮֏Ζࣳຏመ᧯ߛᤁݾΕ֮֏ٌੌຜஉΔڇፖٺഏԳٌړ֖ا
խ࿇ཀထ။ࠐ။Օऱش܂Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
൦శ
℺ᴃˈгিࡳˈᰃЁढ⇥ᮣ䭓ᳳग़ব䴽Ёᔶ៤ⱘϔϾ䖤ࡼ乍ⳂǄЁ
℺ᴃ䍋⑤Ѣॳྟ⼒ӮǄ䙷ᯊˈҎ㉏⫼ạẦㄝᎹϢ䞢᧣ݑ᭫ˈ䗤⏤⿃㌃њϔ
ѯᬏ䰆ⱘ㒣偠ǄЁफ࣫ഄ⧚⇨Ҏԧᔶᗕⱘϡৠ㗠ᔶ៤њЁϡৠⱘ℺ᴃ
⌕⌒Ǆ࣫ᮍҎ䑿ᴤ催ˈ࣫ᮍ⇨ᆦˈދ᠔ҹ࣫ᮍ℺ᴃ᳝⇨䲘ࢆⱘ⡍⚍Ǆफ
ᮍ∈ˈफᮍҎ䑿ᴤⷂᇣˈᔶ៤फᮍ℺ᴃ㒚㝏ⱘ亢ḐǄ
Ё℺ᴃⱘ⌕⌒≵᳝㒳ϔⱘੑৡᮍ⊩Ǆ᳝ⱘᣝቅ㛝ੑৡˈབ℺ᔧ⌒Ǆ᳝ⱘ
ᣝᅫᏜྦྷ⇣ੑৡˈབᴼ⇣ᵕᣇǄЁ℺ᴃ䮼⌒ׂ⚐ᮍ⊩ϡৠˈԚԧϞ䛑ࣙ
ᣀᴀࡳǃ༫䏃ݙࡳⱘׂ⚐Ǆ㒗ࡳݙᇍ䑿ԧ఼ᅬঞ䇗ᭈ䑿ԧ䚼ߚ᳝ད໘Ǆ
Ё㗕ⱒྦྷᏆ㒣ᡞ㒗⇨ࡳЎᔎ䑿عԧⱘϔ⾡ᮍ⊩Ǆ℺ᴃ༫䏃䖤ࡼ᧣᭫䖤
ࡼˈҹᡔߏЎЁᖗݙᆍˈ䍋ࠄњᔎԧ䋼ⱘ⫼ˈг㛑ᦤ催ҎӀ䰆䑿㞾िⱘ㛑
Ǆ䭓ᳳ㒗дᴀࡳˈᇍݏҎӀࢸ༟ǃࠏ㢺ǃ乑ᔎǃ࢛Ѣ䖯পⱘᛣᖫકᖋ᳝
ᐂࡽǄ
Ҟˈ℺ᴃ៤ЎӴ᪁Ё᭛࣪ⱘḹṕˈ℺ᴃ⠅ད㗙䗮䖛㒗℺гњ㾷њ
Ё᭛࣪Ǆ℺ᴃ䗮䖛ԧ㚆ゲᡔǃ᭛࣪Ѹ⌕ㄝ䗨ᕘˈϢϪ⬠Ҏ⇥টདѸᕔ
Ёথⴔ䍞ᴹ䍞ⱘ⫼Ǆ

[Traditional-character version]
ʭ׳Ϋ
֟ࣥڝਢխഏټڶऱ۵ඒڝೃΖקᠿ০㻽Աڜඈٱ৫ቖԳႚᐾ۵ඒۖ৬
ທԱຍஆڝᐔΖڂ㻽ຍஆڝᐔ݄ᆵࣾڇতઊ֟՞ऱയࣥហխΔࢬאԳଚނ،
ጠ㻽Ϙ֟ࣥڝϙΖ৵ࠐΔԫٱۯ৫ቖՈࠩԱ֟ࣥڝΖຍۯቖ്ཏྀ㽬
سΔ࣍ਢگڝࣥ֟ڇהԱৰॾڍஈΔႚᐾࡲΖլՆࡲڇխഏཏ֗Δ֟ࣥڝ
Ոጠ㻽ࡲऱలஅΖၹأାॣऱழଢΔ֟ࣥڂڝ13ቖԳඑԱାاޕ׆Δم
ՀՕפΔࠩ࠹ۖڂཛݪऱංശΔ֟ࣥࣳՈൕڼፊ֚ټՀΔڝೃՈڼڂࠩৰ
ݶऱ࿇୶ΔᇆጠϘ֚Հรԫټ㧣ϙΖঋᇩᎅΔխഏ֛פগ֚ՀΔ֚Հࣳ֟נפ
ࣥΖߠױΔ֟ࣥࣳਢᜰֆᎁऱխഏࣳऱੌࡲإΖ
֟ࣥڝऱൄ۰ೃਢ֟ࣥڝऱு֨Δ᜔૿ᗨԿᆄۏֱؓڍΖՕႂᣪᄥਢ٤ڝ
ऱխ֨৬ᗰΔਢቖԳၞ۩۵ࠃ೯ऱૹࢬΖ֟ࣥڶ૿۫ڝխഏژऱ່Օ
ऱჃࣥΔਢᖵࡸࡉڝࣥ֟זऱችჃΖຍࠄችჃڂ،ଚऱ৬ᗰזڣऱլࠠٺۖٵ
ଅΖ֟ࣥڝჃࣥኙઔߒזײխ؆֮֏ٌੌࡉ֟ࣥࣳڶפᄕՕऱەᏝଖΖ

[Simplified-character version]
࠵ౣࠫ
ᇥᵫᇎᰃЁ᳝ৡⱘԯᬭᇎ䰶Ǆ࣫儣ⱛᏱЎњᅝᥦॄᑺڻҎӴ᪁ԯᬭ㗠ᓎ
䗴њ䖭ᑻᇎᑭǄЎ䖭ᑻᇎᑭത㨑⊇फⳕᇥᅸቅⱘᆚᵫϯЁˈ᠔ҹҎӀᡞᅗ
⿄ЎĀᇥᵫᇎāǄৢᴹˈϔԡॄᑺ催ڻгࠄњᇥᵫᇎǄ䖭ԡ催ڻЏᓴ᱂⏵ӫ
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⫳ˈѢᰃҪᇥᵫᇎᬊњᕜֵᕦˈӴ᪁⽙ᅫǄϡЙ⽙ᅫЁ᱂ঞˈᇥᵫᇎ
г㹿⿄Ў⽙ᅫⱘ⼪ᒁǄ䱟߱ⱘᯊˈᇥᵫᇎ13ڻҎᬥњ⥟ᴢϪ⇥ˈゟ
ϟࡳˈ㗠ফࠄᳱᓋⱘዛˈᇥᵫ℺ᴃгҢℸ䯏ৡϟˈᇎ䰶гℸᕫࠄᕜ
ᖿⱘথሩˈো⿄ĀϟϔৡࠍāǄ֫䆱䇈ˈЁࡳݴϟˈϟ℺ࡳߎᇥ
ᵫǄৃ㾕ˈᇥᵫ℺ᴃᰃВϪ݀䅸ⱘЁ℺ᴃⱘℷᅫ⌕⌒Ǆ
ᇥᵫᇎⱘᐌԣ䰶ᰃᇥᵫᇎⱘḌᖗˈᘏ䴶⿃ϝϛᑇᮍ㉇Ǆ䲘ᅱ↓ᰃܼᇎ
ⱘЁᖗᓎㄥˈᰃڻҎ䖯㸠ԯџ⌏ࡼⱘ䞡㽕എ᠔Ǆᇥᵫᇎ㽓䴶᳝Ё⦄ᄬⱘ᳔
ⱘศᵫˈᰃग़ҷᇥᵫᇎᇮⱘศǄ䖭ѯศᅗӀⱘᓎㄥᑈҷⱘϡৠ㗠
亢ḐǄᇥᵫᇎศᵫᇍⷨおসҷЁ᭛࣪Ѹ⌕ᇥᵫ℺ࡳ᳝ᵕⱘখ㗗ӋؐǄ

TRADITIONAL ENTERTAINMENT
[Traditional-character version]
ௌੀ
नലਢխഏႚอऱ֮ୡ೯Ζᣂ࣍ലऱࠐطΔ㽬ᎅΖڶԳᎁ㻽
ലਢਞટᖏഏழנऱΔՈڶԳᤚല㶷سՊࣔཛΔ܀ਢലਢխഏऱഏጰ
ຍԫរլ୲ᆜጊΖലϘາϙΔਢطଡԳԫದनऱԫጟሏᚭΖनല
ڶৰڍঞΔچٺ࣍ط܀ऱଅঋፖ֮֏ऱլٵΔലऱঞՈլอԫΔनऄٺ
լԫᑌΖխഏऱലሎ೯ڶထ᠆༄ऱ֮֏փොΖ،լႛਢԫጟᗑऱΕᔊ࠺ࢤ
ৰൎऱሏᚭΔՈኙၲ࿇ԳऱཕԺړڶΖनലڇխഏԼ։ཏ֗Δੌ۩ᒤ௫
֗ࠩषᄎٺଡၸᐋΕٺଡᏆΔբᆖၞԵࠩՏ୮ᆄ֪Δګ㻽խഏ່ڶᐙԺऱ
ཕԺ೯ΖؾছՂৰچڍຟڶनലऱଅঋΖ

[Simplified-character version]
᳣࠱
⥽咏ᇚᰃЁӴ㒳ⱘ᭛စ⌏ࡼǄ݇Ѣ咏ᇚⱘ⬅ᴹˈӫ䇈㒋㒁Ǆ᳝Ҏ䅸Ў咏
ᇚᰃ⾟ᯊߎ⦄ⱘˈг᳝Ҏ㾝ᕫ咏ᇚѻ⫳ѢᯢᳱˈԚᰃ咏ᇚᰃЁⱘ㊍
䖭ϔ⚍ϡᆍ㕂⭥Ǆ咏ᇚॳিĀ咏䲔āˈᰃ⬅ಯϾҎϔ䍋⥽ⱘϔ⾡␌៣Ǆ⥽咏ᇚ
᳝ᕜ㾘߭ˈԚ⬅Ѣഄⱘ亢֫Ϣ᭛࣪ⱘϡৠˈ咏ᇚⱘ㾘߭гϡ㒳ϔˈ⥽⊩
ϡϔḋǄЁⱘ咏ᇚ䖤ࡼ᳝ⴔЄᆠⱘ᭛࣪⎉ݙǄᅗϡҙᰃϔ⾡⣀⡍ⱘǃ䍷ੇᗻ
ᕜᔎⱘ␌៣ˈгᇍᓔথҎⱘᱎ᳝ད໘Ǆ⥽咏ᇚЁकߚ᱂ঞˈ⌕㸠㣗ೈ⍝
ঞࠄ⼒ӮϾ䰊ሖǃϾ乚ඳˈᏆ㒣䖯ܹࠄगᆊϛ᠋ˈ៤ЎЁ᳔᳝ᕅડⱘ
ᱎ⌏ࡼǄⳂࠡϪ⬠Ϟᕜഄऎ䛑᳝⥽咏ᇚⱘ亢֫Ǆ

[Traditional-character version]
ၦ᎘
ႚᎅ௨ڶۂԫஆ՞Δ՞ՀڶԫයՕࣾΖ߷㠪ऱ֚ޢࡩۍ۔ຟࣾش㠪ऱֽᑦ
ضΕྦ堩Ζڶԫ֚ΔᅝچऱԫۯᗼࡴࠐࠩၢၴΔתሁՂߠ༓ଡՕዧ䑞ထԫଡ
ՕᦨΔᦨ㠪ڶԫයੌထณෝऱՕΖᗼࡴԱא৵ৰᣄመΔ༉ኙ༓ଡՕዧ
ᎅΚϘ܃ଚ౨լ౨ނຍයՕᔄݺΛϙ༓ۯՕዧߠᗼࡴ၇Δຑڦᚨ
ԱΖᗼࡴނՕڃ୮㠪塄ԱದࠐΖၲࡨऱழଢΔᗼࡴᨃԳՕۚپΔױਢ
ՕլپΔ৵ࠐթवሐΔࠐՕࡉԳᣊԫᑌΔپ២ଇΖ
ڶԫڣऱ֚Δ֚ԫऴৰᑷΔৰ֟ՀॸΖࣾ㠪ऱֽຟԱΔچ㠪ऱ๗ᒛՈ
ຟ᧔ڽԱΔࡩۍ۔ऱسࠩ࠹ڼڂᣤૹᐙΖԫ֚ඡՂΔᗼࡴԱԫଡኄΔኄ
խڶԳה္ܫΔ߷ނ࣠ڕයՕ࣋ࠩࣾ㠪Δ֚۞ྥ༉ᄎՀॸԱΖᗼࡴᙌԱא
৵Δ್ՂᨃԳނՕ࣋ࠩࣾ㠪װΖ࣠ྥመԱ༓֚Δ֚༉ՀದॸࠐԱΖԳଚ㻽
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AP Chinese Language and Culture

ԱტՕΔ༉ᗈଉผਈ،Δᝫނ២ଇࣾࠩه㠪ΔݦඨรԲڶڣଡՕ᠆گΖױ
ਢԳଚࠀլवሐΔຍᑌਢحԱ֚ՂऱఢΖࠐ߷යՕਢ՞Ղऱ؎ᚊΔਢ
ຂ២ଇംᠲऱ֚壀Ζڂ㻽ނࡩۍ۔២ଇࣾࠩهխ࣍شผਈΔᜊᝡԱ២
ଇΔد০वሐԱΔد০ᐬ৷ᄕԱΔ࣍ਢ༉؎ނᚊවԱΖ؎ᚊවԱ৵Δ߷ଡ
ֱ֚֚چՀॸΔॸֽ១ऴࡉۨԫᑌΖ৵ࠐΔԳଚवሐԱ؎ᚊවऱڂΔԼ։
৵Δ༉ִإڇԼն߷ԫ֚ፘᚊΔݦඨ౨؎ނᚊऱߪ᧯൷ٽದࠐΖፘᚊຍଡ
ঋൕੌۖڼႚՀࠐΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ᓁᴜ
Ӵ䇈⌭∳᳝ϔᑻቅˈቅϟ᳝ϔᴵ⊇Ǆ䙷䞠ⱘ㗕ⱒྦྷ↣䛑⫼⊇䞠ⱘ∈⌛
⬄ǃ❂佁Ǆ᳝ϔˈᔧഄⱘϔԡওᅬᴹࠄе䯈ˈञ䏃Ϟⳟ㾕Ͼ∝ᢀⴔϔϾ
ㄐᄤˈㄐᄤ䞠᳝ϔᴵ⌕ⴔⴐ⊾ⱘ㲛Ǆওᅬⳟњҹৢᕜ䲒䖛ˈህᇍϾ∝
䇈˖“ԴӀ㛑ϡ㛑ᡞ䖭ᴵ㲛प㒭៥˛”ԡ∝㾕ওᅬ㽕ф㲛ˈ䖲ᖭㄨᑨњǄও
ᅬᡞ㲛ᏺಲᆊ䞠ݏњ䍋ᴹǄᓔྟⱘᯊˈওᅬ䅽Ҏ㒭㲛㙝ৗˈৃᰃ㲛ϡ
ৗˈৢᴹᠡⶹ䘧ˈॳᴹ㲛Ҏ㉏ϔḋˈাৗ㊂亳Ǆ
᳝ϔᑈⱘˈϔⳈᕜ⛁ˈᕜᇥϟ䲼Ǆ⊇䞠ⱘ∈䛑ᑆњˈഄ䞠ⱘᑘ【г
䛑ᰦ⅏њˈ㗕ⱒྦྷⱘ⫳⌏ℸফࠄϹ䞡ᕅડǄϔᰮϞˈওᅬخњϔϾṺˈṺ
Ё᳝Ҏਞ䆝Ҫˈབᵰᡞ䙷ᴵ㲛ᬒࠄ⊇䞠ˈ㞾✊ህӮϟ䲼њǄওᅬ䝦њҹ
ৢˈ偀Ϟ䅽Ҏᡞ㲛ᬒࠄ⊇䞠এǄᵰ✊䖛њ≵ˈህϟ䍋䲼ᴹњǄҎӀЎ
њᛳ䇶㲛ˈህ⚻佭⽁ᢰᅗˈ䖬ᡞ㊂亳϶ࠄ⊇䞠ˈᏠᳯѠᑈ᳝ϾЄᬊǄৃ
ᰃҎӀᑊϡⶹ䘧ˈ䖭ḋخᰃ⢃њϞⱘ㾘ⶽǄॳᴹ䙷ᴵ㲛ᰃቅϞⱘᎼ啭ˈᰃ
Џ㽕䋳䋷㊂亳䯂乬ⱘ⼲ǄЎ㗕ⱒྦྷᡞ㊂亳϶ࠄ⊇Ё⫼Ѣ⽁ᢰˈ㊳䐟њ㊂
亳ˈ㹿⥝Ᏹⶹ䘧њˈ⥝ᏱᛸᗦᵕњˈѢᰃህᡞᎼ啭ᴔњǄᎼ啭㹿ᴔњৢˈ䙷Ͼ
ഄᮍϟ䲼ˈ䲼∈ㅔⳈ㸔ϔḋǄৢᴹˈҎӀⶹ䘧њᎼ啭㹿ᴔⱘॳˈकߚ
ৢᙨˈህℷ᳜कѨ䙷ϔ㟲啭ˈᏠᳯ㛑ᡞᎼ啭ⱘ䑿ԧড়䍋ᴹǄ㟲啭䖭Ͼд
֫Ңℸ㗠⌕ӴϟᴹǄ

[Traditional-character version]
ၦ
ፘᅐਢխഏᚌߐऱاၴᢌΖࠩޢցୱᆏࢨृႃᄎᐜࠢऱழଢΔاၴຟڶ
ፘᅐܗᘋऱঋΖຍԫঋੌႚ۟վΔբڶԫՏڣڍऱᖵΖ
ፘᅐڇ࿇୶መ࿓խګݮԱতᅐፖקᅐࠟጟլٵऱ।ዝଅΖקᅐڜאᚧΕ
ࣾק㻽ז।Ζקᅐፘא।ዝϘࣳᅐϙ㻽Δ՛ᅐطԫଡԳፘΔՕᅐطᠨԳ
ፘΔԫଡԳీمፘᅐᙰΔԫԳᦛᆨፘᅐߪࡉᅐ֣ݠΖ؆ΔᝫڶԫଡԳګފ
ࣳՓΔڇᅐ૿ছ֧ᖄ،।ዝٺጟ؏ݾΖতֱፘᅐ।ዝழᝑߒ।ൣ֗ٺጟຐԳ
ფऱ೯܂Ζতᅐאᐖࣟ㻽խ֨Δࠀੌ۩࣍ଉཽΕᖾ॰֗ࣟতࠅچΖᅐݮ
ွႂΔխഏײԳނ،ᅝ܂টཊࡉԺၦऱွᐛΔᎁ㻽،౨অ۹ԳᣊؓڜΖխഏ
Գڇցୱᆏ֗ࠡ،ૹՕ೯㠪شፘᅐऱֱڤཚઐسٳ壁ڕრΕࠃࠃؓڜΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ᓁ࿙
㟲⣂ᰃЁӬ⾔ⱘ⇥䯈㡎ᴃǄ↣ࠄܗᆉ㡖㗙䲚Ӯᑚⱘᯊ⇥ˈ䯈䛑᳝
㟲⣂ࡽ݈ⱘд֫Ǆ䖭ϔд֫⌕Ӵ㟇ҞˈᏆ᳝ϔगᑈⱘग़Ǆ
㟲⣂থሩ䖛Ёᔶ៤њफ⣂Ϣ࣫⣂ϸ⾡ϡৠⱘ㸼ⓨ亢ḐǄ࣫⣂ҹᅝᖑǃ
⊇࣫Ўҷ㸼Ǆ࣫⣂㟲ҹ㸼ⓨ“℺⣂”ЎЏˈᇣ⣂ᄤ⬅ϔϾҎ㟲ˈ⣂ᄤ⬅ঠҎ㟲ˈ
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ϔϾҎキゟ㟲⣂༈ˈϔҎᔃ㝄㟲⣂䑿⣂ᄤሒᏈǄˈ䖬᳝ϔϾҎᡂ៤℺
ˈ⣂ᄤ䴶ࠡᓩᇐᅗ㸼ⓨ⾡ᡔᎻǄफᮍ㟲⣂㸼ⓨᯊ䆆お㸼ᚙঞ⾡䗫Ҏ୰
⠅ⱘࡼǄफ⣂ҹᑓϰЎЁᖗˈᑊ⌕㸠Ѣ佭␃ǃ▇䮼ঞϰफѮഄऎǄ⣂ᄤᔶ䈵
䲘ӳˈЁসҎᡞᅗᔧ࢛ᬶ䞣ⱘ䈵ᕕˈ䅸Ўᅗ㛑ֱԥҎ㉏ᑇᅝǄЁҎ
ܗᆉ㡖ঞ݊ᅗ䞡⌏ࡼ䞠⫼㟲⣂ᄤⱘᮍᓣᳳⳐ⫳⌏ঢ়⼹བᛣǃџџᑇᅝǄ

CULTURAL HERITAGE
[Traditional-character version]
՚ɟ֙˵ԕɁፘэ
ࡌՑࢋࠇקԳᙊܿࠇק࣍ۯতຝऱࢪ՞ࡌՑࢋΖՂધ31זڣΔԳଚڇ
ࡌՑࢋ࿇ԱรԫჇࠇקԳᙰ።Δ㻽ઔߒײԳᣊ༼ࠎԱഒኔऱഗ៕Ζઔߒ
࣠᧩قΔࠇקԳسڇ၏վ81ᆄ۟ڣ31ᆄڣհၴΖᖕංጩΔࠇקԳߪ㻽ߊ
267᠖ۏΔՖ261᠖ۏΖࠇקԳऱኂࡎለΔՕຝ։Գ࣍ڽ25ᄣאছΔ၌መ61ᄣ
ऱԳპࠡპΖࠇקԳ᥆فᕴழזΔਢ່־شࠌڰऱײԳᣊΔࠀ౨៊೯ढΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ֆԯआӑ̠̚᥋ڦ
਼ষᑫ࣫ҀҎ䘫ഔԡѢ࣫Ҁफ䚼ⱘ᠓ቅऎ਼ষᑫǄϞϪ㑾20ᑈҷˈҎӀ
਼ষᑫথ⦄њϔഫ࣫ҀҎ༈Ⲫ偼ˈЎⷨおসҎ㉏ᦤկњമᅲⱘ⸔Ǆⷨお㒧
ᵰᰒ⼎ˈ࣫ҀҎ⫳⌏䎱Ҟ 70ϛᑈ㟇 20ϛᑈП䯈Ǆㅫˈ࣫ҀҎ䑿催Ў⬋
156६㉇ˈཇ150६㉇Ǆ࣫ҀҎⱘᇓੑ䕗ⷁˈ䚼ߚҎ⅏Ѣ14ቕҹࠡˈ䍙䖛50ቕ
ⱘҎᖂТ݊ᖂǄ࣫ҀҎሲ఼ᯊҷˈᰃ᳔ᮽՓ⫼☿ⱘসҎ㉏ˈᑊ㛑ᤩ⣢ࡼ⠽Ǆ

[Traditional-character version]
ඡɬ
႓՞࣍ۯխഏڜᚧઊऱতຝΔতקપ51ֆߺΔࣟ۫પ41ֆߺΔ૿ᗨપ
2311ֱؓֆߺΖ႓՞ऱᓊक़Δ௧ࢸ2975ۏΖ႓՞ན։ᄵੈΕႆߣΕ࣪
ߣΕק௧Εدৠࡉᖯքଡຝ։Ζ႓՞ऱ࡛࣪ΕࢡفΕႆ௧ࡉᄵੈጠ㻽Ϙ
ϙΖ႓՞ႃխԱխഏٺՕټ՞ऱભནΔࢬאΔխഏזײထټऱள۩୮ஊដড়
ᎅ;Ϙնࢂូࠐլ՞Δ႓՞ូࠐլࢂϙΔߠױ႓՞ऱནۥਢڍ䈥ऱભᣝΖೈ
Ա۞ྥནᨠΔ႓՞ڇԳ֮ནᨠֱ૿Ոૹڶ۾ۯچΖ႓՞ਢଡᇷᄭ᠆༄Εسኪ
ݙᖞΕૹڶઝᖂࡉسኪᛩቼᏝଖऱഏ୮్ଅནټࡉᝩཔچΖ

[Simplified-character version]
᳦ࡢ
咘ቅԡѢЁᅝᖑⳕⱘफ䚼ˈफ࣫㑺 40 ݀䞠ˈϰ㽓㑺 30 ݀䞠ˈ䴶⿃㑺
1200ᑇᮍ݀䞠Ǆ咘ቅⱘЏዄ㦆㢅ዄˈ⍋ᢨ1864㉇Ǆ咘ቅ᱃ऎߚ⏽⊝ǃѥ䈋ǃᵒ
䈋ǃ࣫⍋ǃ⥝ሣ䩧ḹ݁Ͼ䚼ߚǄ咘ቅⱘ༛ᵒǃᗾǃѥ⍋⏽⊝㹿⿄Ў “ಯ
㒱 ”Ǆ咘ቅ䲚ЁњЁৡቅⱘ㕢᱃ˈ᠔ҹˈЁসҷ㨫ৡⱘᮙ㸠ᆊᕤ䳲ᅶ
䇈:“Ѩኇᔦᴹϡⳟቅˈ咘ቅᔦᴹϡⳟኇ”ˈৃ㾕咘ቅⱘ᱃㡆ᰃМⱘ㕢БǄ䰸њ
㞾✊᱃㾖ˈ咘ቅҎ᭛᱃㾖ᮍ䴶гऴ᳝䞡㽕ഄԡǄ咘ቅᰃϾ䌘⑤Єᆠǃ⫳ᗕᅠ
ᭈǃ᳝䞡㽕⾥ᄺ⫳ᗕ⦃๗Ӌؐⱘᆊ㑻亢᱃ৡ㚰ऎ䙓ᱥ㚰ഄǄ
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[Traditional-character version]
̒ɭɣညፅࢠΔ
խഏ՟ઊփऱՕዼ㼆ཨஒچΔ૿ᗨ:356ֱؓֆߺΔچሀઊփ༓ଡؑΕ۞
एࡉڠᗼΖՕዼᘷཨஒچᖑ᠆ڶ༄ऱཬढጟᣊΔࡺ۰ထ٤41&אՂऱມسՕ
ዼᘷΔਢՂ່ՕΕ່ݙᖞऱՕዼᘷཨஒچΖ؆Δ߷㠪Ոਢ՛ዼᘷΕຳಣ
ᡦٲढጟཨஒऱֱچΖڇ༓ଡ۞ྥঅᥨխΔॎᚊ۞ྥঅᥨঅᥨՕዼ
㼆֗ཤࣥسኪߓอΖࡤ՞۞ྥঅᥨঅᥨມس೯ढ֗՞سኪߓอΖ
८՞౧۞ྥঅᥨঅᥨੴ࿕೯ढ֗سኪᛩቼΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ེܷࢵٽಟোڠ
ЁಯᎱⳕⱘݙ❞⣿ᷪᙃഄˈ䴶⿃9245ᑇᮍ݀䞠ˈഄ䎼ⳕݙϾᏖǃ㞾
⊏ᎲওǄ❞⣿ᷪᙃഄᢹ᳝Єᆠⱘỡ⠽⾡㉏ˈሙԣⴔܼϪ⬠30%ҹϞⱘ䞢⫳
❞⣿ˈᰃϪ⬠Ϟ᳔ǃ᳔ᅠᭈⱘ❞⣿ᷪᙃഄǄˈ䙷䞠гᰃᇣ❞⣿ǃ䲾
䉍ㄝ▦ॅ⠽⾡ᷪᙃⱘഄᮍǄϾ㞾✊ֱᡸऎЁˈऻ啭㞾✊ֱᡸऎЏ㽕ֱᡸ
❞⣿ঞỂᵫ⫳ᗕ㋏㒳Ǆಯྥቅ㞾✊ֱᡸऎЏ㽕ֱᡸ䞢⫳ࡼ⠽ঞ催ቅ⫳ᗕ㋏
㒳Ǆ䞥ቅ㛝㞾✊ֱᡸऎЏ㽕ֱᡸ⦡⿔ࡼ⠽ঞ⫳ᗕ⦃๗Ǆ

TRADITIONAL CLOTHING
[Traditional-character version]
ר
ዧࣚΔՈዧᇘΔਢዧගऱႚอاගࣚᇘΖዧاගࣚ堸ႚอᥛԱ༓Տ
ڣΔࠀᙟထழזऱ᧢ᔢࡉاගऱٌᘜۖ࿇୶נԱ᠆༄ڍऱᑌڤΔ܀ਢዧࣚ
ऱϘٌᏆ׳ಔΔՂ۪Հ፴ϙຍԫ່ᐛԫऴঅఎՀࠐΖዧࣚז।Ախഏײ
ا۔ගऱဎᣝΕᚌႁࡉ໑ՕऱᔆΖዧࣚऱഗڤݮء㻽ֱࣟࠎ༼ԱᑑᄷΔ
ឌഏऱႚอࣚᇘፖֲءऱࡉࣚຟਢڇዧࣚऱഗ៕Ղ࿇୶ۖࠐऱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ලన
∝᳡ˈгি∝㺙ˈᰃ∝ᮣⱘӴ㒳⇥ᮣ᳡㺙Ǆ∝⇥ᮣ᳡佄Ӵ㒳ᓊ㓁њग
ᑈˈᑊ䱣ⴔᯊҷⱘব䖕⇥ᮣⱘѸ㵡㗠থሩߎњЄᆠᔽⱘḋᓣˈԚᰃ∝᳡
ⱘ“Ѹ乚ে㹑ˈϞ㸷ϟ㻇”䖭ϔ᳔Џ㽕⡍ᕕϔⳈֱ⬭ϟᴹǄ∝᳡ҷ㸼њЁস㗕⇥
ᮣⱘढБǃӬ䲙मⱘ⇨䋼Ǆ∝᳡ⱘᴀᔶᓣЎϰᮍϪ⬠ᦤկњᷛ䶽ˈޚ
ⱘӴ㒳᳡㺙Ϣ᮹ᴀⱘ᳡䛑ᰃ∝᳡ⱘ⸔Ϟথሩ㗠ᴹⱘǄ

[Traditional-character version]
ɻɬ
խ՞ᇘڇഏᎾՂጠ㻽խഏߊڤ៖ࣚऱז।ࢤࣚᇘΖ୪խ՞٣ࡺس۰ֲء
ཚၴΔֲࠩءᖂࢬسઠࣚᇘ១ᖦైΕֱঁΕՕֱΔ༉ᓮࣚᇘஃല،ޏאף
ທΔ໌ທԱխ՞ᇘΖխ՞ᇘऱᑑݳਢΔ،ऱՂ۪Δؐ׳ՂՀڶٺԫଡ።ࡉ
ڬऱՑΖխ՞ᇘՠᝑߒΔທীኙጠΔ؆ݮભᨠΕՕֱΔઠထႁΕ
ૹΔ೯ֱঁΔದԱঅᄊᥨߪऱش܂Ζխ՞ᇘऱۥৰ᠆༄Δೈൄߠऱ៴ۥΕ
ۥۊ؆Δᝫڶ႕ۥΕۥػΕۥۏΖԫࠐᎅΔতֱԳೣფۥΔֱקԳೣფ
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ۥΖխ՞ᇘਝ܂ױ៖ࣚΔԾঁ܂ױᇘΖ܂៖ࣚشऱխ՞ᇘۥ๗ૹΕި
ထΔۖشࣚঁ܂ழۥאױធࣔᑣࠄΖ
2:5:ڣ21ִ2ֲΔֻᖻࣟஂઠထխ՞ᇘΔీڜ֚ڇ॰ৄᑔٻ๗ᣤؒ
խဎԳا٥ࡉഏمګΔൕڼխ՞ᇘၞԵࡩۍ۔ऱ୮㠪ΔګԱ߷ଡழזऱϘഏ
ࣚϙΖஂֻڂԫऴഒઠխ՞ᇘΔࢬא؆ഏԳԾጠխ՞ᇘ㻽ϘֻࣚϙࢨϘֻ
ᇘϙΖ

[Simplified-character version]
˖ࡢᜈ
Ёቅ㺙䰙Ϟ㹿⿄ЎЁ⬋ᓣ⼐᳡ⱘҷ㸼ᗻ᳡㺙ǄᄭЁቅ⫳ܜሙԣ᮹ᴀ
ᳳ䯈ˈⳟࠄ᮹ᴀᄺ⫳᠔こ᳡㺙ㅔऩᴈ㋴ǃᮍ֓ǃᮍˈህ䇋᳡㺙Ꮬᇚᅗࡴҹᬍ
䗴ˈ߯䗴њЁቅ㺙ǄЁቅ㺙ⱘᷛᖫᰃˈᅗⱘϞ㸷ˈᎺেϞϟ᳝ϔϾᏺⲪᄤ
ᠷᄤⱘষ㹟ǄЁቅ㺙خᎹ䆆おˈ䗴ൟᇍ⿄ˈᔶ㕢㾖ǃᮍˈこⴔ催䲙ǃ〇
䞡ˈ⌏ࡼᮍ֓ˈ䍋њֱᱪᡸ䑿ⱘ⫼ǄЁቅ㺙ⱘ㡆ᔽᕜЄᆠˈ䰸ᐌ㾕ⱘ㪱㡆ǃ
♄㡆ˈ䖬᳝咥㡆ǃⱑ㡆ǃ㉇㡆ㄝǄϔ㠀ᴹ䇈ˈफᮍҎأ⠅⌙㡆ˈ࣫ᮍҎأ⠅
⏅㡆ǄЁቅ㺙᮶ৃ⼐᳡ˈজৃ֓㺙Ǆ⼐᳡⫼ⱘЁቅ㺙㡆ᔽ㽕ᑘ䞡ǃ≝
ⴔˈ㗠֓᳡⫼ᯊ㡆ᔽৃҹ剰ᯢ⌏⋐ѯǄ
1949ᑈ10᳜1᮹ˈ↯⋑ϰЏᐁこⴔЁቅ㺙ˈキᅝ䮼ජὐϪ⬠ᑘϹᅷᏗ
ЁढҎ⇥݅៤ゟˈҢℸЁቅ㺙䖯ܹ㗕ⱒྦྷⱘᆊ䞠ˈ៤њ䙷Ͼᯊҷⱘ“᳡”Ǆ
↯ЏᐁϔⳈമᣕこЁቅ㺙ˈ᠔ҹҎজ⿄Ёቅ㺙Ў“↯᳡”“↯㺙”Ǆ

[Traditional-character version]
࿏
ਢխഏՖࢤऱႚอࣚᇘΔᄭ࣍堚ཛԳऱထᇘΖվ֚ऱՕڍਢᆖ
መࠐۖߜޏऱΖߜޏ৵ऱጟᣊڍΔ܀ዌᐛਢمᏆΕ׳ՕᢘΕጹ
ᆨߪΖ
ڇխഏΔᙇڶԫࡳऱᝑߒΔᖕᏁࠐ㢾ࡳઠչ䈥ᑌऱΖڕ
ദΔլႛ૿றᔆچړΔۥՈធ䖿Ζ०ᎏΕ୯ऱΔ؆ᨠ
ૹۖႁΙঁࣚאױᙟ֨ࢬΔ౨ડנଡࢤΕ୶᧯ীભΕઠထငᔞ
Օֱ༉۩ԱΖؑ࣍طՂᔄऱՕຟਢਊᅃՕ㽬֏ऱߪ᧯ࡉޗী፹܂ऱΔࢬ
א၇ࠩٽᔞऱլਢԫٙ୲࣐ऱࠃΖޢ࣍طଡԳऱߪޗຟլԫᑌΔ၇
ছؘႊᄷᒔچၦ۞נաऱΕᆨࡉᜪΖ؆ΔᝫᏆΕ۪ߪΕ
ऱ९ፖॅᒇਢٽܡᔞΖ
ڂ㻽ךאױ։୶قՖࢤߪ᧯ᐛΔࢬאΔൕՂԫધ31ࠩזڣվ֚Δ
ԫऴ࠹ᐖՕՖࢤ֖ࣛऱॹᅭΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ூ
᮫㹡ᰃЁཇᗻⱘӴ㒳᳡㺙ˈᴹ⑤Ѣ⏙ᳱ᮫Ҏⱘⴔ㺙ǄҞⱘ᮫㹡ᰃ
㒣䖛ᬍ㡃㗠ᴹⱘǄᬍ㡃ৢⱘ᮫㹡⾡㉏㐕ˈԚЏ㽕㒧ᵘ⡍ᕕᰃゟ乚ǃে㼳ǃ
㋻㝄䑿ㄝǄ
Ёˈ䗝䌁᮫㹡᳝ϔᅮⱘ䆆おˈ㽕ḍ䳔㽕ᴹއᅮこҔМḋⱘ᮫㹡Ǆབ
㒧ီ᮫㹡ˈϡҙ䴶᭭䋼ഄ㽕དˈ㡆ᔽг㽕剰㡇Ǆ䖢ᆒǃ䍈ᆈⱘ᮫㹡ˈ㾖㽕〇
䞡㗠催䲙˗֓᳡᮫㹡ৃҹ䱣ᖗ᠔℆ˈা㽕㛑さߎϾᗻǃሩ⦄ԧൟ㕢ǃこⴔ㟦䗖
ᮍህ㸠њǄ⬅ѢᏖഎϞपⱘ᮫㹡䛑ᰃᣝ✻ӫ࣪ⱘ䑿ᴤԧൟࠊⱘˈ᠔
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ҹфࠄড়䗖ⱘ᮫㹡ϡᰃϔӊᆍᯧⱘџǄ⬅Ѣ↣ϾҎⱘ䑿ᴤ䛑ϡϔḋˈ䌁ф᮫㹡
ࠡᖙ乏⹂ޚഄ䞣ߎ㞾Ꮕⱘ㛌ೈǃ㝄ೈ㞔ೈǄˈ䖬㽕ⳟ乚ᄤǃ㸷䑿ǃ㹪ᄤ
ⱘ䭓ⷁϢ㙹⯺ᰃ৺ড়䗖Ǆ
Ў᮫㹡ৃҹߚܙሩ⼎ཇᗻ䑿ԧ⡍ᕕˈ᠔ҹˈҢϞϔϪ㑾20ᑈҷࠄҞˈ
᮫㹡ϔⳈ⏅ফᑓཇᗻ᳟টⱘ䴦ⴤǄ

TRADITIONAL FOOD
[Traditional-character version]
̒ɣപӡ
چ࣍طᛩቼΕଢढ㶷Ε֮֏ႚอا֗אගঋైڂऱլٵΔխഏچ
ֱଅ࠺ՈࠠٺۥΔګݮԱլٵऱလߓΖᕙလΕ՟လΕᤕလࡉᆕလጠ㻽խഏ
ထټऱϘՕလߓϙΖ
ᕙလՈ՞ࣟလΖ՞ࣟઊࠉ՞ເ௧Δढ㶷᠆༄Δ㻽堬ଇ֮֏࿇୶༼ࠎԱߜ
ړයٙΖᕙလشறᐖऑΔᙇறᝑߒΔԸՠ壄าΔ෪堤ݾᢌ٤૿Ζᕙလଅ࠺Κ᤹
ធᔞՑΔ堚ଉኊΖᕙလࣹૹྏشΔϘ堚ྏ٤୮壂ϙ༉ਢԫሐټڶऱ喴လΖᕙ
လڇ෪፹௧ធֱ૿ڶᗑࠩհΔϘᢕ႓ౕູϙ
ΕϘᠪፚູϙຟਢᗑࠠរऱ௧
࠺ଇΖ
ᆕလՈᐖࣟလΔᖕᎅದᄭ࣍۫ዧழཚΖᆕလشறለᐖΕक़ۥڍΕ࣍
᧢֏ΔᝑߒធኊΖᆕလऱޗறڍሒ༓ՏጟΖ୮㠪塄ऱᆅఌΕֽ㠪ऱູᓚຟਢᆕ
လऱ෪ᓳޗறΔܑ۟ऱလߓൕࠐլشऱΕቕΕᘷΔᆕလຟ౨ނ،ଚګ
ભ࠺ࠋोΖထټऱᆕလڶϘईׄۚϙ
Ε
Ϙ௸ࠂᓼϙࡉϘذמઉϙΖᙟထխ؆֮
֏ऱٌੌΔڕվᆕလբߨٻΔᖕᎅႛભഏోપ༉ڶ༓Տ୮ᆕလ塢Ζ
՟လנ࣍ዧழཚΔାݚழ࿇୶߰ຒΔࠩԱࣔ堚Δ՟လբৰټڶԱΖ
՟လ࠺ڇሐֱ૿ᗑࠠۥΔܑਢڇ࠺ऱሎشՂᝑڍޣᑌΔᓳ࠺ᨋ᧢ڍΖ
شڇறՂΔਢ՟လ່ཏሙऱᓳ࠺Ζ՟လڇ෪ᓳֱऄՂΔᝑߒԸՠࡉ־
ଢΖϘֽྦׄۚϙ
Ε
Ϙധߤፍϙຟਢټڶऱ՟လΖࡲإऱ՟လא՟ګຟΕૹ
ᐜࠟچऱလो㻽ז।ΖվΔլႛ՟လੌႚ٤ഏΔ՟လ塢Ոሙچٺ܉Ζ
ᤕလԾཆလΖཆလऱរਢᝑߒ־ՠΔ࠺ሐᔧদΔঅ࠺تΔ
ࠀא෪፹՞ມ௧࠺ۖፊ࣍ټΖڇᙇறֱ૿Δཆလࣹૹᙇறऱᐖऑࢤ֗ઝᖂ
چᓳᛜ塄Ζڇՠᢌֱ૿Δၺလࣹૹ෪堤־ՠΖڇທীֱ૿Δࣹૹۥᕴؽ
ऱٽΔ୶נ壄ભऱᢌࢤΖထټऱလोጟڶϘ֚Հรԫϙ
Ε
ϘᆹᤓԶ
ᣪϙ
Ε
Ϙԫᓚࠟ࠺ϙΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ܷٽᖜጆ
⬅Ѣഄ⧚⦃๗ǃ⇨⠽ѻǃ᭛࣪Ӵ㒳ҹঞ⇥ᮣд֫ㄝ㋴ⱘϡৠˈЁഄ
ᮍ亢ੇг⡍㡆ˈᔶ៤њϡৠⱘ㦰㋏Ǆ剕㦰ǃᎱ㦰ǃ㢣㦰㉸㦰㹿⿄ЎЁ
㨫ৡⱘ“ಯ㦰㋏”Ǆ
剕㦰гিቅϰ㦰Ǆቅϰⳕձቅ١⍋ˈ⠽ѻЄᆠˈЎ佂亳᭛࣪থሩᦤկњ㡃
དᴵӊǄ剕㦰⫼᭭ᑓ⊯ˈ䗝᭭䆆おˈߔᎹ㊒㒚ˈ⛍伾ᡔ㡎ܼ䴶Ǆ剕㦰亢ੇ˖ઌ
剰䗖ষˈ⏙佭㛚ႽǄ剕㦰⊼䞡⫼∸ˈ“⏙∸ܼᆊ⽣”ህᰃϔ䘧᳝ৡⱘ元㦰Ǆ剕㦰
⛍ࠊ⍋剰ᮍ䴶᳝⣀ࠄП໘ˈ “㷍咘剐㖙 ”ǃ “叵㪝剐偼 ”ㄝ䛑ᰃ⣀⡍⚍ⱘ⍋ੇ亳
કǄ
㉸㦰гিᑓϰ㦰ˈ䇈䍋⑤Ѣ㽓∝ᯊᳳǄ㉸㦰⫼᭭䕗ᑓǃ㢅㡆㐕ǃѢ
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ব࣪ˈ䆆お剰ႽǄ㉸㦰ⱘᴤ᭭䖒ग⾡Ǆᆊ䞠⬰⾑ⱘݏǃ∈䞠ⱘ剐㱒䛑ᰃ㉸
㦰ⱘ⛍䇗ᴤ᭭ˈ⫮㟇߿ⱘ㦰㋏Ңᴹϡ⫼ⱘ㲛ǃ哴ǃ⣿ㄝˈ㉸㦰䛑㛑ᡞᅗӀخ៤
㕢ੇՇ㚈Ǆ㨫ৡⱘ㉸㦰᳝“㲛⊍⠯㙝”ǃ“⚸ч⣾”“”ⲙ⪰ހㄝǄ䱣ⴔЁ᭛࣪ⱘ
Ѹ⌕ˈབҞ㉸㦰Ꮖ䍄Ϫ⬠ˈ䇈ҙ㕢㒑㑺ህ᳝गᆊ㉸㦰佚Ǆ
Ꮁ㦰ߎ⦄Ѣ⾺∝ᯊᳳˈᅟᯊথሩ䖙䗳ˈࠄњᯢ⏙ˈᎱ㦰Ꮖᕜ᳝ৡ⇨њǄ
Ꮁ㦰ੇ䘧ᮍ䴶⣀⡍㡆ˈ⡍߿ᰃ䕷ੇⱘ䖤⫼Ϟ䆆∖ḋˈ䇗ੇ♉⌏বǄ
⫼᭭Ϟˈ䕷ỦᰃᎱ㦰᳔᱂䘡ⱘ䇗ੇકǄᎱ㦰⛍䇗ᮍ⊩Ϟˈ䆆おߔᎹ☿
Ǆ“∈❂⠯㙝”ǃ“咏ယ䈚㜤”ㄝ䛑ᰃ᳝ৡⱘᎱ㦰ǄℷᅫⱘᎱ㦰ҹಯᎱ៤䛑ǃ䞡ᑚ
ϸഄⱘ㦰㚈Ўҷ㸼Ǆ⦄ҞˈϡҙᎱ㦰⌕ӴܼˈᎱ㦰佚г䘡ᏗϪ⬠ഄǄ
㢣㦰জি⏂ᡀ㦰Ǆ⏂ᡀ㦰ⱘ⡍⚍ᰃ䆆お☿Ꮉˈੇ䘧䝛८ˈֱᣕॳ∕ॳੇˈ
ᑊҹ⛍ࠊቅ䞢⍋ੇ㗠䯏ৡѢϪǄ䗝᭭ᮍ䴶ˈ⏂ᡀ㦰⊼䞡䗝᭭ⱘᑓ⊯ᗻঞ⾥ᄺ
ഄ䇗䜡㧹ݏǄᎹ㡎ᮍ䴶ˈ⏂䰇㦰⊼䞡⛍伾☿ᎹǄ䗴ൟᮍ䴶ˈ⊼䞡㡆ᔽ఼ⲓ
ⱘ㒧ড়ˈሩ⦄ߎ㊒㕢ⱘ㡎ᴃᗻǄ㨫ৡⱘ㦰㚈ક⾡᳝“ ϟϔ⧗ ” ǃ “ 㨿㡺ܿ
ᅱ”ǃ“ϔ㱒ϸੇ”ㄝǄ

[Traditional-character version]
ௌਵӲၛ
ധߤፍਢխഏႚอଅ࠺հԫΔ۟վբڶԫڣڍۍऱᖵΖᖕ䇣Δധߤ
ፍਢڇ堚ཛழཚط՟ګຟऱԫଡ՛堩ࢋ໌ࠫऱΖ堩ࢋԳຫ۔ចऱࡠᜭՂ
९ԱৰڍរΔՕ୮ຟڔຫധΖຫധ࿇ࣔऱᗈߤፍΔጠ㻽Ϙຫധߤ
ፍϙΖ৵ࠐΔהଚނ՛堩ࢋऱڗټ༉ޏ㻽ϘຫധߤፍࢋϙΖ
ധߤፍऱறߤڶፍΕॹ፡્ΕׄۚΔᝫڶईΕᨖΕ᠕ईΕறΕ
䂜Ε᜶Ε፡Ε嘬壄ΖധߤፍऱᗈऄৰڶۥΖڇຳػาኊऱߤፍՂΔףՂ
ཝદۥऱׄۚࡉأईጸऱॹ፡્Δ٦ףԫࠄॽདྷདྷऱદईΖԳଚشϘΕΕ
ᗍΕធΕኊΕଉΕၥϙԮଡݮڗွچᄗਔԱധߤፍऱរΖ
ৰڍᤄՈຟಖ૪Աຫധ࿇ࣔധߤፍऱᖵΖՂધॣΔ
Ϙຫധߤፍ
ࢋϙ٨ԵϘګຟထټଇࢋϙ
Δധߤፍڼطৰڇݶ٤ഏੌႚΔ৵ࠐԾႚֲࠩ
ءΕᄅࡕףچΖڕվΔധߤፍբᆖਢፊټऱભ࠺ࠋोΖ

[Simplified-character version]
᳣ަᑻ
咏ယ䈚㜤ᰃЁӴ㒳亢ੇПϔˈ㟇ҞᏆ᳝ϔⱒᑈⱘग़Ǆ䇈ˈ咏ယ䈚
㜤ᰃ⏙ᳱᯊᳳ⬅ಯᎱ៤䛑ⱘϔϾᇣ佁ᑫ߯ࠊⱘǄ佁ᑫЏҎ䰜㗕ᵓⱘྏᄤ㜌Ϟ
䭓њᕜ咏⚍ˈᆊ䛑িཌྷ䰜咏ယǄ䰜咏ယথᯢⱘ⚻䈚㜤ˈ㹿⿄Ў “䰜咏ယ䈚
㜤”ǄৢᴹˈҪӀᡞᇣ佁ᑫⱘৡᄫህᬍЎ “䰜咏ယ䈚㜤ᑫ”Ǆ
咏ယ䈚㜤ⱘЏ㽕ॳ᳝᭭䈚㜤ǃ䴦㩰㢫ǃ⠯㙝ˈ䖬᳝⊍ǃⲤǃ䝅⊍ǃ᭭䜦ǃ
㩅ǃྰǃ㩰ǃ卣㊒ㄝǄ咏ယ䈚㜤ⱘ⚻⊩ᕜ᳝⡍㡆Ǆ䲾ⱑ㒚Ⴝⱘ䈚㜤ϞˈࡴϞ
ẩ㑶㡆ⱘ⠯㙝⊍㓓ⱘ䴦㩰㢫ˈࡴݡϔѯ҂ⱘ㑶⊍ǄҎӀ⫼ “咏ǃ䕷ǃ
⚿ǃ剰ǃႽǃ佭ǃ䜹”ϗϾᄫᔶ䈵ഄὖᣀњ咏ယ䈚㜤ⱘ⡍⚍Ǆ
ᕜк㈡г䛑䆄䗄њ䰜咏ယথᯢ咏ယ䈚㜤ⱘग़ǄϞϪ㑾߱ˈ“䰜咏ယ䈚㜤
ᑫ”㹿ܹ߫“៤䛑㨫ৡ亳કᑫ”,咏ယ䈚㜤⬅ℸᕜᖿܼ⌕ӴˈৢᴹজӴࠄ᮹ᴀǃ
ᮄࡴവㄝഄǄབҞˈ咏ယ䈚㜤Ꮖ㒣ᰃϪ⬠䯏ৡⱘ㕢ੇՇ㚈Ǆ
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CHINESE ASTROLOGY
[Traditional-character version]
Ɋɀ́ӣ
ԼԲࠐߕسᄭ࣍ࡨழזԳଚኙ೯ढऱശਈΔՈፖԼԲڶ֭چထയ֊ऱᣂ
এΖڇխഏऱႚอᨠ࢚խΔׄ࣠ڕΕےΕ್Ε㼄ΕदΕ嘬քጟ୮ఌᘋ࣎Δ༉
ז।Ա୮ගԳԭऱᘋ࣎Δ୮அऱٳ壁ભړΖॡΕࠜΕྭΕቕΕມس೯ढՈ
ፖԳଚऱسയ֊ઌᣂΖॡΕਢԳଚࢬ୭ࢢऱΔቕਢԳଚࢬቧ༞ࡉݲᘨऱΔ
ࠜࡉྭਢԳଚࢬფऱΖᚊਢխഏႚอ֮֏խऱٳ壁ढ-،ऱߪՂႃխԱڍ
೯ढऱࢤΔז।Ա༄၆ࡉٳ壁ΖߠױڼطΔխഏԳᙇᖗԼԲߕسऱ೯ढਢൕ
լߡٵ৫ᙇᖗऱΔࠀڶԫࡳऱრᆠΖ
ᣂ࣍ߕس೯ढऱඈ٨Δاၴᎅऄլ֜ԫᑌΖᖕᎅΔᅝڣ႓০ᙇԼԲଡ೯
ढᓡՓΔ㼆ᨃ۔ቕᚥ،ټΔ۔ቕ㤪ݱԱΔ࣠㼆ڶᙇՂΔൕאڼ
৵Δ㼆۔ނቕګԱᑅԳΖՕွՈࠐֺףԱΔ㤪۔ቕᨵၞᏗ᎔ၒԱΖ
ၲࡨऱழଢΔՕ୮ංᙇׄรԫଡΔ۔ቕ㤪ሂࠩׄહՂΔ㼄ՈᇿထװԱΔ࣍ਢ
۔ቕඈรԫΔᓼඈ່৵Ζॡࡉᚊ։ܑਢ՞㠪ऱՕࡉ׆௧խհ׆Δኙඈ۔ڇቕࡉ
ׄऱ৵૿৻䈥౨ࣚࡋΛࠜՈլࣚΔ༉ࡉᚊၒΔ࣠ඈڇԱᚊऱছ૿Ζ
दԫհՀনԱࠜΔ࣠࠹ࠩᡕፆΔڜඈڇଙᑇรԲऱۯᆜՂΖΕ್Ε
ےΕྭΕ嘬Ոຟᆖመԫ྾ለၦΔԫԫඈࡳԱۯᆜΔ່৵ګݮԱቕΕׄΕॡΕ
ࠜΕᚊΕΕ್ΕےΕྭΕᠪΕदΕᓼऱႉݧΖ
֮֏હནլٵ-Գଚኙ೯ढဲऱ֮֏փොऱᇞ֗شऄՈլݙ٤ԫᑌΖխ
ഏԳشԼԲߕس೯ढࠐֺԳΔڕൄאشϘ۔႓ׄϙΕϘᜬ՛ڕቕϙࠐֺ
࢘দ۔ኔΕ्იऱԳࡉᜬ՛࢞ᚫऱԳΖխٵᑌشױԼԲߕس೯ढֺ܂Δ
ࢬ܀।ሒऱრ৸㤪լݙ٤ԫᑌΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Ӡ̃ၶᐞ
कѠ⫳㙪ᴹ⑤ѢॳྟᯊҷҎӀᇍࡼ⠽ⱘዛᢰˈгϢकѠഄᬃ᳝ⴔᆚߛⱘ݇
㋏ǄЁⱘӴ㒳㾖ᗉЁˈབᵰ⠯ǃ㕞ǃ偀ǃ⣾ǃ⢫ǃ卣ㄝ݁⾡ᆊ⬰݈ᯎˈህ
ҷ㸼њᆊᮣҎϕⱘ݈ᯎˈᆊᒁⱘঢ়⼹㕢དǄ㰢ǃܨǃ⤈ǃ哴ǃ㲛ㄝ䞢⫳ࡼ⠽г
ϢҎӀⱘ⫳⌏ᆚߛⳌ݇Ǆ㰢ǃ㲛ᰃҎӀ᠔ᆇᗩⱘˈ哴ᰃҎӀ᠔ॠᙊᖠ䆇ⱘˈ
ܨ⤈ᄤᰃҎӀ᠔୰⠅ⱘǄ啭ᰃЁӴ㒳᭛࣪Ёⱘঢ়⼹⠽,ᅗⱘ䑿Ϟ䲚Ёњ䆌
ࡼ⠽ⱘ⡍ᗻˈҷ㸼њᆠ䌉ঢ়⼹Ǆ⬅ℸৃ㾕ˈЁҎ䗝ᢽकѠ⫳㙪ⱘࡼ⠽ᰃҢ
ϡৠ㾦ᑺ䗝ᢽⱘˈᑊᏺ᳝ϔᅮⱘᛣНǄ
݇Ѣ⫳㙪ࡼ⠽ⱘᥦ߫ˈ⇥䯈䇈⊩ϡϔḋǄ䇈ˈᔧᑈ咘Ᏹ㽕䗝कѠϾࡼ
⠽خिˈ⣿䅽㗕哴ᐂᅗৡˈ㗕哴ै㒭ᖬњˈ㒧ᵰ⣿≵᳝㹿䗝ϞˈҢℸҹ
ৢˈ⣿ᡞ㗕哴ⳟ៤њᬠҎǄ䈵гᴹখࡴ↨䌯њˈै㹿㗕哴䪏䖯唏ᄤ䍊䎥њǄ
ᓔྟⱘᯊˈᆊ䗝⠯خϔϾˈ㗕哴ै䏇ࠄ⠯㚠Ϟˈ⣾г䎳ⴔএњˈѢᰃ
㗕哴ᥦϔˈ⣾ᥦ᳔ৢǄ㰢啭ߚ߿ᰃቅ䞠ⱘ⥟⍋ЁП⥟ˈᇍᥦ㗕哴
⠯ⱘৢ䴶ᗢМ㛑᳡⇨ਸ਼˛ܨᄤгϡ᳡⇨ˈህ啭䌯䎥ˈ㒧ᵰᥦњ啭ⱘࠡ䴶Ǆ
⢫ϔ⇨Пϟњܨᄤˈ㒧ᵰফࠄᚽ㔮ˈ㹿ᅝᥦצ᭄Ѡⱘԡ㕂ϞǄ㲛ǃ偀ǃ
㕞ǃ⤈ǃ卣г䛑㒣䖛ϔ⬾䕗䞣ˈϔϔᥦᅮњԡ㕂ˈ᳔ৢᔶ៤њ哴ǃ⠯ǃ㰢ǃ
ܨǃ啭ǃ㲛ǃ偀ǃ㕞ǃ⤈ǃ叵ǃ⢫ǃ⣾ⱘ乎ᑣǄ
᭛࣪㚠᱃ϡৠ,ҎӀᇍࡼ⠽䆡䇁ⱘ᭛࣪⧚ⱘ⎉ݙ㾷ঞ⫼⊩гϡᅠܼϔḋǄЁ
Ҏ⫼कѠ⫳㙪ࡼ⠽ᴹ↨ஏҎˈབᐌ⫼ҹ“㗕咘⠯”ǃ“㚚ᇣབ哴”ㄝᴹ↨ஏᖴ८㗕
ᅲǃ㚃ᑆⱘҎ㚚ᇣᘃឺⱘҎǄ㣅䇁Ёৠḋৃ⫼कѠ⫳㙪ࡼ⠽↨ஏˈԚ᠔㸼
䖒ⱘᛣᗱैϡᅠܼϔḋǄ
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CHINESE TABOOS
[Traditional-character version]
ᮧϳຑҀ
䕪ڇۥխഏ֮֏խࣔڶᒔऱွᐛრᆠΖ႓ۥΕۥຟਢ၆ගۥΔམᆖਢ
၆ගऱറش䕪ۥΔࡩۍ۔ਢլ౨ࠄ߷ނ䕪ࣚڇشۥᇘՂऱΖխഏᖵז০Օ
ຟᦟ႓ۥΔࢬ࿆אഗ০! Ϙ႓ߪףϙΖխഏԳࡉۥػނ႕ۥګ
ਢլܓٳऱ䕪ۥΔਢፖڽԳΕອၴऱᏒڶᣂএऱ䕪ۥΖאছխഏԳᙄໜࠃΔ
༉ઠۥػऱࣚݕΔվ֚Ոᝫڶ႕Εᚮػक़ऱঋΖխഏႚอխΔԳଚڇ
ദΕߛسΕመڣᐜֲ㠪ݲᘨઠొػΕొ႕ۥऱ۪፴Δ୭ࢢլܓٳΖદ
ۥਢܓٳऱ䕪ۥΔխഏԳᦟڇᐜऱֲ㠪ઠદۥऱࣚᇘΖ࣍طદۥፖۨऱ
䕪ۥԫᑌΔ୲࣐֧ದ႞୭ΕੌۨऱஎࢠტΔࢬאΔڇխഏႚอխΔໜᆻཚၴԳ
ଚլ౨ઠદ۪ࣚΔ୭ࢢحޱԱ壀ᨋΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ᮧᓣሄॻ
买㡆Ё᭛࣪Ё᳝ᯢ⹂ⱘ䈵ᕕᛣНǄ咘㡆ǃ㋿㡆䛑ᰃ䌉ᮣ㡆ˈ᳒㒣ᰃⱛ
ᅸ䌉ᮣⱘϧ⫼买㡆ˈ㗕ⱒྦྷᰃϡ㛑ᡞ䙷ѯ买㡆⫼᳡㺙ϞⱘǄЁग़ҷⱛᏱ
䛑୰咘㡆ˈ᠔ҹⱏⱛخᏱ㹿ি“ خ咘㹡ࡴ䑿”ǄЁҎᡞⱑ㡆咥㡆ⳟ៤ᰃ
ϡঢ়߽ⱘ买㡆ˈᰃϢ⅏Ҏǃ䰈䯈ⱘ儐儖᳝݇㋏ⱘ买㡆ǄҹࠡЁҎࡲϻџˈህ
㽕こⱑ㡆ⱘᄱ᳡ˈҞг䖬᳝ᏺ咥㒅ǃ᠈ⱑ㢅ⱘд֫ǄЁӴ㒳ЁˈҎӀီ
႕ǃ⫳㚆ǃ䖛ᑈㄝ୰ᑚ᮹ᄤ䞠ᖠ䆇こ㒃ⱑǃ㒃咥㡆ⱘ㸷㻇ˈᆇᗩϡঢ়߽Ǆ㑶㡆
ᰃঢ়߽ⱘ买㡆ˈЁҎ୰୰ᑚⱘ᮹ᄤ䞠こ㑶㡆ⱘ᳡㺙Ǆ⬅Ѣ㑶㡆Ϣ㸔ⱘ买
㡆ϔḋˈᆍᯧᓩ䍋Ӹᆇǃ⌕㸔ⱘᘤᗪᛳˈ᠔ҹˈЁӴ㒳Ёˈϻ㩀ᳳ䯈ҎӀ
ϡ㛑こ㑶㸷᳡ˈᆇᗩކ⢃њ⼲♉Ǆ

[Traditional-character version]
ᅕΥຑҀ
խഏऱᑇ֏֮ڗΔᄭੌ९Ε໑Օ壄ΖխഏԳኙᑇڗऱࠌॺشൄ՛
֨ΖϘԫϙਢԫଡᑇΔ࣠ڕദΕመֲسऱԳಬ៖Δᚨᇠᕣၦᝩ܍ಬ
ᑇΔڂ㻽խഏԳऱ៖ढխബڮထϘګࠃړᠨϙऱભړᣋඨΖᇿ֮ڗऱᘫଃԫ
ᑌΔխഏऱᑇڗᘫଃՈਢԫ॰ᢌΔ،ൕႚอ֮֏ԫऴᐙࠩזऱس
ΖϘϙऱᘫଃਢϘՆϙ
Δਢխഏזײ০׆ശਈऱᑇڗΔڼڂΔ୰ऱၸ
ڶ్ΔཛݪऱࡴڶΖڇխഏऱԫࠄֱچΔϘԶϙਢԫଡܓٳऱᑇڗΖ
ᖕᎅϘԶϙ֮֏ࠐ۞࣍ᐖࣟᇩΔڂ㻽،ፖϘ࿇ϙٵଃΔኙ࣍سრऱԳࠐᎅΔ
༉რ࠺ထא৵ᄎ࿇ತΖϘԿϙऱᘫଃਢϘཋϙ
ΔৰڍԳመृࢨֲسദऱழଢᄎ
ڃᝩࡉຍଡᑇڶڗᣂএऱֲΖఴኂΕ၅ಬ៖ऱழଢՈᄎڶრڃᝩຍଡᑇ
ڗΖϘϙऱᘫଃਢϘڽϙ
Δ࣍ਢࠄڶխഏԳլᣋრڇ॰ྨᇆΕ߫ྨᇆՂࠌش
ຍଡᑇڗΔ܍אᔡሖլႉܓऱࠃൣΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ஜߙሄॻ
Ёⱘ᭄ᄫ᭛࣪ˈ⑤䖰⌕䭓ǃम㊒⏅ǄЁҎᇍ᭄ᄫⱘՓ⫼䴲ᐌᇣ
ᖗǄ“ϔ” ᰃϔϾऩ᭄ˈབᵰ㒭㒧ီǃ䖛⫳᮹ⱘҎ䗕⼐ˈᑨ䆹ሑ䞣䙓ܡ䗕ऩ᭄ˈ
ЎЁҎⱘ⼐⠽Ёᆘᠬⴔ“དџ៤ঠ”ⱘ㕢དᜓᳯǄ䎳᭛ᄫⱘ䇤䷇ϔḋˈЁⱘ
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᭄ᄫ䇤䷇гᰃϔ䮼㡎ᴃˈᅗҢӴ㒳᭛࣪ϔⳈᕅડࠄ⦄ҷⱘ⫳⌏Ǆ “ б ” ⱘ䇤䷇
ᰃ“Й”ˈбᰃЁসҷᏱ⥟ዛᢰⱘ᭄ᄫˈℸˈⱛᅿⱘৄ䰊᳝б㑻ˈᳱᓋⱘᅬਬ
᳝бકǄЁⱘϔѯഄᮍˈ“ܿ”ᰃϔϾঢ়߽ⱘ᭄ᄫǄ䇈“ܿ”᭛࣪ᴹ㞾Ѣᑓϰ
䆱ˈЎᅗϢ“থ”ৠ䷇ˈᇍѢ⫳خᛣⱘҎᴹ䇈ˈህᛣੇⴔҹৢӮথ䋶Ǆ“ϝ”ⱘ䇤
䷇ᰃ “ᬷ ”ˈᕜҎ䖛⫳᮹㗙㒧ီⱘᯊӮಲ䙓䖭Ͼ᭄ᄫ᳝݇㋏ⱘ᮹ᄤǄ⼱
ᇓǃ䌎୰䗕⼐ⱘᯊгӮ᳝ᛣಲ䙓䖭Ͼ᭄ᄫǄ“ಯ”ⱘ䇤䷇ᰃ“⅏”ˈѢᰃ᳝ѯЁ
Ҏϡᜓᛣ䮼⠠োǃ≑䔺⠠োϞՓ⫼䖭Ͼ᭄ᄫˈҹܡ䙁䘛ϡ乎߽ⱘџᚙǄ

[Traditional-character version]
ඝࠕຑҀ
խഏԳᝑߒϘԵၢᙟঋϙ-ࢬࠩאխഏԳ୮㠪ড়Δԫࡳ堚ᄑᅝچऱ堬ଇ
ঋΖլྥऱᇩΔ༉ᄎᕕנూᇩΔ۟࿇سᎄᄎΖ
խഏਢଡاڍගऱഏ୮Δլاٵගڶլٵ堬ଇ֮֏ऱክፖଅঋΖࠩڃග
Գ୮ড়Δپ堩ऱழଢՏᆄլ౨༼ࠩᓼۚΖڇፂܠዿගԳ୮խড়Δپ堩ழΔ
լ౨ᙟঁچᐸᒌ㠪ऱଇढΖތپ堩ছ٣ੑ֫ΔຏൄੑԿՀΔྥ৵ࢆ֫ش
ᚴΔՏᆄլ౨㻽ԱઊࠃΔ႖֫صՂऱֽΔຍਢኙԳऱլ༇ᄃΖশ៳܌ගԳ
լ౨֫شહଇढΔՈլ౨݄ڇᇘڶଇढऱࣟ۫ՂΖ؆Δশ៳܌ऱॹڣԳᅝ
ထ۔Գऱ૿໘܂ਢԫጟլ៖ᎎऱ۩㻽ΖڇዧගԳ୮پ堩ڶϘড়լ
ູϙऱᎅऄΔԳଚᤚູپழູނመࠐਢԫٙլܓٳऱࠃൣΖ
խഏዧගԳᓮড়پ堩Δڇ堩ছড়ԳᎠՂᑷֻդΔᓮড়ԳੑᜭΕᚴ֫Ζ
Գނড়ԳڜඈࠩଈஂऱஆۯՂΖپ堩ழΔԳᘣ۞ড়Գ݈လΕᄃΖ
ฐ堩ழΔՎլ౨؆-!㻽ऱਢ୮㠪ऱತլੌࠩ؆ᢰװΖࢵڇৱড়ԳऱழଢΔ
Գᚨᇠࡨึຩ݄Δլ༼ছᠦၲ堩ோΖپ堩ऱழଢΔՈլ౨़ނᅹΕ़ᒌ
༼ছߨگΔ୲࣐ขسϘ᎔ড়ϙऱᎄᇞΖመװΔᠪਢࢵৱড়Գऱ၆ૹଇΖ୮
㠪ࠐԱড়ԳΔլ౨ࠟଡ嘬Δڂ㻽ϘԲϙਢ! Ϙ႟ذϙऱრ৸Ζࢵৱড়Գپ
ֽ࣠ழΔլ౨ࠟԳ։پԫଡරΔڂ㻽ᄎڶϙ։ᠦϙऱრ৸Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
ᯌᮻሄॻ
ЁҎ䆆お“ܹе䱣֫”,᠔ҹࠄЁҎᆊ䞠خᅶˈϔᅮ㽕⏙Ἦᔧഄⱘ佂亳д
֫Ǆϡ✊ⱘ䆱ˈህӮ䯍ߎュ䆱ˈ⫮㟇থ⫳䇃ӮǄ
ЁᰃϾ⇥ᮣⱘᆊˈϡৠ⇥ᮣ᳝ϡৠ佂亳᭛࣪ⱘдᛃϢ亢֫Ǆࠄಲᮣ
Ҏᆊخᅶˈৗ佁ⱘᯊगϛϡ㛑ᦤࠄ⣾㙝Ǆ㓈ᇨᮣҎᆊЁخᅶˈৗ佁ᯊˈ
ϡ㛑䱣֓ഄᢼⲬᄤ䞠ⱘ亳⠽Ǆৗᡧ佁ࠡ㽕⋫ܜˈ䗮ᐌ㽕⋫ϝϟˈ✊ৢ⫼Ꮹ
᪺ᑆˈगϛϡ㛑Ўњⳕџˈх⫽Ϟⱘ∈ˈ䖭ᰃᇍЏҎⱘϡᇞᭀǄજ㧼ܟᮣҎ
ϡ㛑⫼㚠এᩌ亳⠽ˈгϡ㛑ത㺙᳝亳⠽ⱘϰ㽓ϞǄˈજ㧼ⱘܟ䴦ᑈҎ
ᔧⴔ㗕Ҏⱘ䴶ୱ䜦㹿ⳟᰃϔ⾡ϡ⼐䉠ⱘ㸠ЎǄ∝ᮣҎᆊৗ佁᳝“ᅶϡ㗏剐”ⱘ
䇈⊩ˈҎӀ㾝ᕫৗ剐ᯊᡞ剐㗏䖛ᴹᰃϔӊϡঢ়߽ⱘџᚙǄ
Ё∝ᮣҎ䇋ᅶৗ佁ˈ佁ࠡ㽕㒭ᅶҎ䗦Ϟ⛁↯Ꮢˈ䇋ᅶҎ⋫㜌ǃ᪺Ǆ
ЏҎ㽕ᡞᅶҎᅝᥦࠄ佪ᐁⱘᑻԡϞǄৗ佁ᯊˈЏҎ㽕҆㞾㒭ᅶҎ།㦰ǃᭀ䜦Ǆ
ⲯ佁ᯊˈ࣎ᄤϡ㛑ᕔ㗏, Ўⱘᰃᆊ䞠ⱘ䋶ϡ⌕ࠄ䖍এǄᕙᅶҎⱘᯊˈ
ЏҎᑨ䆹ྟ㒜䰾തˈϡ㽕ᦤࠡ⾏ᓔ佁ḠǄৗ佁ⱘᯊˈгϡ㛑ᡞぎǃぎⲬᄤ
ᦤࠡᬊ䍄ˈᆍᯧѻ⫳“䍊ᅶ”ⱘ䇃㾷Ǆ䖛এˈ叵㲟ᰃᕙᅶҎⱘ䌉䞡亳કǄᆊ䞠ᴹ
њᅶҎˈϡ㛑خϸϾ卣㲟ˈЎ“Ѡ㲟”ᰃ “ⱘ”⪰ڏᛣᗱǄᕙᅶҎৗ∈ᵰᯊˈ
ϡ㛑ϸҎߚৗϔϾṼˈЎӮ᳝“ߚ⾏”ⱘᛣᗱǄ
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[Traditional-character version]
ီጽຑҀ
ڇխഏΔ۞ࠐאײຟڶऴ൷ጠࡅల٣ࡉ९ᔘऱڗټऱݲᘨΖԫࠄاගᎁ
㻽Δऴࡅల٣ऱڗټਢኙల٣ऱլ༇ᄃΔᄎ୪ࠐ߀ᣄΖኙ࣍९ᔘΔՈլ
౨ऴ൷ڗټΔ۟լ౨ނ९ᔘऱ္ܑܫڗټԳΔܡঞΔ୮խ༉ᄎسՀլൈ
ऱΖ࣠ڕඡᔘխڶԳፖ९ᔘऱڗټઌٵΔ༉ނඡᔘऱޏڗټԱΔܡঞᄎ
ᐙኂࡎΖඡᔘጠࡅ९ᔘΔԫऱऄਢشᔘٝጠᘯזཙڗټΔࠏڕᅍᅍΕ
؊؊ΕᅍΕΕटटΕააΖຍᑌਝࣔאױᒔᔘٝհၴऱᣂএΔՈڶ
༇ᄃऱრ৸ΖࠌܛਢٵᔘԳհၴΔڶழՈڶጠᘯՂऱᆃݲΖ
ڇԳᎾٌխΔխഏԳ࣍נኙኙֱऱ༇ᄃΔլऴ൷ڗټΔۖਢא
כΕݬΕࡦΕࡢΕ٣سΕՖՓΕஃແઌጠΖڶऱاග֮֏խΔຑ֛ࡠၴຟլ
౨յઌڗټΖᝫڶऱاග֮֏խΔԫ؟ԱദسԱΔܑԳ༉լ౨٦ټ
ڗԱΔۖਢጠ㻽Ϙਬਬהटϙ
ΕϘਬਬהაϙչ䈥ऱΖዧගՈڶᣊۿऱঋΔ۟
ԫദ༉ޏԱጠࡅΔࡠՁ֛Ϙᅝ୮ऱϙΔՁ֛ࡠނϘৢ㠪ऱϙ
Ζլྥ
༉չ䈥ຟլΔۖյઌشϘফϙ
ΕϘႵϙࡅࢵؚΖ؆ԳጠࡅהଚΔՈਢشϘਬਬה
۔ֆϙΕϘਬਬऱ۔ധϙࠐጠࡅΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ሥ៊ሄॻ
Ёˈ㞾সҹᴹ䛑᳝Ⳉ⿄⼪ܜ䭓䕜ⱘৡᄫⱘᖠ䆇Ǆϔѯ⇥ᮣ䅸
ЎˈⳈ⼪ⱘܜৡᄫᰃᇍ⼪ⱘܜϡᇞᭀˈӮ㒭ᄤᄭᏺᴹ♒䲒ǄᇍѢ䭓䕜ˈгϡ
㛑Ⳉিৡᄫˈ⫮㟇ϡ㛑ᡞ䭓䕜ⱘৡᄫਞ䆝߿Ҏˈ৺߭ˈᆊЁህӮ⫳ϟϡعᒋ
ⱘᄽᄤǄབᵰᰮ䕜Ё᳝ҎϢ䭓䕜ⱘৡᄫⳌৠˈህ㽕ᡞᰮ䕜ⱘৡᄫᬍњˈ৺߭Ӯ
ᕅડᇓੑǄᰮ䕜⿄䭓䕜ˈϔ㠀ⱘ⊩خᰃ⫼䕜ӑ⿄䇧ҷ᳓ৡᄫˈ՟བি⠋⠋ǃ
ཊཊǃྐྵ⠋ǃྐྵྐྵǃ⠌⠌ǃཛྷཛྷㄝㄝǄ䖭ḋ᮶ৃҹᯢ⹂䕜ӑП䯈ⱘ݇㋏ˈг᳝
ᇞᭀⱘᛣᗱǄेՓᰃৠ䕜ҎП䯈ˈ᳝ᯊг᳝⿄䇧Ϟⱘ⽕ᖠǄ
Ҏ䰙ѸᕔЁˈЁҎߎѢᇍᇍᮍⱘᇞᭀˈᕔᕔϡⳈিৡᄫˈ㗠ᰃҹ
ܘǃᓳǃྤǃྍǃ⫳ܜǃཇǃᏜٙㄝⳌ⿄Ǆ᳝ⱘ⇥ᮣ᭛࣪Ёˈ䖲ྏ䯈䛑ϡ
㛑ѦⳌিৡᄫǄ䖬᳝ⱘ⇥ᮣ᭛࣪Ёˈϔᮺ㒧њီ⫳њᄽᄤˈ߿Ҏህϡ㛑ݡিৡ
ᄫњˈ㗠ᰃ⿄Ў “ᶤᶤҪ⠌”ǃ“ᶤᶤҪཛྷ”ҔМⱘǄ∝ᮣг᳝㉏Ԑⱘд֫ˈ⫮㟇
ϔ㒧ီህᬍњ⿄ˈྏᄤিϜ “ᔧᆊⱘ”ˈϜᡞྏᄤি“ خሟ䞠ⱘ”Ǆ㽕ϡ✊
ህҔМ䛑ϡিˈ㗠ѦⳌ⫼ “ઢ”ǃ“”ᠧǄҎ⿄ҪӀˈгᰃ⫼ “ᶤᶤҪ㗕
݀”ǃ“ᶤᶤⱘ㗕ယ”ᴹ⿄Ǆ

[Traditional-character version]
ႍӰຑҀ
ڇխഏ֮֏խΔԳଚڇ௫֗ਬጟࠃढழᏁᝩݲΔᅝլֱঁشߢ।ሒऱ
ழଢΔױ౨ᄎຏመ֫ਐΕီؾߪ᧯ߢࠐ।ሒΖ࣠ڕຍᑌᝫਢլ౨ᄷᒔچ।
ሒრ৸ऱழଢΔԳଚ༉ᄎشਬጟ᧢ຏऱᎅऄࠐᄆ۞قաᏁ।ሒऱრ৸Δຍ༉
ਢߢᆃݲΖࠏڽڕՋΔຍਢԳଚཏሙஎ᥈ΕݲᘨऱԫٙࠃൣΔࢬڇאԫൣ
㤝ՀΔԳଚਢլᣋრ༼ࠩϘڽϙऱΔ࣍ਢ༉ނϘڽϙጠ㻽ϘఏึϙΕϘ
ϙΕϘ֚֒ϙΕϘߨԱϙչ䈥ऱΖڇᖏՂ㻽ഏ୮ࡉاගۖڽऱԳΔՕ୮ጠ
܂ਢϘഏϙ
Ε
Ϙ ᥔ ੪ ϙ ࢨ ृ Ϙ ٠ ዊ ϙԱ Ζ Գ ଚ  شຍ ࠄ ܶ  ڶᓥ ᆠ ऱ ဲ  ז
ཙϘڽϙڗΖֲڇൄسխΔ㻽ԱᝩݲϘڽϙڗΔڶऱچނϘݺڽϙᎅ
ګϘᖿݺسϙΔނϘూݺڽϙᎅګϘూݺسϙΖڶऱچऱԳຑᇿϘڽϙٵڗ
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ଃऱԫࠄڗՈຟᝩၲΖࠏڕΔڶऱچऱԳࡩނϘϙऱߊՓϘٴ٣
سϙΔۖࡩނϘਜϙऱՖՓጠ㻽Ϙฐ֜֜ϙΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ឥᝒሄॻ
Ё᭛࣪ЁˈҎӀ⍝ঞᶤ⾡џ⠽ᯊ䳔㽕䙓ᖠˈᔧϡᮍ֓⫼䇁㿔㸼䖒ⱘ
ᯊৃˈ㛑Ӯ䗮䖛ᣛǃⳂ㾚ㄝ䑿ԧ䇁㿔ᴹ㸼䖒Ǆབᵰ䖭ḋ䖬ᰃϡ㛑⹂ޚഄ㸼
䖒ᛣᗱⱘᯊˈҎӀህӮ⫼ᶤ⾡ব䗮ⱘ䇈⊩ᴹᱫ⼎㞾Ꮕ䳔㽕㸼䖒ⱘᛣᗱˈ䖭ህ
ᰃ䇁㿔⽕ᖠǄ՟བ⅏ѵˈ䖭ᰃҎӀ᱂䘡ᘤᚻǃᖠ䆇ⱘϔӊџᚙˈ᠔ҹϔ㠀ᚙ
މϟˈҎӀᰃϡᜓᛣᦤࠄ “ ⅏ ” ⱘˈѢᰃህᡞ “ ⅏ ” ⿄Ў “ ⮒㒜 ” ǃ “ 䇶Ϫ ” ǃ “ छ
 ”ǃ “䍄 њ ”Ҕ М ⱘ Ǆ   എ Ϟ Ў  ᆊ  ⇥ ᮣ 㗠 ⅏ ⱘ Ҏ ˈ 㹿  ᆊ ⿄  ᰃ “⅝
”ǃ“⡎⡆”㗙“ܝ㤷”њǄҎӀ⫼䖭ѯ᳝㻦Нⱘ䆡䇁ҷ᳓“⅏”ᄫǄ᮹ᐌ⫳
⌏ЁˈЎњ䙓ᖠ “ ⅏ ” ᄫˈ᳝ⱘഄऎᡞ “ ⇨⅏៥ ” 䇈៤ “ ▔⫳៥ ” ˈᡞ “ ュ⅏៥ ” 䇈
៤“ュ⫳៥”Ǆ᳝ⱘഄऎⱘҎ䖲䎳“⅏”ᄫৠ䷇ⱘϔѯᄫг䛑㽕䙓ᓔǄ՟བˈ᳝ⱘഄ
ऎⱘҎᡞྦྷ“”ⱘ⬋ি“ৣˈ”⫳ܜ㗠ᡞྦྷ“ᮑ”ⱘཇ⿄Ў“ⲯ”Ǆ

[Traditional-character version]
২۪ຑҀ
խഏԳᑷൣړড়Ζ୮㠪ࠐԱড়ԳΔԫࡳ៖ᎎৱড়ΔܡঞᄎԳᏭూΖড়
Գၞ॰ழΔԳ೯ՂছࡅࢵؚΔࠀᓮড়Գ݄Ζኙড়ԳլߢլΔࢨृీ
ထᎅᇩۖլᓮড়Գ݄Δຟਢլ៖ᎎऱ۩㻽Ζড়Գ݄Հא৵ΔԳլ౨٠ᎅᓮড়
Գ໘ಁ㤪լᮎಁΔࢨᎅԱ֚תᇩא৵Δթუದࠐᮎಁᨃড়Ζຍࠄຟਢኙড়Գլ
ᦟ०Εլ༇ᄃऱ।Ζᓮড়Գپ堩ΔᝑߒϘಁΕየΕᖞฏᄿϙ
ΔՈ༉ਢᎅΔ
ಁֽᮎԫរΔଙԱየԱࣦΔ㱿ᖞฏ㱿ۖլ౨ԫ֭ΖᎠ
ᄿΕΕಁΔຟشᠨ֫Δլ౨֫ᎠΖࢵৱড়ԳऱလՈᠨᑇΔਢϘګࠃړ
ᠨϙऱრ৸Ζ
ڇஆڜۯඈՂΔՈਢৰڶᝑߒऱΖଈ٣ΔஂۯऱֱٻឭإΔଈஂஆ᜔ۯ
ਢ૿ৢٻ॰ՑऱֱٻΖᎏড়૿ཛত݄ڇଈஂՂΖࠡהऱஆۯՈਊᅃԫ
ࡳႉݧඈ٨Ζڇ୯ஂՂΔড়Գ༇ᄃԳΔԫࡳᨃԳ٣ၲࡨپΔ༉ਢঋᇩࢬ
ᎅऱ!Ϙլ೯Δড়լپϙ
ΕϘլپΔড়լ堬ϙΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ϡࠆሄॻ
ЁҎ⛁ᚙདᅶǄᆊ䞠ᴹњᅶҎˈϔᅮ㽕⼐䉠ᕙᅶˈ৺߭Ӯ㹿ҎఆュǄᅶ
Ҏ䖯䮼ᯊˈЏҎ㽕ЏࡼϞࠡᠧˈᑊ䇋ᅶҎതǄᇍᅶҎϡ㿔ϡ䇁ˈ㗙াキ
ⴔ䇈䆱㗠ϡ䇋ᅶҎതˈ䛑ᰃϡ⼐䉠ⱘ㸠ЎǄᅶҎതϟҹৢˈЏҎϡ㛑ܝ䇈䇋ᅶ
Ҏୱ㤊ैϡ≣㤊ˈ䇈њञ䆱ҹৢˈᠡᛇ䍋ᴹ≣㤊䅽ᅶǄ䖭ѯ䛑ᰃᇍᅶҎϡ
䖢ǃϡᇞᭀⱘ㸼⦄Ǆ䇋ᅶҎৗ佁ˈ䆆お“⌙㤊ǃ⒵䜦ǃᭈⲦ⚳”ˈгህᰃ䇈ˈ㤊
∈㽕≣ᕫ⌙ϔ⚍ˈ䜦㽕צњ⒵њᵃᄤˈ⚳㽕㒭ᭈⲦ⚳㗠ϡ㛑া㒭ϔᬃǄ䗦⚳ǃ
䜦ǃ㤊ˈ䛑㽕⫼ঠˈϡ㛑ऩ䗦ǄᕙᅶҎⱘ㦰г㽕ঠ᭄ˈᰃ “དџ៤ঠ” ⱘ
ᛣᗱǄ
ᑻԡᅝᥦϞˈгᰃᕜ᳝䆆おⱘǄ佪ˈܜᐁԡⱘᮍ㽕ᨚℷˈ佪ᐁᑻԡᘏ
ᰃ䴶ሟ䮼ষⱘᮍǄЏ㽕ᆒᅶ㽕䴶ᳱफത佪ᐁϞǄ݊Ҫⱘᑻԡгᕫᣝ✻ϔ
ᅮ乎ᑣᥦ߫ǄᆈᐁϞˈᅶҎ㽕ᇞᭀЏҎˈϔᅮ䅽ЏҎܜᓔྟৗˈህᰃ֫䆱᠔
䇈ⱘ “Џϡࡼˈᅶϡৗ”ǃ“Џϡৗˈᅶϡ佂”Ǆ
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IMPORTANT IDIOMS
Chinese idioms are closely linked to Chinese culture. Idioms express a speaker’s
feelings with very few words. They enrich the Chinese language and offer a glimpse
into people’s thoughts.
A list of idioms, including their pronunciation and examples of their usage, is
provided below. Students should practice using these idioms in their writing and
speaking.
1. ფլᤩ֫ (⠅ϡ䞞) àibù-shìshǒu
to be too fond of something to part with it; mainly used to describe things
Example: ڔኙࡤაಬऱֲس៖ढფլᤩ֫Ζ
ཌྷᇍྥཛྷ䗕ⱘ⫳᮹⼐⠽⠅ϡ䞞Ǆ

2. ფᐩ։ࣔ (⠅ᝢߚᯢ) àizēng-fēnmíng
to be clear about whom or what to love or hate
Example: ݺटटਢଡფᐩ։ࣔΕཊფཊऱԳΖ
៥⠌⠌ᰃϾ⠅ᝢߚᯢǃᬶ⠅ᬶᘼⱘҎǄ

3. ྤྥڜ (ᅝ✊᮴ᘭ) ānrán-wúyàng
to be in a good situation without any problems, usually pertaining to health;
refers to a person who has gone through an unforeseen event unscathed
Example: ᆖᖵԱԫ߷䈥Օऱ߫ጞΔה㤪ྤྥڜΔటਢԫଡ࡛᠌Ζ
㒣ग़њϔഎ䙷Мⱘ䔺⽌ˈҪैᅝ✊᮴ᘭˈⳳᰃϔϾ༛䗍Ǆ

4. ਊຝ༉ఄ ànbù-jiùbān
in accordance with the prescribed order; the act of following a schedule
Example:!ឈྥ׀ᘣװԱΔ܀୮㠪ऱԫ֊ࠃൣᝫڇਊຝ༉ఄچၞ۩ထΖ
㱑✊⠊҆এϪњˈԚᆊ䞠ⱘϔߛџᚙ䖬ᣝ䚼ህ⧁ഄ䖯㸠ⴔǄ

5. תຜۖᐒ (ञ䗨㗠ᑳ) bàntú-érfèi
to give up halfway; to leave something unfinished
Example:!უړԫٙࠃൣ-! ༉լឰܘԺΔլ౨תຜۖᐒΖ
㽕ᛇخདϔӊџᚙ, ህ㽕ϡᮁࡾˈϡ㛑ञ䗨㗠ᑳǄ
6. أءଙᆜ běnmò-dàozhì
to reverse the primary and secondary tasks
Example:!܃ଚլ٣ᇞެᛩቼംᠲΔথނழၴΕ८ᙒक़၄ڇຍࠄ՛ࠃൣՂ-!
១ऴਢأءଙᆜΖ
ԴӀϡܜ㾷⦃އ๗䯂乬ˈैᡞᯊ䯈ǃ䞥䪅㢅䌍䖭ѯᇣџᚙϞ, ㅔ
Ⳉᰃᴀצ㕂Ǆ
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7. ؘլ ֟ױbìbù-kěshǎo
absolutely necessary
Example: ڕվΔଡԳሽᆰբᆖګ㻽ᖂؘسլ֟ױऱᖂՠࠠԱΖ
བҞˈϾҎ⬉㛥Ꮖ㒣៤Ўᄺ⫳ᖙϡৃᇥⱘᄺдᎹњǄ

8. ᧢֏ྤൄ (ব࣪᮴ᐌ) biànhuà-wúcháng
irregular; capricious
Example: ຍࠝऱ֚᧢֏ྤൄΔଶթᝫਢ墾़ᆄߺ-! ڇ㤪բᆖႆയؒ
ԱΖ
䖭ⱘܓ⇨ব࣪᮴ᐌˈ߮ᠡ䖬ᰃ᱈ぎϛ䞠,
њǄ

⦄ैᏆ㒣РѥᆚᏗ

9. ܑࠠԫ biéjù-yìgé
to have a unique style; describes literature, art, and architecture
Example: ߷୮໑ढ塢ऱૠܑࠠԫΖ
䙷ᆊम⠽佚ⱘ䆒䅵߿ϔḐǄ

10. լߢۖ bùyán-éryù
obvious
Example: অᥨᛩቼਢޢଡֆاऱᆠ೭ΔຍਢլߢۖऱΖ
ֱᡸ⦃๗ᰃ↣Ͼ݀⇥ⱘНࡵˈ䖭ᰃϡ㿔㗠ஏⱘǄ

11. լપۖ˄ ٵϡ㑺㗠ৠ˅bùyuē-értóng
to do something synchronized without previous arrangement; a coincidence
Example: ۔ஃԫߨၞඒΔٵᖂଚ༉լપۖڜچٵᙩՀࠐΖ
㗕Ꮬϔ䍄䖯ᬭᅸˈৠᄺӀህϡ㑺㗠ৠഄᅝ䴭ϟᴹǄ

12. լवࢬൻ bùzhī-suǒcuò
to not know what to do; refers to an awkward or confusing situation
Example: ޢᅝᅸࠩᅀऱࠃൣΔݺ༉ᄎլवࢬൻΖ
↣ᔧ⺄ࠄ咏⚺ⱘџᚙˈ៥ህӮϡⶹ᠔Ǆ

13. լᏘ cēncī-bùqí
Non-uniformity; non-standard
Example: Օ୮ऱֽ֮ؓլڍΔ܀ਢխֽ֮ؓլᏘΖ
ᆊⱘ㣅᭛∈ᑇᏂϡˈԚᰃЁ᭛∈ᑇখᏂϡ唤Ǆ

14. ګՏՂᆄ (៤गϞϛ) chéngqiān-shàngwàn
a massive amount
Example: ֚ޢຟګڶՏՂᆄऱԳᨠਚ୰໑ढೃΖ
↣䛑᳝៤गϞϛⱘҎখ㾖ᬙᅿम⠽䰶Ǆ
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15. ՚ޡլᠦ (ᇌℹϡ⾏) cùnbù-bùlí
very close; inseparable, usually refers to two or more people
Example: הଚਢԫኙ՚ޡլᠦऱ֖ࣛړΖ
ҪӀᰃϔᇍᇌℹϡ⾏ⱘད᳟টǄ

16. Օپԫ᧫ (ৗϔ) dàchī-yìjīng
to be surprised
Example: ᦫᎅڔദԱΔݺՕپԫ᧫Ζ
䇈ཌྷ㽕㒧ီњˈ៥ৗϔǄ

17. Օ௧ᐵಾ (⍋ᤲ䩜) dàhǎi-lāozhēn
hard to find; like finding a needle in a haystack
Example: ڇუࠩބԫଡუऱՠ܂Δ១ऴਢՕ௧ᐵಾΖ
⦄㽕ᛇᡒࠄϔϾ⧚ᛇⱘᎹˈㅔⳈᰃ⍋ᤲ䩜Ǆ

18. Օ؈ࢬඨ dàshī-suǒwàng
extremely disappointing
Example: הଚᙁԱ߷ֺΔᨃݺՕ؈ࢬඨΖ
ҪӀ䕧њ䙷എ↨䌯ˈ䅽៥༅᠔ᳯǄ

19. Օٵ՛ฆ (ৠᇣᓖ) dàtóng-xiǎoyì
similar in essential aspects, different in minor details
Example: ݺऱऄᇿהऱऄՕٵ՛ฆΔڶչ䈥ءऱܑΖ
៥ⱘⳟ⊩䎳Ҫⱘⳟ⊩ৠᇣᓖˈ≵᳝ҔМḍᴀⱘऎ߿Ǆ

20. هԿᆵ diūsān-làsì
to be forgetful
Example: ࡦࡦ່२᜔ਢهԿᆵऱΔړቝڶչ䈥֨ࠃΖ
ྤྤ᳔䖥ᘏᰃ϶ϝ㨑ಯⱘˈདڣ᳝ҔМᖗџǄ

21. ᗑԫྤԲ (⣀ϔ᮴Ѡ) dúyī-wú’èr
unlike any other; to be unique; one of a kind
Example: խഏऱ९ৄڇ৬ᗰՂਢᗑԫྤԲऱΖ
Ёⱘ䭓ජϪ⬠ᓎㄥϞᰃ⣀ϔ᮴ѠⱘǄ

22. ᠆༄ڍ
diverse

(Єᆠᔽ) fēngfù-duōcǎi

Example: խᖂسऱسᚨᇠਢ᠆༄ڍऱΖ
Ёᄺ⫳ⱘ⫳⌏ᑨ䆹ᰃЄᆠᔽⱘǄ
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23. ଅࡉֲᣝ (亢᮹Б) fēnghé-rìlì
gentle breeze and beautiful sun; describes the weather
Example: ڇԫଡଅࡉֲᣝऱਣཚքΔݺଚߠ૿ԱΖ
ϔϾ亢᮹Бⱘ᯳ᳳ݁ˈ៥Ӏ㾕䴶њǄ

24. އٺաߠ (ᡦᏅ㾕  gèshū-jǐjiàn
a discussion where everyone has equal say
Example: ᓰഘಘᓵऱழଢΔٵᖂଚއٺաߠΔ༼נԱլ֟৬ᤜΖ
䇒ූ䅼䆎ⱘᯊˈৠᄺӀᡦᏅ㾕ˈᦤߎњϡᇥᓎ䆂Ǆ

25. ࡉᤐױᘣ (㬐ৃ҆) hé’ǎi-kěqīn
friendly and amicable; usually refers to an elderly person
Example: הឈྥਢଡټڶऱԳΔ܀ਢኙԳࡉᤐױᘣΔܑਢኙଚΖ
Ҫ㱑✊ᰃϾ᳝ৡⱘҎˈԚᰃᇍҎ㬐ৃ҆ˈ⡍߿ᰃᇍᄽᄤӀǄ

26. ಖᖋྫᄅ (䆄ᖚ⢍ᮄ) jìyì-yóuxīn
to remain fresh in one’s memory; remember vividly
Example: ឈྥ༓ڣመװԱΔ܀ਢݺኙ߷֚࿇سऱࠃಖᖋྫᄅΖ
㱑✊ᑈ䖛এњˈԚᰃ៥ᇍ䙷থ⫳ⱘџ䆄ᖚ⢍ᮄǄ

27. վॺֺ࣏ jīnfēi-xībǐ
to see improvement in the present compared to the past; can be a fact or an
opinion
Example: ຍࠩڻխഏԫΔటਢվॺֺ࣏ΖܑਢՂ௧Δݙ٤լਢݺಖᖋ
խऱᑌԱΖ
䖭ࠄЁϔⳟˈⳳᰃҞ䴲ᯨ↨Ǆ⡍߿ᰃϞ⍋ˈᅠܼϡᰃ៥䆄ᖚ
ЁⱘḋᄤњǄ

28. Ցਢ֨ॺ kǒushì-xīnfēi
saying something that one does not mean
Example: ৻ݺ䈥ᄎᇿຍጟՑਢ֨ॺऱԳ֖ࣛࡋΖ
៥ᗢМӮ䎳䖭⾡ষᰃᖗ䴲ⱘҎخ᳟টਸ਼Ǆ

29. Ժլൕ֨ (ϡҢᖗ) lìbù-cóngxīn
describes one whose abilities or skills are not adequate to fulfill one’s desires
Example: ݺৰუᚥהΔױਢኔڇਢԺլൕ֨Ζ
៥ᕜᛇᐂҪˈৃᰃᅲᰃϡҢᖗǄ

30. ࠟ٤ࠡભ (ϸܼ݊㕢) liǎngquán-qíměi
to the satisfaction of both parties
Example៥ץᛇϡߎϔܼ݊ܽן㕢ⱘ䕺⊩Ǆ
៥ӀᛇϡߎϔϾϸܼ݊㕢ⱘࡲ⊩Ǆ
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31. ႖ԮԶᜊ (хϗܿ㊳) luànqī -bāzāo
messy; describes both concrete and abstract things
Example: הऱ᜔ৢٵਢࢪނၴݫ႖ԮԶᜊऱΖ
Ҫⱘৠሟᘏᰃᡞ᠓䯈ᓘᕫхϗܿ㊳ⱘǄ

32. ್ࠩ( פګ偀ࠄ៤ࡳ) mǎdào-chénggōng
to wish someone good luck
Example: ݺఴ܃ଚ್ࠩפګΜ
៥⼱ԴӀ偀ࠄ៤ࡳʽ

33. 壄ؚ७ méijīng-dǎcǎi
to be listless or apathetic
Example: ڔԫᖞ֚ຟ壄ؚ७ऱΔࠐਢەᇢړەΖ
ཌྷϔᭈ䛑≵㊒ᠧ䞛ⱘˈॳᴹᰃ㗗䆩≵㗗དǄ

34. ભխլߩ měizhōng-bùzú
having only one small flaw
Example: ڠףਢଡৰᔞࡺٽ۰ऱֱچΔભխլߩऱਢࢪ֜၆ԱΖ
ࡴᎲᰃϾᕜ䗖ড়ሙԣⱘഄᮍˈ㕢Ёϡ䎇ⱘᰃ᠓ᄤ䌉њǄ

35. ૿ؾԫᄅ miànmù-yìxīn
to change for the better
Example: ᆖመՕ୮ऱ٥ܘٵԺΔݺଚऱമॐᑔ૿ؾԫᄅΖ
㒣䖛ᆊⱘ݅ৠࡾˈ៥Ӏⱘᆓ㟡ὐ䴶ⳂϔᮄǄ

36. Տᆄܑ (गᏂϛ߿) qiānchā -wànbié
unlike any other; different
Example: ຍࠟٙࠃ।૿ՂದࠐՏᆄܑΔ㤪ڶထփڇऱᜤᢀΖ
䖭ϸӊџ㸼䴶Ϟⳟ䍋ᴹगᏂϛ߿ˈै᳝ⴔݙⱘ㘨㋏Ǆ

37. Տߢᆄ (ग㿔ϛ䇁) qiānyán-wànyǔ
having much to say
Example: ༉ਢشՏߢᆄՈ।ሒլԱݺኙ܃ऱტᖿհൣΖ
ህᰃ⫼ग㿔ϛ䇁г㸼䖒ϡњ៥ᇍԴⱘᛳ▔ПᚙǄ

38. Գ՞Գ௧ rénshān-rénhǎi
large crowds of people
Example: أࡌࠩޢΔ૭ཎ؍ᑗႼ㠪Գ՞Գ௧Ζ
↣ࠄ਼ˈ䖾ᮃሐФು䞠ҎቅҎ⍋Ǆ
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39. ֲᄅִฆ (᮹ᮄ᳜ᓖ) rìxīn-yuèyì
to change very quickly
Example: ຍ༓ڣΔݺଚ୮ၢऱ৬ֲᄅִฆΖ
䖭ᑈˈ៥Ӏᆊеⱘᓎ䆒᮹ᮄ᳜ᓖǄ

40. Լஞ (कᣓб〇) shíná-jiǔwěn
very likely to happen; success within reach
Example: הᖂ߷䈥ړΔەՂশ۵ՕᖂਢԼஞऱࠃΖ
Ҫᄺд䙷Мདˈ㗗Ϟજԯᄺᰃकᣓб〇ⱘџǄ

41. Լ٤Լભ shíquán-shíměi
perfect; flawless
Example: ՂৰᣄࠩބԼ٤ԼભऱԳΖ
Ϫ⬠Ϟᕜ䲒ᡒࠄकܼक㕢ⱘҎǄ

42. ࠃפת shìbàn-gōngbèi
to achieve success with little effort
Example: ࠩބઝᖂऱᖂֱऄΔאױሒࠩࠃפתऱய࣠Ζ
ᡒࠄ⾥ᄺⱘᄺдᮍ⊩ˈৃҹ䖒ࠄџञࡳⱘסᬜᵰǄ

43. ᑇԫᑇԲ (᭄ϔ᭄Ѡ) shǔyī-shǔ’èr
one of the best; outstanding
Example: ػޕਢխഏ֮ᖂՂᑇԫᑇԲऱᇣԳΖ
ᴢⱑᰃЁ᭛ᄺϞ᭄ϔ᭄Ѡⱘ䆫ҎǄ

44. ಘᏝᝫᏝ (䅼Ӌ䖬Ӌ) tǎojià-huánjià
to haggle over a price
Example: ᆖመԫ྾ಘᏝᝫᏝΔشה21! Ⴧᙒ༉߷ނ༏ټ၇ࠐڃԱΖ
㒣䖛ϔ⬾䅼Ӌ䖬ӋˈҪা⫼10 ഫ䪅ህᡞ䙷ᐙৡ⬏фಲᴹњǄ
45. ۣٵ٥ᛎ (ৠ㟳݅⌢) tóngzhōu-gòngjì
to get through a time of difficulty by settling one’s differences and working
together
Example: టإऱ֖ࣛړᚨᇠۣٵ٥ᛎΖ
ⳳℷⱘད᳟টᑨ䆹ৠ㟳݅⌢Ǆ

46. ྤᏝհᣪ (᮴ӋПᅱ) wújià-zhībǎo
an object that is priceless or an asset; can also refer to abstract things
Example: ൈਢྤᏝհᣪΔױਢᙊᖌऱਢΔԳଚڣڇ᎘ऱழଢլᚩ
ຍଡሐΖ
عᒋᰃ᮴ӋПᅱˈৃᰃ䘫ធⱘᰃˈҎӀᑈ䕏ⱘᯊᕔᕔϡពᕫ
䖭Ͼ䘧⧚Ǆ
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47. ֨ऴՑ ݶxīnzhí-kǒukuài
outspoken
Example: ڔਢଡ֨ऴՑݶऱԳΔڶչ䈥ᎅչ䈥Ζ
ཌྷᰃϾᖗⳈষᖿⱘҎˈ᳝ҔМ䇈ҔМǄ

48. ԫߠൣ (ϔ㾕䩳ᚙ) yíjiàn-zhōngqíng
to fall in love at first sight
Example: ᦫᎅڔᇿ֖ࣛߊڔਢԫߠൣΖ
䇈ཌྷ䎳ཌྷ⬋᳟টᰃϔ㾕䩳ᚙǄ

49. ۞ଇࠡ࣠ zìshí-qíguǒ
to reap what one sows; karma
Example: Գଚ㻽Ա࿇୶ᆖᛎۖނᛩቼຟధᡏԱΔ᜔ڶԫ֚ΔݺଚԳᣊᄎ۞
ଇࠡ࣠ऱΖ
ҎӀЎњথሩ㒣⌢㗠ᡞ⦃๗䛑⸈ണњˈᘏ᳝ϔˈ៥ӀҎ㉏Ӯ㞾
亳݊ᵰⱘǄ

50. ߨ್ᨠक़ (䍄偀㾖㢅) zǒumǎ-guānhuā
to give a quick glance
Example: ݺຍࠐڻભഏழၴլ९Δਢߨ್ᨠक़چԱΖ
៥䖭ᴹ㕢ᯊ䯈ϡ䭓ˈাᰃ䍄偀㾖㢅ഄⳟњⳟǄ

USEFUL PROVERBS
Proverbs are an integral part of the folklore of a country. As with idioms, proverbs
give students a glimpse into Chinese culture. Students should try to understand
them, memorize the ones they like, and practice using them in both writing and
speaking activities.
1. ۍፊլڕԫߠ
ⱒ䯏ϡབϔ㾕

bǎi wén bù rú yí jiàn
(To see once is better than to hear a hundred times.)
expresses that one should see something for himself
Example: ឈྥຟवሐՕߣৰ݇ᨠΔ܀ਢۍፊլڕԫߠΔڶᖲᄎ܃ᝫਢᚨ
ᇠᘣ۞װΖ
㱑✊䛑ⶹ䘧ኵ䈋ᕜໂ㾖ˈԚᰃⱒ䯏ϡབϔ㾕ˈ᳝ᴎӮԴ䖬ᰃᑨ
䆹҆㞾এⳟⳟǄ
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2. ٧ଯԿ֡ॺԫֲհ༃
ޏބϝሎ䴲ϔ᮹Пᆦ

bīng dòng sān chǐ fēi yí rì zhī hán
(Ice is not formed by one day’s cold.)
equivalent of “Rome was not built in a day”
Example: ঋᇩᎅΔ٧ଯԿ֡ॺԫֲհ༃-! ߪהՂऱຍࠄᡏክΔ्ࡳլਢ
ԫ֚֚ࠟ塄ګऱΖ
֫䆱䇈ˈޏބϝሎ䴲ϔ᮹Пᆦ, Ҫ䑿Ϟⱘ䖭ѯണдᛃˈ㚃ᅮϡᰃϔ
ϸݏ៤ⱘǄ

3. ړڕᐱ֖
དкབᣮট

hǎo shū rú zhì yǒu
(A good book is the best of friends, the same today and forever.)
indicates the importance of reading good books
Example: אױਐᖄԳଚՠ܂ΕᖂࡉسΔڂ㻽ړڕᐱ֖Ζ
кৃҹᣛᇐҎӀᎹǃᄺд⫳⌏ˈЎདкབᣮটǄ

4. ᥳլګᙓ
ᘼ䪕ϡ៤䩶

hèn tiě bù chéng gāng
(Pitying iron will not change it into steel.)
to set high goals for someone to help him achieve success after a setback; usually
describes the actions of the guardian of a child
Exampleլਢئ׀լფ܃-! ਢהଚᥳլګᙓΖ
ϡᰃ⠊↡ϡ⠅Դ, ᰃҪӀᘼ䪕ϡ៤䩶ଞǄ
5. ఐൕՑԵ
⮙Ңষܹ

bìng cóng kǒu rù
(Sickness comes from the mouth.)
used to explain the causes and effects of health-related problems
Example: ᣄሐ܃լᚩఐൕՑԵऱሐႯΛ᜔܃ਢຍ䈥լᝑᓡسΔڰඡس
ఐΖ
䲒䘧Դϡព⮙Ңষܹⱘ䘧⧚৫˛Դᘏᰃ䖭Мϡ䆆ि⫳ˈᮽᰮᕫ⫳
⮙Ǆ

6. ൛ᣄߠటൣ
ᙷ䲒㾕ⳳᚙ

huàn nàn jiàn zhēn qíng
(A friend in need is a friend indeed.)
used to describe the relationship between people
Example: ঋᇩᎅΔ൛ᣄߠటൣΖܺቼխᎁᢝऱ֖ࣛթਢటإऱ֖ࣛΖ
֫䆱䇈ˈᙷ䲒㾕ⳳᚙǄೄ๗Ё䅸䆚ⱘ᳟টᠡᰃⳳℷⱘ᳟টǄ
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7. ጞൕՑנΔߢؘڍ؈
⽌Ңষߎˈ㿔ᖙ༅

huò cóng kǒu chū, yán duō bì shī
(Careless talk leads to trouble. The more one talks, the more is lost.)
indicates that gossip causes misfortune
Example: הຍଡԳΔԳ֜᠃შΖהઌॾጞൕՑנΔߢؘڍ؈ऱሐΔࢬ
א-!ؓழהጐၦ֟ᎅᇩΔڍࠃΖ
Ҫ䖭ϾҎˈخҎ䇼ᜢǄҪⳌֵ⽌Ңষߎˈ㿔ᖙ༅ⱘ䘧⧚ˈ᠔
ҹ,ᑇᯊҪሑ䞣ᇥ䇈䆱ˈخџǄ

8. ୮୮ءڶᣄ࢚ऱᆖ
ᆊᆊ᳝ᴀ䲒ᗉⱘ㒣

jiā jiā yǒu běn nán niàn de jīng
(Every family has a scripture that is hard to recite.)
indicates that every family has its own problems
Example: ݺԫऴא㻽ڶભഏթڇژထ߷䈥ڍऱ୮அംᠲΔࠩԱխഏԫ
Δ୮அംᠲՈլ֟ΔֺڕᠦദܴΔࠝՖܴߨנչ䈥ऱΖటਢ୮
୮ءڶᣄ࢚ऱᆖΖ
៥ϔⳈҹЎা᳝㕢ᠡᄬⴔ䙷Мⱘᆊᒁ䯂乬ˈࠄњЁϔ
ⳟˈᆊᒁ䯂乬гϡᇥˈ↨བ⾏ီਔˈܓཇߎ䍄ਔҔМⱘǄⳳᰃ ᆊ
ᆊ᳝ᴀ䲒ᗉⱘ㒣Ǆ

9. ᖚԱ॒هԱ۫ذ
ᤵњ㡱咏϶њ㽓⪰

Jiǎn le zhī ma diū le xī guā
(To lose a watermelon trying to pick up a sesame seed.)
describes losing something significant while obtaining something trivial
Example: ܃㻽Աඅ༓ଡ՛ᙒΔނᖂᎄԱΔຍլਢᖚԱ॒هԱ۫ذ
ቪΖ
ԴЎњϾᇣ䪅ˈᡞᄺд㘑䇃њˈ䖭ϡᰃᤵњ㡱咏϶њ㽓⪰
௯Ǆ

10. ൈਢ່Օऱತ༄
عᒋᰃ᳔ⱘ䋶ᆠ

jiàn kāng shì zuì dà de cái fù
(Good health is the greatest treasure.)
indicates that good health is more valuable than anything else
Example: ߪ᧯ਢژسऱءᙒΔൈਢ່Օऱತ༄ΔࢬאΔݺଚԫࡳࣹრ
ߪ᧯ൈΖ
䑿ԧᰃ⫳ᄬⱘᴀ䪅ˈعᒋᰃ᳔ⱘ䋶ᆠˈ᠔ҹˈ៥Ӏϔᅮ㽕⊼ᛣ
䑿ԧعᒋǄ
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11. ८ྤߩߧΔԳྤݙԳ
䞥᮴䎇䌸ˈҎ᮴ᅠҎ

jīn wú zú chì, rén wú wán rén
(There is no pure gold. Every man has his flaws.)
used to indicate that no one is perfect
Example: ८ྤߩߧΔԳྤݙԳΖسխ৻䈥ױ౨ࠩބԫଡݙ٤ڶរऱ
ԳࡋΛ
䞥᮴䎇䌸ˈҎ᮴ᅠҎǄ⫳⌏ЁᗢМৃ㛑ᡒࠄϔϾᅠܼ≵᳝㔎⚍ⱘ
Ҏਸ਼˛

12. ៖᎘ൣრૹ
⼐䕏ᚙᛣ䞡

lǐ qīng qíng yì zhòng
(A small gift can show good intentions.)
indicates that it’s the thought that counts
Example: ඒஃᆏ߷֚Δ՛ࣔނᘣ֫ऱԫں՛क़۔ஃᚮڇছΖ! ៖᎘ൣ
რૹΔ۔ஃॺൄტ೯Ζ
ᬭᏜ㡖䙷ˈᇣᯢᡞ҆ⱘخϔᴉᇣ㢅㒭㗕Ꮬ᠈㛌ࠡǄ ⼐䕏ᚙ
ᛣ䞡ˈ㗕Ꮬ䴲ᐌᛳࡼǄ

13. ߊࠝڶෝլ᎘ᐘ
⬋ܓ᳝⊾ϡ䕏ᔍ

nánr yǒu lèi bù qīng tán
(Men don’t easily cry.)
Example: ঋᇩ䇣Δߊࠝڶෝլ᎘ᐘΖ܃ԫଡՕ՛ّΔ৻䈥ᎅୈ༉ୈΛ
֫䆱䇈ˈ⬋ܓ᳝⊾ϡ䕏ᔍǄԴϔϾᇣӭᄤˈᗢМ䇈ુህુ˛

14. Տߺհ۩Δࡨ࣍ߩՀ
  ग䞠П㸠ˈྟѢ䎇ϟ
qiān lǐ zhī xíngˈ shǐ yú zú xià

(A journey of a thousand miles begins with one step.)
Example: Տߺհ۩-! ࡨ࣍ߩՀΖނڶ՛ࠃړԱΔթױ౨ګ༉ՕࠃᄐΖ
ग䞠П㸠, ྟѢ䎇ϟǄা᳝ᡞᇣџخདњˈᠡৃ㛑៤ህџϮǄ
15. ছԳ்ᖫ-! ৵Գଊළ
ࠡҎḑᷥ, ৢҎЬޝ
qián rén zāi shù, hòu rén chéng liáng
(The previous generation plants the trees so the later generation will benefit
from the shade.)
describes doing something for someone else later on
Example: ছԳ்ᖫ-! ৵ԳଊළΖݺଚᚨᇠᆏપ౨ᄭΔঅᥨᛩቼΔ㻽ݺଚऱ
୪৵זఎՀԫଡ़ژسၴΖ
ࠡҎḑᷥ, ৢҎЬޝǄ៥Ӏᑨ䆹㡖㑺㛑⑤ˈֱᡸ⦃๗ˈЎ៥Ӏⱘᄤ
ᄭৢҷ⬭ϟϔϾ⫳ᄬぎ䯈Ǆ
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16. ֟՛լܘԺΔ۔Օஈ႞༟
ᇥᇣϡࡾˈ㗕ᕦӸᚆ

shào xiǎo bù nǔ lì, lǎo dà tú shāng bēi
(A young idler will become an old beggar.)
used to indicate that one should work hard to have a good life in the future
Example: ײԳᎅΚ֟՛լܘԺΔ۔Օஈ႞༟Ζ܃ڇլړړᖂΔലࠐԫ
ࠃྤګΖࠩ߷ழΔ܃৵ຟࠐլ֗ԱΖ
সҎ䇈˖ᇥᇣϡࡾˈ㗕ᕦӸᚆǄԴ⦄ϡདདᄺдˈᇚᴹϔ
џ᮴៤Ǆࠄ䙷ᯊˈԴৢᙨ䛑ᴹϡঞњǄ

17. ؈ඓਢפګհئ
༅䋹ᰃ៤ࡳП↡

shī bài shì chéng gōng zhī mǔ
(Failure is the mother of success.)
expresses that failures prepare you for success
Example: ݺᤚ؈ඓࠀլਢࢢױऱࠃൣΔ܃౨լឰچൕ؈ඓխ࠷ܮᆖ
᧭ඒಝΔ᜔ڶԫ֚܃ᄎפګऱΔڂ㻽؈ඓਢפګհئΖ
៥㾝ᕫ༅䋹ᑊϡᰃৃᗩⱘџᚙˈা㽕Դ㛑ϡᮁഄҢ༅䋹Ёপ㒣
偠ᬭ䆁ˈᘏ᳝ϔԴӮ៤ࡳⱘˈЎ༅䋹ᰃ៤ࡳП↡Ǆ

18. ࠃኔ࣍ႂ
џᅲ㚰Ѣ䲘䕽

shì shí shèng yú xióng biàn
(Facts speak louder than words.)
indicates that facts matter more than opinions
Example: הଚحՀऱᆞ۩ਢࠃኔ-! הଚ٦৻䈥߷ࡳܡᖵՈਢشڶऱ-!
ڂ㻽ԳଚഒॾϘࠃኔ࣍ႂϙຍଡሐΖ
ҪӀ⢃ϟⱘ㔾㸠ᰃџᅲ, ҪӀݡᗢМ৺ᅮ䙷↉ग़гᰃ≵᳝⫼ⱘ,
ЎҎӀമֵ “џᅲ㚰Ѣ䲘䕽”䖭Ͼ䘧⧚Ǆ

19. ՞ڶሁႧ㻽உ
кቅ᳝䏃ࢸЎᕘ

shū shān yǒu lù qín wéi jìng
(One must work hard to climb a mountain.)
indicates that to achieve success, one must work hard
Example: ՞ڶሁႧ㻽உΖԫଡԳլጥڍהᜣࣔΔ࣠ڕլܘԺΔՈৰᣄګ
༉ԫ྾ࠃᄐΖڶႧᕿړᖂΔթ౨ګ᧢פګނኔΖ
кቅ᳝䏃ࢸЎᕘǄϔϾҎϡㅵҪ㘾ᯢˈབᵰϡࡾˈгᕜ䲒៤
ህϔ⬾џϮǄা᳝ࢸ༟དᄺˈᠡ㛑ᡞ៤ࡳব៤⦄ᅲǄ
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20. ֚Հڶլཋऱ୯ஂ
ϟ≵᳝ϡᬷⱘᆈᐁ

tiān xià méi yǒu bú sàn de yàn xí
(All good things come to an end.)
equivalent to good things don’t last forever
Example: ឈྥݺᚩϘ֚Հڶլཋऱ୯ஂϙຍଡሐΔ܀ਢᇿ່ړऱࣛ
֖։ܑΔኙࠐݺᎅΔᝫਢԫٙৰᣄ൷࠹ऱࠃൣΖ
㱑✊៥ពᕫ “ϟ≵᳝ϡᬷⱘᆈᐁ ”䖭Ͼ䘧⧚ˈԚᰃ䎳᳔དⱘ᳟ট
ߚ߿ˈᇍ៥ᴹ䇈ˈ䖬ᰃϔӊᕜ䲒ফⱘџᚙǄ

21. ֚ՀᘋՋΔ֛ڶຂ
  ϟ݈ѵˈऍ᳝䋷

tiān xià xīng wáng, pǐ fū yǒu zé
(A country’s condition is the result of both the noble and the peasant’s
actions.)
indicates that everybody is responsible for the fate of his country
Example: ֚ՀᘋՋΔ֛ڶຂΖ܂㻽ԫଡխഏԳΔݺଚຟᚨᇠ㻽ഏ୮ऱ㺞
ฐ۞נաऱಥΖ
ϟ݈ѵˈऍ᳝䋷ǄЎϔϾЁҎˈ៥Ӏ䛑ᑨ䆹Ўᆊⱘᔎ
ⲯߎخ㞾Ꮕⱘ䋵⤂Ǆ

22. ֚ڶլྒྷଅႆ
᳝ϡ⌟亢ѥ

tiān yǒu bú cè fēng yún
(The sky may not be consistent.)
equivalent to expect the unexpected
Example: ࠐء՛ڶ׆ଡࢉ壂ऱ୮அ;ࡠዦॽΔՖࠝᜣࣔΔԫ୮Գسݶ
ݶᑗᑗऱΖᓴव֚ڶլྒྷଅႆΔԫ߫ጞނԫ֊ຟᄤԱΖ
ᴀᴹᇣ⥟᳝Ͼᑌ⽣ⱘᆊᒁ: ྏᄤⓖ҂ˈཇܓ㘾ᯢˈϔᆊҎ⫳⌏ᕫᖿ
ᖿФФⱘǄ䇕ⶹ᳝ϡ⌟亢ѥˈϔഎ䔺⽌ᡞϔߛ䛑↕њǄ

23. ూԫూΔԼ֟ڣΙღԫღΔػԱᙰ
ュϔュˈकᑈᇥ˗ᛕϔᛕˈⱑњ༈

xiào yi xiào, shí nián shào; chóu yi chóu, bái le tóu
(A smile can make you ten years younger, but worry turns your hair gray.)
expresses that one’s lifestyle affects his health
Example: Գऱൣፃऴ൷ᐙൈΖঋᇩᎅړΔూԫూΔԼ֟ڣΙღԫ
ღΔػԱᙰΖݺଚᚨᇠൕխᛧ㴕࿇Δ༈ބᗨᄕऱԳسኪ৫Δᨃ
۞աऱߪ֨ޓൈΖ
Ҏⱘᚙ㒾ⳈᕅડعᒋǄ֫䆱䇈ᕫདˈュϔュˈकᑈᇥ˗ᛕϔ
ᛕˈⱑњ༈Ǆ៥Ӏᑨ䆹ҢЁ㦋ᕫਃথˈᇏᡒ⿃ᵕⱘҎ⫳ᗕᑺˈ䅽
㞾Ꮕⱘ䑿ᖗعᒋǄ
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24. ۩೯़࣍ᓫ
  㸠ࡼ㚰Ѣぎ䇜

xíng dòng shèng yú kōng tán
(Actions speak louder than words.)
indicates that action is much more important than just talking
Example: ԳڇԫسխΔ᜔ᄎٺڶጟუΕᣋඨࡉૠቤΖ࣠ڕԳଚ౨ތڇ۰
،ଚऱழଢ್Ղஞ۩נ೯ࠐΔ߷ԫࡳᄎ࠷ৰګڍ༉Ζױ൦ऱ
ਢΔԳଚऱڍૠቤຟೖఎ़ڇᓫՂΖݺუڣ္ܫ᎘֖ࣛΔԳس
ؾᑑլم֜ڍΔૹऱਢڶԱؾᑑ್Ղ༉װ-! ฅຶ۩೯
़࣍ᓫΖ
Ҏϔ⫳ЁˈᘏӮ᳝⾡⧚ᛇǃᜓᳯ䅵ߦǄབᵰҎӀ㛑ᡧԣ
ᅗӀⱘᯊ偀Ϟᣓߎ㸠ࡼᴹˈ䙷ϔᅮӮপᕫᕜ៤ህǄৃᚰⱘ
ᰃˈҎӀⱘ䆌䅵ߦ䛑⬭ذぎ䇜ϞǄ៥ᛇਞ䆝ᑈ䕏᳟টˈҎ⫳
Ⳃᷛϡ㽕ゟᕫˈ䞡㽕ⱘᰃ᳝њⳂᷛ偀Ϟህএخ, ↩コ㸠ࡼ㚰Ѣ
ぎ䇜Ǆ

25. ຍ՞ඨࠩ߷՞
䖭ቅᳯࠄ䙷ቅ催

zhè shān wàng dào nà shān gāo
(The other mountain always looks taller than the one you’re standing on.)
the equivalent of “the grass always looks greener on the other side”
Example: ܃ਝྥൕࠃຍଡ۩ᄐΔ༉ᚨᇠړړᖂΔړړՠ܂Δױլ౨ຍ՞
ඨࠩ߷՞!"
Դ᮶✊Ңџ䖭Ͼ㸠Ϯˈህᑨ䆹དདᄺдˈདདᎹˈৃϡ㛑䖭ቅ
ᳯࠄ䙷ቅ催 ଞ!
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Section I—Part A: Multiple Choice (Listening)
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Model Exam 1

Model Exam 1

SECTION I—PART A: LISTENING COMPREHENSION
Conversations 1 through 15.
Time–Approximately 20 minutes
Directions: You will hear several short conversations. Each conversation will
be played once along with four choices of response (A), (B), (C), and (D).
You will have 5 seconds to choose a response that completes the conversation
in a logical and culturally appropriate way.
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MODEL EXAM I
SECTION I—PART A: LISTENING COMPREHENSION
Selections for questions 16 through 30.
You will listen to several listening selections. Each selection will be played
either once or twice. You may take notes. After each selection, you will have
twelve seconds to read the question and choose the most appropriate response
(A), (B), (C), or (D) in English from the answer sheet.

16. What is the purpose of the message?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

To explain the reason for the flight delay
To book a plane ticket
To ask for a pick-up
To describe the traffic

17. What was the speaker’s original flight plan?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

New York—San Francisco
San Francisco—Los Angeles
New York—Los Angeles
Los Angeles—San Francisco

18. Where is the speaker calling from?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

New York
San Francisco
Los Angeles
Home

19. What time did the speaker make the phone call?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
CD 3
Track
23
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1:20 am
8:10 pm
10:10 pm
11:30 pm

20. What is the topic of the conversation?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Parents
Choosing a major
Looking for a job
Differences between literature and science
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(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Interest
Stress
Money
Enjoyment

22. What does the woman want to study?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Literature
History
Medicine
Computer science

Model Exam 1

21. What do the woman’s parents consider when choosing a major?

23. What do the man’s parents want him to choose as a majorΛ
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
CD 3
Track
24

Literature
Medicine
Computer science
History

24. What is the passage mainly about?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Testing times
Testing sites
Registration information
Registration sites and times

25. When is the test?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

February 19
March 2
April 3
May 20

26. Which is not required for registration?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Student ID
Photo
Transcript
Registration form

27. Which statement is false?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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28. What were the results that the sociologist came up with?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The cost
The cost
The cost
The cost

of
of
of
of

raising
raising
raising
raising

a
a
a
a

child
child
child
child

from
from
from
from

birth
birth
birth
birth

to
to
to
to

adulthood in Shanghai
death in Shanghai
adulthood in China
death in China

29. In China, what is the second-highest expense?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Housing
Medical care
Education
Retirement fund

30. What did the bank’s results show?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Citizens need to save money for retirement.
Saving money is a very quick process.
In China, most citizens save money mainly for their kids.
In China, most people enjoy saving money.

END OF PART A
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Time–Approximately 60 minutes
Directions: For each reading selection, answer the accompanying questions
by choosing the best response.
Sign for questions 31 and 32.

Model Exam 1

SECTION I—PART B: READING COMPREHENSION

[Traditional-character version]
փᆃַՕᜢ໕ᏰΖ

[Simplified-character version]
㡕ᆃַՕ㥔໕䧃Ζ

31. Where would the sign most likely appear?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

In a department store
On a train
In a library
In a park

32. What is the purpose of the sign?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

To inform people of a regulation
To advertise a new product
To introduce people to new music
To give directions

Story for questions 33 through 37.
[Traditional-character version]
խഏାזऱ֮ᖂ୮ឌყৰ՛ऱழଢئ׀༉ڽԱΔהਢᇿထୂୂࡉდ९Օ
ऱΖୂୂࡉდኙהৰړΔቝ۞աऱࠝԫᑌΖឌყऱୂୂڶԫଡࠝΔڂ㻽
ਢՕ୮அխऱรԼԲଡߊΔࢬאՕ୮הԼԲΖԼԲᇿឌყڇԫದन
ৰړΖឌყऱୂୂڇԼԲᄣऱழଢԱԫՕఐΔլՆ༉ڽԱΖᅝழΔឌ
ყڶԼԫᄣΔԼԲ༉ޓ՛ԱΖൕ߷א৵ΔឌყࡉԼԲઌࠉ㻽ࡎΖឌყԼ
ᄣऱழଢᠦၲԱ୮ၢΔאڇ৵ऱԼڣխΔឌყᇿԼԲߠመԿ૿ڻΖإᅝ
ឌყؚጩࠩڃ୮ၢΔᇿԼԲةسڇԫದऱழଢΔ㤪ᦫࠩԱԼԲװڽऱ
ஒΖឌყॺൄᣄመΔ࣍ਢᐊԱԫᒧᡖ࢚ԼԲऱ֮ີΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Ёҷⱘ᭛ᄺᆊ䶽ᛜᕜᇣⱘᯊ⠊↡ህ⅏њˈҪᰃ䎳ⴔહહ႖ᄤ䭓
ⱘǄહહ႖ᄤᇍҪᕜདˈڣ㞾ᏅⱘܓᄤϔḋǄ䶽ᛜⱘહહ᳝ϔϾܓᄤˈЎ
ᰃᆊᒁЁⱘकѠϾ⬋ᄽᄤˈ᠔ҹᆊিҪकѠ䚢ǄकѠ䚢䎳䶽ᛜϔ䍋⥽
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ᕫᕜདǄ䶽ᛜⱘહહಯकѠቕⱘᯊᕫњϔഎ⮙ˈϡЙህ⅏њǄᔧᯊˈ䶽
ᛜা᳝कϔቕˈकѠ䚢ህᇣњǄҢ䙷ҹৢˈ䶽ᛜकѠ䚢ⳌձЎੑǄ䶽ᛜक
бቕⱘᯊ⾏ᓔњᆊеˈҹৢⱘकᑈЁˈ䶽ᛜ䎳कѠ䚢া㾕䖛ϝ䴶Ǆℷᔧ
䶽ᛜᠧㅫಲࠄᆊеˈ䎳कѠ䚢∌䖰⫳⌏ϔ䍋ⱘᯊࠄैˈњकѠ䚢⅏এⱘ
⍜ᙃǄ䶽ᛜ䴲ᐌ䲒䖛ˈѢᰃݭњϔ㆛ᗔᗉकѠ䚢ⱘ᭛ゴǄ

33. What is this story about?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Han Yu and his older brother
Han Yu and his sister-in-law
Han Yu and his nephew
Han Yu’s brother’s family

34. Why did Han Yu live with his brother?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

His sister-in-law thought he was their son.
His parents died.
He wanted to play with Shi’er Lang.
He had to look after Shi’er Lang.

35. How old was Han Yu when his brother diedΛ
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

11
12
19
42

36. Which statement is true?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Han Yu’s brother has 12 kids.
Han Yu’s brother died from an illness.
Han Yu was not close to his nephew.
Han Yu left his hometown when he was nine.

37. Why did Han Yu write the article?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

To talk about his own experiences
To tell his brother’s story
To coin a new proverb
To mourn his nephew

Advertisement for questions 38 through 42.
[Traditional-character version]
ڶֆ༅ࢪԫΔؑ࣍ۯխ֨ΖٌຏֱঁΔڜ٤ΕڜᙩΖࠟԫᨚΔࠟଡ௮
Ζլ୮ࠠΔཹچڶΕੑ۪ᖲΕ௷ᖲ֗ຒጻ䆬Ζִ$1500ΔլֽץሽΔ
ٌԫଡִࢽ८Ζ ࢪড়լܮױ㱿֗塄ᡒढΔ֛ࡠԫࠩࠟଡऱ୮அ֗Ֆᖂس
ᚌ٣ەᐞΖڶრृᓮ࣍ڰ7រא৵ඡ10រאছؚሽᇩ: 555-555-5555Ζ
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᳝݀ᆧ᠓ϔ༫ˈԡѢᏖЁᖗǄѸ䗮ᮍ֓ˈᅝܼǃᅝ䴭Ǆϸᅸϔख़ˈϸϾ⍈
ᅸǄϡᏺᆊˈ᳝ഄ⇃ǃ⋫㸷ᴎǃ⚬ᑆᴎঞ催䗳㔥㒓Ǆ᳜⾳ˈϡࣙ∈⬉ˈ
ѸϔϾ᳜ᢐ䞥Ǆ᠓ᅶϡৃ⚳ঞݏᅴ⠽ˈྏᏺϔࠄϸϾᄽᄤⱘᆊᒁঞཇᄺ⫳
Ӭܜ㗗㰥Ǆ᳝ᛣ㗙䇋Ѣᮽ⚍ҹৢᰮ⚍ҹࠡᠧ⬉䆱Ǆ

38. What kind of people cannot rent the apartment?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Couples with kids
Smokers
Couples without kids
Male students

Model Exam 1

[Simplified-character version]

39. What statement about the ad is true?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Comes with furniture
Safe, but transportation is inconvenient
Comes with high-speed Internet
Comes with a washing machine, but no dryer

40. Which aspect of the apartment is not mentioned?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Location
Parking
Deposit
Rent

41. Who has priority for renting the apartment?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Nonsmokers
People without pets
Male students
Female students

42. What time should one call?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

7:00 am or 10:00 pm
between 10:00 am and 7:00 pm
between 7:00 am and 10:00 pm
between 7:00 am and 10:00 am

Policies for questions 43 through 47.
[Traditional-character version]
ԫΕء塢㻽٤ீᄎᤜΕ᧯ߛඒᖂΕֺ೯چΖ
ԲΕၞԵء塢ઠሎ೯ࣚᇘΕሎ೯ᕀΖ
ԿΕᆃַڇ塢փ໕ᏰΕܮ㱿ࢨ႖ؼ࣠هΕ୵ΕՑଉᗷढΖ
Εფᥨ塢փᕴޗΔڶڕჾᡏΔᅃᏝᓽᚍΖ
նΕᕴشࠌޗ৵࣋ڃΖ
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[Simplified-character version]
ϔǃᴀ佚Ўܼ᷵Ӯ䆂ǃԧ㚆ᬭᄺǃ↨䌯⌏ࡼഎഄǄ
Ѡǃ䖯ܹᴀ佚㽕こ䖤ࡼ᳡㺙ǃ䖤ࡼ䵟Ǆ
ϝǃ⽕ℶ佚ݙફǃ⚳х϶ᵰⲂǃ㒌ሥǃষ佭㊪ㄝ⠽Ǆ
ಯǃ⠅ᡸ佚఼ݙᴤˈབ᳝ᤳണˈ✻Ӌ䌨ٓǄ
Ѩǃ఼ᴤՓ⫼ৢᬒಲॳ໘Ǆ

43. Where would these policies appear?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Cafeteria
Conference hall
Gym
Restaurant

44. What is not allowed in this building?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Gym class
Science labs
Competitions
Meetings

45. Which policy is not mentioned?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Students cannot litter in the gym.
Students cannot leave paper lying on the floor.
Students cannot throw fruit peels on the floor.
Students have to throw away all empty bottles.

46. Which statement is true?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Food is allowed in the building.
Smoking is not allowed.
A fine will be imposed if any property is damaged.
People cannot move the equipment around.

47. What is not mentioned in the policy?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The purpose of the building
Business hours
Equipment
Attire

Article for questions 48 though 53.
[Traditional-character version]
խഏऱڣ۔ഡՖംᠲਢԳଚಘᓵऱૹᇩᠲΖؾছڇխഏΔ60ᄣאՂऱ۔
ڣԳՑല२1.5ᏙΔ᜔Գᑇऱ10%Ζڇվ৵ऱ20ࠩ30ڣհၴΔխഏڣ۔ഡՖല
ᄎՖࢤԳՑऱ25%ΖՈ༉ਢᎅΔޢଡՖࢤխ༉ᄎڶԫۯਢڣ۔ԳΖՖࢤ۔
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Գڇژऱ່ՕംᠲਢຆܺംᠲΖڶ27%ऱڣ۔ഡՖִޢऱس၄լࠩ100ցΖՖ
ࢤ۔ԳڇژऱรԲଡംᠲਢಯٖ८ംᠲΖৄؑڣ۔ഡՖ ڶ55% ऱԳڶಯٖ
८ΔۖልޘഡՖຟڶಯٖ८Ζ壄壀ࡰᗑՈਢՖࢤڣ۔ԳཏሙڇژऱംᠲΖ
60ᄣאՂऱڣ۔ഡՖխΔ42%ऱ۔ԳऱՁ֛ڽՋΖՖࢤ۔Գऱ୮೭ૹΔޓਢ
ԫଡᏁ٤षᄎຟࠐᣂ֨ऱംᠲΖ

[Simplified-character version]
Ёⱘ㗕ᑈཛཇ䯂乬ᰃҎӀ䅼䆎ⱘ䞡㽕䆱乬ǄⳂࠡЁˈቕҹϞⱘ㗕
ᑈҎষᇚ䖥ғˈऴᘏҎ᭄ⱘǄҞৢⱘࠄᑈП䯈ˈЁ㗕ᑈཛཇᇚ
ӮऴཇᗻҎষⱘǄгህᰃ䇈ˈ↣ಯϾཇᗻЁህӮ᳝ϔԡᰃ㗕ᑈҎǄཇᗻ㗕Ҏ
ᄬⱘ᳔䯂乬ᰃ䋿ೄ䯂乬Ǆ᳝ⱘ㗕ᑈཛཇ↣᳜ⱘ⫳⌏䌍ϡࠄܗǄཇᗻ
㗕ҎᄬⱘѠϾ䯂乬ᰃ䗔ӥ䞥䯂乬ǄජᏖ㗕ᑈཛཇা᳝ⱘҎ᳝䗔ӥ䞥ˈ㗠
ݰᴥཛཇ䛑≵᳝䗔ӥ䞥Ǆ㊒⼲ᄸ⣀гᰃཇᗻ㗕ᑈҎ᱂䘡ᄬⱘ䯂乬ǄቕҹϞ
ⱘ㗕ᑈཛཇЁˈⱘ㗕ҎⱘϜ⅏ѵǄཇᗻ㗕Ҏⱘᆊࡵ㐕䞡ˈᰃϔϾ䳔㽕ܼ
⼒Ӯ䛑ᴹ݇ᖗⱘ䯂乬Ǆ
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48. What does the passage mainly talk about?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Elderly people
Women
Elderly women
Ratios between men and women

49. What is the population of people over 60 in China?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

More than fifteen hundred million
Close to fifteen hundred million
Close to fifteen hundred
Exactly fifteen hundred

50. Currently, elderly people make up what percent of the total population?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

10%
20%
25%
30%

51. What is a major issue regarding elderly women?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Marriage
Poverty
Retirement funds
Loneliness

52. What is not mentioned in the passage?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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53. Which statement is correct?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

10% of the total population is elderly women.
There will eventually be fewer elderly women.
27% of elderly people receive a salary of 100 yuan or less.
Many elderly women are lonely.

Passage for questions 54 through 59.
[Traditional-character version]
᧯ߛೈԱאױᅂߪ᧯א؆Δᝫ౨ഛ塄Գऱ۞ॾ֨ΔቔᚐԳଚ०൷ਗᖏΖ
ڇભഏऱՕᖂ㠪ΔᖂړΕᐚړΕ᧯ߛګᜎړऱᖂسৰڍΖٵڇᖂխΔڶԫ
ႈۥנऱ᧯ߛݾ౨ਢৰᨃԳ║ᐠऱΖભഏऱৰڍ୮९ቔᚐ۞աऱൕ՛ף
ᖂீࡉषऱߩၷΕඈၷࡉᤃၷչ䈥ऱΔऱਢഛ塄ऱ۞ॾ֨Ζ
ଚऱ୮அ᧯ߛඒᒭՈൄൄਢط୮९ᅝऱΖઌֺհՀΔൕխഏՕຬࢨࠐऱ
ৰڍᖂسΔឈྥᖂټ٨ছૄΔ܀ਢהଚߛ᧯ڇΕ໌ທࢤΕषֱٌ૿ტ
ࠩॾ֨լജΖຍࠀլ࡛ࢡΔڂ㻽խഏࠐऱৰڍᖂسਢئ׀ڇ९ཚچঅᥨխس
ऱΔਢڇኙ᧯ߛཏሙլૹီऱᛩቼխ९ՕऱΖຍࠄխഏ୮அऱᖂسΔუߪࣚ܌
᧯ऱլᔞᚨࡉ֨Ղऱॾ֨լߩΔᝫᏁழၴΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ԧ㚆䰸њৃҹ䬏⚐䑿ԧҹˈ䖬㛑ݏҎⱘ㞾ֵᖗˈ哧ࢅҎӀ䖢ᣥǄ
㕢ⱘᄺ䞠ˈᄺдདǃકᖋདǃԧ㚆៤㒽དⱘᄺ⫳ᕜǄৠᄺЁˈ᳝ϔ
乍ߎ㡆ⱘԧ㚆ᡔ㛑ᰃᕜ䅽Ҏ㕵ᜩⱘǄ㕢ⱘᕜᆊ䭓哧ࢅ㞾ᏅⱘᄽᄤҢᇣখࡴ
ᄺ᷵⼒ऎⱘ䎇⧗䯳ǃᥦ⧗䯳㇂⧗䯳ҔМⱘˈЎⱘᰃݏᄽᄤⱘ㞾ֵᖗǄᄽ
ᄤӀⱘᆊᒁԧ㚆ᬭ㒗гᐌᐌᰃ⬅ᆊ䭓ᔧⱘǄⳌ↨ПϟˈҢЁ䰚ৄᴹⱘ
ᕜᄺ⫳ˈ㱑✊ᄺдৡ߫ࠡ㣙ˈԚᰃҪӀԧ㚆ǃ߯䗴ᗻǃ⼒Ѹㄝᮍ䴶ᕔᕔᛳ
ࠄֵᖗϡǄ䖭ᑊϡ༛ᗾˈЎЁᴹⱘᕜᄺ⫳ᰃ⠊↡䭓ᳳഄֱᡸЁ⫳⌏
ⱘˈᰃᇍԧ㚆᱂䘡ϡ䞡㾚ⱘ⦃๗Ё䭓ⱘǄ䖭ѯЁᆊᒁⱘᄺ⫳ˈᛇܟ᳡䑿
ԧⱘϡ䗖ᑨᖗ⧚Ϟⱘֵᖗϡ䎇ˈ䖬䳔㽕ᯊ䯈Ǆ

54. Which of the following titles fits the passage best?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

“Sports and Family”
“Sports and Confidence”
“Exercise and Challenges”
“Good Students”

55. Which is the main idea of this passage?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

In the United States, few students receive good grades.
In schools, excelling in sports is admirable.
American families hire sports professionals to coach their kids.
Parents with sports-related occupations require their kids to participate
in sports at a young age.

57. In which area does the article say Chinese students usually excel?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Model Exam 1

56. Which statement is correct?

Sports
Creativity
Social activities
Studying

58. What is the author’s attitude about the difference between Chinese and
American students?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Disappointed
Worried
Not surprised
Confident

59. What does the author imply in the last sentence of the passage?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Chinese parents want their children to be independent.
This problem can be solved easily.
This problem cannot be solved in a short amount of time.
Chinese families should spoil their kids.

E-mail for questions 60 through 66.
[Traditional-character version]
࿇ٙԳΚִ׆
گٙԳΚ
ᠲΚዧᖯᑻᖂ८
࿇ಬֲཚ: 2007ڣ3ִ18ֲ
ٵᖂΚ
ړ܃Μॾࠐ܃ᎅუعᓮ “ዧᖯᑻᖂ८ ”ऱࠃൣΖݺ܃տฯԫՀڶᣂعᓮ
ᇷΕعᓮᙄऄࡉᏁᄷໂऱޗறֱ૿ऱൣ㤝Ζ
“ዧᖯᑻᖂ८”ऱعᓮԳᚨᇠਢ“ڇዧᖯՕᖂسխֺ֮”խ࠷ګړ
ᜎऱᖂسΖڶՀ૿ጟൣ㤝Κ1) “ዧᖯՕᖂسխֺ֮”ެऱ3ଡԫ
ᑻऱᖂعאױسᓮ“ዧᖯᖂۯᑻᖂ८”Ι2) 㢾խऱ5ଡԲᑻऱᖂعאױس
ᓮ“ዧᖯཔཚᖂᑻᖂ८”Ι3) ެխऱ 7ଡԿᑻऱᖂعאױسᓮ“ዧᖯխ
ဎ֮֏ள۩ᑻᖂ८”Ι4) “ڇዧᖯՕᖂسխֺ֮” ௧؆ቃխ।ړΔ܀
ڶࠩ㢾ᇷऱᖂعאױسᓮ“ዧᖯቃᚌߐᙇ֫ᑻᖂ८”Ζ௧؆ቃޢڇ
ڣ3ִࠩ5ִᜰ۩Δ㢾ழၴڇ7ִΖڶᇷعᓮऱᖂسԫࡳڇ12ִ31ֲאছ༼נ
عᓮΖعᓮԳਊޣჄᐊعᓮ।ΔࠀٌګᜎࡉංॾऱᓤٱٙΖعᓮޗற
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ԫࡳڇࡳऱழၴփബࠩΖܑࣹრऱਢΔعᓮԳࢬٌऱޗறຟլಯᝫΖא
Ղॾஒݦඨኙڶ܃ᚥܗΖ
ఴפګ܃Μ
ִ׆

[Simplified-character version]
থӊҎ˖⥟᳜
ᬊӊҎ˖ᕐᕫ
Џ乬˖∝䇁ḹ༪ᄺ䞥
থ䗕᮹ᳳᑈ᳜᮹
ᕐᕫৠᄺ˖
ԴདʽԴᴹֵ䇈ᛇ⬇䇋Ā∝䇁ḹ༪ᄺ䞥āⱘџᚙǄ៥㒭Դҟ㒡ϔϟ᳝݇⬇
䇋䌘Ḑǃ⬇䇋ࡲ⊩䳔㽕ޚⱘᴤ᭭ㄝᮍ䴶ⱘᚙމǄ
Ā∝䇁ḹ༪ᄺ䞥āⱘ⬇䇋Ҏᑨ䆹ᰃĀ∝䇁ḹϪ⬠ᄺ⫳Ё᭛↨䌯āЁপ
ᕫད៤㒽ⱘᄺ⫳ǄЏ㽕᳝ϟ䴶ಯ⾡ᚙ ˖މĀ∝䇁ḹϪ⬠ᄺ⫳Ё᭛↨䌯āއ
䌯ⱘϾϔㄝ༪ⱘᄺ⫳ৃҹ⬇䇋Ā∝䇁ḹᄺԡ༪ᄺ䞥ā˗ އ䌯ЁⱘϾѠㄝ༪
ⱘᄺ⫳ৃҹ⬇䇋Ā∝䇁ḹᱥᳳᄺд༪ᄺ䞥ā˗ އ䌯ЁⱘϾϝㄝ༪ⱘᄺ⫳ৃ
ҹ⬇䇋Ā∝䇁ḹЁढ᭛࣪ᮙ㸠༪ᄺ䞥ā˗ Ā∝䇁ḹϪ⬠ᄺ⫳Ё᭛↨䌯ā
⍋乘䌯Ё㸼⦄དˈԚ≵᳝ᕫࠄއ䌯䌘Ḑⱘᄺ⫳ৃҹ⬇䇋Ā∝䇁ḹ乘䌯Ӭ⾔䗝
༪ᄺ䞥āǄ⍋乘䌯↣ᑈ᳜ࠄ᳜В㸠ˈއ䌯ᯊ䯈᳜Ǆ᳝䌘Ḑ⬇䇋ⱘᄺ
⫳ϔᅮ᳜᮹ҹࠡᦤߎ⬇䇋Ǆ⬇䇋Ҏ㽕ᣝ㽕∖฿⬇ݭ䇋㸼ˈᑊѸ៤㒽ऩ
㤤ֵⱘॄӊǄ⬇䇋ᴤ᭭ϔᅮ㽕㾘ᅮⱘᯊ䯈ݙᆘࠄǄ⡍߿⊼ᛣⱘᰃˈ⬇䇋
Ҏ᠔Ѹⱘᴤ᭭䛑ϡ䗔䖬ǄҹϞֵᙃᏠᳯᇍԴ᳝ᐂࡽǄ
⼱Դ៤ࡳʽ
⥟᳜

60. Why did Wang Yue write this letter?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Wang Yue
Wang Yue
Wang Yue
Wang Yue

wants to apply for a scholarship.
wants to help Peter apply for a scholarship.
wants to advertise the scholarship.
is introducing this scholarship.

61. Which area is not discussed in the e-mail?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Mailing address
Types of scholarships
Documents for applying
Registration process

62. Who are candidates for this scholarship?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

3
5
7
Not mentioned

64. When is the final competition?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

March
May
July
December

Model Exam 1

63. How many people can receive scholarships to China to get a degree?

65. What is not required in the application?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Transcript
Application form
Recommendation letter
Degree certificate

66. What is particularly noted in the e-mail?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Students can apply online.
Original forms are preferred, but copies are okay.
Applications can be sent at any time.
Documents will not be returned.

END OF SECTION I
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SECTION II—PART A: WRITING
Time–Approximately 30 minutes.
Directions: You will produce several written works in Chinese in different formats. You will write
specifically for a certain purpose and to a certain person. Your work should be as complete and
culturally appropriate as possible.
Story Narration
These pictures present a sequence of events. Write a complete story based on these pictures from beginning to end.
1.

2.

3.

4.
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[Traditional-character version]
࿇ٙԳΚ୪՛ا
ၡٙᠲΚSAT
ؚئ׀ݺጩݺڇխฅᄐ৵ݺނಬࠩભഏᦰΔݺڇբᆖၲࡨ㻽عᓮભ
ഏऱՕᖂᄷໂԱΖؚݺࠐءጩࠩભഏא৵٦ ەSATΔױਢئ׀ݺᤚݺᚨᇠ
٣ڇխഏނSATەԱΔྥ৵٦װભഏΖڇ܃ભഏᦰխΔኙSATৰᑵ൜Δᓮᓫᓫ
܃ऱᆖ᧭ࡉऄΖॺൄტΜ

Model Exam 1

E-Mail Response
Read this e-mail from a friend and then type a response.

[Simplified-character version]
থӊҎ˖ᄭᇣ⇥
䚂ӊЏ乬˖SAT
៥⠊↡ᠧㅫ៥催Ё↩Ϯৢᡞ៥䗕ࠄ㕢䇏кˈ⦄៥Ꮖ㒣ᓔྟЎ⬇䇋㕢
ⱘᄺޚخњǄᴀᴹ៥ᠧㅫࠄ㕢ҹৢݡ㗗 SATˈৃᰃ៥⠊↡㾝ᕫ៥ᑨ䆹
ܜЁᡞSAT㗗њˈ✊ৢݡএ㕢ǄԴ㕢䇏催ЁˈᇍSATᕜ❳ᙝˈ䇋䇜䇜
Դⱘ㒣偠ⳟ⊩Ǆ䴲ᐌᛳ䇶ʽ

END OF PART A
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CD 3
Track
26

SECTION II—PART B: SPEAKING, CONVERSATION
Time-Approximately 11 minutes
You will have a conversation with Li Ping, an interviewer, about your
application for a High School Study Abroad Program in China. She will ask
you six questions. After eacher question, you will have 20 seconds to respond.
Respond as fully and as appropriately as possible.

Directions: You will make a presentation in Chinese on a given topic. You
will be given 4 minutes to plan your presentation and 2 minutes to record
your presentation. Your presentation should be as complete as possible.
Cultural Presentation
Choose ONE Chinese folk custom that is associated with a particular holiday
(firecrackers, dragon boat racing, etc.). In your presentation, describe this custom
and explain its significance.

End of Section II
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ANSWER KEY
Section I–Part A: Multiple Choice (Listening)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

D
C
B
C
B
C
B
C

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

B
C
B
B
D
B
D
C

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

C
B
B
B
C
A
C
C

25
26
27
28
29
30

D
C
C
A
D
C

58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

C
C
B
A
B
A
C
D
D

Section I–Part B: Multiple Choice (Reading)
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

C
A
C
B
A
B
D
B
C

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

B
D
C
C
B
D
B
B
C

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

B
A
B
C
D
B
A
B
D
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ANSWERS AND ANSWER EXPLANATIONS
Section I—Part A: Listening
1. (D) This is the only response that answers the question, “I’m from New York.
How about you?” which essentially is the same as the question, “Where are
you from?” (A) is wrong because the man just said he is from New York. (B)
and (C) indicate where the woman does want to go, and where she is from.
2. (C) This is the only appropriate response to the woman’s suggestion. (A) and
(D) are wrong because they have nothing to do with the actual present. (B) is
wrong because the woman never said that computers were expensive.
3. (B) The woman suggests that she and the man go see a movie. The man’s
response is a rhetorical question, which means “there aren’t any good movies
out.” The woman then says, “Lately there’s been lots of good movies.” (A) and
(C) are wrong because they both take the man’s question literally. (D) is wrong
because the man already implied that he does not want to see a movie.
4. (C) The man says that he tends to get lost in a book. The woman should
respond with “That means you get too into the book.” (A) and (B) are wrong
because they both take the man literally. (D) is wrong because it is both
irrelevant and rude.
5. (B) The woman says, “Sorry, I’m late because we had a family problem.” (B)
is correct because the man says, “It’s okay, I’ve only been here for a little while,
too,” which is the most reasonable and polite answer. (A) is therefore not
appropriate. (C) is wrong because the man should not apologize for no reason.
(D) is wrong because the woman already explained why she was late.
6. (C) The man answers why he is alone: His brother is playing soccer with a
friend. (A) is wrong because the man tells the woman what he and his brother
did but never answers her question. (B) is wrong because he still does not
answer the question. (D) is wrong because the man talks about his brother’s
behavior, but again, does not answer the question.
7. (B) This response answers the question, “What do you think of that professor?” (A), (C), and (D) are wrong because they are all facts about the professor,
not opinions.
8. (C) This answers that the professor teaches Chinese. (A), (B), and (D) don’t
answer the question.
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9. (B) The man retorts, “I think the traffic is bad all the time,” to the woman’s
statement, “It depends on during what hours you’re on the highway.” (A), (C),
and (D) are not completely relevant to the conversation.
10. (C) Choices (A), (B), and (D) have already all been answered by the woman
in her first statement.
11. (B) This is the only answer that tells the man where the movie theatre is
located. (A) and (C) do not answer the question, and (D) is just repeating the
man’s question.
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12. (B) This answers how many classes the woman is taking. (A), (C), and (D)
don’t answer the question.
13. (D) The man is telling the woman where the Chinese restaurant is located.
(A) is wrong because it does not appropriately respond to the woman’s statement. (B) and (C) have already been answered by the woman.
14. (B) The man asks the woman what kind of movies she likes to watch. (A) and
(C) are related to music, but the woman did not say anything about music.
(D) is wrong, because the woman just said that she has not watched any movies
recently.
15. (D) The woman commented that the man does not look well. The man
admits in (D) that he did not do well on his test. (A), (B), and (C) take the
woman’s statement “ᜭۥຍ䈥ᣄ” (“俠ۥ㪤Շ呕”) too literally.
16. (C) “ݺუᅀࠩ܃ᖲ൷ݺԫᔉ” (“៥ᛇ咏⚺Դࠄᴎഎ៥ϔ䍳”) means
that the woman needs to be picked up from the airport.
17. (C) “ࠐءݺᚨᇠխ֑ൕోપऴଆޜ” (“៥ᴀᴹᑨ䆹ЁजҢ㒑㑺Ⳉ亲⋯ᴝ
ⷊ”) means that the woman was originally going to fly from New York to Los
Angeles.
18. (B) “ݺ៱ڇڇ८՞ᖲထ݄ଆᖲڃޜ” (“៥⦄ᮻ䞥ቅᴎഎㄝⴔ
ത亲ᴎಲ⋯ᴝⷊ”) means that the woman is currently in San Francisco.
19. (B) “ଆᖲࠟଡ՛ழא৵, Ո༉ਢ10:10ದଆ” (“亲ᴎϸϾᇣᯊҹৢ, гህᰃ
10:10䍋亲”) means that the flight will leave in two hours, at 10:10, which
indicates that it is currently 8:10 pm.
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20. (B) The opening sentence, “Օᖂऱറᄐ܃ᙇړԱႯ” (“ᄺⱘϧϮԴ䗝དњ
৫”), is about choosing a major.
21. (C) “ױਢئ׀ݺᎅΔᙇറᄐլ౨ᔾᘋᔊΔۖᚨᇠലࠐړլބړՠ܂Δ
౨լ౨ᙒ” (“ৃᰃ៥⠊↡䇈ˈ䗝ϧϮϡ㛑া䴴݈䍷ˈ㗠ᑨ䆹ⳟᇚᴹདϡད
ᡒᎹˈ㛑ϡ㛑䌮䪅”) shows that the salary is important.
22. (A) “ݺܑᦟ֮ᖂ” (“៥⡍߿୰᭛ᄺ”) means that the woman enjoys
literature.
23. (C) “ॺئ׀ݺױᨃݺᖂՠ࿓ݾࢨሽᆰլৃ“( ”ױ៥⠊↡䴲䅽៥ᄺᎹᡔᴃ
⬉㛥ϡৃ”) means that, although the man wants to study history, his parents
want him to major in either computer science or engineering.
24. (C) Choices (A), (B), and (D) are specific items included in (C).
25. (D) The correct answer is directly stated in the announcement.
26. (C) Nowhere in the announcement does it say anything about a transcript.
27. (C) The announcement states “Ѹ䖥ᳳ✻⠛,” which means only recent photos
are acceptable. All of the other answers are confirmed directly.
28. (A) The correct answer is directly stated in the passage. (B) is not logical
because one usually does not raise a child from birth all the way until death,
only to adulthood. (C) and (D) are wrong, because the statistics only apply to
Shanghai, not the entire country of China.
29. (D) The correct answer is directly stated in the passage: “၌መԱ塄ࡉ۔۰ࢪ”
(“䍙䖛њݏ㗕ԣ᠓”). “塄ݏ“( ”۔㗕”) is, therefore, considered second, and
“ԣ᠓” is considered third.
30. (C) “խഏᎬ۩ऱᓳ࣠Ոݺ္ܫଚΔխഏԳژᙒਢ㻽ԱՖᖂ ”
(“ Ё䫊㸠ⱘ䇗ᶹ㒧ᵰгਞ䆝៥ӀˈЁҎᄬ䪅Џ㽕ᰃЎњᄤཇᄺд ”)
means that most people save all their money for their children.

Section I—Part B: Reading
31. (C) The sign says, “Do not talk loudly indoors,” which eliminates (B) and
(D). It is not likely that such a sign would appear in (A), a department store,
so (C) is the most logical answer.
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33. (C) The story talks about Han Yu and his brother’s son (his nephew). (A) is
wrong because his older brother died at the age of 42, and after that, his sisterin-law (B) and brother’s family (D) are never mentioned again.
34. (B) The correct answer is directly stated in the story.

Model Exam 1

32. (A) Choices (B) and (D) have no relevance to the sign. (C) is wrong because
the sign has to do with noise but not with music in particular.

35. (A) The correct answer is directly stated in the story.
36. (B) The sentence “ឌყऱୂୂڇԼԲᄣऱழଢԱԫՕఐΔլՆ༉ڽ
Ա” (“䶽ᛜⱘહહಯकѠቕⱘᯊᕫњϔഎ⮙ˈϡЙህ⅏њ”) indicates
that his brother died from an illness, which is (B). There were 12 children in
his extended family, but not all of those were necessarily his own, so (A) is
wrong. The story says, “ឌყࡉԼԲઌࠉ㻽ࡎ” (“䶽ᛜकѠ䚢ⳌձЎੑ”),
which means that Han Yu had a very close relationship with his nephew, which
makes (C) wrong. Han Yu left his hometown when he was nineteen, so (D)
is also wrong.
37. (D) The correct answer is directly stated in the story.
38. (B) The advertisement directly states, “Smokers are not allowed.” The article
states that females are preferred, but that doesn’t necessarily mean that men
are not allowed. Therefore, (D) is not the answer.
39. (C) The correct answer is directly stated in the advertisement. (A) is not true.
(B) is false because transportation is convenient. (D) is wrong because the
apartment has both a dryer and a washer.
40. (B) No information about parking is given.
41. (D) The correct answer is directly stated in the advertisement.
42. (C) “ڶრृᓮ࣍ڰ7រא৵ඡ10រאছؚሽᇩ”
10⚍ҹࠡᠧ⬉䆱”) means that (C) is correct.

(“᳝ᛣ㗙䇋Ѣᮽ7⚍ҹৢᰮ

43. (C) The first rule says, “ઠሎ೯ࣚᇘΕሎ೯ᕀ” (“こ䖤ࡼ᳡㺙ǃ䖤ࡼ䵟”),
which would only appear in a gym. Logically speaking, such a rule would not
apply at a cafeteria, a conference hall, or a restaurant.
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44. (B) The first line states, “ء塢㻽٤ீᄎᤜΕ᧯ߛඒᖂΕֺ೯“( ”چᴀ
佚Ўܼ᷵Ӯ䆂ǃԧ㚆ᬭᄺǃ↨䌯⌏ࡼഎഄ,”) which means that (A), (C), and
(D) are allowed.
45. (D) The third policy, “ᆃַڇ塢փ໕ᏰΕܮ㱿ࢨ႖ؼ࣠هΕ୵ΕՑଉᗷ
ढ” (“⽕ℶ佚ݙફǃ⚳х϶ᵰⲂǃ㒌ሥǃষ佭㊪ㄝ⠽”), does not
mention anything about empty bottles.
46. (B) The regulations state, “ᆃַڇ塢փ໕ᏰΕܮ㱿ࢨ႖ؼ࣠هΕ୵ΕՑଉ
ᗷढ” (“⽕ℶ佚ݙફǃ⚳х϶ᵰⲂǃ㒌ሥǃষ佭㊪ㄝ⠽”). (A) is
not mentioned, so it is not true. (C) is wrong because “ڶڕჾᡏΔᅃᏝᓽᚍ”
(“བ᳝ᤳണˈ✻Ӌ䌨ٓ”) means that the person will have to pay for the damage,
not a fine. (D) is incorrect because “ᕴشࠌޗ৵࣋ڃ” (“఼ᴤՓ⫼ৢᬒಲ
ॳ໘”) means that people are free to move the equipment around, but they
should put it back in its original spot when they are done.
47. (B) The first line states, “ء塢㻽٤ீᄎᤜΕ᧯ߛඒᖂΕֺ೯“( ”چᴀ
佚Ўܼ᷵Ӯ䆂ǃԧ㚆ᬭᄺǃ↨䌯⌏ࡼഎഄ” ), which is (A). (C) is mentioned
in the sentence “ᕴشࠌޗ৵࣋ڃ” (“఼ᴤՓ⫼ৢᬒಲॳ໘”). (D) appears
in “ၞԵء塢ઠሎ೯ࣚᇘΕሎ೯ᕀ” (“䖯ܹᴀ佚㽕こ䖤ࡼ᳡㺙ǃ䖤ࡼ䵟”).
48. (C) The first sentence states, “խഏऱڣ۔ഡՖംᠲਢԳଚಘᓵऱૹᇩᠲ”
(“Ёⱘ㗕ᑈཛཇ䯂乬ᰃҎӀ䅼䆎ⱘ䞡㽕䆱乬”).
49. (B) The correct answer is stated in the sentence “60ᄣאՂऱڣ۔ԳՑല२
1.5Ꮩ” (“60ቕҹϞⱘ㗕ᑈҎষᇚ䖥1.5ғ”). The adverb “ല२” (“ᇚ䖥) means
“close.”
50. (A) The correct answer is directly stated in the sentence “ؾছڇխഏΔ60ᄣ
אՂऱڣ۔ԳՑല२1.5ᏙΔ᜔Գᑇऱ10%” (“ⳂࠡЁˈ60ቕҹϞⱘ㗕
ᑈҎষᇚ䖥1.5ғˈऴᘏҎ᭄ⱘ10%”). 25% (C) is the estimated percentage of
the total population of elderly people in the next 20 to 30 years. (B) and (D)
are irrelevant.
51. (B) The correct answer is stated in the first sentence of the second paragraph,
“Ֆࢤ۔Գڇژऱ່Օംᠲਢຆܺംᠲ” (“ཇᗻ㗕Ҏᄬⱘ᳔䯂乬ᰃ䋿ೄ䯂
乬”).
52. (C) The text states the problems, “ಯٖ८ംᠲ” (“䗔ӥ䞥䯂乬”), “42%ⱘ㗕
ҎⱘϜ⅏ѵ,” and “Ֆࢤ۔Գऱ୮೭ૹ” (“ཇᗻ㗕Ҏⱘᆊࡵ㐕䞡”)Δwhich
are (A), (B), and (D).
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53. (D) The correct answer is directly stated in the passage. (A) is wrong because
“60ᄣאՂऱڣ۔ԳՑല२1.5ᏙΔ᜔Գᑇऱ10%” (“60ቕҹϞⱘ㗕ᑈҎষ
ᇚ䖥1.5ғˈऴᘏҎ᭄ⱘ10”) includes both women and men, not just women.
(B) is not true. (C) only applies to elderly women, not everyone.
54. (B) These sentences indicate that the passage is about sports and confidence:
“᧯ߛೈԱאױᅂߪ᧯א؆Δᝫ౨ഛ塄Գऱ۞ॾ֨ΔቔᚐԳଚ०൷ਗᖏ ”
(“ԧ㚆䰸њৃҹ䬏⚐䑿ԧҹˈ䖬㛑ݏҎⱘ㞾ֵᖗˈ哧ࢅҎӀ䖢ᣥ”)
and “ऱਢഛ塄ऱ۞ॾ֨” (“Ўⱘᰃݏᄽᄤⱘ㞾ֵᖗ”).
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55. (A) The phrases “ڇભഏऱՕᖂ㠪” (“㕢ⱘᄺ䞠”), “ٵڇᖂխ” (“ৠ
ᄺЁ”), “ൕխഏՕຬࢨፕࠐऱৰڍᖂ“( ”سҢЁ䰚ৄᴹⱘᕜᄺ
⫳”), and “խഏ୮அऱᖂ“( ”سЁᆊᒁⱘᄺ⫳”) show that the passage is all
about students. (B) is too general, and (C) and (D) are only examples, not the
main idea.
56. (B) The passage states, “ٵڇᖂխΔڶԫႈۥנऱ᧯ߛݾ౨ਢৰᨃԳ║ᐠऱ”
(“ৠᄺЁˈ᳝ϔ乍ߎ㡆ⱘԧ㚆ᡔ㛑ᰃᕜ䅽Ҏ㕵ᜩⱘ). (A) is not true. The
passage states that “ڇભഏऱՕᖂ㠪ΔᖂړΕᐚړΕ᧯ߛګᜎړऱᖂس
ৰ“( ”ڍ㕢ⱘᄺ䞠ˈᄺдདǃકᖋདǃԧ㚆៤㒽དⱘᄺ⫳ᕜ”). (C)
is incorrect because “ଚऱ୮அ᧯ߛඒᒭՈൄൄਢط୮९ᅝऱ” (“ᄽᄤӀ
ⱘᆊᒁԧ㚆ᬭ㒗гᐌᐌᰃ⬅ᆊ䭓ᔧⱘ”) means that parents often coach their
kids themselves, not that they hire coaches. (D) is wrong because “ભഏऱৰ
ڍ୮९ቔᚐ۞աऱ㡘՛ףᖂீࡉषऱߩၷΕඈၷࡉᤃၷչ
䈥ऱ” (“㕢ⱘᕜᆊ䭓哧ࢅ㞾ᏅⱘᄽᄤҢᇣখࡴᄺ᷵⼒ऎⱘ䎇⧗䯳ǃᥦ
⧗䯳㇂⧗䯳ㄝҔМⱘ”) means that parents in general often want their

kids to participate in sports, not parents with sports-related occupations
specifically.
57. (D) The passage states that “ൕխഏՕຬࢨࠐऱৰڍᖂسΔឈྥᖂټ
٨ছૄΔ܀ਢהଚߛ᧯ڇΕ໌ທࢤΕषֱٌ૿ტࠩॾ֨լ㴥” (“ҢЁ
䰚ৄᴹⱘᕜᄺ⫳ˈ㱑✊ᄺдৡ߫ࠡ㣙ˈԚᰃҪӀԧ㚆ǃ߯䗴
ᗻǃ⼒Ѹㄝᮍ䴶ᕔᕔᛳࠄֵᖗϡ”), which means that, while Chinese stu-

dents are good at studying, they do not excel at other subjects.
58. (C) “ຍࠀլ࡛ࢡ” (“䖭ᑊϡ༛ᗾ”) means “not surprising.”
59. (C) The phrase “ᝫᏁழၴ” (“䖬䳔㽕ᯊ䯈”) means that this problem cannot
be solved in a short amount of time. (A) and (B) are the opposite of what the
author is trying to say. (D) has nothing to do with time.
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60. (B) The correct answer can be found in these two sentences: “ॾࠐ܃ᎅუع
ᓮ‘ዧᖯᑻᖂ८’ऱࠃൣ” (“Դᴹֵ䇈ᛇ⬇䇋þ∝䇁ḹ༪ᄺ䞥ÿⱘџᚙ”) and
“אՂॾஒݦඨኙڶ܃ᚥ“( ”ܗҹϞֵᙃᏠᳯᇍԴ᳝ᐂࡽ”).
61. (A) The e-mail never mentions where one should mail his or her
application.
62. (B) One can only apply for this scholarship if he or she has already won a
competition: “ ‘ዧᖯᑻᖂ८’ऱعᓮԳᚨᇠਢ‘ڇዧᖯՕᖂسխֺ֮
’խ࠷ګړᜎऱᖂ∝‘ “( ”س䇁ḹ༪ᄺ䞥ÿⱘ⬇䇋Ҏᑨ䆹ᰃþ∝䇁ḹϪ
⬠ᄺ⫳Ё᭛↨䌯ÿЁপᕫད៤㒽ⱘᄺ⫳”).
63. (A) As directly stated in the e-mail, “ዧᖯՕᖂسխֺ֮ެऱ3ଡ
ԫᑻऱᖂعאױسᓮ‘ዧᖯᖂۯᑻᖂ८’ ” (“∝䇁ḹϪ⬠ᄺ⫳Ё᭛↨䌯
އ䌯ⱘϾϔㄝ༪ⱘᄺ⫳ৃҹ⬇䇋þ∝䇁ḹᄺԡ༪ᄺ䞥’”).
64. (C) The correct answer is directly stated in the e-mail.
65. (D) Nowhere in the e-mail is anything about a degree certificate mentioned.
(A), (B), and (C) are all mentioned.
66. (D) The e-mail states: “عᓮԳࢬٌऱޗறຟլಯᝫ” (“⬇䇋Ҏ᠔Ѹⱘᴤ᭭䛑
ϡ䗔䖬”), which means that the documents will not be returned. (A) is wrong
because the e-mail doesn’t mention anything about online applications. (B) is
wrong because the writer of the e-mail asked for copies, not originals. (C) is
wrong because applications can only be sent during registration times.
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(Narrator) Model Exam 1. Section I–Part A: Listening Comprehension. Conversations 1 through 15.
You will hear several short conversations. Each conversation will be played once
along with four choices of response (A), (B), (C), and (D). You will have 5 seconds
to choose a response that completes the conversation logically and culturally
appropriately.

Model Exam 1

SCRIPTS

Conversation 1
[Traditional-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)

܃ਢൕୌଡৄؑࠐऱΛ
ݺਢൕోપࠐऱΖࡋ܃Λ
(A) չ䈥Λװ܃መోપΛ
(B) ݺୌࠝຟუװΖ
(C) ױݺլუࠝ߷װΖ
(D) ݺՈਢൕ߷ࠝࠐऱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)

ԴᰃҢાϾජᏖᴹⱘ˛
៥ᰃҢ㒑㑺ᴹⱘǄԴਸ਼˛
(A) ҔМ˛Դ≵এ䖛㒑㑺˛
(B) ៥ાܓ䛑ᛇএǄ
(C) ៥ৃϡᛇএ䙷ܓǄ
(D) ៥гᰃҢ䙷ܓᴹⱘǄ

Conversation 2
[Traditional-character version]
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)

ࡢࡢݺመֲسԱΔ܃ᎅݺಬڔչ䈥៖ढΛ
ڇإڔՂՕᖂΔਢܣΛ ಬڔሽᆰֺለشڶΖ
(A) ړΔݺ༉ಬڔՂՕᖂΖ
(B) ܃ᎅኙΔሽᆰຟৰ၆Ζ
(C) ሽᆰ֜၆ԱΔ߷ڶݺ䈥ڍᙒΖ
(D) ࡢࡢݺਢڇՂՕᖂΖ

[Simplified-character version]
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)
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៥ྍྍ㽕䖛⫳᮹њˈԴ䇈៥䗕ཌྷҔМ⼐⠽˛
ཌྷℷϞᄺˈᰃ৻˛ 䗕ཌྷ⬉㛥↨䕗᳝⫼Ǆ
(A) དˈ៥ህ䗕ཌྷϞᄺǄ
(B) Դ䇈ᕫᇍˈ⬉㛥䛑ᕜ䌉Ǆ
(C) ⬉㛥䌉њˈ៥≵᳝䙷М䪅Ǆ
(D) ៥ྍྍᰃϞᄺǄ
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Conversation 3
[Traditional-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)

হଚװሽᐙܣΖ
ڶչ䈥ړऱΖ
(A) ܃ᤚୌຝሽᐙړΛ
(B) ່२ՂዝԱլ֟ړሽᐙܴΖ
(C) ݺՈլवሐୌຝሽᐙړΖ
(D) ܃ՈᦟሽᐙႯΛ

[Simplified-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)

અӀএⳟഎ⬉ᕅ৻Ǆ
᳝ҔМདⳟⱘǄ
(A) Դ㾝ᕫા䚼⬉ᕅདⳟ˛
(B) ᳔䖥Ϟⓨњϡᇥད⬉ᕅਔǄ
(C) ៥гϡⶹ䘧ા䚼⬉ᕅདⳟǄ
(D) Դг୰ⳟ⬉ᕅ৫˛

Conversation 4
[Traditional-character version]
(Man)
(Woman)

ݺຍଡԳԫದࠐ༉չ䈥ຟݱԱΖ
(A) ݱ܃Աչ䈥Λ
(B) ܃㻽չ䈥ݱԱΛ
(C) ܃֜റ֨ԱΖ
(D) ܃౨ಖ۰չ䈥Λ

[Simplified-character version]
(Man)
(Woman)

៥䖭ϾҎϔⳟ䍋кᴹህҔМ䛑ᖬњǄ
(A) ԴᖬњⳟҔМ˛
(B) ԴЎҔМᖬњⳟк˛
(C) ԴⳟкⳟᕫϧᖗњǄ
(D) Դ㛑䆄ԣҔМ˛

Conversation 5
[Traditional-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)
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ኙլದΔ୮㠪ڶរࠝࠃΔࠐඡԱΖ
(A) ࠩݺԱৰ९ழၴԱΖ
(B) ᣂএΔݺՈଶࠩԫᄎࠝΖ
(C) լړრ৸Δؚឫ܃ԱΖ
(D) ৻܃䈥ࠐඡԱΖ
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(Woman)
(Man)

ᇍϡ䍋ˈᆊ䞠᳝⚍ܓџˈᴹᰮњǄ
៥ࠄњᕜ䭓ᯊ䯈њǄ
≵݇㋏ˈ៥г߮ࠄϔӮܓǄ
ϡདᛣᗱˈᠧᡄԴњǄ
ԴᗢМᴹᰮњǄ

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Conversation 6

Model Exam 1

[Simplified-character version]

[Traditional-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)

৻܃䈥ԫଡԳࠐڃԱ? ࡋݬݬ܃Λ
(A) ݺᇿװݬݬݺԱԫΖ
(B) ࠐڃݺԱΔࠐڃהΖ
(C) ֖ࣛބݬݬݺᔎװԱΖ
(D) ݬݬݺऱழଢՕ໗ՕΖ

[Simplified-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)

ԴᗢМϔϾҎಲᴹњ" Դᓳᓳਸ਼˛
(A) ៥䎳៥ᓳᓳএⳟњϔഎ⧗䌯Ǆ
(B) ៥ಲᴹњˈҪ≵ಲᴹǄ
(C) ៥ᓳᓳᡒ᳟ট䏶⧗এњǄ
(D) ៥ᓳᓳⳟ⧗䌯ⱘᯊিǄ

Conversation 7
[Traditional-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)

܃ᤚ߷ۯඒ৻䈥ᑌΛ
ڇהຍࢬՕᖂՠݶ܂ԲԼڣԱΖ
הኙᖂॺسൄຂΖ
ڣװݺટࡱᖂཚᙇԱהऱᓰΖ
֚ޢהຟڶᓰΖ

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

[Simplified-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)
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Դ㾝ᕫ䙷ԡᬭᥜᗢ咑ḋ˛
(A) Ҫ䖭᠔ᄺᎹᖿѠकᑈњǄ
(B) Ҫᇍᄺ⫳䴲ᐌ䋳䋷Ǆ
(C) ៥এᑈ⾟ᄷᄺᳳ䗝њҪⱘ䇒Ǆ
(D) Ҫ↣䛑᳝䇒Ǆ
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Conversation 8
[Traditional-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)

߷ۯઠᇕऱ۔ஃඒ܃ଚչ䈥Λ
്ڔ՛ႆΖ
ڔඒԲ్ڣΖ
ڔඒխ֮Ζ
ݺଚຟ۔്“ڔஃ”Ζ

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

[Simplified-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)

䙷ԡこ㺭ᄤⱘ㗕ᏜᬭԴӀҔМ˛
(A) ཌྷিᓴᇣѥǄ
(B) ཌྷᬭѠᑈ㑻Ǆ
(C) ཌྷᬭЁ᭛Ǆ
(D) ៥Ӏ䛑িཌྷ“ᓴ㗕Ꮬ”Ζ

Conversation 9
[Traditional-character version]
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)

ߨڇୌයຒֆሁຟങ߫Ζ
߷༉܃չ䈥ழଢߨຒֆሁԱΖ
(A) ڇຒֆሁՂאױၲ߫ݶΖ
(B) ݺᤚչ䈥ழଢຟങ߫Ζ
(C) ݺᆖൄڇຒֆሁՂၲ߫Ζ
(D) ݺլᦟၲ߫Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)

⦄䍄ાᴵ催䗳݀䏃䛑ฉ䔺Ǆ
䙷ህ㽕ⳟԴҔМᯊ䍄催䗳݀䏃њǄ
(A) 催䗳݀䏃Ϟৃҹᓔᖿ䔺Ǆ
(B) ៥㾝ᕫҔМᯊ䛑ฉ䔺Ǆ
(C) ៥㒣ᐌ催䗳݀䏃Ϟᓔ䔺Ǆ
(D) ៥ϡ୰ᓔ䔺Ǆ

Conversation 10
[Traditional-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)
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ݺՀਣཚోװપΖԫਢ㻽ԱנΔԲਢאױႉঁݺ۰ోڇ
પऱࡤაΖ
(A) ోװ܃પչ䈥Λ
(B) װ܃ୌࠝנΛ
(C) ࡤ܃აչ䈥ՠ܂Λ
(D) ࡤ܃ა۰ڇୌࠝΛ
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(Woman)
(Man)

៥ϟ᯳ᳳ㽕এ㒑㑺ǄϔᰃЎњߎᏂˈѠᰃৃҹ乎֓ⳟⳟ៥ԣ㒑
㑺ⱘྥཛྷǄ
(A) Դএ㒑㑺خҔМ˛
(B) ԴএાߎܓᏂ˛
(C) ԴྥཛྷخҔМᎹ˛
(D) Դྥཛྷԣા˛ܓ

Model Exam 1

[Simplified-character version]

Conversation 11
[Traditional-character version]
(Man)
(Woman)

܃౨ݺ္ܫሽᐙೃ৻䈥ߨႯΛ
(A) ߷ଡሽᐙೃՕլՕΛ
(B) ൕຍࠝԫऴߨΔࠩԱรԫଡሁՑࢾؐٻ༉ࠩԱΖ
(C) װ܃ሽᐙೃչ䈥Λ
(D) ኙլದΔ৻䈥װሽᐙೃΛ

[Simplified-character version]
(Man)
(Woman)

Դ㛑ਞ䆝៥⬉ᕅ䰶ᗢМ䍄৫˛
(A) 䙷Ͼ⬉ᕅ䰶ϡ˛
(B) Ң䖭ܓϔⳈ䍄ˈࠄњϔϾ䏃ষᎺᢤህࠄњǄ
(C) Դএ⬉ᕅ䰶خҔМ˛
(D) ᇍϡ䍋ˈᗢМএ⬉ᕅ䰶˛

Conversation 12
[Traditional-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)

܃ຍᖂཚᙇԱ༓॰ᓰΛ
ݺᙇԱԿ॰Δࠡխԫ॰ਢढΖࡋ܃Λ
(A) ݺՈᙇխ֮ᓰΖ
(B) ڍ܃ֺݺᙇԱԫ॰Ζ
(C) չ䈥ழଢᙇᓰΛ
(D) ᦫᎅढᓰৰᣄAΖ

[Simplified-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)
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Դ䖭ᄺᳳ䗝њ䮼䇒˛
៥䗝њϝ䮼ˈ݊Ёϔ䮼ᰃ⠽⧚ǄԴਸ਼˛
(A) ៥г≵䗝Ё᭛䇒Ǆ
(B) ៥↨Դ䗝њϔ䮼Ǆ
(C) ҔМᯊ䗝䇒˛
(D) 䇈⠽⧚䇒ᕜ䲒ᕫAǄ
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Conversation 13
[Traditional-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)

ބݺԱ֚תړΔՈլवሐ܃ᎅऱխഏ塊塢ࠩࢍڇୌࠝΖ
߷୮խഏ塊塢ऱ堩پړႯΛ
߷୮塊塢ބړႯΛ
߷ࠩބ܃୮塊塢ԱႯΛ
߷୮塊塢༉ڇሽᐙೃலᢰܴΖ

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

[Simplified-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)

៥ᡒњདञˈгϡⶹ䘧Դ䇈ⱘЁ令佚ࠄᑩાܓǄ
(A) 䙷ᆊЁ令佚ⱘ佁དৗ৫˛
(B) 䙷ᆊ令佚དᡒ৫˛
(C) Դᡒࠄ䙷ᆊ令佚њ৫˛
(D) 䙷ᆊ令佚ህ⬉ᕅ䰶ᮕ䖍ਔǄ

Conversation 14
[Traditional-character version]
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)

أࡌݺऱழଢՂՂጻΔᇿ֖ࣛሽᐙࢨृᦫᦫଃᑗչ䈥ऱΖ
ݺՈᦟሽᐙΔլመ່२ࠟଡਣཚ֜ڦΔԫຝሽᐙՈΖ
(A) ܃ᦟᦫչ䈥ଃᑗΛ
(B) ܃ᦟչ䈥ሽᐙΛ
(C) ܃ᦟᦫխഏଃᑗᝫਢભഏଃᑗΛ
(D) ܃ຍ֚ࠟԱչ䈥ሽᐙΛ

[Simplified-character version]
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)

៥਼ⱘᯊϞϞ㔥ˈ䎳᳟টⳟⳟ⬉ᕅ㗙䷇ФҔМⱘǄ
៥г୰ⳟ⬉ᕅˈϡ䖛᳔䖥ϸϾ᯳ᳳᖭˈϔ䚼⬉ᕅг≵ⳟǄ
(A) Դ୰ҔМ䷇Ф˛
(B) Դ୰ⳟҔМ⬉ᕅ˛
(C) Դ୰Ё䷇Ф䖬ᰃ㕢䷇Ф˛
(D) Դ䖭ϸⳟњҔМ⬉ᕅ˛

Conversation 15
[Traditional-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)
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৻܃䈥ԱΛᜭۥຍ䈥ᣄΖ
(A) ݺऱᜭࠐء༉լړΖ
(B) ݺऱᜭࠐء༉ਢຍጟ䕪ۥΖ
(C) ֜ڇݺၺՀܤऱழၴ֜९ԱΖ
(D) Ⴕ, ەᇢړەΖ
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(Woman)
(Man)
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ԴᗢМњ˛㜌㡆䖭М䲒ⳟǄ
៥ⱘ㜌ᴀᴹህϡདⳟǄ
៥ⱘ㜌ᴀᴹህᰃ䖭⾡买㡆Ǆ
៥䰇ϟਚⱘᯊ䯈䭓њǄ
ˈ㗗䆩≵㗗དǄ

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Model Exam 1

[Simplified-character version]

(Narrator) Model Exam 1—Section I—Part A: Listening Comprehension-Selections for questions 16 through 30. You will listen to several listening selections.
Each selection will be played either once or twice. You may take notes. After each
selection, you will have twelve seconds to read the question and choose the most
appropriate response (A), (B), (C), or (D) in English from the answer sheet.
Listening selection 1. Now you will listen to a voice message twice. First time.
[Traditional-character version]
(Woman)

Δ׆ԺΔݺਢ്ဎΖࠐءݺᚨᇠխ֑ൕోપऴଆޜ,ױਢڇ
װᖲऱຒֆሁՂങ߫ങԱৰ९ழၴ, ᎔Ղଆᖲ, ో݄ޏړ
પଆ៱८՞ऱఄΖݺ៱ڇڇ८՞ᖲထ݄ଆᖲڃޜ
Ζଆᖲࠟଡ՛ழא৵, Ո༉ਢ10:10ದଆ, ଆ1՛ழ20։ᤪ, ࠩ
ޜՕપਢඡՂ11:30Ζݺუᅀࠩ܃ᖲ൷ݺԫᔉΖڃ܃୮ᦫ
ࠩఎߢ৵ᓮ್ՂؚݺଡሽᇩΖݺऱ֫ᖲᇆਢ: 555-555-555Ζ
Μ

[Simplified-character version]
(Woman)

ୖˈ⥟ˈ៥ᰃᓴढǄ៥ᴀᴹᑨ䆹ЁजҢ㒑㑺Ⳉ亲⋯ᴝⷊ,ৃᰃ
এᴎഎⱘ催䗳݀䏃Ϟฉ䔺ฉњᕜ䭓ᯊ䯈, ≵䍊Ϟ亲ᴎ, াདᬍത㒑
㑺亲ᕔᮻ䞥ቅⱘ㟾⧁Ǆ៥⦄ᮻ䞥ቅᴎഎㄝⴔത亲ᴎಲ⋯ᴝ
ⷊǄ亲ᴎϸϾᇣᯊҹৢ, гህᰃ10:10䍋亲, 亲1ᇣᯊ20ߚ䩳, ࠄ⋯
ᴝⷊ㑺ᰃᰮϞ11:30Ǆ៥ᛇ咏⚺Դࠄᴎഎ៥ϔ䍳ǄԴಲᆊ
ࠄ⬭㿔ৢ䇋偀Ϟ㒭៥ᠧϾ⬉䆱Ǆ៥ⱘᴎোᰃ: 555-555-555Ǆ䇶
䇶ʽ

(Narrator)

Now the second time.
Now answer question 16.
Now answer question 17.
Now answer question 18.
Now answer question 19.
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(Narrator) Listening Selection 2. Now you will listen to a conversation between
two students. Once only.
[Traditional-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)

(Man)

৻䈥ᑌΔՕᖂऱറᄐ܃ᙇړԱႯΛ
ᝫڶΖࡋ܃Λ
լਢᖂ᠔ᖂ༉ਢᖂ֮ᖂܣΔᝫ່৵ެࡳΖ
㻽չ䈥Λ
ݺܑᦟ֮ᖂΔݦඨലࠐᅝଡ܂୮չ䈥ऱΔױਢئ׀ݺᎅΔᙇ
റᄐլ౨ᔾᘋᔊΔۖᚨᇠലࠐړլބړՠ܂Δ౨լ౨ᙒΖ
הଚݦඨ࢚ݺ᠔ᖂೃΖ່ݺլᦟᅝ᠔سԱΔᖞ֚ᇿఐԳٌؚ
ሐΔڍრ৸ܴΜ٦ᎅΔᅝ᠔سՈ֜ีԱΖ
ئ׀ݺᇿئ׀܃ऱუऄլڍΔהଚՈ֘ኙݺᖂ֮ઝΖהଚᎅչ
䈥ᖂ֮ઝא৵ބլထړՠ܂ΖݺᦟᖵΔא৵ᅝଡᖵ۔ஃΔ
ॺئ׀ݺױᨃݺᖂՠ࿓ݾࢨሽᆰլױΖ

[Simplified-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)

(Man)

(Narrator)

CD 3
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ᗢМḋˈᄺⱘϧϮԴ䗝དњ৫˛
䖬≵᳝ǄԴਸ਼˛
ϡᰃᄺएᄺህᰃᄺ᭛ᄺ৻ˈ䖬≵᳔ৢއᅮǄ
ЎҔМ˛
៥⡍߿୰᭛ᄺˈᏠᳯᇚᴹᔧϾᆊҔМⱘˈৃᰃ៥⠊↡䇈ˈ䗝
ϧϮϡ㛑া䴴݈䍷ˈ㗠ᑨ䆹ⳟᇚᴹདϡདᡒᎹˈ㛑ϡ㛑䌮䪅Ǆ
ҪӀᏠᳯ៥ᗉएᄺ䰶Ǆ៥᳔ϡ୰ᔧए⫳њˈᭈ䎳⮙ҎᠧѸ
䘧ˈ≵ᛣᗱਔʽݡ䇈ˈᔧए⫳г㌃њǄ
៥⠊↡䎳Դ⠊↡ⱘᛇ⊩ᏂϡˈҪӀгডᇍ៥ᄺ᭛⾥ǄҪӀ䇈Ҕ
Мᄺ᭛⾥ҹৢᡒϡⴔདᎹǄ៥୰ग़ˈҹৢᔧϾग़㗕Ꮬˈ
ৃ៥⠊↡䴲䅽៥ᄺᎹᡔᴃ⬉㛥ϡৃǄ

Now answer question 20.
Now answer question 21.
Now answer question 22.
Now answer question 23.

(Narrator) Listening Selection 3. Now you will listen to an announcement twice.
First time.
[Traditional-character version]
(Woman)
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سەۯٺ: ዧֽؓەᇢ (HSK) ലڇ2007ڣ5ִ20ֲᜰ۩Δᓮٵ
ᖂଚڇࡳऱழၴփټΖ
1. ټழၴΚ2ִ19ֲ۟3ִ2ֲ
2. چټរΚඒᖂᑔ403
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(Woman)

ԡ㗗⫳˖∝䇁∈ᑇ㗗䆩 (HSK) ᇚ2007ᑈ5᳜20᮹В㸠ˈ䇋ৠ
ᄺӀ㾘ᅮⱘᯊ䯈ݙৡǄ
1. ৡᯊ䯈˖2᳜19᮹㟇3᳜2᮹
2. ৡഄ⚍˖ᬭᄺὐ403ᅸ
3. ৡ㽕∖˖1) ࠄᬭᄺࡲ݀ᅸ乚পৡ㸼Ḑ; 2) ৡᯊ䇋ᏺᴀҎ
ᄺ⫳䆕ǃ䑿ӑ䆕; 3) ↣ԡ㗗⫳ৡᯊ䳔Ѹ䖥ᳳ✻⠛ϔᓴ; 4) ↣
ԡ㗗⫳䳔Ѹৡ䌍40 ;ܗ5) ϡফ᷵㗗⫳ৡǄ

(Narrator)

Now the second time.
Now answer question 24.
Now answer question 25.
Now answer question 26.
Now answer question 27.

Model Exam 1

[Simplified-character version]

(Narrator) Listening Selection 4. Now you will listen to a report twice. First
time.
[Traditional-character version]
(Woman)

Ղ௧ऱԫۯषᄎᖂ୮อૠΚڇՂ௧Δഛ塄ԫଡൕڣګࠩسנ
ԫ٥49ᆄցΖ່२ऱԫٝܫՈ䇣ࣔΔխഏ୮அڇشՖඒ
ߛֱ૿ऱᙒ່ڍΔ၌መԱ塄ࡉ۔۰ࢪΖխഏᎬ۩ऱᓳ࣠Ոܫ
္ݺଚΔխഏԳژᙒਢ㻽ԱՖᖂΖ

[Simplified-character version]
(Woman)

Ϟ⍋ⱘϔԡ⼒Ӯᄺᆊ㒳䅵˖Ϟ⍋ˈݏϔϾᄽᄤҢߎ⫳ࠄ៤ᑈ
ϔ݅㽕49ϛܗǄ᳔䖥ⱘϔӑਞг䇈ᯢˈЁᆊᒁ⫼ᄤཇᬭ
㚆ᮍ䴶ⱘ䪅᳔ˈ䍙䖛њݏ㗕ԣ᠓ǄЁ䫊㸠ⱘ䇗ᶹ㒧ᵰгਞ
䆝៥ӀˈЁҎᄬ䪅Џ㽕ᰃЎњᄤཇᄺдǄ

(Narrator)

Now the second time.
Now answer question 28.
Now answer question 29.
Now answer question 30.
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(Narrator) Model Exam 1 Section II–Part B: Speaking, Conversation
You will have a conversation with Li Ping, an interviewer, about your application
for a High School Study Abroad Program in China. She will ask you six questions.
After each question, you will have 20 seconds to respond. Respond as fully and as
appropriately as possible.
1. ړ܃ΔݺਢؓޕΖ܃ਢ৻䈥वሐຍଡႈؾऱΛ
Դདˈ៥ᰃᴢᑇǄԴᰃᗢМⶹ䘧䖭Ͼ乍Ⳃⱘ˛

2. ع࣠ڕᓮࠩԱΔؚ܃ጩװୌଡৄؑΛୌԫࢬխᖂΛ
བᵰ⬇䇋ࠄњˈԴᠧㅫএાϾජᏖ˛ાϔ᠔Ёᄺ˛

3. ܃ᄷໂڇխഏऱᖂீᙇչ䈥ᓰ࿓Λ
ԴޚЁⱘᄺ᷵䗝ҔМ䇒˛

4. ܃վ৵ᄎլᄎعᓮխഏऱՕᖂΛ
ԴҞৢӮϡӮ⬇䇋Ёⱘᄺ˛

5. ຍଡႈؾڇޣխഏఎᖂཚၴᅝݳᣋृΔኙڶ܃ڼչ䈥ؚጩΛ
䖭Ͼ乍Ⳃ㽕∖Ё⬭ᄺᳳ䯈㽕ᔧᖫᜓ㗙ˈᇍℸԴ᳝ҔМᠧㅫ˛

6. ᣂ࣍ຍଡႈؾΔ܃ᝫڶչ䈥ംᠲႯΛ
݇Ѣ䖭Ͼ乍ⳂˈԴ䖬᳝ҔМ䯂乬৫˛
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Section I–Part A: Multiple Choice (Listening)
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31
32
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35
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CHAPTER

9

SECTION I—PART A: LISTENING COMPREHENSION
Conversations 1 through 15.
Time–Approximately 20 minutes

You will hear several short conversations. Each conversation will be played
once along with four choices of response (A), (B), (C), and (D). You will have
5 seconds to choose a response that completes the conversation in a logical
and culturally appropriate way.

Model Exam 2
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Track
27
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Model Exam II
SECTION I—PART A: LISTENING COMPREHENSION
Selections for questions 16–30.
You will listen to several listening selections. Each selection will be played
either once or twice. You may take notes. After each selection, you will have
twelve seconds to read the question and choose the most appropriate response
(A), (B), (C), or (D) in English from the answer sheet.

16. What is the purpose of the message?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

To notify the receiver that there will be a presentation
To discuss issues in society with the receiver
To plan to go to class together
To introduce a famous professor

17. What is the topic of the presentation?

Model Exam 2

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Development of society
Family education
Discipline
Scientific development

18. When will the presentation begin?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
CD 3
Track
29

3:30
2:10
3:10
4:00

19. What is the relationship between the man and the woman?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Friends
Classmates
Roommates
No relation

20. Where might Wang Qiang be right now?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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In a library
In class
At his dorm
At home
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21. What does the woman plan on doing?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
CD 3
Track
30

Going home
Going to the library to look for Wang Qiang
Waiting for him at his dorm
Calling Wang Qiang

22. What is the purpose of the announcement?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

To announce the flight times
To announce a delayed flight
To announce a canceled flight
To inform people of the weather

23. Where is it snowing?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Nowhere
Beijing
Xinjiang
Lanzhou

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

15:50
17:50
18:00
20:00

25. What is the flight number?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
CD 3
Track
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24. What time should the plane take off according to the schedule change?

2371
1732
2337
7123

26. Where might this report most likely appear?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

On the radio
On TV
In a newspaper
In a magazine

27. Which of the following is not mentioned in the report?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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People love Taijiquan.
There are many Taijiquan schools.
Taijiquan has a long history.
There is Taijiquan all over the world.
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28. What kind of a person is Mr. Chen˛
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Someone who loves Taijiquan
A professional Taijiquan coach
Someone who enjoys watching Taijiquan
A person who is about to retire

29. When does he go to the park˛
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Every day
Three mornings a week
Every Thursday and Tuesday
Every Saturday

30. Which statement is false?

Model Exam 2

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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There is no way to calculate how many people do Taijiquan.
Mr. Chen has been doing Taijiquan for 20 years.
Taijiquan is very important to Mr. Chen.
Mr. Chen is happy to watch people do Taijiquan.

END OF PART A
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SECTION I—PART B: READING COMPREHENSION
Time–Approximately 60 minutes
Directions: For each reading selection, answer the accompanying questions
by choosing the best response.
Sign for questions 31 and 32.
[Traditional-character version]
߫ᔖඔ೯-!ᓮ֎ፖᖲٌᓫΖ

[Simplified-character version]
䔺䕚ਃࡼ, 䇋࣓ϢৌᴎѸ䇜Ǆ

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

In a car
On a bus
On a train
On an airplane

32. What is the purpose of the sign?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

To prohibit people from driving cars
To prohibit people from using cell phones
To inform people about public transportation
To prevent people from disrupting the driver

Model Exam 2

31. Where would the sign most likely appear?

Note for questions 33 through 37.
[Traditional-character version]
׆۔Κ
ݺଶ൷്ࠩᣝऱሽᇩΔᎅڔტᤚৰլړΔװ᠔سΔױਢڔՁ֛נլ
ڇ୮Δݺಬװڔ᠔ೃΔڔᝫᨃݺᚥؔװڔᆇႼ൷ࠝΖݺ᎔װݶ᠔ೃԱΖ
܃Հఄࠐڃ৵ނඡ堩ԱΔݙپ堩ΔܑᨃՖࠝሽီΔڔ᎔ݶᐊ܂ᄐΖݺչ
䈥ழଢࠐڃᝫլवሐΔࠩழଢ٦ؚ܃ሽᇩΖਢڔऱఐৰᣤૹΔݺվඡ༉۰
ڔڇ୮ᅃڔΖ

[Simplified-character version]
㗕⥟˖
៥߮ࠄᓴБⱘ⬉䆱ˈ䇈ཌྷᛳ㾝ᕜϡདˈᕫএⳟए⫳ˈৃᰃཌྷϜߎᏂϡ
ᆊˈ៥ᕫ䗕ཌྷএए䰶ˈཌྷ䖬䅽៥ᐂཌྷএᑐುܓᄤǄ៥ᕫ䍊ᖿএए䰶њǄ
Դϟ⧁ಲᴹৢᡞᰮ佁خњˈৗᅠ佁ˈ߿䅽ཇ⬉ⳟܓ㾚ˈিཌྷ䍊ᖿݭϮǄ៥Ҕ
Мᯊಲᴹ䖬ϡⶹ䘧ˈࠄᯊݡ㒭Դᠧ⬉䆱Ǆ㽕ᰃཌྷⱘ⮙ᕜϹ䞡ˈ៥Ҟᰮህԣ
ཌྷᆊ✻乒ཌྷǄ
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33. What is the main purpose of this note?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

To tell someone the reason for not being at home
To tell someone that there is a sick person
To tell someone that their child watches too much television
To discuss what should be eaten for dinner

34. What is the relationship between the writer of the note and the receiver˛
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The writer of the note is a father and the receiver is a daughter.
The writer of the note is a father and the receiver is a son.
The writer of the note and the receiver of the note are good friends.
The writer of the note is a wife and the receiver is her husband.

35. Who is sick?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Zhang Li
Zhang Li’s husband
The son
The daughter

Model Exam 2

36. What might the writer be doing right now?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The writer is on a business trip.
The writer is watching television.
The writer is at the hospital.
The writer is at his or her workplace.

37. What should the receiver do?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The receiver should cook dinner for the family.
The receiver should go to the hospital.
The receiver should go to the kindergarten.
The receiver should do homework.

Story for questions 38 through 43.
[Traditional-character version]
ᤕࣟࡕਢխഏזײထټऱᇣԳΕཋ֮୮ࡉऄ୮Δᝫਢԫᦟࡩۍ۔࠹ۯ०
ऱਙए୮Ζ
ᤕࣟࡕڠࣜڇࡴऱழଢΔᏆاՠएԱ۫ྋΔ㻽ࡩۍ۔Աԫٙړ
ࠃΖ㻽ԱტᤕࣟࡕΔࠩመڣऱழଢΔࡩۍ۔ထ㼄ۚࡉࠐהਈڣΖᤕࣟ
ࡕԳֱګ֊ۚނჇΔᗈદદऱΔྥ৵߷ࠄاՠ୮ಬװΖՕ୮ৰᘋΔ༉
הނಬࠐऱ㼄ۚϘࣟࡕۚϙΖࣜڶڠԫ୮堩塢Δ۔ចਢԫଡॺൄᜣࣔऱԳΖ
הԳଚຟᎅᤕࣟࡕړΔ༉ᨃ㹒ஃނ㼄ۚՈ֊ֱګჇΔګદᗈۚΔՈϘࣟ
ࡕۚϙ
Ζൕאڼ৵Δ߷୮堩塢ऱسრܑړΖܑऱ堩塢ऱ۔ចՈࠩຍਢԫሐױ
אᙒऱလΔ࣍ਢΔຟᖂထದࠐΖൕڼΔࣜڠऱ堩塢Δ୮୮ຟᔄϘࣟࡕ
ۚϙΖ
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[Simplified-character version]
㢣ϰവᰃЁসҷ㨫ৡⱘ䆫Ҏǃᬷ᭛ᆊк⊩ᆊˈ䖬ᰃϔԡফ㗕ⱒྦྷ䖢
ⱘᬓ⊏ᆊǄ
㢣ϰവᵁᎲخᅬⱘᯊˈᏺ乚⇥Ꮉ⊏⧚њ㽓ˈЎ㗕ⱒྦྷخњϔӊད
џǄЎњᛳ䇶㢣ϰവˈࠄ䖛ᑈⱘᯊˈ㗕ⱒྦྷᏺⴔ⣾㙝䜦ᴹ㒭ҪᢰᑈǄ㢣ϰ
വিҎᡞ㙝ߛ៤ᮍഫˈ⚻ᕫ㑶㑶ⱘˈ✊ৢ㒭䙷ѯ⇥Ꮉᆊ䗕এǄᆊᕜ催݈ˈህ
ᡞҪ䗕ᴹⱘ⣾㙝ি “ϰവ㙝”ǄᵁᎲ᳝ϔᆊ佁佚ˈ㗕ᵓᰃϔϾ䴲ᐌ㘾ᯢⱘҎǄҪ
ⳟҎӀ䛑䇈㢣ϰവདˈህ䅽ॼᏜᡞ⣾㙝гߛ៤ᮍഫˈخ៤㑶⚻㙝ˈгি “ϰവ
㙝”ǄҢℸҹৢˈ䙷ᆊ佁佚ⱘ⫳ᛣ⡍߿དǄ߿ⱘ佁佚ⱘ㗕ᵓгⳟࠄ䖭ᰃϔ䘧ৃҹ
䌮䪅ⱘ㦰ˈѢᰃˈ䛑ᄺⴔخ䍋ᴹǄҢℸˈᵁᎲⱘ佁佚ˈᆊᆊ䛑प “ϰവ㙝”Ǆ

38. What is the story mainly about?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

A recipe for a certain dish
The place where this dish is sold
The related person of a dish
The history of the dish

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Politician
Prose writer
Chef
Calligrapher

40. Why did people give Su Dongpo so much pork?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

He is a politician that the common people liked.
Everybody knew that he enjoyed pork.
Delivering someone pork is a traditional Chinese New Year custom.
He needed pork.

Model Exam 2

39. Which was not one of Su Dongpo’s occupations?

41. Who named this dish?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Su Dongpo named the dish himself.
The owner of the restaurant named the dish.
The chef of the restaurant named the dish.
The public named the dish.

42. Why did the owner of the restaurant decide to include this dish as part of
his menu?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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Because he thought Su Dongpo was a good politician, too
Because this dish was very popular
Because this dish could earn the restaurant a lot of money
Because this dish was easy to make
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43. Which statement is true?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The workers gave Su Dongpo this dish as a treat.
The owner gave Su Dongpo this dish as a gift.
The owner of the restaurant is very smart.
Many restaurants in China sell this dish.

Article for questions 44 through 49.
[Traditional-character version]

Model Exam 2

٧֨Δ2:11ڇسנڣ壂৬Δਢխഏټڶऱ՛ᎅ୮Εཋ֮୮ࡉᇣԳΖ٧֨נ
س8ଡִא৵Δ٤୮ჺࠩՂ௧Ζ2:16ڣΔԾჺࠩ՞ࣟΖൕ߷א৵ΔהଚسڇՕ
௧லᢰৰ९ழၴΖ٧֨ऱ׀ᘣᝫᙄመԫࢬ௧૨ᖂீΖ2:34ڣΔ٧֨ࠩભഏఎ
ᖂΖڇભഏΔڔऱז।܂ཋ֮ႃπബ՛ᦰृρנठԱΖ
٧֨ਢڔऱټΔటإऱڗټਢഠᑽΖ2:2:ڣΔڔ࿇।รԫᒧ՛ᎅழ
شԱϘ٧֨ϙຍଡټΖڔᎅΔᅝழڔլუᨃٵᖂଚवሐ֮ີਢڔᐊऱΔࢬא
شԱټΖ㻽չ䈥Ϙ٧֨ϙࡋΛڂ㻽ຍࠟଡڗቤ֟Δ୲࣐ᐊΔԾᇿڔऱټ
ڗխϘᑽϙऱრ৸ઌٵΔࢬ࠷אԱϘ٧֨ϙຍଡټΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ބᖗˈ1900ᑈߎ⫳⽣ᓎˈᰃЁ᳝ৡⱘᇣ䇈ᆊǃᬷ᭛ᆊ䆫ҎǄބᖗߎ
⫳7Ͼ᳜ҹৢˈܼᆊᨀࠄϞ⍋Ǆ1905ᑈˈজᨀࠄቅϰǄҢ䙷ҹৢˈҪӀ⫳⌏
⍋ᮕ䖍ᕜ䭓ᯊ䯈Ǆބᖗⱘ⠊҆䖬ࡲ䖛ϔ᠔⍋ݯᄺ᷵Ǆ 1923ᑈˈބᖗࠄ㕢⬭
ᄺǄ㕢ˈཌྷⱘҷ㸼ᬷ᭛䲚ǉᆘᇣ䇏㗙Ǌߎ⠜њǄ
ބᖗাᰃཌྷⱘヨৡˈⳳℷⱘৡᄫᰃ䇶ဝ㦍Ǆ1919ᑈˈཌྷথ㸼ϔ㆛ᇣ䇈ᯊ
⫼њ“ބᖗ”䖭ϾヨৡǄཌྷ䇈ˈᔧᯊཌྷϡᛇ䅽ৠᄺӀⶹ䘧᭛ゴᰃཌྷˈⱘݭ᠔ҹ⫼њ
ヨৡǄЎҔМি “ ބᖗ ” ਸ਼˛Ў䖭ϸϾᄫヨߦᇥˈᆍᯧˈݭজ䎳ཌྷⱘৡᄫ
Ё“㦍”ⱘᛣᗱⳌৠˈ᠔ҹপњ“ބᖗ”䖭ϾヨৡǄ

44. Which identity is not related to Bing Xin?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Novelist
Screenwriter
Prose writer
Poet

45. Where was Bing Xin at the age of three?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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Bin Xin
Bin Xin
Bin Xin
Bin Xin

was in Fujian when she was three years old.
was in Shanghai with her family at the age of three.
lived in Shandong when she was three years old.
came to America with her father at the age of three.
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46. When did she publish her first work?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

She published her first
She published her first
She published her first
She published her first

work
work
work
work

in 1900.
in 1904, when she lived in Shanghai.
under a pen name in 1919.
in 1923, while she was in America.

47. Why does Bing Xin use a pen name?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

She wants to become a famous writer.
She doesn’t want her classmates to know that she wrote the article.
She doesn’t like her real name.
Her father wanted her to use a pen name.

48. Why did she choose Bing Xin as her pen name?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

It has many strokes.
It sounds nice.
It has a better meaning than her real name.
It is easy to write.

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Her most famous work is a novel.
She started a school.
When she was seven months old, her family moved to Shandong.
She lived next to the ocean for a very long time.

Model Exam 2

49. Which statement is correct?

Advertisement for questions 50 through 55.
[Traditional-character version]
པཚܛലࠐᜯΔګݺթᖂீᇖఄၲࡨࢵسΖᇖఄၲ՛ᖂຝΕॣխ
ຝࡉխຝᓰ࿓Δ։ܑࢵس91ԳఄΕ211Գఄࡉ231ԳఄΖ
ၲᓰ࿓Κ!!՛ ᖂຝၲऱᓰ࿓㻽֮Εᑇᖂࡉᓰ࿓ΖॣխຝၲᑇᖂΕ
֏ᖂΕࡉچᓰ࿓Ζխຝೈॣխຝၲऱᓰ࿓؆Δᝫᏺၲ
سढᓰΖ
ՂᓰֲཚΚ!8ִ6ֲΩ9ִ36ֲ
ՂᓰழၴΚ!՛ᖂຝΔࡌԲΕࡌΔՂ֑9;41.23;41
!
ॣխຝΔࡌޢԫΕԿΕ-! Ղ֑9;41.23;41
!
խຝΔࡌޢԲΕԿΕնΔՂ֑9;41.23;41
֗ټՂᓰچរΚؑءรքխᖂ
ټழၴΚ!7ִ36ֲ۟7ִ41ֲ
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[Simplified-character version]
ᱥᳳेᇚᴹЈˈ៥៤ᠡᄺ᷵㸹д⧁ᓔྟ⫳Ǆ㸹д⧁⦄ᓔ䆒ᇣᄺ䚼ǃ߱Ё
䚼催Ё䚼䇒ˈߚ߿⫳80Ҏ⧁ǃ100Ҏ⧁120Ҏ⧁Ǆ
ᓔ䆒䇒˖ ᇣᄺ䚼ᓔ䆒ⱘ䇒Ў䇁᭛ǃ᭄ᄺ㣅䇁䇒Ǆ߱Ё䚼ᓔ䆒᭄ᄺǃ
࣪ᄺǃ㣅䇁ഄ⧚䇒Ǆ催Ё䚼䰸߱Ё䚼ᓔ䆒ⱘ䇒ˈ䖬ᓔ
⫳⠽䇒Ǆ
Ϟ䇒᮹ᳳ˖ 7᳜5᮹- 8᳜25᮹
Ϟ䇒ᯊ䯈˖ ᇣᄺ䚼ˈ਼Ѡǃ਼ಯˈϞज8:30 –12:30
߱Ё䚼ˈ↣਼ϔǃϝǃಯ, Ϟज8:30 –12:30
催Ё䚼ˈ↣਼ѠǃϝǃѨˈϞज8:30-12:30
ৡঞϞ䇒ഄ⚍˖ᴀᏖ݁Ёᄺ
ৡᯊ䯈˖ 6᳜25᮹㟇6᳜30᮹

50. What is this advertisement promoting?

Model Exam 2

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

College preparation classes
Adult school
After-school programs
Summer school

51. How many high school students will this program accept?
(A) 80
(B) 100
(C) 120
(D ) 180
52. Which program offers a Chinese class?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Middle school
Elementary school
High school
None

53. What is the deadline for registration?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

June 25
June 30
July 5
August 25

54. Which program offers a biology class?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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High school
Middle school
Elementary school
None
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55. What other information should the advertisement provide?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The advertisement should inform students of the location.
The advertisement should tell people the registration fees.
The time of registration should be provided in the advertisement.
A class list should be given in the advertisement.

Policies for questions 56 through 60.
[Traditional-character version]
ԫΕၲ࣋ழၴ!9;41Ω29;11-! ࡌأΕᆏֲլٖஒΖ
ԲΕปᏝΚ്ޢ211ցΖᖂ֗س71ᄣאՂ)ܶ71ᄣ*شױᖂسᢞࢨृߪٝᢞ
၇תᏝปΖᇿئ׀ԫದࠐऱ2אۏՀऱࠝ࿙ΕྲྀఏԳΕ૨Գ֗אಖृ܍ױ၄
ᨠΖ
ԿΕڕՀॸΕՀຳΔঅᥨ֮ढΔء䏗լၲ࣋Ζ
ΕᓮץނΕᅃઌᖲΕ᥊ઌᖲڇژബژΔլԵ䏗փΖ
նΕფᥨ֮ढΔᓮլᤛ䏗փढΖ

ϔǃᓔᬒᯊ䯈 8:30–18:00, ਼ǃ㡖؛᮹ϡӥᙃǄ
Ѡǃ⼼Ӌ˖↣ᓴ100ܗǄᄺ⫳ঞ60ቕҹϞ (60ቕ)ৃ⫼ᄺ⫳䆕㗙䑿ӑ䆕䌁
фञӋ⼼Ǆ䎳⠊↡ϔ䍋ᴹⱘ 1㉇ҹϟⱘܓスǃ⅟⮒ҎǃݯҎҹঞ䆄㗙ৃܡ䌍খ
㾖Ǆ
ϝǃབϟ䲼ǃϟ䲾ˈЎֱᡸ᭛⠽ˈᴀ佚ϡᓔᬒǄ
ಯǃ䇋ᡞࣙǃ✻ⳌᴎǃᨘⳌᴎㄝᄬᆘᄬ໘ˈϡᕫᏺܹ佚ݙǄ
Ѩǃ⠅ᡸ᭛⠽ˈ䇋ϡ㽕㾺ᩌ佚ݙ⠽કǄ
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[Simplified-character version]

56. What kind of a document might this be?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

A brief history of a museum
Information about the admission fees
Information regarding the gift shop at a museum
Museum policy

57. Who is eligible for a discounted ticket?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Babies
Disabled people
Journalists
People over 60

58. What do we not know from the document?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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People can’t bring their bags into the museum.
People can’t use cell phones in the museum.
Cameras can’t be brought into the museum.
Video cameras can’t be used in the museum.
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59. Which statement is correct?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

All tickets cost ¥100.
The museum is never closed.
Lockers will be provided for storing personal items.
The museum is closed during holidays.

60. Which issue is not mentioned?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Business hours
Tickets
Attire
Prohibited items

Letter for questions 61 through 66.

Model Exam 2

[Traditional-character version]
ཎᆳ֛Κ
ړ܃Μॾ܃խ༼ࠩխᖂؚسՠംᠲΔᣂ࣍ຍଡംᠲΔؾছխഏषᄎࠟڶژ
ጟݙ٤լٵऱऄΖؚ֭ՠऱԳᎁ㻽Δխᖂؚسՠאױᏺ९वᢝΕഛ塄ᗑم
ࢤΕᛵᇞषᄎΔᝫ౨අԫࠄᙒΖᖂৰૹΔ܀ਢؚՠᗨีऱᆖ᧭ૹޓΖ֘
ኙխᖂؚسՠऱԳᤚΔᖂؚسՠԫࡳᄎᐙᖂΔۖ-!ࠀլਢࢬڶऱՠ܂ኙ
խᖂسຟړڶΖݺᎁ㻽৵ԫጟऄլਢڶሐऱΖᖂسऱٚ೭ᝫਢᖂ
ΖᅝྥΔᖂسՈאױףᖂீิ៣ऱԫࠄݳᣋृ೯Δቝᖚࡑ݃ΕጟᖫΕᚥ
ྲྀܗఏࠝ࿙ᖂΔຍࠄ೯Լ։ڜ٤ΔڇழၴڜඈՂՈֺለٽΖཎᆳ
֛Δٵ܃რݺऱऄႯΛ
!
႓! ࡿ
!
3118ڣ6ִ:ֲ

[Simplified-character version]
ᮃ㩖˖
ԴདʽԴֵЁᦤࠄЁᄺ⫳ᠧᎹ䯂乬ˈ݇Ѣ䖭Ͼ䯂乬ˈⳂࠡЁ⼒Ӯᄬ᳝ϸ
⾡ᅠܼϡৠⱘⳟ⊩ǄᬃᣕᠧᎹⱘҎ䅸ЎˈЁᄺ⫳ᠧᎹৃҹ䭓ⶹ䆚ǃݏ⣀ゟ
ᗻǃњ㾷⼒Ӯˈ䖬㛑ϔѯ䪅Ǆᄺдᕜ䞡㽕ˈԚᰃᠧᎹ⿃㌃ⱘ㒣偠䞡㽕Ǆড
ᇍЁᄺ⫳ᠧᎹⱘҎ㾝ᕫˈᄺ⫳ᠧᎹϔᅮӮᕅડᄺдˈ㗠Ϩ, ᑊϡᰃ᠔᳝ⱘᎹᇍ
Ёᄺ⫳䛑᳝ད໘Ǆ៥䅸Ўৢϔ⾡ⳟ⊩ϡᰃ≵᳝䘧⧚ⱘǄᄺ⫳ⱘЏ㽕ӏࡵ䖬ᰃᄺ
дǄᔧ✊ˈᄺ⫳гৃҹখࡴᄺ᷵㒘㒛ⱘϔѯᖫᜓ㗙⌏ࡼˈڣᤵൗഒǃ⾡ᷥǃᐂ
ࡽ⅟⮒ܓスᄺдㄝㄝˈ䖭ѯ⌏ࡼकߚᅝܼˈᯊ䯈ᅝᥦϞг↨䕗ড়⧚Ǆᮃ㩖
ˈԴৠᛣ៥ⱘⳟ⊩৫˛
咗ች
2007ᑈ5᳜9᮹
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61. How does the general public feel about high school students with part-time
jobs?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Everyone has the same opinion.
Everyone’s opinions vary.
There are generally two different opinions.
No one has the same opinion.

62. What do people who support high school workers think is the most
important?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Education
Work experience
Understanding society
Helping with family

63. Which statement is true?
Having a part-time job might affect a student’s health.
Students are required to do volunteer work.
Not all jobs are beneficial for students.
Schools don’t plan events very well.

64. Which is the least likely reason that students take jobs˛
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

To gain knowledge
To gain independence
To meet new people
To earn money

Model Exam 2

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

65. Which volunteer project is not mentioned?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Planting trees
Babysitting
Picking up trash
Tutoring disabled kids

66. How would you describe the author’s attitude toward working students?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Supportive
Against
Unbiased
Indifferent

END OF SECTION I
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SECTION II—PART A: WRITING
Time-Approximately 30 minutes.
Directions: You will produce several written works in Chinese in different formats. You will
write specifically for a certain purpose and to a certain person. Your work should be as complete
and culturally appropriate as possible.

Story Narration
These pictures present a sequence of events. Write a complete story based on these pictures from
beginning to end.
2.

3.

4.

Model Exam 2

1.
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E-Mail Response
Read this e-mail from a friend and then type a response.
[Traditional-character version]
࿇ٙԳΚ᎓Օ
ၡٙᠲΚ۰മ
ݺല܂㻽ٌངᖂ܃ࠩسଚᖂீᖂԫڣΖڇຍԫڣխΔאױݺ۰ڇᖂீॵ
२ऱભഏԳ୮㠪ΔՈאױᇿࠡהഏᎾᖂسԫದࢪ۰ΖᖂீᨃݺᙇᖗΔױਢ
ݺլवሐᚨᇠᙇᖗୌጟ۰മֱڤΔ܃౨ᚥݺஞஞრႯΛᓮᓫᓫ܃ऱऄࡉᆖ
᧭ΖΜ

[Simplified-character version]
থӊҎ˖䍉ӳ
䚂ӊЏ乬˖ԣᆓ

END OF PART A
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៥ᇚЎѸᤶᄺ⫳ࠄԴӀᄺ᷵ᄺдϔᑈǄ䖭ϔᑈЁˈ៥ৃҹԣᄺ᷵䰘
䖥ⱘ㕢Ҏᆊ䞠ˈгৃҹ䎳݊Ҫ䰙ᄺ⫳ϔ䍋⾳᠓ᄤԣǄᄺ᷵䅽៥䗝ᢽˈৃᰃ
៥ϡⶹ䘧ᑨ䆹䗝ᢽા⾡ԣᆓᮍᓣˈԴ㛑ᐂ៥ᣓᣓЏᛣ৫˛䇋䇜䇜Դⱘⳟ⊩㒣
偠Ǆ䇶䇶ʽ
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CD 3
Track
32

SECTION II—PART B: SPEAKING, CONVERSATION
Time-Approximately 11 minutes

You will have a conversation with Lin Yue, an interviewer, about traveling in
China. She will ask you six questions. After each question, you will have 20
seconds to respond. Respond as fully and as appropriately as possible.

Directions: You will make a presentation in Chinese on a given topic. You
will be given 4 minutes to plan your presentation and 2 minutes to record
your presentation. Your presentation should be as complete as possible.

Model Exam 2

Cultural Presentation
There are many famous landmarks in mainland China and in Taiwan. Choose
one (The Great Wall, Emperor Qin Shihuang’s Tomb, Sun Moon Lake, etc.) to
present. In your presentation, describe this landmark and explain its significance.
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ANSWER KEY

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

C
D
B
D
C
C
D
B

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

D
D
C
A
B
C
D
A

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

B
A
D
B
A
B
D
C

25
26
27
28
29
30

D
A
B
A
B
B

58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

B
C
C
C
B
C
C
B
B
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SECTION I—Part A: Multiple Choice (Listening)

Section I—Part B: Multiple Choice (Reading)
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

B
D
A
D
A
C
A
D
C

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

A
D
C
C
B
B
C
B
D

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

D
D
C
B
B
A
B
D
D

551
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ANSWERS AND ANSWER EXPLANATIONS
Section I—Part A: Listening
1. (C) This response answers the man’s question. (A) and (B) do not answer the
question, and (D) implies that the man is not a sophomore, when he is.
2. (D) The man tells the woman where his father is and also answers her question at the same time. (A) and (C) are irrelevant to the conversation. (B) was
already stated by the woman.
3. (B) This is the correct answer because it answers the woman’s question. (A),
(C), and (D) are not relevant.

Model Exam 2

4. (D) The man says, “No, my mom was mad, so I couldn’t go,” which answers
the woman’s question. (A) and (C) are irrelevant. (B) doesn’t answer the
question.
5. (C) This is the correct answer because it answers what the professor teaches.
(A), (B), and (D) are irrelevant to what he teaches.
6. (C) This is the correct answer because it answers where the bicycle is from.
(A), (B), and (D) do not answer the question.
7. (D) This is the correct answer because it responds to the woman’s question.
(A), (B), and (C) are information about the friend; however, they don’t answer
the question.
8. (B) The correct answer explains why they like to watch these movies. The
phrase “᳝Ҕ咑དⱘ” (“᳝ҔМདⱘ”) means that the woman does not like
kung fu movies. Therefore, (A) is wrong because it implies that the woman
likes them. (C) and (D) are irrelevant.
9. (D) The woman says, “I looked for a long time, but I still couldn’t find that
restaurant you were talking about.” In (D), the man says, “It’s not that hard
to find. It’s right next to the movie theater,” which is an appropriate response
to the woman’s statement. (B) and (C) have already been answered by the
woman. (A) is wrong because the woman already clearly knows about the
restaurant.
10. (D) Only (D) is relevant to the woman’s trip to China. (A), (B), and (C) have
already been answered by the woman’s first statement.
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11. (C) This is the appropriate response because the man has not said anything
about a bathroom yet, and all the others have already been answered.
12. (A) The woman asks the man if he is going to the movies or not, and the man
says, “I want to, but I can’t, because I haven’t finished my homework.” (B)
doesn’t answer the question. (C) and (D) are irrelevant.
13. (B) Only (B) answers the man’s question. (A) and (C) don’t answer the question, and (D) is wrong because it implies that the man did not pick this class,
which is not true.
14. (C) This answers why the woman’s roommate is not here. (A), (B), and (D)
do not answer the man’s question.

16. (A) “֚ࣔՀ֑4;41-! ᖂீڶԫଡᝑஆ” (“ᯢϟज3:30, ᄺ᳝᷵ϔϾ䆆ᑻ”)
shows that there will be a presentation tomorrow.
17. (B) “խഏषᄎ୮அխऱՖඒߛ” (“Ё⼒ӮᆊᒁЁⱘᄤཇᬭ㚆”) shows
that the main topic of the presentation is family education.
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15. (D) The man answers that he likes to watch the same sports that she mentioned. (A) and (C) are wrong because the woman’s favorite sports are different.
(B) is wrong because the man implied that the woman doesn’t like volleyball,
even though she does.

18. (A) The phone message directly states that it will begin tomorrow at 3:30.
19. (D) The conversation shows that the man did not previously know the
woman.
20. (B) The man says, “վ֚ਣཚԿΔڶהᓰΖהڇᚨᇠڇՂᓰ” (“Ҟ᯳ᳳ
ϝˈҪ᳝䇒Ǆ⦄Ҫᑨ䆹Ϟ䇒”), which means that Wang Qiang is most
likely in class.
21. (A) The woman says, “៥ᕫಲᆊњ,” which shows that she is going to go
home. “׆㺞אࠐڃ৵Δᓮה္ܫ܃ؚݺଡሽᇩ” (“⥟ᔎಲᴹҹৢˈ䇋Դਞ
䆝Ҫ㒭៥ᠧϾ⬉䆱”) means that Wang Xiang will call the woman, so (D) is
incorrect.
22. (B) “ࠇקطଆᥞڠऱխഏ़ֱࣟֆҩұ8234ఄڼڂංᙈದଆழၴ”
(“⬅࣫Ҁ亲ᕔ݄ᎲⱘЁϰᮍ㟾ぎ݀ৌ˩˱7123㟾⧁ℸ䖳䍋亲ᯊ䯈”) is
meant to announce a delayed flight.
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23. (D) “ᥞچڠվֲڶՕຳ” (“݄ᎲഄऎҞ᮹᳝䲾”) shows that it is snowing
in Lanzhou.
24. (C) “ᖕᥞچڠऱ֚ൣउΔലఄದଆழၴޏ㻽29;11-!ቃૠࠩሒᥞ
ڠऱழၴ㻽31;11 ”(“ ⦄ḍ݄Ꮂഄऎⱘ⇨ᚙˈމᇚ㟾⧁䍋亲ᯊ䯈ᬍЎ
18:00, 乘䅵ࠄ䖒݄Ꮂⱘᯊ䯈Ў20:00”) shows the original times and then states
the new takeoff time, which is 18:00.
25. (D) The correct answer is directly stated in the announcement.
26. (A) “ᦫۯٺ㽬” (“ԡӫ”) shows that there is an audience, so this report
is most likely from the radio.

Model Exam 2

27. (B) Nowhere in the report is anything about Taijiquan schools mentioned.
(A) is stated in the sentence “֜ᄕஜਢԫጟ࠹խഏࡉࡩۍ۔௧؆֖ࣛཏሙ
ᦟ०ऱ᧯ߛሎ೯” (“ᵕᣇᰃϔ⾡⏅ফЁ㗕ⱒྦྷ⍋᳟ট᱂䘡䖢ⱘԧ
㚆䖤ࡼ”). “֜ᄕஜᖵ൝Ն-ੌႚ“( ”ᵕᣇग़ᙴЙ,⌕ӴϪ⬠”) confirms (C) and (D).
28. (A) “ຫ۔٣س༉ਢຍ㽬ڍऱფृړխऱԫ“( ”ۯ䰜㗕⫳ܜህᰃ䖭ӫⱘ⠅ད
㗙Ёⱘϔԡ”) shows that Mr. Chen enjoys Taijiquan. (B) is wrong because
Mr. Chen is just a “ᄐ塒ඒᒭ” (“Ϯԭᬭ㒗”), not a professional coach. (C) is
incorrect because “ຫ۔٣سൕԲԼ༓ᄣၲࡨؚ֜ᄕஜΔԼࠐڣڍΔൕࠐ
ڶೖַመ” (“䰜㗕⫳ܜҢѠकቕᓔྟᠧᵕᣇˈಯकᑈᴹˈҢᴹ≵᳝ذ
ℶ䖛”) shows that Mr. Chen likes to do Taijiquan, not just watch it. (D) is
wrong because he has already retired.
29. (B) The correct answer is stated in the sentence “ޢଡਣཚऱԲΕΕքڰ
ඣΔהຟᄎࠩխഏৄॵ२ऱֆႼ㠪ඒԳଚؚ֜ᄕஜ” (“↣Ͼ᯳ᳳⱘѠǃಯǃ
݁ᮽ᰼ˈҪ䛑ӮࠄЁජ䰘䖥ⱘ݀ು䞠ᬭҎӀᠧᵕᣇ”), which shows that
he goes to the park three times a week in the mornings.
30. (B) “ൕԲԼ༓ᄣၲࡨؚ֜ᄕஜΔԼࠐڣڍΔൕࠐڶೖַመ” (“ҢѠक
ቕᓔྟᠧᵕᣇˈಯकᑈᴹˈҢᴹ≵᳝ذℶ䖛”) means that Mr. Chen
started at the age of 20, more than 40 years ago. (A) “լૠࠡᑇ” (“ϡ䅵᭄݊”)
means that it is impossible to calculate. (C) is correct because it is stated that
“֜ᄕஜբᆖګ㻽ຫ۔٣سسխլ֟ױऱԫຝ։”(“ᵕᣇᏆ㒣៤Ў䰜㗕
⌏⫳⫳ܜЁϡৃ㔎ᇥⱘϔ䚼ߚ”). (D) is true because it is stated that “ࠩ߷
䈥ڍऱԳᖂխഏऱ֜ᄕஜΔ༉ਢ٦ีהՈᘋ” (“ⳟࠄ䙷МⱘҎᄺЁⱘ
ᵕᣇˈህᰃݡ㌃Ҫг催݈”).
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Section I—Part B: Reading
31. (B) The sign says, “Once the vehicle has started moving, please do not talk to
the driver.” (C) and (D) are wrong because passengers cannot talk to the conductor or pilot on a train or an airplane. This sign is not appropriate for a car,
(A).
32. (D) The sign reminds people not to disrupt the driver. (A) is not logical
because it has nothing to do with public transportation. (B) is irrelevant. (C)
is wrong because the sign does not inform anyone of anything.
33. (A) The context implies that a wife is leaving her husband a note, to tell him
why she is not home. (B) is the reason why she is not home. “ܑᨃՖࠝሽ
ီ” (“߿䅽ཇ⬉ⳟܓ㾚”) means that their child should not watch television,
not that she watches too much, (C). (D) is wrong because the woman never
says what he should make for dinner.

35. (A) The correct answer is directly stated in the note.
36. (C) “ݺಬװڔ᠔ೃ” (“៥ᕫ䗕ཌྷএए䰶”) means “I have to go to the hospital,” so the writer is most likely at the hospital.

Model Exam 2

34. (D) The correct answer is implied by clues like “ܑᨃՖࠝሽီ,” (“߿䅽ཇ
⬉ⳟܓ㾚”) and “ݺվඡ༉۰ڔڇ୮ᅃ“(”ڔ៥Ҟᰮህԣཌྷᆊ✻乒ཌྷ”).

37. (A) The correct answer is stated in “܃Հఄࠐڃ৵ނඡ堩Ա” (“Դϟ⧁ಲᴹ
ৢᡞᰮ佁خњ.”
38. (D) is the correct answer. (A), (C), and (B) are all included in (D).
39. (C) “ᤕࣟࡕԳֱګ֊ۚނჇΔᗈદદऱΔྥ৵߷ࠄاՠ୮ಬ“( ”װ㢣
ϰവিҎᡞ㙝ߛ៤ᮍഫˈ⚻ᕫ㑶㑶ⱘˈ✊ৢ㒭䙷ѯ⇥Ꮉᆊ䗕এ”) shows that
Su Dongpo asked other people to cook the pork, not that he did it himself.
All the other occupations are mentioned directly.
40. (A) “㻽Աტᤕࣟࡕ” (“Ўњᛳ䇶㢣ϰവ”) means that people gave him pork
to thank him.
41. (D) The correct answer is directly stated in the passage: “Օ୮ৰᘋΔ༉ނ
הಬࠐऱ㼄ۚϖࣟࡕۚ’” (“ᆊᕜ催݈ˈህᡞҪ䗕ᴹⱘ⣾㙝ি‘ϰവ㙝’”).
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42. (C) “הԳଚຟᎅᤕࣟࡕړΔ༉ᨃ㹒ஃނ㼄ۚՈ֊ֱګჇΔګદᗈۚΔ
ՈϗࣟࡕۚϗΖൕאڼ৵Δ߷୮堩塢ऱسრܑ“( ”ړҪⳟҎӀ䛑䇈㢣ϰ
വདˈህ䅽ॼᏜᡞ⣾㙝гߛ៤ᮍഫˈخ៤㑶⚻㙝ˈгি ‘ϰവ㙝 ’ǄҢℸҹ
ৢˈ䙷ᆊ佁佚ⱘ⫳ᛣ⡍߿ད” means that the dish was very profitable.
43. (C) The correct answer is directly stated in the passage. (A) and (B) are wrong
because Su Dongpo gave this dish to his workers as a treat. Many restaurants
in Hanzhou sell this dish, but it’s not sold throughout China, so (D) is not
correct.
44. (B) The passage never mentions anything about a screenwriter.
45. (B) The correct answer is stated in “٧֨سנ8ଡִא৵Δ٤୮ჺࠩՂ௧Ζ
2:16ڣΔԾჺࠩ՞ࣟ” (“ބᖗߎ⫳7Ͼ᳜ҹৢˈܼᆊᨀࠄϞ⍋Ǆ1905ᑈˈজ
ᨀࠄቅϰ”).

Model Exam 2

46. (C) The correct answer is directly stated in the passage.
47. (B) The correct answer is directly stated in the passage.
48. (D) The correct answer is directly stated in the passage.
49. (D) The correct answer is directly stated in the passage. (A) is wrong because
her most famous work is in prose. (B) is wrong because her father was the one
who started a school. (C) is wrong because when she was seven months old
she moved to Shanghai, not Shandong.
50. (D) “པཚܛലࠐᜯ” (“ᱥᳳेᇚᴹЈ”) means that the class will take place in
the summer.
51. (C) The correct answer is directly stated in the advertisement.
52. (B) This is the correct answer, as the advertisement lists a Chinese class.
53. (B) The correct answer is directly stated in the advertisement.
54. (A) This is the correct answer, as the advertisement states, “ᝫᏺၲسढᓰ”
(“䖬ᓔ⫳⠽䇒”).
55. (B) The advertisement does not mention anything about fees.
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56. (D) “ၲ࣋ழၴ” (“ᓔᬒᯊ䯈”), “ปᏝ” (“⼼Ӌ”), “ء䏗լၲ࣋” (“ᴀ佚ϡᓔ
ᬒ”), and “ᓮլᤛ䏗փढ” (“䇋ϡ㽕㾺ᩌ佚ݙ⠽ક”) show that this is a
museum policy.
57. (D) It says in the passage that people over 60 are eligible for a discounted
ticket. (A), (B), and (C) are eligible for a free ticket.
58. (B) All the other answers are mentioned in item 4.
59. (C) “ᓮץނΕᅃઌᖲΕ᥊ઌᖲڇژബژ” (“䇋ᡞࣙǃ✻ⳌᴎǃᨘⳌᴎㄝ
ᄬᆘᄬ໘”) means that lockers will be provided for bags, cameras, and video
cameras. (A) is wrong because there are discounted tickets and free tickets for
certain people. (B) is wrong because the museum is closed on days with bad
weather. (D) is wrong because the museum “ࡌأΕᆏֲլٖஒ” (“਼ǃ
㡖؛᮹ϡӥᙃ”).

61. (C) The correct answer is directly stated: “ؾছխഏषᄎࠟڶژጟݙ٤լٵऱ
ऄ” (“ⳂࠡЁ⼒Ӯᄬ᳝ϸ⾡ᅠܼϡৠⱘⳟ⊩”).
62. (B) “܀ਢؚՠᗨีऱᆖ᧭ૹޓ” (“ԚᰃᠧᎹ⿃㌃ⱘ㒣偠䞡㽕”) shows
that work experience is important.

Model Exam 2

60. (C) All the other issues are mentioned.

63. (C) Not all jobs are beneficial, as stated by “ࠀլਢࢬڶऱՠ܂ኙխᖂسຟڶ
ړ” (“ᑊϡᰃ᠔᳝ⱘᎹᇍЁᄺ⫳䛑᳝ད໘”). (A) is wrong because the
passage says that a student’s schoolwork will be affected, but it says nothing
about health. (B) is wrong because students can do volunteer work but are not
required to do it. (D) is wrong because it is irrelevant.
64. (C) All the other answers are mentioned.
65. (B) The passage mentions nothing about babysitting.
66. (B) “֘ኙխᖂؚسՠऱԳᤚ-! Ξ! ݺᎁ㻽৵ԫጟऄլਢڶሐऱ”
(“ডᇍЁᄺ⫳ᠧᎹⱘҎ㾝ᕫ, … ៥䅸Ўৢϔ⾡ⳟ⊩ϡᰃ≵᳝䘧⧚ⱘ”) means
that the author agrees with the second opinion, that jobs are not beneficial for
students.
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SCRIPTS
CD 3
Track
27

(Narrator) Model Exam 2. Section I—Part A: Listening Comprehension. Conversations 1 through 15.
You will hear several short conversations. Each conversation will be played once
along with four choices of response (A), (B), (C), and (D). You will have 5 seconds
to choose a response that completes the conversation in a logical and culturally
appropriate way.

Conversation 1
[Traditional-character version]

Model Exam 2

(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)

܃ਢ༓్ڣऱᖂسΛ
ݺਢԲ్ڣऱᖂسΖࡋ܃Λ
(A) ݺվ֚ऱפᓰլ֜ڍΖ
(B) ᦫݺᎅԲ్ڣऱᓰլ֜ᣄΖ
(C) ݺՈਢԲ్ڣऱᖂسΖ
(D) ݺՈլਢԲ్ڣऱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)

Դᰃᑈ㑻ⱘᄺ⫳˛
៥ᰃѠᑈ㑻ⱘᄺ⫳ǄԴਸ਼˛
(A) ៥Ҟⱘࡳ䇒ϡǄ
(B) ៥䇈Ѡᑈ㑻ⱘ䇒ϡ䲒Ǆ
(C) ៥гᰃѠᑈ㑻ⱘᄺ⫳Ǆ
(D) ៥гϡᰃѠᑈ㑻ⱘǄ

Conversation 2
[Traditional-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)

৻܃䈥ԫଡԳࠐڃԱΛ܃टװ൷܃ႯΛ

(A) ݺटڰඣಬݺऱழଢᙈࠩԱΖ
(B) ۞ݺաࠐڃऱΖ
(C) ݺվ֚ऱ܂ᄐڍᄕԱΖ
(D) ൷ԱΔ࣋ݺނהՀԾװ၇ࣟ۫ԱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)
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(A) ៥⠌ᮽ᰼䗕៥ⱘᯊ䖳ࠄњǄ
(B) ៥㞾ᏅಲᴹⱘǄ
(C) ៥ҞⱘϮᵕњǄ
(D) њˈҪᡞ៥ᬒϟজএфϰ㽓њǄ
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Conversation 3
[Traditional-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)

܃ააᄎᎅխ֮ႯΛ

(A) ݺᦟᖂխ֮Ζ
(B) ڔᄎᎅΔױਢڶटटᎅړΖ
(C) խ֮ڶऄ֮ᣄΖ
(D) ݺଚ٤୮Գຟᄎᎅऄ֮Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)

ԴཛྷཛྷӮ䇈Ё᭛৫˛
(A) ៥୰ᄺЁ᭛Ǆ
(B) ཌྷӮ䇈ˈৃᰃ≵᳝⠌⠌䇈ᕫདǄ
(C) Ё᭛≵᳝⊩᭛䲒Ǆ
(D) ៥ӀܼᆊҎ䛑Ӯ䇈⊩᭛Ǆ

Conversation 4
[Traditional-character version]
ਤ֚܃߷ሽᐙԱႯΛ

(A) ڶݺԫଡܑ֖ࣛუᅝሽᐙዝΖ
(B) ݺܑᦟሽᐙΖ
(C) ࠄڶዝዝటऱլ৻䈥ᑌΖ
(D) ڶΔڂ㻽ააسԱΔլᨃװݺΖ

[Simplified-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)

Model Exam 2

(Woman)
(Man)

᯼Դⳟ䙷എ⬉ᕅњ৫˛

(A) ៥᳝ϔϾ᳟ট⡍߿ᛇᔧ⬉ᕅⓨਬǄ
(B) ៥⡍߿୰ⳟ⬉ᕅǄ
(C) ᳝ѯⓨਬⓨᕫⳳⱘϡᗢМḋǄ
(D) ≵᳝ˈЎཛྷཛྷ⫳⇨њˈϡ䅽៥এǄ

Conversation 5
[Traditional-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)

߷ۯଡऱ۔ஃඒչ䈥Λ
(A) ߷۔ۯஃ᎓ֱΖ
(B) ߷۔ۯஃඒ్ڣΖ
(C) ߷۔ۯஃඒسढΖ
(D) ݺଚהದԱଡ؆ᇆΔϘՕଡ۔ஃϙΖ

[Simplified-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)
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(A) 䙷ԡ㗕Ꮬি䍉ᮍǄ
(B) 䙷ԡ㗕Ꮬᬭಯᑈ㑻Ǆ
(C) 䙷ԡ㗕Ꮬᬭ⫳⠽Ǆ
(D) ៥Ӏ㒭Ҫ䍋њϾোˈি“Ͼᄤ㗕Ꮬ”Ǆ
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Conversation 6
[Traditional-character version]
(Man)
(Woman)

ຍᔖ۞۩߫ਢᓴ܃၇ऱΛ
(A) ݺᒔኔᏁԫᔖ۞۩߫Ζ
(B) ᠻ۞۩߫אױᅂߪ᧯Ζ
(C) ਢ֖ࣛߊݺಬऱֲس៖ढΖ
(D) ݺՈᤚຍᔖ۞۩߫ৰዦॽΖ

[Simplified-character version]
(Man)
(Woman)

䖭䕚㞾㸠䔺ᰃ䇕㒭Դфⱘ˛
(A) ៥⹂ᅲ䳔㽕ϔ䕚㞾㸠䔺Ǆ
(B) 健㞾㸠䔺ৃҹ䬏⚐䑿ԧǄ
(C) ᰃ៥⬋᳟ট䗕ⱘ⫳᮹⼐⠽Ǆ
(D) ៥г㾝ᕫ䖭䕚㞾㸠䔺ᕜⓖ҂Ǆ

Conversation 7

Model Exam 2

[Traditional-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)

܃խฅᄐࠢ៖ऱழଢΔ֖ࣛ܃ᄎࠐႯΛ

(A) ݺଚਢڇᖂீᎁᢝऱΖ
(B) ڔუࡉٵᦰݺԫࢬՕᖂΖ
(C) ݺଚକٵᄣΖ
(D) ࠐڔլԱΖ

[Simplified-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)

Դ催Ё↩Ϯⱘ⼐ᯊˈԴ᳟টӮᴹ৫˛

(A) ៥Ӏᰃᄺ᷵䅸䆚ⱘǄ
(B) ཌྷᛇ៥䇏ৠϔ᠔ᄺǄ
(C) ៥ӀֽৠቕǄ
(D) ཌྷᴹϡњǄ

Conversation 8
[Traditional-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)

܃ଚຟᦟׂ֛פΔؚؚᕕᕕऱΔڶչ䈥ړऱΖ
(A) ݺՈᤚׂ֛פړऱΖ
(B) ຍᣊሽᐙ࣋אױᠾΖ
(C) ܃ᎅऱ߷ଡዝݺवሐΔګהᚊΖ
(D) ୌࠝዝׂ֛פΛ

[Simplified-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)
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(A) ៥г㾝ᕫࡳ⠛ᤎདⱘǄ
(B) ⳟ䖭㉏⬉ᕅৃҹᬒᵒǄ
(C) Դ䇈ⱘ䙷Ͼⓨਬ៥ⶹ䘧ˈҪি៤啭Ǆ
(D) ાܓⓨࡳ⠛˛
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Conversation 9
[Traditional-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)

ބݺԱ֚תړΔՈլवሐ܃ᎅऱ߷୮堩塢ڇୌࠝΖ

(A) ܃լवሐ߷୮堩塢ႯΛ
(B) ߷୮堩塢ބړႯΛ
(C) ߷ࠩބ܃୮堩塢ԱႯΛ
(D) ༉ڇሽᐙೃऱலᢰΖ

[Simplified-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)

៥ᡒњདञˈгϡⶹ䘧Դ䇈ⱘ䙷ᆊ佁佚ાܓǄ
(A) Դϡⶹ䘧䙷ᆊ佁佚৫˛
(B) 䙷ᆊ佁佚དᡒ৫˛
(C) Դᡒࠄ䙷ᆊ佁佚њ৫˛
(D) ህ⬉ᕅ䰶ⱘᮕ䖍Ǆ

Conversation 10
[Traditional-character version]
ݺຍװڻխഏਢנΔႉঁளሏΖ

(A) װ܃խഏչ䈥Λ
(B) װ܃խഏளሏႯΛ
(C) ܃լუנشܓऱᖲᄎளሏႯΛ
(D) ؚ܃ጩչ䈥ழଢװΛ

[Simplified-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)

Model Exam 2

(Woman)
(Man)

៥䖭এЁЏ㽕ᰃߎᏂˈ乎֓ᮙ␌Ǆ

(A) ԴএЁخҔМ˛
(B) ԴএЁᮙ␌৫˛
(C) Դϡᛇ߽⫼ߎᏂⱘᴎӮᮙ␌৫˛
(D) ԴᠧㅫҔМᯊএ˛

Conversation 11
[Traditional-character version]
(Man)
(Woman)
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ݺᚥބ܃ऱ߷ֆ༅Δড়ᨚՕΔॎՈլ՛ΔᛩቼৰڜᙩΔ܀
ਢլ୮ࠠΖ
(A) ॎՕլՕΛ
(B) ڶড়ᨚႯΛ
(C) ڶ௮ႯΛ
(D) ᛩቼ৻䈥ᑌΛ
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[Simplified-character version]
(Man)
(Woman)

៥ᐂԴᡒⱘ䙷༫݀ᆧˈᅶख़ᤎˈऻᅸгϡᇣˈ⦃๗ᕜᅝ䴭ˈԚ
ᰃϡᏺᆊǄ
(A) ऻᅸϡ˛
(B) ᳝ᅶख़৫˛
(C) ≵᳝⍈ᅸ৫˛
(D) ⦃๗ᗢМḋ˛

Conversation 12
[Traditional-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)

װࢍࠩ܃լװሽᐙԱΛ

(A) უװΔױਢפᓰݙΔװլԱΖ
(B) ڜୟՈܴװΛ
(C) ່܃२৻䈥ᑌΛڦլڦΛ
(D) ዝሽᐙऱԳຟڶᙒΖ

Model Exam 2

[Simplified-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)

Դࠄᑩএϡএⳟ⬉ᕅњ˛

(A) ᛇএˈৃᰃࡳ䇒≵خᅠˈএϡњǄ
(B) ᅝгএਔ˛
(C) Դ᳔䖥ᗢМḋ˛ᖭϡᖭ˛
(D) ⓨ⬉ᕅⱘҎ䛑᳝䪅Ǆ

Conversation 13
[Traditional-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)

܃ຍᖂཚᙇሽᆰᓰԱΛ
ݺᙇԱΔᝫᙇԱسढᓰΖࡋ܃Λ
(A) ܃ᙇԱ߷䈥ڍᓰΖ
(B) ᙇسढԱΔሽᆰᓰ֜ᣄΔᙇΖ
(C) ሽᆰᓰᣄլᣄΛ
(D) ݺՈᙇسढᓰΖ

[Simplified-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)
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Դ䖭ᄺᳳ䗝⬉㛥䇒њ˛
៥䗝њˈ䖬䗝њ⫳⠽䇒ǄԴਸ਼˛
(A) Դ䗝њ䙷М䇒Ǆ
(B) 䗝⫳⠽њˈ⬉㛥䇒䲒ˈ≵䗝Ǆ
(C) ⬉㛥䇒䲒ϡ䲒˛
(D) ៥г≵䗝⫳⠽䇒Ǆ
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Conversation 14
[Traditional-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)

ኙլದΔࠐඡԱΖሁՂ߫֜ڍԱΖ
ᣂএΔݺՈଶࠩԫᄎࠝΖࠐৢٵ܃ႯΛ
(A) ৢٵݺၲֺ߫ړݺΖ
(B) ຍଡֱچऱٌຏլ֜ړΖ
(C) ڶৢٵݺᓰΔլ౨ࠐΖ
(D) ࠐ܃ऱሁՂ߫ڍլ@ڍ

[Simplified-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)

ᇍϡ䍋ˈᴹᰮњǄ䏃Ϟ䔺њǄ
≵݇㋏ˈ៥г߮ࠄϔӮܓǄԴৠሟ≵ᴹ৫˛
(A) ៥ৠሟᓔ䔺↨៥དǄ
(B) 䖭ϾഄᮍⱘѸ䗮ϡདǄ
(C) ៥ৠሟ᳝䇒ˈϡ㛑ᴹǄ
(D) Դᴹⱘ䏃Ϟ䔺ϡ?

[Traditional-character version]
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)

່܃ᦟչ䈥᧯ߛֺΛ
ጻΕߩΕඈչ䈥ऱΔݺຟფΔլመ່ᦟऱᝫਢOCBᤃ
Ζࡋ܃Λ
(A) ່ݺᦟऱՈਢጻΖ
(B) ݺՈլᦟඈֺΖ
(C) ᇿ܃ԫᑌΔݺՈ່ფߩΖ
(D) ᇿ܃ԫᑌΖ

Model Exam 2

Conversation 15

[Simplified-character version]
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)
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Դ᳔୰ⳟҔМԧ㚆↨䌯˛
㔥⧗ǃ䎇⧗ǃᥦ⧗ҔМⱘˈ៥䛑⠅ⳟˈϡ䖛᳔୰ⱘ䖬ᰃNBA㇂
⧗ǄԴਸ਼˛
(A) ៥᳔୰ⳟⱘгᰃ㔥⧗Ǆ
(B) ៥гϡ୰ⳟᥦ⧗↨䌯Ǆ
(C) 䎳Դϔḋˈ៥г᳔⠅ⳟ䎇⧗Ǆ
(D) 䎳ԴϔḋǄ
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CD 3
Track
28

(Narrator) Model Exam 2—Section I–PART A Listening ComprehensionSelections for questions 16 through 30. You will listen to several listening selections.
Each selection will be played either once or twice. You may take notes. After each
selection, you will have twelve seconds to read the question and choose the most
appropriate response (A), (B), (C), or (D) in English from the answer sheet.
Listening selection 1. Now you will listen to a telephone message twice. First
time.
[Traditional-character version]
(Woman)

٤Δړ܃ΜݺਢؓΖ֚ࣔՀ֑4;41-! ᖂீڶԫଡᝑஆΔᠲؾ
ਢ!Ϙխഏषᄎ୮அխऱՖඒߛϙΖዝᝑऱԳਢֱקՕᖂԳᣊᖂ
ߓԫଡထټඒΔچរڇᖂீᑔԿᐋ5212ඒΖݺवሐڇإ܃
ᐊຍֱ૿ऱᓵ֮Δ܃ԫࡳᄎტᘋᔊऱ-ݺՈᄎᦫᦫװΖ4;21ऱழ
ଢΔݺଚڇᑔ॰ছߠ૿ΔړႯΛᓮڃݺଡሽᇩΖ

Model Exam 2

[Simplified-character version]

CD 3
Track
29

(Woman)

乒ܼˈԴདʽ៥ᰃ㚵ᑇǄᯢϟज3:30, ᄺ᳝᷵ϔϾ䆆ᑻˈ乬Ⳃᰃ
“Ё⼒ӮᆊᒁЁⱘᄤཇᬭ㚆”Ǆⓨ䆆ⱘҎᰃ࣫ᮍᄺҎ㉏ᄺ㋏ϔ
Ͼ㨫ৡᬭᥜˈഄ⚍ᄺ᷵Џὐϝሖ4101ᬭᅸǄ៥ⶹ䘧Դℷݭ䖭
ᮍ䴶ⱘ䆎᭛ˈԴϔᅮӮᛳ݈䍷ⱘ,៥гӮএǄ3:10ⱘᯊˈ៥
ӀЏὐ䮼ࠡ㾕䴶ˈད৫˛䇋㒭៥ಲϾ⬉䆱Ǆ

(Narrator)

Now the second time.
Now answer question 16.
Now answer question 17.
Now answer question 18.

(Narrator) Listening Selection 2. Now you will listen to a conversation between a
man and a woman once only.
[Traditional-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)
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ᓮംΔ׆㺞۰ڇຍࠝႯΛ
ኙΔה༉۰ڇຍࠝΔױਢהլڇΖݺਢהऱৢٵΔ৬ഏΖ
ݺਢ׆㺞ऱٵᖂ-! ؓޕΖ׆ൎװୌࠝԱΛ
ױ౨װቹ塢ԱΖΔլኙΔվ֚ਣཚԿΔڶהᓰΖהڇᚨᇠ
ڇՂᓰΖ
ה༓រࠐڃΛ
Օᄗࠟଡ՛ழא৵Ζ܃ၞࠐܣΖ
ݺڃ୮ԱΖ׆㺞אࠐڃ৵Δᓮה္ܫ܃ؚݺଡሽᇩΖ
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[Simplified-character version]
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)
(Man)
(Woman)
(Narrator)

CD 3
Track
30

䇋䯂ˈ⥟ᔎԣ䖭ܓ৫˛
ᇍˈҪህԣ䖭ৃˈܓᰃҪϡǄ៥ᰃҪⱘৠሟˈিᓎǄ
៥ᰃ⥟ᔎⱘৠᄺ, িᴢᑇǄ⥟ᔎএાܓњ˛
ৃ㛑এк佚њǄଞˈϡᇍˈҞ᯳ᳳϝˈҪ᳝䇒Ǆ⦄Ҫᑨ䆹
Ϟ䇒Ǆ
Ҫ⚍ಲᴹ˛
ὖϸϾᇣᯊҹৢǄԴ䖯ᴹㄝ৻Ǆ
៥ᕫಲᆊњǄ⥟ᔎಲᴹҹৢˈ䇋Դਞ䆝Ҫ㒭៥ᠧϾ⬉䆱Ǆ

Now answer question 19.
Now answer question 20.
Now answer question 21.

(Narrator) Listening Selection 3. Now you will listen to an announcement twice.
First time

(Woman)

ۯٺளড়ᓮࣹრΔڂ㻽࠹ࠩᄅᡲ़ܐऱᐙΔᥞچڠվֲڶ
ՕຳΖࠇקطଆᥞڠऱխഏ़ֱࣟֆҩұ8234ఄڼڂං
ᙈದଆழၴΖڼఄࡳ26;61ൕࠇקದଆΔ28;61ࠩሒᥞڠᖲ
Δᖕᥞچڠऱ֚ൣउΔലఄದଆழၴޏ㻽29;11-!
ቃૠࠩሒᥞڠऱழၴ㻽31;11Ζ

[Simplified-character version]
(Woman)

ԡᮙᅶ䇋⊼ᛣˈЎফࠄᮄ⭚ދぎ⇨ⱘᕅડˈ݄ᎲഄऎҞ᮹᳝
䲾Ǆ⬅࣫Ҁ亲ᕔ݄ᎲⱘЁϰᮍ㟾ぎ݀ৌ˩˱7123㟾⧁ℸ
䖳䍋亲ᯊ䯈Ǆℸ㟾⧁ॳᅮ15:50Ң࣫Ҁ䍋亲ˈ17:50ࠄ䖒݄Ꮂᴎ
എˈ⦄ḍ݄Ꮂഄऎⱘ⇨ᚙˈމᇚ㟾⧁䍋亲ᯊ䯈ᬍЎ18:00, 乘
䅵ࠄ䖒݄Ꮂⱘᯊ䯈Ў20:00Ǆ

(Narrator)

Now the second time.
Now answer question 22.
Now answer question 23.
Now answer question 24.
Now answer question 25.
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CD 3
Track
31

Report (Questions 26–30)
(Narrator) Listening Selection 4. Now you will listen to a report twice. First time
[Traditional-character version]
(Woman)

ᦫۯٺ㽬Δ܃ଚړΖՕ୮ຟवሐΔ֜ᄕஜਢԫጟ࠹խഏࡩۍ۔
ࡉ௧؆֖ࣛཏሙᦟ०ऱ᧯ߛሎ೯Ζ֜ᄕஜᖵ൝ՆΔੌႚΖ
ᒭ֜ᄕஜऱԳޓਢլૠࠡᑇΖվ֚ݺଚՕ୮տฯऱຫ۔٣
س༉ਢຍ㽬ڍऱფृړխऱԫۯΖຫ۔٣سൕԲԼ༓ᄣၲࡨؚ֜
ᄕஜΔԼࠐڣڍΔൕࠐڶೖַመΔ֜ᄕஜբᆖګ㻽ຫ۔٣س
سխլ֟ױऱԫຝ։Ζຫ۔٣سլ܀ਢ֜ᄕஜऱფृړΔᝫ
ਢԫۯᑷ֨ऱᄐ塒ඒᒭΖಯٖא৵Δຫ۔٣سᑷ֨ඒ֜ᄕஜΖޢ
ଡਣཚऱԲΕΕքڰඣΔהຟᄎࠩխഏৄॵ२ऱֆႼ㠪ඒԳଚ
ؚ֜ᄕஜΖהᎅΔࠩ߷䈥ڍऱԳᖂխഏऱ֜ᄕஜΔ༉ਢ٦ีה
ՈᘋΖ

[Simplified-character version]
ԡӫˈԴӀདǄᆊ䛑ⶹ䘧ˈᵕᣇᰃϔ⾡⏅ফЁ㗕ⱒྦྷ
⍋᳟ট᱂䘡䖢ⱘԧ㚆䖤ࡼǄᵕᣇग़ᙴЙˈ⌕ӴϪ⬠Ǆ
㒗дᵕᣇⱘҎᰃϡ䅵᭄݊ǄҞ៥Ӏ㽕㒭ᆊҟ㒡ⱘ䰜㗕ܜ
⫳ህᰃ䖭ӫⱘ⠅ད㗙ЁⱘϔԡǄ䰜㗕⫳ܜҢѠकቕᓔྟᠧ
ᵕᣇˈಯकᑈᴹˈҢᴹ≵᳝ذℶ䖛ˈᵕᣇᏆ㒣៤Ў䰜㗕⫳ܜ
⫳⌏Ёϡৃ㔎ᇥⱘϔ䚼ߚǄ䰜㗕⫳ܜϡԚᰃᵕᣇⱘ⠅ད㗙ˈ䖬
ᰃϔԡ⛁ᖗⱘϮԭᬭ㒗Ǆ䗔ӥҹৢˈ䰜㗕⛁⫳ܜᖗᬭᵕᣇǄ↣
Ͼ᯳ᳳⱘѠǃಯǃ݁ᮽ᰼ˈҪ䛑ӮࠄЁජ䰘䖥ⱘ݀ು䞠ᬭҎӀ
ᠧᵕᣇǄҪ䇈ˈⳟࠄ䙷МⱘҎᄺЁⱘᵕᣇˈህᰃݡ㌃Ҫ
г催݈Ǆ

(Narrator)

Now the second time.
Now answer question 26.
Now answer question 27.
Now answer question 28.
Now answer question 29.
Now answer question 30.

Model Exam 2

(Woman)
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567

(Narrator) Model Exam 2. Section II—Part B: Speaking, Conversation
You will have a conversation with Lin Yue, an interviewer, about traveling in China.
She will ask you six questions. After each question, you will have 20 seconds to
respond. Respond as fully and as appropriately as possible.

1. ړ܃Δࣥݺ။Ζ܃ᦟளሏႯΛ
Դདˈ៥িᵫ䍞ǄԴ୰ᮙ␌৫˛

2. ᓫᓫװ܃խഏளሏऱૠቤΖ
䇜䇜ԴএЁᮙ␌ⱘ䅵ߦǄ

3. ܃ຍڻװխഏऱୌࠄֱچளሏΛ
Դ䖭Џ㽕এЁⱘાѯഄᮍᮙ␌˛

4. ܃㻽װխഏளሏڜඈԫଡչ䈥ᑌऱ۩࿓Λ
ԴЎএЁᮙ␌ᅝᥦϔϾҔМḋⱘ㸠˛

5. ؚ܃ጩԫଡԳװᝫਢᇿܑԳԫದװΛ
ԴᠧㅫϔϾҎএ䖬ᰃ䎳߿Ҏϔ䍋এ˛
এЁᮙ␌ҹࠡˈԴ䖬䳔㽕خાѯޚ˛
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6. װխഏளሏאছΔ܃ᝫᏁୌࠄᄷໂΛ
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NOTES

HOW TO USE THE AUDIO CDs
The three audio CDs should be used in conjunction with this book. Each chapter in the book that includes
listening and speaking exercises will refer you to a CD and a track number.
CD 1 includes listening rejoinders and strategies as well as conversations that appear in Chapter 2.
CD 2 has additional conversations plus short narrations, dialogues, and passages from Chapter 2.
CD 3 contains speaking practice from Chapter 3 as well as the two Model Exams that appear at the end of
the book.
To play an audio CD, insert the CD into a CD player. To play the CD on your computer, insert it into the
CD-ROM drive, and choose an audio media program if one doesn’t launch automatically.

CD No.

Track No.

Chapter

Description

1

1

2

Listening Comprehension—Rejoinders

1

2–9

2

Listening Comprehension Strategies

1

10–18

2

Conversations

2

1

2

Conversations (continued)

2

2–3

2

Short Narrations

2

4–26

2

Dialogues

2

27–36

2

Passages

3

1–20

5

Speaking Practice

3

21–26

Test

Model Exam I

3

27–32

Test

Model Exam II

BARRON’S LICENSING AGREEMENT/DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY
If you purchased this book with one or more Audio CDs and/or CD-ROMs
1. Ownership of Rights. The disk(s) in the plastic sleeve was/were created for Barron’s Educational Series, Inc., and the editorial contents therein remain the intellectual property of Barron’s. Users may not reproduce the disk(s), authorize or permit the
disk(s) reproduction, transmit the disk(s), or permit any portion thereof to be transmitted for any purpose whatsoever.
2. License. Barron’s hereby grants to the consumer of this product the limited license to use same solely for personal use. Any
other use shall be in violation of Barron’s rights to the aforesaid intellectual property and in violation of Barron’s copyright interest
in such disk(s).
3. Limited Warranty: Disclaimer of Implied Warranties. If the disk(s) fail(s) to function in a satisfactory manner, Barron’s sole
liability to any purchaser or user shall be limited to refunding the price paid for same by said purchaser or user. Barron’s makes
no other warranties, express or implied, with respect to the disk(s). Barron’s specifically disclaims any warranty of fitness for a
particular purpose or of merchantability.
4. Consequential Damages. Barron’s shall not be liable under any circumstances for indirect, incidental, special, or consequential damages resulting from the purchase or use of the disk(s).
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